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General Comments
Note: General comments referring to a specific section of Draft 3-0 of the revised
P&C were moved to the applicable section of this compilation. This is indicated by:
(…) see below
I appreciate what the Working Group has done and I believe some progress has
been made in various aspects.
Our main concerns are:
(…) see below

The problem at present is that in practice the P & C are not implemented on the
ground.
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The review was meant to use clear language, and not allow any loopholes.

Forest Stewardship Council

We believe that more work needs to be done, more consultation and discussion
is required to be receiving the consensus required from the Environment groups.
In addition to our remarks below we support the comments submitted May 7 by
(...) see below
FSC‘s strengths include its honest dedication to the interests of its three
chambers and its serious effort to blend those three interests in good forest
management that provides protection for forests and their complex ecological
values. FSC is valued because it is recognized as providing a solid alternative to
common industrial forestry. We are concerned though that it may lose that
distinction if the Principles and Criteria do not keep rigorous environmental
standards.
The proposed inclusion of plantation requirements within the P&C, without also
keeping a separate Principle for Plantations, presents a difficult challenge.
Relying too much on differences in scale and intensity and CB judgment may
open the way for the certification of some forests that should simply not be
certified, and thus would represent a true lowering of the bar for the FSC. Many
of our comments address that concern.
Definitely another step in the right direction!

There have been many improvements in draft 3.0 and we appreciate the
consideration given to the concerns we raised on the previous draft by the P&C
WG and the way most of them were addressed. Below is a summary of key
outstanding or additional concerns on draft 3.0. (...) strong endorses the issues
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However there is some way to go still:
1. The whole text needs (in addition to points raised below) thorough polishing
of the language - including more consistent use of terms like ‗measures‘,
activities‘, actions‘ – not clear whether the use of these different words is
intentional or random. Also very strange English in places + quite convoluted
word order here and there. Let someone with real native lanhuage still go
through the whole text!
2. Although it is clarified that explanatory notes are not normative, the normative
language is still there in many places. You need to go through that and
change/remove all wording like ‗shall‘, must‘ etc from the non-normative
explanatory notes and rationales.
3. Check through the whole document and change the word ‗forest‘ whenever
possible, e.g. as in 10.3 to ‗canopy‘ in order to make the P&Cs neutral without
mixing the concepts of forests and planatations – compare the output of the
Plantations policy WG.

Forest Stewardship Council

raised the environment chamber letter, and wishes to second the issues and
comments submitted by (...), (...), (...) and (...).
The previous confusion around guidance has been clarified by the use of
explanatory notes and rationale, and with it being proposed that both of these
are non-mandatory and will not be in the final text to be voted on.
As the explanatory notes still contain considerable critical interpretation
requirements it is not sufficient to give them only voluntary or information status
– they need to either: have critical interpretation components incorporated into
criteria, voted on together with the P&C or developing and approving sets of
international generic indicators at the same time as the P&C. If not then we
believe there will be considerable variation in interpretation by CBs and at
national level of key environmental standards, particular relating requirements in
terms of scale, thereby making the revised P&C a failure as this is what the
revision set out to resolve.
1) (...) is still very concerned about the extent of the revision and we would still
urge the FSC and the P&C-WG to try to scale down and stick to the basic needs
to improve clarity and address known issues during this review process. We
refer to the introduction to the comments we made to the second draft. And we
would further like to add that the chance of failure (i.e. the revised P&C to be
rejected by the membership) increases with the number of substantial changes
proposed. What further adds to the risk of failure is that the P&C-WG seems to
be adjusting the level of requirements to FMU's rather than only improve clarity
and auditability of the P&C. As the current P&C represent a compromise
between the chambers that has lasted for 15 years, it is a very risky strategy to
suggest so many changes that represent substantial changes of the
compromise generally accepted by the cambers.

3) The current draft in our opinion generally adds complexity rather than
simplicity to the P&C - and that was most certainly not one of the objectives of
the review - just the number of criteria and the complexity of some of them in the
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2) We are quite concerned that the current draft document in effect is not a
stand alone document as it refers to and heavily depends on the development of
generic international indicators. That is first of all a practical problem as we're
not sure about how the individual criteria will be implemented, and as many of
them clearly needs to be operationalized e.g. by indicating thresholds for
size/intensity etc. that leaves us without much chance to fully evaluate the
current document without the generic indicators. Secondly, and that is more of a
principal issue, if the P&C in the future depends so heavily on generic indicators
to be operational, then we would request that the development of generic
indicators should also be lead by a balanced WG and put to the vote along with
the P&C.

Forest Stewardship Council

current draft certainly doesn't help people to understand them, and would work
contrary to several of the strategic goals of the FSC (e.g. transparency, more
SLIMF's and tropical forest).
(...) see below
11) Lastly we are sorry to see that small and medium sized operations are still
not sufficiently considered by the P&C-WG, despite the intentions outlined in the
introduction to the revised standard. We still see many (additional) changes that
either make the P&C less flexible (good for auditability but many times bad for
small, medium and community operations) or very difficult for ―normal‖ people to
understand.
Quite a few of them focus on systems/policies/paperwork rather than ground
performance which do not help SLIMF's and community forestry operations in
general and in the global south in particular.
We thus for the second time urge the FSC and the P&C-WG to reach out to
small, medium and community operations especially in the global south and
CB's and NGO's working with these issues to ensure that this weakness of the
draft is dealt with in an effective way.
In summary, (...) believes that although we see substantial improvements from
the last draft, much work still needs to be done before we can approve a new
version of the P&C. As the draft is now we would not support it.

The draft 3 133 page document is very complicated and time-consuming to
review and comment on in a comprehensive manner, which would require a
book length level of input to address all the issues and assumptions that are in
it. We have read with interest the draft comments from some other FSC
members that touch on issues, which (...) has not had the time or capacity to do
on our own, and we find their comments compelling and valuable and we
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The (...) is submitting comments and views on Draft 3.0 of the FSC Principles
and Criteria revision process. Please see our compiled comments below. We
have also integrated many of these into the FSC comment form, which we are
submitting as well.
At the same time, we want to alert you to a sign on letter from a wide range of
FSC NGO stakeholders that will be sent to you all with a final list of
organizational signatories by May 17. This letter identifies and frames a set of
general shared input and priority concerns on key elements of the P&C revision,
which we believe should prove to be a very useful contribution to the Working
Group‘s work towards crafting a final draft with wide FSC stakeholder support. I
am also attaching a copy of this letter as it is currently being circulated so that
the content is captured by the May 10 deadline. As we discuss below, the value
of this letter is not just the content but also the range of stakeholder
organizations that sign on to it. This we will get to you by May 17 and trust that
you will integrate this valuable input into your further work.

Forest Stewardship Council

support them. To facilitate your interpretation and weighting of comments we
think it is valuable when members can associate themselves with the input of
other stakeholders comments. Logistically, this will require some additional time
past the May 10 deadline for us to receive, review and support the input of
others. We request that the FSC take such associations submitted after May 10
into account when reviewing input to this draft.
In the meanwhile, we want to bring to your attention that as of May 10, the (...)
wishes to formally associate ourselves with and express our strong support for
the comments to this draft from (...) and those from (...).
We did not have time to fully review and comment on the explanatory notes, in
part to prioritize text that the membership will be asked to vote on with the
limited time we have. However, as the explanatory notes are seen as providing
core interpretation and guidance to certification bodies and national initiatives,
they should be fully reviewed and voted on by the FSC membership.
Finally, as a general comment, the new draft version of the P&C and
accompanying documents do not explain how particular comments were or were
not taken into account and why. Given this lack of transparency, it is unclear
how the process will generate the stakeholder confidence needed to ensure the
membership support required for adoption of the final proposed revision.

1. Recognition of climate-regulatory services of forests and safeguard
provisions are still missing.
Explicit recognition of the important climate regulatory services of forests by the
FSC is long overdue. Inclusion of associated management safeguards must be
a priority for the FSC P&C revision process. Integration of climate related
safeguards in the P&C does not require that there is a financial market for forest
carbon for the FSC to act. Climate safeguards are similar conceptually to
biodiversity safeguards. The FSC seeks to maintain and enhance biological
diversity values independent of whether or not there is a separate market for
these ecosystem services. Similarly, the FSC must seek to maintain and
enhance climate regulatory ecosystem services of forests and this must be
explicitly reflected in the P&C.
Shortcomings in draft 3 of the revised P&C (short version) include:
 The word ―climate‖ does not appear in either of the Preamble, Principles
or any Criteria.
 The word ―carbon‖ does not appear in either of the Preamble, P&C or
glossary
 The definition of ―Environmental Services‖ does not include climate
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Other comments on particular sections of the short version of draft 3 follow
below.

Forest Stewardship Council

None of the FSC Forest Carbon Working Group‘s input to the P&C has been
taken on board, including the proposal to recognize ―ecosystems with
outstanding carbon stocks‖ as a high conservation value.
Similarly, (...) submitted the following comments on this issue, which are still not
reflected in the FSC P&C Working Group‘s latest draft.
FSC P&C and Climate: The current FSC P&C do not give forest carbon
and climate regulation functions sufficient explicit attention. This must be
corrected going forward if the FSC is to continue to be seen as relevant
amongst its wide range of stakeholders. The public is growing
increasingly aware of the acute urgency of effectively addressing the
climate crisis, of which forests play a key role.
Fortunately, there are elements of the current P&C where climate
considerations can and should be seen as implicit. It is our view that the
FSC should take advantage of the current revision process to more
explicitly build out climate relevant safeguard provisions in its P&C,
building from this foundation.
In reviewing the proposed revisions, however, we find that some of them
would actually remove or alter key criteria in ways that weaken implicit
carbon stock protection provisions rather than building them out and
strengthening them. This weakens the FSC P&C’s relevance on urgent
climate issues, or worse, leads to blind endorsement of forest
management practices that are widely known to degrade forest carbon
stocks over time, thus further contributing to climate change.
Such steps backward, on the increasingly central issue of climate
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regulatory services
 Despite clear recommendations of the FSC Forest Carbon Working
Group to include terms such as ―forest carbon‖, ―carbon storage and
sequestration‖, ―ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks‖, ―maintain
and/or restore carbon stocks, including soil carbon‖, ―ecosystem services‖
and ―climate change‖ within the P&C, none of these can be found in the
new draft.
 There is no reference to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change despite the conspicuous relevance of its obligations for
forests and forest management.
The FSC Forest Carbon Working Group, in its February 2010 comments to the
P&C Working Group, notes,
“The FCWG fully recognizes that any adjustments to this standard which
require or imply a more elementary change of FSC’s overall product
portfolio and strategic approach need to be based on a more in-depth
analysis of the associated opportunities and risks. At the same time, it is
felt that the opportunity the current revision offers could not be missed
and that certain aspects of ‘good forest carbon management’ could
and should be addressed without further background research.”

Forest Stewardship Council

change, risk alienating significant existing stakeholder credibility for the
FSC certification standards and system. FSC certifications of industrial
forestry that result in long-term diminishment of carbon stocks – and this
is particularly the case for the rich carbon stocks found in mature natural
forests - should result in consistent major non-compliance findings and no
FSC endorsement.
Climate change and forest issues have been raised for many years in
various FSC fora, processes and written comments, submissions and
materials from stakeholders. This is not a new issue, although the
growing scientific understanding of the role of forests lends much greater
urgency to addressing it explicitly.
We agree that what appropriate role, if any, exists for the FSC to conduct
“forest carbon certification” for the purposes of validating and verifying
quantities of forest carbon for delivery to market based mechanisms
under legal carbon contracts raises issues beyond the scope of this P&C
revision process. However, we firmly believe that recognition of and
consideration for endorsing management standards that require
maintaining and enhancing the carbon values of forests is very relevant
for the FSC mission, is implicit in the current P&C and that forest and
climate relevant criteria must be explicitly strengthened within the current
P&C revision process. In fact, such work to strengthen the P&C on
climate issues is the essential first step.
Specific proposals and wording suggestions to integrate forest and climate
language have come from a range of stakeholder submissions and are relevant
to various criterion, including those under Principles 1 and 5-10. Some
examples include:
(…) See below
Good progress, but still needs some work on language and certain provisions
that are currently in the P&C need to be recaptured, including natural forest
restoration provisions, provisions around sustainable harvest, and some of the
detail from P6. In addition, would strongly recommend that P9 needs to broaden
the definition of HCV to include ―ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks‖
Finally, there are several more editorial comments included here to clarify
language

There needs to be more emphasis of the role of restoration of key habitats in
intensely managed forests.
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Need to place increased emphasis on climate change. ―The Organization‖
should be required to prepare an adaption plan for potential climate change
impacts, and ensure that all management plans will contribute to ecosystem and
community resiliency in the face of climate change.

Forest Stewardship Council

This draft has improved much from previous draft, however there are still some
important improvements to be made .
An important gap in the draft:
FSC and carbon. (...) believes that the social, environmental and economic
risks of runaway climate change require the FSC principles and criteria to
require protection of carbon storage functions of forests and to limit forest-based
emissions of green house gases. It is important however that any such
requirements are sensitive to the scale of the operations and do not lead to
unnecessary burdens and costs for smallholders. Nor should climate mitigation
requirements have a higher importance than requirements to maintain and
enhance biodiversity or other environmental values. (...) urges the FSC P&C
WG to collaborate with the FSC Forest and Carbon WG to propose appropriate
requirements related to carbon storage and reduced GHG emissions in the new
P&Cs.
We write to you to collectively acknowledge and support some key
improvements in draft 3.0 and also bring attention to a number major failings in
the current draft that would need to be addressed for us to support the revised
version.
We were under the clear understanding that the purpose of the P&C review was
to not weaken any of the P&C but rather clarify interpretation and streamline.
While the existing P&C should be a minimum standard they are generally
implemented as a maximum.

An overarching process concern is around an explanation of why certain
comments or proposals for changes to draft 2.0 were excluded or not
addressed. There are some explanations in the rationale section but this
generally only covers the comments that were addressed. There is concern also
around the expanding complexity in this draft with a number of new criteria but
recognize that much of this has arisen out the process to clarify interpretation.
Key changes from draft 2.0 to 3.0 that are supported are:
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It is a bottom line for us that there is no weakening of key environmental
standards. We view the short list of key issues summarized below as a
weakening of FSC ecological and environmental standards – these need to be
rectified along with many other aspects in the individual submissions of the
organizations. This joint letter serves to emphasize that point and draw attention
to the more detailed submissions made by the signatories of this letter and other
environmental chamber members. As the credibility of FSC in the market is
founded on support from the global environment and conservation movement
we trust that our concerns will be fully addressed.

Forest Stewardship Council

(...) see below
Greater attention to the recommendations of the Plantations Policy WG
including neutral language (change to ‗The Management Unit‘).
(...) see below
Key failings that must be addressed are:
(...) see below
5. Forest Carbon: draft 3.0 fails to recognise the climate regulation services
forests provide and ensure that carbon is both assessed and monitored along
with safeguards required to maintain forest carbon in natural forests or to restore
forest carbon in degraded forests as a part of FSC management. This is
relevant for the preamble, several criteria, the glossary - where, for example, the
definition of ‗environmental services‘ does not include climate regulatory
services - and includes recognizing carbon storage as a key ecosystem function
and carbon rich ecosystems as being HCV. For FSC to not include these
aspects in a climate change world that is valuing the crucial role that forests play
in the global carbon cycle is both a missed opportunity and a huge mistake.
(…) See below
7. Explanatory Notes, International Generic Indicators, and Definitions:
There remains some lack of clarity around the status of ―Explanatory Notes‘ and
international generic indicators. While it is has been stated that they are nonnormative, they are important to the interpretation of many criteria and without
them considerably different outcomes on the ground could still be in compliance.
While it is accepted that some level of flexibility is needed for national
adaptation, draft 3.0 would open the way for unacceptable levels of
interpretation by CBs and national/regional standards processes, particularly in
the area of scale, intensity and risk. This needs to be addressed by either
including critical components of the explanatory notes in the criterion itself,
giving the explanatory notes a greater status and therefore voting by the
membership, or developing and approving sets of international generic
indicators at the same time as the P&C.

9. Plantations: While the Plantation Policy review recommendations have been
better addressed in draft 3.0, the key overarching recommendation of ‗raising
the bar‘ for plantation management has not been addressed or at least there is
no explanation on how it has been addressed. The ‗ecosystem integrity‘
approach recommendation has been dropped with insufficient explanation.
Plantation standards on preference for indigenous species and process for
selection for an exotic species over indigenous have been weakened along with
restoration and pesticide requirements.
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(…) See below

Forest Stewardship Council

(...) is an international non-profit organization dedicated to protecting and
restoring Endangered Forest ecosystems and fostering the development of
more sustainable marketplace mechanisms and corporate practices in North
America and globally. (...) has been successful at protecting millions of acres of
imperiled wildlife habitats and leveraging new economic opportunities for
indigenous communities. We have played a leading role in moving the North
American market towards the FSC, including by securing FSC preferences and
purchases from major corporations such as Avon, Crate&Barrel, Dell Computer,
FedExOffice, Hewlett-Packard, Limited Brands, Lowes, Office Depot, Recreation
Equipment Incorporated, Staples, and Williams-Sonoma. We also work to
educate the marketplace about how weak certification systems like the
Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) are greenwashing business-as-usual
forestry and ecosystem destruction, and have filed complaints against the SFI
with the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and Internal Revenue Service.
We appreciate the work that has gone into these proposed revisions, the
opportunity to provide input, and those few proposed changes to the P&C that
would strengthen the performance standards for ecosystem protection and
restoration.

A number of these problematic changes appear to stem from the effort to
remove the distinction between ―plantations‖ and ―natural forest‖ for the purpose
of certification. These changes would dramatically weaken the standards for
natural forest management and conservation to the level considered suitable for
plantations. This is unacceptable, given that plantations by definition lack
crucial natural forest ecosystem attributes. Crucial existing requirements for the
management and restoration of plantations have also been removed. As with
many of the other proposed revisions, these approaches to reforming Principle
10 are fundamentally unacceptable. If it is necessary to eliminate the distinction
between ―plantations‖ and ―natural forests,‖ then the FSC must ensure that all
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However, we are deeply concerned with, and opposed to, many of the proposed
changes to the P&C in Draft 3 Version 5. The current draft is rife with proposed
changes that would eliminate or seriously weaken important performance
standards for ecological and environmental protection and restoration. The
existing P&C comprise the minimum level of performance standards for truly
sustainable forest management. Any revisions should maintain, if not increase,
this level of rigor. As noted in our detailed comments, many of the proposed
revisions would eliminate crucial specificity and substantive requirements for the
protection and restoration of natural forest ecosystem values, and may also
negatively impact some of the P&C‘s social provisions. While the P&C can
benefit from clarification and reorganization, the FSC and its credibility and
effectiveness can only be harmed by removing or watering-down important
substantive and procedural requirements.

Forest Stewardship Council

certified forest areas meet the high level of ecological and environmental
performance currently expected for natural forests.
The proposed changes to Principle 5 would not even maintain the P&C‘s
existing level of rigor for sustainable harvest levels, i.e., levels that can be
maintained into perpetuity. Allowing natural resource levels to be gradually
depleted is one of the most unsustainable things that can happen, and would
seriously jeopardize forest ecosystems and the FSC‘s credibility.
These are just a few examples of how the changes proposed in the current draft
would seriously undermine the FSC‘s effectiveness as a forest conservation and
restoration tool, and jeopardize the FSC‘s credibility in the marketplace. By
eliminating much of the FSC‘s hallmark performance standard orientation and
dramatically weakening the quality of forest conservation and management in
certified forests, the proposed changes would eliminate important distinctions
between the FSC and its competitors. This would destroy FSC‘s own inherent
market advantage. These changes would also leave the FSC vulnerable to the
same charges of ―greenwash‖ that are being levied against its weaker
competitors.
The draft revised P&C need to be fundamentally rewritten to maintain the
existing P&C‘s performance based approach and level of rigor for natural forest
protection and restoration. The level of ecosystem restoration and protection
and on-the-ground performance requirements found in the current P&C are the
minimum necessary for credible forest certification. We cannot support the
harmful proposed changes to the P&C identified in our detailed comments
below. If these or comparable changes continue to move forward, we would
urge our colleagues to vote against the P&C revisions.

As long-standing FSC supporters, we sincerely hope that the final version of the
revised P&C avoids these problems, and returns consistently to the spirit of
credibly and effectively identifying and promoting natural forest management
practices that protect and restore forest ecosystem values, protect communities
and indigenous people, and provide solid economic returns to forest managers.
The FSC‘s true strength and future success lies with that spirit.
(…) see below
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If these or comparable harmful changes were to be officially adopted by the
FSC, we would also be forced to reconsider our support for the FSC in the
marketplace. We would have to consider informing the companies and other
entities we work with that the FSC could not be relied upon as a credible means
of identifying environmentally responsible forest products and avoiding
Endangered Forests and unsustainable business-as-usual industrial logging.

Forest Stewardship Council

EXPLANATORY NOTES IN GENEL
Page 9, Para 2.36 of the complete version of proposed revised standard (FSC
STD 01-001 V5-0 D3-0) states that ―neither the Explanatory Notes nor the
Rationales are intended to become an integral part of the P&C [and] will not be
subject to the membership vote for approval of the revised Principles and
Criteria...‖ but that they are also ―…intended to serve as the basis for
development of regional, national, and subnational indicators and international
generic indicators.‖ This approach is fundamentally contradictory and
unacceptable. Regional, national, and subnational indicators and international
generic indicators are typically how the P&C are actually operationalized, and as
such are every bit as crucial as the P&C, perhaps even more. Such directives
will likely get far greater attention during the process of drafting and revising
such indictors than will the actual P&C. Thus it is fundamentally unacceptable
to have the primary directives for how the P&C are interpreted and implemented
by these indicators be outside the process of FSC member review and approval.
Many of the Explanatory Notes also contain language that is more stringent than
what is reflected in the associated criterion. This type of language should be
specified in the criterion itself. In other instances, Explanatory Notes contain
important guidance information defining the intent of the criterion. In these
cases, the information should be maintained in the final version of the P&C in
the form of a guidance document. We have identified in the detailed comments
below where these occur.

Note on the use of the standard
This is extremely confusing and internally contradictory. It is elsewhere
proposed (above) that the explanatory notes, glossary and annexes may or may
not be part of the final document, and that explanatory notes are not normative.
It is also not clear what ―references‖, ―tables‖ and other ―notes‖ this might refer
to. It is highly recommended that all normative language directly related to the
clear understanding and effective implementation of this standard be included
within the primary document itself, which should encompass the Preamble,
Principles and Criteria. The only exceptions would be any references to specific
laws, agreements and other FSC policies that appear within the text of the
Preamble, Principles or Criteria – and in those cases the full titles and numbers
of such laws, agreements and policies should be spelled out fully enough to be
clearly understood. Regarding whether the Glossary should be included as a
full component of this standard, see next comment below. (...)
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The question also remains where the information captured in the Explanatory
Notes will be maintained once P&C are finalized, in cases where that
information is not more explicitly incorporated into the criteria. This information
is important and needs to be maintained, e.g. in a Guidance Document.
(…) see below

Forest Stewardship Council

As the largest paper producing region in the world, it is absolutely critical that
the FSC continue to serve as a standard for ending the most egregious
practices in the forest such as logging of endangered (HCVF) forests, ending
the conversion of natural forests to plantations, stopping the wide-scale use of
toxic chemicals in forest management, and continuing to ensure that genetically
engineered trees are not introduced in our forests.
As the latest draft stands now, there are some improvements to the overall
standards, but there is a serious concern from our organization that language
throughout the latest draft is actually watering down or leaving wide open
interpretation of the standard, especially in the areas of protection of biodiversity
and HCVF forests, conversion of natural forests to plantations, sustainability and
the role of forest carbon, and the role of toxic chemicals in forest management.
(…) see below

First we thank the members of the Working Group for the obvious and
substantial amount of work that you have put into the P&C revisions. Many
elements of the draft are well developed. Overall we support the proposed main
structural changes in the current Draft, in particular the integration of the former
P10 on plantations into the body of the P&Cs and the creation of a new
operationally oriented P10 to explicitly address implementation as distinct from
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Explanatory Notes
Additionally, too much leeway is being given to forest managers to determine
what is acceptable. There seems to be an underlying assumption that the
smaller the operation, the lighter the impact. I can tell you that coming from a
region that has a forest base that is 90% privately owned, and mostly by small
private landowners, this is a false assumption. In fact, typically the worst
operations occur on these lands, most specifically by those landowners that are
selling to the region‘s largest paper companies. With so many small landowners
in the region, cumulatively, these destructive practices really add up across the
landscape.
(…) see below
We are enthusiastic supporters of the FSC and are glad to engage in this
incredibly important dialogue. Plantations dominate the landscape in the
Southern US and it is vital that if we are going to both support ecosystems,
communities and our environment and a thriving wood products industry, we all
need to change the way that forestry has been done in the region for the last
100 years.
Therefore, it is critical that FSC retains a high standard and threshold for
plantations and forest management in general and we hope that our comments
will point you toward areas in need of clarification and improvement throughout
the standard.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to submit comments on the latest draft
of the P&C. We hope you will take our comments into consideration for the next
draft and as always, we are available to discuss further via phone or email.

Forest Stewardship Council

management planning considerations.
However, we have two main worries with these changes; a combination of
perception and content.
(…) see below
A second general concern is the growing complexity of the P&C. While the
practice of forest certification has certainly evolved and become more
complicated, one of the main attractions of the original P&Cs were that they
were fairly simple. They could be understood quickly and have served as a
strong communications piece for the FSC. While the P&C needs to reflect new
experience and transparency, we urge the P&C Working Group to look for
opportunities to consolidate (without losing significance) and to communicate
the changes in a way that maintain the spirit of the original P&Cs.
Areas of concern
First, we agree with many of the concerns raised in the NGO letter of May 17, in
particular discussion points 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, and 10 of that letter. However, we have
different and more specific perspectives on a few key issues, in particular:
(…) see below
Forest Carbon. While this issue is noted in #5 of the NGO letter we want to add
emphasis, especially given the work of the FSC working group on this topic.
The FSC P&Cs need to more explicitly recognize: 1) the carbón storage and
mitigation role of working forests, and 2) the role of forest management in
adapting to climate change stressors. Regardless of how carbón markets
develop, these two aspects have critically important implications for the
management of forests in the years ahead. We would strongly urge that the
P&C Working Group:
o give definition to forest carbón as an essential ecosystem service in the
Glossary
o recognize the importance of carbón dense forests in the HCVF system, e.g.
forest peatlands, forest wetlands (P9)
o recognize that carbón mitigation and adaptation strategies are management
functions that should be incorporated in forest management planning (P7)

Stronger social criteria. We appreciate the inclusion of stronger social criteria in
many areas of the P&C. particularly in P1, P2, and P4. The experience of FSC
over the last fifteen years has clearly shown that social issues in certain
operations-- especially large scale plantations – can be as much of a flashpoint
for conflict, if not more so, than environmental issues. Yet social and community
issues are so often closely tied to and reflected in overall environmental
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Positive Improvements

Forest Stewardship Council

performance of many operations.
(…) see below
Explanatory Notes. We think these are very valuable and believe that they will
add a level of transparency and understanding to the thinking behind the P&C
revisions. They will be especially helpful to National Initiatives, CBs and
stakeholders. However, including them with the new proposals raises the
uncomfortable question about whether the membership is being asked to ratify
the criteria only, or the criteria + explanatory notes. We believe the vote should
be on the criteria only and this needs to be said more prominently upfront. The
final explanatory notes should be presented as a separate guidance document
and explicitly dated to show that they may be revised as interpretations and
lessons learned are gained from field experience.
Other tools. Inclusion of Annex 2 on the meaning of ―scale and intensity‖ as
well as the Glossary are useful additions. Along with the Explanatory Notes,
these should help make the interpretation of the P&Cs more consistent across
the FSC system. Inconsistent interpretation of course has been a chief criticism
of FSC. However, this is also a communications challenge. We would urge that
you give thought to communication formats that effectively combine the
Explanatory Notes, the Glossary and Annex – which allow for easy key and
indexing-- otherwise it may appear much too weighty and bureaucratic. The
downside of so much information is that some stakeholders will feel there is an
opportunity for ―gaming the fine print‖ of what appears to be obscure
documents.
1. (…) see below
2. It‘s better to arrange the principles in the order of management practice,
so strongly suggest moving P9 of HCVF forward to immediately after P6,
and P8 of monitoring moving to the end.
3. (…) see below

1. We agree and in general support draft N° 3.0 for changes to the FSC
Principles and Criteria. We believe that it represents a big step forward in
comparison with the present P&C.
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In current P&C and previous versions, only natural forest and plantation are
mentioned; but in reality, forest types can be more, at least there should be
planted forests in between the two. We can also categorize forests by many
other ways. A lot of problems have been encountered in past auditing (at least
in China) because of this incomplete categorization of forest—whether planted
forests are plantations or natural forest (in Chinese law, they are plantations; but
FSC auditor think they are natural). So it‘s strongly recommended using FAO
forest categorization and adopting it in relevant principles or criteria.

Forest Stewardship Council

2. We propose that the word ―organization‖ as subject of certification should be
changed. The best word in Spanish is ―enterprise‖ which also includes
certification of communities or groups.
3. It is fundamentally important that the Spanish version be reviewed. The
present document has important defects in the translation and we believe
that the final draft to be put to a vote should be worked on by Spanishspeaking persons from Latin America.
4. (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) We propose that for all
purposes, the actions to be verified, as indicated in the criteria, should be in
the present tense, that is: ―utiliza, debe, cumple‖, instead of ―utilizará,
deberá, cumplirá‖. It is understood that when an auditor assesses an
enterprise, the latter should already have met the requirements of the Forest
Management standard.
5. (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word
―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖ when the criteria say that the enterprise
should perform actions together with the communities involved in the
management of the FMU.
We propose that a new criterion ―2.6‖ should be incorporated. All innovations
and/or improvements to production processes and/or products resulting from
contributions by the workers must receive compensation in accordance with the
profits that these changes generate for the enterprise, recognizing the
authorship of these contributions.
When revising the general 10 principles which should be a guideline for all FSC
forest certification, including national FSC standards, FSC should strive to make
the 10 principles as simple as possible, with more focus on local adaptation to
the 10 more general principles. Even though the new structure with the new
grouping of the principles is an improvement, the current draft does not simplify
since the number of criteria is increasing.

Due to the increased number of criteria, the draft is getting complex. The draft
lists 25 more criteria than the existing standard. The FSC standards appear
complex and very detailed for normal users. Changes appear very often at it is
hard to keep up with new versions and updates. A complicated standard might
run the risk that forest owners‘ efforts are deviated from the forest management
itself.
The number of criteria has increased and this may create more administrative
burden to actors. For each criterion indicators have to be developed and
verification measures agreed for the national standards. This extra burden will
hinder many forest owners to apply for the certification.
The explanatory notes are lengthy and helpful as such but are clearly skewed
towards ecological and social protection. The economic pillar of sustainability is
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It seems to be very detailed with a large number of very detailed criteria, which
is not suitable for all countries and forest types.

Forest Stewardship Council

often seriously neglected and even the principle 5 (Benefits from the forest) is
mainly restricting the economic choices of the forest owner by prescribing which
products should be produced or which service providers should be used.
When these explanatory notes are the guidelines for the national initiatives for
development the national standards, they restrict to a wide extent the possibility
for local adaptation by prescribing already too many details. This should be
carefully considered also when eventually new national standards should be
approved.
There is a risk that the new administrative burdens for documentation and the
overwhelming focus on social and ecological functions and suppression of the
economic function will hinder many forest owners to become certified. This kind
of "over-ecological" approach will also reduce the willingness of many private
forest owners to become interested in FSC. The balance between three
dimensions of sustainability is biased in the proposal. FSC should, however
represent a balanced view of sustainability. There is no need for forest
certification, if the forests are not used for economics.

1. We commend FSC for engaging in this important P&C revision process and
realize the complexity of this task. Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
Working with forest operators of all sizes and in all parts of the globe, we have
gained significant expertise in the application of the P&C. We are eager to work
with you towards ensuring uptake of the FSC system without compromising its
integrity. Thank you.
2. In general, this draft represents an improvement from the last one in terms of
confusing language and clarity in requirements. However, there are still
numerous criteria that need re-wording and restructuring in order to be
interpreted correctly
3. The approach regarding Explanatory Notes is contradictory and not
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When revising the general 10 principles which should be a guideline for all FSC
forest certification, including national FSC standards, FSC should strive to make
the 10 principles as simple as possible, with more focus on local adaptation to
the 10 more general principles. Even though the new structure with the new
grouping of the principles is an improvement, the current draft does not simplify
since the number of criteria is increasing. It seems to be very detailed with a
large number of very detailed criteria, which is not suitable for all countries and
forest types.
Due to the increased number of criteria, the draft is getting complex. The draft
lists 25 more criteria than the existing standard. The FSC standards appear
complex and very detailed for normal users. Changes appear very often at it is
hard to keep up with new versions and updates. A complicated standard might
run the risk that forest owners‘ efforts are deviated from the forest management
itself.

Forest Stewardship Council

acceptable as written. Explanatory Notes need to be part of the Standard,
approved with the Standard, and binding.
Our business has a policy to source only FSC, recycled or sources which
otherwise protect forests and communities by 2012. We would like to go a step
further with some suppliers and reward best practice in forestry. Part of this best
practice would include low carbon forestry as we want to reduce our carbon
impacts.
We are keen to see low carbon forestry included at a Principle and Criteria level
as soon as possible, in particular in terms of informing planting choices,
harvesting cycles, and forestry operations. We would ideally want to understand
the actual carbon footprint of a forest source in terms of carbon sequestration
and operations, and this information should be publicly available as part of FSC
certification.
The proposed amendments cover the majority of our other best practice
requirements and therefore we are not suggesting any alterations to existing
Principles or Criteria.
Increase in the general complexity of the Standard.
Increase in the number of criteria from 56 to 91. It got more detailed and this
may help in the creation of indicators, but it can also mean an increase in
complexity, in audit time, and in costs incurred with the certification process,
specially if a need arises for a minimum of 2 indicators per criterion.

It is understood that there are differences in questions of local adaptation,
particularly in countries that are very different (administratively, socially,
environmentally and technically), but the environmental requirement should be
the same. A clear, basic element in the FSC is the obligation to keep the same
levels of standards in similar areas (for example, Spain and Portugal).
Otherwise, the FSC‘s actions would distort markets, management, and would
definitely have a negative impact on sustainability.
First we want to thank the working group for theier work. The new structure and
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Our only general comment is that having International Principles and Criteria
that are valid worldwide is a remarkable initiative. However, the existence of
very different national standards from one country to another creates irregular
situations that discredit the FSC objectives and create major problems for some
managers, problems of competitiveness (that result in economic benefits but
also have a social impact by affecting employment and an environmental impact
by reducing the funds allotted to maintenance), and in short, result in the
existence of a single FSC seal with differing qualities.

Forest Stewardship Council

titles of the principles make sense. But we don't agree with the increasing
number of criterias. The number of criterias has increased again from de 2 nd to
the 3rd darft. More criterias also means more consultation, more documentation
and higher costs.
A study in Switzerland schowed, that there is no market for FSC certified swiss
round wood because foreigne FSC certified wood can be bought cheaper. The
Problem here is that we have a international label but local indicators
In general, this new versions is written with developing countries very much in
mind. It is extremely open ended, and whilst it clear what is trying to be achieved
in the context of developing countries it fails to take the rest of the world into
account. In particular it fails to address the context in which forest
managers operate in highly developed counties, like the UK, where laws and
existing mechanisms are well respected, applied and meet the needs of
stakeholders.
If adopted and applied as written, I anticipate considerable difficulties in
meeting the translation of the extended sections on worker's rights, wage
rates, job training, customary rights; community relations and provisions
In all areas of the P&C, whilst I appreciate the reasons for tightening of wording,
this should not be at the expense of flexibility of application in developed
countries like the UK with well developed arrangements and a broadly based
and consensual approach.

(...) regards forest certification as a tool to promote responsible forest
management. An essential element is that it is market driven. In order for the
system to generate sufficient incentive in the market for forest managers to
undertake the endeavor of forest certification and subsequent operators in the
supply chain to secure the chain-of-custody, there is need for the system to
have a potential to handle large volumes. For (...), forest certification that is
aimed at a niche market is of limited interest commercially since we aim at a
supplying the many people. This requires Forest Certification to be possible to
achieve with a reasonable amount of effort and cost. It has to be a system that
encourages forest managers to certify based on the perceived benefits in better
management, access to markets, better relations with stakeholder and of course
a sense of doing the right thing. The guiding philosophy has to be for it to be
accessible to, if not for the majority, at least a significant proportion of forest
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I do not support the extension of the scope of FSC P&C beyond the FMU,
to other areas of forest owned by the organisation, to subsidiary companies, to
affiliates and to the transport of forest products to the first point of sale. If this is
to happen then it is vital that other generally accepted measures of
responsibility are admissible.

Forest Stewardship Council

managing ―organizations‖. If not there will be no drive for change since it will not
attract the large volume customers.
The overall impression is that this draft focuses on managing the negative
impacts of forest management rather than building on the positive aspects. It is
more restricting than promoting.
The focus is on social and environmental restrictions and hardly anything has
been added to enhance the economic viability. In this way the standard
becomes skewed to the disadvantage of the ―Organization‖, who has to carry
the burden of the additional requirements. In this respect the increased
requirements on stakeholder interaction, through consultation, providing of
information and reporting, appear to be particularly onerous.
By introducing higher numbers of and more demanding criteria the revision of
the P&C is clearly raising the bar for certification. It is unclear if this draft
represents a consensus between the participants in the working group or if all
proposals have made it through for scrutiny in this review. While it might be
necessary to raise the bar in some areas, e.g. the social dimension, where there
was little experience when the original P&C where drafted, the tendency in this
draft is that the bar is raised in almost all Principles. The expectation from (...)
on the revision is to clarify and manage unintended effect.
It could be considered to leave to national initiatives to decide whether raising
the bar is necessary under the umbrella of the current P&Cs.
(…) see below

There is a choice to be made between clarifying intension and providing a
framework in P&C or to be prescriptive and a high level of detail. This draft has
obviously chosen the latter approach. The additions to the principles and criteria
have made the standard more difficult to apply and adapt to local conditions.
The degrees of freedom that are left to local initiatives to craft their own
standard have in this way been limited. It is questionable if all the new criteria
that have local relevance. The revision of currently existing national standards
will be strongly affected since the basis for the original agreement has been
altered.
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The approach to the review with Principles, Criteria, Explanatory Notes and
Rational is highly questionable. Even though the reason for choosing this
approach is to supply an understanding of the proposed principles and criteria,
they inevitably will become part of the how the standard is interpreted and the
review becomes not only a review of the P&C but of the Explanatory Notes and
Rational. The number of criteria and level of detail makes it almost impossible to
understand the potential effects on forest management around the world.

Forest Stewardship Council

It is highly probable that the increased number of criteria will lead to difficulties in
developing national standards if they are to reflect all the criteria. An approach
with significantly fewer criteria per principle aimed to understand the intention
rather than provide detailed rules would have been preferable. The increased
level of detail is not designed to facilitate certification.
On the contrary, there is a high risk that it will act as an obstacle for small and
medium enterprises to comply.
(...) would like express its strong concern regarding the proposed changes to
the P&C and the potential effects it could have on the future development of the
Forest Stewardship Council. It is strongly advised that the proposal is referred
back to the working group with the guidance that it should have as main aim to
clarify, update and remove unintended effects in the current P&C. Criteria
should only be added where clear gaps in the current P&C have been identified,
e.g. the social dimension. The approach should focus on proving clear intension
and a framework of top line criteria rather than level of detail in the present draft.
A few comments to the principles and criteria have been inserted below.
(...) generally supports the development of new and the revision of existing P&C
in this draft as the intent of the 10 Principles are clearly defined. The
incorporation of Explanatory Notes and Rationale provided good detailed
explanations of the proposed changes and/or additions and help clarify a
number of issues in my mind. In (...)‘s view, the only areas of significant concern
is related to the proposed alternatives for the conversion of natural forests
(Criterion 6.9) and Principle #10 and Criteria related to the Implementation of
Management Activities that (...) will specify comment on below.

Statements like that in 4.5.4 (―For example it is likely that there is less need or
no need to implement activities in highly developed economies compared to
developing countries‖) should be incorporated throughout the proposed
standard to provide a distinction between application of the standard in
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There is substantial concern regarding the new emphasis on ―Risk‖ and the lack
of direction that Organizations operating with a substantial amount of
experience, within a well-developed, legal, social, multi- and interdisciplinary,
policy & procedural face relatively low risk and, therefore, do not need nor are
required to carry out elaborate assessments. The Annex and the Entire new
standard may be interpreted as introducing a whole new protocol that we may
NOT be able to work with easily. At least without major revamping of the current
management planning and monitoring process on our 4 million acre state forest
system. And it requires we specify our risks according to our management
objectives and requires we identify how we will monitor. This could be cost
prohibitive in terms of our capacity to implement.

Forest Stewardship Council

developed countries (With robust economies and comprehensive laws) and
application of the standard in developing countries (where laws and regulation
may be weak or non-existent).
Many additions to the standard were developed to address forest practices in
developing nations, and providing distinctions between developed and
developing nations would be useful in determining application of the
international standard to the development of national standards.
We have particular concern about Criteria 1.27 and 7.6 and are unlikely to be in
a position to support the full suite of changes to the review if these two critical
points are not amended to addresses our deep concerns
There are a number of Criteria where the explanatory notes are critical to their
fair interpretation. The Working Group should be commended on the
explanatory material. However, please note that it is highly likely we could not
support the revisions without the explanatory notes.
Also note we have not commented on many Criteria. This does not mean we
either support or oppose these Criteria, but do not have meaningful comment to
make. We have decided to focus on the issues that are significant to our
management practices.
Overall, we believe that the FSC Principles and Criteria for Forest Stewardship
should be focused on forest stewardship, as the name implies. We do have
some concerns that many of the changes go beyond this scope and there has
been an attempt to address every possible situation that could arise in the field.
Many of those changes seem to have been significantly influenced by the
environmental and social chambers while the influence of the economic
chamber seems minimal at best.

To summarize, in a number of situations, the burden on the certificate holder
has increased to an unacceptable level. In Principles 1-4, for example,
depending on where you are in the world, risks may be very high or very low.
Efforts on the part of the certificate holders should be commensurate to that risk
and CABs should be clearly aware of that. However, in the current draft, a CAB
would need to be shown documentation on a long list of items regardless of
where they were in the world.
There are numerous examples of new work on documents, and checking and
engaging stakeholders to a level that is simply not realistic.
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A number of our specific criteria-by-criteria comments below will address the
fact that these points above do not seem to have been considered, or at least
not sufficiently from our perspective.

Forest Stewardship Council

We propose addressing a number of requirements in a fashion similar to
controlled wood. A question could be asked about the risk of certain criteria in
various parts of the world. In areas where the rule of law is well established, for
example, risk of a number of criteria not being met is typically quite low and
there is no need to burden the certificate holder with providing documentation of
such.
The implied content and makeup of the Management Plan is another example.
(…) see below
Finally, it appears that there has been a broadening of the scope of some
criteria to include parts of organizations that do not have direct forest
management operations (e.g., corporate offices, manufacturing facilities). If
these changes are appropriate for these non-forestry related entities, then we
believe they should also apply to all FSC members who have no actual on-theground forestry impacts or responsibilities. We see no reason why all members
should not have to demonstrate conformance with these requirements in their
day to day business (specifically, some or all of P 1-4, 7, 8 should apply to all
voting FSC members).
As we reviewed the principles and criteria, we selected a number of examples
below for comment. However, there are a number of others we believe that fail
the internal tests described above:
1. They are too prescriptive and do not focus on outcomes
2. The value is not commensurate with the cost
The risk in certain parts of the world (e.g., US, western Europe) are so low that
some proposed criteria do not fit all kinds of management units.
Our most important objection to the proposed FSC Principles and Criteria is that
they question the ownership rights to a degree that is unacceptable.

In the chapter 2.37, drivers and values for the revision, is clearly stated that the
new Principles and Criteria should avoid adding complexity, focus on outcome
and not prescribing activities and should fit all kinds of management units. The
proposal violates these values as it adds detail and complexity, thereby
significantly adding cost, and is prescriptive and activity oriented instead of
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FSC breaks with its own procedures for governance and decision making by
producing the document, which prescribes activities and instructions in such
detail that it replaces or violates work that has taken years of negotiations within
the Swedish national initiative, and the Swedish standard., an objection which is
true also for any national initiative or standard. We consider that the suggested
P&C is a significant leap towards a global forest management standard.

Forest Stewardship Council

stating principles. To make the criteria more general, comprehensive and
applicable for all regions and nations the number of criteria under each principle
would be restricted to a maximum of 5.
FSC has a well established process for developing national standards from
general principles and criteria and for assessing these standards in relation to
the principles and criteria. Stay true to this process! Conditions and concerns
vary between countries and regions and there is no way through which a global
standard can an effective tool for promoting FSC‘s general objective environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial, and economically viable
management of the world's forests.
Quite a few of the proposed criteria appear justified, or common-sense of an
acceptable ―best-practise‖, when reading only the criterion text. But when
reading the explanatory notes, which probably will have to be reviewed quite
thoroughly when these texts are to be translated to indicators of the national
standards, it becomes more clear that the effects will quite dramatic on the
responsibilities and costs for the forest owner.
We believe that the FSC has underestimated the significance of the new P&C
quite dramatically. As the time for review has been short and the text is quite
extensive, many of the FSC-certificate holders may not have had enough
opportunity to read and take in the full meaning of the explanatory notes.
We also miss all references to one of the most pressing global environmental
concerns – climate change. Land use and forest management has a huge
impact on the climate. Forest growth mitigates climate change through the
sequestration of carbon dioxide and products based on forest biomass can
substitute products, materials and fuel with a bigger carbon footprint. Production
of biomass in the forest has a paramount importance both for mitigating climate
change and for providing sustainable resources for the world‘s population. This
should be reflected in FSCs Principles and Criteria.

We also believe that the national initiatives should have been offered a much
more participatory role when the new P&C was formed. The national initiatives
have a long experience of what it takes to form a national standard from P&C,
and it is surprising that their knowledge has not been better used by
international FSC.
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We also miss an evaluation and comments by researchers in biological
conservation, societal issues, forest management on the proposed principles
and criteria. Are the proposals effective for nature conservation, to what extent
do they change opportunities for forest owners, workers, local communities or
stake-holder. Do they add more unnecessary bureaucracy?

Forest Stewardship Council

We welcome the revision process of P&C, however we are very concerned
about the current draft. Our main objections are summarized below:
1) Less protection of forest ownership: The Nordic tradition of a legally
strong position for private property and ownership is weakened in this draft.
The avoidance of mentioning the protection of private property rights in the
UN declarations of human rights, expresses an FSC value base, which we
think must be challenged. Examples of threats against legal private property
rights in the P&C include the referring to ILO 169 and UN declarations
where e.g. claims for ownership of lands in opposition to legal situations,
might make certification difficult for many small private forest owners.
2) Unbalanced system: Development of new P&C where FSC becomes more
and more a system for environmental and social issues rather than a
balanced system for responsible forestry. This threatens both the economic
viability of forestry among forest owners and the FSC system itself.
3) Less adapted to national conditions: The centralisation of power to FSC
International which negatively affects NI and national stakeholders
possibilities to have a local dialogue about forestry in order to reach
consensus. Declining interest for national and local stakeholders to
participate in the negotiations with ambitions to find well-adapted national
standards. The draft P&C sends a signal of not trusting the current system
of international approval of nationally adapted standards.
4) Increased complexity: Too many details. The ambition to close all possible
gaps in the P&C document, erases the possibilities for the National
Initiatives to adapt their standards to national and cultural realities.
5) Heavy documentation requirements: The new P&C adds more burdon to
the organisation when it comes to documentation than the present standard
- for example in Principle 7 incl. criteria. It will be hard to attract small private
forest owners to join FSC under these conditions.
The work carried out by the workgroup have had a good intention in making a
more consistent and clear P&C, however our opinion is that the draft P&C leads
FSC in the wrong direction that could prevent FSC from increasing its
importance, especially among SLIMF.

For society as a whole in a country like Sweden, welfare is much more
influenced by the benefits generated by commercial commodities than benefits
that may be given to ―local people‖ in the FSC context.
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In the draft all references to forests are taken away, it might be seen as taking a
step away from forestry and wood products (i.e. pulp and timber) in favour of
NTFP and other goods. This might have an adverse effect on the promotion of
traditional forestry products. Throughout the draft P&C, forestry and production
of traditional forest products is given less concern, which we think is unfortunate.

Forest Stewardship Council

A new level of details
The draft P&C sends a signal of not trusting the current system of international
approval of nationally adapted standards. In many cases, the criteria have now
been made much more detailed. The system seems to move away from national
standards based on international core principles towards an international,
detailed standard. In many cases, this presents a problem when trying to adapt
to regional conditions.
The new P&C seem to be focused on the global south and sometimes not
applicable in north European circumstances.
Specifically the criteria on stakeholder consultations could make economic
forestry practically impossible under FSC.
It should also be pointed out that the goal to attract smaller forest owners will be
harder to reach with an increased level of details, which we see as really
unfortunate in Sweden where the smaller forest owners just recently discovered
the FSC-system thanks to SLIMF.
We find the outcome different from the suggested values of change (page 9 in
the draft version) where the revision shall ―avoid adding further complexity‖,
―Focus on outcomes rather than prescribing activities‖, ―Fit all kind of
management units‖ and be ―commensurate with the cost‖. It seems to us to be
rather the opposite.

As there is no ―where applicable‖ language in guidance or within the P&C, all
national initiatives appear compelled to develop at least one indicator per
criterion regardless of the need for such additional diligence. If unresolved, this
could result in substantial audit burden to show conformity for an illness that
does not exist and where a cure is not needed. To limit this, it is recommended
that FSC International
1. Take a national risk assessment approach (particularly for legal and social
matters)
2. Create a P&C implementation dialogue with its National Initiatives and
3. Ensure that the development of national indicators places emphasis on
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It is apparent that many of the proposed changes to the P&C originate from a
concern that in many countries in the world there are weak or ineffective
governance structures or limited opportunities for civil society to influence
business or government behaviour. The expansion of P1 to 27 criteria is an
example. The effort to ‗level the playing field‘ is appropriate and necessary.
However, the remedy must be appropriate to the patient. In Canada, for
example, the existing P&Cs (and indicators at the regional standard level) have
served to bolster an already strong legal structure.

Forest Stewardship Council

criteria that represent proven gaps specific to the country.
The Explanatory notes and Rationale need not be retained in a ‗short form‘
version of the P&C, but are essential and should be published in a guide for NI
and stakeholder use in national indicator development work.
Comments Annex 2 – Scale, Intensity and Risk
The inclusion of this Annex is a useful extension to the P&Cs. The addition of
the term ‗risk‘ to the long standing concepts (within FSC) of ‗scale and intensity‘
is positive. What the Annex does not do, is articulate the difference contexts of
application of the terms. Clearly, scale and intensity are attributes of an
Organization‘s management unit or management activities undertaken on. Risk
can also apply in that context, but it applies in an additional manner that the
other two elements do not – in the governance and regulatory context in which
the Organization and its MU(s) are situated. The risk of a country permitting
activity ‗x‘ or not enforcing law ‗y‘ varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. The
absence of an assessment of this form of risk by a party outside of the
Organization and the ranking of regions by risk level for bribery, poor working
conditions, illegal harvesting (as examples), leaves all parties with the obligation
to show compliance with all criterion.
The opportunity to apply the concept of ‗risk‘ at the international level across
specific criterion in Principles 1 and 4 in particular has not been taken. There is
no clear exemption mechanism where FSC International deems a country to be
low risk. The opportunity to do this should be taken. The value in doing so is
that Organizations, CABs and Nis in regions of ‗low risk‘ will focus their
resources on addressing issues of tangible need (i.e P3, P6, P9, P10) rather
than dedicating resources to confirming the obvious – that they are located in a
country that has a well-documented and internationally respected governance
and regulatory structure.

Balance between forestry and other interests including general interests of
society
From (...)'s point of view we see a clear tendency in the development of new
P&C that the system becomes more and more a system for environmental
and social restrictions and demands, than a balanced system for responsible
and economic forestry. Well aware of the problems of balancing different
interests, (...) still consider the tendency so clear, that it severely threatens
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Since (...) cannot see that any change has occurred relating to this general
criticism of ours, we have decided to repeat and somewhat develop, our
standpoints. The Comment Form made available is not especially suitable for
this type of comments, but (...) hope that the form of our comments will not
exclude us from your evaluation of this consultation.

Forest Stewardship Council

both the economic viability of northern forestry and hence, the FSC system
itself. Forestry always means affecting environmental parameters and
people's living and opinions. But forestry also contributes to society as a
whole with renewable and climate neutral wood based resources, with social
benefits for the employees, and with taxes and fees supporting societal
welfare systems. The society as a whole seems to have no voice within the
FSC family and memberships, which could be one explanation for the
tendency observed. An economic chamber, with partly differentiated
interests, gives further support to this tendency.

Level of details and "ISO-fication"
As a consequence of the ambition above, the level of details in the new
suggested P&C is increasing considerably. This occurs in spite of an FSC
internally stated ambition for the revision of not adding complexity, focus on
outcome and not prescribing activities.
In order to leave influence to the national initiatives and standards, many of
the criteria should be transferred to some kind of guiding examples of
problems needed to be addressed by a national standard. (...) sees a risk that
too many and too detailed criteria, besides making the national relevance and
influence threatened, will result in audits governed by both P&C and national
standards. A forest owner or other types of certificate holders, should only
have to bother about an internationally accepted national standard!
An "ISO-fication" tendency could also be observed, where new FSC demands
(e.g Principle 7) states that company specific guidelines must be followed
even if they exceed national FSC standard demands or are irrelevant in that
context. In the pure interest of FSC, (...) also believes that there is a market
value in an easily communicated set of P&C, focussing on the general
ambitions and demands on a responsible forestry. The present set does
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International rules or national relevance and influence
The ambition of FSC International to centralise power and increase
homogeneity within the family is rather obvious. However, such a tendency
creates an increasing gap to both national and regional relevance of rules
and also, a gap within the organisation, with a declining interest for national
and local stakeholders to participate in the very often hard negotiations with
ambitions to find locally well-adapted standards. This tendency threatens the
original soul of the whole project, - to get different stakeholders to initiate a
local forestry dialogue for consensus. The ambition to close all possible gaps
in the P&C document, erases the possibilities for the National Initiatives, to
adapt their standards to national and cultural realities.
In e.g. Principle 2, 3 and 4 there are several examples of texts, where
national legal solutions or stakeholder agreements in Sweden have been
addressing the problems in a different way than FSC seems to want, but the
problems are still addressed. (...) think that to address the problems should
be important for FSC P&C, - not how to solve them!

Forest Stewardship Council

hardly meet these criteria.
Protection of forest ownership
One of the clear tendencies is the development of rules connected with an
ambition to increase stakeholder influence over forestry decisions. (...) mean
that forestry not automatically becomes more responsible in a societal
framework, from the fact that local stakeholders influence the process. Much
emphasis is put on strengthening the rights and influence from local
stakeholders, but the Nordic tradition of a legally strong position for private
property and ownership is continuously weakened. The avoidance of
mentioning the protection of private property rights in the UN declarations of
human rights, expresses an FSC value base, that (...) think must be
challenged.
Examples of threats against legal private property rights in the P&C include
the referring to ILO 169 and UN declarations, where e.g. claims for ownership
of lands in opposition to legal situations, might make certification impossible
for many Swedish forest owners. Further do many of the attempts to
strengthen the role of local communities change the legal balance of rights in
a way that will considerably reduce the general interest for FSC certification.
FSC should promote local dialogues and consensus searching without
changing established legal rights and with respect to these rights.
One of many examples is 4.7 where any negative impact on even individuals
shall result in compensation, whether or not any legal or customary rights are
exceeded.
To sum up, (...) is seriously worried about the development of FSC as
expressed by e.g. this new draft on P&C.
- Documents are very well prepared.
- Regarding Harmonization it is good that more Criteria are in the draft now.
(…) see below
- in some cases the focus should be more on the aspect what has to be
achieved not the way how to achieve (e.g. P9)

10 International FSC Principles should be created as simple ones to be possible to implement globally in different conditions. The new structure with the
new grouping of principles is an improvement. The current draft does not
simplify enough since the number of criteria is increasing. P &C seems to be
very detailed with a large number of very detailed criteria, which are not suitable for all countries and forest types. This draft standard lists 25 more criteria
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Seitens der Betriebsleitung des (...) bestehen durchaus Bedenken, sollte diese
Revision in der aktuellen Fassung beschlossen werden, dass die Hürden für
Nichtstaatswaldbesitzer noch höher werden und eine FSC-Zertifizierung
unattraktiver wird.

Forest Stewardship Council

than the existing one. FSC standards appear complex and very detailed for
normal users. This style of standards might run the risk that forest owners‘
efforts are deviated too far from the forest management itself.

If reviewers only read 1 comment, it would be number 5 below – I am
fundamentally concerned about the direction of the FSC P&C and expectations
of candidate/certified operations.
1. Complete versus Short Version – I note the 2 versions and applaud the
detailed explanations in the ―complete‖ version. But it is extremely confusing
to understand what a reviewer is to focus on. In fact the ―short‖ version is
the complete FSC P&C as proposed. If the current ―complete‖ version is
―normative‖, i.e. to be taken as what should or must be applied in the field,
then it is completely unrealistic. If we are to see the ―complete‖ version as
explanatory ONLY, and not normative, I see that as acceptable. I would
suggest that FSC members should ONLY be commenting on the P&C and
NOT on other associated policy or other interpretations. Frankly speaking I
do not find clarity in this regard.
2. Indicators versus Criteria – (Page 6, Application section) There is a
contradiction in the language that continues to represent a major issue for
FSC. On the one hand the draft says that ―indicators….are the primary basis
for evaluation‖. In the next paragraph it says that certification decisions are
guided by how management is determined to meet the criteria. There is a
fundamental inconsistency and lack of clarity.
3. (…) see below
4. (…) see below
5. Overall Major Concern - Expansion of FSC Principles and Criteria
Beyond Reason - Principle 1 now includes 27 criteria. There are numerous
other examples where the number of criteria has been seriously expanded in
various principles, or vague new requirements are being added (only a few
examples are outlined above). Overall I believe that stakeholders are
unrealistically burdening FSC requirements for candidate and certified
forestry operations. The FSC membership, through the Working Group, is
increasingly burdening candidate or certified operations with many new
procedural requirements – requirements that contravene specific motions
passed by the FSC membership to place more focus in the FSC system on
actual performance. From documentation issues in Principle 3, to Principle 5
on Benefits from the Forest to Principle 7 on Management Planning, I am
fundamentally concerned that the FSC is putting FSC forest management
certification out of the reach of economically viable forest enterprises of all
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Separately the (...) has submitted detailed comments which I strongly support. I
also want to thank the P&C Working Group for its hard work, which I am fairly
sure, is not yet at an end.

Forest Stewardship Council

1. Overall we feel the proposed structure and content of the revised P&C is
logical and an improvement over the current version. However we have
identified a number of issues below. The inclusion of the explanatory notes
is useful and will prove valuable to CABs in evaluating conformance and
Organizations in developing conformant management systems. While the
preamble states these notes are not normative they detail very specific
requirements which would imply they are normative and in some cases
there appears to be a disconnect between the language of the criteria and
what is detailed in the explanatory notes.
2. In many cases the wording of the proposed criteria and principles are
confusing, vague or subjective. All of the explanatory notes, rationales, and
normative documents referenced can not make up for poorly written, poorly
conceived and difficult to audit criteria.
3. Poor use of the English Language. The P&C should be edited by someone
who is proficient in English as well as having knowledge of the FSC system.
In some cases the language is so bad as to make some of the criteria nearly
impossible to use for an evaluation. Some suggested revisions are indicated
below however, time constraints prevented us from recommending edits for
all of the criteria that require revision.
4. The specificity and prescriptive nature of the criteria in principle 1 creates an
issue: A failure to conform to a criterion is an automatic major nonconformance, therefore, non-conformance with a relatively minor
prescriptive criterion will result in a major non-conformance. This could lead
to many FSC certified companies being suspended. The P&C WG needs to
refrain from drafting narrowly focused and prescriptive criteria. See
comments below for examples.
5. It is not clear if 3.15 in the Preamble mitigates the concern raised in point 3
because it is poorly written and vague. This statement is crucial for
certification bodies to understand in order to competently make certification
decisions. The paragraph of concern is: ―Certification decisions are guided
by the extent to which management activities satisfy each FSC Criterion,
and by the importance and consequences of failure. Hence, the Principles
and Criteria are a performance based standard. However, accidental events
and unforeseen changes in cultural, ecological, economic and social
environments may cause occasional failures in performance. FSC thus does
not insist on perfection in satisfying the Principles and Criteria. The
definition, procedures for assessing and consequences of partial or
complete failure to satisfy the Principles and Criteria (non-conformities) are
addressed in specific standards as developed by the FSC International
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types, and even worse, putting increasing emphasis on documentation
rather than field performance or expected positive outcomes.

Forest Stewardship Council

Center.‖ The P&C working need to revise this and state the intent of this
paragraph in plain and understandable language.
6. We also have concerns over the number of proposed criteria in the revised
Principle 1. This has turned into a mega principle with 27 criteria (half the
number of criteria in the current P&C - 56), many of which will not be
applicable or relevant in countries with well established and enforced legal
systems. There is no reference to applicability in these criteria so one has
to assume that these would be applicable to all Organizations. P 1 went
from 10 criteria in draft 2 to 27 criteria in draft 3, while the objective of
Principle 1 to serve as a standalone legality standard did not change. As
the scope of principle 1 seems to have expanded FSC needs to consider
splitting this out into a separate legality standard for the purposes of MAP
and retain a limited number of criteria for FSC certification. The assumption
being that Organizations that are at the point where they ready to be
evaluated against the full P&C are operating in a legal manner. Requiring
CABs to evaluate and draft findings for 27 criteria and all associated
indicators amounts to a significant increase in auditing costs which we feel
is not justifiable for the majority of current certificate holders and applicants.
7. The revised P&C will result in significantly higher certification costs for all
operations. For example the number of applicable criteria for a natural
forest operation has increased from 47 to 91, or almost 100%. For
plantation operations the number of criteria has increased from 56 to 91.
These drastic increases will result in much higher certification costs due to
increased level of effort for auditing and reporting. These increased costs
may result in barriers to entry for potential applicants. The P&C working
group should be striving for the minimum number of criteria while
maintaining a credible standard for responsible forest management. As
evident from the 27 criteria in principle 1 this was not one of their mandates.
8. The term compliance is used repeated throughout the P&C in reference to
FSC standard requirements. FSC is a voluntary system; compliance implies
a statutory or regulatory requirement. FSC should adopt the term
conformance consistently throughout the FSC standards documents. Use
of compliance should be restricted to principles and criteria that reference
legal requirements (e.g. P1).
Finally, there continues to be redundancy in the criteria. Specific examples are
detailed in our comments below.

Exclude ALL use of Latin phrases (e.g. ―inter alia‖, etc.). These terms are not
used in the common lexicon of the forestry and forest products professions, and
create an academic tone, which can be perceived as ‗out of touch‘ with the ‗real
world‘.
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Terms that are included in the glossary should be clearly identified by use of a
recognizably distinct font (e.g. bold italics).

Forest Stewardship Council

Referencing other Criteria as an Explanatory Note (e.g. Explanatory Note # 1
under Criterion 1.2) does not explain anything and therefore should not be used
as an Explanatory Note.

I do like that the P&C clearly state ―the organization‖ – provides ownership.
I do find that some of the Principles & Criterion seem to have ―indicator‖ or
―verifier‖ level detail – for example C7.6 – requires the organization to
―document the engagement‖ – seems to be slightly prescriptive.
I would be interested to know how this document (when finalized) will provide
guidance to the development or revision to Regional Standards. I would hate to
see the Regional Standards to become overly prescriptive.
The process of the public consultation was well conducted, especially in terms
of schedule.
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Should take special care to the increasing number of criteria (which is beneficial)
does not involve the increased costs of audit.
The document presents many criteria with indicator content, written with
standard text indicators.
For the majority of those criteria, the document refers to voluntary
complementary standards without specifying the items related to the topic. The
Criteria refer to various other voluntary rules, international agreements and
treaties, which further increase their complexity for both auditors and auditees,
especially for small companies. It would be crucial that, at a minimum, the FSC
should prepare a table with short summaries of the main requirements of each
standard, not previously considered in the other FSC P&Cs. This would facilitate
the auditing process.
FSC International should urgently set guidelines (with reference to documents,
standards, considerations, premises, etc.) to guide the construction of
indicators. This responsibility could not be left only up to the IN and work teams
(who depend on the structures and capabilities of each country to develop it
adequately.) This should be a FSC source of guidance on what is acceptable
and can be regarded as adequate.
The FSC mentions considering a scale, intensity (already defined), but what
about risk? How does one classify risk in each community or undertaking? Is
this to be left at the certifier's discretion? We cannot consider, in the case of
Brazil, for instance, the entire Amazon region as a high risk area.

Forest Stewardship Council

Increase in the general complexity of the Standard.
The period allowed for a careful assessment of each version of the submitted
P&Cs was very short, when one takes into account the complexity of the P&Cs
and the referral to many other documents, which fully justifies this request.
Although our request for a time extension was rejected, we would like to have
this request on record.
Increase in the number of criteria from 56 to 91. It got more detailed and this
may help in the creation of indicators, but it can also mean an increase in
complexity, in audit time, and in costs incurred with the certification process,
specially if a need arises for a minimum of 2 indicators per criterion.
The document presents many criteria with indicator content, written with
standard text indicators.
For the majority of those criteria, the document refers to voluntary
complementary standards without specifying the items related to the topic. The
Criteria refer to various other voluntary rules, international agreements and
treaties, which further increase their complexity for both auditors and auditees,
especially for small companies. It would be crucial that, at a minimum, the FSC
should prepare a table with short summaries of the main requirements of each
standard, not previously considered in the other FSC P&Cs. This would facilitate
the auditing process.
FSC International should urgently set guidelines (with reference to documents,
standards, considerations, premises, etc.) to guide the construction of
indicators. This responsibility could not be left only up to the IN and work teams
(who depend on the structures and capabilities of each country to develop it
adequately.) This should be a FSC source of guidance on what is acceptable
and can be regarded as adequate.
The FSC mentions considering a scale, intensity (already defined), but what
about risk? How does one classify risk in each community or undertaking? Is
this to be left at the certifier's discretion? We cannot consider, in the case of
Brazil, for instance, the entire Amazon region as a high risk area.
I considered that there are a significant increase in the complexity of P&C in this
new version.

In the Spanish version of several of the criteria, the term "proporcionadas a la
escala…‖ is used. Although the meaning can be understood, we believe that
this wording could be changed. Our suggestion is to use ―proporcionales a la
escala...‖.
We have the feeling that no progress is being made in clarity and applicability;
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I think a good effort has been made to take away overlap in between criteria of
different principles

Forest Stewardship Council

that we are overlooking the economic considerations and taking viability away
from the operations in many cases, when we should be advancing in achieving
harmony and balance among the 3 pillars of responsible management, that is,
the environmental, social and economic spheres.
In summary, we believe that it is necessary to harmonize principles, avoid
repetitions and overlapping, and have fewer criteria with more detailed
indicators.
We are very concerned about the unintentional introduction of economic
disequilibrium factors between developed and developing regions (at the global,
regional and national level). We view with concern the transfer of governmental,
state or social responsibilities in social and environmental spheres to forest
companies or operators. The formal and operational relation between Forest
Management certificates and Chain of Custody certificates is not clear to us.
The Background Information is excellent. It provides a very good background to
the changes that have been proposed. What we really like is the table on page
10 (2.38) which shows clearly in which criteria the revisions that have been
proposed have been addressed. We also like 2.29 which is the summary of the
changes compared to draft 2-0.
In general, the changes make for a clearer understanding, as well as the intent
behind the changes. We suggest that the final document include a lot of the
explanations as a means to understand the thinking behind the revisions and as
a guide to the development of regional standards etc.
I indicated on the telephone last week, and again this week, that there has been
a tremendous amount of effort by the authors in putting the FSC P&C into a
more logical format. I really appreciated the explanatory notes and the
definitions (especially the new ones), and, as suggested verbally, as well as in
the submission, we strongly suggest that the FSC have a document that
contains all the explanatory notes, as well as the definitions. This is, in reality,
the only worthwhile reference. We understand that the FSC might want a standalone set of P&C, but question to what extent they would be used? Whatever
the outcome, we seriously encourage a set of P&C supported by both the
explanatory notes and the Glossary of Terms all in one document.
Please allow me to emphasise a few of the points.

Finally, we propose that the FSC give consideration to one last round of
stakeholder comment if there are substantive changes to the P&C.
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(…) see below

Forest Stewardship Council

We are sure that there is some urgency in finalising the review, but the team
have done such a good job that one last round can only enhance the value that is if there are substantive changes.
Very increased number of criteria (from 56 to 91). In general, there was partial
improvement in the proposed standards, especially in its interpretation.
Nevertheless, the excessive number of new themes and criteria means
increased complexity, time and cost of audit certification process. Considering at
least two indicators per criterion, what would be the costs implementation of
such a larger standard?
The document presents many criteria with indicator content, typically written with
indicator standard text.
Reference to voluntary complementary standards without further specification of
the items related to the topic. Criteria refer to several other voluntary (non legal)
standards and international agreements that increase the complexity for
auditors and FMOs, especially communities and smallholders. It would be
important that at least one table was prepared by FSC to submit a short
summary of the key points required in each referred standard.
The deadlines for thorough evaluation of each version of the proposed P&C
were very limited. The complexity of the P&C and the reference to various other
documents fully justify the demand for more qualitative analysis deadlines.
FSC international should urgently establish guidelines (referencing documents,
standards, considerations, assumptions etc.) to guide the construction of
indicators for communities and SLIMF. This task cannot be left with the NI and
working groups (which, depending on country, have different structures and
capacities). This FSC guideline should define what can be accepted and
deemed appropriate for cases of smallholders, traditional communities and
SLIMFs. Examples: what will be required or deemed appropriate by the FSC to
meet the P6.c1, P7.c3, P7.c4 and P7.c6 and the criteria of P8 in the case of
traditional communities, smallholders and SLIMF?

The new P&C approach enforces considerations about scale and intensity
(which already have definitions) and risk. There‘s a lack of guidelines on how to
classify the risk of each community or project. Will this decision be left to the
CABs or NIs? On the other hand, it wouldn‘t be reasonable to consider, for
example, all Brazilian Amazon as a high-risk area.
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FSC International should empower NIs or national working groups to identify the
criteria that are not applied to local communities and smallholders (this would
allow a broad process of consultation that would consider all Brazil‘s diversity).

Forest Stewardship Council

(...) acknowledges the need to revise the FSC P&C and commends the attempt
to undertake this revision. However, the process must be transparent as
possible and the Advisory Group needs adequate time to evaluate the
documents in order to provide our input into the process and ensure the
comments are addressed. I would like to advise FSC to make the P&C less
complex and remove the duplication that exists between the Principles and NOT
increase it.
In general this version is worse than the initial draft. How can FSC start with P1
that originally consisted of 6 criteria and make it into 27 criteria ? Why is there
so much repetition between the criteria even within the principle let alone across
the various 10 principles?
(…) see below
This document is still poor as a 3rd revision to the FSC standard. FSC has a
long way to go to get this revision into something credible and workable in the
field.

The Spanish translation is improved.
2) In general, the use of ―shall‖ is well translated but not always; one has to read
the English, which is more exact, and sometimes is clearer and less demanding
than in Spanish.
3) There are too many Criteria; some of them are VERY similar and several of
them should be combined with each other. 91 Criteria will be a source of
problems for EVERYONE.
4) The Explanatory Notes help to understand the Criterion but it would seem
necessary to follow them if the auditing is to be approved, a matter that is not
true in itself. There are EN that say HOW something should be done, with no
flexibility, which then appears to be part of the Criterion. Resolve this situation,
see 2.35 and 2.36 Reference Information.
5) (…) see below
6) Version V5-0 D3-0 achieves greater consistency of the P&C.
7) It is necessary to update the P&C, but a commitment must be found to
improve them without making them either impossible or bureaucratic nor should
they be subject to changes in the near future. They should be adequate and
stable. We have long term management and short term rules!
8) AND AVOID OR ELIMINATE DUPLICATIONS of Criteria. See 2.39. There is
enough information on how they have been regrouped and how they have been
―duplicated‖ with which to condense them.
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I feel that the Rationale and Explanatory Notes must be considered in the
approved P&C, since they often indicate the scope of the Principle and
Criterion. Otherwise, the meaning or the intended scope of their application
may get lost.

Forest Stewardship Council

No, but this latest version is definitely an improvement on the previous
Very increased number of criteria (from 56 to 91). In general, there was partial
improvement in the proposed standards, especially in its interpretation.
Nevertheless, the excessive number of new themes and criteria means
increased complexity, time and cost of audit certification process. Considering at
least two indicators per criterion, what would be the costs implementation of
such a larger standard?
The document presents many criteria with indicator content, typically written with
indicator standard text.
Reference to voluntary complementary standards without further specification of
the items related to the topic. Criteria refer to several other voluntary (non legal)
standards and international agreements that increase the complexity for
auditors and FMOs, especially communities and smallholders. It would be
important that at least one table was prepared by FSC to submit a short
summary of the key points required in each referred standard.
The deadlines for thorough evaluation of each version of the proposed P&C
were very limited. The complexity of the P&C and the reference to various other
documents fully justify the demand for more qualitative analysis deadlines
FSC international should urgently establish guidelines (referencing documents,
standards, considerations, assumptions etc.) to guide the construction of
indicators for communities and SLIMF. This task cannot be left with the NI and
working groups (which, depending on country, have different structures and
capacities). This FSC guideline should define what can be accepted and
deemed appropriate for cases of smallholders, traditional communities and
SLIMFs. Examples: what will be required or deemed appropriate by the FSC to
meet the P6.c1, P7.c3, P7.c4 and P7.c6 and the criteria of P8 in the case of
traditional communities, smallholders and SLIMF?

Mitigation of GHG emission from Afforestation, Reforestation, and Deforestation,
and maintaining and/or strengthening the carbon sequestration in the certified
forest shall be clearly addressed in this standard at criteria level, regardless of
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FSC International should empower NIs or national working groups to identify the
criteria that are not applied to local communities and smallholders (this would
allow a broad process of consultation that would consider all Brazil‘s diversity)
The new P&C approach enforces considerations about scale and intensity
(which already have definitions) and risk. There‘s a lack of guidelines on how to
classify the risk of each community or project. Will this decision be left to the
CABs or NIs? On the other hand, it wouldn‘t be reasonable to consider, for
example, all Brazilian Amazon as a high-risk area.

further development of carbon certification or any other scheme.
Rational:
a) Since the FSC mission is ‗ to promote environmentally appropriate…of the
world forest‘, and since it is commonly and globally adopted that the climate
change is now and will be governing the topic of environmental issues for
several ten years, ignoring about carbon changes in forest stewardship in
the standard will be a systematic failure for FSC to fulfill its mission.
b) FAO clearly defines that Forests have four major roles in climate change:
they currently contribute about one-sixth of global carbon emissions when
cleared, overused or degraded; they react sensitively to a changing climate;
when managed sustainably, they produce woodfuels as a benign alternative
to fossil fuels; and finally, they have the potential to absorb about one-tenth
of global carbon emissions projected for the first half of this century into their
biomass, soils and products and store them - in principle in perpetuity.
c) ISEAL Code of Good Practice for Setting Social and Environmental
Standards (P005 – Version 5.0 – January, 2010) requires in 6.4 (Adding
Value), 6.4.1 ( In defining the content of a standard ) that the standardsetting organization shall seek to complement and build on relevant
regulatory requirements and to take account of market needs, as well as
scientific and technological developments. The standard shall require
practices that meet or exceed existing regulatory requirements and that
reflect a defined market need and shall clearly indicate the references it
makes to existing national law and / or international regulations
d) As FSC principles and Criteria is the core document, and revised at interval
of around 10 years, all current and upcoming international treaty, protocol,
convention, as well as the post 2012 climate change agreement on
environmental issues related to forest and forest carbon shall be considered
in anticipation in the standard revision, including the CDM, LULUCF , REDD,
and REDD + etc., in order to keep FSC certification up to date.
e) To incorporate the concept of forest carbon accounting and sequestration
into FSC standard will make FSC greatly differs from other forest certification
schemes because the process flow of FSC could adapt to it much easer than
others due to its sound requirements in the standard, e.g. clear boundary of
FMU.
f) In addition to avoid direct carbon emission, carbon sequestration can be
strengthened by sound forest management certified by FSC if it is required.
g) Adding rules on forest carbon sequestration will not change the framework of
the current standard, but will create a new value of the standard to both
forest products producers and consumers.
h) If It becomes one of the thresholds for any FSC certified FMU that the
‗carbon accounting‘ is introduced, and the ‗baseline ‘ is established,
monitored, and maintained not to increased but declined during the certified
period, FSC certification scheme will be recognized in no doubt as the
contributor to mitigate the climate change globally.
Based on forest management plan and procedures which have included carbon
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accounting and baseline, FSC certified FMUs can further transfer its program to
a carbon credit scheme under regulatory or voluntary mechanism and have it
registered for sale if they like. The FSC certification report can be used as RPIN, PDD, or validation and verification document.
Need to place increased emphasis on climate change. The Organization should
be required to prepare an adaptation plan for potential climate change impacts,
and should ensure that all management plans will contribute to ecosystem and
community resiliency in response to climate change.
There needs to be more emphasis on restoration of key habitats in intensely
managed forests. The responsibility to identify, assess and restore damage to
environmental values must be made explicitly and consistently throughout the
P&C.
Better than previous principles and criteria
In general, we are satisfied with the draft and welcome it. However, we would
like to raise 3 issues:
(…) See below
 This is an open ended, more qualitative comment. But it is important to think
of how the wording of the standards might affect forest managers and their
eagerness to engage in the certification process. This is especially an issue
for more informal production systems such as SLIMFs. Is the purpose of the
standards to provide guidance to CBs and forest managers or to protect the
FSC from unscrupulous forest managers?

Length
There are many reasons to err on the side of simpler and more concise
language whenever possible without reducing clarity and rigor. I including
suggestions below on merging criteria and/or removing criteria and placing
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Regarding the latter, there is much research on trust and voluntary
cooperation that indicates that legalistic language and/or approaches
indicating distrust reduce incentives for voluntary cooperation. My field
experience is consistent with this as well: I‘ve found forest managers very
resistant to directions they perceive as coercive or disrespectful of their
intent. Redundancies can give the impression of distrust; repeating the same
concept with slightly different wording implies a possible disbelief in the intent
of CBs and/or managers to exercise good faith in meeting the standards. I
have noted a number of specific cases below where I think that this is an
issue.
In addition, it might be useful to test all of the standards on forest managers
and assess their response from this perspective.

Forest Stewardship Council

them in supplementary materials for guidance purposes.
 The group has attempted to address all the possible concerns. However my
reservation is with reference to the language put forward in the draft. The
language used is very complicated & shall need a lawyer & linguist to read &
interpret. It may also provide room for critics to find out many lapses in
implementation. When I compare the language with the earlier P &Cs, I find
earlier P& Cs were much simpler & less complex.
This has possibly happened as the group has tried to be very threoritical &
attempted to cover up all possible concerns. It also appears to me that the
group has no assistance of a practicing forester in the team.
We have to keep in view that P&Cs are going to be implemented by the
foresters on the ground. Even CBs man, in all probability, is going to be a
forester. They are not language experts, They may find the language hard to
perceive & more complex to implement. FSC, however, may have no
alternative to improve the language at this stage.
There was a general feeling among the participants (with one exception) that
the draft would represent an improvement compared to the current Principles
and Criteria.

 A few of the participants wondered whether CAB is the appropriate term to be
used within in the FSC system because the fundamental goal of FSC is not
conformity. FSC would be about raising performance and encourage
innovation. The reference to conformity could be off-putting to some
stakeholders (e.g. in the US).
 There was a general concern regarding the language of the draft. It was
strongly recommended that prior to the publication of the next draft a
professional editor should be contracted to improve the language. It was also
strongly recommended that a lawyer should be hired to assess the proposed
wording from a legal point of view.
 It was recommended that the language should be simplified and
redundancies removed. The simplified language could then be backed by
technical explanations in the Explanatory Notes.
 It was also recommended to remove the term ‗shall‘ from the P&C. The term
would not be needed if compliance with all the Principles and Criteria would
be obligatory anyhow. If removed the P&C would sound more positive and
less punitive.
 It was also recommended to remove the word ‗should‘ from the P&C to avoid
any confusion concerning its obligatory nature.
 It was agreed to recommend to the P&C Review WG to consider replacing
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While errors may have been corrected and greater factual clarity achieved in
some cases, I find that the fundamental changes in direction explicit in the
Preamble and the proposed P&C, as well as the overall bureaucratic language
of the draft, will not improve the global status of FSC.

Forest Stewardship Council

the terminology ‗Scale, Intensity and Risk‘ with a better term.
A professional writer can help render a document written by a committee more
intelligible to the primary target audience (Note: FSC needs to explicitly inform
the writer who that audience is). I believe the primary audience is the Forest
Manager, be he or she a forest owner, the individual responsible for forest
management in an indigenous community, cooperative, or NGO…..or the
corporate or stateforest manager……..not the Organization!
The bureaucratically complex language finds its origin the drafter‘s effort to
make the P&C compatible with an array international conventions (ILO, CITES,
UN, UN-REDD, etc.), the legality verification scheme (LVS), ISO wording, and
wording proposed by some ASI-accredited bodies. Might we return to a simple
and understandable Principle 1 with an explanatory or guidance note explaining
the various conventions, etc.? FSC has its own identity, it does not need to
conform to ASI or ISO.

1) SINCE DRAFT 3 COVERS THE ESSENTIAL ASPECTS OF THE
MOTIONS PRESENTED IN GA 2005 AND THE PROCESS FOR
REVIEWING THE POLICY ON PLANTATIONS, IN WHICH THE (...)
PARTICIPATED, OUR ORGANIZATION FIRMLY SUPPORTS THE
GENERAL TERMS OF THIS PROPOSAL. Our comments are oriented
towards making the P&C clearer and more explicit.
2) We agree fully with the new structure for the P&C in that, (1) Principle 2 has
been changed and is now dedicated exclusively to workers; (2) Principle 4
deals only with community relations; (3) The Management Plan in Principle
7 has two components: The Forest Management Plan (a better name would
be Natural Resources) and the Social Management Plan; (4) Principle 10 is
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As we see it, an important step forward is made in the new drafts with the
creation of a specific principle to protect workers, in ―workers‘ rights and
employment conditions‖, although implicitly this also exists in other principles
and criteria. We are especially pleased with the focus on anti-union
discrimination in the explanatory notes for criterion 2.1 and the inclusion of
gender equality in a specific criterion (2.2.) for the purpose of fighting against
one of the biggest failings of our society.
Similarly, in the determination of responsibility for compliance with the P&C by
stipulating that the organization (its management) shall assume maximum
responsibility for the actions of workers, contractors, sub-contractors and any
other person hired by the organization to carry out operational activities in the
Management Unit, to the extent that the national laws and regulations allow it,
as has always been demanded by the union organizations committed to the
FSC.
Nevertheless, we think that we in (...) can contribute some comments that may
improve the document.

Forest Stewardship Council

4)

5)

6)

a) The inclusion of the concept of scale, intensity and risk is very positive.
However, there is still concern as to whether these P&C respond to and solve
the problems that have been occurring with certification of mega plantations.
b) There is still concern as to whether these P&C can be applied by indigenous
peoples.
c) Not enough consideration is given to the problem of climate change and
global warming, nor to the importance of the issue of carbon as part of the
management objectives, nor the possibility of projects related to carbon, nor its
social impacts or opportunity costs, in spite of the fact that a reference to this is
made in the Preamble (and the note for 10.13 shows this).
d) (…) see below
e) (…) see below
f) (…) see below
g) (…) see below
h) (…) see below
i) Add a clarification to the effect that the Organization is responsible for all
management activities, including the activities of contractors and subcontractors.
j) We repeat that the term ―The Organization‖ is not the most appropriate one.
k) The explanatory notes in this draft vary a great deal. They continue to be
useful, and apparently they have contributed to not have lengthy formulations in
the P&C (although there are still differences, as some are very long and others
very succinct, and in some cases their scope can be understood only through
the explanatory notes). Therefore, in spite of not being mandatory, they should
appear in an appendix to the P&C document in order to facilitate consulting and
referring to them; it is correct that they should not be subject to a vote and
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3)

removed, as is the one on plantations, and is replaced with greater clarity in
Forest Management and its environmental and social relations.
Our comments and proposals focus only on the issues of greatest
importance to the (...).
The Spanish version needs to be revised because it leads to some
confusion. The final draft should be reviewed by a combined group from
Spain and Latin America with experience in FSC certification.
As a complement to the above, the translation should be reviewed. For
example, in many places the word ―involucramiento‖ is used, when the word
―participación‖ should be used. ―Involucramiento‖ is very mild and does not
imply a right. ―Participación‖, in the context of these P&C, implies a right on
the part of the community to decide on situations that affect it.
The verbs are in the future tense, such as ―cumplirán, deberán, utilizará,
implementará, etc.‖ HOWEVER, AT THE TIME OF CERTIFICATION, THE
ACTION SHOULD BE IN THE PRESENT TENSE, such as ―cumple, debe,
utiliza, implementa…etc‖. This is important because the certifier must have
clear rules that the action is taking place in the present and is not something
that should be done in the future

Forest Stewardship Council

approval.
l) (...) see below
m) More care should be taken with the Spanish translation.
Unfortunately, we were not able to review the Glossary.
The explanatory notes should remain in the final document.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Correct the following terms in
the whole document in order to improve the Spanish translation:

















Replace ―adaptable‖ with ―adaptativo‖.
Replace ―involucramiento‖ with ―participación‖.
Replace the phrase ―delegación de control‖ with ―delegación de
administración de las actividades‖ in the respective Principles.
In 1.5, replace ―demandado‖ with ―cuestionado‖.
In 1.25, replace ―fallo‖ with ―falta‖ or ―fracaso‖.
Replace ―La Organización‖ with ―El Operador‖ in general. (There was no
consensus on this term, but it is felt that ―La Organización‖ is not the right
one).
In 4.2, replace ―declarará procedente‖ with ―reconocerá and respetará‖.
In 4.4 and in general, replace ―proporcionadas‖ with ―proporcionales‖.
Replace ―involucramiento‖ with ―participación‖.
Replace ―planeadas‖ with ―planificadas‖.
Remove the phrase ‗bajo contrato‖ in the respective Principles and
Criteria.
Replace ―tramitación‖ with ―trámite‖.
Use the term ―Grupos de interés‖ instead of ―Grupos de interesados‖.
Change ―declarará procedentes‖ to ―respetará‖.
Replace ―Re-reconocimiento‖ with ―Re-evaluación‖.
Replace ―Sostendrá‖ with ―Mantendrá‖.

We propose that in order to avoid repetitions, the word ―contractors‖ should be
removed.
Add a clarification in the glossary and introduction that the organization is the
entity that is responsible for all management activities, including the activities of
contractors and sub-contractors. It is the responsibility of the Organization to
ensure that ….

1) We agree and in general support draft No. 3 for changes to the FSC
Principles and Criteria. We believe that it represents a big step forward in
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Add an explanatory note that refers to the importance of taking into account selfrecognition/identification of indigenous peoples in the application of Principles 1,
3 and 4, and not only legal recognition as such in their respective countries.

Forest Stewardship Council

comparison with the present P&C.
2) The word ―organization‖. As subject of certification, the best word in Spanish
is enterprise, which also includes certification of communities or groups.
3) It is fundamentally important that the Spanish version be reviewed. The
present document has important defects in the translation and we believe that
the final draft to be put to a vote should be worked on by Spanish-speaking
persons from Latin America.
4) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) We propose that for all
purposes, the actions to be verified, as indicated in the criteria, should be in
the present tense, that is: ―utiliza, debe, cumple‖, instead of ―utilizará, deberá,
cumplirá‖. It is understood that when an auditor assesses an enterprise, the
latter should already have met the requirements of the Forest Management
standard.

1) I believe the P&C working group has done an excellent job up until now, in
defining new criteria and revising old ones. I agree that the increase in
numbers of criteria does clarify many ambiguous issues, and as such does
not overly complicate things, as some believe.
2) The lack of commentaries up until now on previous drafts, especially from
the south, can be partly explained by the mere length and complexity of the
P&C drafts. A daunting challenge for people to undertake on their own.
This was obvious to me, having had the opportunity to participate in a series
of meetings, with IPs, NIs and the southern social members, during the
revision of drafts 2 and 3. Yet once together, the revision process was
handled excellently. Having people from different backgrounds, and different
experiences with certification, helped us enormously to understand more
clearly what was being proposed, and the different implications of changes.
For example, the active participation of a number of economic chamber
representatives in Colombia, representing large forestry and plantation
operations, brought more understanding to our discussions and decisions in
Cali. In hindsight, perhaps we should have thought of this earlier on, and
perhaps supported these types of meetings to analyze the 2nd draft.
3) The changes in Principle 7, which bring more relevance to the importance of
a Social Management Plan, are an important issue. Most of us in the region
strongly hope this is reflected in the P&Cs.
4) Sorry for not using the prepared form for comments. My comments below
are based on comments at the Lima meeting. I have included others, and
extracted those I was not in agreement with, or considered redundant. At
the end there are a number of translation issues.
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word
―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖ when the criteria say that the enterprise
should perform actions together with the communities involved in the
management of the FMU.

Forest Stewardship Council

ERRORS IN TRANSLATION
There are various translation errors, some of which affect the clarity, intent
and/or purpose of specific criteria.
Surely FSC IC is aware of this, but below are a few examples which require
correction:
―Proporcionadas‖ should read ―proporcionales‖.
In some places (i.e. 1.17 new) the word ―mientras‖ is missing: ―contratistas que
trabajan‖ should read‖ contratistas mientras que trabajan‖.
1.25 ―fallos‖ should read ―fallas‖.
3.1 ―el involucramiento‖ should read ―participación‖ – repeated in various places.
3.2 ―declarará procedentes‖ should read ―respeterá‖ – repeated in various
places.

According to the e-mail sent to (...) in relation to the seminar for review the P&C,
and analysing the Spanish version of the proposed changes sent to public
consultation that will be performed in 22 and 23 April of 2010, we are presenting
bellow some considerations.
Some considerations in relation to the process of planning and constrution of
the P&C review are needed:

Therefore, we read the document and the (...) team noted some aspects that the
P&C review would cause. They are:
The certification is a process that imply in costs which, in most cases, are not
adequate to the communities management activities in general. Note, therefore,
that the community management certification will be, in this case, connected to
the need of external financial support, once the payment by the communities
would cause financial disorders to them. Along with the financial dependence,
the communities organizations will also more dependent on external
organizations in relation to the conformance with the P &C adjusted, fact
explained by the excessive bureaucratization and the distance of the
communities in relation to the urban centers, physical, cultural and social.
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The (...) was not informed about the P&C review process in a timelly manner in
order to allow its appropriate analysis, review and development of comments in
relation to the certification body proposal and its implications in the certificate
holders, which in the case of communities are the Associations. We also do not
participate in the definition of the public consultation date and, unfortunately, all
(...) team is involved in other activities that cannot be cancelled.

Forest Stewardship Council

Finally, currently the community forest management has not enough subsidies
for its certification. The increase of certification process complexity shall
accompany the increase of subsidies provided for the formation of the
certification affected organizations, in order to help tem to meet the FSC P&C
and, also, financial support.
It is important to consolidate the Smartlogging (or a FSC System) as a
procedure for the contractors certification, for the certified forest management
(to share responsibilities)
- Documents are very well prepared.
- Regarding Harmonization it is good that more Criterions are in the draft now.
- (…) see below
- in P1 aspects out of Advice Notes and Policy Documents were integrated. In
P10 it is the opposite. (…)
- (…) see below
- in some cases the focus should be more on the aspect what has to be
achieved not the way how to achieve (e.g. P9)
1. The structure is not balance.e.g.P1 has 27 criteria, while P2 has 5 criteria;
2.Should adjust the order of every Principle in term of logic. Our suggested
order for P7~10 is: P9-P7-P10-P8;
3.Some statements are not very rigorous or clear, so that NIs or CBs are likely
to have disparities in understanding when setting national or regional standards,
then may cause inconsistence on the ground practice. e.g. 6.1.
All the principles should have a table with the structure of the criteria similar to
the one which exists in the Explanatory Notes of Principle 1, point nº 7, since it
clarifies the main logic of the Principle.
The revision continues to travel in the right direction, but (...) has the following
major comments to make below:
We are still confused about the status of Explanatory Notes – are they going to
be in the final document or not? We understand them now to be non-normative,
but in Paragraph 2.42 we are referred to Paragraphs 1.45 and 1.46 above for
further information, but these paragraphs don‘t exist in the document package.
(…) see below

(...) would like to bring to the attention of FSC-IC that as our standards are
increasingly compared to other certification systems (e.g. SFI, PEFC, etc.) we
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In regard to Principle 10 (see below), we still have misgivings about the criteria
covering pesticides and FSCs possible head-in-the-sand attitude to GMOs

Forest Stewardship Council

note that these comparisons take place at the FSC Criterion level (given the
flexibility of NIs in development of FM standards at the Indicator level). Thus, we
call to your attention that these comparisons would be more favorable to us if
more details were captured in the Criteria (e.g. see C5.5). We also are fully
aware that flexibility in the system and tailoring standards to local situations is a
fundamental strength of FSC. We just want to be sure that this is wellunderstood and considered as we progress in revision of the P&C.
Explanatory Notes: we encourage FSC to develop further guidance on the role
of ―Explanatory notes‖ other than that they are not mandatory. How are they
expected to be used? When elements that are central to an issue are presented
as explanatory notes rather than Criterion language – are NI‘s expected to
address them in their FM standards? We suggest that explanatory notes – or
another mechanism be developed – be used to express very clear intent of the
Criterion. So, each individual element of the explanatory note is not an absolute
requirement, but the explanatory note is absolutely central to the areas that
under most circumstances would be covered by National Initiatives developing
FM Standards.
We ((...)) feel that a central challenge to our system is variability in our policy
and standards. Both at a local level and an international level we‘re sometimes
perceived as a moving target. This perception is a threat to our credibility.
Clearly, all changes are not necessarily bad if the changes reflect deliberate
initiatives to patch loopholes or to incorporate new information. However, some
of our changes are not accepted as such. FSC should be aware of this
perception in times of suggested reformations of central policy.
We see a major challenge as a standards-developing body with having many
Criteria each addressing a small component of a large concept (e.g. 27 Criteria
addressing legality).
(…) see below

Requirements and contents
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There are some key components of our FM standard in the (…) that are not
explicitly captured in the new P&C. These issues will potentially lead to greater
disparity between national/regional standards. Some of these issues (such as
required restoration in plantations or an explicit statement of watershed values)
are absolutely central to the support of FSC certification and any such changes
should be very well understood. In lieu of Criterion language with these explicitly
noted, FSC may want to consider developing the role of Explanatory Notes to
incorporate these concepts.
(…) see below

Forest Stewardship Council

The P&C are too extensive; they say the same but in an exceedingly detailed
form.
With so many requirements, small and medium forest owners will not want to
get certified, nor will they be able to. There are too many requirements.
The wording in several Principles and Criteria is not directly related to the
Explanatory Notes.
With regards to compliance
In legal compliance matters, the basis should be the presumption of innocence.
The effects on the viability of applying these principles to small producers should
also be analyzed. It is necessary to assess the economic impacts related to the
date in which the new principles and criteria will become effective. The costbenefit ratios should be reviewed.
Editorial
The translation does not always match the provisions set forth in the English
document. To solve this, we propose that future translations be made by one
person from Spain and four persons from Latin America.
General
We insist on the need to develop toolkits that help answering and handling
these questions or to address them
The proposed new principles and criteria should establish limits or thresholds
with regards to the issues that are considered sensitive (e.g. environmental
values).

General comments:
There should be more explicit consideration of carbon. I recognize that FSC‘s
position is still under development, but it would be possible already to have a
criterion along the following line: ―…management shall maintain or enhance the
long term carbon value of the areas being managed.‖ Such a criterion could go
under P6.
We already expressed our (…) concern that the level of FSC certification in the
UK will be threatened if owners/ managers feel that the FSC requirements are
being ratcheted up too far. As part of our ongoing quinquennial revision, the
Initial Stakeholder Consultation has highlighted a strong desire from Standard
users for us to simplify the Standard and to resist imposing additional and
unnecessary burdens within a UK context.
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First of all, congratulations to the Working Group and support staff at FSC for
this work. It is really impressive and well done, with good rationale provided for
changes.

Forest Stewardship Council

As a side issue – I‘m not a FSC member so I am not really in a position to hector
but as someone who has used the P&C as a forest manager, and an assessor
in the past I thought the P&C was a great bit of work and I believed although
there were a few elements that were needing updating it still had a lot of very
valid elements. I am a bit concerned by the extent of the revision. I raised this in
my earlier comments, but got no answer on how this situation was arrived at. I
hope there was an analysis of the old P&C carried out beforehand that collected
comments on the existing criteria – from CBs, certificate holders, NIs and other
stakeholders – that identified which criteria were difficult to understand, left too
much to interpretation, could not be assessed etc. If this came up with a
resounding response that the P&C was not fit for purpose – then I‘m happy. If
current ‗close users‘ of the P&C are wholly against it all, it needed this complete
revision.
Another point that worries me, looking at the actual draft, is that it looks very
much – as expected – like the result of various compromises to accommodate
various interest groups rather than based on sound science and ease of
assessment logic. For example the new principle 10 (rather the criteria under it)
seems odd to me as somewhat missing its purpose. It covers only limited
aspects of the implementation of management and many aspects are scattered
throughout the other P&C weakening the logic of the whole set.
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Some stakeholders, including the (...) and (...), will have made their own
comments to the current revision directly and of course these will reflect a range
of viewpoints; I urge you to give them all the fullest consideration.
However, I believe it important to reiterate in broad terms the (…)‘s commonly
held concerns relating to the revision of the FSC Principles & Criteria. These
centre on the fact that in an advanced, post-industrial democracy such as the
UK there is a high standard of regulatory framework in place covering the key
economic, environmental and social issues facing an enterprise. The (…)
recognises that this is not the case in every nation and understands the high
motives driving some of the changes proposed. Nonetheless it feels that
applying ever tighter P&C requirements in the UK risks damaging the credibility
of (…) and certification in general and most particularly the reputation of the
FSC. There is clearly a need for a high level of flexibility in application of some
of the proposed P&C and recognition of existing satisfactory arrangements in
countries such as the UK.
To conclude, the (...) is of the view that, FSC needs to be very mindful of the
reputational risk to FSC and the FSC process amongst UK stakeholders. The
(…) trusts that FSC will be able to find a way forward that delivers high
standards but through a pragmatic approach that does not place undue burdens
on owners and managers.
As I noted in my previous letter, we have a saying in the UK that ‗the best can
be the enemy of the good‘. I think that FSC should remain mindful of these
words in taking forward this revision.

Forest Stewardship Council

Preamble – General

The preamble should include a section that discusses the potential role of
climate change in forest management.
In general OK. Good Length.
It is encouraging to see that the Preamble has been significantly streamlined
and improved since the previous draft.
The standards are complex and interwoven into paths that lead to a very foggy
place. The fog must go before foundation stones are set.
There is an ambiguity in the standards and that ambiguity is further manifested
in a practice. A dichotomy is set in place that logrithmetically erodes a process
and its credibility. The words, if taken in a particular context could meet the
vision of FSC. However, those same words can be interpreted such to but
pretend to meet the vision. Or perhaps I misunderstand the vision in my
passionate hope for more from us. We need clarity .
In our careful practice of an enlightened approach to forestry, we ask that those
working in a forest think forward to predict the impact of their actions. And then
we monitor to see if what we said would happen actually does happen. The
changes to the standards are taking on a sense of approval by popularity and
emotion vs. the performance in the greater forest community. And the
Certification Bodies are not the ones to assess the state of health and resilience
of our forest communities. I suggest you have not monitored sufficiently to
support changes. This aforementioned statement is based on intuition that is in
itself experienced and knowledge based.

Although the FSC vision and objectives for socially-beneficial management
speak of ―long-term benefits‖, we think it is important to consider that all groups
of people involved in forest management should receive – in addition - ―shortand medium-term benefits‖, which can be seen in the text of the P&C.
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We like them. Again, the inclusion of the explanatory notes is valuable and
should be included in the final draft that goes out for voting. The rationale could
be excluded, but aspects of the rationale that would add value to the
explanatory notes should be added, such as reference to Annex 2 in the
rationale could be included in the explanatory notes
:
The preamble should include a section that discusses the potential role of
climate change in forest management.

Forest Stewardship Council

It is considered that the Preamble clarifies several aspects associated to FSC
certification, like the scope and scale, intensity and risk. Very good additional
input to FSC P&C.
It is sad that this draft moves away from using the title headings to some of the
paragraphs as questions. Somehow that draft was easier to follow, although
this draft is more complete. However, somewhere in the Preamble there must
be a reference to the status of Explanatory Notes, if these are to remain in the
final document.
T – Preamble needs to be divided into numbered elements as any other FSC
Standard to make it clear that this section is to be regarded in the same manner
as sections in other such FSC Standards, so as CAB and the Organisations
performance can be consitently assessed.
T- Is the preamble deliberately written without using ‗shall‘ statements? If it is
normative as is suggested, then it needs to be written in these terms.
Preamble 3.1

Consider adding a sentence at the end of section 3.1 in order to make a more
positive statement. Consider adding something such as ―Forest certification
programs respond to this demand by providing assurance and verification that
forest management is ecologically, socially, and economically sustainable.
d) Beginning of 3.1. This should not only talk about ―forest resources‖, but also
forest biodiversity and environmental services.
Change last sentence to read, ―Furthermore, growing public awareness has led
consumers to demand that their purchases of wood and other forest products
will not contribute to forest destruction and degradation but rather help secure
forest resources for the future.‖
Preamble – Section 3.2

Economically viable forest management means that forest operations are
structured and managed so as to be operationally stable and sustainable over
the long term. For profit-making organizations this implies that they are
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Preamble 3.2. Third bullet: exchange profitable with something broader e.g.
―Provide the desired outputs in terms of services in form of profit, conservation,
water, etc.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

sufficiently profitable, without generating financial profit at the expense of the
forest resource, the ecosystem, or affected communities. The tension between
the need to generate adequate financial returns and the principles of
responsible forest operations can be reduced through efforts to market the full
range of forest products and services for their best value. (See FSC By-Laws)
An update to this definition is required in order to encompass Organizations that
manage on a non-profit basis, or for non-traditional ecosystem services, forest
protection, etc.
Drop the term ―local‖ from the second bullet under 3.2. Non-local people need
the incentives as much or more.
-Drop the term ―adequate‖ from the 3rd bullet under 3.2 because defining an
adequate financial return is arbitrary or questionable. But, more importantly, this
entire sentence needs reworking as it can be interpreted to imply ALL ecological
services and benefits should be privatized or marketed regardless of traditional
uses or social arrangements. This is fully in opposition to accepting that there
are any aspects of forests that should remain as public goods.
depending on what you mean with "at the expense of the forest resource, the
ecosystem, or affected communities, this formulation anyway intends to give the
impression that economic use of forests can take place without any footprints.
In 3.2, the phrase that defines economically viable prevents generating a profit,
WITHOUT considering the aspects of resource and ecosystem. The triangle of
sustainability is a work AREA with gray zones. Of course, the Organization may
sometimes be in gray areas and its survival may depend momentarily on this,
but then it soon returns to a clear position.
In the way D3 is worded, it is a commandment that can – sometimes – cause
the death of the Organization. Economic viability is a straight line WG! It is the
muscle of certification. Let‘s take care of it.
Preamble – Section 3.3

e) Revise the wording in point 3.3; there are repetitions.

There has been a significant expansion of the scope of the P&C in the preamble
opening the way for certification of any type of vegetation including oil palm,
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Preamble – Section 3.5 to 3.7

Forest Stewardship Council

orchards and windrows. We strongly oppose this. In the past FSC guidance to
certification bodies specified of a minimum rotation of 7 years and not
agricultural plantations such as oil palm or Christmas trees. The original scope
must be maintained.
3.6: badly worded – it‘s true that the same set of P&Cs apply to all of the
continuum, but also that – precisely due to the scale-intensity-risk approach –
that the outcome will vary – this important point is lost in 3.6 with the result that
differences are played down – not very politically wise.
3.7: must be clarified that we‘re talking about facilities related to the forest
operations (in a broad sense) – many other types of facilities are possible that
are outside the remit of FSC, e.g. various (non-wood-related) factories,
agricultural processing etc.
7) Scope of the P&C in preamble: here we see several problems. We are
concerned the the FSC has apparently been reduced to a certification system of
anything that somehow contains trees and/or scrubs to some degree. When oil
palm oil from an oil palm plantation can be considered to be a NTFP our limits
have been crossed with several miles. "Natural forest and plantation - it's all
trees" seems to be the new approach - and that does not go down well with (...)!
7) Certification of very short rotation crops such as x-mas trees (also scope in
preamble): we would very strongly oppose certification of this production type
without a series of very tough restrictions. As coming from a major producer
country of X-mas trees we know what disasters this production type has caused,
both within and outside real forests/plantations. The amount of chemicals and
fertilizers applied is staggering and threatens not only biodiversity but also water
resources in a serious way. We see this as an agricultural crop - and it should
not be certifiable unless it's small scale and a marginal product of a FMU and of
course produced without chemicals and fertilizers.

Preamble 3.7. Explanatory notes, very short rotation crops: Very worrying as in
some countries this production is a major threat to natural forests and
associated biodiversity and groundwater reserves. Conversion of natural forest
to rotation crops should not be permitted at all. Require intensive use of
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Preamble 3.7. Explanatory note 3: Concerning to see that the P&C WG
apparently suggest to include anything that just resemble a tree or a scrub
within the scope of FSC certification. Although we strongly support the inclusion
of a wide variety of forest products within the scope of FSC certification, we
strongly suggest that only production systems that at least resemble a forest
should be included. To include oil plam production as a NTFP is absolutely
nonsense and would severely damage the reputation of the FSC! (...) would
probably consider its membership alone on that account.

Forest Stewardship Council

pesticides and fertilizers - do not belong within a FMU - rather it should be
considered to be agricultural production.
Preamble 3.7. Explanatory notes, orchards etc. for production of NTFP's: We
strongly oppose the inclusion of products that are clearly not forest products in
this category, e.g. oil palm oil, apples and other products clearly not origination
form a forest like production system. We strongly oppose this formulation!
Preamble 3.7. Explanatory notes, Silvio-pastoral systems: Again we must
protest - most silvo-pastoral systems we know of has got absolutely nothing to
do with forest stewardship, and to see the FSC logo on meat from such systems
generally established by converting natural forest to cattle farms would quite
frankly be a provocation and very difficult to communicate to consumers.

The scope of the FSC is far too wide and loose now and is no longer consistent
with the founding mission of the FSC‘s focus on forests. From non-timber
products extracted from natural forests, the FSC scope is now being enlarged to
include non-timber forest products production systems completely removed from
their forest context, like oil palm in plantations or apple orchards or orange
groves, which are widely recognized by the general public, government
ministries and international organizations as agricultural systems. We cannot
endorse this expansion of scope which is now completely divorced from its
forest context. Given that the management unit boundaries are the default
boundary for assessments, it is not clear if, when, where or how forests would
need to be included, or even could be linked in any meaningful way to forests, in
these assessments of apple orchards or oil palm plantations or orange groves or
who knows what else. The link with the FSC mission focus on forests has been
broken and lost.
Paragraph 3.7 and related explanatory notes must be modified to ensure that
FSC certifications cover forests.

Scope
+ Wording in 3.6 can be improved.
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Section 3.6 states that the P and Cs apply to all forest types. However there
should also be a recognition that there is an inherent distinction between
applying them to pristine forests and heavily managed plantations. Another
statement should be added with wording such as: ―While the Principles and
Criteria apply to all forests, the focus at the pristine forest end of the spectrum
will be on conserving environmental values, whereas on the heavily managed
end, the focus will likely shift to maintaining and restoring values that may have
been lost in the past.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

+ 3.7 (...) believes that FSC should be appropriate to the primary production of
all kinds of timber products and NTFPs. However FSC shouldn‘t stray into
sectors that are more related to agriculture. Nor is FSC suitable as a labelling
scheme for uses that need full supply chain assessment (e.g. carbon). It is
crucial that FSC doesn‘t become a weaker alternative to certification and
product labelling compared to other roundtables for certification of responsible
commodities such as palm oil and fibre for fuel use, such as the Roundtable for
Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO) and the Roundtable for Sustainable Biofuel
(RSB).
(…) see above
Key failings that must be addressed are:
6. P&C Scope: there has been a very dangerous change to the scope of the
P&C in the preamble opening the way for certification of any type of vegetation.
This changes the previous FSC guidance of a minimum rotation of 7 years and
not plantations such as oil palm or Christmas trees. We want the original scope
maintained.
“The P&C make no distinction between… types of forests…along the continuum
between pristine natural forest and intensively managed plantations.”
At best, this statement is misleading and may lead readers to think that the FSC
does not recognize the tremendous ecological differences between real natural
forests and plantations that inherently lack important ecological attributes, and
that the FSC is indiscriminately certifying anything involving trees. At worst, this
statement may reflect an even more serious weakening of the FSC‘s restrictions
on certifying plantations that are established at the expense of natural forests
and ecosystem integrity, which would be unacceptable.

Important to not forget the FSC‘s core mission of forest ecosystem protection
and restoration in the rush to put FSC labels on everything possible. Putting the
FSC label on everything possible will ultimately just trivialize the label and the
FSC.
Note 3
The proposed wording implies, inappropriately, that such operations are likely to
be certified.
In line with FSCs definition of natural forest and plantations, the following
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Explanatory Note 3:
The certification of “very short rotation crops” such as Christmas trees seems
quite problematic. Christmas tree production, for example, typically involves a
complete elimination of the natural forest ecosystem, and is better described as
a form of row crop agriculture than forestry. Thus is seems impossible for
Christmas tree farms to comply with the P&C in a meaningful way—raising
questions about whether P&C will be so watered down as to allow anything to
be certified.

Forest Stewardship Council

vegetation types and land uses may be eligible for certifiedcation
This entire note raises very challenging issues regarding FSC‘s basic mission
that would benefit from wider debate among the membership prior to giving
them explicit support in a note like this.
Bullet point 3: Most of these are equivalent to intensive agriculture, and thus
depart significantly from the FSC‘s original mission. It is difficult to imagine how
some of them could be managed in a manner that contains anything even
remotely resembling a functioning ecosystem. While it would seem true that, in
order to be certified, such crops would have to meet all of the P&C, considerable
controversy already exists around intensive timber plantations and whether they
actually comply with the original P&C. This is a significant issue that affects
many of the most important Criteria in this document, particularly those dealing
with conversion and biodiversity. It needs to be resolved prior to finalizing a new
set of P&C.
Add: Production of ecosystem services such as may be specified in future FSC
policies.
FSC can and must make a distinction between types of forests. The Southern
US has 42M acres of pine plantations, meaning that over 1 in 5 acres are
plantations. There is no doubt that a pine plantation is not a natural forest, in
fact famed Harvard Biologist, E.O. Wilson writing about research he undertook
in our region, stated that a pine plantation is ―90-95% less diverse than a natural
forest.‖ There are many in our region that would even argue that a plantation is
not a forest at all because it lacks most if not all of the attributes of a natural
forest. This section seems to be indicating an attitude that the FSC is
weakening its overall standard, especially as it relates to the conversion of
natural forests which is unacceptable.

―FSC requires that The Organization takes ultimate responsibility for the actions
of workers, contractors, sub-contractors and anyone else engaged by The
Organization to carry out management activities for the Management Unit, so far
as national and local law and regulations permit. ―
The demand that the organization should take ultimate responsibility even for
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Tthe new definition of the Management Unit might go too far and includes now
basically all land and facilities of an owner inside and outside of the forest
certification area. Forest manager's or organization's possibilituies to affect
activities outside of its working area are limited and cannot be required in any
certification scheme. The limitation is the ―management objectives‖ defined for
the Management Unit. Therefore the management objectives have to be defined
as narrow as possible to avoid the inclusion of too many other facilities.

Forest Stewardship Council

the subcontractor of a contractor is too far reaching. In any case it has to be
clarified that the responsibility relates only to the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of
the P&C and not to anything else (for example damages caused to people or
property, which might be subject of legal investigations and court ruling). In any
case, all requirements in the standard should be clearly restricted to forestryrelated activities!
We do not agree that plantations for short rotation crops, agro-forestry etc. can
be certified. This is a big disadvantage for owners of natural forests. In natural
forests we are not allowed to use any chemicals and fertilizers whereas in the
agro-forestry it is allowed.
Criteria should not be extended to apply to processing facilities. If FSC intends
to apply social and environmental criteria to processing facilities, it should be
accomplished through the Chain of Custody standards so that the Criteria apply
uniformly to all FSC-certified processing facilities, not just those associated with
FM certifications.
Explanatory Note #3: Remove specific reference to Norway spruce to read:
―Conifers grown for use as Christmas trees.‖

The explanatory note 3 on page 24 is clearer and more practical than the
wording in numeral 3.6 of the preamble on the same page. It would be good for
the whole text of the P&C to be uniform in the way in which natural forests and
forest plantations are referred to and to insert into the preamble the FSC‘s
understanding of each type of coverage.
:
Section 3.6 states that the P&C‘s apply to all forest types. There should also be
a recognition that there is a distinction between applying them to pristine forests
and intensely managed plantations. Add a statement such as: ―While the
Principles and Criteria apply to all forests, the focus at the pristine forest end of
the spectrum will be on conserving environmental values, whereas at the
intensely managed end, the focus will likely shift to maintaining and restoring
values that may have been lost in the past.‖
Are the FSC P&C, as worded, intended for use in the certification of fruit
orchards, oil palm plantations, bamboo and the full diversity of products listed?
Or would separate/additional standards be needed?
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strike ―including the Preamble‖. Any elements of the Preamble that
Management Units must demonstrate compliance to should be incorporated into
the Criteria and Indicators so conformance can be evaluated. Also, this issue is
more appropriately addressed in Section 3.18 of the Preamble, which states that
the Preamble should be applied as part of a ‗package‘ including the P&C and
other related standards, polices, etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

Given the values of forest ecosystems, i.e. conservation of biodiversity, services
(including carbon sequestration) and timber/non-timber products and the
massive threats to those values posed by growing population, competing land
uses (cattle, crops and urban growth) uncontrolled biomass harvesting, and
climate change………..Why would FSC now dilute its focus?
With only five percent of the world‘s productive forests under FSC certification,
why would FSC want to branch out from the ―mere‖ certification of forests into
certification of oranges, Shitake mushrooms, switch grass, olives, and
Christmas trees? It would seem more appropriate for FSC to focus its resources
on expanding its role in promoting ―environmentally appropriate, socially
beneficial, and economically viable management of the world‘s forests.‖
There were differing opinions amongst the participants if this would be an
appropriate interpretation of the mission of FSC.
It was agreed to inform the P&C Review WG that the fairness of the application
of the P&C to facilities located within the management unit could be questioned.
3.1 of the PREAMBLE eloquently states why FSC exists. The issues of forest
destruction and degradation that the founders of FSC presciently addressed in
1993 are even more acute problems today with the important addition of new
knowledge about climate change and the effects of natural forest destruction on
CO2 release.
Other sections of the PREAMBLE seriously undermine and threaten the
capacity of FSC to credibly carry out its mission to ―promote environmentally
appropriate, socially beneficial, economically viable management of the world‘s
forests.‖

Given the continuing global loss of natural forests …. their biodiversity and
economic, carbon sequestering and cultural values…. FSC should consider
greatly increasing its emphasis on natural forests.
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Incredibly, 3.6 and 3.7 of the PREAMBLE state that the P&C will apply to the
certification of any vegetation type – from pristine rainforests to plantations,
including apple orchards. Only a small fraction of the world‘s natural forests
currently benefit from FSC certification. Given the multiple values of natural
forest ecosystems, i.e. conservation of biodiversity, services (including carbon
sequestration) and timber/non-timber products and the massive threats to those
values posed by growing population, competing land uses (cattle, crops and
urban growth) uncontrolled biomass harvesting, and climate change………..Why
in the world would FSC now dilute its focus and branch out from the ―mere‖
(actual PREAMBLE 3.7 wording) certification of forests into certification of
unrelated vegetation types??

Forest Stewardship Council

Particular focus should be on the tropics and subtropics where there is a glaring
disparity in a) total area certified relative to other biomes, and b) in the area of
natural forest certified relative to plantations.―Why should FSC give priority
emphasis to certification of forest management in natural forests?
Natural forests throughout the world are threatened by global demand for forest
products which will not only continue, but also accelerate. Much of the world‘s
remaining natural forests still suffer from illegal exploitation, poor management
and conversion to other land uses, commonly resulting in severe degradation or
complete destruction. It was these very concerns that led to the establishment of
FSC in 1993.‖ (from the FSC-IC website)
Preamble – Section 3.6

b) Revise the wording of point 3.6
In the ―explanatory notes‖ for point 3.7, add an explicit reference to bee-keeping
products (honey, etc), which are a forest product.
Preamble – Section 3.8 to 3.11

2) Scale, intensity and risk are better developed.
Discussions in Section 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 should more clearly indicate the
linkage between risk and the vulnerability of values that may be at risk. Even
operations with a small footprint and low intensity can create irreversible
damage to highly vulnerable values. These sections as now written seem to
indicate that operations with minimal scale and low intensity are automatically
low risk – when this is not always the case. The role of vulnerability of values
should be incorporated into the discussion of the application of ―scale, intensity
and risk‖. It should b every clear that assessment of risk always has to include
the vulnerability of the environmental resource of interest.

The assumption that small operations have lower impacts is also highly
problematic, and should be carefully restricted. In the US, for example,
many small forest properties are managed as intensively and with practices that
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Preamble and Explanatory Notes for le, Intensity, and Risk:
Too much discretion is being given to forest managers to determine the
intensity, scale, and risk of their operations and impacts, given their inherent
conflict of interest and tendency to understate the scale, intensity, and risks of
their operations‘ negative environmental impacts.

Forest Stewardship Council

are every bit as damaging as those used on larger company owned properties—
and the large number of these small properties means their cumulative negative
impact and portion of the forest landscape is often quite substantial.
When the scale and intensity of activities and the risks of unacceptable negative
impacts are low, The Organization is expected to decide on an appropriate
package of monitoring, assessments, and prevention or mitigation measures,
adequate for ensuring compliance with the Principles and Criteria. The manager
is not required to carry out elaborate assessments or other measures simply
because the results may be valuable, useful or interesting. However, where
scale, and intensity andor risk are high, monitoring, assessment, prevention or
mitigation measures will have to be intensified.
We must not require all three to be present; any one should be sufficient.
Drop 3.10 or add comparable statements relating to social and economic,
cultural and spiritual values. There is already too much one-sided emphasis and
bias towards the environmental side of forestry throughout the certification
protocol; as written, in the absence of mention of other values, this just provides
another example.
It is recommended that a section be added after 3.11 entitled – Role of National
Initiatives in developing National and Regional Standards (indicators). Section
3.11 does not go far enough to communicate the role of NI‘s. NI‘s must have a
say beyond questions of scale, intensity and risk. The questions of ‗scope‘ and
‗accountability‘ (particularly on public lands and the degree to which legal,
social, economic aspects are indeed ‗gaps‘ vary from country to country.
:
Discussions in Sections 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 should more clearly indicate the
linkage between risk and the vulnerability of values that may be at risk. Even
small, low-intensity operations can create irreversible damage to highly
vulnerable values. The role of vulnerability of values should be incorporated into
the discussion of the application of ―scale, intensity and risk.‖ It should be very
clear that assessment of risk always has to include the vulnerability of the
environmental resources of concern
f) Point 3.10 is very good.
g) Number 3 of point 3.11 is very good.

Para 3.14 under ―application‖ seems to indicate that only accidental events and
unforeseen changes should justify lack of full compliance with the FSC P&C.
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Preamble – Section 3.14
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This is either a strict new interpretation, which we would applaud, or a significant
misrepresentation of current practice as we understand it.
Does FSC really want to claim that the indicators are the ―primary basis for
evaluation‖? Aren‘t the P&C the ―primary‖ basis that define the intent and the
indicators provide guidance to measure their achievement? In the former case,
this would raise red flags regarding certification in areas without approved
national standards, implying that without indicators there is no foundation for
evaluation.
It was proposed to rephrase this section in a way that would clarify that the P&C
are the foundation for evaluation and that the indicators provide guidance to
measure compliance with the P&C.
a) The explanation of what is a P, a C and an I, which are almost like concepts,
should go in the glossary or in a guideline, but perhaps not in the Preamble.
Preamble 3.15

2) Application 3.15 says, timidly, "The FSC does not insist on perfection with
regard to satisfying the P&C‖ See my previous comment.
3) The compulsory nature of the 5 Conventions is clearer, but the position
relative to the binding NO is not clear enough with regard to being; this will
cause a conflict with the Bodies.
As noted above section 3.15 needs to be revised to be clear and
understandable
Preamble 3.16
Add ―and‖ between ―Principles‖ and ―Criteria‖
change to read ―… interpreting the Principles and Criteria, problems ...‖

The Explanatory Notes say:
5. Questions of interpretation of the P&C are normally addressed at the regional,
national or sub-national level where this is supported by national stakeholders.
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3.16. Regarding compliance with or the interpretation of the Principles, problems
and disputes about the Criteria could arise for the organization, other
stakeholders, the Conformity Assessment Bodies (CABs), the National
Initiatives or government agencies or among any of these entities. In these
situations, the relevant FSC procedures for dispute resolution and interpretation
should a.

Forest Stewardship Council

Such interpretations are then subject to approval by the International FSC Board
of Directors.
Previously, V5 D2 said, regarding disputes or interpretation of the P&C:
1.83 In a few criteria it has not been possible to develop a succinct text that
covers all the foreseeable situations, and problems could arise that are
impossible to solve between the Organization and other stakeholders, between
the Organization and an EEC in charge of the assessment, or between either of
these and a government agency. Adhering to normal FSC practice, the advice
included is to approach the FSC International Center so that it can make a
decision. This advice does not prevent either of the parties from obtaining
advice from any other source, but for certification decisions the final authority is
the FSC International Center.
I think that the explanatory notes covering the new proposal do not justify the
change; rather they hold that it is at the international level, through approval by
the FSC International Board of Directors, that interpretations will be cleared up.
So the practice of going to the FSC International Center when there is a need to
clear up interpretations of the P&C is continued. Therefore, when the need
arises for an imminent decision, for example, a difficult certification decision, it
should be established that they are the ones (the FSC International Center) who
will make the decision. Finally, this does not prevent, just as both proposals say
or suggest, any of the parties from utilizing the mechanisms established for
dispute resolution when there are differences regarding the decision.
See also the comments indicated in P 10 regarding Nurseries.
Preamble 3.17

To the extent we understand the intent, the change from forest management to
the organization implies much broader coverage than the current standard. It
appears to be a good example of standard creep, or maybe even standard leap.

Preamble – Section 3.18
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T- ‗Responsibility for Compliance‘ section needs to be more explicit where, as
commonly is the case, the forest manager is not the owner of the forest or
where Management Planning and licences for extraction etc. are approved by
another entity; usually the government. In such cases who is to be certified: the
owner with ultimate responsibility or the forest manager? To whom then should
the indicators be directed?

Forest Stewardship Council

The Principles and Criteria are a complete, package interrelated set to be
applied as a whole, including this Preamble. They need to be applied together
with other interlinked FSC documents such as the FSC Statutes, FSC By-Laws,
accreditation and certification standards and guidelines, and advisory, guidance,
policy and standards development documents issued by the FSC International
Centre. All are dependent upon the clear and unambiguous definition of key
terms and phrases, which are found in the Glossary of Terms in Annex 1.
Since the P&C is the FSC‘s primary certification standard, it is not clear what
other ―certification‖ standards this phrase refers to. It would help to add some
sort of modifier to clarify this term and eliminate any confusion. For example,
add the word ―other‖ before the word ―certification‖.
It is important to emphasize in the Preamble how critical the Glossary is to the
proper understanding and implementation of the P&C.
replace ―need to be‖ with ―shall be‖ or ―must be‖.
Preamble – Section 3.19

FSC intends to complement, not supplant, other initiatives that support
responsible forest management worldwide. The Principles and Criteria should
be used in conjunction with international, national and local laws and
regulations. There might be situations ofwhere conflicts may arise between the
Principles and Criteria and such laws and regulations; in these cases, specific
FSC procedures for resolving such conflicts will apply
The meaning of this clause is unclear, given that it seems to imply (improperly)
that FSC procedures can invalidate laws. It is also not clear what is meant by
―procedures‖, rather than the P&C. Some revision (as proposed here) can help
clarify this and remove any confusion
However, in all cases, forest management must comply with the Principles and
Criteria in order to be eligible for FSC certification

Explanatory Notes
1. Complementing in the context of laws means that the Principles and Criteria
require compliance with national and local laws and ratified international
conventions and agreements according to Principle 1 but may lay down
provisions that are more stringent than those laid down in these laws and
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It is essential that this concept be absolutely clear.

Forest Stewardship Council

regulations. That is, in a country with legal provisions that meet or exceed
the provisions of the Principles and Criteria, compliance with these legal
provisions is sufficient for compliance with the Principles and Criteria.
Where the Principles and Criteria exceed such legal provisions, the specific
Principles and Criteria apply in addition to such provisions. For example, the
planning documents required according to Criterion 7.2 may well go beyond
those required by national or local law. Of course, whether or not a forest
management operation complies with laws and regulations, and with the
Principles and Criteria, must always be evaluated by a Certification Body on
a case by case basis.
We need to guard against the mistaken assumption that, just because a forest is
located in a country with laws that meet or exceed the P&C, the forest
management operation automatically complies with those laws. The only way to
determine that is for a CAB to conduct a proper and thorough evaluation. Thus,
a sentence like this should be added to these notes.
2. In the cases of conflict between laws and the Principles and Criteria, which
are defined as situations where it is not possible to comply at the same time
with the Principles and Criteria and a law, FSC-STD-20-007 Forest
Management Evaluations applies. According to section 8.20 of FSC-STD20-007, conflicts between laws/regulations and the Principles and Criteria
shall be evaluated by the certification body on a case by case basis, in
arrangement with the involved or affected parties. However, in all cases, in
order to be eligible for FSC certification, forest management must comply
fully with the Principles and Criteria.
A sentence like this is needed to guard against another mistaken assumption.
With respect to article 3.19 of the Preamble (FSC P&C and laws and
regulations): Explanatory note 1 is an excellent addition. Consider adding to
preamble text itself. With respect to explanatory note 2, however, further
direction should be given that if conflicts with laws prevent substantive
ecological or social requirements of the FSC P&C from being met this does not
justify an exemption from those P &C, i.e., a major CAR should be given. It
would undermine the credibility of FSC if CB‘s could grant exemptions to any P
or C on a case-by-case basis (although a conflict of a purely procedural nature
might be treated as a minor CAR).
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h) Point 3.19 is a little vague; revise in terms of the comments made for P1.
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P1

General: Would it be possible to condense P1 without losing auditability???
Expl note 4: Last sentence badly worded.
There is also another issue: in general I‘m very positive to the spelling out of the
requirements in conventions in the explanatory notes, like e.g. in P2 – basically
the operator shall not need to go through masses of convention texts to sift out
what‘s applicable in them. However, under P1 this is not the case, presumably
because ratified conventions etc are supposed t be implemented in national
legislation anyway. In practice however, there may be quite a time lag between
ratification and implementation. Thus I suggest that the explanatory notes also
under P1 spells out all applicable requirements listed in all conventions
referenced.
Much improved on draft 2.0.

The references to using this principle in a stand alone modular approach raises
a number of issues that are unclear and make it hard to understand exactly how
to read and interpret the draft. The Preamble states that the principles and
criteria are a complete set to be applied as a whole. The explanatory notes
under Principle 1 include many references to other P&C, such as to 3.1, 3.2,
3.3, 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. How are these cross references carried forward in a
modular approach? And if they are not, will FSC be promoting ―legality‖
verification in situations where Indigenous Peoples and traditional communities
customary rights have not been extinguished and the consent has not been
obtained? The modular approach as it is being articulated in this document will
be used to improve market access through association with other mechanisms
such as FLEGT and the Lacey Act, as noted in the document, and through
informal business to business communications mediated by various involved
parties. In this context, the linkages between Principle 1 and Principles 3 and 4
must be maintained, even in a modular approach, so that ―legality‖ narrowly
defined, does not trump outstanding disputes and claims related to customary
tenure and use rights.
The international conventions should include an explicit recognition of the UN
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P1, explanatory note 3: That would disqualify certifications in many countries
where there is conflicts between the environmental law and the forest law and
its norms for implementation (e.g. Nicaragua and Honduras - but surely there
are many more examples).
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Framework Convention on Climate Change, probably the most widely signed
convention on the planet today and with numerous articles with direct
obligations of relevance to forests. See (...) comments submitted on draft 2 of
this document.
Principle 1 – compliance with international treaties and conventions
includes the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. The UN
Framework Convention on Climate Change, which was finalized in 1992 and
came into force in March 1994, includes forest related obligations that are
relevant for the FSC. These include explicit forest related commitments under
Article 3.3, which urges the taking of precautionary measures to anticipate,
minimize and prevent the causes of climate change, including those related to
maintaining forest carbon reservoirs, and Article 4.1.d, which calls for the
―conservation and enhancement‖ of forest carbon sinks and reservoirs.
T: There are very many criteria under P1. There are opportunities to combine
some criteria, e.g. those relating to international conventions. There is an
obvious risk that the sheer amount of Criteria in the first Principle may deter
people that are curious to explore certification.
T: some or all of the content of 1.24-1.27 go beyond legality. This should be
reflected in the Principle 1 wording. Alternatively the content in these criteria not
related to legal matters moved or at least it should be highlighted that they are
not related to legal compliance.

Key changes from draft 2.0 to 3.0 that are supported are.
A much revised P1 and including 1.27 that makes an attempt to address
corruption and transparency. Although there are concerns around this being
used as a stand alone standard for legality with FSC endorsement, including in
modular approaches.

Explanatory notes:
2. Unclear and confusing and needs revision.
3. This is an essential and extremely important statement.
4. Conventions referenced elsewhere in the FSC Principles and Criteria include
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna
and Flora (CITES 1975), UN International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (1976), UN Framework (This word is not part of the official title
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Principle 1 now has 26 criteria. The revision process was supposed to increase
auditability, but seems to have increased the amount to be audited.

Forest Stewardship Council

of this convention.) Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD 1992), and
International Labour Organization (ILO, many separate Conventions, and a
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (1998) which links
the eight core ILO labour Conventions)., and the International Tropical Timber
Agreement (2006).
This agreement is not referenced elsewhere in the Preamble, Principles or
Criteria, so this should be deleted.
These conventions and agreements are only applicable – in the sense of
Principle 1 - when ratified nationally in the country where the Management Unit
is located.
This criterion has been greatly improved in a number of areas regarding legal
compliance and customary rights, however we are concerned that FSC, or FSC
auditors, could still in some instances (e.g. under #1.25) put themselves in the
position of making interpretations of federal or other local laws. While many
countries have grossly inadequate forest management and land use tenure
laws, it is a very slippery slope for FSC to make such determinations or be seen
as an arbiter of local law. While the explanatory notes speak to this conflict, we
urge more caution in this area in the text of the criteria themselves so as not to
create any confusion about FSC‟s role.

Principle 1: Compliance with Laws
1.10, 1.11, and 1.22
Verification of compliance with laws is a must. The greatest challenge on the
landscape in the Southern US is that 90% of our forests are privately owned and
therefore lack any real legal protections. At best some states in our region have
voluntary Best Management Practices and at worst none at all. Additionally,
because it is private lands, most of the federal legislation in place (Endangered
Species Act, Clean Water Act, etc) does not apply. This means that FSC
certification serves as de facto regulation for landowners that opt in to the
certification system. It is vital that FSC enforce compliance as no other
governing body will and this is what makes FSC so important to our region.

The intention of listing all the legal requirements in this Principle for the
convenience of legal verification is understandable, but the balance between
this principle and others should be taken into full consideration.
/
Compliance with law should rather be a prerequisite for certification rather than
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There are too many criteria in Principle 1, which makes the whole standard
unbalanced among Principles—seems Principle 1 is more important than others.
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a principle among others. More generally, the criteria set out under this principle
should relate to the consequences on forestry of any breach of law.
Many additional criteria were added to cover all aspects of legality. This is
overall a positive addition for a variety of reasons and a welcome addition.
These additions will also benefit countries with questionable oversight, which is
the case in many regions where (...) operates. That notwithstanding, the
wording needs to be tightened in various criteria to be clear that demonstrable
compliance with laws is required.
Further, we believe that too many criteria were added and that similar results
could be achieved with less criteria.
The cumulative effect of the additional requirements being placed on certificate
holders should be taken into consideration, particularly around C1.12, 1.18 and
1.26, as well as 1.16-1.21 that calls for extending conformance to the contractor
level.
Explanatory Note 3. - It is not clear that if a MU exceeds applicable laws in a
positive manner (e.g. exceeding paltry riparian set-back laws or requirements to
occupy 100% of a concession in China) it will not be uncertifiable – the
precautionary measure should be to encourage otherwise not acknowledged
BMPs
The principle was based on European and North American programs not
necessarily applicable to all countries comprising the FSC. [It called for the]
adaptation to the REDD (Reduction in Emissions by Deforestation and Forest
Degradation) format and to the VLO (Legal Origin Check) (...), which are not of
interest to all participants. The overall result was the creation of confusing
criteria.
The criterions are far to detailed. It raises the costs for certification (controlling,
monitoring and documentation). You have to thin out the Criterions.

The number of criterion has risen from 6 to 27; this number needs to be reduced
and the criterion simplified. A number of criterion in principle one (of draft 3-0
V5-0), can either be combined together or be shifted to other principles (when
they address a common topic).
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Why does it take 27 criteria to describe something that is regulated by local,
national legislation or international treaties ratified by the country? The
clarification needed is that the requirements apply to the ―organization‖ and its
contractors and that customary rights should be respected.

Forest Stewardship Council

There is a significant expansion in the number of criterion in this principle and an
increase in measurable performance in the criterion. This partly occurs due to
splitting single issues or concepts into multiple criterion. It is also partly due to
duplication of criterion listed under other principles. Much of this splitting and
duplication is unnecessary and adds a significant burden on certificate holders
in terms of documentation compilation and auditing expense.
In many cases multiple criterion can be combined and in other cases criterion
can be deleted because the issue is adequately covered by criterion listed under
other principles. Specific examples are included in the below comments on
individual criterion.
Principle 1 now has too many Criteria dealing with all sorts of potential legal and
agreement compliance. The original Criteria adequately dealt with this and
these. We recommend that the details now in Criteria 1.9 to 1.26 are removed
and placed into the explanatory notes or as verifiers under one Criteria – 1.9.
We have no specific concern about many of the new added criteria but as with
the NZ cluster group believe many of these can and for simplicity should be
used as verifiers for the relevant higher level Criteria. We support the inclusion
of the details now in Criteria 1.9 to 1.26 to be verifiers under one Criteria – 1.9.
There are simply too many criteria in the principle. Most of these criteria can
have only one indicator and in a number of cases the indicator is not applicable
in all countries. I think that the criteria could be regrouped according to the
grouping set out in the introduction to the principle with strong guidance on the
indicators that are relevant for the criterion
Every criterion leads to at least one indicator, evidence presentation, evaluation
and documentation, resulting in audit cost implications.
Opportunity to combine criterion should be taken – combine 1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.7
Compliance with law should rather be a prerequisite for certification rather than
a principle among others. More generally, the criteria set out under this principle
should relate to the consequences on forestry of any breach of law.

Several of the Criteria are at least partially redundant and can be either
eliminated or combined with other Criteria, either in the Criterion itself, or as
Indicators. Examples include 1.2, 1.4, 1.7, 1.8
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There are too many Criteria with only one précised requirement. The risk will be
that these Criteria will be adapted in only one indicator. Then when a company
does not meet the indicator, it does not meet the Criterion and thus it could
result in a major non-compliance even though it is only one requirement.

Forest Stewardship Council

Explanatory Note #2 is quite confusing and should be revised for clarity. First,
by definition, doesn‘t a law (e.g. ―customary law‖) have ―legal status‖? Second,
the following phrase in the last sentence is difficult to interpret “…
its separate jurisprudence is effective with respect to the FSC Principles and
Criteria in its own area of legal competence.”
Explanatory Note #3: delete the word ―obviously‖.
Explanatory Note #5: define UNDRIP.
Taking a Principle that previously had 6 Criterion, and increasing that number by
a factor of nearly 5 to result in 27 Criterion, in itself, is objectionable. Fully 16 of
these are ―new‖ requirements. Please look for every opportunity to combine or
eliminate Criteria that are wholly or partially redundant, or that can be combined
into fewer numbered Criteria.
Serious consideration should be give to placing so much emphasis on the issue
of legality relative to every other Principle. Doing so clearly places a greater
value – certainly a higher cost - on the issue of legality proportionate to other
issues/values. Doing so may also infer a higher level of assurance associated
with legality, which may represent a significant risk for FSC and CBs.
Criteria 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and 1.7 written in the form of indicators. It is recommended
that the content of criterion 1.8 be included in criterion 1.10. To merge criteria
1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 by reference to the text of criterion 1.11. Criteria 1.16 and
1.17 can be excluded, with their content and international references included in
criteria 1.18 and 1.19.

Other general aspects of P1
Criteria 1.4, 1.5 and 1.7 deal with questions related to compliance with legal
requirements, which vary significantly depending on the particularities of
national legislation. It is recommended that these criteria be unified, and that
explanatory notes be compiled so as to guide the creation of indicators as
necessary for compliance with these criteria.
It is recommended that the content of criterion 1.8 be included in criterion 1.10.
To merge criteria 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13 by reference to the text of criterion 1.11.
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Logic Foundations 2 and 5
The principle was based on European and North American programs not
necessarily applicable to all countries comprising the FSC. [It called for the]
adaptation to the REDD (Reduction in Emissions by Deforestation and Forest
Degradation) format and to the VLO (Legal Origin Check) (...), which are not of
interest to all participants. The overall result was the creation of confusing
criteria.

Forest Stewardship Council

Criteria 1.16 and 1.17 can be excluded, with their content and international
references included in criteria 1.18 and 1.19.
There are too may Criteria. We suggest that this Principle and the Criteria
should refer only to issues that have to do with a common standard for
strengthening laws and treaties and transparency, which is the best way to
fighting corruption.
Replace the word ―comply‖ to a word more inclusive, i.e. ― recognize‖ and ―e
―attend‖
We were concerned at the number of criteria, but on closer review, we accept
that the criteria will to a large extent clarify the requirements of Principle 1. It is
possible to be more generic and have the details in the explanatory notes, but,
again on reflection, the way they are presented, while daunting, is much better
than before. We have no specific comments on the criteria
The proposed P1 was fully adapted to fit European and North American
programs that do not necessarily apply to all FSC countries. For instance,
format adaptations to REDD and (...) VLO may not represent the interest of
many certificate holders or even CABs. The overall result was the creation of
very confusing criteria, either for CABs and certificate holders, adding
complexity to the entire system.
Recommendations:
- The criteria 1.4, 1.5 and 1.7 deals with issues related to compliance with legal
requirements that differ significantly according to the peculiarities of national
laws. We suggest the unification of these criteria in a single one and the
preparation of explanatory notes to guide the creation of indicators needed to
meet all specific requirements.
- Inclusion of the concept of criterion 1.8 in criterion 1.10.
- Unification of criteria 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13, based on the text of the criterion
1.11.
- The criteria 1.16 and 1.17 may be deleted and its concepts and international
references included in criteria 1.18 and 1.19.
I agree with the wording.

The proposed P1 was fully adapted to fit European and North American
programs that do not necessarily apply to all FSC countries. For instance,
format adaptations to REDD and (...) VLO may not represent the interest of
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Good title. 2) Item 4 clarifies the 5 Conventions but does not make it clear
enough that the non-binding ones are not compulsory and how to comply or not
comply with those that are non-binding.

Forest Stewardship Council

many certificate holders or even CABs. The overall result was the creation of
very confusing criteria, either for CABs and certificate holders, adding
complexity to the entire system.
Recommendations:
- The criteria 1.4, 1.5 and 1.7 deals with issues related to compliance with legal
requirements that differ significantly according to the peculiarities of national
laws. We suggest the unification of these criteria in a single one and the
preparation of explanatory notes to guide the creation of indicators needed to
meet all specific requirements.
- Inclusion of the concept of criterion 1.8 in criterion 1.10.
- Unification of criteria 1.11, 1.12 and 1.13, based on the text of the criterion
1.11.
- The criteria 1.16 and 1.17 may be deleted and its concepts and international
references included in criteria 1.18 and 1.19.

They think there is not much to do in this principle, since the law must be
followed. Shoana and Patricia explained that the seminar focus is reviewing the
criteria in order to evaluate if it is adequate to community situation. For example,
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Add declarations to the text
It was pointed out that some of the criteria seemed to be elaborations of other
criteria rather than providing additional requirements. It was agreed to
recommend to the P&C Review WG to carry out an analysis with a view to
identifying possibilities for removing redundancies.
It was agreed that the P&C must be clear that in cases where customary
law/rights are not nationally recognized the other applicable principles and
criteria addressing such customary laws and rights apply. The meeting agreed
that as currently worded Explanatory Note 2 would be difficult to understand and
not clearly enough convey this understanding.
It was agreed that customary laws and rights and statutory law are on par
whether recognized or not in statutory law. If FSC took the position that statutory
law takes precedence over customary law then it could not meet the intent to
support and strengthen customary tenure rights especially in those countries
where these rights are not recognized. It was also agreed that clarification on
the relationship between statutory law and customary law is needed.
Clarification would also be needed concerning situations where the statutory law
contradicts customary law/rights and which criteria apply in which situation.
The proposed criterion 1.23 is an example of where such conflicts could occur.
It was also agreed that the definition of customary rights as per the current P&C
(Version 4-0) better captures the spirit of the FSC P&C.
It was also agreed that other parts of the CBD should be complied with even if
not ratified by a country. Therefore, a gap analysis between the CBD and the
P&C would be needed to include those items of the CBD not properly covered
by P2-P9.

Forest Stewardship Council

indicate what the community has to present to its certification body to
demonstrate compliance, for example, recognizing the local regulations for
family labour.
a) A big effort has been made, but unfortunately this had not yet been
successful in taking into account the fact that what is legal and binding is not
necessarily what is legitimate and fair. We understand that the logic used in P1
has been to require compliance only with instruments (laws, agreements, etc.)
ratified by the country or that are legally binding, and we know that all the P&C
should be followed, but we also know that neither prevails over the other. What
is stated in this regard in the Preamble and in some of the explanatory notes is
not clear and instead can cause confusion. One solution would be to move
agreements that may or may not have been ratified by the countries to the
Principles and Criteria that are related to them. In this way, the operator agrees
to comply and the certifier must verify his compliance in the respective P.
Something of this is said in explanatory note 2 for 1.17 (but there a difference is
made between those that are ratified and those that are non-binding - even
more confusion).
b) Reference should be made to the United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change and to the United Nations Convention to Combat
Desertification.
c) On the other hand, it is understood that the division of the various items into
specific criteria was done to include the previous guidelines and to state
explicitly and facilitate their compliance and verification. However, they seem to
be repetitive.
There are many criteria in this principle. We suggest that it be simplified where
there is duplication or redundancy.
However, the division into criteria is done in the form of steps for achieving
certification, trying to cover all cases, situations and legal aspects concerned.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The word ―demandado‖
creates confusion; we recommend that it be changed to ―cuestionado‖.
General Comments
With regard to principles that include ―Organization and contractors‖ –
Assessment of Service Providers / Contractors

(…) see above
Principle 1 (see below) is now very cumbersome and we urge reversion to the
content of the previous draft (V5-0 D2). We still hope to see further clarification
of Criterion 1.27 along the lines we recommend
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The word ―Contractors‖ should be defined in the Glossary of Terms.
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(…) see above
I am afraid that the sudden and unexpected expansion in Principle 1 from 10
criteria in the last draft to 26 in this version is a serious change for the worse.
Through its almost unending criteria, this whole Principle has been reduced to a
plodding exposition of the obvious, most of which was perfectly well summed up
in the 10 criteria contained in the last draft. I can understand that it is step
towards assisting the modular approaches concept, but it does nothing for the
salability of FSC standards in countries where these criteria are incorporated
into law as a matter of course. We urgently need to revert to the lighter touch of
the previous draft and to leave the detail to supplementary or subject-specific
(such as the modular approach programme) documentation.
See note in introduction about number of Criteria and lumping together
(…)
Purely from a logical standpoint, and given the overlap of some of these Criteria
in P1, we are asked to develop Indicators that measure compliance at the local
level. If we only have a single Indicator for a Criterion, and there is noncompliance with the letter of that Indicator, the CB would be compelled to issue
a Major Non-compliance (since there is failure at the single Indicator). We
strongly suggest consideration of joining some together (especially as they
pertain to legality) in order to maintain the proposed coverage of concept and
detail and allow Criteria that capture multiple points.
For example: hypothetically, an auditor could find small-scale non-compliance
with an Indicator associated with C1.23 (illegal dumping, illegal use of the road
system, vandalism of signs, etc.). As a national initiative, we would be prudent to
ensure that multiple Indicators were developed for C1.23 to ensure a capacity of
lesser-scale issues did not result in a Major CAR. Currently we have a set of
Indicators for such a situation that are generally: 1) have a plan to avoid; 2) if it
isn‘t being avoided, then act; and 3) if persistent, then act more. We foresee
having to do this for many of the criteria and thus having on the order of 50
Indicators to address Principle 1.
(…)

Re-organizing all requirements related to legal compliance into one principle is a
positive revision and eliminates redundancies.
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(...) (and perhaps other NIs) would encourage maintaining our capacity to
develop additional policy associated with certification as it pertains to the locale
of the NI. (...) is developing a Land Sales Policy as it pertains to Forest
Management in the (...). Additionally, there are other policies that FSC has that
might be better noted in the P&C (such as the Policy of Association). We
suggest recognition of these additional policies under C1.27.

Forest Stewardship Council

A common term used in the draft is, ―the Organization shall demonstrate …
compliance‖ (e.g. C1.9 and C1.10) and in other cases ―the organization shall
comply‖ (e.g. C1.12 and C1.13). We suggest consistency and brevity in the P&C
and, thus, suggest revision to the latter (―shall comply‖) and leave the
demonstration portion to the development of Indicators.
- in P1 aspects out of Advice Notes and Policy Documents were integrated. In
P10 it is the opposite.
(...) agrees with the principle‘s wording.
General: We are giving free rein to certifiers to be more stringent and make
requirements that communities will not be able to meet.
Countries that have not ratified international conventions or treaties have
national laws which include aspects established in these conventions. This
should be taken into account.
In Nicaragua it is agreed that operations will not be required to comply with other
agreements that have not been ratified in the countries where they operate.
Communities will not be able to meet all the ILO requirements.
In Nicaragua illegality is very strong and it is very difficult to act legally. Being
forced to comply with other agreements in addition to those required by each
country will make certification unfeasible.
It is already very difficult for communities to get to know the agreements ratified
by the government.
The FSC is a voluntary system, and thus it inevitably needs a series of
requirements to maintain its credibility.
From the point of view of communities, small and medium-sized companies, it
will imply higher costs; it is also too demanding.

This is really ambiguous and seems value laden ―defective laws‖ could maybe
be replaced.
It seems judgemental with ―failure of government agencies to apply laws‖. I think
less
value laden or neutral terminology is needed.
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A vast majority of operations that had achieved certification failed due to their
inability to meet the requirements behind the trademark. Indigenous
communities and small producers should be taken into account.

Forest Stewardship Council

The revised Principle 1 has a very high number of criteria. After reading them, it
seems that it would be possible to diminish this number by merging the criteria
which are strongly related.
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G- National ratification. What about core ILO conventions? Why not all
countries to comply with CBD etc. if not ratified? Unlevel playing field. How
does this effect the WTO TBT agreement?

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.1
/
Independently‖ should be deleted, since all FMU aren't necessarily mentioned to
the ground, but can be found by forest owner from mapping system etc.. E.g.
Russian forests and plantations are clearly marked to the ground, but this is not
necessarily the case if SLIMFS are certified
Note: how will this prevent large companies operating many MU‘s to simply not
―roll them up‖ into a single MU which redefines the detail of the audit and
sampling structure? This has been a problem with several PEFC affiliates and
is a distinguishing feature (thus far!) of FSC. Keeping this distinction is critical
for FSC credibility.
Shall be clearly defined ―on maps‖ and ―physical‖ boundaries delineated on the
ground so as to permit independent verification
The Organization shall comply with obligations and mitigation works approved in
the applicable and legally required environmental impact assessment and
mitigation plan. {let‘s not assume EIA‘s are required – generally, they are not
Not applicable to the majority of small undertakings and SLIMFs, which define
their managed areas by means of sketched drawings.Despite the acknowledged
importance and pertinence of the criterion, there are national/regional
peculiarities which require more time for full compliance. Consideration of
adequacy timetables is suggested.
Criterion 1.1 and 1.2 can be combined in order to avoid unnecessary duplication
of effort.
―Independently‖ should be deleted, since all FMU aren't delineated to the
ground, but can be found by forest owner from mapping system etc.. E.g.
Russian forests and plantations are clearly marked to the ground, but this is not
necessarily the case if SLIMFS are certified.
define ―legal status‖ (what exactly is meant by legal status?), define ―delineated‖
(seems to infer literally marked on the ground‖

Not applicable to the majority of small undertakings and SLIMFs, which define
their managed areas by means of sketched drawings. Despite the
acknowledged importance and pertinence of the criterion, there are
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Consideration of adequacy timetables is suggested.
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national/regional peculiarities which require more time for full compliance.
Consideration of adequacy timetables is suggested.
I agree with the wording.
Despite the acknowledged importance and pertinence of the criterion, there are
national/regional peculiarities which require more time for full FMOs compliance.
Recommendation: the criterion should consider acceptable the adequacy of
FMOs to reasonable timetables.
Not applicable to the majority of extractive communities and SLIMFs, which
define their managed areas by means of sketched drawings.
Despite the acknowledged importance and pertinence of the criterion, there are
national/regional peculiarities which require more time for full FMOs compliance.
Recommendation: the criterion should consider acceptable the adequacy of
FMOs to reasonable timetables.
Not applicable to the majority of extractive communities and SLIMFs, which
define their managed areas by means of sketched drawings.
The wording in the criterion should be mollified since it may be sometimes
difficult to establish boundaries on the ground which may be verified when the
assessment occurs. We propose to include in the criterion that the verification
shall be according to the scale and intensity of management. We propose the
following wording.
The legal status of the Management Unit shall be clearly defined and its
boundaries easy to verify.
We also propose to leave the indicator unchanged and to add ―according to the
scale and intensity of management.
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In many cases it will be unpractical to ask for delineation of the boundaries of an
FMU. This is likely valid for both some large scale as well as some community
operations.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.2

The Organization shall demonstrate clear evidence of tenure and/or use rights
to the land and/or resources, withand defineition of the duration of the tenure
and/or use rights.
Criterion 1.1 and 1.2 can be combined in order to avoid unnecessary duplication
of effort. Demonstrating clear evidence of tenure and/or use rights (as stated in
1.2) is an integral part of defining the legal status of the management unit (as
required by 1.1),
Proposed edit: The Organization shall demonstrate clear evidence of tenure
and/or use rights to the land and/or resources, including the duration of the
tenure and/or use rights
In case of non-compliance with the land title of the land there must be evidence
of knowledge of the process to complete settlement

The elimination of the existing requirement that the Organization have ‗longterm‘ tenure/rights to resources in the management unit (see current C2.1) is
very problematic and should be reinserted. It is essential that the Organization
has tenure or use rights of sufficient duration for them to give effect to their longterm commitment to the FSC P&C and to implement the long-term FSC
management plan. Without this, these commitments made to achieve FSC
certification are empty. It is not necessary that tenure rights be in perpetuity
only that the nature of the rights is such that long-term management can be
achieved in the management unit if necessary approvals, licence renewals etc
occur as anticipated. Reinserting ‗long-term‘ as a qualifier of tenure and
resource rights is also important to allow compatibility with credible forest carbon
offset protocols, which require that the ―permanence‖ of benefits be addressed.
Note: our comment on Draft 2 to this effect was not incorporated or addressed.
The wording tenure ―and/or‖ use rights is a little confusing. Tenure defines use
rights. What about ―tenure or other use rights‖? ―Land and/or resources‖ is also
problematic. For example, if they have rights to the land, but not the resources,
that would be a problem. What is at issue here is if they have the necessary
rights to fulfill the FSC P&C. Perhaps rephrase as something like
―…demonstrate clear evidence of tenure or other use rights to the land and
resources as required to meet the FSC P&C…‖?
It was agreed that this issue would require further analysis by the P&C review
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I agree with the criterion. Should include the requirement for NONOVERLAPPING land or resource claims. Delete new 1.3
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WG.
An analysis should be made of the difference between this Criterion and 1.4.
Apparently here it is recognized that ―The Organization‖ can be any enterprise,
or an indigenous organization, or a ―local community‖. If that is so, explanatory
note 3 should clarify that if ―The Organization‖ is not an indigenous organization,
it must demonstrate its tenure and use rights to the land, etc. with legal
documents so as to distinguish it from indigenous organizations, which may
present other types of evidence. But what is expected in 1.4?
Other forms of demonstrating tenure should be considered, bearing in mind that
the customary rights of a community are not always supported by a title.
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It is not clear what is intended with the text ―…with definition of the duration of
tenure…‖, and it is possible to argue, for example, that a tenure of 1 year would
comply with the criterion. A solution may be to reference duration with the type
of management.
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C1.3

1.3 (revised 2.2) Where the resource access rights of The Organization
overlap with pre-existing legal tenures, the holders of the pre-existing legal or
customary tenure, resource or land use rights shall maintain control over their
tenure and resource rights unless they delegate their control to third parties with
free, prior and informed consent.
The original Criterion 2.2 encompassed both legal AND customary tenure and
use rights. Customary rights should be retained in the criterion.
Where the Organization is a tenure holder itself, and is not a tenure granting
entity (such as a government), this criterion cannot be applicable. It is not clear
from the wording who is accountable for meeting this criterion. Revisit this in its
entirety and make it more clear.
There is a particular focus on environmental legislation, while art. 1.9 requires
compliance with legislation generally.
The term ―legal tenure‖ is used as is the term ―tenure‖. If these are intended to
mean the same thing, choose one. Also, the term ―tenure‖ is used in Criterion
1.2.
I disagree with the criteria as it restates 1.2. Under 1.2 clear tenure right
needs to be demonstrated. If it is overlapping as 1.3 then it is NOT
demonstrated. Combine 1.2 & 1.3
Where the resource access rights of The Organization overlap with pre-existing
legal tenures, RESOURCE OR LAND USE, the holders of the pre-existing legal
tenure, resource or land use rights shall maintain control over their tenure and
resource rights unless they delegate their control to third parties with free, prior
and informed consent
Drafting correction required: First clause needs to be broadened so that it refers
to pre-existing resource and land use rights as well if the second clause is to
have effect

This criterion fits better in countries of Asia, Africa. See Criterion 3.4.
The translation is inaccurate; by having FSC acknowledging rights to those that
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Revise the Spanish translation; it is confusing.

Forest Stewardship Council

do not legally own the land, it seems that illegality is being endorsed.
It should be clearly stated that those who have a preexistent right are the ones
to exercise control.
Improve wording and add an explanatory note to clarify the sense of this
criterion.
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As currently written, the criterion seems to be relevant only for legal rights,
which represents a degradation of original criterion 2.2, which covers legal and
customary. If the focus of this Principle is to cover legally required elements
only, then other criteria in the principle need to be brought in line accordingly,
such as 1.1 and 1.27.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.4
T – How should the CB audit this? It will be very difficult for a CB to obtain
official documents that would reveal corrupt practices. What elements of this are
not covered by 1.1-1.3? Either it should be added in Explanatory Note (ExN)
that this criteria is mainly included so that it the certificate can be challenged or
the criterion should be deleted.
Can be combined with 1.1
Criterion 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 can be combined into a single criterion in order to
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.
Duplicative to 1.2
Develop indicators that show which are the correct forms for obtaining the right
to management and exploitation of an MU. For example, through licenses,
contracts, authorizations, communications, management plans…
Proposed edit: The Organization shall demonstrate that it has legitimately
obtained the legal right to operate and to harvest products and/or to obtain
services from within the Management Unit.
We are not sure what this criterion is getting at from the way it is worded. If we
understand this correctly then ―legitimately‖ would be a better word.
Redundant with Criterion 1.2 (demonstrate clear evidence of use rights). Delete
or merge with 1.2

I do not agree with the wording of the criterion. Again duplication of 1.2 as it
states tenure and/or use rights to the land and/or resources. Harvest products
are the resources stated in 1.2. Please remove repetition of criteria saying the
same thing in different wording. Also auditors CAN NOT validly without being
subjective of their own opinion on the means the government issues a right or
license.
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Very important for recently obtained legal rights, but impossible to proof for old
permits.
This criterion should be rewritten: the organization shall proof to have the legal
rights to operate and harvest productions within the Management Unit, and shall
demonstrate that it has validly obtained those rights where national legislation
systems allow.

Forest Stewardship Council

Combine C1.4 with C1.5
Apply; there is not much difference between Principles 2 and 4.
See comment 1.2
The difference between what is required in order to comply with 1.4-1.7 is not
clear in Portuguese context. Request guidance notes to be make this more
explicit & save time in National Standards Development processes
We propose to combine criterion 1.4 with 1.7 and 1.8; the wording would then
read:
1.4. ( 1.4, 1.7 y 1.8 COMBINED) The organization shall demonstrate that it has
obtained from the competent authority the right to operate, and utilize products
and/or services from the Management Unit.
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It is not clear what is meant with ―…and/or to obtain services from within the
Management Unit

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.5

The Organization shall have clear, documented and unchallenged legal
registration, with written authorization from the legally competent agency for
specific forest management activities.
See next comment below for the rationale for these additions, which are drawn
from Criterion 1.7 below. The word ―written‖ is important here, as is the
clarification of the source of the authorization.
With some slight additions to Criterion 1.5 above, this criterion (1.7) becomes
unnecessary. The language here is also potentially confusing in that it is
restricted to ―harvest‖, whereas some Organizations may practice conservation
and/or the provision of various environmental services, which do not require
―harvest‖ of anything.
Delete without replacement
Criterion 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 can be combined into a single criterion in order to
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.
This requirement will not always be applicable, for example family forest or
indigenous lands that do not require legal registration. An applicability note
should be included for all criterion that are not universally applicable.
Explanatory Note #3 is fundamental to understanding this Criterion and
therefore must be included in the Glossary or otherwise normalized
(...)
I do not agree with the criterion. Extremely vague; again duplication of 1.2
Please remove repetition !!!
Combine C1.4 with C1.5
TRANSLATION: Change ―demandado‖ to ―no cuestionado‖.

The difference between what is required in order to comply with 1.4-1.7 is not
clear in Portuguese context. Request guidance notes to be make this more
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a) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) See Spanish translation
(change ―demandado‖ to ―no cuestionado‖).
b) It can be assumed that cases such as those described in explanatory note 2
have occurred; however, a peremptory period should be established for
presentation of the documentation.

Forest Stewardship Council

explicit & save time in National Standards Development processes
We propose the following wording:
1.5 (new) The Organization shall have a legal registry which is clear and
documented, with authorization to undertake specific activities.
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Question: Is this criterion adequate for a family forest owner?

Forest Stewardship Council

C 1.6

Criterion 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 can be combined into a single criterion in order to
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort
Define the legal classification for cataloguing management units.
What does legally classified mean?
I agree with the criterion.
We understand this it mean whether the land has been zoned for agricultural
use (as opposed to say residential use), and the practice of growing trees is a
lawful activity on that land
These are the same; combine C1.6 with C1.7
The difference between what is required in order to comply with 1.4-1.7 is not
clear in Portuguese context. Request guidance notes to be make this more
explicit & save time in National Standards Development processes
In some countries, this classification of documents does not exist for the
operation.
The requirement is implied in the forest license; it is the forestry authorities that
protect the land use when granting a permit.
The (...)‘s proposed wording
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The Organization shall demonstrate that the Management Unit is legally
classified for the types of land use or commercial activities included in the legal
right to operate, where applicable.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.7

With some slight additions to Criterion 1.5 above, this criterion (1.7) becomes
unnecessary. The language here is also potentially confusing in that it is
restricted to ―harvest‖, whereas some Organizations may practice conservation
and/or the provision of various environmental services, which do not require
―harvest‖ of anything.
Can be covered by 1.5
A written authorization from legal competent agencies to harvest is not
necessary in many cases. E.G. in Finland, a notification of harvesting to
authorities is mandatory two weeks before harvesting. However, authorities
don't give any written authorization. They monitor and control operations based
on notifications and if mandatory notification is not submitted to authorities,
responsible person will be sued in a court.
Proposal:
The Organization shall have written authorization from the legally competent
agency to harvest within the Management Unit, where this is legally requested.
Is included in criterion 1.4. Delete without replacement
Criterion 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 can be combined into a single criterion in order to
avoid unnecessary duplication of effort
This is a typical example of something that should be a part of the national
standard if necessary, not in the P&C, since it differs between countries. Not
relevant in Sweden for instance.
Exclude ‗from the legally competent agency‖ and let N.I.s define. Phrase will
cause problems for government unnecessarily.
In Sweden there is a forestry act that prescribes active use and management of
forest lands. Why then bother about written authorization from agencies to fulfil
that prescription? One example of national irrelevance for suggested criteria.

There is no need for harvesting to be authorized by any regulatory authority in
SA.
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Who decides on ―legal competence‖ of a department, and how will this be
objectively verified? Not sure this is possible. Suggest revision of the wording

Forest Stewardship Council

I disagree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.2 on tenure for use rights
and resources !
Also who judges competency of agencies ? Auditors can not be in authority to
judge the legality of an agency usually governmental ! Delete this criterion.
These are the same; combine C1.6 with C1.7
Linked to 1.4. The Organization itself does this work through a management
plan.
Revise the Spanish translation for ―legally competent agency‖.
The difference between what is required in order to comply with 1.4-1.7 is not
clear in Portuguese context. Request guidance notes to be make this more
explicit & save time in National Standards Development processes
The proposal is to combine this criterion with 1.4 and 1.8. See combination in
Criterion 1.4 above.
Proposed edit: The Organization shall have written approval from the legally
authorized agency to harvest within the Management Unit.
Also in many regions/situations legal written authorization to harvest is not
required so this criterion will have limited applicability. It would be better to
address requirements like this in regional indicators
Redundant with Criterion 1.4. Combine with 1.4 or delete.
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T- Is the last statement on ILO not a contradiction of the requierment of 2.1 as
2.1 appears to require that the 8 Core ILO OCnventions are applied whether
ratified or not?

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.8

The Organization shall demonstrate that the documents in the management
planning package which require formal approval have been validly approved by
the legally competent agency.
The term ―planning package‖ is not defined in the Glossary and could be
misunderstood. It is strongly recommended that a single term be used as
consistently as possible throughout the P&C and the Glossary. The definition of
the term found currently in the Glossary – ―management plan‖ – is sufficient to
cover the full range of components of such a ―package‖, and thus it is
recommended that ―management plan‖ be the preferred term employed
throughout.
Rationale:
Refers across (The meaning of this word is not clear.) to Criteria 4.4, 5.1, 6.2
and 7.2, but emphasizes the demonstration of legal approval, not the
performance aspects.
Additional value unclear – ―management planning packet‖ not defined and this
could leave open for interpretation what must be in a ―packet‖. The
Management Plan for the MU is material and must be accorded at appropriate
level by competent body.
This is a typical example of something that should be a part of the national
standard, not in the P&C.
Same exclusion recommended as in 1.7. Integrate 1.5 – 1.8 – same concept.
The indicator should cover all cases of how public administrations function.
There are some that do not approve management plans, but merely register
them, which is equally valid.

Also ―Legally competent agency‖ is not an auditable term. It has no international
legal meaning.
Second sentence is redundant. Move to Explanatory Notes (combine with #1)
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Proposed edit: The Organization shall demonstrate that management planning
documents requiring formal approval have been legitimately approved by the
legally authorized agency.

Forest Stewardship Council

Who decides on ―legal competence‖ of a department, and how will this be
objectively verified? Not sure this is possible. Suggest revision of the wording
Not applicable in SA
I do not agree with the wording of the criterion. Should be under P7
Management Plan. Again Auditors can not be in authority to judge the legality
or competency of an agency usually governmental ! Also the management plan
may not need formal approval in many countries ! Very poor criterion
Reword C1.8
2). It is necessary to emphasize the absence of corruption, but EN 1 is
undesirable and inappropriate by saying that the Organization should obtain
SOME VALID AUTHORIZATION…..
3) EN3 is inappropriate and very speculative.
The proposal is to combine this criterion with 1.4 and 1.7. See combination in
Criterion 1.4 above.
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The term ―management planning package‖ is very confusing. I believe it will be
difficult to understand and also to translate into other languages. Furthermore, it
is not defined in the Definitions section. I encourage the WG to keep the term
―management plan‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.9

1.9 (revised 1.2) The Organization shall demonstrate full and timely
compliance with all applicable national and local laws and administrative
requirements concerning payment of taxes, import and export duties, royalties,
fees and penalties concerning the resource management, use of and trade in
the goods and services which The Organization derives from the Management
Unit up to the first point of sale. The Organization shall make and document
such payments in full, and according to the prescribed payment process
schedule, if required by law.
Lack of a comma here could imply that documentation of such payments is not
required unless required by law. The comma correctly attaches the legal
requirement only to the payment schedule.
This word ―if‖ and its preceding comma could be interpreted to mean that the
Organization need not ―demonstrate [its] compliance‖ with this criterion with
documentation unless such documentation is required by law. That would be
inappropriate, since there is no other means of demonstrating this kind of
compliance in the absence of concrete documentation.
/
The criterion was too broad-brushed, encompassing fiscal matters of great
technical depth, which would make field audits unfeasible in terms of cost,
technical requirements, time, number of auditors and auditees, possibly
compromising the quality of the analysis of the criteria. To the companies, this
could practically equate to an accounting and fiscal audit, at substantial costs.
Add the word ―recognition‖ befote the word ―compliance‖.
Why include the word ―timely‖? compliance should occur throughout, and as
required by law and agreements. Who decides what is timely? I do not think
timely is needed when compliance is necessary. Perhaps delete the word.

The criterion became too broad, encompassing fiscal matters of great technical
depth, which would make field audits unfeasible in terms of cost, technical
requirements, time and composition of audit teams, and possibly compromise
audit quality analysis.
I agree with the criterion. However please simplify wording and remove 2 nd
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Delete timely. How do you measure timely and who decides what is timely?
There should be full compliance with all laws etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

sentence on payment structure that is not FSC concern and stated in 1st
sentence under timely compliance.
The original C1.2 is much clearer and more precise; change V4-0 back to the
original.
It practically repeats what previous criteria establish with regard to compliance
with the law.
This repeats practically what is said in the previous criteria regarding
compliance with the laws.
Too disperse; should say something more assertive, concise, e.g. ―make
payment I due time‖..
The first point of sale should be included in the explanatory notes.
Proposed wording:
The Organization shall demonstrate full and timely compliance with all
applicable national and local laws and administrative requirements concerning
payment of taxes, imports and export duties, royalties, fees and penalties
concerning the use of and trade in goods and services derived from the
Management Unit to the first point of sale. The Organization shall document
such payments in full and as required by the law.
The criterion became too broad, encompassing fiscal matters of great technical
depth, which would make field audits unfeasible in terms of cost, technical
requirements, time and composition of audit teams, and possibly compromise
audit quality analysis.

The additional information does not help the auditor in evaluating this criterion.
The additional information actually limits what is evaluated, therefore the simple
requirement that the organization comply with the laws concerning these
payments is sufficient. The auditor is responsible for making sure that he/she
knows the law. Laws in a country will prescribe the details, methods, and
timeliness of the delivery of payment.
The text at the end of the last phrase ―…if required by law.‖ seems unnecessary,
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Proposed edit: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with all
applicable national and local laws and administrative requirements concerning
payment of taxes, import and export duties, royalties, fees and penalties
concerning the resource management, use of and trade in the goods and
services.

Forest Stewardship Council
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given the first phrase of the criterion: ―…compliance with all…
…requirements…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.10
Second sentence deviates from the usual ‗shall‘ template
T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4 in order to
facilitate for the forest manager..
1.10, 1.11, and 1.22 (revised 1.1 and 1.3)
Existing criteria 1.1 says that ―forest management shall respect all national and
local laws…‖ and existing criteria 1.3 says that ―…the provisions of all binding
international agreements… shall be respected.‖ This language inherently
includes an expectation of actual compliance, in the forest—which in turn must
be verified by actually examining practices in the forest. Verification of actual
compliance in the forest is absolutely essential, and indirect indications of
compliance should not be accepted as substitutes. While 1.1 could and should
have been more explicit about these expectations, the new language makes
these expectations even less explicit and clear, and is thus quite unacceptable.
Specifically, by saying ―the Organization shall demonstrate full and timely
compliance,‖ the proposed new 1.10, 1.11, and 1.22 leaves it to the landowner‘s
discretion how to ―demonstrate‖ compliance—which could include citing data
that is quite insufficient to prove that compliance is actually occurring in the
forest. The landowners could, for example, cite a lack of findings of violations
by regulatory agencies—despite the fact that in many parts of the world,
including the U.S., the applicable regulatory agencies routinely lack the
resources and political will to adequately monitor and enforce applicable laws
and regulations. At a minimum, the proposed new language must be revised to
read ―the Organization shall comply in a full and timely manner…‖
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

It is inappropriate to make the Organization‘s ―demonstration‖ equivalent to
actual compliance. It is the CAB‘s responsibility to verify compliance.
Very basic requirement, but how this will be demonstrated?
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1.10 (revised 1.1 and 1.3)The Organization shall demonstratecomply in a full
and timely compliancemanner with all applicable national and local laws and
ratified international conventions and obligatory codes of practice relating to the
harvest of forest goods and services. Forest management and business /
investment plans and annual operating plans, if required by law, are up to date,
contain accurate information, and are implemented in full and in time, also if
required by law.

Forest Stewardship Council

This criterion raises the question how compliance with a national and local laws
also meets the forest stewardship council standards. In Australia there is a
constant call for recognition of local laws and regulations as equivalent to P and
C requirements. This is particularly so for conservation legislation. However
some stakeholders do not agree. This criterion seems to raise an expectation
that local laws and regulations have had some status.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
E ―on time?‖;
T- Note 1 – what is the mechanism for this criterion NOT applying in jurisdictions
where business/investment plans are NOT more important for regulation of the
activity than a forest management plan?
There may be variations from what was planned resulting in the management
plan not being fully implemented.
This criterion is written in such a general manner that it is redundant with other
criteria in Principle 1 (1.2, 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9, etc). If a specific focus was
intended then it should be revised to be clear what that focus is. As written it
seems to apply to any law related to forest management – which is covered
specifically in other indicators.
Add the word ―recognition‖ befote the word ―compliance‖.
Why include the word ―timely‖? compliance should occur throughout, and as
required by law and agreements. Who decides what is timely? I do not think
timely is needed when compliance is necessary. Perhaps delete the word.
Delete timely
I do not agree with the wording of the criterion. Delete : 2nd sentence not
directly related to legality but more on Management Planning. Also covered
under codes of forest management
In the last line, remove ―IN FULL‖‖ because it is redundant.

New explanatory note:
That the business plan be according to the scale and intensity of management
(simpler).
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Improve wording: ―...relating to the harvest of forest goods and services‖; I do
not believe that an environmental service can be ―harvested‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

Business plans should apply to the scale and intensity of the management unit.
Bear in mind the comment on ratified conventions and treaties.
We disagree in having adjectives such as detailed information, implemented in
full. If this is so, wording should be modified, including at the end ―if required by
the law‖ as it appears in the English version.
The Organization shall demonstrate full and timely compliance with all
applicable national and local laws and ratified international conventions and
obligatory codes of practice relating to the harvest of forest goods and services.
Forest management and business / investment plans and annual operating
plans, are up to date, contain accurate information and are implemented in full
and in time, if required by the law.
Another opinion of the (...) is the removal of the criterion since its first part is
already included in previous criteria; the second part is explicit for the know-how
of each company. We propose to remove this criterion. Principle 7 mentions
again the subject of business plan and forest management plans. This request
is redundant, and the indicators and verifiers would be the same.
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E: The second phrase in the criterion is unnecessary. If it is required by law it is
already covered by the first part of the criterion. As it is, it may likely add
confusion.
E: is it enough to reference ―laws‖ or would it be better to reference ―laws and
mandatory requirements‖? It is possible that it is understood only laws and
mandatory codes of practice are covered.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.11

C 1.11: This would, if taken literally, make certification impossible in many
countries with unclear/conflicting laws regulating management of natural
resources.
T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4, in order to
facilitate for the forest manager.
1.10, 1.11, and 1.22 (revised 1.1 and 1.3)
(see comment above)
This criterion and many of the others that follow under this principle would
benefit by the addition of some explanatory notes.
obligatory codes of practice - This phrase needs a definition. What sort of legal
instrument does it refer to?
environmental obligations - This term also needs a definition. This is no place
for vague generalities that may be prone to misinterpretation.
Again this criterion is at odds with stakeholders in Australia who think
environmental laws and codes of practice are not adequate
Criterion 1.11 and 1.12 can be combined into a single criterion in order to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Proposed edit: The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with all
applicable national and local environmental laws and regulatory codes of
practice relating to the operations within the Management Unit.

Add the word ―recognition‖ befote the word ―compliance‖.
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Full and timely can be limiting. If there is a minor issue that inhibits the
organization from completely complying with the law, they would still get a major
non-conformance because the criterion requires FULL and TIMELY. Also full
and timely are implied by the word ―compliance‖ so it is not needed to include.

Forest Stewardship Council

Why include the word ―timely‖? compliance should occur throughout, and as
required by law and agreements. Who decides what is timely? I do not think
timely is needed when compliance is necessary. Perhaps delete the word.
Delete timely
(...)
I do not agree with the criterion. Extremely vague; again duplication of 1.10
Please remove repetition !!!
see C1.13
Clarify what the criteria refer to because it seems that this criterion duplicates
the previous ones. Criteria should be shorter.
This seems to repeat the previous ones.
1.11 (COMBINE 1.10 and 1.11)
The Organization shall demonstrate full and timely compliance with all
applicable national and local laws and ratified international conventions and
obligatory codes of practice relating to the harvest of goods and services.
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Criterion 1.11 could be merged with criterion 1.10 without any loss. It is likely
adding confusion as it is.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.12

C 1.12: What is this criterion doing here? Seems misplaced and unnecessary seems linked to the proper implementation of the management plan?
Explanation would be great – and apparently necessary …
E: EIAs are not always required. Change language to reflect this.
The Organization shall comply with obligations and mitigation works approved in
theany legally required environmental impact assessment and mitigation plan.
Since such assessments and plans are not required in every country, the
wording should not imply otherwise. Replacing this word will help avoid that
implication.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Criterion 1.11 and 1.12 can be combined into a single criterion in order to avoid
unnecessary duplication of effort. This criterion statement can perhaps be made
an explanatory note under criterion 1.11.
There should be consistency with use of the term ―all‖ applicable national… in
1.11 and ―the‖ legally required…in 1.12. We suggest ―all.‖
.12-1.15 are too prescriptive and are subservient to 1.11. These should be
deleted with the expectation that appropriate national indicators will emerge
where there is a need for such.
Proposed edit: The Organization shall comply with laws and regulations
requiring mitigation of impacts identified by legally required environmental
impact assessments and/or mitigation plans.
Rephrase the term ―mitigation works‖
I do not agree with the criterion. This criterion is merely implementation of
EIA should be under P6 not legal !!!

Assessment should be according to intensity of management.
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Combine C1.12 with C1.13
It is also posible to combine them with C1.11

Forest Stewardship Council

The environmental impact assessments should be done according to the scale
and intensity of the management unit.
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We propose to remove this criterion, first because it is already included in
previous criteria (it is thus repetitive), and then because the development of this
kind of subjects may be included at the indicator level.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.13

C 1.13: Serious SLIMF issue here - in many developing countries the legally
required procedures have been developed to regulate large scale forest
management, and thus difficult to impossible for SLIMF's to fully comply with.
/
There is a particular focus on environmental legislation, while art. 1.9 requires
compliance with legislation generally
Again this criterion does not take into account circumstances where
stakeholders believe local laws are not adequate and therefore complying with
the laws does not meet the principles and criteria in their opinion.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
This criterion duplicates criterion 6.4 to a degree. This criterion can be deleted
within principle 1 and is better covered under principle 6.
.12-1.15 are too prescriptive and are subservient to 1.11. These should be
deleted with the expectation that appropriate national indicators will emerge
where there is a need for such.
(...)
I do not agree with the criterion. Again; this criterion is merely implementation
of EIA that should contain RTE species that should be under P6 not legal !!!
Combine C1.12 with C1.13
It is also posible to combine them with C1.11
See other criteria related to rare, threatened or endangered species or habitats.
It is reiterative.
There are already other criteria related to rare, threatened or endangered
species or habitats.

Subjects included in Principles 6 and 8. This matter should be included in the
environmental assessment principle. However, the criterion is complied with.
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The use of the designation rare, endangered and threatened should be
articulated with the most update version of IUCN categories or (due to the
definition of rare in the Glossary of Terms) should be very clear what it stands
for within FSC Certification. Also should be harmonized in the entire document.

Forest Stewardship Council
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It is unclear what 1.13 is bringing additionally to 1.11. Criterion 1.13 could be
deleted without any negative impact.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.14

C 1.14: Why only workers and contractors? We understand and recognise that it
can difficult for the organization to control hunting completely, but they still have
a responsibility to try to control illegal hunting within the boundaries of the FMU.
Is it considered to be sufficiently dealt with under the criterion about illegal
activities?
T: this requirement should be broaden to encompass other third parties than
workers and contractors.
Why does the proposed new language only address illegal hunting and fishing
by workers and contractors? Illegal hunting and fishing by other parties can be
just as problematic.
Excellent addition.
the resource owner - Who does this refer to?
This sounds quite "strange" since this requirement is not a problem in most of
the European countries. This may lead to unnecessary bureaucracy.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
1.12-1.15 are too prescriptive and are subservient to 1.11. These should be
deleted with the expectation that appropriate national indicators will emerge
where there is a need for such.
―Unless legally permitted and with permission from the resource owner(s) and
workers and contractors to the organization..‖ this is confusing. Surely the
―and‖ should be replaced with / and it is only the actual holder of the resource
that should be involved, not general workers and contractors.

I do not agree with the criterion. FSC should not dictate the rights of people
to hunt unless strictly prohibited which would be illegal and fall under !! The
old FSC 6.2 : Inappropriate hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting shall be
controlled , is more appropriate for auditing
It was agreed to add a reference to Principle 4. Accordingly the criterion was
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Amend to make it clear that workers and contractors are prohibited from hunting
etc

Forest Stewardship Council

revised as follows: ‗1.14 Unless legally permitted and with permission from the
resource owner(s), workers and contractors of The Organization shall be
prohibited from hunting, fishing, trapping, collecting and trade in wildlife,
notwithstanding any rights registered under Principle 3 and 4.‘
Reorganize the criteria wording: The workers and contractors shall not hunting,
fishing, set traps, collect and commercialize wildlife elements, unless legally
permitted and the such activities are allowed by the land owner, with no
prejudice to the rights established in the principle 3.
Given that this is an issue of legality (since it‘s in P1), this should address all
illegal activities associated with hunting/fishing or wildlife trade – not just that of
the employees/contractors of the CH – perhaps merge with C1.23?
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We agree.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.15

T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4, in order to
facilitate for the forest manager.
Framework This is not part of the convention‘s official title.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
1.12-1.15 are too prescriptive and are subservient to 1.11. These should be
deleted with the expectation that appropriate national indicators will emerge
where there is a need for such.
This criterion duplicates criterion 6.4 to a degree. This criterion can be deleted
within principle 1 and is better covered under principle 6, perhaps as an
explanatory note under criterion 6.4
Proposed edit: The Organization shall comply with the environmental
requirements of the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity an
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, if these conventions have been
ratified by the national government.
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
repetition !!!
This clarifies that RATIFICATION is compulsory.
Adding: …‘Protocols of Climate Change‘, before or after the wording of
Biological diversity

With regard to the CITES, the precautionary principle is not being complied with.
In addition, non-compliance with the CITES Convention would lead to unfair
competition with those who do comply with it, since those species could be
marketed and create greater market opportunities for those who are not
concerned about selling and buying threatened species (whether legal or illegal,
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In addition to the full name, use the initials CITES in parenthesis because the
former may cause confusion. Many people recognize it by CITES and not by its
full name.

Forest Stewardship Council

depending on the country).
I do not believe that this should only lie within the ―competence‖ of ―Chain-ofCustody‖, and that it is outside the ―scope of the P&C‖, as is said later in the
explanatory notes for 1.22, or as it says in criterion 8.4. that the tracking and
tracing system shall be for products that bear the FSC logo (with which I
disagree). But if that is how it is to be considered, then exploitation of species
on the CITES lists should NOT be permitted.
Even if not ratified by the country, the operation should voluntarily adopt these
requirements so that we all function under the same regulations at the
international level. For instance the ILO Convention 169 shall be adopted.
At least in this criterion the following text should be added: ―All management
units shall comply with ILO Convention 169.‖
Should be combined with 1.11 where the last section which corresponds to the
issues of safety, labor conditions, and the use rights of other parties may be
included
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1.15 and previous criteria mention ―ratified‖. The original P&C included
―signatory‖. As a best practice standard, it could be argued that the P&C could
remain referencing ―signatory‖, as this represents a commitment intent by the
country of transforming a convention into law.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.16

C 1.16: Another serious SLIMF issue here. If ILO code of practice is required to
be fully implemented, many SLIMF's will never get certified because they can
not afford and/or access some of the required safety equipment and health
insurance. This is the case in Honduras and Nicaragua - and I'm sure in many
other developing countries.
T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4, in order to
facilitate for the forest manager.
Explanatory Note 1: This is inaccurate. Criteria 1.16 and 1.20 do not mention
contractors. It is also not readily apparent why some of the preceding and other
succeeding criteria do not also apply to contractors.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Add the word ―recognition‖ befote the word ―compliance‖.
Why include the word ―timely‖? compliance should occur throughout, and as
required by law and agreements. Who decides what is timely? I do not think
timely is needed when compliance is necessary. Perhaps delete the word.
Delete timely
As indicated in 1.11 ―Full and timely‖ can be limiting and should be deleted.
Requiring compliance with H&S laws is sufficient. Also the health and safety
requirement is redundant with 1.18. Finally it is not clear why this criterion mixes
use rights with labor conditions?

Remove C1.16. This criterion in general has already been expressed by saying
the same thing and particularly third parties‘ use rights also. The ENs do not
clarify anything for the same reason.
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I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
repetition !!!
1.10 describes complying to laws and regulations 1.16 just mentions health
safety & labor that is another law or regulations. FSC does not need to list all
laws that the job of the forestry organization being audited to know which laws &
regulations pertain to forestry operations.

Forest Stewardship Council

Explanatory Notes – Exemptions for small and medium-scale forest enterprises
and family businesses. ―There may be legal exemptions for small- and mediumscale forest enterprises and family businesses‖
We are concerned that since many forestry contractors and sub-contractors are
small and medium scale enterprises which have grown in number and
importance in recent years, this may be used as an excuse for non-appliance of
health and safety and labor conditions, etc. If contractors and sub-contractors
can organize their businesses in increasingly small units for example through
outsourcing, they could use this to escape compliance with these important
principles. This rationale could be used, for example, in cases of seasonal work.
We would therefore exclude restrictions on any exemption due to the size of
small and medium-scale forest enterprises, since this could encourage the use
of ever smaller enterprises and exclude many workers.
REVISION:
The Organization shall demonstrate full and timely compliance with all
applicable national and local laws and ratified international conventions and
codes of practice relating to health and safety, labor conditions, and the use
rights of other parties, according to the le, intensity and risk of the activities.
COMMENT:
If the WG rejects the suggestion of removing ―contractors‖ from the document,
use the same wording ―The Organization and all contractors working with the
organization for the management unit‖ in all applicable criteria.
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Use the wording (Organization and all contractors working with the organization
for the management unit).

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.17

T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4, in order to
facilitate for the forest manager.
Framework This is not part of the convention‘s official title.
Should be combined in the criteria relevant to the organization on the same
obligation
Why is this criterion expanded to the families of the employees? Who is the
family of the employee? At least in European context, the expansion to the
workers‘ families is a bit exaggerated
Proposal:
Leave the ―and their families‖ away at the end of the criterion.
At least in European context, the expansion to the workers‘ families is a bit
exaggerated
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
It is part of Principles 2, 3 and 4. Delete without replacement
This criterion duplicates and is better merged into criterion already included
within principle 2. Alternately, it can be included as an explanatory note under
1.16.
Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.

Redundant with 1.16. Both specify compliance with H&S laws.
(...)
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
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Unfair burden for an Organization to demonstrate compliance and rapidly
diminishing value if multiple Orgns are expected to do the same. NIs will be
under pressure to receive appropriate resources to fund a national gap analysis
between it‘s regulatory regime and UN/ILO conventions.

Forest Stewardship Council

repetition !!! Please what standard do you plan to comply with UN or FSC ?
This is correct and it is clear; however, C2.1 is ambiguous when compared with
this.
Not clear how this criterion is different from criterion 1.16
THERE IS AN OBVIOUS CONTRADICTION WITH CRITERION 2.1 THAT
MAKES COMPLIANCE WITH THE ILO CONVENTIONS COMPULSORY AND
NOT ONLY THOSE THAT HAVE BEEN RATIFIED BY THE COUNTRY.
If a convention has been ratified by the country, it would not be necessary to
have a special criterion that refers to its compliance because it automatically
forms part of the law that must be complied with.
To equalize the requirements on all FSC-certified organizations, all must comply
with the ILO Conventions and not only those countries that have ratified them.
For these reasons, we propose removal of the last phrase, ―if these conventions
have been ratified nationally‖, as it contradicts Criterion 2.1.
THESE CONTRADICTIONS OCCUR IN SEVERAL PLACES IN THE TEXT. In
this case, which criterion does the Certifier apply, 1.17 or 2.1?
a) See comment in P1. Is it assumed that respect for rights would be
guaranteed in countries that have not ratified these conventions through P2 and
P3? Then why are they included here? What sense does this C make if this
phrase is kept in it, ―if these conventions have been ratified nationally‖?
b) This criterion, in 1.18 and 1.19, requires compliance with laws and regulations
by contractors while working under contract to the organization in the
management unit; that is, that contractors can act outside the law in other forest
operations? Has thought been given to the problems that this could cause for
the credibility and image of FSC certification? (greenwashing)
c) In addition, ―under contract‖ should be removed as being redundant.

―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
Outcome here: Forest Operations shall comply with the requirements ….
Unclear wording
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Remove from the end of the criterion, ―if these conventions have been ratified
nationally‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.18

C 1.18: Depending on how contractors is defined it could cause some serious
SLIMF issues to arise. If e.g. a mule driver from the community is considered to
be a contractor, then it would be impossible to implement for SLIMF's in
Honduras and I'm sure many other developing countries.
Should be combined in the criteria relevant to the organization on the same
obligation
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
this is too open ended
Proposed change: Omit and their families.
Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
This criterion is better placed within principle 2.
Workers´ families is actual in a part of the world. But at least in European
context, the workers‘ families is totally exaggerated.
(...)
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
repetition !!!

Criteria 1.18 and 2.3. Contracts. Several criteria refer to the organization‘s
contracts for the performance of various forestry activities, for example, in
indicator 1.18 and 2.3. The form that such contracts should take is not specified
and we in (...) propose that it be established as a written document and
recorded in the Organization‘s documentation to be made available to the
auditor and to government agencies. We understand that to date much of the
work done by contractors and sub-contractors is by verbal agreement, so it is
not possible for the auditor to verify the functions, the employee training, or the
legality of the company hired and the contract itself. Therefore, written contracts
should be requested for each contracting event and they should appear in a
record such as proposed in criterion 1.5 for authorization of the forestry activities
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This Criterion is contained in C2.3. A decision should be made in favor of one of
them and not repeat.

Forest Stewardship Council

that will be covered by the contracts..
Insert in the explanatory notes: The contract clauses shall foresee that the
outsourced organizations (contractors) shall meet the FSC P&C related to its
activities. It is important for the communities to share the responsibilities
between the community members and the contractor.
REVISION:
The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit shall comply with all applicable laws,
regulations and administrative procedures covering health and safety of
employees and their families, according to the le, intensity and risk of the
activities.
COMMENT:
It must clearly state that it does not apply to SLIMFs and small scale
communities.
See comment b) for C1.17.
The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
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The inclusion of the words ‗and their families‘ must be qualified in some way to
avoid misinterpretation. By and large, (...) H&S law applies to workers only,
whilst other legislation would apply to the safety of the general public.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.19

C 1.19: Same as above. Just to give an example of the problems for SLIMF's I
can mention that the minimum wage for workers in Honduras was raised 100%
over night last year. If small operations and businesses follow such an increase
duly it would render their business unprofitable for a long time until the market
adjust or the decision is changed.
Secondly, many "contracts" are not formal in rural areas and illiteracy is still very
common in developing countries.
Should be combined in the criteria relevant to the organization on the same
obligation
In the text about employment agreements, it is suggested that a note be
inserted regarding SLIMF cases, so that local agreements be considered
pursuant to document FSC-GUI-60-001 V1-0 EM.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
This criterion is better placed within principle 2.
Many FMU do not have permanent employees. Hiring is done on a contract
basis with fixed payment and work results. The chances to control the working
relationship between the contractor and his employees are marginal to non
existent (data protection!). All standard requirements in this regard are no more
than gentleman agreements between FMU and contractor. As far as regular
employees of the FMU go the indicator is justified.
Zustimmung (Agreement)

In the text about employment agreements, it is suggested that a note be
inserted regarding SLIMF cases, so that local agreements be considered
pursuant to document FSC-GUI-60-001 V1-0 EM
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culturally intelligible‖ is not auditable.

Forest Stewardship Council

In the text about employment agreements, we suggest the insertion of a note
regarding SLIMF cases, so that local agreements can be considered as per
document FSC-GUI-60-001 V1-0 EN.
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
repetition !!! Please this is getting ridiculous just what is culturally intelligible
wording ? How do you expect an auditor to verify this ?
In the text about employment agreements, we suggest the insertion of a note
regarding SLIMF cases, so that local agreements can be considered as per
document FSC-GUI-60-001 V1-0 EN.
REVISION:
The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit shall comply with legal requirements for
contracts to all workers, in appropriate official and/or local languages and with
culturally intelligible wording. Such workers shall be paid not less than the legal
minimum wage if such a standard exists, and shall be treated in conformity with
national and local regulations.
COMMENT:
It must clearly state that it does not apply to SLIMFs and small scale
communities.
See comment b) for C1.17.
―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
Review wording on ―contractors while working under a contract‖
The English version reads:: … and all contractors while working under a
contract to….
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.) In all criteria where it applies,
change the translation in this manner… …y todos los contratistas mientras
trabajan en un contrato con la organización.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.20
One issue that would need clarity in relation to C1.20 would be what happens
when a country has conflicting laws around customary tenure and rights such as
Indonesia or Malaysia – and in some situations they are in the courts. There
needs to be guidance on which law prevails.
C 1.20: This could be another barrier for SLIMF certification as mapping of
customary rights is a difficult and complicated task and thus likely an
insurmountable barrier for certification.
It is not clear what this criterion adds that is not already covered under Principle
3 and its criteria. A reasonable option may be to delete it. See also the
following comments regarding problems with its language.
If such laws are legally recognized, they would no longer logically be considered
―customary‖ – they are simply ‗laws‘, and would then be covered adequately
elsewhere under this principle?
The word ―incorporate‖ is too vague, would be difficult to audit consistently, and
also does not imply ―comply with‖, which would be a much clearer and simpler
alternative. Also, how would an Organization incorporate such rights into its
―activities‖? Finally, there is no need in this sentence for two versions of the
same term: ―activities (forest operations)‖. Only one should be used, and if an
explanation is needed it should be provided in an explanatory note. For these
reasons this criterion should be revised… or deleted.
Use as verifier for 1.9
This is a typical example of something that should be a part of the national
standard, not in the P&C.
By definition, aren‘t laws (e.g. ―customary laws‖) legally recognized?
I do not agree with the criterion under P1. Should be moved to P3 & P4
duplicated under P4.2

This Criterion is not clear. What is its status in relation to the criteria for P3 and
4 that are referred to in the explanatory note? If it is not complied with, would
what is said in explanatory note 3 for P1 be applied?
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.) Engagement=commitment,
agreement. This word is translated as ―INVOLVUCRAMIENTO‖, but it can also
be the definition shown.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.21

The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit shall provide timely and culturally
appropriate notice about major management activities (forest operations), where
notification of affected and/or interested stakeholders is legally required.
These are different types of stakeholders, and it is not clear why this type is
omitted here. Either add these words or delete ―affected‖.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
This criterion duplicates criterion included within principle 4 (4.4 & 4.8). It can
be deleted.
The words ―timely‖ and ―major‖ are subjective and open to interpretation. To
foster consistency in implementation the standards should avoid subjective
language and/or provide clear guidance
I do not agree with the criterion. Extremely vague, does not make sense and
very poor wording. Notification of stakeholders on major management activities.
Who defines major activities? and which stakeholders ?
Add explanatory note: ‗FSC requires notification of stakeholders regardless of
legal requirements‘ and cross reference or add requirement elsewhere in
standard to this effect as 4.4 does not apply to all stakeholders.
The text shall be added with the information that in the beginning of the
activities, the places in operation shall be signalized.

COMMENT:
To be always carried out.
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REVISION – INSTRUCTIONS:
Delete: ―, where notification of affected stakeholders is legally required.”

Forest Stewardship Council

Just notification? What about consultation and consent? And only when it is
required legally? Consultation and consent should be considered, and remove:
―….. is legally required‖, because it contradicts other criteria.
Remove the last part that begins ―where….. legally required.
―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.) Correct wording and translation:
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La Organización y todos los contratistas mientras trabajan en un contrato con la
Organización para la Unidad de Manejo deberán dar aviso de manera oportuna
y culturalmente apropiada sobre las actividades de manejo principales
(operaciones forestales), en el caso de que la notificación a los grupos de
interés afectados sea un requisito legal.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.22

T: In some cases conventions might have been ratified but not yet implemented
in national legislation. Therefore it will be important to highlight the relevant parts
of the convention in ExN as is done under e.g. C 2.1 exp note #4, in order to
facilitate for the forest manager.
1.10, 1.11, and 1.22 (revised 1.1 and 1.3)

obligatory codes of practice - As stated above, this term needs a definition, and
must be shown to be clearly related to some form of legal obligation to be
covered under Principle 1.
/
The scope of FSC criteria should be limited to forestry practises. If
transportation and trade is within the scope, e.g. speeding of the truck driver
would have to be controlled
C1.22 (revised 1.3) The Organization ―and its contractors and suppliers‖ shall
demonstrate full and timely compliance with all applicable national and local
laws and ratified international conventions and obligatory codes
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
Not practicable. Delete without replacement
This is much extended from the previous version regarding legal compliance. It
means that the owner needs to be sure that things beyond his immediate control
and beyond the forest gate meet a range of requirements with which the
average forest owner is unlikely to be aware. Proposed change: Omit :
relating to the transportation and trade of forest products within and from
the Management Unit and up to the point of first sale.

In note #1 it states that the Org ―should‖ be in compliance with CITES in
countries where it has been ratified. As per the definition of ―should‖ this
indicates that compliance with CITES is optional. Is this correct? If not this
needs to be edited.
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The scope of FSC criteria is to be limited to forestry practices. If transportation
and trade are within the scope, e.g. speeding of the truck driver would have to
be controlled.

Forest Stewardship Council

Remove note two – as it does not reference legal requirements and CoC
requirements are covered under 8.4
Add the word ―recognition‖ befote the word ―compliance‖.
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10 Please remove
repetition !!!
1.22 (revised 1.3) The Organization should not only show full compliance within
a period of time with all national and local laws, ratified international
conventions, and compulsory codes of practice related to transportation, but
should also include aspects related to loading products for shipping and the
worker safety aspects of these activities, since in both cases we are talking
about working activities and conditions that occur as the result of forest
management..
This also appears to be a repeat of earlier criteria and there does not appear to
be any real purpose for this
COMMENTS:
There is no agreement between the wording of this criterion and its explanatory
note.
What happens in those countries where the conventions have not been ratified?
See comment 1.17; I do not agree with exp. note 1 or with 3.
There is no agreement between the wording of this criterion and its explanatory
note with regard to what happens in those countries where the conventions
have not been ratified.
Surely the Organization can only demonstrate full and timely compliance with
matters relating to transportation etc whilst it retains legal ownership, which
might not be the same as up to the point of first sale.
In item 4 of the explanatory notes , it must be made clear that it is not included
in the CoC P&C.

Some of the persons attending do not agree.
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Even if not ratified by the country, the operation should voluntarily adopt these
instruments so that we all function under the same regulations at the
international level. Should be binding for those seeking certification;

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.23

Explanatory Notes:
2. Illegal or unauthorized activities should be controlled through engagement
with stakeholders including as well as regulatory agencies in some
circumstances (according to the scale, intensity and risk of the activities).
Regulatory agencies are not normally considered to be ―stakeholders‖.
This criterion can be contradictory with 1.3.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
This is part of the local authorities and not part of the owner. The forest owner
cannot overtake the part from the local authorities.
Delete without replacement
Recommend this be treated as an operational issue in P10.
The measures to be taken are not always under the organization‘s control, but
are outside the scope of the organization‘s functions.
The development of measures is not in general necessary, e.g. if these
measures already exist. The former wording was better, a goal must be
achieved, the way is not important. Suggestion: The Management Unit shall be
protected from unauthorized or illegal resource use, settlement and other illegal
activities. Adequate measures are implemented.

It should be taken into account that, although all measures pertinent to the
prevention of unauthorized activities have been taken, in some cases it is not
possible to ensure the effectiveness of the adopted measures. We suggest the
exclusion of the first phrase in explanatory note #3.
I agree with the criterion. Finally a decent criterion
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This criterion can be contradictory with 1.3.
/
It should be taken into account that, although all measures pertinent to the
prevention of unauthorized activities have been taken, in some cases it is not
possible to ensure the effectiveness of measures adopted. It is suggested that
the first phrase in explanatory note #3 be excluded.

Forest Stewardship Council

The context is clarified better in EN 3.
It should be taken into account that, although all measures pertinent to the
prevention of unauthorized activities have been taken, in some cases it is not
possible to ensure the effectiveness of the adopted measures. We suggest the
exclusion of the first phrase in explanatory note #3
Clarification would also be needed concerning situations where the statutory law
contradicts customary law/rights and which criteria apply in which situation.
The proposed criterion 1.23 is an example of where conflicts between
customary law and stator law could occur.
Good
REVISION:
The Organization shall develop and implement measures, and/or shall engage
with regulatory agencies, to protect the Management Unit from unauthorized or
illegal resource use, settlement and other illegal activities, according to the le,
intensity and risk of the activities.
Add according to the scale and intensity of management and risk.
The development of measures is not in general necessary, e.g. if these
measures already exist. The former wording was better a goal must be achieved
the way is not important. Suggestion: The Management Unit shall be protected
from unauthorized or illegal resource use, settlement and other illegal activities.
Adequate measures are implemented.
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In agreement

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.24
Not part of the basic legal module – may be housed here if that is made clear
T: Is this really a legality matter? Maybe better under P4?
C 1.24: Another SLIMF issue. On local level in developing countries with unclear
rights and responsibilities the number of present and potential conflicts can be
very high but are rarely (in the countries we know) considered to be of much
importance for forest management. It could potentially drain SLIMF's for energy
and money that could otherwise be used for more important matters.
Add to criteria, ―Disputes of substantial magnitude or involving a significant
number of interests shall not be present.‖
The Organization shall identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues
of statutory or customary law which can be settled out of court in a timely
manner, through engagement with relevant stakeholders.
The original Criterion 2.3 was primarily about disputed claims of customary
tenure or use. It is essential to retain this coverage.
Disputes of substantial magnitude or involving a significant number of interests
shall not be present.
This is an essential component of the original Criterion 2.3 that should not be
lost. It should also contain the word ―or‖ (instead of the original‘s far too strict
―and‖) to ensure that either condition is considered sufficient.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Relevant stakeholders may include both interested and affected
stakeholders (see Glossary).
It is important to ensure that no confusion arises.

It should not be necessary that both of these conditions apply. Either one
should be sufficient on its own.
Disputes may involve strictly legal issues as well as issues of customary tenure
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2.3. The intention is to ensure that within the Management Unit there are no
disputes of substantial magnitude or involving a significant number of interests
that are unresolved over a prolonged period of time, if they can be resolved out
of court. Disputes of a substantial magnitude or involving a significant number of
interests will normally disqualify an Organization‘s Management Unit(s) from
being certified.

Forest Stewardship Council

and use.
This should be emphasized.
The Organization shall identify document , prevent and resolve disputes over
legal issues which can be settled out of court in a timely manner, through
engagement with relevant stakeholders.
To include the expression "to create mechanisms to" after the word "shall", that
is: ―The Organization shall create mechanisms to identify, prevent and resolve
disputes over legal issues which can be settled out of court in a timely manner,
through engagement with relevant stakeholders."
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
This criterion duplicates, and is better included under, criterion under principle 4,
particularly criterion 4.2, 4.4, and 4.7.
This criterion is not Auditable. The auditor cannot know which legal issues can
be settled out of court.
Also the criterion language does not address note #2 as there is no reference to
―magnitude‖ or the ―number of parties‖ involved. Finally ―Timely‖ is subjective
and not auditable – who determines if it was timely?
/
To include the expression "to create mechanisms to" (―criar mecanismos
para‖) after the word "shall" (―deverá‖), that is: ―The Organization shall create
mechanisms to identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues which
can be settled out of court in a timely manner, through engagement with
relevant stakeholders
It‘s not always possible to identify, prevent and resolve disputes out of court.
Recommendation: inclusion of include the expression "to create mechanisms to"
after the word "shall", that is: ―The Organization shall create mechanisms to
identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues which can be settled out
of court in a timely manner, through engagement with relevant stakeholders."

Regarding 1.24 (revised 2.3), it seems to me that the word legal should be me
omitted with respect to disputes that the Organization should identify, prevent,
and resolve, since legal disputes are actually resolved in the courts. However,
the Organization should identify, prevent and resolve any type of forest dispute
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I do not agree with the criterion. The concept of have a process to resolve
disputes should be adequate. Of course everyone tries to solve disputes out of
court as it costs money to go to court. This criterion is obvious.

Forest Stewardship Council

in order to prevent them from becoming legal disputes.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) In Spanish, include ―POR‖
after being resolved outside of…. This is the correct meaning in English.
It‘s not always possible to identify, prevent and resolve disputes out of court.
Recommendation: inclusion of include the expression "to create mechanisms to"
after the word "shall", that is: ―The Organization shall create mechanisms to
identify, prevent and resolve disputes over legal issues which can be settled out
of court in a timely manner, through engagement with relevant stakeholders."
Good
The full intent of the old 2.3 is not captured by this Criterion. I.e., the new
wording does not achieve the intent set out in explanatory note 2, even if read in
conjunction with 2.5/2.6 and 4.7, as these new Criteria do not apply to all
circumstances covered by the old 2.3. The requirement to avoid or resolve
disputes of substantial magnitude or involving a significant number of interests
must apply regardless of whether they are legal in nature. An additional reason
for this is that FSC has held itself out in various fora as an effective mechanism
to safeguard against environmental/social risks from forest carbon projects;
permitting certification in the face of a high degree of conflict would undermine
our credibility in this regard, regardless of whether the conflicts are legal in
nature.
It was agreed that the applicable criteria under P2 and P4 specifically deal with
grievances of workers and communities, which are not necessarily related to
legal issues. Therefore, this criterion should be retained.
We understand the intention of the criterion, but it should be considered that in
some cases to ―avoid going to court‖ may mean ―negotiating‖ about
environmental crimes or other violations that are penalized by the law or actions
that infringe on rights and besides should not be ―negotiated‖. Therefore, the
wording should be reviewed.

However, this wording is then rather one-way/finite & does not allow the
certification applicant to continue a certification process once the situation is
resolved. A more proactive wording could be: ―If substantial disputes relating to
legal issues are identified, involving a significant number of interests, the
certification process will be suspended until the forest management entity can
prove to the Certification Body that this has been resolved‖.
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This criterion is weak if the 2nd half of explanatory note 2 is not included in the
text (―Disputes of substantial magnitude involving a significant number of
interests will normally disqualify an organization´s MU from being certified‖).

Forest Stewardship Council

The word ‗prevent‘ seems to damage the sense of this criterion. Even with this
word removed, I am not sure that the criterion meets the intentions set out in the
Explanatory Notes
Care should be taken that this criterion applies to situations where compromise
is actually a possibility. (Not for environmental offenses or issues where
negotiating is not an option). Several cases, although of a small scale, are liable
to be prosecuted by the state, and fall into the criminal or civil jurisdiction and
cannot be mediated. In relation to this, it will be necessary to check what the law
says in each country.
The dispute resolution should not be in the hands of the organization; it should
fall under the responsibility of a neutral entity. The organization cannot be both
judge and jury. The organization shall be inclined to having a neutral entity
resolving the dispute.
It will be necessary to verify in each country who can act as a neutral entity. For
instance in Ecuador only legally accredited mediators or Mediation Centers
(Ombudsman) can take up this role.
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). Care should be taken in the use
of commas, when applicable. The translation and correct use of commas will be
as follows:
La Organización deberá identificar, prevenir y resolver los conflictos sobre
temas legales, que puedan ser resueltos fuera de los tribunales, de una manera
oportuna, a través del involucramiento de los grupos de interés
correspondientes.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.25
Not well formulated and not part of the basic legal module – may be housed
here if that is made clear
C 1.25: Another SLIMF issue. Most SLIMF's in developing countries would not
be able to request a ruling from the FSC about anything. They do not have the
capasity to do so, many do not speak a main FSC language, many are literate
etc etc. Thus to put it in plain every day language, SLIMF's are screwed if a
country have got sloppy legislation. For SLIMF's it should be enough if they
follow the generally accepted norm for legal compliance in the country even if
this result in conflicts with other parts of legislation. This criteria seems to be
drafted without input from countries with poor/conflicting legislation.
G – While important, the P&Cs is not the right place for this requirement. Better
to put it in a guidance document.
Where legal issues arise from are caused by (This is grammatically awkward.
) defective laws or the failure of government agencies to apply the laws, The
Organization shall request a ruling from FSC in order not to impede the process
of FSC evaluation of the Management Unit.to determine their effect on eligibility
for certification (This is the point, not procedural speed.)
This language implies that procedural speed is more important than compliance,
which is inappropriate in a standard.
Explanatory notes:
1. The inclusion of this note is confusing, since ―negotiation‖ appears to have
nothing to do with the language of the criterion.
2. Where legal disputes arise because the host country has legislation,
regulations or administrative procedures which are
 unjust
 (…)

5. Note that a request from The Organization to FSC for a ruling does not imply
that FSC is required to judge whether the actions or inactions of government
agencies are right or wrong. The role of FSC is only to indicate how The
Organization can respond within the limits of the P&C and all relevant FSC
procedural standards and guidance documents, and whether The Organization‘s
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This term is so prone to selective interpretation that it could open a huge can of
worms. Who determines this and how? It is strongly recommended to drop this
item and leave the rest.

Forest Stewardship Council

forest management may or may not be eligible for certification in this context
This is extremely important to note since the problem in question may make it
difficult to proceed with a certification assessment.
6. With regards to situations, where there are of conflicts between laws and the
Principles and Criteria, which are defined as situations where it is not possible to
comply at the same time with the P&C and a law or regulation, please refer to
section ‗The FSC Principles and Criteria and laws and regulations‘ of the
Preamble.
This is not at all helpful, since this section of the Preamble says only that, ―in
these cases specific FSC procedures will apply.‖ That statement is, itself,
unclear and requires reference to other unidentified documents and policies.
Further clarification is required both here and in the Preamble.
Rationale
3. As proposed byIn accordance with Policy Motion 4 (converted to Statutory
Motion 7 and approved) of the 2005 General Assembly, which requested the
removal of guidelines for the certification process from the Principles and
Criteria, the 2nd sentence of original Criterion 2.3 was revised to become a
requirement of moved to the explanatory notes of Criterion 1.24. The
circumstances under which Management Units disqualify for certification will
also be clarified in the applicable standard for forest management evaluations
(FSC-STD-20-007 Forest Management Evaluations).
Since this policy motion was not approved by the General Assembly, the intent
of this sentence is misleading. Furthermore, as shown in Criterion 1.24 above, it
is a simple matter to convert the ―guidance‖ aspect of the original sentence‘s
wording into ―requirement‖ language in the criterion.

The concept of FSC actors (CABs, Organizations, Nis etc) determining that laws
are ‗defective‘ or determining ‗failure of government agencies‘ is problematic as
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This continues the ambiguity of practices which exceed local regulations
being much more important than laws which do not conform to the spirit
of FSC – BMPs are BMPs and FSC should chose them over antiquaited or
ill-informed laws.Where legal issues are caused by defective [inappropriate
word chiice laws or the failure of government agencies to apply the laws, The
Organization shall request a ruling from FSC in order not to impede the process
of FSC evaluation of the Management Unit
/
Use as verifier for 1.9

Forest Stewardship Council

FSC assumes a supra-enforcement role. Much more guidance and national
specificity is required here for such an approach to be effective.
Recommend ―where legal issues are asserted to be caused by ….‖
This criterion is not auditable. What is a ―defective law‖? How would an
evaluator know when a defective law caused a legal issue? Forest management
auditors are not lawyers. How can ―legal issues‖ be caused by not applying the
law? What legal issues would be involved that the auditor would be responsible
for evaluating?
Rephrase for increased clarity. What is meant by legal ―issues‖?
Conflict resolution by FSC implies the following concerns:
- Creation of structures which would allow effective conflict resolution in timely
fashion;
- Transparency in the appointment of the responsible technical body.
- Qualified and independent technical body.
This is a long criterion that could be simplified or broken up into more than one
criterion. It is difficult to audit in its current form
Conflict resolution by FSC should consider the following concerns:
- Creation of structures which would allow effective conflict resolution in timely
fashion;
- Transparency in the appointment and nomination of the responsible technical
body.
- Qualified and independent technical body.
Otherwise, there would be more delays or lack of transparency in the
certification process.
I do not agree with the criterion. Is this a joke ? How has the authority to
judge this ? Please be realistic.

The original Criterion C1.4 V4-0 is better. 2) As it is, C1.25 will be denounced
as an attack on sovereignty. 3) This will bureaucratize FSC resolutions. 4) FSC
will have a dispute that will be difficult to resolve case by case by definition. 5)
―legal issues‖ is ambiguous. 6) This should be part of the auditing process. The
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Criterion 1.25 (revised 2.3) should be removed because who will demonstrate or
establish that a law is defective and even more that the problem was the product
of a defective law? This has to do more with the subject of disputes between
local laws and the P&C, but we should not try to solve it by first expressing that
a law is defective.

Forest Stewardship Council

Bodies want this to be resolved for them and to do their job.
Conflict resolution by FSC should consider the following concerns:
- Creation of structures which would allow effective conflict resolution in timely
fashion;
- Transparency in the appointment and nomination of the responsible technical
body.
- Qualified and independent technical body.
Otherwise, there would be more delays or lack of transparency in the certification
process.
TRANSLATION: Change ―fallos‖ to ―faltas‖ o ―fracaso‖.
a) Analyze the concordance between what is stipulated regarding non-binding
international agreements. The reference in exp. note 6 for the paragraph in the
Preamble is not very useful, since that paragraph is very vague.
b) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Revise the Spanish
translation of the word ―failure‖, which in particular in this criterion cannot be
translated as ―fallo‖ because it can be confused with a judicial ruling or decision.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―fallos‖ to ―faltas‖ or
―fracaso‖.
Translation: ―fallos‖ should read ―fallas‖
Having the FSC rule on contradicting local regulations could be interpreted as a
violation of a country‘s sovereignty and a violation of a country‘s established
order. The FSC has no jurisdiction over these matters.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The word ―fallo‖ in Spanish is a
decision, a verdict with legal and binding implications. The use of this word for
the term ―failure‖ in English causes terrible confusions because it refers to a
judicial decision.

Cuando los problemas legales estén motivados por leyes deficientes o por fallas
de las entidades gubernamentales en la aplicación de las leyes, la Organización
deberá pedir una resolución a FSC para no impedir el proceso de evaluación
FSC de la Unidad de Manejo.
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). Translations should be done
carefully in order to avoid this kind of interpretations. Rephrase this criterion.
Use ―fallas‖ instead of ―fallo‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.26
Not well formulated and not part of the basic legal module – may be housed
here if that is made clear
Where required by law, The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with
anti-corruption legislation by such documentation and other means as the law
demands. THE ORGANISATION SHALL DEVELOP AN ANTI-CORRUPTION
POLICY AND MAKE A SUMMARY AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC. Where
national legislation permits, and having regard to the scale and intensity of
management activities and the risk of corruption, The Organization shall
develop or participate in formal integrity pacts with other organizations in the
public and private sectors, such that each participant agrees in well publicized
statements not to engage in corruption by offering or receiving bribes, whether
in money or in any other forms. Performance related to such statements shall be
independently monitored. The Organization may use other anti-corruption
measures if these are at least as effective and transparent as integrity pacts.
(for alternative re law requirement, see comment under P10)

C 1.26: In present form could cause additional serious problems for SLIMF's.
Seems to be drafted without consideration for the reality in which SLIMF's are
operating. Try to explain an integrity pact to a farmer in Honduras ....! (...) does
of course strongly support anti corruption measures, but they have to be
practical and realistic for all types and sizes of FMU's/org.'s
G: While the first sentence is OK – the rest of the criterion is not really related to
legality.
Publicized - A definition of this term should be added to the Glossary.

Key changes from draft 2.0 to 3.0 that are supported are:
A much revised P1 and including 1.27 that makes an attempt to address
corruption and transparency. Although there are concerns around this being
used as a stand alone standard for legality with FSC endorsement, including in
modular approaches.
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independently monitored - By whom and where? An NGO in the country? A
government agency? An FSC-accredited CAB from outside the country? This
should be spelled out at least to some extent in the criterion itself. Perhaps it
should read: ―… shall be monitored by an independent third party.‖ – and with
the addition of that term to the Glossary.

Forest Stewardship Council

Keep the first sentence as the criterion text, and others in the paragraph should
be removed as they are more suitable to be verifiers.
/
Use as verifier for 1.9
This criterion should be simplified, and the second and third sentences should
be deleted (although they could be utilized as explanatory statements for the
criterion). The following wording is suggested:
―Where required by law, The Organization shall demonstrate compliance with
anti-corruption legislation by such documentation and other means as the law
demands. If national laws do not exist which prohibits corruption by offering or
receiving bribes, whether in money or in any other form, the Organization shall
use other anti-corruption measures including or at least as effective and
transparent as integrity pacts
Companies' own policies, code of conducts/ethics should be
sufficient…companies will operate in this manner on their own and FSC cannot
force them to do so if it is not already part of their corporate culture.
An integrity pact should not simply be required in all countries, just because
national law permits it. It should be required if there is a gap in integrity (i.e
corruption issues). FSC International must provide guidance indicating that this
criterion may not need to apply in low risk countries.
This criterion needs to be re-written as it is too long and not auditable. The
details of this criterion should be covered by regional indicators as most of this
is not applicable for many regions in the world where corruption is not an issue.
For example, from the TI report referenced only 14 countries require integrity
pacts and it is not clear how many of these have FSC certified operations.
Need to avoid writing a global standard to the lowest common denominator.

Complete revision of this criterion.
The present wording is applicable only to large companies and relates to
processes and specific methodologies outside the scope of the FSC, which add
complexity to the certification process.
Corruption monitoring by an independent third party adds to the difficulty of the
process.
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Corruption monitoring by an independent third party adds to the difficulty of the
process. A review of the text is suggested, retaining the topic of corruption,
especially to have the organization take quick and transparent measures to
resolve any corruption-related legal process in which it may be involved.

Forest Stewardship Council

A review of the text is suggested, retaining the topic of corruption, specially to
have the organization take quick and transparent measures to resolve any
corruption-related legal process in which it may be involved.
The wording of criterion 1.26 seems to be directed at the Southern Hemisphere
and formulated by people supposedly above suspicion. When it establishes
"When required by law, the Organization," it brings up the question: is there a
law that allows corruption? The FSC could simplify everything and establish a
criterion requiring that those responsible for the certified management unit
should present an affidavit to the effect that they comply with legislation, do not
collude in corruption and perform their duties according to a code of ethics.
This criteria seems to be very long and actually contains about 3 criteria with
different requirements. Either simplify or break up into different criteria.
Complete revision of this criterion.
The present wording is applicable only to large companies and relates to
processes and specific methodologies outside the scope of FSC, which add
unnecessary complexity to the certification process.
Corruption monitoring by an independent third party adds costs and complexity
to the process.
A review of the text is suggested, retaining the topic of corruption, especially to
demand the organization to take quick and transparent measures to resolve any
corruption-related legal process in which it may be involved.

This should be reworded or removed. 2) It is unacceptable as it stands. 3) EN 1
about integrity pacts will not be accepted by anyone, except by the Organization
as a procedure for Certification.
4) For many Organizations, this sounds like an insult.
5) An Organization that is found to be committing acts of corruption should be
penalized in accordance with Scale, Intensity and Risk…
7) It will be very difficult to have documents about corruption signed by the
parties. Many public officials will not agree to sign, and rightly so since it is
stated as a given in this text that they are corrupt.
8) It does not recognize civilized or friendly ways to correspond to good
services; it only classifies everything as corruption. The text does not recognize
that there is retribution in the good sense of the word, nor professional, working
relations.
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I do not agree with the criterion. Is FSC become the Anti Corruption Agency
for the world? How do you expect an auditor to verify this ? Will the auditor
have to ask the forestry organization how many bribes and what value have you
participated in this past year ?

Forest Stewardship Council

9) Finally, there is no legislation that includes corruption as a mechanism and
other criteria several times talk about doing things well as ―good will‖ and ―fair
play‖.
Complete revision of this criterion.
The present wording is applicable only to large companies and relates to
processes and specific methodologies outside the scope of FSC, which add
unnecessary complexity to the certification process.
Corruption monitoring by an independent third party adds costs and complexity
to the process.
A review of the text is suggested, retaining the topic of corruption, especially to
demand the organization to take quick and transparent measures to resolve any
corruption-related legal process in which it may be involved.

REVISION (NEW VERSION): In compliance with FSC Principles and Criteria,
the Organization shall report any act of corruption by persons related to it or its
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Very important to have this criterion, should be stronger: It is not fair to ask for
measures only in country with very high level of corruption and where national
law requires measures – corruption happens everywhere and shall be fought
everywhere. New wording proposed:
1.26 (new) Where required by law, The Organization shall demonstrate
compliance with anti-corruption legislation by such documentation and other
means as the law demands. THE ORGANISATION SHALL DEVELOP AN
ANTI-CORRUPTION POLICY AND MAKE A SUMMARY AVAILABLE TO THE
PUBLIC. Where national legislation permits, and having regard to the scale and
intensity of management activities and the risk of corruption, The Organization
shall develop or participate in formal integrity pacts with other organizations in
the public and private sectors, such that each participant agrees in well
publicized statements not to engage in corruption by offering or receiving bribes,
whether in money or in any other forms. Performance related to such
statements shall be independently monitored. The Organization may use other
anti-corruption measures if these are at least as effective and transparent as
integrity pacts.
The meeting did not support the proposed criterion as currently wording. The
criterion was considered overly prescriptive. If a criterion is needed it should
focus on FM and CoC related corruption but not every kind corruption. The
issue of corruption could also be addressed through requiring transparency and
accountability of payments which are related to FM and CoC. It must be
ensured that payments are made for actual services and products.
Documentation alone, e.g. receipts, invoices is not sufficient. Another option
could be requiring a code of conduct and/or addressing this in national
indicators. Addressing corruption within FSC would be to develop a handbook or
guidance could also be an option.

Forest Stewardship Council

contractors to the proper authorities, the certifier and the FSC, as the case may
be. When there are grounds to suspect that the Organization participates in acts
of corruption, it must show evidence that it is not involved in such acts.
COMMENTS:
Change the order in the new versions of 1.26 and 1.27. This criterion should
change the order of 1.26 and 1.27; this criterion becomes 1.27.
―Scale and intensity‖ do not apply to acts of corruption.
Add in an explanatory note the reference that is found in the criterion on pacts
between the organization and other public or private organizations.
We agree with the concept involved in this Criterion, but we believe that the
wording is not clear. We support the proposal made by the Social Chamber
South, the contents of which are:
1.26 (new) In compliance with FSC Principles and Criteria, the Organization
shall report any act of corruption by its contractors or related persons to the
proper authorities and to the FSC, as the case may be. When there are grounds
to suspect that the organization participates in acts of corruption, it must show
evidence that it is not involved in such acts. One way of doing so is by signing
―integrity pacts‖.
The intention is plausible. However, we see no reason for considering scale or
intensity of management here. Corruption must be eliminated, and NOT
accepted, whatever it is. Who is going to judge the ―risk of corruption‖ and with
what criterion? We propose changing the formulation of the criterion, since it is
long and confusing, and placing it as 1.27: ―In compliance with FSC P&C, the
Organization shall report any act of corruption by persons related to it and by its
contractors to the proper authorities, the certifier and the FSC, as the case may
be. When there are grounds to suspect that the Organization participates in acts
of corruption, it must show evidence that it is not involved in such acts.‖
As well, the reference that is found in the criterion on pacts between the
organization and other public or private organizations could be added as an
explanatory note. In any case, it should be taken into account that public
officials would not sign agreements that there is no corruption.

The numbering of criteria 26 and 27 changes, 27 becomes 26 and 26 becomes
27.
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At the end of the criteria, remove ―On request‖.
It is part of the requirement.

Forest Stewardship Council

CHANGE THE PRESENT WORDING TO: In compliance with FSC Principles
and Criteria, the Organization shall report any act of corruption by persons
related to it and by its contractors to the proper authorities, the certifier and the
FSC, as the case may be. When there are grounds to suspect that the
Organization participates in acts of corruption, it must show evidence that it is
not involved in such acts.
We also propose that the original 27 should be come 26, and the reformulated
26 would become 27.
Remove the mention of permanent supervision and place in the explanatory
notes the recommendation to engage in actions to combat corruption.
Propose to consider CB‘s limit ability in finding out and rectifying corruption
very detailed, describing different cases; shorten and work with ADV-Notes or
Appendix
Do we really need to be as prescriptive as this? The first two sentences alone
seem adequate, particularly in the light of the last sentence of Explanatory Note
8
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The wording in this criterion and the explanatory notes should be improved
because there is a lack of clarity.

Forest Stewardship Council

C1.27
Not part of the basic legal module – may be housed here if that is made clear
G - This matter has nothing to do with legality.

Explanatory Note: The expectation that land owners will comply with the P&C
on all of their properties, whether certified or not, is very important to prevent
―greenwash,‖ as noted in the Explanatory Note. Given this important, this
expectations should be clearly stated in the P&C, and not left to Explanatory
Notes.
1.27 (revised 1.6) The Organization shall demonstrate a long-term
commitment to adhere to the FSC Principles and Criteria in all the Management
Units which are under the managerial control of The Organization. A statement
of this commitment shall be contained in a publicly available document that is
made The Organization shall make freely available upon request a statement of
this public commitment.
The suggested amendments to this sentence would make it much clearer that
the commitment should be public, and would make it more consistent with
Rationale statement #2 under this criterion, below.
4. The commitment of adherence to the FSC Principles and Criteria should be
contemporaneous with, or previous to, the application for certification.
4.The intention of Criterion 1.27 is for The Organization to demonstrate that it
and all subordinate parts of The Organization (including affiliates, subsidiaries
and legally associated bodies) comply, and intend to continue to comply, with
the FSC Principles and Criteria, as a prime and explicit measure against
―greenwashing‖.

Ggreenwashing‖ is the promotion of deceitful claims made by enterprises which
―participate in the FSC system while simultaneously engaging in unacceptable
forestry practices in their non-FSC certified forest and plantation areas‖; see
FSC-POL-20-002 V3-0 D2-2 Policy for the association with FSC (consultation
draft, May 2009). A term used to describe the publicity practices of organizations
that portray some environmentally friendly activities (for example, FSCcertification of some forests or products) to imply the environmental friendliness
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Demonstrating current compliance is not the same as demonstrating a ―longterm commitment.

Forest Stewardship Council

of the whole organization. (Source: FSC policy for the association with FSC,
FSC-POL-20-003 V3-0, D2-2 (2009))]
This is the definition from the Glossary (where it probably does not belong
because the term ―greenwashing‖ does not appear in the Preamble or anywhere
in the P&C). It could be considered as an alternative option for this note.
7. Which guidelines? None are specified here.
Rationale
2. Unfortunately, as currently worded the proposed criterion does not clearly do
this.
Partial certification must be allowed. In different conditions of countries there
can be a variation in the suitability of forest certification schemes which are
available. An Organization may prefer FSC FM standard as the best in a country
A, but for example other standard can be best available in country B. In many
countries there are no FSC FM standards available etc. FSC shall not take over
companies‘ possibility to make independent decisions in separate countries, i.e.
this would be discriminatory against companies owning forests in several
countries and there can be cases in which FSC would not bring any additional
value in one country, thus this might even work as obstacle to get part of
company's forests as certified.
Positive change from last draft in that ―demonstrating a long-term commitment”
now includes related policies. Also positive is the allowance for partial
certification. However, it is unclear what the implications are of the proposed
management restrictions on non-certified lands. Similarly, the requirements are
linked to policies that are not in the Standard and/or are still in draft form.
Finally, many of the conformity elements are in the explanatory note and not in
the criterion, and therefore it is difficult to know what is actually being required.
WE CANNOT SUPPORT THIS CRITERIA
We support the intention to remove ―greenwashing‖, however some of the
guidance notes to C1.27 are not practical and for some organisations, may be

outcome of forest managers undertaking management for multiple clients either
withdrawing from FSC certification or stepping away from forest owners who, for
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clients with varying philosophies resulting in certificate holders managing FSC,
PEFC and nonadvise the owner on certification it is the forest owner‘s decision on whether to

Forest Stewardship Council

managers who have international affiliations with companies who have
Unacceptable association should be controlled by the FSC Policy of
Association. Please add ―All forest management units under control of the
Organisation shall be managed to be compliant with the FSC Principles and
Criteria as far as can practically be controlled by the Organisation. If any of the
requirements cannot be met the noncompliance must be of a minor nature the
Organisation must demonstrate that the non-compliance is beyond their control
and as a minimum the FSC requirements for Controlled Wood must be met

We do note that probably without question, the non-certified client forests do
comply with ―controlled wood‖ status. However if they have to be formally
―registered‖ ie (...) run a ―Controlled wood Group Scheme‖ that too will impose
costs upon parties for whom the very reason they will not join FSC is because of
costs. Any costs of inspection also would be unfair – you could not charge the
inspected (non-certified) entity and why should certified FMU‘s have their costs
increased to cover non-certified entities. Irrespective of this possible ―modular‖
approach if the intent is to make them ultimately become certified the certain
perverse outcome is that they will take their business elsewhere from (...).
IN effect they, mainly the multitude of small landowners, will remain outside the
FSC network, they will be discouraged from reinvestment in forestry because of
the perception that they will eventually get locked into a regime that increases
their costs involuntarily. (...) themselves will be put in the position of either
making a choice to drop FSC or drop its non FSC clients – (50% of its business
in either case) or to absorb the costs of running a formal controlled wood
scheme that serves to raise our costs relative to our non-certified competators.
(...) reiterate their previous submission – Namely ―FSC & in particular CB‘s
should simply monitor and enforce a policy of accurate FMU linked FSC claims.
By way of example (...) Ltd‘s website (…) makes no statements about (...) being
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WE CANNOT SUPPORT THIS CRITERIA
As with our earlier submission we note that while the intent of the criteria is
completely valid, the mechanism is inappropriate.
We argue that FSC should manage the risk of ―Green Washing‖ by managing
the process of public statements, brand usage and chain of custody.We noted in
our previous submission that, ―Many companies like (...) do not own any forests
but manage on behalf. (...) is the largest FSC Group Scheme manager in New
Zealand with nearly 60,000ha ranging from less than 10 to several thousand.
This area is less than half the total area we manage, with management
activities including full management from planning establishment and harvesting
through to single operations management. While we encourage and inform
clients about options with respect to FSC and while we undertake all operations
in accordance with the company Environmental management system we cannot
force them to join nor make any representations that they would do so. Were
this proposed requirement enacted it would have a significant impact upon our
ability to retain a functioning FSC group scheme‖

Forest Stewardship Council

certified. It has an extensive section about FSC for those seeking certification
under the Group Scheme and lists specifically those forests under the scheme.‖
Alternatively we would accept the solution ―All forest management units under
control of the Organisation shall be managed to be compliant with the FSC
Principles and Criteria as far as can practically be controlled by the
Organisation. If any of the requirements cannot be met the noncompliance must
be of a minor nature the Organisation must demonstrate that the noncompliance is beyond their control and as a minimum the FSC requirements for
Controlled Wood must be met.
This applies to ―affiliates, subsidiaries, and legally associated bodies‖ to protect
against ―greenwashing‖. There is an involved set of notes which appear to allow
some flexibility for FSC controlled wood but, bearing in mind even PEFC timber
does not count as FSC controlled wood, this is too restrictive. For example as
worded it might be judged that UKFS compliant woods would not be admissible.
The criteria need to be expanded to include other generally accepted measures
of responsible forest management, or restricted to the FMU.
Proposed change: Either confine FSC P&C to the FMU in question OR allow
other broadly accepted evidence of responsible / sustainable forest
management to be included as evidence for other areas of activity.
Partial certification is allowed, under certain conditions, for non-members.
Therefore, it is recommended that the first sentence be revised to read: ―The
Organization shall demonstrate a long-term commitment to adhere to the FSC
Principles and Criteria‖. (The last portion of the first sentence should be
deleted.) Explanatory notes adequately explain issues related to
―greenwashing‖
It is not clear how this will be dealt with if and when the policy for association
comes into force.

The Organization as an entity for certification instead of the FMU is new and
needs further clarifications. Who has the responsibility for adhering to the
standard? The owner of the management unit or the managing organization?
And how does C1.27 comply with this?
If one managing organization has several management units with different
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For government agencies which have accountability for many management
units (i.e Quebec Canada with x MU), such a requirement will make FSC
certification (or retentions of FSC certification) of any management units
impossible. The criterion as worded does not allow for situations where a
regulatory agency is ―the organization‘ and does not have as its objective a
mandate of FSC certification on all of its MUs (over 100 in some jurisdictions).

Forest Stewardship Council

owners and different goals? Do all units under the same managing organization
need to be certified according to 1.27? Need for clarification!
- at non certified areas the CW-Criteria should be minimum aspects (―long term
commitment‖, 1.27)
Non certified parts do comply with CW requirements!
In different conditions of countries there can be a variation in the suitability of
forest certification schemes which are available. An organization may prefer
FSC FM standard as the best in country A, but for example other standard can
be best available in country B. In many countries there are no FSC FM
standards available etc. FSC shall not take over companies‘ possibility to make
independent decisions in separate countries, i.e. this would be discriminatory
against companies owning forests in several countries and there can be cases
in which FSC would not bring any additional value in one country, thus this
might even work as an obstacle to get part of company's forests as certified.
Clarify what is meant by demonstrating long-term commitment to adhere to FSC
P&C‖ on ALL Management Units under the control of the organization. Section
3.5 of the Preamble states that the P&C generally apply to the geographic
space inside the boundary or within the related landscape.
This is a clear attempt to transfer some of the more contentious issues related to
the policy on association to the P&C.

Note #7: What is the expectation for CABs to evaluate MUs not included in the
scope of the evaluation – this needs to be clearly defined.
Note #9: How can an Org demonstrate conformance with this requirement short
of undergoing a formal assessment to 30-010 for all MUs not covered by the
scope of a FSC certificate.
/
The criterion goes against the present policies of FSC International for partial
certification (FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN), area removal (FSC-POL-20-003,
2004, EN) and the association of organizations to FSC International (FSC-POL01-004, V1), insofar as it requires a long term commitment to the FSC P&C for
the adhesion of all managed units under the administrative control of one
Organization.
The guidelines go even further, in practice requiring the immediate compliance
with the P&C FSC by all management units under the administrative control of
one Organization. It should also be taken into account the formal position to the
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FSC needs to provide clear details on what their intent is for conforming to this
criterion as this has very real and significant cost implications for larger
organizations with complex corporate structures and vast forest holdings.

Forest Stewardship Council

contrary taken by FSC International, as made explicit and well argued in the
document FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN. Therefore, taking into account the
undisputable importance of the "green wash" topic, the following text is
suggested for the Criterion, incorporating the key themes included in the
Association Policy of FSC International (FSC-POL-01-004, V1):
"1.27 Those responsible for forest management must show a long term
commitment to the FSC P&C."
Other Management Units under the administrative control of the Organization
must make their information available and must show a public commitment of
non-involvement with the following themes:
a) Illegal logging or the trade in illegal wood or forest products;
b) Violation of traditional and human rights in forestry operations;
c) Destruction of high conservation values in forestry operations;
d) Significant conversion of forests to plantations or non-forest use;
e) Violation of any of the ILO Core Conventions.‖

I agree with the criterion. Finally a decent criterion
1.27 (revised 1.6.) says that the Organization shall make freely available on
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The criterion goes against the present policies of FSC International for partial
certification (FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN), excision (FSC-POL-20-003, 2004,
EN) and association of organizations to FSC International (FSC-POL-01-004,
V1), as it requires a long term commitment for the adhesion of all managed units
under the administrative control of one Organization to FSC P&C.
The guidelines go even further, in practice requiring the immediate compliance
with the P&C FSC by all management units under the administrative control of
one Organization. It should also be taken into account the formal position to the
contrary taken by FSC International, as made explicit and well argued in the
document FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN.
Therefore, taking into account the undisputable importance of the "green wash"
topic, the following text is suggested for the Criterion, incorporating the key
themes included in the Association Policy of FSC International (FSC-POL-01004, V1):
"1.27 The Organization shall demonstrate a long term commitment to the FSC
P&C.
Other Management Units under the administrative control of the Organization
shall make their information available and must show a public commitment of
non-involvement with the following themes:
a) Illegal logging or the trade in illegal wood or forest products;
b) Violation of traditional and human rights in forestry operations;
c) Destruction of high conservation values in forestry operations;
d) Significant conversion of forests to plantations or non-forest use;
e) Violation of any of the ILO Core Conventions.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

The criterion goes against the present policies of FSC International for partial
certification (FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN), excision (FSC-POL-20-003, 2004,
EN) and association of organizations to FSC International (FSC-POL-01-004,
V1), as it requires a long term commitment for the adhesion of all managed units
under the administrative control of one Organization to FSC P&C.
The guidelines go even further, in practice requiring the immediate compliance
with the P&C FSC by all management units under the administrative control of
one Organization. It should also be taken into account the formal position to the
contrary taken by FSC International, as made explicit and well argued in the
document FSC-POL-20-002, 2000, EN.
Therefore, taking into account the undisputable importance of the "green wash"
topic, the following text is suggested for the Criterion, incorporating the key
themes included in the Association Policy of FSC International (FSC-POL-01004, V1):
"1.27 The Organization shall demonstrate a long term commitment to the FSC
P&C.
Other Management Units under the administrative control of the Organization
shall make their information available and must show a public commitment of
non-involvement with the following themes:
a) Illegal logging or the trade in illegal wood or forest products;
b) Violation of traditional and human rights in forestry operations;
c) Destruction of high conservation values in forestry operations;
d) Significant conversion of forests to plantations or non-forest use;
e) Violation of any of the ILO Core Convention
It was not clear to the participants why the statement of commitment to the P&C
should only be made available upon request. It was agreed that such a
statement should be made public in any case. Accordingly, it was proposed to
revise the 2nd sentence of the criterion as follows:
‗1.27 The Organization shall demonstrate a long-term commitment to adhere to
the FSC Principles and Criteria in all the Management Units which are under the
managerial control of The Organization. The Organization shall make publicly
available a statement of this commitment.‘
It was agreed to recommend to the P&C Review WG to discuss and clarify the
extent and means for publicizing the statement, for example whether the
statement should be announced to the staff, in local newspapers, sector specific
publications etc.
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request a statement of its public commitment.
It is not necessary to say this and we would eliminate upon request, since it is a
commitment, a statement of long-term intention to adhere to the FSC Principles
and Criteria that the Organization is asked to make, so it should not be subject
to being requested. Moreover, who is a valid as requester, the certification body
or the neighbors or ……, and where would it be recorded that these persons
requested it? I believe that this is an unnecessary complication.

Forest Stewardship Council

REVIEW (INSTRUCTIONS):
At the end of the criteria, remove ―On request‖ since it is already part of the
requirement.
COMMENT:
This criterion should be 1.26.
a) Excellent. Unfortunately, the same approach is not followed in the criteria that
only require compliance with certain laws and regulations by the management
unit being assessed and by contractors ―while working under contract to The
Organization …‖ b)
This criterion would be 1.26 with the change proposed in the present 1.26.
Non certified parts do comply with CW requirements!
- at non certified areas the CW-Criteria should be minimum aspects (―long term
commitment‖, 1.27)
We commented at the time of the last draft that this criterion is virtually
unworkable. This draft has improved its workability to an extent, so long as the
Explanatory Notes are regarded as crucial to its interpretation, because at least
now we are talking about ‗it and all subordinate parts of the Organization‘ (the
wording in Note 4) rather than the previous wider concept of upward and
horizontal application.
In the (...) we could accept this criterion if compliance with the FSC policy and
procedures for Controlled Wood (CW) is added as a third alternative to
Explanatory Note 6. We note that CW compliance in other holdings is necessary
for applicants ‗testing the water‘, so why can it not also be an alternative
requirement for those subordinate parts of enterprises that may take many years
to become fully FSC compatible?
In agreement.

I can understand the need for this, but this seems difficult to prove, long and
wordy. Can this not be compressed and simplified?
The criteria under P1 have taken a very strict line with regards to being related
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(...) (and perhaps other NIs) would encourage maintaining our capacity to
develop additional policy associated with certification as it pertains to the locale
of the NI. (...) is developing a Land Sales Policy as it pertains to Forest
Management in the (...). Additionally, there are other policies that FSC has that
might be better noted in the P&C (such as the Policy of Association). We
suggest recognition of these additional policies under C1.27.

Forest Stewardship Council

to laws. Criterion 1.27 does not fit under this Principle and should be moved to
another Principle or even deleted altogether. The issue of partial certification
and how to judge commitment has proven to be very difficult to assess.
Furthermore, it includes an element for assessment which is outside of the
scope of the certification process. For this very reason, FSC has developed its
Policy on Association, approved by the FSC BoD in July 2009. Please see
relevant Board documents from 2007 to 2009 if necessary.
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How does this now relate to the policy on partial certification?

Forest Stewardship Council

P2

Explanatory Note:
1. There might be situations, e.g. in highly developed economies – especially
those that have ratified the 8 ILO core conventions, where meeting most or all of
the criteria under this criterion will be fulfilled through compliance with national
and local laws relating to labor conditions and occupational health and safety.
In all situations, compliance will be determined by CABs on a case by case
basis.
Again, we must guard against the mistaken notion that a forest operation in such
countries is automatically assumed to comply with the requirements of this
principle.
4. However, there might also be situations where national and local social and
labor laws are so weak that compliance with them will not suffice to comply with
these criteria. In other situations these laws may not properly be enforced. In
these situations the criteria under this principle will prevail and compliance with
is required. In such situations it is particularly important for CABs to carefully
assess compliance with the criteria under this principle.
This kind of language inappropriately implies that, in some other situations,
compliance with the criteria under this principle might not be required.
/
The principle on workers rights and employment conditions is new compared to
the old standard. It seems reasonable to divide the workers rights and
employment conditions from community relations.
Compared to the old standard the new draft is even more specific including also
the contractors which are working on a forest management unit. This gives an
extra challenge to companies certified for forest management.
One of the new criteria is gender equality. The intention of promoting gender
equality is good, but to have this as an international criterion for sustainable
forest management is not appropriate.
Re-organizing all worker-related requirements into Principle 2 is positive.

We support extending requirements to contractors, subcontractors and other
workers as they relate to compliance with core ILO conventions on the FMU, but
it is important to recognize the separation in relationship between the
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It is good to see that compliance with ILO conventions will be on the FMU and
not on all lands where contractors work (as was one of the options in the last
draft).

Forest Stewardship Council

Organization and contractors/workers as it applies to non-legal issues.
The principle on workers rights and employment conditions is new compared to
the old standard. It seems reasonable to divide the workers rights and
employment conditions from community relations. Compared to the old standard
the new draft is even more specific including also the contractors which are
working on a forest management unit. This gives an extra challenge to
companies certified for forest management. One of the new criteria is gender
equality. The intention of promoting gender equality is good, but to have this as
an international criterion for sustainable forest management is not appropriate.
/
Exclude explanatory note #5, since it restricts the possibility of service providers
to offer benefits beyond what is provided for in the legislation.
Delete P2
P2 is ILO that is already included in P1. So P2 is nothing more that details of
P1. Please do not repeat yourself over & over & over !
Recommendation: exclusion of explanatory note #5, since it restricts the
possibility of service providers to offer benefits beyond what is provided for
workers by local laws.
The current definition of worker was considered too narrow. It was agreed that
clarification would be required that also workers of contractors and self
employed persons contracted by the Organization and contractors would be
covered.
Rather than clarifying which criteria also apply to contractors it should be
clarified which criteria do not apply to contractors.

It was questioned whether Explanatory Note 1 would be needed at all as this
would apply to but not explicitly repeated for every other Principle as well. It was
not clear why the clarification was only provided in relation to P2. It was felt that
including the explanatory note itself but also its specific wording would weaken
the principle. It was therefore agreed to propose the following revision: ‗There
might be situations, where meeting one or more of the criteria under this
Principle will be fulfilled through compliance with national and local laws relating
to labour conditions and occupational health and safety.‘
It was also clarified that in any case there is a need to assess, in the course of
the development of indicators, whether the applicable laws would actually meet
the respective criteria.
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It was also agreed that the Principle would not reflect the title and that the title
and the Principle would have to be aligned. This has to be ensured for the other
Principles as well.

Forest Stewardship Council

WE AGREE FULLY AND SUPPORT A SEPARATE PRINCIPLE 2, WITH THE
NAME PROPOSED.
Reference to gender equality should be maintained.
General Comments
Include in this principle as an additional criterion the subject of profit sharing with
the workers.
Proposal. Relate this principle to the wage policy in the Social Management
Plan.
NEW CRITERION:
The organization and the contractors that work in the Forest Management Unit
will pay a bonus of at least 10% of the net earnings at the end of each fiscal
year, which will be distributed to workers who have met their production goals
and participated in capacity building events held throughout the year.
EXPLANATORY NOTE (NEW):
The organization and its contractors benefit from voluntary movements that
defend and promote responsible consumption by the whole world, which
undoubtedly constitutes free promotion and marketing.
2.6 new
All innovations and/or improvements to production processes and/or products
resulting from contributions by the workers must receive compensation in
accordance with the profits that these changes generate for the enterprise,
recognizing the authorship of these contributions.
Rationale: This criterion is proposed because many workers make important
innovative contributions to the enterprises, and the latter obtain a profit but do
not compensate the authors of the ideas.
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Re-organizing all worker-related requirements into Principle 2 is a positive
revision.
We have found it is important to recognize the separation in relationship
between the Organization and contractors/workers as it applies to non-legal
issues. This does not mean that we do or don‘t support extending requirements
to contractors, subcontractors and other workers as they relate to compliance
with core ILO conventions on the FMU, but that this merits full consideration.

Forest Stewardship Council

C2.1

Rationale
1c.: This is a very important statement that establishes the FSC‘s independent
ability to require compliance with its standards.
4. This is similarly an important statement of the FSC‘s fundamental right to set
its own rules.
International würde ich auch immer die Einhaltung der wichstigsten
internationalen Normen der Internationalen Arbeitsorganiation zur Grundlage
nehmen, w.z.B. Notwendigkeit der Partizipation der Beschäftigten, keine Kinderoder Gefangenenarbeit, keine Diskriminierungen etc. Hier muss es doch bereits
Formulierungen geben, die passen! Gegebenfalls sollte mit der ILO ein
Formulierungsvorschlag erarbeitet werden, der "passt"
(Die Internationale Arbeitsorganisation ist der Ansicht, dass ,,decent work for all
shoul become a global goal" und kämpft daher dafür ,,to provide workers with
basic rights."
Zitat DGB: Das wichtigste Instrument der ILO sind dabei die so genannten
"Kernarbeitsnormen". Die ILO-Kernarbeitsnormen sind insgesamt acht
internationale Übereinkommen zu grundlegenden Standards für
Arbeitsbeziehungen und -bedingungen: vom Schutz der Vereinigungsfreiheit bis
zum Verbot der Kinderarbeit sind diese Normen inzwischen zu universell
gültigen Menschenrechten erhoben worden.)
The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit shall comply with the principles and
rights of workers as defined in the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles
and Rights at Work (1998) based on the 8 ILO core conventions.

Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
We are also concerned about ratified vs. un-ratified ILO conventions. If a
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A certified Organization and all contractors working for the MU shall comply with
the workers‘ rights all the time not only when they work for the MU. Everything
else is not credible.

Forest Stewardship Council

country has not ratified some or all of the conventions, it is possible the national
law conflicts or, at least, does not support the conventions. Right-to-work laws in
the US may be a good example.
This will require work by NI‘s to assess national conformity.
See C1.17 comments. In this criterion, what appears in C.17 is missing: ….‖‖IF
THESE CONVENTIONS HAVE BEEN RATIFIED‖‖.
2) Decide on removing C1.17 or C2.1.
Place a comma after ―Unidad de Manejo‖.
Based on Motion 39 passed in the 2009 General Assembly in Cape Town, this
criterion should have a phrase added that says:
―THIS CRITERION IS APPLICABLE AND MUST BE COMPLIED WITH BY
BOTH THE ORGANIZATIONS THAT CERTIFY FORESTS AND
PLANTATIONS AND THOSE THAT CERTIFY CHAIN OF CUSTODY‖.
Although the FSC can propose other ways to comply with Motion 39, it is clear
that the rationale for the motion, that is, its spirit and text, indicates that it must
be implemented through the standards.
According to 1.27, compliance with this criterion should be required in all units
managed by ―The Organization‖. If ILO is complied with only in the management
unit that applies certification and in others there is non-compliance, this would
also be engaging in ―greenwashing‖, and in that case it is more serious since it
refers to integrity and human rights. I support the criterion expressed in the
consultation about the previous draft. This applies to C2.2 and 2.3.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Place a comma after Unidad
de Manejo.

―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.)
2.1. Correction of the wording.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Place a comma after the
words ―Unidad de Manejo‖ for better understanding.
Specify the principles referred to with the word four, just as in the reference to
the eight ILO conventions.

Forest Stewardship Council

We are very pleased that compliance with ILO principles is now confined to the
Organization and contractors working on behalf of the Management Unit, rather
the much wider approach suggested under Alternative B of last year‘s draft
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See 1.17

Forest Stewardship Council

C2.2

C 2.2: Could cause problems for SLIMF's as many are not even aware that
there is a gender issue - and in some cases it will likely be difficult even to
explain the concept. May even clash with traditional culture of indigenous
peoples? Should gender equality be imposed on them in such a case?
Gender equality is a positive addition. Will be interesting to see how it is
evaluated, enforced, and the on-the-ground impacts
We are concerned that C2.2 may be interpreted to mean that there is an
expectation that the workforce will be proportionate by gender. Also that
emplyment should be non-discriminatory in all matters.
Add to the Guidance that equal opportunity does not mean equal proportions of
populations are employed but that the Organisation does not discriminate in its
[employment] practices, i.e. use wording such as ―the organisation‘s
employment practices... [etc] shall not discriminate on the basis gender, [and
race, religion, or sexual orientation?]‖
Suggest that should be phrased ―shall provide for gender neutrality in
employment practices…….‖ This reflects a required state – ― provide for‖ but
the mechanism is via neutrality ie non discrimination. Believe this is better that
the term ―promote‖ that could be represented more by words than actions while
the term ―equality‖ is very difficult to measure and may be interpreted to mean
that there is an expectation that the workforce will be proportionate by gender.
Add to the Guidance that equal opportunity does not mean equal proportions of
populations are employed but that the Organisation does not discriminate (Is
neutral toward) all employees in its [employment] practices, i.e. use wording
such as ―the organisation‘s employment practices... [etc] shall not discriminate
on the basis gender, [and race, religion, or sexual orientation

This criterion should include at the minimum ethnic and racial equality but also
religious, national origin, and sexual orientation.
An explanation would be needed for having Criterion 2.2 in addition to Criterion
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More clarity is required in the explanatory note about what is expected of the
organization in cases where certain types of activity by women are illegal. E.G. it
is illegal for women to be chauffeurs or lorry dirvers in Saudi Arabia, although I
understand that they may be helicopter pilots. In other societies women are only
allowed out of doors in the company of a male member of their family.

Forest Stewardship Council

2.1. It was not exactly clear why 2.2 would be needed. One reason could be that
certain gender equality items are not covered by the ILO conventions.
a) See comment 2.1 regarding ―while working …‖
b) Explanatory note 2 (point 3), for more clarity (and given that it is referring to
trafficking in children) should say: in English ―their children‖, and in Spanish
―sus hijos‖.
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Thank you for providing the Explanatory Notes

Forest Stewardship Council

C2.3

C 2.3: Serious issue for SLIMF's en developing countries! In Honduras and
Nicaragua communities and small holders do not have access to the equipment
specified in the ILO Code of Practice for financial reasons and/or simply
because they can't buy them anywhere near their community - and for some
types of equipment they would have to go abroad to buy it! In other words, thy
can't even meet the recommendations of the Code of Practice.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Compliance with national laws regarding health and safety is required
according to Criterion 1.18. Complying with these national laws if their
provisions meet or exceed the recommendations of the code will suffice to
comply with this criterion, and should be evaluated by CABs on a case by case
basis
The rationale for this is similar to previous comments and proposed edits.
Duplicated with 1.16 and 1.18
This criterion has attempted to in to include contractors is in its scope. This is
important since the international Labor organization convention does not cover
contractors explicitly. A suggestion might be to strengthen this criterion by
explicitly stating that for the purposes of the principles and criteria contractors
are considered as employees. This is consistent with the wording of legislation
in Australia and New Zealand for example occupational safety and health
legislation.
Suppliers should be included wherever contractors is used – they are virtually
interchangeable and suppliers may not operate ―under contract‖

Exceptions to the full application of recommendations in the ILO CODE
(Occupational Health & Safety Practices of the International Labor
Organization). Not all operational techniques considered in the Code are
applicable to the various situations of woodland and managed forests in the
world.
/
We support this Criteria - The health and safety of forest workers is fundamental
and has been variably interpreted. We support a consistent approach and
minimum level of health and safety across all FMUs.
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―Under Contract‖ is ambiguous – why not use the time-tested ―under the
Organization management control‖???

Forest Stewardship Council

Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
NI gap analysis vs national and sub-national legislation is required
The ILO conventions have a high level of requirements and many firm are not
quite in compliance with national or local workers right requirements.
Suggestion: ―The Organization and all contractors while working under contract
to The Organization for the Management Unit shall implement health and safety
practices to protect workers from occupational safety and health hazards. These
practices shall be proportionate to scale intensity and risk of management
activities and meet or exceed the recommendations of the ILO Code of Practice
on Safety and Health in Forestry Work.‖
The wording of criterion and note # 2 is confusing. It is unclear if the H&S
practices need to meet or exceed LIO conventions. There is too much
extraneous verbiage – keep it simple and change to ……….H&S practices shall
meet or exceed ILO Conventions as that is what it seems to state in a
roundabout way.
Concerns about the full application of recommendations in the ILO CODE
(Occupational Health & Safety Practices of the International Labor
Organization): not all operational techniques considered in the Code are
applicable to the various situations of scale, woodland and managed forests in
the world.
C1.18 is redundant; it can be removed and be left in C2.3.

Criteria 1.18 and 2.3. Contracts. Several criteria refer to the organization‘s
contracts for the performance of various forestry activities, for example, in
indicator 1.18 and 2.3. The form that such contracts should take is not specified
and we in (...) propose that it be established as a written document and
recorded in the Organization‘s documentation to be made available to the
auditor and to the government agencies. We understand that to date much of
the work done by contractors and sub-contractors is by verbal agreement, so it
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Concerns about the full application of recommendations in the ILO CODE
(Occupational Health & Safety Practices of the International Labor
Organization): not all operational techniques considered in the Code are
applicable to the various situations of scale, woodland and managed forests in
the world

Forest Stewardship Council

is not possible for the auditor to verify the functions, the worker training, or the
legality of the company hired and the contract itself. Therefore, written contracts
should be requested for each contracting event and they should appear in a
record such as proposed in criterion 1.5 for authorization of the forestry activities
that will be covered by the contracts.
a)
b)

See comment 2.1 regarding ―while working …‖
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) See Spanish
translation: Change ―proporcionadas‖ to ―proporcionales.‖

TRANSLATION: Replace ―proporcionadas‖ with ―proporcionales‖.
Change ―proporcionadas‖ to ―proporcionales.‖
In the wording, Replace ―proporcionadas‖ with ―proporcionales.‖
―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
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Propose remove the reference to scale & intensity, as it implies that meeting or
exceeding ILO code of practice is not equally applied for all. Propose new
wording: ―These practices shall assess the risk of management activities and
meet or exceed the recommendations of the ILO Code of Practice on Safety and
Health in Forestry Work‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C2.4

C 2.4: (...) of course supports that forestry workers are paid a fair wage. But as
the criterion is formulated now it could cause serious problems for at least some
types of SLIMF's - both regarding the minimum wage itself and especially
regarding the same requirement for contractors.
Change ―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖.
1. Entweder es gibt gesetzliche Mindestlöhne, dann sind diese in den absolut
meisten meisten Fällen nicht forstlich, oder es gibt tarifliche Mindestlöhne, dann
sind diese forstlich, aber natürlich nicht für alle Betriebe bindend, sondern nur
für die Betriebe, die Mitglied der Tarifgemeinschaft sind.
Für mich wäre der Kompromiß: Wenn Forsttarife bestehen, müssen diese
eingehalten werden. Wenn keine tarifvertraglichen Löhne (sonstige
Arbeitsbedingungen? Was sagt der Lohn ohne Arbeitszeitregelung aus??) für
die Forstbetriebe bestehen, muss ein gesetzliche Mindestlohn - so vorhanden eingehalten werden. Besteht beides nicht, kann nur auf ortsübliche Löhne
vergleichbarer Branchen abgehoben werden (ob das die Industrie ist, wage ich
zu bezeifeln, ich halte diese Forderung für illusorisch!), also Galabau, Gärtnerei
o.ä.
It is probably going to be difficult to decide want the industry minimum standard
is and in the UK.
Nobody tendering contracts in the UK is allowed to insist that the workforce is
paid in excess of the legal minimum wage. Proposed change: Omit or
exceed industry minimum standards where these are higher than the legal
minimum wages.
Contractors combined with workers. Not a problem to say contractors should
follow all rules, but the certificate holder has to provide the documentation and
that is an unnecessary burden and blurs a very important line between
contractors and employees in the U.S.
Add to industry minimum standards – ―….or as derived by independent survey
of sector wage rates‖

The comparison between industry and forest wages is not feasible.
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Note 6- add: ..‖or represent those established by an average efficient contractor
in the region.

Forest Stewardship Council

As pointed out for criterion 1.19 already, this indicator does not reflect on the
day to day working realities even in an industrialized country as Germany.
Contracting involves payment by results, it does not control the working
conditions of the contractors and their employees.
Besides ,again, that these regulations can not be controlled effectively by the
FMU.
Was sind denn vergleichbare Industrielöhne für im Wald tätige Saisonarbeiter,
wie z.B. Pflanzer, Pfleger etc.?
Außerdem gibt es verschiedene Qualitäten von Unternehmern. Dies können
hochprofessionelle forstliche Dienstleister genauso gut wie
Saisonarbeiter/Schüler mit Gewerbeschein sein. Auch diese Regelung erscheint
uns für Deutschland wenig zielführend, insbesondere da der Autitor jederzeit die
Entlohnung in Kombination mit der getätigten Leistung überprüfen kann.
Zustimmung (Agreement)
Paying wages higher than the legal wage cannot be required, always provided
that the established minimum is paid.
Suggestion: ―The Organization and all contractors while working under a
contract to The Organization for the Management Unit shall pay wages that
meet or exceed industry minimum standards where these are higher than the
legal minimum wages.‖
The use of the expression "industrial minimum wage" can give the impression
that the salary base will be determined by the type of industrial activity. It is
suggested that the average regional wage be used as standard for the Forestry
Sector.

I do not agree with this criterion, for three reasons:
a) Wage is one part of the benefits that the worker receives. Besides this,
there are other benefits, but they are not considered in this criterion.
b) It is difficult to establish the wage for the various positions in an
organization, from the nursery to harvest and shipping. A very detailed
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The use of the expression "industrial minimum wage" can give the impression
that the salary base will be determined by the type of industrial activity.
It is suggested that the average regional wage be used as standard for the
Forestry Sector.
If the proposal in the criterion is to match the rural salary scale with the industrial
salary scale, the socioeconomic impact of this measure should be assessed,
specially in the case of certified small and medium enterprises.

Forest Stewardship Council

c)

study would be required to show that the wage being paid is the industry
wage. Also, values vary depending on the season and geographic region,
in addition to other local factors, so that a comparison will never be
objective.
It will be practically impossible for the auditor to audit this objectively. In
many places there is no information that will allow it to be audited
objectively.

For this criterion to remain, it would be necessary to add that it applies in cases
where there is no legal minimum wage (as clarified in the explanatory notes).
Remove the term ―industry standards‖ and replace with ―minimum industry
wage‖.
The use of the expression "industrial minimum wage" can take to
comprehension that the forest salary base will be determined by industrial
activities.
It is suggested that the average regional wage should be used as standard for
the Forestry Sector.
If the proposal of the criterion is to match the rural salary scale with the industrial
salary scale, the socioeconomic impact of this measure should be previously
considered by FSC.
C1.18 is redundant; it can be removed and be left in C2.3.
The use of the expression "industrial minimum wage" can take to
comprehension that the forest salary base will be determined by industrial
activities.
It is suggested that the average regional wage should be used as standard for
the Forestry Sector.
If the proposal of the criterion is to match the rural salary scale with the industrial
salary scale, the socioeconomic impact of this measure should be previously
considered by FSC.
It was agreed that referring to minimum standards could result in an orientation
towards the lowest wage paid in the country. It was therefore proposed to
remove the word ‗minimum‘.

‗In 2006, according to the ILO more than 90% of all countries had legislation
regarding minimum wage fixing (Source: Minimum wages policy, Conditions of
Work and Employment Program, Information Sheet No. W-1). Region is
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It was also agreed that the criterion must require timely payment. Additionally
the meeting recommended adding a reference to other mechanism for
determining adequate living wages and to revise explanatory note 8 as follows:

Forest Stewardship Council

understood as the smallest geographical area possible. For example, where no
legal and no industry minimum standard exist for the province/federal state the
national legal or industry minimum standard applies. Where none exist on the
national level reference should be made to legal or industry minimum standards
as established in neighbouring countries. If that is not possible best available
mechanisms for determining adequate living wages are to be applied.‘
Finally, the term ‗wages‘ needs definition.
TRANSLATION: Replace ―normas‖ with ―estándar‖. It is not clear what ―normas‖
refer to.
REVISION: The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract
to The Organization for the Management Unit shall pay wages that meet or
exceed minimum standards in the forestry sector where these are higher
than the legal minimum wages.
There was concern that the minimum for one ―sector‖ (e.g., mining) might be
different from that of another ―sector‖ (e.g., forestry), thus it should be explicit
that we are referring to the forestry sector.
REVISION INSTRUCTIONS:
Change the explanatory notes to clarify that they refer to the forest sector and
not to the industry in general.
COMMENT:
Should not apply to SLIMFs.
Change the word ―industry‖ to ―the forest industry minimum….‖
Does not apply to SLIMF
Change the explanatory note stating that it refers to the forest sector.
Remove the word ―minimum‖.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―normas‖ to
―estándar.‖

―The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit‖ is not a good wording (very long and
complicated). Suggestion: ―Forest Operation‖. That means that all work which is
done in the FMU shall follow the national FSC-Standard.
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Correction to the Spanish version:
―… que cubran o rebasen los salarios aplicados en el sector forestal‖.
Correction to the Spanish version:
―… that meet or exceed the wages applied in the forest sector.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

The use of the concept ―industry standards‖ is not appropriate for the forest
sector. We propose the following wording:
The Organization and all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit shall pay wages that meet or exceed
those applied in the forest sector/forestry standards where these are higher than
the legal minimum wages.
We propose the establishment of a specific requirement for communities,
indigenous people and any others of this kind:
2.5 The Organization if it is a community, or is constituted by indigenous people
or by any other group of a native or any other character shall implement working
practices aimed at maintaining health and safety practices, and wage
agreements in accordance with their customs and customary rights.
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Repetition and ramping up of last clause in 1.19.

Forest Stewardship Council

C2.5

C 2.5: This criterion could also cause serious problems for SLIMF's in general
and in developing countries in particular - many do not even understand the
concept, how to develop a mechanism then? Health insurance is generally way
beyond what is possible for SLIMF operations in the global south - what then are
they to do to comply with this criterion?
The organization through engagement with workers shall have mechanisms for
resolving grievances and for providing fair compensation to employees for loss
or damage to property, occupational diseases, or occupational injuries to
employees ,sustained while working for The Organization.
Rationale: This proposed criterion incorporates part of the existing Criterion 4.5,
and also addresses a gap in the original FSC Principles and Criteria.

Agree strongly with explanatory note 6. If this was not included we may not be
able to support the Criteria.
This criterion needs to be revised to be auditable. Do you mean a grievance
procedure that has been developed through consultation with the workers and
then that procedure is applied when conflicts arise? Or do you mean a
grievance procedure that is developed at the time of the conflict through
consultation with the workers?
The expression "fair compensation" is unclear. It is not clear who will decide as
to blame or responsibility in cases of accident, loss, and work related injuries. It
is not clear what measures will be acceptable as fair compensation.
The expression "fair compensation" is unclear. It is not clear who will decide
about responsibilities in cases of accident, loss, and work related injuries. It is
not clear what measures will be acceptable as fair compensation.

The expression "fair compensation" is unclear. It is not clear who will decide
about responsibilities in cases of accident, loss, and work related injuries. It is
not clear what measures will be acceptable as fair compensation.
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Remove from the Spanish version, ―THROUGH THE ENGAGEMENT OF THE
WORKERS‖ in the first line. If it is removed, the Criterion continues to be clear
and direct.

Forest Stewardship Council

REVISION:
The organization through engagement with workers shall have mechanisms and
procedures for resolving grievances and for providing fair compensation for
loss or damage to property, occupational diseases, or occupational injuries to
employees, while working for The Organization.
a)
See comment 2.1 regarding ―while working …‖
b)
Add after ―mechanisms‖: ―and procedures‖.
b) New Criterion: 2.6 The Organization and its Contractors that work in the
Management Unit, at the end of each fiscal year shall pay a bonus of at least
10% of their net profits, which shall be distributed to the workers who have
achieved their production and qualification goals based on the training received
during the year.
Explanatory note: The organization and its contractors benefit from voluntary
movements that defend and promote responsible consumption by the whole
world, which undoubtedly constitutes free promotion and marketing.
After ―mechanisms, add the word ―Procedures.‖
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Translation issue: change
the words ―del involucramiento‖ to ―la participación‖.
Correction to wording: Include ―…shall have mechanisms/procedures to solve‖
There is disagreement on the issue of compensations.
Should be specified in the contract or established in the law.
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Modify the explanatory note to include ―provided that it was so agreed with the
worker.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

P3

Very important to keep this principle strong
I'm not sure if it is better than the present formulation. In the present P&C is
says the that legal and costumary rights shall be recognized and RESPECTED.
And we actually think that is a stronger formulation than "identify and uphold"?
Explanatory Note: The Note does not acknowledge indigenous people, like
British Columbia‘s First Nations, who do not have ―legal‖ title under a treaty, but
have unextinguished titles and rights to the land. Court cases have affirmed
this.
This wording is better than previous formulations of this principle.
Compared to the old version of the P&C the principle of Indigenous peoples
rights have been tightened very much. It is a big difference from recognizing
indigenous peoples rights to identify and uphold them. This makes forest
management in areas with indigenous people more complicated. Recognition of
the rights should be enough.
Please define ―uphold‖ in the explanatory notes. Suggestion: To support,
respect, acknowledge, and not diminish legal rights of ownership or use.
Customary right can be included with legal rights in the preceding sentence if
the original definition of ―customary rights‖ is retained. The proposed definition
(in this version of the standard is too vague to use.

The rationale identifies that ‗Uphold‘ is stronger than ‗recognize and respect‗
without providing any reason for how previous wording was deficient. In
Canada, existing P3 wording led to a separate Indig. Chamber and a
comprehensive set of indicators. ‗Uphold‘ places an onus on an ‗organization‘
that would be equivalent to the Indig. Group itself and places the organization in
the middle of jurisprudence issues vs its rightful focus on development of
agreements with the Indig. Org.
Revert to original language of principle or change uphold to ―..shall not inhibit
the ability of IP to pursue…‖
Guidance is needed to clarify how indigenous rights should be defined beyond
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As mentioned in General comments, some of the proposed criteria are more like
standards and must therefore be developed nationally.

Forest Stewardship Council

legal designations. In countries with strong legal systems, ―rights‖ and ―legal
rights‖ may be perceived as fundamentally the same. In other words, if not
legally recognized, it‘s not a ―right‖. Differing perspectives can exist even for preexisting uses that can be reasonably demonstrated as well established and that
have not been relinquished through valid conveyances. In general, application
of the fundamental concept of ―rights‖ can be quite controversial, and for that
reason careful guidance is required to ensure consistent and accurate
interpretations of the intent of the P&C. National Indicators can be used to
interpret this concept within the appropriate contexts, but clear guidance will still
be necessary to ensure consistency and to ensure the intent of the Criterion is
captured.
―Indigenous Peoples‖ is capitalized in some places, not in others.
A logical sequence of Criterion is (using existing numbering of Criterion): 3.1
focused exclusively on identification of indigenous people (first sentence only);
then 3.4 focusing on identifying rights of indigenous people to include the
second sentence of existing Criterion 3.1; then 3.2 focusing on maintaining
influence over activities to the extent necessary to protect rights and resources;
then 3.3 focusing on delegation of control with free/prior/informed consent by
taking the last sentence out of 3.2 and combining it with 3.3; then 3.5, then 3.6
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish to what situations each criterion is applicable. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and each criterion thereof) are applicable or not.
The criteria should be more specific, including to assist in the creation of
indicators.
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish to what situations each criterion is applicable. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and each criterion thereof) are applicable or not.

(…)
1. There should be a clear indication that there are three categories of, may I
call them, neighbours? Viz. indigenous people, traditional people and local
communities.
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Accepted. We must emphasize again how much we appreciate the explanatory
notes. They really add value to our understanding and the thought processes of
the reviewers. There are no specific points we wish to raise with the criteria.

Forest Stewardship Council

You will see from my comments under P2 and P4 that my understanding
"evolved" as I went through the document. I have left my comments as I
originally recorded them to give some indication as to the confusion I was
originally faced with, and how this confusion was cleared up as I went through
the document. This confusion also existed among our FSA members in the
submission of their comments.
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish the applicability of the criterion to each situation. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and thereof each criterion) are applicable or not,
for example for each of the following cases:
1. Organization (company) that operates / manages in community areas,
and that has an agreement / contract with them to manage;
2. Organization (company) that manage in its own, but having communities
(within, adjacent or around) with customary rights;
3. Communities that own the areas and are responsible for their
management;
4. Cases of overlapping areas with indigenous communities.
In Brazil, in most cases communities are holding areas and are responsible for
their management activities. In this case this principle seems to be not
applicable.
This principle should also address the "internal relations" in the case of
communities that manage their own areas, where some of them are part of
certificate management and some are not.
I agree
As usual P3 & P4 have significant overlap and should be combined.

As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish the applicability of the criterion to each situation. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and thereof each criterion) are applicable or not,
for example for each of the following cases:
1. Organization (company) that operates / manages in community areas,
and that has an agreement / contract with them to manage;
2. Organization (company) that manage in its own, but having communities
(within, adjacent or around) with customary rights;
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Uphold= To support, prevent from being weakened; better to use WILL
SUPPORT, as the other will be questioned legally.

Forest Stewardship Council

3. Communities that own the areas and are responsible for their
management;
4. Cases of overlapping areas with indigenous communities.
In Brazil, in most cases communities are holding areas and are responsible for
their management activities. In this case this principle seems to be not
applicable.
This principle should also address the "internal relations" in the case of
communities that manage their own areas, where some of them are part of
certificate management and some are not.
Very important to keep this principle strong and clear.
:
3.2 and in general for chapter 3: Human, Financial and Legal resources are
required if the indigenous peoples in a equivalent manner should be able to
watch over and contribute to the decision making process. This should be
complemented in some way.
Recommend revising to read: ―The Organization shall recognize and uphold
Indigenous Peoples‘ legal and customary rights of ownership, use and
management of land, territories and resources affected by management
activities, as identified by affected Indigenous Peoples.‖
Rationale: Indigenous Peoples commonly have legal or traditional requirements
about who has the authority to identify their ownership, management and use
rights and the process for doing so (e.g., feast system) and may not wish (or not
be permitted by Indigenous law/tradition) to delegate this authority to the
Organization; i.e., it may be inappropriate for FSC to require the manager to
identify these rights. There DOES need to be a proactive obligation on the
Organization to ensure that the Indigenous Peoples in question have the
capacity to identify rights potentially impacted by management activities
themselves (e.g., financial resources/ technical capacity for mapping or
surveying; logistical costs and compensation for the time of Indigenous
knowledge holders to identify rights potentially impacted by management
activities. Explanatory notes must make it clear that this information and
documentation belongs to the Indigenous Peoples‘ in question and crossreference C 3.6.

The progress made to date establishes a firm platform for FSC in the future
advocacy and support of indigenous and traditional peoples' rights and values. I
am certain that there will be some areas that will require further, practical, fine
tuning and modification once these changes become operational. Meantime, the
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I generally agree that the new P and C's relating to P3 and P4 incorporate key
statements made at these regional fora and represent a marked improvement
on the previous P and C's.

Forest Stewardship Council

efforts of everybody involved, especially the Review Team, should be
applauded.
TRANSLATION: Replace ―declarará procedentes‖ with ―respetará‖.
COMMENT:
It is important that traditional peoples who have legal recognition in the country
be treated as indigenous peoples rather than local communities.
This principle indicates, and this also appears in several other places, the
compulsory nature of compliance with ILO Convention 169 and the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, BUT Principle 1, in Criterion
1.17, 1.22 – for example – speaks only of ratified agreements or conventions.
To avoid contradictions, there should be an explicit way in the wording of the
criteria, such as ―nevertheless‖, to indicate that the convention, international
agreement, etc. applies even though it has not been ratified by the country.
a) It would be interesting to know how the discussion about ―traditional‖
peoples was conducted, and the concept used, because we are impressed
by the results. In any case, it was correct to take into consideration the
criterion of ―self identification‖, but this was just made clearly explicit in P4
(and obviously is among the articles to be considered from ILO 169).
However, what is not very clear is the part related to the legislation in force
in the countries, and apparently there would be a contradiction.
b) Collective rights were not considered, except for the reference made in
international instruments (UN Declaration, ILO169). It should be stated
explicitly in the criteria, not only in the explanatory notes, and even worse if
they are not binding or mandatory.
c) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The term ―uphold‖ in
English is excellent, but perhaps in the Spanish version ―declarará
procedentes‖ should be changed to ―respetará‖, unless a lawyer has an
opposite opinion.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―declarará
procedentes‖ to ―respetará‖.
This cannot be applied directly to: self-recognized peoples (the case of Pygmies
in Africa)?

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Replace ―La organización
identificará y declarará procedentes los derechos jurídicos…‖
by ―La
organización respetará los derechos jurídicos…‖.
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General Comments
Remove the phrase ―under contract‖ from all the criteria (by a majority vote).

Forest Stewardship Council

We are unsure of the implications of adding UN declaration on the rights of
Indigenous Peoples and ILO convention 169 in terms of need to develop
additional requirements. We hope that this has been thoroughly investigated by
FSC.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The word ‖declarará‖ should be
replaced with ―respetará‖ because this term is closer to the English proposal.
Also, add the word ―influenced‖ after ―affected‖ because the latter has a negative
connotation while the former may be positive or negative.
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The Organization shall identify and uphold Indigenous Peoples‘ legal and
customary rights of ownership, use and management of land, territories and
resources affected and influenced by management activities,

Forest Stewardship Council

C3.1

What is the guidance in the case that indigenous peoples are not recognized in
a country? E.g. Malaysia and most of Africa (e.g. pygmies). Tough luck for the
indigenous peoples or should the organization then apply ILO 169 and
conventions themselves?
Appears to be a good new addition.
The form of this phrase widely preferred by Indigenous Peoples is the plural
version with upper case initial letters. Thus the FSC should use that form.
However, when quoting from other sources, like the International Declaration
(below), the form used in those sources must be adhered to.
Explanatory Note:
1. The criterion requires identification of Iindigenous Ppeoples with a fair and
legitimate claim to be allowed access to benefits, goods or services from the
forest. They include those who have affirmed their rights to lands, forests and
other resources based on long established usage, and also those who have not
yet done so (from a lack of awareness or empowerment). Organizations should
take account of all existing claims of rights.
And then do what? This leaves unresolved the matter of pending claims which
may be legitimate, and how Organizations can avoid compromising such claims.
The phrase ―take account of‖ is a vague term often used by FSC‘s competitors
like the SFI, and thus is not an ideal choice here. Perhaps a word like ―respect‖
would be more appropriate.
Change ―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖. Include the terms neighboring or
adjacent.
Should include the Management Unit‘s religious uses and values.

According to law it is not allowed for a organization to make any list based
on race of people. Therefore, it is not possible always to identify who is e.g.
Sami in Finland
Compared to the old version of the P&C the principle of Indigenous peoples
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It is a big difference from recognizing indigenous peoples rights to identify and
uphold them. This makes forest management in areas with indigenous people
more complicated. Recognition of the rights should be enough.
Proposal for wording ―… identify their legal or recognize customary rights of …‖

Forest Stewardship Council

rights have been tightened very much. It is a big difference from recognizing
indigenous peoples rights to identify and uphold them. This makes forest
management in areas with indigenous people more complicated. Recognition of
the rights should be enough.
Proposal for wording ―… identify their legal or recognize customary rights of …‖
Whilst understand is the intent of this criterion it should be noted that that is not
always easy to identify indigenous peoples. In Australia and areas the
aboriginal people have been historically dissociated from their own land to an
extent were local populations and are no longer clearly identifiable and things
like sacred sites of have been lost. A suggested wording may be ―as far as is
possible‖.
The language of the criterion is acceptable; however, the Explanatory Note
raises concern.
The Explanatory Note # 1 and 2 seem to task the Organization with making
certain determinations of claims or rights that may be federal issues, such as
treaty rights, or formal recognition of an Indian tribe. The state does not have
the legal authority or the expertise to determine such claims.
This is more a standard than a criterion: The criterion state that the
organization shall identify… and through engagement etc. Activities are
described and not criteria. Criteria like this may block up the work with national
adapted standards.
Too many details to be a criterion. Should be developed in the national standard
instead.
Deleted Note 4 – This is well beyond what should be required of an
Organization as it is well beyond what Indig. Groups in Canada expect of
companies seeking FSC. This type of process is long term, legally proscribed
and the accountability of those rights holder.

Proposed edit: The Organization shall identify all indigenous peoples that exist
within the legal jurisdiction(s) of the Management Unit and/or are potentially
affected by management activities. The Organization shall engage these
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Compared to the existing P&C the principle of Indigenous peoples rights
hasbeen tightened very much. It is a big difference from recognizing indigenous
peoples rights to identify and uphold them. This makes forest management in
areas with indigenous people more complicated. Recognition of the rights
should be enough. Proposal for wording ―… identify their legal or recognize
customary rights of …‖

Forest Stewardship Council

Indigenous Peoples for the purpose of identifying their rights of tenure, access
to and usage of forest resources, customary rights, legal rights and obligations
that apply to the Management Unit.
Explicitly requiring identification of Indigenous People and their rights is a solid
improvement. But auditors should not be directed to rely solely on Indigenous
Peoples for identifying rights. Proper authorities should also be solicited. This
point is made in Explanatory Note #2. Suggest removing ―through engagement
with these Indigenous Peoples‖ from the Criterion language and integrating it
with Explanatory Note #2. Or, conversely, integrate these points from
Explanatory Note #2 into the Criterion in a more comprehensive manner
Also, remove the last sentence and combine it with 3.4, which is focused on
identifying rights.
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish to what situations each criterion is applicable. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and each criterion thereof) are applicable or not.
The criteria should be more specific, including to assist in the creation of
indicators.
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish to what situations each criterion is applicable. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and each criterion thereof) are applicable or not.
I agree

See comments on Principle above: Explanatory notes for 3.1 must clarify that
requirements of C. 3.2, 3.3, 3.6 etc. apply to Indigenous Peoples‘ right to
maintain control over identifying the nature and extent of their rights potentially
impacted by management activities, according to their own laws and traditions;
i.e. manager may not do so unless delegated with FPIC. There should be a
positive obligation on the manager to proactively ensure IP have necessary
capacity to identify potentially impacted rights
Insert ―whose indigenous rights‖ are affected by management activities. If other
sorts of rights are affected, then this would be covered under P4.
The indigenous people referred to in this principles are only those who exist
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By removing ―FIRST‖, the text is clearer. 2) Here, it is clearer to use
AGREEMENT instead of engagement.

Forest Stewardship Council

within the management unit. What about those living around the management
unit? Is it already covered with the next words (or are affected by the
management activities?
TRANSLATION: Replace the word ―involucramiento‖ with ―participación‖. The
Word ―participación‖ is more adequate.
It is not only Indigenous Peoples and their rights within the management unit
that should be identified, because the activities conducted in the management
unit can affect or infringe on the rights of P1 in adjacent areas.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―involucramiento‖ to
the word ―participación‖.
3.1 (new) The organization shall first identify the indigenous peoples that exist
within the management unit, and those that are nearby, neighbors, or that are
affected by management activities. The organization shall then through
engagement with these indigenous peoples identify their rights of tenure,
access to and usage of forest resources, customary rights, legal rights and
obligations, that apply within the management unit.
Rationale: There are communities that are not within the management area and
are not affected by management activities, but they are neighbors or nearby
(close without being adjacent) that have rights of tenure or access and usage of
forest resources.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Correction of the wording.
Change ―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖ (in English, engagement).
Translation: ―el involucramiento‖ should read ―participación‖ – repeated in
various places.
Again, the word ―affected‖ should be changed by ―influenced‖.
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The term ―involucramiento‖
should be replaced with ―con la participación‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

C3.2

C 3.2: "extent necessary" is unclear and vague language. Consider to delete.
Explanatory note 4: If indigenous peoples do not delegate control to the
organization, we would expect that the Organization would not get a FSC
certificate?? I hope this is a misunderstanding?? Please clarify.
If the proposed 3.2 opens up for the certification of forest concessions violating
indigenous peoples rights we are 100% against it!
Explanatory note 6: Needs more specific guidance. Our experience from Bolivia,
Nicaragua and Honduras show how easy it is for companies to make
agreements with traditional leaders without consensus in the community. Thus
in order to ensure informed consent companies need to engage with the entire
community over some time using participatory approaches in accordance with
traditional decision making processes.
Rationale 2: Guidance is confusing - do an organization have to get prior
consent from indigenous peoples with legal and/or customary rights before
management activities - yes or no??
Explanatory Note:
1. This criterion does not preclude the right of Iindigenous Ppeoples to manage
or operate their own Management Unit; (see also FSC-GUI-30-004 FSC
Principles 2 and 3: Guidance on Interpretation, section 4.1).
4. The first sentenceparagraph of the criterion applies in situations where the
Iindigenous pPeoples themselves have not delegated control to The
Organization. In these cases they have a right to control the management
activities to the extent necessary to protect their rights, resources and territories.
5. In cases where the community has delegated control to The Organization,
Criterion 3.3 applies.
Which community? No ―community‖ has been previously mentioned. If it is an
Indigenous Peoples‘ community, then this should be clarified.

―Indigenous people may delegate control to third parties with free, prior and
informed consent.‖
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Uphold is too strong when matters of rights and control are being decided by
government to government negotiations where the Organization is not a party.
See wording proposed for P3

Forest Stewardship Council

> Not applicable in the case of Congo basin.
In the Congo Basin context, the indigenous people don‘t‘ legally have
established territory rights with geographical limit. Forest concessions are
attributed by the State based on the ―zonage‖ process with a few considerations
on the consent of local communities.
> If applicable, who should be identified as the third party to whom the
indigenous people can delegate the control?
Remove or move to explanatory note: ―Indigenous people may delegate control
to third parties with free, prior and informed consent‖. It is not auditable.
The sentence in the Criterion that starts with ―Indigenous People may delegate
control to third parties …‖ should be removed from the Criterion and added to
Explanatory Notes. The statement is intended to provide context, and can not
be used as performance measure of the management organization. This
statement is also redundant with Criterion 3.3
Contrary to Rationale #1, I don‘t see that this language clarifies the rights of
Indigenous People. In fact the language is somewhat circular (―uphold the legal
and customary rights …. to protect their rights …‖)
Replace ―maintain control of‖ with ―influence‖ or similar language to avoid
perception that landowners are required to relinquish control of their operations,
which can be a ‗deal killer‘ for many landowners
Change on the criterion – new text: ― The Organization shall recongnize and
stabilish, together with the indigenous people, managemet activities inside the
areas (security reason). The Organization and the indigenous people can count
with third parties, only when the free and previous consent between both parts
exist.
With regard to the last sentence: I think it would be good to specify the third
party (the Organization). If this stays undefined the indigenous people might
delegate to some kind of subcontractor who could not at all be engaged in
responsible forest management and might have a negative influence on the total
forest management of the Management Unit by the Organization. See also my
comment on 4.2.

At the beginning, delete starting with ―The Organization….uphold‖ and replace
this with THE ORGANIZATION SHALL RECOGNIZE AND SUPPORT and
continue with the text of the first paragraph. 2) The second paragraph is all right.
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I agree
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Very important to have the Free, Prior and Informed consent. Prior is crucial –
no consent can be seriously achieved if it does not happen prior to the concrete
activity on the area of IP.
Recommend editing to read: ―The Organization shall recognize and uphold the
legal and customary rights of indigenous peoples to maintain control over
management activities within or related to the Management Unit AND to protect
their rights, resources, lands, and territories.‖ Rationale: the phrase ‗to the
extent necessary to protect…‖ places a limitation on rights that may not be
present in indigenous laws and traditions. Same problem with point 4 of
explanatory notes
TRANSLATION: Replace ―declarará procedentes‖ with the word ―respetará‖.
TRANSLATION: Replace the word ―control‖ with ―administración”.
REVISION:
The Organization shall recognize and uphold the legal and customary rights of
indigenous peoples to maintain control over management activities within or
related to the Management Unit to the extent necessary to protect their rights,
resources and lands and territories. Indigenous peoples may delegate the
administration of the forest management unit to third parties with free,
prior and informed consent.
Change the term ―control‖ to ―administration‖, and include ―of management
activities‖, since indigenous peoples are not going to delegate control of their
lands and territories.
Change the word ―control over the activities‖ to ―administration of the activities
within the Management Unit….‖ ….….
Correction of the wording.
 (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Replace: ―La
organización identificará y declarará procedentes los derechos
jurídicos…‖ by ―La organización respetará los derechos jurídicos…‖
 Change the term ―control‖ to the word ―administration‖.
Translation: ―declarará procedentes‖ should read ―respeterá‖ – repeated in
various places
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The word ‖declarará‖ should be
replaced with ―respetará‖.
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C3.3
Suggestion: In the event of delegation of control and/or rights, a written…
(makes more sense in the light of Expl note 3)
C 3.3: Most conflicts that we know of between a company and an indigenous
community/people arise around money and communication - and as many
indigenous peoples in the south have weak internal procedures (if any) to
handle money, the organization must assume responsibility to a degree that
ensures transparency and information about payments.
This formulation is much clearer than the previous version.
Explanatory Notes:
2. The process of free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) implies the right to
refuse or withdraw consent. This application is clear in the case of legally
recognized rights, but is less clear in the case of traditional rights that are being
negotiated. This element must be covered case by case in dialogue and
negotiations.
Appears to be a good new addition, defining the conditions of an agreement.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Revise the wording. It must
be clear that monitoring should be carried out by Indigenous Peoples.
As 3.1 This prescribes to much activities in detail to be a criterion
Too many details to be a criterion. Should be developed in the national standard
instead.

This criterion seems anticipate a written agreement. This should be noted the
written agreements are not always usual in dealing with indigenous owners.
Sometimes agreements are verbal and there is no written record of issues like
renewal all renegotiation. In some cultures written agreements are even
considered vulgar and there are other traditional ways of noting an agreement,
for example in Papua New Guinea it is a tradition for parties to plant a tree
together to note an agreement. This is clearly not auditable against this
criterion.
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It is practical and good that delegation of control can be given with a written
agreement.
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Cf. comments on 3.2 (revised 3.1)
Criterion 3.3 continues in a direction, previously proposed, that requires written
agreements. Requiring this is contrary to experience, indicating that indigenous
groups may in fact not want written agreements – they want respect.
Nonsensical criterion that is not auditable as written. Moreover, Indigenous
people do not always work within the same agreement constructs as nonindigenous people. The criterion presupposes that they do by using the word
―binding‖.
This criterion is very prescriptive, for example. there is a requirement to make
provision for monitoring by the IG. What if the IG does not want to conduct
monitoring, would this result in a non-conformance for the FME.
The criterion requires a ―binding agreement‖ however note 3^ states that a
verbal agreement is acceptable. Verbal agreements are not bindings.
Revisions are needed to make this consistent
Integrate last sentence of 3.2 which is related to the theme of 3.3 – delegation of
control.
―FPIC (Explanatory Note #2) should be defined. Explanatory Note #2 is unclear.
Since the 3.2 was modified this criterion shall change too.
I agree
Good.
A basic requirement!

REVISION:
In the event of delegation of control, a written or otherwise binding agreement
between The Organization and the indigenous peoples shall be concluded
through free prior and informed consent. The agreement shall clearly define its
duration, provisions for renegotiation, renewal, termination, economic conditions
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The new 3.3 is excellent and improvement over both the existing 3.1 and a vast
improvement over Draft2. Strongly support. However, recommend deleting
explanatory note 2, which implies that the failure of governments/third parties to
recognize Indigenous rights – thus making them a matter of ‗negotiation‘ may
exempt Organizations from C 3.3, when in fact these are the situations where
Principle 3 and C 3.3. in particular are most important!

Forest Stewardship Council

and other terms and conditions. The agreement shall make provisions for the
indigenous peoples to monitor that the Organization complies with the
terms and conditions of such agreements.
Add in the explanatory notes:
There must be written evidence of agreements.
COMMENTS:
Who should monitor compliance? The indigenous peoples or the Organization?
Our proposed review is to clarify that it is the Organization who has to comply.
A written document shall always be required.
a) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Revise the formulation
regarding monitoring, because it is confusing. Who should monitor compliance
with the agreement? It should be: ―El acuerdo establecerá disposiciones para
que los pueblos indígenas puedan monitorear el cumplimiento de términos y
condiciones de tal acuerdo.‖
b) Explanatory note 6 is inadequate. How can compliance with the various
conditions of the agreement be ensured if it is not in writing? In the event of a
dispute, there can always be various versions, even if they were based on
―honor systems‖. Therefore, although there are many indigenous peoples where
an oral culture prevails, it will be necessary to ―record‖ the agreements by some
means, although they can be changed in accordance with explanatory note 7.
c) Review explanatory note 2: In general, we should speak of customary, not
traditional, rights (particularly when we are talking in these P&C about traditional
peoples that can be considered as local communities), and they in general must
be recognized and respected. Rights cannot be applied and recognized again
only in cases where they are recognized legally.
d) In explanatory note 2, we do not understand the phrase ―traditional rights that
are being negotiated.‖ Does this mean, perhaps, rights that are in the process
of legal recognition? In the context of the note, there could be a clearer wording.
See if this note contradicts C3.4 in which the various articles of the UN
Declaration and ILO 169 are mentioned explicitly.
Improve the translation in the original version (English).

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The last paragraph of this
criterion is poorly worded/translated and should read as follows:
“El acuerdo establecerá disposiciones para que los pueblos indígenas
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There must be written evidence of agreements. Add this in the explanatory
notes.
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monitoreen sus términos y condiciones.”






(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Improve the translation
Include: ―El acuerdo establecerá disposiciones para que los pueblos
indígenas monitoreen el cumplimiento de la organización con los términos y
condiciones.‖
The agreements must have evidence (which should be recorded and/or
filmed), in order to ensure their accuracy) – agreements without any
evidence that can be kept are dangerous, as they can lead to later
misunderstandings.
This is also to ensure the legal validity of the agreements. They should be in
writing.

The last paragraph in 3.2 should be included as the first part of 3.3. Also, the
translation of the last paragraph is inaccurate.
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Correct translation:
3.3 (new) In the event of delegation of control, a written or otherwise binding
agreement between The Organization and the indigenous peoples shall be
concluded through free prior and informed consent. The agreement shall clearly
define its duration, provisions for renegotiation, renewal, termination, economic
conditions and other terms and conditions. The agreement shall make provision
for monitoring of compliance with its terms and conditions by the indigenous
peoples. (This comment refers to the Spanish version.). El acuerdo establecerá
disposiciones para que los pueblos indígenas puedan monitorear el
cumplimiento de sus términos y condiciones.

Forest Stewardship Council

C3.4

Important to have this reference to UNDRIP and ILO 169.
C 3.4: Generally positive, but not sure if "uphold" is strong enough to protect the
rights. I would use "respect". But great with the direct reference to the
declaration and the convention.
T: It should be noted in the ExN that this requirement is valid even if the
conventions haven‘t been ratified by the government.
This is a strong criterion, but it is not clear its applicability in countries like
Canada, who have not signed the UN Declaration on Rights of Indigenous
Peoples.
While these new requirements will add additional burden in terms of
demonstrating conformance, we believe it is a positive step to add the UN
declaration on the rights of Indigenous Peoples and ILO convention 169.
It is unclear about implications for countries that have not signed the UN
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.
Precede the criterion with, "Absent governing state or federal laws, treaties,
or consent decrees which would take preced, the Organization shall
recognize and uphold the rights, customs and culture of indigenous peoples as
defined in the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
(2007) and ILO convention 169 (1989)."
Note that the UN Declaration and ILO Convention were not ratified in the United
States and other countries.

There does not appear to be here any recognition of the caveats necessary for
ratification of this in a Country context; particularly articles 26 & 28. In some
cases a FMU may form a small or even large part of a much bigger situation
involving indigenous peoples right and compensations for past events. These
issues may be subject to a national statutory process operating at a much
higher and larger level than any that can be influenced by the organisation. The
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There does not appear to be here any recognition of the caveats necessary for
ratification of this in a Country context; particularly articles 26 & 28. Perhaps an
explanatory note along the lines that ratification shall comply firstly with local
interpretation and processes for redress where these exist

Forest Stewardship Council

explanatory notes need an addition that recognises that the organisations role
may be absorbed within national local methods, interpretations and processes
for redress where these exist with full and informed consent of the traditional
peoples.
We are also concerned about ratified vs. un-ratified ILO conventions. If a
country has not ratified some or all of the conventions, it is possible the national
law conflicts or, at least, does not support the conventions. Right-to-work laws in
the US may be a good example.
The sentence If these conventions have been ratified nationally should be
added See criterion 1.17.
The sentence ―If these conventions have been ratified nationally‖ should be
added. See criterion 1.17. This is an example of threat against legal private
property rights in the P&C where claims for ownership of lands in opposition to
legal situations, might make certification difficult for many small private forest
owners.
Nothing said about adherence to the convention ILO 169 if ratified by the
country, which is not in line with C1.17.
Same language proposed for ‗uphold‘ as 3.2 and P3). Note that Canada is one
of a few countries not to ratify UNDRIP
- G- consistent with the Preamble
Ok, but there may be conflicts between these requirements and the local or
national laws when they are existing and could be (and are often) more accurate
(eg. forest laws).
In addition, many countries in Congo Basin have not yet ratified the ILO
convention 169 (1989), specified in the FSC-POL-30-401
Criterion 3.4 should be re-numbered as Criterion 3.1 because it ‗sets the stage‘
for the remaining Criteria by describing how indigenous peoples rights must be
defined.

At the beginning delete starting from ―The Organization….uphold‖, and replace it
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ILO Convention 169 would apply only if it is ratified by the country. Otherwise,
regulatory aspects covered by the Convention would be included that exceed
the organization‘s responsibility.
(...)
I disagree. Same as C3.2 and P1.10 need to merge with 3.2

Forest Stewardship Council

with THE ORGANIZATION SHALL RECOGNIZE AND SUPPORT and continue
with the text of the sentence.
2) The EN should include 2007 in the UN Declaration.
3) If these conventions are not binding and the countries have not ratified the
framework agreements, what will it be like finally? Would it not be better to set
limits or suggestions for it that make them compulsory? It is necessary to think
about the certification process as well, so that the applicant can begin
development ….
Important to have this reference to UNDRIP and ILO 169. This makes FSC
credible.
Seems to be a great steep forward according to the old standard.
Add explanatory note: Criterion 3.4 applies regardless of whether the national
government of the nation in which the MU is situated has ratified ILO 169
Perhaps needs qualifying text addressing ―to the extent the forest manager‘s
forest management activities affect indigenous rights‖. Otherwise, what would it
mean to ―uphold the rights‖ if there are not any identifiable indigenous land
claims and rights involved?
It was agreed to recommend to the P&C Review WG to analyze and follow up
on the comment if appropriate.
TRANSLATION: Replace ―declarará procedentes‖ with ―respetará‖.
As for 1.17, the last paragraph should be removed: ―if they have been nationally
ratified‖ to coincide with the explanatory note and 3.4.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―declarará‖ to
―respetará‖.
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Correction of the wording

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Replace: ―La
organización identificará y declarará procedentes los derechos jurídicos…‖
by ―La organización respetará los derechos jurídicos…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C3.5

crucial point
C 3.5: Great.
Good revision, though in some cases, indigenous people will not require
protection of the sites (e.g. CMTs if there is an abundance of them). It may be
more appropriate to provide indigenous people with the opportunity to engage in
decisions regarding appropriate management/protection of these resources,
which is consistent with management of the forest resource as defined in
preceding criteria. Recommended wording: “These sites shall be recognized
and their management and/or protection by the Organization shall be agreed
upon with indigenous peoples.”
Amend to read, "Sites within the Management Unit, which are of special cultural,
ecological, economic, religious or spiritual significance to indigenous peoples
shall be clearly identified by The Organization through engagement with such
peoples. Consistent with governing state or federal laws, treaties, or
consent decrees, these sites shall be recognized and protected by The
Organization, all contractors and all other persons or organizations permitted by
The Organization to operate in the Management Unit.
As 3.1 and 3.3 Looks more than a national standard than a criterion.
Too many details to be a criterion. Should be developed in the national standard
instead.
For a number of reasons, it is not always possible to engage Indigenous people
– the forest manager can‘t control whether or not indigenous people choose to
engage with them. By including language requiring this in the Criterion, Major
Non-conformances would have to be issued for operations that make every
reasonable effort to engage indigenous people without success.

Again a crucial point
:
This is a good suggestion, but it will requires resources to identify these special
sites which often is undocumented
It was agreed that mapping of such sites would be needed in order to be able to
protect them. Mapping must also be on scales adequate for ensuring that these
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I agree
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sites can be identified and protected before management activities take place.
However, it was also recognized that if IP‘s request so, information about this
sites should be treated as confidential.
TRANSLATION: Replace ―involucramiento‖ with the Word ―participación‖.
a) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) In the Spanish version,
change ―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖.
b) In explanatory note 1, reference is made to FSC-GUI-30-004…; was this
verified to see if with the changes in the P, they would continue to be
applicable?
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word
―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖.
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Correction of the wording.
 Change "involucramiento‖ to ―participación.‖
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C3.6

crucial point
C 3.6: Although we support the intellectual rights of indigenous peoples 100%,
there is a risk of making it very difficult for organizations to operate on
indigenous peoples lands. How to define intellectual property? Great to include
FPIC.
Explanatory note 3: Identification of trees and their products is to a very large
extent general knowledge rather than the intellectual property of any single
indigenous peoples. At least how we understand the concept.
Appears to be a good revision
3.6 (revised 3.4): The Organization, all contractors while working under a
contract to The Organization for the Management Unit, and all other persons or
organizations permitted by The Organization to operate in the Management Unit
shall conform with of the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity
(1992) with regard to the protection and utilization of intellectual property of
Indigenous Ppeoples. The conditions for protection and utilization shall be
formally agreed upon with the iIndigenous Ppeoples through free, prior and
informed consent before utilization takes place.
Explanatory Note:
Examples of such knowledge include, inter alia, identification of planttrees and
animals and uses of their products.
Trees - This word is much too narrow.
This criterion seems more reasonable than 3.4 in the old version. In the old
version indigenous people should be compensated for the application of their
traditional knowledge regarding the use of forest species or management
systems in forest operations. The new principle refers to the UN framework
Convention on Biological diversity.

Does this really it make any sense, again when taking into consideration various
parts of the world? It is not practical to have all people we work with conform
with the UN Framework.
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Explanatory note, item 2, second bullet: recommend deleting ―and
encouragement‖ from the sentence. It is not necessary and may at times be
inappropriate for non-tribal individuals to encourage various customary uses.
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Interpretation required at the National level to understand Biod. Convention
requirements for Organization implementation.
This criterion seems more reasonable than 3.4 in the old version. In the old
version indigenous people should be compensated for the application of their
traditional knowledge regarding the use of forest species or management
systems in forest operations. The new principle refers to the UN framework
Convention on Biological diversity.
Members of indigenous communities are often employed by forestry companies
for inventory activities or other operations but there is not need of their
intellectual properties.
Ethnobotanical activities can be considered as operation which need the
intellectual properties, but more often, there in not the case.
Remove the last sentence as this could be interpreted to mean that every
Operation must enter into a formal agreement with every affected tribe. In some
countries, such agreements are entered into by the federal government and
become legally binding on other entities as applicable. The first sentence, on
it‘s own, fully describes the performance outcome requires.
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10, 3.1 & 3.2 Please
remove repetition !!!
There are countries such as Ecuador whose Constitutions DO NOT
RECOGNIZE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY in these matters. This is a recurring
topic between the North and South. The way it is stated it seems diffuse and
harsh and could be the cause of unresolved disputes. It should be put into a
legal context for countries that do not recognize it.
Very important point.
To be able to protect the intellectual property connected with traditional land
use, impact assessments should be used before harvesting in traditional areas
used by indigenous peoples. The Akwé:Kon Guidelines is a tool to protect this
knowledge and is addressed in Article 8j, which should be used.

Analyze the use of the word ―intellectual property‖.
We recommend that the word ―intellectual‖ be removed.
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Same as 4.6 because one applies to indigenous peoples and the other one to
local communities.

Forest Stewardship Council

In order to avoid repetitions, we suggest that the word ―contractors‖ should be
removed.
Add a clarification in the Glossary and Introduction that the Organization is the
entity that is responsible for all management activities, including the activities of
contractors and sub-contractors. Use the phrase: ―It is the responsibility of the
Organization to ensure that …‖
See previous comments about ―while working …‖
Analyze the use of the word intellectual property. We propose that it not be
used.
Add a clarification in the Glossary and Introduction that the organization is the
entity that is responsible for all management activities, including the activities of
contractors and sub-contractors. Therefore, the word contractors should be
removed.
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In the case of the terms Innovations and intellectual property – It would be better
to say knowledge and traditional wisdom. See the group‘s comment in point
4.6.

Forest Stewardship Council

P4

General: While stakeholder consultation is addressed in a number of specific
situations, there is no provision for the more general dialogue that‘s needed to
capture e.g. local stakeholders ideas about additional benefits to be produced
from the unit – compare 5.3
Important not to fuel conflict potential between different groups of local
communities
contribute to maintaining or enhancing - This is a softening of the existing
principle, which says: ―shall maintain or enhance‖. However, this is probably an
acceptable change as the original wording could be interpreted to mean that
under all management circumstances the forest management Organization has
the responsibility to do this – which would be unreasonable. On the other hand,
it should be noted that ―contribute to‖ is a very vague term often used in the
standards of the FSC‘s competitors like the SFI, and is thus not an ideal choice.
Explanatory Note:
For Iindigenous pPeoples, Principle 4 and the criteria of Principle 4, which deal
with issues not covered under Principle 3, apply in addition to Principle 3 and
the criteria of Principle 3. These are Criteria 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.7.
This wording is a confusing and would benefit by some revision to ensure that
its meaning is clearly understood. Perhaps the elimination of the two commas
could help, but it might be preferable to re-word it.
Addition of ―maintenance‖ to restoration/maintenance is positive.

It is unclear what the current proposed requirements are around ‗free prior and
informed consent.‘ Has this changed from the last draft, and if so, what are the
implications?
The concept of identification and engagement with each individual local
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The robustness and clarity of the social assessments is a positive revision and
will help in our work of ensuring a high level of social responsibility among
certificate holders. (...) plans to conduct a series of trainings to help certificate
holders and stakeholders understand how to best conform with the social
aspects of FSC, and we welcome the opportunity to collaborate with FSC on
these.

Forest Stewardship Council

community is unworkable for a large agency that is statewide in scope and that
manages over 4 million acres of land involving a huge geographic area. The
individual and community voice is heard in many ways through established legal
and organizational methods. It is unreasonable to expect a statewide agency to
engage all local individuals and communities (both formally and self-identified
communities) to identify rights and obligations. Criterions 4.1, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.8
are of particular concern. Note that this concern likely applies to other
organizations (public and private) as well.
The concept of traditional peoples is of great importance for Africa, where
following decolonization almost no people‘s are identified as indigenous
although to all intents and purposes their current position is such. I think
therefore that the protection afforded to these people‘s is important and should
be specifically included in the wording of principle 3 or 4. In Mozambique alone
there are plans for the establishment of 3.5 million ha of plantations for timber.
More than a million ha in Africa is being sought for Jatropha plantations almost
all of these developments are aimed at ‗unoccupied‘ land that is used by
traditional peoples.
The whole Principle 4 is very hard to see applied in Sweden since there are
hardly any local communities that differ from the ―unlocal‖ communities. The
new level of detail compared to the former P4 will make this principle very hard
to comply to.

(…)
1. There should be a clear indication that there are three categories of, may I
call them, neighbours? Viz. indigenous people, traditional people and local
communities.
You will see from my comments under P2 and P4 that my understanding
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I have concerns with the definition of ―workers‖. It is unclear to me if ―workers‖
include all those working in the management unit – regardless if they are
working for the organization or not. Currently for the National Boreal Standard –
―forest workers‖ is defined as all workers in the management, even those NOT
working for the organization. I find this difficult for the organization to enforce; as
well it is difficult as an auditor to assess. I think the definition of ―workers‖
should be further clarified as to whether it is applicable to the Organization or
the management unit.
/
As in the case of the previous standard, the present draft is not clear with regard
to the applicability of these principles (and of each criterion). In Brazil it is very
difficult to establish to what situations each criterion is applicable. Clear
recommendations (or explanatory notes) would be necessary stating to which
situations Principles 3 and 4 (and each criterion thereof) are applicable or not.

Forest Stewardship Council

"evolved" as I went through the document. I have left my comments as I
originally recorded them to give some indication as to the confusion I was
originally faced with, and how this confusion was cleared up as I went through
the document. This confusion also existed among our FSA members in the
submission of their comments.
We accept Principle 2 and the associated criteria in their entirety. We do note
that while indigenous people definition has been made very clear, there is no
definition of community. This is because in South Africa we have local
communities, rather than indigenous peoples – the new definition of the latter
does not cater for local communities.
(1.Have just got to P4 and it appears that our understanding of local
communities is defined by the FSC as Traditional people. 2. All people in South
Africa are recognized as one nation. However, South Africa is still characterized
by citizens who may live in communities adjoining the forests and practice
traditional customs. As long as our understanding on this is correct then we see
a clear distinction between the FSC definition of Indigenous peoples and the
FSC definition of Traditional peoples, and that P4 would apply in SA and not P2.
3. Have now got to P9 and the definition of Local communities! We therefore
accept that our situation is catered for. Apologies for the misunderstanding, but I
felt it necessary to leave in all the detail to give you an understanding of how our
interpretation of the new P&C evolved as we went through the document. )
There are thus no specific comments on the criteria, other than they are much
clearer than before, enhanced by the explanatory notes
Our understanding here is that this principle will apply to Traditional people, or
what we in SA refer to as local communities – see comments in italics under
P2.. P4 will thus apply in SA and not P2. However, we think that there needs to
be clarity under the explanatory notes under P4 that caters for this. This could
be as follows:
Local communities, which may or may not include Traditional peoples, are
recognized as peoples who live in close proximity to the management
unit/s and may be affected by the activities of the management units
operations, and whose rights are recognized equally in national laws. After
having dealt with this P, we note that local communities are defined in the
glossary

I agree ; similar to old version But P4 could easily be merged with P3 as the
elements between indigenous population and local communities are similar
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See comments to Principle 3 above.

Forest Stewardship Council

See comments to Principle 3 above.
General comment: It is important to have two different principles, one for
indigenous peoples, one for the local populations. However it is needed to
balance them better in order to avoid positive discrimination of different local
populations that could lead to conflicts. Often, like in the Congo Basin, it is
difficult to define who is indigenous and who is not. Therefore I propose:
(revised) Local communities rights
The Organization shall identify and uphold local communities‘ legal and custom
Acknowledgement ary rights of ownership, use and management of land,
territories and resources affected by management activities.
We agree that Principle 4 should be exclusively for local communities and their
neighbors or those affected by forest management activity.

Regarding the concept and application of ―local development‖, it is necessary to
consider that this concept is fundamental in the south, especially for large scale,
monospecific plantations (eucalyptus and pinus) in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay,
Brazil, South Africa) where plantations are the source of supply for a powerful
forest industry that generates big profits in a rural setting of extreme poverty. A
medium-size or large enterprise that has its plantations and/or forests certified
by the FSC cannot be indifferent to its social setting AND THIS SHOULD BE
CLARIFIED IN THE EXPLANATORY NOTES WHEN TALKING ABOUT LOCAL
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1) It should be clarified in the explanatory notes (and also has an influence on
various criteria) that it refers to 3 groups in relation to the neighborhood:
1) Those that are within the FMU.
2) Those that are neighbors (adjacent= they have common borders)
3) Those that are not adjacent and may be farther away (they may be rural
or semi-urban – small towns), but they are affected by management
activities, such as transportation, use of roads, noise, aerial applications
of chemicals, water pollution, etc.
This is important because criterion 4.1 – for example – does not include the
adjacent communities with which there must be a relationship and contact and
often there are impacts that are not recorded by the organization but that are
recorded by its neighbor. For example (taken from real life): a eucalyptus
plantation that extends to the boundary of the FMU and because of shade and
falling leaves affects the neighbor‘s land, which limits its production. Another
example: an enterprise planted insignis pines extending to the boundary of an
inhabited area (very common in the VIII Region of Chile). At the time of the visit,
the pines were small, but the adjacent community complained that when the
pine trees grew there would be the danger of forest fires that would affect them,
which in fact has occurred on various occasions.
The relationship with the adjacent neighbor is fundamental for good
management and the sustainability of management of the FMU.

Forest Stewardship Council

DEVELOPMENT.
This local development is NOT the responsibility of forest enterprises, but rather
of the action of ALL the local players: communities, organizations, enterprises,
government, municipalities. However, since the forests and plantations are
―territorial‖, an enterprise seeking FSC certification CANNOT separate itself from
actions that the players as a group may take for local development.
This action by the enterprise is not an action of solidarity, good will,
humanitarianism, altruism, philanthropy or a unilateral action, but rather is an
action agreed up as a group with the other players based on common
development objectives. This process has been done and is feasible. It does
not exist in every country or community, but where it exists, an enterprise that is
certified or wants to be certified by FSC cannot remain outside of it and this
should be clearly established in Principle 4.
a) Very good that it complements P3 and P4; however, once again the
application of P3 or P4 is conditioned on (explanatory note 2) legal
recognition and not on self-identification.
b) I confirm what I said before, that ―long term‖, which appeared in the original
P4, should not be removed and I repeat the argument: It is important for it to
remain, first because there are many cases in which agreements are made
to provide certain temporary benefits at the moment that do not contribute to
improving the welfare of the communities in the longer term, that is, after the
forest operations end. In some cases, when forest operations end, the
communities realize that the economic benefits received have not
comopensated for the effects or impacts caused by the forest operation on
their lands or territories.
c) Consideration has not been given to referring to ―quality of life‖, instead of
―social and economic well being‖, which perhaps is more appropriate in this
context.
Meaning of the term ―ORGANIZATION‖

Differentiation of the term. Place it in the list of confusing terms.
Change the term organization to operation?
Addition of ―maintenance‖ to restoration/maintenance is parallel to (...)
requirements.

Also, replace the word ―affected‖ with ―influenced‖.
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―According to scale and intensity‖ should be mentioned in the criterion instead of
being located in the explanatory note.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.1

important
C 4.1: The organization should also identify communities in the proximity of the
FMU as they are often equally dependant on employment, provision of services
etc. as communities within the FMU. In fact we can't think of many examples of
communities within the FMU - all we can think of are from the surrounding area.
What use is it to identify rights if these are not respected? Some sort of
indication of action must be included.
The criterion should probably be made more flexible for SLIMF's and community
operations as it would otherwise be an obstacle to get certified.

Explanatory Notes
1. The criterion requires identification of communities with a fair and legitimate
claim to be allowed access to benefits, goods or services from the Management
Unit. They include those who have affirmed their rights to lands, forests and
other resources based on long established usage, and also those who have not
yet done so (from a lack of awareness or empowerment). Organizations should
take account of all existing claims of rights.
And then do what? The phrase ―take account of‖ is a vague term often used by
FSC‘s competitors like the SFI, and thus is not an ideal choice.

The new definition of customary law is very vague to our understanding and
consequently the derived customary rights might be heavily disputed and the
process for clarification will be lengthy and expensive.
Proposal for wording ―… identify their legal or recognize customary rights of …‖
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―involucramiento‖ to
―participación‖. Include the terms neighboring or adjacent.
Revise the terms ―affected‖ and ―impact‖.
/
The issue is relevant but mostly for developing countries.
It is a very demanding task especially in cases where the rights and laws are
unclear and disputed. It is unrealistic that an organization can solve the legal
issues through engagement if the legal authorities in a country have not reached
the clarification already. Small units will have difficulties to perform this task.

Forest Stewardship Council

The organization should not identify the rights of the local communities. It is the
communities themselves that have to identify them and communicate them to
the organization or the latter should know the legal rights of the communities in
the management unit.
This essentially places the onus on the owner to identify issues such as access
which could be of relevance in the UK. The responsibility to engage with
communities is then further extended by criterion 7: overall this is placing too
much responsibility on the owner/manager
The criterion does not recognize the legal and legislative framework which may
exist in highly developed countries which address these issues. There are
mechanisms in place which allow individuals and local communities to engage
with the organization, including established appeal processes. It is
unreasonable to expect a large statewide public agency to engage all
individuals and communities to identify their all potential rights and obligations.
As stated in the introduction to the proposed P&C: ―Certified Management
Units must comply with all Principles and Criteria”. This means also that all
Principles and Criteria must be written in such a comprehensive and abstract
level that they can be transformed to effective and meaningful national
standards. In the Nordic countries with long term planned forestry, extensive
management units, a high education level and a high living standard in ―local
communities‖, and free public access to the forest land this criterion can cause
very high administration-costs without giving any benefits to the local
communities. This criterion is written into to much detail to be valid for all
management units in all countries, i.e. this could be a national standard in
countries were there is a need
This criterion is written too detailed to be valid for all management units in all
countries, i.e. this could be a national standard in countries were there is a
need. We find it quite strange to identify local communities in a country like
Sweden. National legislation and its administration in a democratic state of
justice take away the need to reach relevant knowledge through engagement
with the local communities. Furthermore, it is not adapted to SLIMF.

The issue is relevant but mostly for developing countries. It is a very demanding
task especially in cases where the rights and laws are unclear and disputed. It is
unrealistic that an organization can solve the legal issues through engagement if
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Another example where national legislation and its administration in a
democratic state of justice, take away the need to reach relevant knowledge
through engagement with the local communities.

Forest Stewardship Council

the legal authorities in a country have not reached the clarification
already. Small units will have difficulties to perform this task. The new definition
of customary law is very vague to our understanding and consequently the
derived customary rights might be heavily disputed and the process for
clarification will be lengthy and expensive. Proposal for wording ―… identify their
legal or recognize customary rights of …‖
See comments associated with Criterion 3.1
It‘s necessary to define the scale. Is there an exactly distance to measure and
quantify those that are considered affected by the Management Unit
Activities???
―.. The organization shall then through engagement with these local
communities, identify the rights…‖. Surely engagement must also be with
authorities/government to determine the legal or ―perceived‖ rights?
We suggest that The Organization should also engage with the relevant
authorities as well as the local communities to determine legal rights etc.
Although the explanatory notes refer to local institutions and organizations, the
inclusion of the authorities in the Criterion itself would be helpful.
I agree but repeat of C3.1 just inserting local communities instead of indigenous
people
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word
―involucramiento‖ to ―COMPROMISO‖.
Good and important
This clause provides for identification of social rights through engagement with
local communities. In developing countries, few of such rights are not often
extended by the bureaucracy due to lack of AWARENESS & EMPOWERMENT.
Local communities forget about such rights with passage of time. I quote a
definite example of this from the ground conditions in ASIA & Africa, where local
are required to be provided with timber for their bonfire use either at
concessional rates or free.

Identify all communities and inform them on the new rights provided by the FSC
It was agreed that everybody within the affected communities must be informed
about their rights according to the P&C and reasonable efforts be made to
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This right is often ignored. Local people also accept this with passage of time. In
view of this, I suggest that the P&C should add the word ‗Local Authorities
Records‘ after local communities in this P&C

Forest Stewardship Council

engage them. See also minutes on Criterion 7.6. It would not be enough to
simply engage with the respective municipalities.
The explanatory notes need to explain that local communities need to be
mapped as part of their identification and that local authority records could be
another source for identifying the rights of the communities.
Rights are of two types; rights per say which are legally enforceable. In addition
to rights, there is another set of advantages, which local communities derive
from forests. These are often called privileges. Legally, privileges are not
enforceable but are linked with certain obligations on part of the communities.
These concessions of communities should also be protected. In view of this,
words ―Rights & Privileges‖ should be used wherever word right is used in the
draft.
Privileges are granted by the governments in return for fulfilling certain
obligations related to the management unit, e.g. participation in fire protection.
Such privileges need to be protected as well. As the concept of privileges is
country specific and could be interpreted as a specific subset of ‗rights‘ their
protection should be addressed in Explanatory Notes.
The Organization shall identify the local communities that exist within or
adjacent to the Management Unit or are affected by management activities.
The Organization shall then through engagement with these local communities
identify their rights of tenure, access to and usage of forest resources,
customary rights, legal rights and obligations, that apply within the Management
Unit.
Include the el term ―neighboring or adjacent‖ among local communities that
should be identified, so the sentence would read as follows:
―4.1 (new) The organization shall identity the communities that exist within the
Management Unit, the adjacent or neighboring communities and/or those that
are affected by management activities.‖
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the words ―a través
del involucramiento‖ to ―con la participación‖.
See comment in P3.1. The neighboring communities should be included.

4.1 (new) The organization shall identify the local communities that exist within
the Management Unit, the neighboring and nearby communities or those that
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The term ―organization‖ is not very clear. It would be better to use ―operator‖ –
Also add the neighboring communities.
The organization shall identify the communities that exist within the
Management Unit, the neighboring communities and those that are….

Forest Stewardship Council

are affected by management activities. The Organization shall then through
engagement with these local communities identify their rights of tenure, access
to and usage of forest resources, customary rights, legal rights and obligations,
that apply within the Management Unit.
Rationale: There are communities that are not within the management area and
are not affected by management activities but are neighbors or nearby (close
without being adjacent) that have rights of tenure or access and usage of forest
resources.
Communities applies to local inhabitants. The neighboring communities should
be included. Apply the word ―NEIGHBORING‖. Ex. ―…through engagement of
these local and neighboring communities or those that are affected by
management activities.
Include the first sentence of bullet 1 of the Explanatory Notes into the criterion,
since it will clarify the requirements to be fulfill.
―According to scale and intensity‖ should be mentioned in the criterion instead of
being located in the explanatory note.
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Also, replace the word ―affected‖ with ―influenced‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.2

important
C 4.2: Could cause serious trouble for SLIMF's in the developing world. In rural
areas in developing countries rights and tenure are often not clear and it would
be a very difficult task for SLIMF's to map and deal with especially customary
rights.
Explanatory Note:
.
2. This Criterion does not preclude the customary right of communities to
manage or operate their own Management Unit; see FSC-GUI-30-004 (FSC
Principles 2 and 3: Guidance on Interpretation, section 4.1).
4. The first sentenceparagraph of the criterion applies in situations where the
communities themselves have not delegated control to The Organization. In
these cases they have a right to control the management activities to the extent
necessary to protect their rights, resources and territories.

See 4.1. Also, delegation to third parties could be difficult and costly for local
communities (clear definitions are to be made, "last decisions should always be
taken by communities, not by third-parties" etc.)
The wording of original criterion 2.2 is clear and is preferred over the proposed
wording for criterion 4.2.
Replace ‗uphold‘ with ‗comply‘, ‗to abide by‘ or ‗conform to‘. To ‗abide by‘ is our
preference
See 4.1. Also, delegation to third parties could be difficult and costly for local
communities (clear definitions are to be made, "last decisions should always be
taken by communities, not by third-parties" etc.)
Cf. comments on 3.2 (revised 3.1)

See comments associated with Criterion 3.2
Change on the criterion – new text:: ―The Organization shall recongnize and
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Remove: Local communities may delegate control to third parties with free, prior
and informed consent. It is not auditable.

Forest Stewardship Council

stabilish, together with the local communities, managemet activities inside the
areas (security reason).‖
With regard to the last sentence: I think it would be good to specify the third
party (the Organization). If this stays undefined the community might delegate to
some kind of subcontractor who could not at all be engaged in responsible
forest management and might have a negative influence on the total forest
management of the Management Unit by the Organization.
Examples are know from Cameroon where local chiefs or notables made deals
with subcontractors on behalf of the village (they can obtain consent from their
community quite easily) for community forestry. Logging however did not take
place in a responsible way and profits went mainly to those chiefs or notables.
I think it can be dangerous to responsible forest management if a local
community delegates control to another third party than the Organization.
I agree but repeat of C3.2 just inserting local communities instead of indigenous
people
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) At the beginning of the
sentence, remove starting with ―reconocerá y declarará procedentes‖ and
replace with ―DEBERA RECONOCER Y APOYARA‖ and continue with the text
of the first paragraph.
Very good
It was agreed that clarification is needed on how to identify the appropriate
authority for taking decisions on behalf of the local community, e.g. delegation of
control. It also needs to be clarified that delegation of control does not mean that
communities are forfeiting their stakeholder rights in general.
It was also recommended that the P&C Review WG should analyze whether the
rights referred to in the criterion need to be consistent with the P&C and if such
clarification should be provided in the Explanatory Notes.
It was not clear whether Explanatory Note 2 would refer to the right to seek
certification in ones own right.

To whom this criterion applies? The companies that pursue forest areas with
communities inside and in the surrounding areas? And, in the case of
communities that are the forest owners and manage its own resources?
Explanatory notes should be added specifying the situations in which this
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The meeting agreed to recommend adding an Explanatory Note clarifying that
the term rights covers rights over land, timber, NTFPs, access to the land and
other uses.

Forest Stewardship Council

applies. This would guide certification bodies and certificate holders
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) There is a problem with the
translation that changes the meaning: UPHOLD in this context is not ―declarará
procedentes‖ (because it is not the organization that defines the use of a right).
Rather: ―apoyará, sostendrá, defenderá‖.
In this same Criterion, in the last phrase, the words ―delegate control‖ are used,
but it is not ―control‖ that is delegated, it is ―the administration or forest
management‖, since the word control is much broader and can be used for
―control of the territory or property.‖
Add after ―control to third parties‖, the phrase ―of management activities‖ or
better yet, use the term ―administration‖, because it must be clear that they do
not delegate control over territories.
The local communities may delegate the administration of forest management
(not control) to third parties with free, prior and informed consent.

(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The word ‖declarará‖ should be
replaced with ―respetará‖.
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Spanish translation. It says
―declarar y...‖ (Word search).
Change and add: ….may delegate control, …administration of forest
management…, to third parties with free, prior and informed consent.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.3

Add: these opportunities shall consider all different local communities, including
indigenous peoples in a fair way.
The Organization shall provide EQUAL opportunities for employment,
training……
Indicate that employment will be offered in a significant manner‖.
In the indicator establish, for instance, ―by generating the adequate conditions‖;
―having the alternative of employing people‖.
/
It should be clarified that the obligation to provide training and other services to
local communities are strictly limited to activities related to the forest
management. This should be clarified. Criteria 4.3 and 4.5 are comparable/quite
similar and could be merged. It should be highlighted that forestry itself is a
major contribution to rural development
Good distinctions made between 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 in terms of mitigating negative
impacts and offering positive ones.
This is a general cranking up and conceivably could have implications for the
UK but it is explained in the notes that EU procurement laws will prevail which
essentially protects what we do in the UK and we would want reassurance on
this point
Comments/Proposed change: Reassurace required that this will not affect UK
competition laws
Potatch
The Organization shall provide training and other services to local communities?
This is an unreasonable burden. In the United States, there are many other
sources to provide these services, especially training.

Remove this phrase…‖proportionate to the scale and intensity of management
activities‖ as it makes no sense for this criterion.
Explanatory Note #1 for C4.3 should not address meaning of C4.5 and C4.4.
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It should be clarified that the obligation to provide training and other services to
local communities are strictly limited to activities related to the forest
management. This should be clarified. Criteria 4.3 and 4.5 are comparable/quite
similar and could be merged. It should be highlighted that forestry itself is a
major contribution to rural development.

Forest Stewardship Council

In general, the Explanatory Notes are quite biased toward circumstances in
developing countries and may not be applicable in developed countries
Instead of training shall use the term education. Various forms of education can
be provided making the criteria more comprehensive. Training can be included
as an indicator.
What does the term ―other services‖ contemplate?? Define the term scale when
considering local communities.
Delete ―proportionate to scale and intensity of its management activities‖.
In several countries, as for example Gabon, overlapping land uses exist. Other
stakeholder organizations in the Management Unit, like e.g. a mining company,
could already employ many people from a certain village. So for the forestry
organization it would be fairer to train/employ people from other villages, even if
the forestry organization has intense activities in that certain village as well.
Please delete the examples of services under point 6.: it‘s known worldwide that
logging roads should be prevented to be accessed by villagers to avoid
poaching and agricultural settlements.
I agree
4.3 (revised): The Organization shall provide opportunities for employment,
training and other services to local communities, contractors and suppliers
proportionate to scale and intensity of its management activities. THESE
OPPORTUNITIES SHALL CONSIDER ALL DIFFERENT LOCAL
COMMUNITIES, INCLUDING INDIGENOUS PEOPLES IN A FAIR WAY
It was agreed that it needs to be clarified that preference for employment,
training and other services is given to those people that actually lost their job
due to the management unit.
This criterion is very pertinent to the local communities, since allows them to
appropriate the technical process of forest management and reduce the need of
outsourcing, at the same time that they assume the responsibilities with
professional qualification and generation of employment.

The word ―offer‖ is correct. Offering employment is an obligation. The word
―provide‖ should refer to large enterprises.
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The employment to be offered locally should not be marginal, but rather should
be of good quality and the enterprise should train the community so as to offer
good jobs.

Forest Stewardship Council
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The difference between 4.3 & 4.5 is not clear. There is not sufficient difference
in the wording between the 2 criteria as both mention services, roads,
healthcare facilities, employment etc. Is one supposed to address economic
impacts and the other social impacts? Propose either a) merge these criteria
into one, or b) clearly define the objectives that each one is intended to bring
about.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.4
+ T - Delete the words ―any significant‖ – this is not used in other criteria.
+ T include in ExN that ―social impacts‖ includes health related impacts
+ E -―migration‖ in the ExN #4 needs clarification and should address potential
indirect negative effects by influx of people and consequent pressure on forest
resources by e.g. subsistence needs and recreation activities.
The original Criterion 4.4 required ―evaluations of social impact‖ and their
incorporation into ―management planning‖. However, it is not clear whether the
revision of this criterion, combined with the wording of Criteria 5.2 and 7.2, now
effectively accomplishes the same goal. This needs to be evaluated more
thoroughly before a final version of the P&C is adopted. Otherwise, the concept
of social impact assessment could disappear from the P&C. [The edits
suggested here do not resolve this question.]
The Organization through engagement with the local communities shall take
action to identify, avoid and/or mitigate any significant negative social, and
economic and health-related impacts of its management activities on affected
communities. The action taken shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and
risk of those activities and their negative impacts.
The word ―significant‖ weakens the criterion. The explanatory notes also do not
define ―significant‖ or who is to interpret it. Finally, the criterion does not actually
prohibit all impacts (it only seeks to ―avoid and mitigate‖). For these reasons,
this word can and should be eliminated.

Explanatory Note:
1. Examples of negative social, and economic and health-related impacts
could be but are not limited to:
 Marginalization of other players in the local economy, e.g. peasant
farmers or local businesses;
 Increased local unemployment;
 Migration;
 Road and industrial accidents;
 Drift of pesticides or road dust into nearby communities, farm fields or
water supplies used by such communities;
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Health related: This is an essential addition that is not covered elsewhere in
the P&C. A health-related impact may not necessarily be considered ―social‖.

Forest Stewardship Council



Loss or damage affecting legal or customary rights, property, resources,
or livelihoods of communities.

Migration - Of what or whom, and caused by what?
Change the wording to: ―… the organization, with the engagement of the local
communities, shall take consistent and relevant action to identify, avoid and
mitigate any negative social environmental and economic impacts… ‖
Remove the term ―significant … impacts‖.
Add: ―social, environmental and economic impact‖
Add: ―consistent and relevant action‖
Change: ―... identify, avoid and/or mitigate…‖ by ―identify, avoid and mitigate‖
(require the organization to undertake all three actions).
Remove the last sentence: The action taken shall be proportionate… (It makes
it adequate to the interests and ―realities‖ of the operation).
This criterion could be difficult to enforce. It is typical especially with operations
are starting for the first time for example harvest to local communities to be
opposed to any activity at all. Clearly this is not tenable from a commercial point
of view. Forestry companies honestly make all efforts to negotiate issues like
the truck movements avoiding school bus times minimizing movements at night
and so on. The criterion needs to acknowledge such efforts made even where
the local communities are never going to be happy.
This criterion fails to recognize the legal and legislative framework in highly
developed economies.
Also, there is substantial concern regarding the new emphasis on ―Risk‖ and the
lack of direction that Organizations operating with a substantial amount of
experience, within a well-developed, legal, social, multi- and interdisciplinary,
policy & procedural face relatively low risk and, therefore, do not need nor are
required to carry out elaborate assessments.

See 4.1 Since there is no size limit for local communities (they can be a single
house, to a community according to FSC) and our forests cover whole countrysides it is not applicable in our country. It will be extremely difficult to
compensate for losses of non-monetary values (recreation, loss of mature forest
near to houses).
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Scaled by risk, US (and other countries where appropriate) should not apply.
The risk should be appropriately considered.

Forest Stewardship Council

As written this criterion is very subjective and open to interpretation. What
constitutes ―action‖ and what is deemed as ―significant‖. The last sentence is
wide open to interpretation making this difficult if not impossible to determine
conformance or non-conformance.
Replace the verb ―mitigate‖ for ―minimize‖.
Remove the ―economic impacts‖.
Remove ―The action taken shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk
of those activities and negative impacts.‖ – What scale is being considerated?
I agree with the Criterion ;
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) At the beginning of the
sentence, remove starting with ―involucramiento‖ and replace with
―COMPROMISO‖. 2)
In EN 2, it does not seem adequate to say ―Increased local unemployment‖,
particularly regarding the issue of migration, which is not simple at all and
unquestionably has a social dynamic outside of Forest Certification.
An important one
Should also include indigenous people,
The Organization through engagement with the local INDIGENOUS
communities shall take action to identify, avoid and/or mitigate any significant
negative social and economic impacts of its management activities on affected
communities. The action taken shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and
risk of those activities and negative impacts.
Add environmental impacts as well
Clarification is needed that the assessment of social impacts shall take place
prior to the commencement of operations, e.g. the planning phase. The criterion
must also more explicitly refer ‗social impact assessment‘.
REVISION (INSTRUCTIONS):
Remove de word ―significant‖.
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TRANSLATION: Replace the word ―proporcionadas‖ with ―proporcionales‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

1)

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word
―involucramiento‖ to ―participación‖.
2) Remove the word ―significant‖ referring to negative impacts because the
magnitude of the impact should be decided by the Organization together
with the community. An impact that is small for the organization may be very
big for the community. In any case, what is a significant impact? Who
decides? For that reason, to avoid confusions and problems, and having it
be the Certifier who decides or interprets, it is necessary to remove
―significant‖.
a) Remove ―significant‖ in the English version and ―de consideración‖ in the
Spanish version. How would ―significant‖ be understood or rated‖? b) (This
comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word ―proporcionadas‖
to ―proporcionales‖ in the Spanish version.
Remove the word ―significant‖. – (This comment refers only to the Spanish
version.) Change the word ―proporcionadas‖ to ―proporcionales‖.

Rationale: (1) The enterprise should take every action to identify, avoid and
mitigate negative social impacts. Saying ―or‖ offers the easier alternative of
mitigating instead of avoiding. That is, avoiding the impact has priority over
mitigation.
Rationale (2) the word ―significant‖ has different meanings, both for the
enterprise and for the community: An impact that is small for the enterprise, may
be very important for the community and vice versa. Therefore it is better to
remove the word ―significant‖.
There should be a social management plan, but it should be separate.
 The phrase ―significant impact‖ should be removed because there is no one
to assess the size of the impact.
 (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) ―Proporcionada‖ should
say ―Proporcionales‖.
 In general terms, the Precautionary Principle should be applied.
Thank you for introducing proportionality into this criteria
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2. (The first part of this comment refers only to the Spanish version.
Changes to the English are shown in parentheses.) La organización a
través de la participación de las comunidades locales, tomará medidas
para identificar, evitar y (remove “or/”) mitigar cualquier impacto
negativo social y económico (remove: “significant‖), ocasionado a las
comunidades afectadas por sus actividades de manejo. Las medidas
tomadas deberán ser proporcionadas a la escala, intensidad y riesgo de
esas actividades e impactos negativos.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.5
This doesn‘t make sense as it‘s currently worded. Would change it to, “The
Organization shall implement activities that contribute to social and economic
development of local communities proportionate to scale and intensity of the
Organization‘s management activities.‖
E: Very unclear wording – needs editing.
E: ExN #1, second sentence– typo – ―..4.5.4.4 addresses negative…‖
The Organization shall implement activities, proportionate to the scale and
intensity of its management activities and the local socio- economic conditions,
that contribute to social and economic development of local communities.
The current wording and grammatical structure create confusion about the
meaning of this criterion. None of the following make sense: ―Proportionate
to‖ (1) ―socio-economic conditions‖; (2) ―the scale of … conditions‖; (3) ―the
intensity of socio-economic conditions‖. Thus, further revision is required to
make the meaning clear. [The edits proposed here do not resolve this issue.]
Explanatory Note:
2. Criterion 4.3 is directly or indirectly linked to the management activities.
According to criterion 4.5, additional activities, which are not linked directly or
indirectly to management activities, need to be implemented.
The wording of these two criteria does not make this distinction clear. Thus the
two criteria appear somewhat redundant. It is therefore recommended that
either further editing and revision be applied, or these two criteria be combined
into a single criterion.
Rationale Criterion 4.4 and 4.5:
Criterion 4.4 and 4.5 are based on original Criterion 4.4

Statements like that in 4.5.4 4 (―For example it is likely that there is less need or
no need to implement activities in highly developed economies compared to
developing countries‖) should be incorporated throughout the proposed
standard to provide a distinction between application of the standard in
developed countries (With robust economies and comprehensive laws) and
application of the standard in developing countries (where laws and regulation
may be weak or non-existent).
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These two criteria are not related in any way to the original Criterion 4.4.

Forest Stewardship Council

/
We strongly support explanatory note 4. Without its inclusion we may not
support the Criteria.
See 4.1
This criterion is written too detailed to be valid for all management units in all
countries, i.e. this could be a national standard in countries were there is a
need.
The comment in explanatory note #4 can be considered biased against
developing countries.
Developed countries must also make social investments proportional to the
scope of the enterprise, benefiting local communities, even if aiming at other
objectives (sports, culture, leisure etc.) Alternatively, enterprises in developed
countries could redirect their investments to needy local communities in
developing countries. The exclusion of this explanatory note is suggested.
Poorly written and not auditable. Whose socioeconomic conditions are being
referenced in the criterion?
This Criterion should be significantly reworded to make clear the intent is to
contribute to the social and economic development of local communities.
Language in the original 4.4 is preferable.
The comment in explanatory #3 on the fourth bullet point: remove the term
facilities because there are several other ways to invest in health care.

The comment in explanatory note #4 can be considered biased against
developing countries.
Developed countries must also make social investments proportional to the
scope of the enterprise, benefiting local communities, even if aiming at other
objectives (sports, culture, leisure, etc.) Alternatively, enterprises in developed
countries could redirect their investments to needy local communities in
developing countries. The exclusion of this explanatory note is suggested.
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The comment in explanatory note #4 can be considered biased against
developing countries. Developed countries must also make social investments
proportional to the scope of the enterprise, benefiting local communities, even if
aiming at other objectives (sports, culture, leisure, etc.) Alternatively, enterprises
in developed countries could redirect their investments to needy local
communities in developing countries. The exclusion of this explanatory note is
suggested.

Forest Stewardship Council

What scale is being considerated?
Replace ―socio economic conditions‖ to ―social‖.
I agree
The comment in explanatory note #4 can be considered biased against
developing countries.
Developed countries must also make social investments proportional to the
scope of the enterprise, benefiting local communities, even if aiming at other
objectives (sports, culture, leisure etc.) Alternatively, enterprises in developed
countries could redirect their investments to needy local communities in
developing countries. The exclusion of this explanatory note is suggested.
This is crucial – without benefit sharing, FSC does not make sense for local
communities
However, it was agreed to inform the P&C Review WG about the proposal to
establish a threshold. It was also proposed that thresholds could be established
at the national level in indicators. Case studies highlighting positive examples of
activities would also be useful to guide certified companies or applicants.
The participants agreed that rather than tying the activities of the Organization to
the socio economic conditions they should depend on the needs of local
communities. It was therefore agreed that the criterion should be revised along
the following lines: ‗4.5 (revised 4.4) The Organization shall implement activities
proportionate to scale and intensity of its management activities and the needs
and opportunities as identified through engagement with local communities that
contribute to social and economic development.‘
This change would make the language more accessible and also strengthen the
local communities concerning decisions on activities that would actually be
needed in the context of social and economic development, rather than leaving
this decision to the Organization alone.

REVISION:
The Organization, with the participation of the local communities, shall
implement activities proportionate to scale and intensity of its management
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It was agreed that
•
provision of fire wood and timber for local building needs at affordable
prices
•
support to local communities and individuals with regards to obtaining
certification in their own right, including for NTFP‘s
would need to be included in the Explanatory Notes as examples of possible
activities of the Organization.

Forest Stewardship Council

activities and the socio economic conditions that contribute to social and
economic development of local communities.
COMMENT:
The terms scale and intensity are perfect when applied to mega enterprises.
The concept of local development was worked on at length in the process of
reviewing the Plantations Policy, because there were cases in which large
enterprises obtained FSC certification in areas with the country‘s lowest
development indices (UNDP Human Development Report) (the case of Chile)
and these enterprises only took philanthropic actions, without participating in
activities that could generate local development.
As explained previously, local development should be decided by the players in
the territory. Unilateral action by one of the players, whether it is the enterprise,
the government or the community, does not guarantee the road towards local
development. If there is some form of coordination for local development, the
enterprise – proportionate to the scale and intensity of the operation – cannot
fail to participate.
For that reason, this Criterion should be reformulated as follows:
4.5 (4.4 revised) The organization shall participate – jointly with the community,
state institutions, municipalities and other local players and proportionate to the
scale and intensity of its management activities and the socio-economic
conditions – in the planning and implementation of activities that contribute to
the social and economic development of local communities.

Change the wording to: ―The organization, with the participation of the local
communities, shall implement activities proportionate to the scale and intensity
of its management activities and the socio-economic conditions that contribute
to the social and economic development of local communities.‖
4.5 (4.4 revised) (REFORMULATED) The organization, with the participation
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a)Include in the wording of the Criterion, ―with the participation of the local
communities‖.
B) It may perhaps be necessary to incorporate the notion of fairness in this
Criterion (which is not solved with explanatory note 4).
c)
It may perhaps be preferible not to talk of economic development (for
which the measurement indicators are being questioned) but rather quality of
life.
d)
Correct explanatory note 1 in reference to 4.4, which is the Criterion that
refers to negative impacts.

Forest Stewardship Council

of the local communities, shall implement activities - proportionate to the scale
and intensity of its management activities and the socio-economic conditions that contribute to the social and economic development of local communities.
These actions should be different from and additional to those that the
enterprise conducts in programmes of a philanthropic nature or donations to the
community.
Rationale:
(1) Any local development action should involve the participation of the
community. It is not possible to talk of local development without participation
by the community because it has to do with its own living conditions. This is very
important in the SOUTH, where forests and plantations are in areas of poverty
and extreme poverty.
(2) Enterprises engage in many philanthropic actions and donations of
computers to schools, football uniforms, school repairs, etc.…., but ―local
development‖ action goes further than these actions.
(3) In these actions, the enterprises should coordinate with municipalities and
government institutions to improve and strengthen the use of resources.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) ―Proporcionada‖ should say
―Proporcionales‖.
 Proposed wording: ―The organization, with the participation of the
local communities, shall implement activities….‖Social and economic
development.
Differentiate the words development and growth.
The difference between 4.3 & 4.5 is not clear. There is not sufficient difference
in the wording between the 2 criteria as both mention services, roads,
healthcare facilities, employment etc. Is one supposed to address economic
impacts and the other social impacts? Propose either a) merge these criteria
into one, or b) clearly define the objectives that each one is intended to bring
about.
There were two points of view regarding this criterion:

By including this criterion the competitiveness of the organization is being
reduced. In countries where illegal forest activities exceed 80%, the
organization is placed in a competitive disadvantage; the organization cannot be
asked to play the role of the government in areas where its presence is not felt.
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Point of view 1: It is considered that this criterion should be removed since the
social and economic efforts that an organization can provide to the local
community are already established in 4.3.

Forest Stewardship Council

Point of view 2: Its scope should be taken into consideration because it affects
the large-scale levels of plantations, and should not be removed.
It is also mentioned that for large plantation enterprises, this criterion should be
taken into account because their social accountability is greater and they have
the economic capacity to contribute to local development. The criterion‘s
wording and scope should be reviewed.
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A review of the explanatory notes is necessary since the criterion is not
consistent with them.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.6

important
C 4.6 explanatory note 3: Same concern as under C 3.6:
C 3.6: Although we support the intellectual rights of indigenous peoples 100%,
there is a risk of making it very difficult for organizations to operate on
indigenous peoples lands. How to define intellectual property? Great to include
FPIC.
Explanatory note 3: Identification of trees and their products is to a very large
extent general knowledge rather than the intellectual property of any single
indigenous peoples. At least how we understand the concept.
The Organization, all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit, and all other persons or organizations
permitted by The Organization to operate in the Management Unit shall conform
with the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to
the protection and utilization of the intellectual property of local communities.
The conditions for protection and utilization shall be formally agreed upon with
the local communities through free, prior and informed consent before utilization
takes place.
Explanatory Note:
3. Examples of such knowledge include, inter alia, identification of treesplants
and animals and uses of their products.

modificar ―…a la protección y utilización de la propiedad intelectual de las
comunidades locales‖ por ―la protección y uso de conocimientos innovadores y
prácticas‖.
/
I (We) cannot see that this would be applicable for example in the Nordic
Countries (Sweden). I (we) assume that you would need to draw a line where
the ―patent‖ right of the local communities ceases to exist. The Organization
cannot be held responsible in practice for what the contractors and all other
persons or organizations working in the Management Unit are doing with the
knowledge they gain during their work. They can make them aware in the
contracts which they sign about the intellectual property rights of local
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Rationale: This criterion addresses a gap in the P&C with regards to the
intellectual property rights of communities. The UN Framework Convention on
Biological Diversity in 8j specifically addresses local communities.

Forest Stewardship Council

communities but cannot force them so sign an agreement with local
communities. Therefore the organization should be held responsible only for its
own activities
Proposal for a new Wording of 4.6: ―The Organization shall conform with the UN
Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to the
protection and utilization of intellectual property of local communities. The
conditions for protection and utilization shall be formally agreed upon with the
local communities through free, prior and informed consent before utilization
takes place.
This criterion is new and we are not sure of implications of having to assess for
intellectual property from communities (previously it was just for indigenous
groups).
See 4.1
The convention referred to does not use the wording ―intellectual property‖ and
the convention only addresses the benefit local and indigenous people brings to
biological diversity, the FSC-criteria as written goes further
We cannot see that this would be applicable for example in Scandinavian
countries. We assume that you would need to draw a line where the ―patent‖
right of the local communities ceases to exist. The organization cannot be held
responsible in practice for what the contractors and all other persons or
organizations working in the Management Unit are doing with the knowledge
they gain during their work. They can make them aware in the contracts
which they sign about the intellectual property rights of local communities but
cannot force them so sign an agreement with local communities. Therefore the
organization should be held responsible only for its own activities. Proposal for a
new Wording of 4.6: ―The Organization shall conform with the UN Framework
Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to the protection and
utilization of intellectual property of local communities. The conditions for
protection and utilization shall be formally agreed upon with the local
communities through free, prior and informed consent before utilization takes
place.‖

There are no tools that can evidence that all contractors are protecting and
guaranteeing that the intelectual property of local communities is being utilized.
I do not agree with the criterion. Again duplication of 1.10, 3.1 & 3.2 & 3.6
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Cf. comments on 3.6 (revised 3.4)

Forest Stewardship Council

Please remove repetition !!!
Great
This criterion applies in cases where P1 does not apply because intellectual
property rights have not been legally registered. The meeting felt that the
criterion seems to have broader aims than just protecting intellectual property as
defined in the CBD. The criterion should not be restricted to rights that are
already legally registered but to the use and compensation for knowledge,
innovations practices etc. of local communities (and IPs).
Check the date of the convenio about biological diversity in the document (there
are two different dates in the document)
REVISION:
The Organization, all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit and all other persons or organizations
permitted by The Organization to operate in the Management Unit shall conform
with the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) with regard to
the protection and utilization of innovative knowledge and practices of local
communities. The conditions for protection and utilization shall be formally
agreed upon with the local communities through free, prior and informed
consent before utilization takes place.
COMMENTS:
The indigenous communities have always claimed a sui generis system and are
opposed to anything that involves the ―intellectual property‖ system.
Related to 3.6.

Change the wording to: ―The organization, all contractors while working under a
contract to the organization for the Management Unit and all other persons or
organizations permitted by the organization to operate in the Management Unit
shall conform with the UN Framework Convention on Biological Diversity (1992)
with regard to the protection and utilization of knowledge, innovations and
practices of the local communities. The conditions for protection and utilization
shall be formally agreed upon with the local communities through free, prior and
informed consent before utilization takes place.‖
The indigenous communities have always claimed a sui generis system and are
opposed to anything that involves the intellectual property system.
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a) See comment in other Criteria regarding ―while working‖.
b) It may perhaps be necessary to use the terms of the CDB, that is,
knowledge, innovations and practices, and not ―intellectual property‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

Knowledge, innovations and practices of the local communities.
 Remove the phrase ―intellectual property‖.
 ―while working under a contract‖ …..is still being discussed.
 The matter of other premises engaged in other activities (livestock
production, crops).

The Organization, all contractors while working under a contract to The
Organization for the Management Unit and all other persons or organizations
permitted by The Organization to operate in the Management Unit‖ – that is not
necessary! Suggestion: ―Forest Operations‖.
The second sentence: ―agree upon‖ is to expensive. It should be adequate to
make the FMU inform about the content.
Clarifications should be made where needed. For instance, where operations
work exclusively with timber. This item has more to do with or is more focused
on operations that include bioprospecting, management of medicinal plants,
dyes (non timber forest products), which could affect intellectual property rights.
This criterion should be abbreviated as much as possible in order to avoid
ambiguities or misinterpretations.
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We are unsure of the implications of addition C4.6 and hope that FSC has
investigated this.

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.7

important
"fair compensation" is rather vague.
Could be an obstacle for SLIMF certification, as a mechanism for solving
grievances is not a simple thing for poorly educated farmers/foresters in
developing countries.
Would suggest removing, ―through engagement with local communities‖.
Doesn‘t make sense as currently worded.
T: Exp note 4: the existence of laws is not sufficient to verify compliance. CBs
should control that laws are (normally) enforced.
4. Where local or national laws for resolving grievances and compensation exist,
implementation of their provisions these might suffice to comply with this
criterion if agreed through engagement with the local communities, and if their
effective application is confirmed by a CAB. Otherwise additional mechanisms
as developed through engagement with local communities are required.
The mere existence of laws cannot suffice to comply with anything; their
effective implementation is required. Finally, such implementation must be
confirmed by a CAB in order to comply with the P&C. Again, this kind of loose
wording conveys a very misleading and dangerous implication that we must
avoid.
Do not use the word ―organization‖ because it refers to another kind of entities of
civil societies. Use the word ―enterprise‖ (for profit or non profit).

Defining fair compensation could be extremely difficult - particularly without an
independent 3rd party. We assume that legislation (national, e.g. Sweden)
would be the correct way to solve issues related to 4.7. Complaints settling
mechanisms are normally implemented in Management systems such as FSC
Controlled Wood or ISO 14001
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We assume that legislation (national, e.g. Finland) would be the correct way to
solve issues related to 4.7. Complaints settling mechanisms are normally
implemented in Management systems such as FSC Controlled Wood or ISO
14001

Forest Stewardship Council

This appears to be a positive change from the last draft in not requiring
stakeholder engagement in all cases of developing mechanisms for resolving
grievances.
/
We strongly support explanatory note 4. Without its inclusion we may not
support the Criteria.
Example of too much involvement for a country like the US
See 4.1 and 4.4. What is the meaning of ―third party mediation‖ in the
explanatory text?
This is not applicable for SLIMF. Furthermore, it is not reasonable that any
negative impact on individuals shall result in compensation, whether or not any
legal or customary rights are exceeded.
The compensation should include compensation for economic impacts. For
example in many African countries concession holders damage farmers crops
when harvesting trees. These should be compensated for at a market related
level and compensation should be paid by certified companies without the need
for legal intervention.
Resolving grievances and providing fair compensation.
Defining fair compensation could be extremely difficult – particularly without an
independent 3rd party.
Resolving grievances and providing fair compensation. Defining fair
compensation could be extremely difficult - particularly without an independent
3rd party. We assume that legislation would be the correct way to solve issues
related to 4.7. Complaints settling mechanisms are normally implemented in
Management systems such as FSC Controlled Wood or ISO 14001.

Specify the moment local communities should participate:
Whether at the elaboration of a procedure, or when a claim is settled, or when
mechanisms to compensate for loss and damages are established.
Explanatory note #5: how to define independent, competent and unbiased thirdparty mediation?
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Proposition: “The Organization through engagement with local communities
shall have mechanisms (including local requirements while existing) for
resolving grievances and providing fair compensation to local communities and
individuals for negative social and environmental impacts caused by the
organization.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

The text of this Criterion is not very clear regarding the circumstances for which
there would or would not be compensation, although the explanatory notes for
4.4 and 4.7 clarify this somewhat by mentioning that ―….shall be applicable
when avoidance and mitigation have failed.‖.. This is not reflected in the text of
4.7.
Also, 4.7 does not reflect the scale of the impacts (4.4 does this by mentioning
that it refers to ―significant‖ impacts.
The way it is written, it could be interpreted to mean that the company must
have a mechanism to compensate for the social impacts that it causes,
regardless of the scale, or the measures that it may have taken to avoid them
and/or mitigate them, or if there is a legal regulatory framework and/or a legal
process that defines whether the compensation is applicable or not.
This one will be very difficult to judge. Who decides if mitigation was sufficient?
When will compensation kick in? Anyone can claim that mitigation, however
good will still lead to some sort of impact still occurring. Who will then decide
when compensation is necessary? Maybe needs to be reworded.
It would appear that the operative words are ―having mechanisms‖ in place,
which may be the application of relevant laws by the authorities.
There‘s a lack of specification about the moment local communities should
participate:
At the elaboration of the procedure (unlikely, specially considering the presence
of many different local communities around a FMO) or when a claim and/or a
compensation for loss and damages are settled.
Explanatory note #5: how to define independent, competent and unbiased thirdparty mediation?
I agree
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Correct the use of
―involucramiento‖.

The impacts of plantations are by default inevitable and can be quite dramatic in
some instances. This criterion would leave an enormous burden on many
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There‘s a lack of specification about the moment local communities should
participate:
At the elaboration of the procedure (unlikely, specially considering the presence
of many different local communities around a FMO) or when a claim and/or a
compensation for loss and damages are settled.
Explanatory note #5: how to define independent, competent and unbiased thirdparty mediation?

Forest Stewardship Council

certificate holders with plantations. Many of these impacts are also subtle and
could be ongoing indefinately. Would certificate holders be expected to carry on
paying these indefinitely?
Also very important
Add environmental impacts
The word ―mechanism‖ does not seem appropriate for more informal, small
scale operators.
It needs to be clarified that mechanisms is understood in its broadest sense,
also including informal means or communication.
An explanatory note should be included that says that having these agreements
does not mean that they may continue to cause these impacts and if repeated,
the operator could lose certification, since although they can compensate for
these impacts, some of them may be irreparable.
Propose changing explanatory note 5: mechanisms also include third party
mediation; ―to mechanisms may also include third party mediation‖.
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(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The term ―involucramiento‖
should be replaced with ―con la participación‖.
4.7 (4.5 revisado) La organización, a través de la participación de las
comunidades locales, contará con mecanismos para resolver quejas y otorgar
indemnizaciones equitativas a las comunidades e individuos de la localidad por
los impactos negativos sociales y ambientales ocasionados por la organización

Forest Stewardship Council

C4.8

important
C 4.8: Seems like overdoing it a bit - is it of high importance for local
communities? We have never heard of any cases.
Would make certification of SLIMF's harder and more complicated.
Greater accuracy ―…the sites must be identified on the map and in the field‖.
Include recreational and leisure areas.
Add: safeguarding ready access to these sites.
/
It is not fully clear where to draw the line here, but in normal forest operations
planning such sites of special value are identified and protected by integrating
them in the operative work instructions.
/
We strongly support explanatory note 2. Without its inclusion we may not
support the Criteria.
This criterion is highly problematical in that it does not recognize that invalid
claims may be made which are impossible to verify. Additionally, different local
communities may have conflicting claims and there is no guidance on how to
resolve these conflicting claims. Nor is there recognition that some claims
should be rejected following appropriate review and analysis.
Again this criterion prescribes activities. It could be a national standard (were
there is a need). What is special economic or ecological significance for local
communities? This criterion has much too far reaching consequences on
ownership, and it is unacceptable that so vague terms are used. Omit the whole
criterion, or make substantial changes.
Could be developed instead on a national level, if needed. Too many details
about activities.
There is risk that this criteria will be claimed on an artificial basis in a country like
Sweden, where local communities already are a natural and fully accepted part
of social society.

While at first glance this would appear to be a duplication of C3.5, the latter
applies to Indigenous peoples, while 4.8 applies to local communities. Correct?
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How does this criteria differ from 3.5? Seems to be duplication

Forest Stewardship Council

I agree duplication of new C3.5
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Correct the use of
―involucramiento‖.
2) EN There could be the case where individuals in the local community and
also the indigenous people do not take care of these sites, or not sufficiently, or
may even use them for personal benefit. Here the Organization should not
solve the issue but there will be a problem in how to approach this.
Great.
It was agreed that mapping of such sites would be needed in order to be able to
protect them. Mapping must also be on scales adequate for ensuring that these
sites can be identified and protected before management activities take place.
However, it was also recognized that if IP‘s request so, information about this
sites should be treated as confidential.
The participants agreed that clarification would be needed that in certain
contexts and countries recreational sites may also fall under cultural sites, when
having been used repetitively. For example ways usually taken by children to
get to school or hiking trails. However, these need to be clearly defined in
National Standards.
Good.
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It is necessary to add the following items to this criterion:
1) The sites must be identified on the map and in the field.
2) Sites that traditionally have been used by the community for recreational
purposes (athletic fields, recreational areas) should be included.
Access to these sites should be guaranteed.

Forest Stewardship Council

P5

The Organization shall efficiently manage the multiple products and services of
the Management Unit to maintain or enhance both long term operational viability
and the range of benefits available.
Using the word ―operational‖ instead of economic encompasses economic
viability but provides for broader options for the manager. Thus we recommend
the use of operational in Principle 5 and several points in the explanatory notes.
We also recommend that the explanatory notes include specific recognition of a
non-profit alternative.
Not well formulated and with unclear/multiple purposes. I have some major
problems:
1) Whats‘ interesting is the long-term stability/security of the unit. This may be
achieved through other mechanisms and strategies than economic viability, e.g.
n the case of a forests managed to provide a city with drinking water.
2) While a range of products is preferable, this must not necessarily be provided
by the Organization – the important point is that management maintains this
potential – others, e.g. local entrepreneurs may deliver.
Suggestion: Management of the Unit shall maintain or enhance the long-term
viability and the potentials to produce multiple products, services and benefits.
The Organization shall efficiently manage for a variety of products and services
to maintain or enhance long term economic viability and environmental and
social benefits.

+ The ExN it should be further highlighted that there might be other
management objectives than economic viability and production, e.g. wildlife
protection and recreation.
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T: The objective of P5 is very confusing and the wording needs major revision.
P5 seems to limit itself to the economical risk management of the Organisation,
while it should require the organization to manage the forest in such a way that
opportunities are created for multiple benefits from the forests but not
necessarily produced by the organization itself – see ExN #6. The goal should
be a diversified landscape, related to the objective of the organization and the
opportunities of the biome and the social context.

Forest Stewardship Council

The Principle remains fundamentally flawed in that it assumes all certified forest
properties are part of business entities and should therefore be managed for
“economic viability.”
Publicly owned forests should not necessarily be required to manage for
economic outputs; some public forests, for example, should be managed
primarily for wilderness, wildlife protection, and/or other non-economic
purposes.
This wording is an improvement over the existing principle. However, combined
with the seriously flawed definition of ―economic viability‖ in the Glossary, the
principle still inappropriately skews management goals towards economic
outputs – which may not be the type of outputs desired by all managers. It
would be preferable to adopt more neutral and more broadly applicable wording
such as suggested here. Replacement of ―economic‖ with ―operational‖ would
be the best way of doing that, not only here but throughout the document,
including in the Glossary.
The Organization shall efficiently manage the range of multiple products and
services of the Mmanagement Unit to maintain or enhance both long term
operationaleconomic viability and the range of environmental and social benefits
available from those products and services.
Explanatory notes:
1. Economic viability is understood as: The capability of developing and
surviving as a relatively independent social, economic or political unit.
While this may be a definition created under the aegis of, or used by, another
international organization, it is inappropriate for use here in the P&C. A forest
management unit is rarely (if ever) intended to be an independent social or
political entity, nor, for that matter, a truly ―independent‖ economic entity. If an
appropriate substitute for this definition cannot be found which would apply more
clearly to forest Management Units, then no definition should be provided. In
the latter case, the remaining explanatory notes should be sufficient to clarify the
meaning and intent of the principle.

Ensure - This word is a relic from the previous wording of Principle 5 and is no
longer used here.
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2. OperationalEconomic viability may require but is not synonymous withto
profitability. There might be other ways for an Organization to ensure
maintain or enhance operationaleconomic viability of the Management Unit,
e.g., from donations (as in the case of non-profit organizations), or by
establishing a fund solely dedicated to providing the financial means
required to ensure the economic viability of the Management
Unitaccomplish that goal.

Forest Stewardship Council

3. Long term operationaleconomic viability in this context is used to
acknowledge the need for ‗for profit‘ business enterprises to accommodate
to short term market fluctuations. However, in order to be considered
operationeconomically viable, ‗for profit‘ Organizations need to make a
reasonable return on investment in the longer term.
4. Efficient management aims at enhancing both long term
operationaleconomic viability and the range of environmental and social
benefits that can be provided by the Management Unit.
5. Efficient management aiming at enhancing social benefits may include
providing opportunities to local entrepreneurs in order to comply with
Criteriaon 5.3 and 5.4.
6. This Principle does not exclude organizations whose management
objectives aim at producing a very limited range of products and services, or
whose management is undertaken on a non-profit basis.
7. The management objectives may exclusively aim at providing
environmental or social benefits, e.g. conservation, biodiversity protection.
8. Benefit sharing agreements are based on contracts or otherwise binding
agreements and rights as required and defined under Principle 1 to
Principle 4, for example Criterion 1.19 and 3.3.
Further revision of some of these notes is required in order to remove any
ambiguity and conflict regarding the concept of ―economic viability‖.
This principle overall has become way too wide open to interpretation,
effectively eliminating its effectiveness on the ground. Most importantly it is
critical that clarifications are made that read that the rate of harvest of forest
products shall not exceed levels which can sustainably be maintained.
Place the words long term at the end of the text: ―The enterprise shall efficiently
utilize the range of multiple products and services of the management to
maintain or enhance economic viability and the range of environmental and
social benefits in the long term.‖
The removal of redundancies in requirements around local and community
benefit is positive (although it appears that some of these requirements, such as
local processing and value-added manufacturing are still associated with C5.3.
C.5.4).

It is a positive change that principle-level guidance was removed from the last
draft, ―Organization to facilitate other entrepreneurs who may be willing to
develop, process and market products and services which do not figure in the
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Clarification that economic viability is different from economic profitability is
positive addition.

Forest Stewardship Council

business plan of The Organization.‖
Add the word ―unit‖….‖…products and services of the management unit…‖and
change ―the range‖ back to ―a wide range‖.
We do not understand the connection between ―economic viability‖ and being a
relatively independent SOCIAL and POLITICAL unit; we suggest dropping those
terms.
In theory, the FSC is based on the 3 pillars of social, environmental, and
economic interests. Principle 5 is the only principle that theoretically deals with
economics and none of the 6 criteria actually promote the financial viability of
the entity being certified. The intent is captured in the explanatory notes on
Principle 5, but those concepts are not established in the criteria.
Economics is the underrepresented piece of sustainability in the FSC standard –
and yet for the Organization (not for profit, government, society, for profit) long
and short term economic conditions are essential to their existence. ―Economic
viability, including the environmental and social benefits derived from forests is a
pre-requisite for wider adoption of sustainable forest management practices‖.
UN FAO 2005. The current Explanatory notes continue to minimize this reality
and give only modest treatment to defining and articulating the importance of
inclusion of economic viability as a core component of the standard.
Recommend that the FAO quote noted above be included in the Explanatory
Notes.
Note 2- Add after sentence 1 : ―An economically viable private organization
generates revenue from the sale of goods and services and has as its objective
the goal of profitability at a minimum over the long term.‖
Agreed
Proposed edit: Insert ―unit‖ ………. Multiple products and services of the
management UNIT to maintain……..

New text proposal: ―The Organization shall efficiently manage the range of
multiple products and services of the management, when possible, to maintain
or enhance long term economic viability and the range of environmental and
social benefits‖.
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Economic viability should be described in the context of generating adequate
resources – in perpetuity – to enable investment in management planning and
implementation at or above a level that does not threaten the ecological integrity
of the forest, and does not threaten the socio-economic health of surrounding
communities

Forest Stewardship Council

Accepted
The way the title reads, the Organization cannot fail or evolve, and it also
implicitly proposes—a maximalist success. This is not realistic; it should be
reformulated to make it gradualistic or similar. 2) See the comment on this
subject in C5.1. See the comment on the Preamble 1, 2, 3.
Throughout all criteria the wording should be reviewed to better transmit the
concepts and eliminate ambiguities. Particularities and examples should also be
eliminated.
Insert word ‗unit‘ after the word ‗management‘
The removal of redundancies in requirements around local and community
benefit is positive (although it appears that some of these requirements, such as
local processing and value-added manufacturing is still associated with C5.3.
C.5.4).
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The term ―utilizará
eficientemente‖ should be replaced with ―debe manejar eficientemente‖.
La organización debe manejar eficientemente la gama de productos y servicios
products del manejo para mantener o mejorar la viabilidad económica de largo
plazo y la gama de beneficios ambientales y product.
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add ‗unit‘ after ‗management‘.

Forest Stewardship Council

C5.1
Criterion 5.1 We recommend amending this criterion to include ―ecosystem
health and productivity proportionate‖…. Adding the word ―health‖ in this
context reinforces the link between health and productivity. And we recommend
the use of the word ―operational‖ instead of ―economic‖ in this Criterion also.
Clumsy language.Suggestion:
The Organization shall document investments to maintain or enhance long-term
viability and productivity commensurate with the management objectives and
proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of its operations.
T: - needs also address ecosystem health. => new text: ―long term economic
viability, ecosystem health, and productivity….‖
5.1 (revised 5.1) The Organization shall document in its management or
business planning, the investments being made to demonstrate commitment to
long-term operationaleconomic viability and ecosystem health and productivity
proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of its management activities.
planning, - This deletion is consistent with a previous deletion and comment
related to Criterion 1.8.
operational – Same rationale as previous edits.

Explanatory Notes
2. – This note supports the addition of the words ―health and‖ to the language of
the criterion.
3. The demonstration of commitment means using best practice with current
knowledge, recognizing that in reality long term operationaleconomic viability
and ecosystem productivity cannot be guaranteed no matter how well an
organization manages and plans.
4.Investments in economic viability include for example safeguards against
―mining‖ of the resources or ‗creaming (excessive selective harvesting or high
grading)‘ of the Management Unit‘s most valuable species.
Because much of this note seems redundant with the following note, the two
notes should be combined.
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Health – Using only the term ―productivity‖ could lead to narrow misinterpretation of the Principle. Explanatory Note #2 affirms the need to broaden
this language to incorporate the ecological basis of productivity.

Forest Stewardship Council

4. This criterion aims at avoiding dependence on a single forest product, and at
incorporating safeguards against ‗mining‘ orand creaming (excessive selective
harvesting or high grading) of the resources of the Management Unit‘s most
valuable species.
The organization documents in management and business planning, the
investments being made to demonstrate commitment to economic viability and
ecosystem functionality in a way that is proportionate to the scale, intensity and
risk of long term management activities.
Include an explanatory note on ecosystem functionality.
It is very difficult to understand the aim of this criterion. Who is able to do this –
in any conditions?
Explanatory Note: #3. ―Using best practice with current knowledge‖ may be
interpreted as too stringent and unattainable without qualifiers, especially with
the new emphasis on risk. This may be made more realistic by adding the term
―standard‖ between ―best‖ and ―practice‖ or subbing the term ―sustainable‖ for
―best‖.
Merge the two texts into one criterion, keeping both contents, in order to avoid
increasing the complexity of the standard. The topics contained in the two
criteria, even if merged, will continue to be expressed in the indicators.
Recommendation: unification of the texts of criteria 5.1 and 5.2 into one
criterion, keeping both contents, in order to avoid increasing the complexity of
the standard. The topics contained in the two criteria, even if merged, may
continue to be expressed in the indicators.
Criteria 5.1 and 5.2 could be merged.
Agreed
I agree ; but how to define or measure ecosystem productivity ? better to state
improved forest quality

Recommendation: unification of the texts of criteria 5.1 and 5.2 into one
criterion, keeping both contents, in order to avoid increasing the complexity of
the standard. The topics contained in the two criteria, even if merged, may
continue to be expressed in the indicators
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(This comment seems to refer only to the Spanish version.) In 3, add
―GA(...)TIZAR‖; then it will be a good translation of the English and can be
understood.

Forest Stewardship Council

The meeting agreed that the focus of the criterion must be on demonstrating
commitment rather than on the documentation. It was agreed to change the
criterion to read: ‗The Organization shall demonstrate commitment to long-term
economic viability and ecosystem productivity and shall document in
management or business planning, the investments being made, proportionate
to scale, intensity and risk of its management activities.‘
REVISION: The organization shall manage the products and services of the
management unit to maintain or enhance economic viability and the range of
social and environmental benefits in the long term.
a) Improve the wording, both in English and in Spanish. b) (This comment
refers only to the Spanish version.)Also, ―manage‖ is not the same as ―utilizar‖,
as it is translated in Spanish; what ―mismo‖ does it mean, ―uso‖ or ―manejo‖?
Take into account that in some cases the operator may manage multiple forest
services but not necessarily use them directly or exploit them.
Improve the wording, changing to: ―The organization shall manage the products
and services of the management unit to maintain or enhance economic viability
and the range of social and environmental benefits in the long term.‖
Place the words long term at the end of the text: The enterprise shall efficiently
utilize the range of multiple products and services of the management to
maintain or enhance economic viability and the range of environmental and
social benefits in the long term.
The organization shall manage the products and services of the management
unit to maintain or enhance economic viability and the range of social and
environmental benefits in the long term.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The term ―documentará‖ should
be replaced with ―debe documentar‖.
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La organización debe documentar en la planificación de manejo o en la
administrativa, las inversiones que se estén haciendo para demostrar el
compromiso con la viabilidad económica y la productividad de los ecosistemas
a largo plazo de manera proporcionada a la escala, intensidad y riesgo de sus
actividades de manejo.

Forest Stewardship Council

C5.2
‗insurances‘ may be mentioned as one tool in the explanatory notes.
C 5.2: Explanatory note 3, social benefits: We would say that clean drinking
water would be most relevant to include.
The Organization shall demonstrate that estimates of the environmental and
social costs and benefits of operation are included in itsthe management
planning proportionate
planning – This deletion is consistent with a previous deletion and comment
related to Criterion 1.8
Explanatory Notes:
reduced fishing opportunities – Since this is an NTFP, it is unclear why this
would appear under ―environmental costs‖ rather than ―social costs‖.
Change ―shall demonstrate‖ to ―demonstrates‖.
Seems onerous and quite difficult to satisfy. How one attaches costs and
benefits to some of these ideas could be challenging and expensive to
determine. Is this realistic on a forest level, should one not defer to a national
authority?
The criterion seems onerous and quite difficult to satisfy. It might be challenging
and expensive to determine the costs and benefits of the requirements in this
criterion.
We are concerned that the examples of costs are difficult to quantify and may be
best dealt with under Criteria 6.1 and 6.2.

As this criterion deals with externalities as a counter to 5.1‘s internal costs it
should also have reference to the demonstration of commitment and a note
similar to explanatory note 3 under 5.1 – namely that ― demonstration of
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We are concerned to see Explanatory note 3a enshrined anywhere in the P&C.
In a high rainfall, low population country like New Zealand this is potentially quite
problematic and it should either be removed or modified to indicate that such
interpretation would not apply in situations like that in New Zealand where the
right to use the rainfall that falls on the FMU should be axiomatic. Our
preference would be to see 3a removed altogether

Forest Stewardship Council

commitment means using best practice with current knowledge….‖
The criterion as presently written imply that specific environmental and social
cost estimates are to be made. IN many cases these are extraordinarily difficult
to estimate or quantify - especially when the FMU is just part of a much larger
dynamic and mixed economy. We think that as written this requirement is
completely unworkable. We are concerned that the examples of costs are
difficult to quantify and may be best dealt with under Criteria 6.1 and 6.2.
IN contrast however many of the costs involved are simply integral components
of normal operational best practice and are thus better ―quantified on the same
basis as 5.1.
We are concerned to see Explanatory note 3a enshrined anywhere in the P&C.
In NZ there is not a risk of people starving from the hydrological effects of
plantations, there are commercial businesses however that gain considerable
economic value through uncontrolled access to free water and will seek to
adversely impact on the rights of existing landowners to use and enjoy their land
under forest in order to reap benefits of unsustainable agricultural intensification
on their own land. Should be modified to clarify the example as applying to new
afforestation in low rainfall areas where water yield is already critical for existing
―traditional‖ community supply or agricultural farming models.
Too detailed text. To estimate environmental and social costs you need a
definition and the costs must also be measurable.
The obligation to use local entrepreneurs, workforce etc must rely on
economically sound, marketable principles and adhere to legislation. For
instance, we are not able to favor local entrepreneurs before others (strict EUregulation).
Very difficult to measure. Not applicable to SLIMF.
/
Seems onerous and quite difficult to satisfy. How one attaches costs and
benefits to some of these ideas could be challenging and expensive to
determine. Is this realistic on a forest level, should one not defer to a national
authority?
Criteria 5.1 and 5.2 could be merged

Agreed
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There are criteria (5.2 and 5.3) that are nebulous and extremely difficult to
evaluate.

Forest Stewardship Council

Merge the two texts into one criterion, keeping both contents, in order to avoid
increasing the complexity of the standard. The topics contained in the two
criteria, even if merged, will continue to be expressed in the indicators.
Suggest that 5.2 and 5.5 could be amalgamated into one criterion. How will an
auditor actually measure the difference between the two?
See comment to Criterion 5.1 above
I agree
The Criterion is appropriate but it should be placed in context when a) The
negative effects are of such a degree of complexity that those caused by the
operation are just one part of them, and b) The subject of the ability of the
system to rebuild itself is not addressed. It is a criterion with some conditions of
immobility. Reformulate.
See comment to Criterion 5.1 above.
This is a very important point
Explanatory note in 5.2 should clarify that identification and planning are not
enough and that the organization should bear the environmental and social
costs, which include…
The formulation was not improved except for the inclusion of scale and risk.
Something should be put in the explanatory notes to the effect that these ―costs‖
or so-called externalities should be avoided, that is, that the negative impacts
should not occur again; this is what is essential, and their being ―accepted‖ so
long as the Organization pays for them should be avoided. As has already been
said repeatedly, some social ―costs‖ cannot be compensated or repaired,
because the damage may be irreversible; this also applies to some
environmental damages. It is not clear, either, that the Organization must be
accountable for the environmental and social costs.

Change in the wording:
 Remove the word estimate. (It is more tangible.) ** See page 12 (plenary
discussion).
The word costs is under discussion because for economists this word generates
profits. It would be ―expenses‖ in the social sphere.
Remove the word ―benefits‖. Limit the criterion to making estimates of
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Comments: Change ―shall demonstrate‖ to ―demonstrates‖.

Forest Stewardship Council
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environmental and social costs since the benefits are mainly intangible and
measuring them and placing them in a cash flow is too complicated.

Forest Stewardship Council

C5.3

See comment under P5 above. Note also discrepancy between criterion text
and Expl note 3. Suggestion:
The Organization shall identify potentials to produce multiple products, services
and benefits from the Unit and conduct or support such activities, proportionate
to the scale and intensity of its operations, in order to strengthen and diversify
the local economy.
important
C 5.3: The formulation is not entirely clear – should the entire criterion be
implemented proportionate to scale etc. or only ―strengthen and diversify the
local economy‖ proportionate to .....
If the first – ok if the latter it would cause problems for SLIMF‘s.
Explanatory note 3: Although it sounds very sympathetic this interpretation could
cause problems in most countries where agreements and contracts are
generally not respected, as the Org. has to monitor and police the activities of
local entrepreneurs – very difficult, costly and time consuming in tropical
rainforests. It should be more optional.
T: Somewhat unclear rationale/objective. The criterion should better mirror the
content of ExN #3.

The Organization shall produce diversified benefits and products, based on the
range of resources and environmental services existing in the Management
Unit, in order to strengthen and diversify the local economy proportionate to the
scale and intensity of its The Organization‘s management activities.
Since the lengthy sentence structure seems to inappropriately connect this
pronoun more directly to the term ―local economy‖, it is desirable to replace it
with a repetition of ―The Organization‖ in order to ensure greater clarity.

This criterion has nothing to do with rates or volumes of production, but with
benefits and products.
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Explanatory note:
1. The more diverse the resources of the Management Unit, the more likely that
there will be short term deviations from even-flow rates of production across
thea wider range of products and services provided.

Forest Stewardship Council

3. This requirement does not expect that all products and services are always
harvested, developed or marketed by The Organization itself. However, it is
expected that The Organization, as long as this does not prevent achieving its
own management objectives or complying with the Principles and Criteria,
provides opportunities to local entrepreneurs willing to do so, to develop,
process and market products and services derived from the Management Unit.
Rationale:
1. In order to avoid compound criteria, original Criterion 5.2 was divided into 2
separate criteria (5.3 and 5.4). Proposed Criterion 5.3 requires the utilization of
the diversity of resources and services in the Management Unit. It thereby also
covers part of original Criterion 5.4 which requires avoiding dependence on a
single forest product
This is an acceptable approach to dealing with this issue.
The requirement is too much for an Organization to diversify local economy.
Change ―shall produce‖ to ―produces‖
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―proporcionada‖ to
―proporcional‖.
Sounds bureaucratic, is there added value of this really in practice?
There needs to be a strong link with criterion 5.1. in some cases is not possible
to use the diversity of products and remain viable. It needs to be stressed that
the expectation is only when there is a commercially viable opportunity. A
perverse outcome of this criterion may be to push forest managers towards
inappropriate practices. For example leaving harvest trash in situ is beneficial to
nutrition retention, weed suppression and reduction of water loss from the soil.
Under this criterion there may be an incentive to harvest trash for bio fuels at the
expenses of the inherent values that the trash brings to the operation.

The use of strengthen and diversify in this Criteria implies that all forest
managers are in a position where further (and continuous) strengthening and
diversification is required (i.e. has not already achieved). Add ―maintain or‖
before diversify.
Also clarify or strengthen the implication carried in advice note 2 that benefits
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The use of strengthen and diversify in this Criteria implies that all forest
managers are in a position where further (and continuous) strengthening and
diversification is required (i.e. has not already achieved).
Add ―maintain or‖ before diversify.

Forest Stewardship Council

and products may include ―non-chargeable or saleable environmental services
such as clean water and biodiversity maintenance and or reassess potential
overlap with 5.6
See 4.1
No, the word ―shall‖ cannot be used, The word should be ―promote‖ or ―can‖.
It is in contradiction with the Gabonese law that a forestry organization harvests
or commercializes other forest products that wood
There are criteria (5.2 and 5.3) that are nebulous and extremely difficult to
evaluate.
Elements of Explanatory Note #3 should be incorporated into the Criterion to
make clear that Organizations themselves are not required to diversify local
economies simply by producing a variety of products, without regard to
marketability and cost.
Nice idea, but there may not be other markets available. Does that mean the
company is in non-conformance with the criterion?
Say what you mean in the criterion. Criterion states the Org shall (implies they
must) diversify products and benefits… Then notes 2&3 go on to detail that this
is only required when practical, markets exist, products are saleable, etc. If the
markets were there and it was practical to sell to them it seems to reason that
the org would do so.
Excellent changes to proposed C5.3 (revised original 5.2 & 5.3) – previously
redundant. Good clarification in the Explanatory Notes.
New text proposal: The Organization , when products, shall produce beneficts
and diversified products, based on the range of resources and on the
environmental services existing on the Management Unit, in order to strengthen
and diversify the local economy, considering the scale and intensity of the
Management Activities.
I agree ; but wording of draft 1 was better

It is not desirable or realistic to make this a mandatory requirement on the
Organization. It is however, key that the Organizations activities do not
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1) Include SHALL PROMOTE THE in the wording before the two words ―…and
products …‖ 2) How do the Organization and the Certification Body reach
agreement on this?

Forest Stewardship Council

undermine the ability of the Management Until to produce diversified benefits
and products. Where IP, local communities or local businesses are already
involved in producing other products from the \MU it would be highly
inappropriate for the Organization to usurp them, which is the plain reading of
the C language.
Good that the element of diversification has been included. However, the
explanatory notes should say that the operator must demonstrate the ―right‖ or
corresponding legal permit to use the environmental services.
Comments: change ―shall produce‖ to ―produces‖.
Change the word ―produce‖ to ―shall manage‖ the products and services of the
management unit to maintain or enhance economic viability and the range of
social and environmental benefits in the long term.
There were two points of view regarding this criterion:
Point of View 1
The purpose of forest management lies not in strengthening the local economy;
The implementation of good practices generates benefits but it is not the
objective. With this criterion, forest management is tied to the objective of
strengthening the economy.
Point of View 2
In large forest operations, the level of dependency of local communities is quite
high; whole populations may come to depend on the company‘s operations.
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The appeal to seek the diversification of the local economy has to do with
reducing the local economies dependency on forest management.
This means changing the term ―shall produce‖ by ―seek/be inclined to/propitiate‖
so as not to place the criterion in a strait jacket. It is more a recommendation
than an obligation. This should be established in the criterion in the same
manner it is stated in the explanatory note.

Forest Stewardship Council

C5.4

Suggestion: add
…where economically viable and legally feasible. ( to address Expl note 4)
Rather vague – who will decide when it is economically viable to use local
service providers – and based on what criteria?

Explanatory Notes:
1. – The acceptability of this note is contingent on the deletion or replacement of
the inappropriate definition of this term currently proposed in this draft (including
in the Glossary).
No need to have this criterion. If it‘s economically viable (profit making or cost
saving), an Organization will choose to do this, no meaning including this in FSC
certification.
Change ―shall use‖ to ―uses‖
Competition rules/legislation often prohibit supporting only local business.
Competition must be free especially in EU area, where we have common labor
market. FSC should respect legislation
This criterion needs further advice note to the effect that the condition only
applies to processing and services required to complete the production of a
marketed product to the point that that product leaves the ownership and control
of the Organisation. A forest manager selling logs cannot be expected to try an
influence the safety, efficiency, reliability and quality of 2 nd, 3rd or 4th party
processors participating in diversified international makets.
Only a new approach to Chain of Custody can address such matters and share
the burden onto processors and marketers
Good clarity in proposed C5.4 – especially important to add ―…where
economically viable.‖

I agree
It was agreed that the qualifier ‗where economically viable‘ should be replaced
with ‗demonstrating efforts‘. It was agreed to revise the criterion as follows: ‗5.4
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Add the term When available in the beginning of the criteria. In some regions
can not be find services and products in the quantity needed for consumption.

Forest Stewardship Council

(revised 5.2) The Organization shall demonstrate effort to use local processing,
local services and local value adding.‘
It was also agreed to replace Explanatory Note 3 and 4 with the following
wording: ‗Showing effort starts with assessing the opportunities that exist, and
for example using local mills or providing basic training that would allow local
providers to provide the services and value adding‘ referred to in the criterion.
a) We stress that it should be taken into account that this criterion does not
contradict criteria 4.3 and 4.5. The explanatory note should talk about the need
to promote the strengthening and economic viability of local processing, local
services and local added value, which goes farther than ―training.‖ If this is not
done, it can never become ―economically viable‖ and therefore The Organization
will not use them. Consequently, the support for the local economy that is the
subject of criteria 4.3 and 4.5 will be limited. Although employment is important,
we should be thinking about creating opportunities in the longer term.
Comments: change ―shall use‖ to ―uses‖.
Propose to revise or delete ―economically viable‖, which is not very clear.
The Explanatory Notes are very important in interpreting this criterion, and must
be available to users of the eventual standard.
The organization shall use local processing, local services and local value
adding where economically viable..
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It appears that accounting for operational costs (C5.2) is no longer required in
management forecasts and budgets. Perhaps this requirement has been placed
elsewhere, but this is not clear. If operational costs are intentionally removed,
this should be explicitly stated and studied by FSC.

Forest Stewardship Council

C5.5

important
This criterion is very important which should be reflected by including the
examples from ExN #1 into the criterion.
The proposed revised language is unacceptable, in that maintenance and
restoration of watersheds and fisheries would be made optional, by no longer
being explicitly recognized in the Criteria, and being reduced to an explanatory
note. Likewise, the proposed language remains inadequate in that it leaves
coverage of essential ecosystem services like water supply, climate regulation,
and carbon storage optional, inasmuch as they are only recognized in the
explanatory notes.
These are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
Explanatory notes
2. The word ‗oOr‘ recognizes that it is not in all situations possible to enhance
the value. The ability to enhance the value depends on the status of the
ecosystem (and stakeholder perceptions). In some situations, e.g. pristine
ecosystems, it may not be possible or desirable to enhance but only to maintain
the existing value of environmental services and resources.
Change ―shall maintain and/or enhance‖ for ―maintain and/or enhance‖
Change ―…environmental services and resources‖ for ―environmental resources
and services‖.

Sustainability issues. We suggest clarifications in 5.5 and 5.6 that do not lose
the critical concept of maintaining ecological productivity that was in the original
criteria. There are a variety of definitions for ―economic viability‖ – the one in the
explanatory notes may not be most applicable to FSC. While P5 has been
strengthened in several areas by making it less conceptual and more
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The explanatory note needs to be re-integrated with the Criteria otherwise it
opens the door for unsustainable practices. The restoration of watersheds and
fisheries and the inclusion of ecosystem services such as water quantity and
carbon storage should be mandatory not simply guidance. One of the greatest
opportunities right now is increasing protection for forest in order to maintain
ecosystem services, most specifically Carbon and the FSC should not ignore
this. For a good example of how this is working in the Southern landscape to
increase the amount of forestland getting FSC certified, please see:
www.carboncanopy.org.
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operational, 5.6 in particular is still muddy with terms such as as "adaptive
capacity" and "biological survival."
Now even the economic criterion is written as environmental criterion. What
does this criterion has to do with the Princple ―Benefits from the forest‖?
This criterion is covered to my understanding already in Principle 6
―Environmental values‖ and should therefore be deleted here.
/
Environmental services include carbon sequestration (i.e. Article 3.3). of the
Kyoto Protocol. Please add ―sequestration‖ to the Explanatory Note 1.
Also add ―maintain and/or enhance‖ to carbon storage.
Note that the Kyoto Protocol is a valid UN doctrine and should be referred as
are other UN agreements such as the ILO convention. If FSC embraces some
UN agreements/conventions they should embrace them all rather than picking
convenient ones.
Not sure how if enhancing environmental values is appropriate in all situations…
Having ―and/or‖ in the criterion can lead to difference of interpretation between
Organizations, auditors and CBs – some will chose ―and‖ others will chose ―or‖.
Proposition: It is clearer to have ―maintain and enhance, when it possible and
economically viable‖
Criterion 5.5 could be integrated in P6
I have NEVER understood how come this Criterion in captured within Principle
5. I feel it better fits in Principle 6 or in new P10.
Add biodiversity among the other services.
New text proposal: Management activities shall maintain and/or enhance the
value of environmental services and resources from environmental services and
resources from the Management Unit, when the results are viable.

I agree ; but should be moved to P6 of P7
Criterion 5.5. should be changed to read ―shall maintain and restore the value of
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See comments in 5.2. In 5.2 the environmental and social costs and benefits are
estimated while in 5.5 there is a requirement that the environmental (but not the
social?) services and resources are enhanced or maintained. For the latter to
happen, they must be monitored. Am I missing something here? A plan will
require these to be measured in order to demonstrate enhancement of
maintenance. A small thing, though.

Forest Stewardship Council

ecosystem services and resources from the Management Unit‖. Restoration
provides a more meaningful benchmark. Particularly in circumstances where
management for one environmental service, e.g., carbon sequestration, may be
at odds with other ecological values/functions, using restoration makes it clear
that the goal is maintaining or restoring a functioning ecosystem that in so doing
provides ecological services whereas ‗enhance‘ inappropriately opens the door
to enhancement of one service at the expenses of other services and values
REVISION:
The organization shall maintain and/or enhance the value of environmental
services and resources in the Management Unit.
a) Good that at least in the explanatory notes a reference has been included to
climate regulation and carbon stocks.
b) No consideration has been given to changing ―enhance‖ to ―restore‖; it is
important to take into account that by ―enhancing‖ certain services, others
may be altered or impaired. This comment is valid for the P&C that continue
to use the term ―enhance‖.
Change the wording to:
The organization of the management unit shall maintain and/or enhance the
value of environmental services and resources from the Management Unit.
The subject was not clear.
 Change ―shall maintain and/or shall enhance‖ to ―maintains and/or
enhances‖.
Change ―...environmental services and resources‖ to ―environmental resources
and services‖.
Replace: ―Management activities shall maintain and/or enhance the value of
environmental services and resources from the Management Unit‖ with ―The
organization of the management unit shall maintain and/or enhance the values
of the environmental services from the Management Unit.‖
(...) is concerned that the removal of the phrase ―such as watersheds and
fisheries‖ may result in the absence of these elements from FM standards
developed by NIs.
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Stays the same
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C5.6

We recommend the following language for this criterion.
The harvesting rate and yield of products and services from the Management
Unit shall not exceed regeneration rates and shall not impair ecosystem
functions of the unit including the viability of the unit‘s component species.
The language in the proposed language for his criterion is similar to that which
we recommended in our comments on the prior draft. However, the proposed
language includes the phrase ―adaptive capacity of the unit.‖ We suggest that
phrase be deleted since it may be interpreted to approve of yield levels that
stretch the capacity of the forest ecosystem as opposed to not exceeding the
appropriate balance that provides yield without harming future yields and
ecosystem health.
I‘ve got very strong feelings against this criterion.
1) the approach is convoluted and complicated compared to the original
formulation.
2) the ‗component‘ species is much to general as it could potentially included all
species in the unit. At least amend to read …survival of the harvested species.
Suggestion: Retain the original criterion, but keep the important issue raised in
expl note 4.
Essential to reinstate key requirement of ensuring that harvesting does not
exceed regeneration rates or compromise ecosystem integrity.

Old growth harvesting safeguard provisions have been significantly weakened;
existing criteria 5.6 language must be retained.
The current FSC Principle 5 and related criteria, particularly 5.6 which requires
sustained yield of harvested forest products, provide important climate
safeguards when implemented. The proposed revisions of Principle 5 and
related criteria eliminate the explicit commitment to sustained yield, to the
detriment of the climate regulatory functions of forests, particularly mature high
carbon late seral forests.
The current criteria 5.6 reads, “The rate of harvest of forest products shall not
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C 5.6: Very vague and potentially opens up for forest degradation with FSC's
blessing. Not acceptable.
We suggest to maintain the current wording and explain in the notes that in the
case of natural disasters the org. can exceed the annual increment until the
management can return to "normal" state.

exceed levels that can be permanently sustained.‖ This is a clear statement of a
basic principle of responsible forest management which also has relevance for
avoiding the long term depletion of above ground forest carbon stocks.
The proposed revised 5.6 reads, “The harvesting rate and yields of products and
other services from the Management Unit shall not impair the ecosystem
functions and adaptive capacity of the unit, including the biological survival of
the species.‖ This is a major step back from sustained yield. Instead, harvest
rates are to be constrained by valid but very nebulous, plastic and difficult to
measure criteria that we believe will simply open the door to the FSC endorsing
higher harvest removal rates and more intensive logging in intact and old growth
forests.
A number of stakeholders submitted comments to the FSC P&C Working Group
on the importance of explicitly retaining the sustained yield requirements in the
FSC‘s revised P&C. Comments included:
 ―This indicator as written is going to have the opposite impact than what is
intended. It is going to give FME an out clause to ―over harvest‖ since the
―survival‖ of component species may not be able to be predicted and thus is
often not known until the damage is done.‖
 ―the current C5.6 focus on non-depletionary harvest levels has been lost in
this proposed language. This change is a serious concern.‖
 ―We strongly oppose the proposed change to this criteria. This original 5.6
more than any other criteria is extremely relevant for addressing the climate
benefits of forests because it is directly related to maintaining or enhancing
above ground carbon stocks. We find it one of the most important
safeguards in the existing FSC P&C. We support the original criteria with
guidance added to make clear that it includes consideration of carbon stock
changes.‖
 ―Original Criterion 5.6 was clear. For Australia it means that you cannot log
a 500 year tree. Once logged it will never come back. Logging is not
sustainable.‖
 ―The crucial requirement of 5.6 (old) that harvest rates do not exceed
regeneration rates and do not lead to gradual depletion of resource
inventories, e.g., timber volumes per acre, has been lost in the proposed
revised P&C. This would fundamentally undermine the credibility and
effectiveness of the P&C and the FSC. Sustainable harvest rates are one of
the most crucial and basic elements of sustainable resource management.‖
 ―This Criterion (original 5.6) was not 'broken' and does not need fixing.‖
 ―La formulación no es la más apropiada; se debe mantener el criterio 5.6
original para asegurar el mantenimiento de servicios como la regulación del
clima y los stocks de carbono.‖
We believe that this is top priority issue in the FSC P&C revision process.
Existing 5.6 must be strengthened, not rolled back.
The way this is stated currently, it is not sufficiently clear to avoid over-
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harvesting. Would keep the current language and then add back elements of
the current 5.6: ―The rate of harvest of forest products shall not exceed levels
which can be permanently sustained.‖
The changes are generally an improvement. However, the concepts in
Explanatory Note 5 should be incorporated into the criteria, with an emphasis on
assessing and minimizing environmental impacts of short-term increases in
production. This will become increasingly important as climate change
intensifies forest disturbances due to drought, temperature extremes, fire,
disease and epidemic pest outbreaks. Consider adding a second sentence:
―When unforeseen events (e.g., pest epidemics, fire, winthrow) create the
necessity for temporary increases or other shifts in production, prior to instituting
such activities, The Organization assesses the potential environmental impacts
of such activities, and ensures that the activities will not result in increased
environmental damage or decreased ecosystem resilience.‖
: E – Confusing language. Strong recommendation to go back to the old 5.6.
The proposed revision to the Criterion is absolutely unacceptable, and
eliminates one of the most fundamental, common-sense tenets of sustainable
resource management—that resource extraction not deplete the resource base.
The new language is good in its own right, but addresses concerns that should
be covered under Principle 6.
More importantly, the proposed deletion of the existing requirement that ―the
rate of harvest of forest products shall not exceed levels which can be
permanently sustained‖ would seriously jeopardize the FSC‘s credibility and
effectiveness.

Explanatory Note 4 is also patently unacceptable in that it also explicitly
undermines an expectation that harvest levels should not exceed those which
can be sustained over time. Explanatory Note 4 is also completely
unacceptable in that it would allow the forest manager to establish
―management objectives‖ that may correspond to unsustainable harvest rates,
and then make compliance with the Criterion subordinate to those ―objectives.‖
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
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The proposed Explanatory Notes do not begin to make up for the loss of the
existing Criterion language—both because they lack commensurate
requirements, and because they are not as mandatory as a Criterion. In fact,
proposed Explanatory Note 3 does not necessarily logically flow from the
Criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

Although the intent of this criterion seems apparent, the wording fails to convey
that intent unambiguously – something that must be achieved for such a critical
criterion. Furthermore, this new wording has completely lost the fundamental
requirement of the original, which is essential and must be retained. This is one
of the central tenets of sustainable forest management.
The harvesting rates and yields of products and other services from the
Management Unit shall not exceed levels that can be permanently sustained,
shall not exceed regeneration rates, and shall not impair the ecosystem
functions and adaptive capacity of the unit, including the biological survival of
the unit‘s component species.
A product is not a service, so there are no ―other‖ services.
This was the primary intent of the original wording of Criterion 5.6, and must be
explicitly retained. Also, the last clause of Explanatory Note #1 supports the
additional inclusion of ―shall not exceed regeneration rates.‖
The meaning of this term ―adaptive capacity‖ is not clear, and it is not contained
in the Glossary. It also implies that the existing ecosystem should simply adapt
to the impacts of harvesting, rather than the reverse – that harvest levels should
be adapted to the ecological requirements of the existing ecosystem. Revised
wording of the criterion (as proposed here) is necessary to avoid this implication.
biological survival - A definition of this critical term needs to be added to the
Glossary.
Biological survival (new): The ability to maintain long-term viable populations,
successful reproduction and development to maturity.
Explanatory Notes:
1. - This supports the additions to the criterion proposed above.
2. - This is a critical term, so this definition must also be added to the Glossary.
3. This criterion requires that harvest cycles for specific products (for timber
these may be legally required to be shorter than biological or maximum-volumeincrement rotations) are in accordance with



size or volume limitations (e.g. felling diameter limits in the case of
timber) and harvest rates specified which sustain the flows specified
in the forest management plan, and with
and with the consistent application of reduced impact harvesting
techniques.

This language is not clear and could lead to misunderstanding, especially since
laws vary widely from country to country. It is better to focus on what the
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criterion actually requires for certification, rather than to introduce the potential
for conflict with laws. That is already addressed under Principle 1.
harvest rates - This should not be left out.
which sustain the flows specified - This seems to contradict the statement in
Note #4 below that the criterion ―does not require Sustained Yields‖.
4. This criterion does not require Sustained Yields in the sense of fixed annual
or periodic yields of the same quantities, qualities, sizes or species. It does
require that the production systems and harvesting practices are compatible
with the stated long-term objectives of management, and do not prejudice the
productive capacity of the site or impair species viability and survival.
Management and silvicultural practices should not prejudice the ability of the
Management Unit to maintain a continuity of production of the same forest
products in quantities that are consistent withmatch the management objectives
and ecological requirements, and that allow for adaptive changes in both
objectives and harvest levels over time.
are compatible with the stated long-term objectives of management - The
language of this criterion does not require this. Furthermore, management
objectives may be imperfect or inappropriate. This wording gives such
objectives, which may need to be adjusted based on results, far too much power
to drive harvests.
and ecological requirements - Ecological requirements should not be
subservient to management goals.
and harvest levels - It is not only management objectives that may need to be
modified.

Rationale:
The implication of even-flow yields - There is no such implication in the existing
Criterion 5.6, so this should be deleted.
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5. There might be unforeseen events (windblow, fire damage and trees killed by
epidemic insect pests) that cause short-term increases in production, which
significantly exceed levels of responsible management. In these cases
compliance with this criterion wouldmight require The Organization to
subsequently re-adjust and significantly decrease the outputs from the
Management Unit in order to return to the levels of responsible forest
stewardship. This applies similarly to surges in production or shifts in preference
for one product or service as a result of changing market opportunities. These
changes in production will also have to be rationalized in the management plan
(see Criterion 7.2).

Forest Stewardship Council

Key failings that must be addressed are:
4. Sustainability: this fundamental requirement in principle 5 has been muddied
and must absolutely ensure that ‗the rate of harvest of forest products shall not
exceed levels which can be permanently sustained.‘ Without this the P&C
cannot be considered a standard for responsible forest management.
Please see opening comments to Principle 5 as they address this section.
Additionally, Explanatory Note 4 should be stricken as it undermines the concept
that harvest rates should not exceed what is sustainable over time.
Sustainability issues. We suggest clarifications in 5.5 and 5.6 that do not lose
the critical concept of maintaining ecological productivity that was in the original
criteria. There are a variety of definitions for ―economic viability‖ – the one in the
explanatory notes may not be most applicable to FSC. While P5 has been
strengthened in several areas by making it less conceptual and more
operational, 5.6 in particular is still muddy with terms such as as "adaptive
capacity" and "biological survival."
The intensity and extent of harvesting of goods and other services from the
Management Unit preserve the ecosystems functions and the adaptive capacity
of the unit, including the biological survival of the component species.
It is unclear what the implications are for focusing on biological function for 5.6
and what is missing in terms of requirements, as well as whether nondepletionary harvest levels are still required in this criterion. It appears,
however, that we have lost a core value of FSC certified forestry if we do not
require that harvest levels do not exceed growth levels and can be permanently
sustained.
- it has to be clear that long term security for future generations only manifests
when the harvest is less than grows.
We are unsure how this Criteria may be applied to plantations.

We are unsure how this Criteria may be applied to plantations.
The addition of ―long term‖ before harvesting would cater for short term
environmental fluctuations arising from the periodic effects of harvesting in
plantation that are at levels that nevertheless are not detrimental over the long
term and can be sustained repeatedly.This addition would especially cater for
the small plantation (woodlot) owners who may harvest (and replant) and entire
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The addition of ―long term‖ before harvesting may help cater for short term
fluctuations in harvest level that are not detrimental over the long term.
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small forest at once.
Explanatory note 5 should be expanded to include the scenario that occurs
when a proportion of an estate may be sold to new owners. In such cases the
timber production capacity of the estate will be reduced and yields may or may
not become less ―smooth‖. However provided the estate and particularly harvest
yields are managed down to accommodate such estate reductions within the
productive capacity of the remaining estate, the management should be
compliant.
We like the original criterion better, particularly given the stated concern about
difficulty of assessing conformance. The new one does not seem easier at all. In
fact, to us it appears much more difficult. The explanatory notes use the word
enhancement, the criterion uses ―not impair‖. Enhancement is far more than ―not
impair.‖
This is a criterion that‘s almost impossible to measure and follow as long as you
do not specify the scale. The use of nature, harvest and cultivation always affect
the ecosystem. You can therefore always claim, and be right, that these
changes impair the biological survival of the component species (on a small
scale level).
This criterion is difficult to measure and follow as long as you do not specify the
scale. Forestry will always have some effect on the ecosystem and it is therefore
always possible to claim that on a small scale level these changes impair the
biological survival of the component species.
This criterion misses two key elements of the FSC system economic and social.
The harvesting rates and yields of products should be measured by Annual
Allowable Harvest in order to protect the economy of the local community. The
biggest social disruption is when harvest outstrips growth so that at some period
the forest needs to be left to regenerate and jobs are lost.

As worded this Criterion appears to assume a static ecological community
comprised of a defined suite of species that can be maintained in perpetuity. In
reality, with or without resource management activities, individual species come
and go, and typically rely to varying degrees on other forest areas to retain
viability. Similarly, the specific ecosystem functions will typically vary throughout
the successional pathways that evolve on most natural forests. Conversely,
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Also how are industrial plantations treated under this criterion? They tend to
have shorter rotations with frequent entries, and by their nature are not focusing
on biological survival of component species (as they tend to be monocultures) or
adaptive capacity of the forest system.

Forest Stewardship Council

forest ecosystems can endure significant manipulation without impairing their
―adaptive capacity‖. The underlying concept of tying harvest rates to
maintaining ecosystem integrity is admirable, however the specific language
chosen must be carefully vetted to avoid inadvertently creating loopholes or –
conversely – impossible restrictions. The Criterion must also clearly disallow the
practice of high-grading timber. Maintaining or improving quality should also be
addressed wither in association with Criterion 5.6 or in a separate Criterion
(preferable). This has been a gap in the existing standard.
Although the proposed C5.6 is very interesting and has been written to address
concerns raised, I suspect that this Criterion will be very difficult to develop
locally appropriate indicators. I worry that some indicators may be excessive
depending on the Regional Teams interpretation of ―…including the biological
survival of the component species.‖ I can understand the need for FSC to
lessen the focus on ―timber‖ but at least timber volume is quantifiable,
measurable and therefore auditable. How does one audit ―biological survival of
the component species.‖? Very difficult. The indicators for this criterion will be
wide and varied for Regional Standards.
P5 FSC has taken out sustained yield! Why ?
I disagree with this criterion. FSC rewording of this criterion is highly
academic in nature. This is highly difficult for a normal forest manager to
comply unless there is collaboration with a university to monitor these elements.
There is significant overlap with 5.5 in respect to enhancing the value of
environmental services and resources. FSC has tried to incorporate sustained
yield in P7 but should strive to be more direct in its management standard.
:
Need to place increased emphasis on climate change. The Organization should
be required to prepare an adaptation plan for potential climate change impacts,
and should ensure that all management plans will contribute to ecosystem and
community resiliency in response to climate change.
There needs to be more emphasis on restoration of key habitats in intensely
managed forests. The responsibility to identify, assess and restore damage to
environmental values must be made explicitly and consistently throughout the
P&C.

REVISION: The rates and methods of harvesting and yields of products and
other services from the Management Unit shall not impair the ecosystem
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This is strong and appropriate wording. Explanatory note 5 should however be
deleted or clarified. Temporary elevated harvest levels for the reasons noted are
only appropriate if they are compatible with maintaining or restoring ecosystem
functions over the long-term.
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functions and adaptive capacity of the unit, including the biological survival of
the component species.
It is not only the harvesting rates and yields that can impair ecosystem
functions, but also the harvesting methods and form.
For example, clear cutting in forests or plantations can seriously affect the
ecosystem functions and therefore the area should be limited in order to
minimize impairment of ecosystem functions and limit the social impacts it
causes (landscape, water, etc.).
For that reason, either in this Criterion or in Criterion 10.4 the authority should
be established, through the National or Regional Standards, to limit the cutting
area using the clear cutting method.
Criterion 5.6 (5.6 revised) should say:
―Harvesting rates and METHODS ….etc. shall not impair the ecosystems
functions and the adaptive capacity of the unit, including the biological survival
of the component species. Among other measures, and for this purpose, the
national standards may limit the maximum area that may be cut with the
continuous clear cutting method.‖
a) It is not just harvesting rates that are important, but also the methods or
techniques. It should be: ―Harvesting rates and methods…‖ Reference is only
made to ―harvesting techniques‖ in explanatory note 3, but related to harvesting
cycles and accepting their impact (?!) There should be a reference that it is also
important to maintain the forest‘s capacity and function for carbon stocks and
sequestration, in addition to climate regulation.
Add the word ―methods‖.
Harvesting rates AND METHODS and yields of products and other services
from the Management Unit shall not impair the ecosystems functions and
adaptive capacity, including the biological survival of the component species.
The intensity and extent of harvesting of goods and other services from the
Management Unit preserve the ecosystems functions and the adaptive capacity
of the unit, including the biological survival of the component species.

(...) is concerned that the revision to 5.6 may result in unintended consequences
by not directly addressing depletionary harvest levels with this criterion.
Ecosystem functions are exceptionally difficult to measure or monitor and are
similarly mostly undefined. This is giving a lot of latitude to NIs to make
determinations about what is an acceptable management practice.
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Replace: ―Harvesting rates and yields of products…‖ with ―Harvesting rates and
methods, as well as yields of products…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

Additionally the proposed word, ―impair‖, is a challenge of a word when we
consider it in terms of standards-development. We suggest that FSC-IC strongly
consider limiting this Criterion to ―the rate of harvest of forest products shall
not exceed levels which can be permanently sustained‖ and address
ecological conditions and ecosystem functions in Principle 6. Note that the
Principle 6 itself addresses ecosystem functions.
Translation inaccurately focused.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). The term ―rendimiento‖ should be
replace with ―productividad‖
Removed criterion 5.3

Removed Criterion 5.3
Rationale: Principle 5 deals with benefits from the forest. Avoidance of damage
to other forest resources is now addressed in Criteria 10.4, 10.5, 10.6.
The requirements of the original Criterion 5.3, which essentially incorporate
reduced impact harvesting, are not covered by Criteria 10.4, 10.5, 10.6, or any
other criteria in this new draft – so the second sentence here is untrue. A
version of the revision to Criterion 5.3 proposed in the previous draft should be
retained and be located under Principle 10.
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Original criterion 5.3: This criterion has almost been deleted from the draft which
we find unacceptable. The content should thus be reintroduced to the relevant
criteria under P10 or maintained in P5 as currently.

Forest Stewardship Council

P6

The natural forests and plantations have different requirements in certification.
The Plantation Policy does not clearly show that restoration should be
addressed.
While there are some improvements, the revised P6 is overall a significant
reduction in the standard. These include:
Enhancement has continued to be used in situation where it is not appropriate
and where restoration should be used instead. This was a point made in (...)s
submission on draft 2.0. Enhancement can be a very subjective and
anthropocentric process and contrary to restoration of natural ecosystems (not
withstanding the issues around naturalness, esp. in a climate change world). An
appropriate use of the term enhancement may be when it precedes ‗values‘. An
example of inappropriate use is in P6 language, where it should read ―The
Organisation shall maintain and or restore ecosystem functions, biological
diversity, …‖
(...) see below
P6 fails (like P9 and P10) to recognize carbon storage as key ecosystem
function and climate regulation as key service forests provide given that forests
play a crucial role in the global carbon cycle. Forest carbon needs to be
monitored to ensure that forest carbon is maintained in natural forests and
restored in degraded forests.

Furthermore: P6 lacks specific reference to maintenance (or restoration) of
carbon stocks here or under P9 or P10

P 6: Although better than in the privious draft, we still find it considerably weaker
than the original text and thus unacceptable. Conserve biodiversity and
associated values seems to offer better protection of biodiversity. There is no
longer specific mentioning of unique and fragile ecosystems and although we
agree that P6 of course shall cover all ecosystems, we find it important to
highlight that the conservation of unique and fragile ecosystems is still a
prerequisite to get certified
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4) We are generally still very concerned about the changes suggested to P6. As
we read the criteria several of them are weaker than those of the current P&C
(especially concerned about 6.1-6.4 and 6.6) and more work needs to be done if
we are to support a revised set of P&C.

Forest Stewardship Council

Rationale 4: We find this misleading - P6 has always covered all types of
ecosystems within any FMU - not only unique and fragile ones.
Principle 6 – Environmental Values include climate regulation. Climate
concepts should be integrated into this principle and relevant criteria such that
they are part of revised 6.1, 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6.
P 6 is still strangely worded, in that it doesn‘t go from the broadest values to the
narrowest. Would suggest changing it back to a version of the current
language: ―The organization shall conserve biological diversity and its
associated values, water resources, soils, and unique and fragile ecosystems
and landscapes, and, by so doing, maintain the ecological functions and
integrity of the forest.‖
Need to place increased emphasis on climate change. ―The Organization‖
should be required to prepare an adaption plan for potential climate change
impacts, and ensure that all management plans will contribute to ecosystem and
community resiliency in the face of climate change.
There needs to be more emphasis of the role of restoration of key habitats in
intensely managed forests.
An improvement over the original. It would be useful to insert a phrase indicating
the necessity to build resiliency to climate change. Possible new wording: ―The
Organization shall maintain and/or enhance ecosystem functions, biological
diversity, water resources, soils and landscape values of the Management Unit,
including their resiliency to the impacts of climate change.‖.

Key failings that must be addressed are:
(…) see above

It is crucial that the language be revised to read “shall maintain or enhance all
ecosystem functions….” As written, maintaining only some types of ecosystem
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10. Quality of Forest Management and Conservation Generally: The draft
changes to Principles 6 and 10 would significantly weaken a number of other
crucial performance standards for the protection and restoration of natural forest
ecosystem values, as outlined in more detailed submissions by some of this
letter's signatories. Examples include but are not limited to specific
requirements for soil and water protection, protection of rare species (in addition
to their habitats), and restoration of portions of existing plantations to natural
forest conditions.

Forest Stewardship Council

functions, biodiversity, etc., could be deemed sufficient for compliance, which
would be patently unacceptable.
These are sufficient reasons to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

Explanatory Notes:
2. This is not a rigid chronological order. Assessments of environmental values
may have to be iterative, repeated whenever necessary to keep pace with
changes in management practices and increased understanding of the
environmental risks of those practices, as well with the natural and induced
changes in the Management Unit. Some assessments may need to be repeated
in more detail if monitoring or risk assessments show greater impacts or risks.
Language must be revised to read that ALL ecosystem functions be maintained.
Otherwise it becomes an a la carte menu where the owner or forest manager
can pick and choose which ones to maintain, which is of course unacceptable.
This is entirely true of a vast majority of the Criteria under this principle,
especially 6.1.
(…) see above
One, is that by making criteria that were explicit to plantations more invisible –
by incorporating them in the spectrum of other types of forest management -there is a strong perception that the scrutiny of their performance will not be as
rigorous or as carefully monitored as under separate criteria or, worse, that the
content of the revisions could even allow backsliding. We encourage the P&C
Working Group to give added emphasis to issues that are especially significant
for plantation management in P6 and P9, especially the protection of HCVs,
locally sensitive wildlife habitats, water quality, and the use of chemicals. For
example, the intent of the original 10.2 is very important as a specific criterion
applied to plantations. This and similar criteria should not be lost.
(…) see above
Principle 6 is a challenge everywhere. There are several vague expressions with
good intentions, but in practice these might hinder local actors from agreeing on
local indicators, because these criteria may be understood in so many different
ways.

However, Principle 6 seems to represent an overall weakening of some of the
current protections for ecosystem function and biological diversity, and the
wording is vague in terms of actual requirements. We need to maintain the
same level of rigor that is required in the current Principles and Criteria.
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Positive addition from the last draft to add biological diversity, water resources,
soil, landscape values to the criterion that before was just ecosystem function.

Forest Stewardship Council

Anything but that is not acceptable.
- (…) see above.
- the mathematics of costs and revenues, of any action, cannot have deferred
nor externalized expenses
- how do the standards ensure diversity in all its components
- how are ecosystems ,that are appropriate to a region, protected where they
exist and restored where they have been degraded.
- (…)
- base concepts are not spelled out well enough. They are wordsmithed to the
place where deception resides.
A question - can a National or Regional or Local standard be "higher" than the
implication of the document now under review? Will shortcomings compel
countries and societies to be forced into a lesser definition of the vision?
If society needs energy and raw material from forests, plantations might be a
solution in many parts of the world. But plantations cannot be run with sharp
demands on structural complexity, species diversity etc.
P6 is weak, ―guidelines―, „concepts―, „integrated in forest management planning―
are phrases that are missing
Excellent changes to the Principle wording – definitely provides clarity & scope.
Explanatory notes & rationale well written.
Insert ―productivity‖ or similar adjective to qualify reference to soil (e.g. ―soil
productivity‖.
The criteria talk about implementation of certain practices.
It seems to me that what is lacking is to ask that these practices be documented
(procedures, prescriptions, etc.)

I disagree ; The previous version was better in that functionally forest
management can not actually measure biodiversity or soil quality or landscape
values to define if it can maintain or enhance thos elements: The Organization
shall maintain and/or enhance the ecosystem functions of the forest
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Environmental values of natural forests and forest plantations: The
Organization shall maintain and/or gradually enhance ecosystem functions,
biological diversity, water resources, soils and landscape values of the
Management Unit, according to the nature of the site, the historical use of the
soil, formal territorial development, the formal classification of biomass or
ecosystems and the operation‘s economic, social and environmental viability.

Forest Stewardship Council

management unit. Actually it is better to state : the Organization shall identify
and maintain the ecological values of the forest under its management
In this Principle and in some of its criteria, there should be some reference to
the environmental service or value of protection against or mitigation of climate
change in forests so as to include the issues of carbon in our P&C.
The present title is better.
Add new Criterion 6.11:
The Organization shall maintain and/or strengthen the capability of carbon
sequestration of the forest
:
It would be useful to insert a phrase indicating the necessity to build resilience to
climate change. Possible new wording could be: ―The Organization shall
maintain and/or enhance ecosystem functions, biological diversity, water
resources, soils and landscape values of the Management Unit, including their
resilience to the impacts of climate change.‖
Principle 6 embodies the core environmental requirements of the P&C‘s and
does so appropriately. However, certain considerations must be addressed to
make this Principle apply in a meaningful way to both natural forest and
plantation management. At present, Criteria under P6 are weakened
unacceptably because these matters have not been addressed.
First, in order to meaningfully implement Principle 6, the Organization must
develop an environmental base case that describes/estimates natural conditions
(i.e., the natural range of variability with reference to ecosystem conditions and
functions, and including indigenous management systems as an integral
component ).
Second, this must then be used as a base case against which to evaluate
impact or risk to ecosystem function, biodiversity etc.– with risk or impact to
ecosystem function/biodiversity being evaluated based on deviation from natural
conditions.

Third, by most definitions, plantations that replace natural forests will involve
significantly altering stand structures as compared to natural conditions with
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Third, we recommend replacing ―maintain and/or enhance‖ with ―maintain and
restore‖, as ‗enhance‘ does not provide a meaningful ecological benchmark.
Rather the intent should be to maintain or restore a fully functioning ecosystem
not to try and ‗enhance‘ or improve on nature.

Forest Stewardship Council

concomitant impacts on ecosystem function. Only in exceptional circumstances
is it possible to imagine that plantation management that replaces natural
forests could meet Principle 6, which presumably 6.9 is supposed to lay out.
Fourth, for existing plantations the question is really how much restoration is
required toward natural conditions to meet the intent of Principle 6. In this regard
we strongly recommend that the old C. 10.5 should be retained and added
under P6. The new 6.5 refers only to maintaining or restoring representative
samples of ecosystems not to restoring ecosystem functions in highly altered
areas.
a) At least in the explanatory notes, there should be a reference to fragile
ecosystems, since they only talk about ―uniqueness of the ecosystems‖ and
―conservation status‖, which are not the same thing.
b) Apparently, the precautionary principle approach has been lost, which was
mentioned at least in the previous version of 6.5 and has been removed from
this version, although some elements are in other criteria.
All in all to soft. written guidelines, concepts, link to management plan etc. is
missing in P6, (e.g. 6.5, 6.6, 6.7
P6 is weak, ―guidelines―, „concepts―, „integrated in forest management planning―
are phrases that are missing
It is considered that an additional criterion should be added regarding soil
conservation, like it was done with criterion 6.7 regarding water.
Soil conservation/erosion control is an issue with significant relevance to be
address in its own criterion.
Proposed text: The organization shall maintain, conserve or enhance soil
characteristics and quality, avoiding erosion processes.‘
Clarify the terms being used (environmental value.)
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Proposed wording:
In accordance with the scale and intensity of the operation, the Organization
shall maintain and/or gradually enhance natural or anthropic ecosystem
functions, biological diversity, water resources, soils and landscape values of
the Management Unit along the lines of the site‘s nature, the historical use of the
land, the formal land use planning, the formal biomass or ecosystem
classification, and the economic, social and environmental viability of the
operation. .

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.1
Criterion 6.1: add the words ―and document‖ so that it reads: ―The Organization
shall assess and document environmental values in the Management Unit ….‖.
This helps ensure that such values will be tracked and more easily audited. In
addition add that such assessment and documentation must be conducted prior
to site disturbing activities. This requirement that assessment and
documentation occur prior to site disturbing activities is obviously key to making
this Criterion meaningful and to maintain FSC‘s standards for serious
environmental protection. Without it such assessment can be just
widowdressing and leave FSC open to serious criticism. We recommended
correction of this lapse in our 2009 comments and again strongly recommend
that it be corrected in this draft.
In the explanatory notes for this criterion add ―including rare, threatened and
endangered species and habitats‖ to item 1. b to make sure such species are
identified.
To item 2., add regeneration and recovery which are critical parts of fully
functioning ecosystems.
To item 3., c add litter, debris and soil which are a major part of biomass.
Good intent but language could be improved. Suggestion:
The Organization shall assess environmental values in the Management Unit
with a level of detail, scale and frequency proportionate to the …
Although we generally support the inclusion of flexibility in the P&C to make it
easier for SLIMF's and marginalized people to comply with the P&C - it makes
one uneasy if there is no indication of thresholds and options for e.g. SLIMF's to
comply with the criterion.
Thus as it is and with the current guidance we could not support it.
We would also strongly suggest that the org. is required to document in addition
to assess the env. values.
Finally it should be included in the criterion that the assessment and
documentation must take place prior to any site disturbing activities.
Explanatory notes: the list of values should also include unique and fragile
ecosystems!

T: suggested new wording ―.. scale, intensity, sensitivity of the receiving
environment and risk of management activities.
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A useful addition.

Forest Stewardship Council

T: ExN # 1 b: biological diversity, including threatened and endangered species
and habitats.
T: ExN # 3 c: Biomass as determined by vegetation, debris and soils
The new language is unacceptable in that it allows forest managers far too
much latitude to assume that their operations have low intensity and/or risk, and
to thus insufficiently identify, protect, and restore biological diversity and
environmental values and resources that must be protected under Principle 6.
This Criterion and all others must maintain the expectation that the existence
and condition of all forest management units‘ ecological and environmental
values must be thoroughly and consistently assessed in all cases. Absent such
assessments, it will be impossible to determine if significant impacts and risks
are likely. If , in rare instances , less thorough assessments are appropriate,
then they should be narrowly and carefully identified, instead of writing a
Criterion that would allow inadequate assessments in other circumstances.
Some of the key requirements from the Criterion appear to have been moved to
the Explanatory Notes. Regardless, the Notes provide important content that
should be a required part of the Criterion, and not be optional considerations.
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
The Organization shall assess and document environmental values in the
Management Unit to a level of detail and geographic scales and with a
frequency of re-survey proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of
management activities.
This is essential in order to build a management plan and for CABs to audit
against.

The assessment must be sufficient to provide a basis for deciding on necessary
conservation measures and for detecting and monitoring future changes
(caused by factors internal and external to the Management Unit), (If this is the
intent, then the assessment must take place prior to the start of site-disturbing
activities.) proportionate to the scale, intensity and risks of the planned
management activities. It must be conducted prior to the start of site-disturbing
activities.
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Explanatory Notes:
1b. biological diversity, including rare, threatened and endangered species and
habitats
This is essential to emphasize here. A forest manager cannot protect such
species and habitats according to Criterion 6.4 unless they are identified in the
first place.

Forest Stewardship Council

2. Ecosystem function means ―an intrinsic ecosystem characteristic related to
the set of conditions and processes whereby an ecosystem maintains its
integrity (such as primary productivity, food chain, biogeochemical cycles).
Ecosystem functions include such processes as decomposition, production,
nutrient cycling, and fluxes of nutrients and energy, regeneration and recovery‖
(based on definition of the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005))
These are probably the most essential aspects of a properly functioning
ecosystem and should not be omitted. The Glossary definition should also be
amended to add these.
3c. Biomass – as determined from inventories of vegetation, litter and debris,
and soils;
In some forest types (more in temperate regions), the volume of litter and debris
can be massive.
Some soil types (e.g., peat) contain a huge volume of biomass.
Rationale
There was no Criterion under original Principle 6 which required assessment
before deciding on conservation measures and precautions against negative
environmental impacts.
The language of the criterion does not require an assessment before doing
anything, so this statement is incorrect.
precautions against negative environmental impacts. The language of the
criterion does not address this.

Key failings that must be addressed are:

Sounds bureaucratic, is this needed? The definitions for e.g. "Environmental
values" and "frequency of re-survey" are vague and must be opened with proper
indicators in national standards.
The definitions for e.g. "Environmental values" and "frequency of re-survey" are
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1. Conservation of Biodiversity: For the environment chamber this is a core
component of the P&C and one of FSC ‗signature‘ standards that puts FSC
head and shoulders above other schemes. Concerns include:
(…)
ensuring identification of values and assessment of risks are carried out prior to
site disturbing activities,
(…)

Forest Stewardship Council

vague and must be opened with proper indicators in national standards.
1e landscape values- what landscape values are being referred to?
Opportunity for creep..
The definitions for e.g. "Environmental values" and "frequency of re-survey" are
vague and must be opened with proper indicators in national standards.
Insert the following (or similar) after ―proportionate to: ―adequately describe the
resources and values present‖ to reflect the critical point expressed in
Explanatory Note #1 (which also has an open parenthesis)
Addition of proposed C6.1 – provides good direction to the organization on what
assessments are required. As well, provides auditable indicators for the CABs.
How to make the evaluation of the environmental values?? There is no
condensed method.
Using universally accepted methodologies and techniques, the Organization
shall assess the water, edaphic, biological and landscape resources of the FMU
in a local context and adopt the planning and monitoring measures needed to
attempt to maintain, enhance and develop them in the long term.
I disagree ; 6.1 should address the requirement for a formal environmental
assessment that identifies critical ecological elements related to the
management unit along with mitigation measures appropriate to the scale of
operations. The new 6.1 criterion is very vague.
EN 6 talks about 3 subjects where adjectives or separation elements are
missing that would make them more coherent.
See comments on P 6 above, environmental base case could go under 6.1.
TRANSLATION: Replace: ―re-survey with‖ ―re-assessment.”

In Explanatory Note 1:
Add to the list: carbon sequestration, carbon stocks and climate regulation.
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REVISION:
Explanatory Note (New):
―The assessment of environmental values could be a brief, simple document in
the case of very small, simple, non-controversial situations with a minimum
impact.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

COMMENTS:The costs of compliance with this criterion may be high.
Therefore, it seems necessary to clarify in an explanatory note what are the
responsibilities for communities and small producers to meet the criterion.
Add in the explanatory notes: carbon sequestration, carbon stocks and climate
regulation.
Re-survey is changed from re-assessment.
The costs of compliance with this criterion may be high. Clarify in an
explanatory note what are the responsibilities to be met with the criterion for
communities and small producers.
The assessment of environmental values could be a brief, simple document in
the case of very small, simple, non-controversial situations with a minimum
impact.
Add to the list in the explanatory note carbon sequestration, carbon stocks and
climate regulation.
Change in the wording:
Replace: ―re-assessment with‖ ―re-survey.”
Change in the wording
The Organization shall assess, by means of internationally accepted methods
and techniques, the FMU‘s water, edaphic, biological and landscape resources
in a local context. The Organization shall take the necessary planning and
monitoring measures to maintain, enhance and develop these resources over
time.

In the end, the frequent and seemingly necessary reference to ―scale and
intensity of management activities‖ becomes too ambiguous and hard to
understand through regional, national or sub-national indicators. This causes
cost and market imbalances and economic and administrative burdens for the
companies which actually correspond to the government, the state or society as
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Rationale
In the case of tree plantations established on areas converted to other uses and
ecosystems historically converted by men, environmental values should also be
taken into consideration but in a different way and not as a projection of forest
operations in natural forests. For ecosystems historically modified (before
1990), Principle 6 should apply (see proposed wording above) but not under the
same criteria and even less in the sense of restoring part of these lands to the
original pristine condition but rather in the sense of a responsible management
of natural resources such as water, soils, emissions to the atmosphere, and as
the case may be, biological diversity and landscape for the local and global
benefit.

Forest Stewardship Council

a whole.
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For instance, tree plantations that should be established, in principle, exclusively
on lands occupied by extensive cattle breeding (or other ineffective land uses)
become in the end competitively disqualified for accessing the land due mainly
to the social and environmental costs imposed exclusively on them. Another
example is when companies in the South (or in less developed regions in a
country) become worthless in terms of trade competitiveness in contrast to their
counterparts in the North (or in more developed regions in a country) when
subject to governmental burdens and responsibilities or environmental costs that
are not imposed on companies in more developed regions or countries.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.2

Criterion 6.2: additions needed to this criterion so that the values identified in
6.1 inform the assessment of potential impacts of management activities prior to
site disturbing activities. Suggested rewording: Prior to the start of sitedisturbing activities, The Organization shall identify and assess potential impact
of management activities on the environmental values identified according the
requirements of Criterion 6.1.
Add another point in the explanatory notes to state that the impact assessment
can only take place following the identification of the environmental values in the
Management Unit.
Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities The Organization shall identify and
assess potential impacts of management activities on environmental values IN
ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES.
C 6.2: We are concerned that not all elements of the original 6.1 have been
included in 6.2 and 6.3. E.g. ref. to management system and a ref. to landscape
level considerations. A justification would be welcome and even better that all
elements of original 6.1 are maintained.
Agree with wording.
The new language fails to maintain the requirement that the results of the impact
assessments, and the identified impact prevention, mitigation, and remediation
measures be incorporated into management planning. That crucial oversight
must be corrected. It is not acceptable to reduce that requirement to an optional
Explanatory Note. The new language also fails to expressly maintain the
requirement that impact assessments and prevention, mitigation, and
remediation measures be conducted at both the landscape and site scales.
This damaging oversight must also be corrected.

Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities, The Organization shall identify and
assess potential impacts of management activities on the environmental values
identified according to Criterion 6.1
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The Explanatory Notes also contain other crucial elements that should be made
a mandatory part of the Criterion, i.e., language requiring consideration of
adaptive management

Forest Stewardship Council

The time-sequence of these procedures must be made very clear.
Explanatory Notes
1. Well stated.
2. The impact assessment can only take place following the identification of the
environmental values in the Management Unit.
3. The criterion does not apply retroactively, but even if site-disturbing activities
are not immediately anticipated, identification and assessment of potential site
disturbing activities should be carried out before a certification audit is
undertaken.
Also a very important requirement. However, it is not clear that this is conveyed
clearly in the wording of the criterion.
Need to define what are site-disturbing activities to avoid disputes or confusion
in practice.
The notion of "site -disturbing activity" requires proper indicators. Whenever we
cut a tree, we definitely disturb the site. What is meant here?
The notion of "site -disturbing activity" requires proper indicators.
This assumes that there is a disturbance caused by the organization and that
the latter has to assess the potential impacts. It could be that the activities did
not cause the disturbance and that the impact is neutral or even positive.
What is a site disturbing event? If national law and FSC-standard is followed an
obligatory for an impact assessment will create a lot of unnecessary
bureaucracy.
The notion of "site -disturbing activity" requires proper indicators.
Agreed

6.2 (revised 6.1) says: Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities, the
organization shall identify and assess potential impacts of management
activities on environmental values.
The following should be added: ……….. on environmental values and
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This may often not be applicable or appropriate depending on the interpretation
as it seems that an environmental assessment is required prior to opening each
harvesting block or building of each feeder road skid trail etc. Not practical and
not necessary as it duplicates 6.1 & 6.3 Should DELETE

Forest Stewardship Council

determine which are significant.
The above is because there are different levels of potential impacts. There are
impacts that do not cause significant changes in the environment; they are
acceptable impacts that have temporary effects. There are other impacts that
are unacceptable and therefore the activities should be changed in order to be
able to proceed and thus significantly reduce the level of the impact, which if
continued as is can cause irreparable damages to the environment. And there
are other impacts at a middle level that can be mitigated with proper
management measures.
Therefore, an impact assessment methodology should be established that
includes an assessment of their importance.
1) It would be desirable in an EN to make the ―Before‖ at the beginning of the
Criterion dynamic, since it is from the FSC, or new areas.
2) It would be desirable to combine this with 10.1 in some way.
6.2 (revised 6.1) Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities The Organization
shall identify and assess potential impacts of management activities on
environmental values IN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL COMMUNITIES
Criteria 6.2, (assess impacts); 6.3 (identify actions to prevent impacts); and 6,6
– (implement activities to avoid damage to other environmental values) appear
to be intended as a package to avoid compound Criteria but this is not at first
apparent because they don‘t appear in sequence. Furthermore, taken as a
whole these Criterion need to be strengthened and clarified to give full effect to
Principle 6.
As noted above, environmental risk assessment/impact assessment must occur
first at the management planning stage and must confirm that strategic level
zonation and objectives for these zones will maintain ecosystem function etc. as
per Principle 6. Impact assessment should occur at each stage of operational
planning, i.e., addressing potential impact of planned activities – with the time
period immediately before starting site-disturbing activities being the latest
possible point..
No reference is made to landscapes, and it is necessary.

Prior to the start of site-management activities the Organization shall identify
and assess potential impacts of management activities on environmental values.
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The wording is to soft. Suggestion: Site disturbing shall be avoided. If needed
that must be verified.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.3

Criterion 6.3: recommended edit is to change this criterion so that it reads: Prior
to the start of site-disturbing activities, The Organization shall identify actions to
prevent, mitigate and remedy negative impacts of such activities proportionate
to the scale, intensity and risk of these management activities and their negative
impacts, and shall implement such actions in a timely manner.
These
changes are recommended in order to clarify the sequence of events and that
actions are to be implemented. The required implementation helps distinguish
FSC from lesser certification systems.
Suggestion to include Plantations Policy WG language as below:
…shall identify and implement conservation efforts to prevent…
Also, include verbatim language of PWG language in Rationale 1 as an
Explanatory notes.
6.3 (revised 6.1) The Organization, IN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL
COMMUNITIES shall identify actions to prevent, mitigate, and remedy negative
impacts of management activities proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of
these management activities and their negative impacts.
C 6.3: And take action we presume? Should include an indication of timely
implementation of such actions - and some guidance on what is considered to
be timely.
Would suggest deleting ―and their negative impacts‖ from the end of the
sentence. Already covered and makes the language awkward.
Agree with wording. The explanatory notes should emphasize that prevention is
always the preferred option, and that mitigation or after-the-fact remediation are
only options where there is clear evidence that prevention is not feasible.
T: suggestion: ―Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities the Organisation
shall identify … ― as well as at the end add: ―The identified activities shall be
implemented in a timely manner.

Prior to the start of site-disturbing activities, The Organization shall identify
actions to prevent, mitigate, and remedy negative environmental impacts of
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T: ExN #3 retains the spirit of the recommendation from the plantation working
group but ―higher conservation efforts‖ should be clearly stressed. Suggestion
to add at the end: …‖and correspond to higher conservation efforts‖

Forest Stewardship Council

managementsuch activities proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of these
management activities and their negative impacts, and shall implement such
actions in a timely manner
Based on the precautionary principle, the identification of such actions must
occur prior to the start of site disturbing activities, since actions to prevent
impacts can only be effective if taken prior to such activities. Finally, it should
be noted that the standards of FSC‘s competitors often contain language that
stops short of actual implementation. The FSC P&C must be clearly and
consistently better than that.
Environmental - It must be clear that this criterion is about the same
―environmental‖ concerns as Principle 6, and not about other kinds of impacts.
The mere identification of actions does no good unless they are implemented,
and in a timely manner. Mere identification would resemble weaker approaches
taken by some of the FSC‘s competitors. The addition of this phrase at the end
of the sentence permits the implementation of actions whenever they are most
appropriate (e.g., remedial actions could only take place after impacts occur).
Should be more emphasis on level of risk and degree of impacts not the
activities in and of themselves.
The criterion is too detailed.
Proposed edit: End the criterion after …impacts of management activities.
Note #3 is not necessary as this is implied in ―prevent, mitigate or remedy‖.
Agreed
I agree but should be new 6.1

Edit to read: ―The Organization shall identify AND IMPLEMENT actions ―THAT
prevent mitigate and remedy negative impacts. ..‖ (unless this is caught by 6.6)
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6.3 (revised 6.1) The Organization, IN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL
COMMUNITIES shall identify actions to prevent, mitigate, and remedy negative
impacts of management activities proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of
these management activities and their negative impacts.
:
Agree with the wording. The Notes should emphasize that prevention is always
the preferred option, and that mitigation or remediation are only options where
there is clear evidence that prevention is not feasible.

Forest Stewardship Council

Rationale: identified actions have no impact if not implemented. ―That‖ implies
that actions are verified to actually be effective at achieving intent, where as ―to‖
implies only that the actions are intended to achieve this intent.
It is not clear why the reference to ―on-site processing facilities‖ has been
removed. It is necessary to keep it in the explanatory notes.
It‘s possible that the C6.3 is missing a component that actions are not only
identified, but that they are actualized?
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Suggest changing current text ―…and risk of these management activities and
their negative impacts.‖ to ―…and risk of negative impacts of these management
activities.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.4

Criterion 6.4 recommended change is to read: The Organization shall protect
rare, threatened and endangered species, through conservation of their habitats
in the Management Unit, other more direct measures to protect species when
planning management activities and demonstrate that measures are in place to
manage hunting, trapping, fishing and collecting. Conservation areas shall be
established proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of management
activities and to the species need for survival and recovery. …
Protection and enhancement of RTE species within FSC certified forests is key
to the integrity of the environmental component of FSC. The changes we
recommend point to the need to protect not just RTE habitat but also other more
direct measures needed to protect these species through careful consideration
of their life cycle needs. In addition to protecting habitat and avoiding harm,
opportunities for appropriate enhancement of habitat may be considered.
Thus we also recommend a change in explanatory note #3 to add the following
sentence. Although RTE habitat conservation areas should generally be
consider fully protected areas off limit to most site-disturbing management
activities, some area may require deliberate management to maintain or
improve the attributes of the area for the benefit of RTE species.
Also we recommend adding a 6th explanatory note to emphasize the
requirement for protection beyond just habitat conservation to read as follows.
6. Although habitat protection and the management of hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting are effective means of protecting RTE species, additional
measures may be required, such as scheduling management activities to avoid
disturbances during nesting, avoiding chemical application in sensitive areas,
etc.

First sentence: ..shall protect rare, threatened and endangered species and their
habitats…
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The last sentence of this criterion permits The Organization to ―take into account
the geographical range and ecological requirements of species ― beyond the
Management unit. While this is appropriate and represents an improvement
over the prior draft, language needs to be crafted to avoid such considerations
resulting in a lessening of commitment to RTE species protection within the
Management unit. Consider adding a phrase that requires that such
considerations be made so that The Organizations RTE protections and plans
supplement off site conditions.

Forest Stewardship Council

Second sentence: Conservation areas shall be proportionate to the scale,
intensity and risks of the management activities and to the conservation status
of the affected RTE species.
6.4 (revised 6.2) The Organization, IN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL
POPULATIONS, shall protect rare, threatened and endangered species through
conservation of their habitats in the Management Unit…
C 6.4: As it is written one could understand it as if the species themselves are
not to be conserved/protected but only their habitats? Needs some clarification.
Not sure it it offers the same level of protection as the current C 6.2, and that
would be unacceptable.
The reference to ―hunting, fishing, trapping, and collecting‖ is misplaced in the
current version. Makes it sound like trapping of RTE spp. is acceptable.
Language to address this issue should be added at the end as a separate
sentence.
In general the wording is an improvement. However, the concept of restoration
of habitat should be included as a requirement – most species are rare,
threatenend or endangered because of previously lost habitat – conservation of
what is left is likely not enough. The first sentence should include the following
wording ―….species through conservation [and/or restoration] of their habitats
in the MU …..‖
The second sentence does not contribute anything meaningful to the criterion –
almost all species will have ranges that extend beyond the MU. The second
sentence should be changed to require The Organization to take into account
the degree to which the MU could potentially contribute to overall protection of
the species in a landscape context.
T: Strong recommendation to change the language to: ―The Organization shall
protect rare, threatened and endangered species and their habitats in the
management unit ….‖

The new language is patently unacceptable inasmuch as it no longer requires
protection of imperiled species themselves. Protection of their habitats is of
course also crucial. However, it would not be acceptable to allow imperiled
animals and plants to be harmed or killed during the course of or as a result of
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T: Strong recommendation to change the language to: ―Conservation areas
shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of management activities
and to the conservation status of the RTE species. uniqueness of the affected
resources.

Forest Stewardship Council

forest management operations, regardless of whether habitats are being
protected.
The new language also fails to require that conservation zones sufficient for
imperiled species‘ survival and recovery be established wherever needed by the
species. Failure to include such language would represent an unacceptable
weakening of the existing requirements. The proposed new language merely
implies that some conservation zones for some unstated purpose and level of
effectives will exist, and that is not a functional replacement for the existing
language.
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
It is also very important that the language also be revised to more explicitly
include protection for ―imperiled‖ species. Many forest species are in fact
threatened and endangered due to past and current forestry practices in many
parts of the world—but have not been officially recognized and listed by
governments as ―threatened‖ or ―endangered.‖ A term such as ―imperiled‖
needs to be included in the P&C to more clearly and consistently afford
protection to such species.
The Organization shall protect rare, threatened and endangered species,
including through conservation of their habitats in the Management Unit, and
demonstrate that measures are in place to manage hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting. Habitat Cconservation areas shall be established proportionate
to the scale, intensity and risk of management activities, and to the species‘
needs for survival and recovery and the uniqueness of the affected resources.
The Organization shall take into account the geographic range and ecological
requirements of species that may extend beyond the boundary of the
Management Unit when determining the measures to be taken inside the
Management Unit.

Including - Habitat protection is not the sole means required to protect RTE
species (as Explanatory Note #1 under Criterion 6.5 below makes clear by using
the phrase ―including through habitat protection‖ in its reference to the purpose
of Criterion 6.4.). For example, avoidance of disturbance during nesting might
require rescheduling or modifying management activities, but this is not
―conservation of habitat‖. Therefore, the addition of the word "including", and
the addition of two commas, is needed to ensure that habitat protection is not
proposed as the only action required.
Habitat conservation areas - These modifications are required to prevent
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Some modifications are required in this wording (as proposed here) to ensure
that the criterion does what it is intended to do, and to avoid misunderstanding.

Forest Stewardship Council

misunderstanding by making it clear that the ―conservation areas‖ are the ones
that are required to be established within the Management Unit for the purpose
of RTE habitat protection.
By definition, RTE species are in danger and need extra measures. The most
important proportionality test in this criterion should be applied to RTE species'
needs, rather than solely to the scale, intensity and risk of management
activities.
RTE species are, de facto, rare (and thus ‗unique‘) and in danger. It is strongly
ill-advised to suggest that anyone should apply an additional value judgment (of
―uniqueness‖) to determine whether any such species are truly ‗unique‘ enough
to warrant a particular level of protection. That judgment should be assumed to
already have been made by the organization or authority that has designated
the species as RTE.
Take into account - Although this is an important sentence, ―take into account‖ is
a very vague term (often employed by FSC‘s competitors), and without clearer
wording and/or much clearer guidance in the explanatory notes, CABs may
have difficulty auditing its effectiveness.
Explanatory Notes
3. Conservation areas may include areas that provide security against human
interference with natural processes and/or areas that provide long-term spatial
protection. Although RTE habitat conservation areas should generally be
considered fully protected areas, off limits to most site-disturbing management
activities, some areas but may require deliberate management to maintain or
improve the attributes of the area for the benefit of RTE species.
It is important to emphasize the vulnerable nature of RTE species.
4. Although habitat protection and the management of hunting, fishing, trapping
and collecting are the most effective means of protecting RTE species,
additional measures may also be required, such as the scheduling of
management activities to avoid disturbance during nesting, avoiding pesticide
application in sensitive areas, etc.

The new proposed language needs to be re-written, because it makes the shift
from protecting imperiled and endangered species to habitat. Coming from a
region that has one of the highest percentages of rare and endangered species
this is unacceptable. It is also important to note that there are many species
that are not listed as threatened or endangered species in our region that are
seriously imperiled and deserve protection. For example, the Center for
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This completes the explanation of measures that may be required.
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Conservation Biology just submitted a lawsuit (signed by our organization)
challenging the federal government to list 404 freshwater aquatic species as
threatened or endangered.
Additionally, protecting, maintaining and restoring vital habitat is crucial to
ensure the survival of many species already listed such as the Red Cockaded
Woodpecker and the Venus Flytrap (2 of hundreds of examples). If FSC waters
down this standard it allows for greater takings of individual species and this
must change.
/
Procedure with the rare, threatened and endangered species is too simplified.
1) there should be more detailed definition on these species. What is meant by
these species? In many countries there are rare, threatened and endangered
species which are not diminished because of forest use.
2) the scale of activities varies hugely between countries due to differences in
knowledge.
3) these species lists are made for authorities for generally safeguarding
species population, not for protecting every single occurrence. Generally there
is no good information on these sites.
The requirement concerning measures inside FMU and effects to species
outside FMU is unclear. The organization should not be made responsible for
actions outside its own management area.
It is unclear whether C6.4 requires that conservation zones (areas) be created,
or only when necessary. Should be clarified that only when necessary.
This criterion is still very confusing and poorly worded. That notwithstanding,
there would be a concern if ‗on-property RSAs‘ always needed to be
established.
The organization will not always be able to carry out the measures to control
hunting, fishing, etc. There are activities that take place in the management unit
for which the organization is not responsible.

Remove ―..and demonstrate that measures are in place to manage hunting,
fishing and trapping…‖; Protection of RTE species is a different matter than
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This criterion is much more detailed, and may have long-reaching and will
create unnecessary, negative consequences. In stead of the general term
―safeguard‖ the Organization shall protect endangered species by conservation
of their habitats (for feeding, procreation and shelter). Since the average no of
red-listed species is approximately 10 species per clear-cutting area, it will if
also the explanatory notes are to be followed, literally put an end to all logging
operations in at least half of the boreal forests in Sweden (and probably other
countries as well).

Forest Stewardship Council

management measures that affect all species whether RTE or not –make a
separate criterion to avoid confusion.
Procedure with the rare, threatened and endangered species is too simplified.1)
there should be more detailed definition on these species. What is meant by
these species? In many countries there are rare, threatened and endangered
species which are not diminished because of forest use. 2) the scale of
activities varies hugely between countries due to differences in knowledge. 3)
these species lists are made for authorities for generally safeguarding species
population, not for protecting every single occurrence. Generally there is no
good information on these sites.
The requirement concerning measures inside FMU and effects to species
outside FMU is unclear. The organization should not be made responsible for
actions outside its own management area.
Hunting, fishing , trapping, etc. should be separated from forest management
activity conservation. Secondly, the way the language is used, one might
assume that the criterion is only addressing wildlife species rather than of all
RTE species
Agreed
/
The criterion comprises many topics and could be simplified. It is suggested that
the last sentence, dealing with landscape considerations in the definition of
conservation areas, be removed, so that this topic can be treated as an
indicator.
The criterion contain too much issues. It‘s suggested to reduce the text.
The criterion comprises many topics and could be simplified. Recommendation:
to remove the last sentence, dealing with landscape considerations in the
definition of conservation areas and treat the topic as an indicator.
Too long too complex with 2 key elements mixed together. One is protection of
RTE a second is conservation areas. RTE should be separate criteria from
Conservation areas

6.4 (revised 6.2) The Organization, IN ENGAGEMENT WITH LOCAL
POPULATIONS, shall protect rare, threatened and endangered species through
conservation of their habitats in the Management Unit and demonstrate that
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The criterion comprises many topics and could be simplified. Recommendation:
to remove the last sentence, dealing with landscape considerations in the
definition of conservation areas and treat the topic as an indicator.

Forest Stewardship Council

measures are in place to manage hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting.
Conservation areas shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of
management activities and the uniqueness of the affected resources. The
Organization shall take into account the geographic range and ecological
requirements of species that may extend beyond the boundary of the
Management Unit when determining the measures to be taken inside the
Management Unit.
Further: Add to explanatory note:
5. The requirement to demonstrate that measures for the management of
hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting are in place recognizes that The
Organization itself may not have the mandate to manage hunting, fishing
trapping and collecting. Instead, these measures might be enforced and
implemented by state agencies or other authorized parties. Where this is not the
responsibility of a state agency or other authorized party OR WHERE THE
STATE IS NOT FULFILLING ITS OBLIGATIONS, The Organization is required
to have measures for managing hunting, fishing trapping and collecting.
:
The concept of restoration of habitat should be included as a requirement. As
most species become rare, threatened or endangered due to habitat loss,
conservation of what habitat is left may be insufficient. The first sentence
should include the following wording: ―….species through conservation and/or
restoration of their habitats in the MU…..‖ The second sentence should be
changed to require The Organization to take into account the degree to which
the MU could potentially contribute to protection of the species at the landscape
level.
Edit to read: ―…..and demonstrate that measures are in place to PROHIBIT
hunting, fishing, trapping and collecting‖ - international and domestic laws must
commonly prohibit taking of species at risk.
REVISION:
EXPLANATORY NOTE (New):
―The organization may use studies of the fauna and flora in areas with similar
characteristics that are close to the management unit.‖

Add an explanatory note.
The organization may use studies of the fauna and flora in areas with similar
characteristics that are close to the management unit.
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Include an explanatory note: The Organization may use updated studies of the
fauna and flora and other resources and services in areas that have similar
characteristics and are adjacent to the management unit.

Forest Stewardship Council

Replace ‗rare, threatened and endangered species‘ with the IUCN categories
‗endangered, critically endangered‘
On the other hand with the provided definition of ‗rare species‘, the option for the
expression of ‗rare, threatened and endangered species‘ can include other
species that don‘t have an established category.
Can be added an additional Explanatory Note regarding the maintenance of the
rare species concept on the criterion.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.).
Clarify the translation in reference to ―caza con trampas‖ (trapping).
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La organización protegerá a las especies raras, amenazadas y en peligro a
través de la conservación de sus hábitats en la Unidad de Manejo y demostrará
que existen medidas en funcionamiento para manejar la caza, la pesca y la
recolección. Las áreas de conservación serán proporcionadas a la escala,
intensidad y riesgo de las actividades de manejo y a la singularidad de los
recursos afectados. La organización tomará en cuenta el rango geográfico y los
requisitos ecológicos de las especies que podrían extenderse más allá de los
linderos de la Unidad de Manejo al determinar las medidas a tomar dentro de la
Unidad de Manejo.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.5

The wording in this Criterion is an improvement over prior draft, especially as it
requires representative samples within the Management Unit. We do
recommend that the wording ―conservation status‖ be replaced with
―conservation value‖. This is more focused on what needs to be assessed, and
we recommend an additional explanatory note to expand on that, as follows:
We recommend another explanatory note to read: Measures of conservation
value would include not only how unique or uncommon and ecosystem is, but
how important it is to numbers of species, and how vulnerable it is to
disturbance. For example, particularly important areas may include wetlands,
riparian zones, caves, rock outcroppings, wildlife migration corridors, and areas
used for nesting, feeding, mating or roosting.
The last explanatory note for Criterion 6.5 states that The Organization has
greater responsibility to conserve more habitat areas within the Management
Unit in cases where such habitats are inadequately protected in the region.
We agree with this directive but would add a caution that the reverse is not
implied. Regardless of regional status The Organization needs to ensure that
within the Management ManaUnit ecosystems are represented.
Expl note 3 is a lapse back into normative language style – need to address the
situations of very small properties where set asides may be of little value, as
well as the potential of e.g. cooperatives that jointly set aside a larger area.
Also, potential off-site measures need to be addressed (see PWG
recommedations in their final report).

C 6.5: As we read the proposed formulation we find it too vague to be
acceptable. We suggest a formulation along the line of: The org. shall identify
and conserve representative samples of ecosystems within the management
unit. If no natural ecosystems exist within the MU the org. shall restore a
representative sample of natural ecosystems." We would agree to make the
criterion scale sensitive, and maybe impact sensitive. The uniqueness should
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Excellent that 6.5 now expresses the intent of the old 6.4 but with the essential
addition of restoration. There are situations where restoration of ecosystems
within the management unit does not give the greatest biodiversity conservation
output. There are several examples of this in NZ with plantations in landscapes
with severely depleted natural ecosystems. There is a need to have some
flexibility to allow equivalent secure restoration of ecosystems within the
landscape but offsite from the MU for some plantation situations.

Forest Stewardship Council

only add to the minimum requirement, it shouldn't be possible to use
commonness as an excuse to evade the requirement. Otherwise it would offer a
series of loopholes for the CB's and forest/plantation managers to explore ...!!
The wording is generally an improvement. However, why has the word
―conserve‖ been substituted for ―protect‖? The explanatory notes could still
indicate that it does not mean legal protection – but conserve may not mean the
same as protect, unless it is defined to be equivalent.
The term ―vulnerability‖ should be substituted for ―uniqueness‖, as what we want
conserved are things that are vulnerable to loss (e.g. old growth forests). All
unique values are likely vulnerable, but all things vulnerable are not necessarily
unique.
―Conservation status‖ must be included in the glossary
The criterion refers to scale, intensity and risk. However Exp Note #3 doesn‘t
open for pragmatic approached for very small holdings as well as co-operative
of small holders where for example joint offsets could be much more efficient for
conservation.
ExN #3 – there should be no normative language here.
The new language needs to provide greater clarity about the types of ecological
values and attributes to be identified and protected via this Criterion.
The Organization shall identify, conserve and/or restore representative samples
of natural ecosystems within the Management Unit, proportionate to the
uniqueness and conservation valuestatus of these ecosystems and to the scale,
intensity, and risk of management activities in the Management Unit.
natural - It is important to add this word to ensure absolute clarity.
value - This is a more appropriate word than ―status‖, which is both vague and
odd in this context. An explanatory note should then be added, as suggested
below, to clarify the meaning of ―conservation value‖.

This is the clearest version of this criterion that has yet emerged since the
original P&C. The key is the placement of the phrase ―within the Management
Unit‖. It is now clear (as emphasized by Explanatory Note #3) that all
management units must establish such representative samples – and that the
only issue in question is their scale – but at the same time there is also
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The word ―status‖ is not only vague but inappropriate here, since an area would
only have ―status‖ once it is designated by the Organization as a representative
sample area, and even that kind of status would be informal.

Forest Stewardship Council

significant flexibility incorporated into the determination of that scale. NOTE:
Given that this revision draft has completely eliminated the existing/original
Criterion 10.5, which requires restoration of a portion of all plantations, this
criterion could cover this requirement. However, it does not currently do so and
would need revision before it could clearly replace 10.5.
Missing Criterion: Proposed Criterion 6.9 covers new conversions and
plantation management, and proposed Criterion 6.10. covers post-1994 (and
pre-FSC certification) conversions and plantation management. However, no
criterion in this current revision draft covers the management of plantations
established prior to 1994 with respect to one key issue covered very directly by
existing/original Criterion 10.5 – restoration. This needs to be rectified by the
addition of criterion language that requires a portion of all existing plantations to
be restored to more natural forest conditions. There are three options for the
location of such language:
(1) A new criterion 6.11, which simply replicates the language of existing
Criterion 10.5;
(2) modification of Criterion 6.5 to make it clear how it will apply in a special way
to plantations to require them to restore a portion of their area to natural forest;
or
(3) modification of new Criterion 10.3 to create an additional, special, natural
restoration requirement for plantations.

Add as 6: Measures of conservation value would include not only how unique or
uncommon an ecosystem is, but how important it is to numbers of species, and
how vulnerable it is to disturbance. For example, particularly important areas
may include wetlands, riparian zones, caves, rock outcroppings, wildlife
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Explanatory Notes
3. This note is essential, and is very clearly worded. The second sentence is
particularly important because size of the sample area is the only issue in
question.
4. This is also a very important note. However, along with Note #3, it leaves
unclear how it would apply to intensively managed plantations and row crops
(e.g., oil palm, Christmas trees, etc.). Given the scale and intensity of such
operations, their obligation to restore natural ecosystems under this criterion
could be significant. At the same time, however, they may have no natural
ecosystems anywhere within the Management Unit – raising a further question
of what they would be obligated to ―represent‖. Would they even be able to
qualify for certification in the first place? This criterion could be a very helpful
means of promoting restoration in intensively managed plantation operations,
but further clarification and additional edits would be required. This is
particularly important given that this current revision draft has completely
eliminated the existing/original Criterion 10.5, which requires restoration of a
portion of all plantations.

Forest Stewardship Council

migration corridors, and areas used for nesting, feeding, mating or roosting.
8. In order to maintain habitat and species diversity and increase resilience,
connectivity between the samples should be enhanced by protection of
connective corridors
Enhancing connectivity is a concept that needs some additional words of
clarification (as proposed here) so that its intent is not misunderstood.
10. The Organization has a greater implicit responsibility to conserve more
habitats area within the Management Unit in cases where there is good reason
to believe that specific natural ecosystems are inadequately protected in the
region, according to available stakeholder and expert opinion.
This language is ill-advised since it implies that, if ecosystems are adequately
protected in the region outside the Management Unit, The Organization may
have no responsibility to establish or conserve representative sample areas.
Thus some editing is required (as proposed here) to avoid such
misinterpretation.
Rationale:
This criterion covers a controversy between those who feel that FSC should
recognize that ecosystem protection of some ecosystems may be adequate
outside the Management Unit (where national conservation systems are well
developed and well implemented), and those who insist that every Management
Unit must provide ecosystem protection for representative samples of
ecosystems regardless of whetherat and where they areis conserved outside
the Management Unit in the surrounding landscape. The proposed wording
accommodates these opposing views by making the scale of the effort required
by The Organization proportionate to the uniqueness and conservation status of
the ecosystems existing in the wider landscape context within which the
Management Unit is located.
This language is still very vulnerable to misinterpretation, and thus needs some
modification (as proposed here).

/
This requires the organization to conserve and even restore ecosystems within
FMU. Not all areas have valuable habitats. While conserving limited areas of
good ecosystems is still acceptable, categorical demand for restoration goes far
beyond.
A majority of countries do have their own national procedures for forest
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Scale is the only issue in question, and thus must be reflected in this wording.

Forest Stewardship Council

protection and restoration. Forest certification is a voluntary tool for sustainable
forestry for a variety of forest owners, not only the large ones. This demand for
restoration may decrease the interest of forest owners to commit to Voluntary
FSC Forest Management certification.
This Criteria should focus on natural ecosystems.
Add ―existing naturally occurring‖ before ecosystems
This Criteria should focus on natural ecosystems.
Add ―existing naturally occurring‖ before ecosystems ie not ecosystems arising
from within planted forests
Explanatory note 3 and the rationale seems to be in conflict. Explanatory note 3
references every certified management unit must include samples and rationale
points to this C being a balance between 2 opposing views (i.e., every unit vs.
depending on what else is in landscape). We strongly support the landscape
view…if a particular management unit does not have any samples of note and
the rest of the landscape does and they are protected, then they should not
have to identify any.
What is the meaning of ―proportionate‖: Shall large forest owners conserve large
landscapes?
In the explanatory note the stakeholders and experts opinions appear to decide
which ―ecosystems‖ that must be protected by the forest owner. This is an
unacceptable loss of influence for the forest owner. To review stakeholders and
expert views in the decision making process is necessary, but not to be obliged
to follow them – remember that among stakeholder there are also side-interests
/ opinion-leaders, which may have vey little interest in all of FSCs three core
values; economy, ecology and societal values. It is naïve to give side-interests
an opportunity for claiming a veto – all three interests must be balanced. This
objection is valid for many of the criteria suggested in Principle 4 and 6.

This requires the organization to conserve and even restore ecosystems within
FMU. Not all areas have valuable habitats. While conserving limited areas of
good ecosystems is still acceptable, categorical demand for restoration goes far
beyond. The majority of countries do have their own national procedures for
forest protection and restoration. Forest certification is a voluntary tool for
sustainable forestry for a variety of forest owners, not only the large ones. This
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There is no ecological basis for each MU to contribute to a representative
ecosystem sample. The original 6.4 language is preferred with an interpretation
that actions may be required on the MU but in consideration of the landscape
context of the MU.

Forest Stewardship Council

demand for restoration may decrease the interest of forest owners to commit to
Voluntary FSC Forest Management certification.
This criterion has always been difficult to assess and to justify at the scale of
management unit. What is the ecological basis for identifying, conserving or
restoring representative samples at the MU level. The focus of representative
samples to needs to continue to be the Landscape
To be consistent with the verbiage in the rationale section of this criterion ―at the
landscape level‖ needs to be inserted into the criterion
It‘s critically important that the intent of ―conserve‖ in this context is clear.It is not
reasonable to require landowners to exclude ‗representative sample areas‘ from
active management unless: 1) active management does not allow maintenance
of the ecosystem type; AND, 2) the type is underrepresented in the broader
landscape. Also important is drawing a clear distinction between C6.5 and
Criterion relating to HCVF.
I agree
In English, ―conserve‖ = to use carefully, preserve, has 2 meanings; in Spanish,
―conserva‖ means ―preserve‖; so include the concept of USE CAREFULLY.
:
The substitution of ―conserve‖ for ―protect‖ in the original version of the Criterium
is a concern. As it is not clear whether these two descriptors are equivalent,
they both need to be included in the Glossary. Prefer the use of the stronger
term ―protect‖ and accept the EN qualification that does not confer ―legal
protection.‖
Substitue the term ―vulnerability‖ for ―uniqueness‖. The intention is to conserve
elements that are vulnerable to loss, which may not imply uniqueness.
Edit to read: The Organization shall identify, MAP, PROTECT, and IF
NECESSARY restore representative samples..‖ Also add, ―and connectivity
between them‖ ―Conserve‖ is not a meaningful benchmark. This need not be
legal protection but must mean no commercial timber harvesting or other
activities that undermine objective of areas. Strongly agree that all management
units must have these.
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Explanatory Note 4 requires the organization to undertake restoration in
degraded areas, and this is a dilemma for the organization.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.6

This Criterion does not represent an improvement over the original or prior draft
and we recommend that it be amended to read: The Organization shall
implement management activities that perpetuate the continued existence of the
naturally-occurring species in the Management Unit, that prevent losses of
genetic, species and ecosystem diversity and that prevent damage to other
environmental values.
This Criterion is critical to the protection of bio diversity and ecosystem services
within the Management Unit. The proposed language is inadequate to this task.
The focus needs to be on demonstrable results in protection and amelioration
and avoidance of irreversible and unacceptable impacts. It is also important that
the explanatory notes for this Criterion are as follows.
1. This Criterion is designed to prevent any irreversible losses to the biological
diversity of the Management Unit and to avoid the local extinction of any
naturally occurring species. This requires the continued existence of viable
population of such species.
2. Environmental values related to soils, water and drainage, regeneration and
succession are also affected by management activities, and The Organization
should implement activities to prevent damage to these as well.
And explanatory note 3 needs additional language to clarify that Management
activities need to be demonstrated as effective. This is a critical feature to
ensure actual protection and improved audits.
C6.6 in its effort to cover both plantations and natural forest has lost its key
focus on maintaining ecosystem diversity, cycles, regeneration and succession.
This needs to be reinstated and as there are virtually irreconcilable differences
between natural forest management and plantations it may be necessary to
have different requirements for plantations compared to natural forests.

If it is impossible to handle both natural forest and plantations under the same
criteria, we suggest that separate criteria are developed where necessary for
plantations and natural forest
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C 6.6: We find this text completely unacceptable. If there are no diversity and
env. values (i.e. in a plantation) then you don't have to do anything to restore
natural biodiversity and environmental values. In order to get certified
plantations must improve their environmental impact - if not many env. org.
would find it even harder than now to support the FSC.

Forest Stewardship Council

Explanatory notes 2 and 3: Both are very vague, e.g. "keep damage to an
acceptable minimum" is just a gift to plantations and CB's certifying them, and
seems to justify conversion of natural forest to semi natural or even semiplantations. That is of course not acceptable.
This is a much narrower criterion as it is currently phrased. Would suggest
changing it to something that resembles the current criterion, ―The organization
maintains, enhances, or restores ecological functions and values associated
with the forest at both the landscape and stand scales.‖
Agree with wording.
T: Recommendation to change the language to: ―The Organization shall
implement management activities to maintain and/or enhance genetic and
species diversity and avoid damage to other environmental values.‖ This active
approach is highly preferable to ―avoid losses‖.
T: the spirit of exp note #1 is advisable but it is likely difficult to audit ―all‖ species
and there might be external reasons for loss of some species at a local level,
e.g. migratory birds being affected at the winter/summer destination.

Key failings that must be addressed are:

The new language is unacceptable in that it removes the specificity of the
existing requirements, and does not expressly require that any particular
environmental values be protected. It is crucial to maintain express protection
for values including ―forest regeneration and succession,‖ ―ecosystem diversity,‖
and ―natural [ecological] cycles‖ have been deleted in the proposed new
language. It would be patently unacceptable to weaken the P&C‘s core
environmental protections because of the desire on some parties‘ part to change
how the P&C address plantations.
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1. Conservation of Biodiversity: For the environment chamber this is a core
component of the P&C and one of FSC ‗signature‘ standards that puts FSC
head and shoulders above other schemes. Concerns include:
(…)
The negative framing of 6.6 should be reversed to a positive framing around the
expected performance, and it should not downgrade particular requirements
around protection of ecosystem diversity, cycles, regeneration and succession
in favour a general requirement around environmental values to accommodate
plantations. This is a completely unacceptable weakening of the standards as
part of the P10 incorporation, and if can‘t be resolved then separate criteria for
plantations should be maintained.

Forest Stewardship Council

The new language is also unacceptable in that it does not require that the
outcome of forest management be the prevention of loss of diversity and
damage to other environmental values. Rather, the new language merely
requires the implementation of measures that may—or may not—be sufficient to
prevent those outcomes. This failure to maintain the P&C‘s performance
standard approach is fundamentally unacceptable. Explanatory Note 1 grossly
overstates the level of performance required by the proposed new language.
These changes warrant voting down the proposed revised P&C.
We also recommend including language from Explanatory Notes 2 and 3 from
Criterion 6.1 in Criterion 6.6 to ensure proper ecosystem function.
The Organization shall implement management activities that perpetuate the
continued existence of the naturally-occurring species in the Management Unit,
that to avoidprevent losses of genetic, and species and ecosystem diversity, and
that prevent damage to other environmental values.
This criterion is the heart of the FSC‘s protection of biological diversity.
Unfortunately, this formulation falls far short of that essential goal by requiring
only that activities be implemented, rather than explicitly requiring that the goal
actually be attained. Furthermore, the explanatory notes serve only to confuse
and cloud the issue, and to provide excuses, rather than facilitate the attainment
of the goal. Without modification (as proposed here), this wording would
represent a substantial weakening of the existing P&C.

In order to create a true performance-oriented requirement, the options for
wording this criterion are extremely limited. The use of the term "avoid" is
unacceptable. It completely undermines any meaningful performance; in fact it
requires no concrete positive result in the forest - only an effort to avoid a
negative result. CABs would only be required to audit whether the management
activity was designed to avoid a negative impact, and even if such an impact
occurred it would not disqualify the operation from certification. A second
option, using more explicit terms like "that perpetuate" and "that prevent", would
create an explicit performance-oriented bottom line requiring CABs to assess
the forest to see to what extent such activities were effective and such results
had been achieved. It also would switch the intent of the criterion from avoiding
a negative result to achieving a positive result. Some revision of the
Explanatory Notes is also essential in order to make these intentions
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The term ―avoid‖, which is both vague and weak, and is common in the
standards of FSC‘s competitors, ensures that forest management organizations
that fail to protect biodiversity can still be certified. It requires forest managers
to show only that they have taken an action to avoid a negative result, not that
they have actually achieved a positive result.

Forest Stewardship Council

unambiguous.
and ecosystem - This was an essential component of the original Criterion 6.3
and should be retained.
Explanatory Notes:
1. This Criterion is designed to prevent any irreversible losses to the biological
diversity of the Management Unit and to perpetuates the continued existence of
all naturally-occurring species in the Management Unit, and avoids the local
extinction of any of themnaturally-occurring species (inside or outside the MU).
This requires the continued existence of viable populations of such species, to
avoid pushing them to the edge of ecological survival.
Irreversible - Extinction is an irreversible loss, and the addition of this word
serves not only to emphasize the point but to differentiate it from the simple
death of an individual animal or plant - which occurs frequently in active forest
management operations.
Based on the present wording of the criterion, the existing wording of this
statement is entirely false. Nothing in the proposed criterion language can
possibly ensure that this goal is attained. However, the heart of this sentence is,
in fact, the primary goal of this criterion and thus should be transferred into the
language of the criterion itself.
It is critical to clarify that the "continued existence" of a species does not mean
that one or two individuals remain alive. It requires viable populations. It is also
recommended that the term "viable populations", which appears in Criterion 9.1,
be added to and defined in the Glossary.
2. Avoiding damage to environmental values includes those values which are
based on people‘s perceptions. Environmental values related to soils, water and
drainage, regeneration and succession are also affected by management
activities, butand The Organization should keepimplement activities to prevent
damage to these as wellan acceptable minimum.
The intent of this first sentence is not clear and can be seriously misunderstood,
and its value to managers and auditors is virtually zero, so it should be deleted.

3. However, FSC recognizes that not all environmental values can be
maintained intact and unaltered in all management situations. Responsible
management may lead to substantial changes in the population densities of
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The purpose of this clause is not clear, except that it has the effect of condoning
damage - which would be a serious mistake. The meaning of "an acceptable
minimum" is also not clear and would be difficult to audit consistently. So it
should be deleted.

Forest Stewardship Council

some species, but The Organization is required to aim at a balance,
demonstratinge that no activities have irreversible or unacceptable impacts.
This requires that management activities not only be designed to avoid such
impacts, but that they can be shown to have that result in practice in the
Management Unit.
It would be highly inappropriate for the FSC to suggest that "substantial" losses
to species populations is acceptable or responsible. It is enough to simply say
"changes"
aim at a balance This inappropriately implies that all management operations
will have such negative impacts - which is not true.
Last sentence: Based on the comment above explaining the challenge of
wording this criterion appropriately, the addition of a statement like this to the
Notes is very important to ensure against misinterpretation of the criterion‘s
intent.
4. Further, it is usually not possible for managers to identify the status of all
species, whileand losses are sometimes caused by natural factors beyond the
control of The Organization (including regional population declines, and climate
change).
The present wording of these notes is both contradictory and contrary to the
intent of the original Criterion 6.3 and to the apparent intent of Note #1.
Significant modifications of these notes (as proposed here) is required to ensure
that the intent and application of this criterion are clear, consistent and strong.
The new language is unacceptable and the best guess we can make as it
relates to why it has changed is because some members of the economic
chamber are pressuring FSC to weaken the standards as they relate to
plantations. Critical components such as forest regeneration and ecosystem
diversity have been eliminated in this draft. The prevention of loss of diversity
and damage to environmental values must be maintained. We will not accept
any further conversion of natural forests to plantations in our region and it is
critical that FSC‘s standards maintain these vital protections.
/
This criterion has a good purpose, but since it is rather vague it is difficult to
verify results and therefore might not be effective.

The management activities will be implemented in the MU.
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Overly vague requirements in this Criterion

Forest Stewardship Council

Explanatory note #2 includes a statement "...based on people's perceptions."
which is cause for concern. Avoiding damage to environmental values should
be made on science-based information while taking into account perceptions
and social issues. Perceptions should not be the main basis for decisions.
This Criteria should focus on natural diversity.
Add ―existing naturally occurring‖ before genetic.
This criterion is already sufficiently addressed in the current Swedish standard,
and there is no need for a revised criterion.
The proposed criterion may appear to be justified. However, the explanatory
note reveals a much more rigorous and long-reaching aim: ―This Criterion
perpetuates the continued existence of all naturally-occurring species in the
Management Unit, and avoids local extinction of any of them (inside or outside
the MU).‖ Have the authors of this criterion any clue of what this means for the
average forest owner or for larger enterprises? Local species extinctions on a
MU level may be uncontroversial if the protection status for the landscape,
region or country is sufficient. To work with ―single species ecology‖, with no
conception of importance of scale or time in forest management is totally
unrealistic. How many of the readers of the proposed Principles and Criteria
have read also the explanatory notes?
This is an excellent example of FSC:s overriding ambitions to form a global
FSC-standard, and where FSC show almost no consideration of economically
sustainable forest management.
Another example: ―Avoiding damage to environmental values includes those
values which are based on people‘s perceptions.‖ In a country like Sweden,
where most people enjoy furniture of wood, paper, renewable energy from forest
residues but a significant proportion dislike forestry and its damage to
environmental values (at least say 5% of the population which is more than
400 000 people) this criterion will be quite a problem to fulfill

Another problem is the sentence: ―Avoiding damage to environmental values
includes those values which are based on people‘s perceptions.‖ It is subjective
and difficult to follow-up.
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Where is the landscape level in this criterion? We are also very concerned about
the explanatory note. Local species extinctions on a MU level may be
uncontroversial if the protection status for the landscape, region or country is
sufficient. To work with ―single species ecology‖, with no conception of
importance of scale or time in forest management is totally unrealistic.
Furthermore, the criterion is not adapted to SLIMF. .

Forest Stewardship Council

Note 2 ―perceptions…‖ Remove this as these can‘t be managed
the former 6.3 was not only about loss of genetic and species diversity. What
about "Forest regeneration and succession" (is partly in 10.3) and "Natural
cycles that affect the productivity of the forest ecosystem"?
Agreed
Remove ―perceptions‖ from note #2 as these cannot be managed by the
organization.
/
The removal of the concept of loss of genetic diversity is recommended, due to
quantification and monitoring difficulties. Keep the diversity of species concept.
Remove the term―genetic diversity‖.
How is this going to be implemented practically? How do you avoid or even
measure genetic losses and species diversity in the plantation scenario where
conservation areas are small? And often fixed? And losses are unavoidable? I
doubt the practicality of monitoring or auditing this criteria.
We are not sure that the wording adequately acknowledges that it is not
possible to maintain environmental values intact and unaltered in all
management situations. We support the intent of the criterion, but we think the
wording in the criterion could be altered. Suggest consideration be given to the
following:
The Organization shall implement management activities that are primarily
directed at avoiding losses of species diversity and damage to other to other
environmental values.
We have left out genetic diversity since we don‘t believe it can be monitored or
measured.
Recommendation: exclusion of the concept of loss of genetic diversity, due to
quantification and monitoring difficulties and maintenance of the approach of
species diversity.

Recommendation: exclusion of the concept of loss of genetic diversity, due to
quantification and monitoring difficulties and maintenance of the approach of
species diversity.
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I agree

Forest Stewardship Council

it is not clear whether ‗other environmental values‘ includes those listed in P6/in
new definition of environmental values, or whether ‗other‘ means other than
those in the definition (the former would be preferable).
The fundamental problem with 6.6 is that it does not provide/refer to a
benchmark against which to measure loss or damage. In poorly managed
natural forests or plantations it may be an important goal to prevent further
losses of biodiversity or reduction in ecosystem function, but this does not mean
they are yet meeting Principle 6 without some substantial restoration efforts.
Replace ―activities to avoid losses‖ with ―activities that avoid losses‖ in C 6.6–
former speaks to intent, latter to effectiveness in implementation which is
preferable.
the former 6.3 was not only about loss of genetic specied and diversity^. What
about "Forest regeneration and succession" (is partly in 10.3) and "Natural
cycles that affect the productivity of the forest ecosystem"?
appears more to the level of Principle than Criterion. Given the nature of
standards comparisons (see note at beginning) FSC should be very clear that
by not explicitly noting components of ecological function (e.g. old growth,
clearcut limits, within stand retention, habitat elements, etc.). Also, strongly
suggest addition of the word ―native‖ as in avoid losses native genetic and
species diversity. Consider ―native genetic, species, and ecosystem diversity‖?
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Criteria 6.4 and 6.5 embody what criterion 6.6 expresses; when working on the
conservation and monitoring of environmental values the organization is already
favoring the conservation of genetic diversity.
We propose to include this criterion in 6.5.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.7
Suggest removal of reference to wildlife corridors here – more appropriate to
address connectivity under 6.8. Suggestion:
The Organization shall conserve or restore natural water courses and water
bodies and their surrounding native vegetation.
C 6.7: Several other important aspects of the original 6.5 have been lost
somewhere – e.g. control of erosion and minimize damage to the remaining
trees in the forest during harvest operations. These important aspects should
clearly be reintroduced in the P&C!
Would suggest slight changes, ―The Organization shall conserve or restore
natural water courses and water bodies, riparian zones and riparian wildlife
corridors.‖
Wording generally acceptable – except need to remove the word ―of‖. The term
―wildlife corridors‖ should be changed to ―landscape connectivity‖. Wildlife
corridors implies that we know exactly where wildlife move. Often we do not
know this, and climate change may require greater connectivity for eosystems,
plants and species we know nothing about.
The new language is good as far as it goes. However, it would be unacceptable
to eliminate the requirement for water protection to be delineated in written
guidelines.
Likewise, it would be unacceptable to eliminate the explicit requirement that
“harvest, road construction, and all other mechanical disturbances” be among
those activities that must protect water resources. Moreover, it is unacceptable
to eliminate the explicit requirement for erosion control.
Equally important, the proposed new language does not require any particular
level of performance or outcomes ―in the forest.‖ In other words, forest
managers could be deemed in compliance as long as they have some type of
conservation program in place, regardless of its adequacy. This represents an
unacceptable weakening of the existing P&C‘s resource protections and
performance standard orientation.

The Criterion should also be revised to include the requirement that the “natural
flow of water and water cycling” be maintained and restored.
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These changes warrant voting down the proposed revised P&C.

Forest Stewardship Council

The Criterion also needs to be more explicit and detailed about the ecological
values that must be protected and restored (including hydrological cycling, water
quality, and water quantity), and the level at which they must be protected and
restored.
The Organization shall maintainconserve or restore of natural water courses,
and water bodies and flow patterns, riparian zones and wildlife corridors.
conserve -This is a vague term with no definition in the Glossary, and is often
misinterpreted.
and flow patterns - This is a fundamental component of maintaining a healthy
watershed
riparian zones and wildlife corridors - These two terms need to be defined and
added to the Glossary.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Water bodies include wetlands, ponds or lakes, and swamps, and their
natural patterns of water flow.
Recommended rewording of this criterion is: The Organization shall maintain or
restore natural water courses, water bodies and flow patterns, riparian zones
and wildlife corridors. The addition of ―flow patterns‖ is needed because it is a
critical part of the health of water features and it is a feature that can be
disturbed by management activities.
Water protection is important and a good concrete example of fast-effect
activities. "in the FMU" should be added, because this is the area the
organization can affect..
This criterion should be subject to ―scale, intensity and risk‖. Especially for small
holders with a lot of water bodies inside his management unit might ―lose‖ all his
productive forest, depending also on the agreed width of riparian zones or
wildlife corridors.
Proposal: The Organization shall conserve or restore natural water courses and
water bodies, riparian zones and wildlife corridors proportionate to scale,
intensity and risk management activities

Water protection is important and a good concrete example of fast-effect
activities. "in the FMU" should be added, because this is the area the
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NOTE: Wildlife corridors should be mentioned in a separate criterion

Forest Stewardship Council

organization can affect. Wildlife corridors should be mentioned in a separate
criterion.
Of course natural corridors joining our remnant vegetation is highly desirable.
However the criterion needs to realize that it may not be practical and situations.
Some forest areas have been established on substantially cleared land where
there is little or no remnants and large distance between those remnants.
Establishing corridors and the situation would be impossible without
compromising the viability of operations due to the imposition of cost.
An additional point is that in the case of plantation ns some the corridor effect is
offered by the trees themselves, for example some species will use the
protection of plantation trees to move between habitats and.
This is a new requirement for conserving/restoring wildlife corridors. It is unclear
whether implications of this requirement will require new actions, or if they are
already covered in indicator language due to previous interpretations.
The same comment as above, within the MU.
delete "of" in between "restore" and "natural water courses"
Too detailed. Let the national initiatives, including national stakeholders decide
the different conservation or restoration measures.
The word ‗of‘ in the criterion is superfluous
Delete the word ―of‖.
This Criterion seems redundant to proposed C10.4 & proposed C10.5. Seems
that C6.7 is an ―implementation‖ criterion and is better suited within proposed
P10. The ―assessment of values‖ would be already captured in proposed C6.1 –
C6.3.
/
The concept of restoration is not pertinent. It is recommended that this
expression be removed or a better explanation for it be provided.

A wildlife corridor is necessary for populations of a species that are separated
geographically and that need to find each other for genetic exchange. There is
no agreement or clear knowledge or practice among experts in this area as to
how to apply this concept in the field.
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The concept of wildlife corridors should be applied in situations where there is
evidence of such corridors or the objective need of different populations of a
species to find each other.

Forest Stewardship Council

Leaving in such a broad wording is going to create confusion or enormous
expenditures on studies and research that should not fall under the
responsibility of an organization (matters for a university, etc.).
Add to the criterion the concept that ―be applied in situations where there is
evidence of such corridors or the objective need of different populations of a
species to find each other.‖
Example: When large mammals obviously have to travel across certain areas
and forest management is preventing them from doing so.
Grammar. Conserve or restore of natural water resources.
The organization shall conserve or restore (of) natural water course and water
bodies, riparian zones and wildlife corridors.
The concept of restoration of natural water courses is not clear or soundly
applicable. Recommendation: exclusion of this expression or inclusion of a
better explanation for it.
Poorly worded ;
Revise to: The Organization shall protect natural water courses, water bodies,
riparian zones and establish wildlife corridors as needed to allow movement of
wildlife across the management unit.
The concept of restoration of natural water courses is not clear or soundly
applicable. Recommendation: exclusion of this expression or inclusion of a
better explanation for it.
:
Edit – remove ―of‖ or insert all
Replacing ―wildlife corridors‖ with the more general term landpe connectivity
provides greater utility for all components of biodiversity in the landscape
especially under conditions of climate change.
Protect should be used in lieu of conserve; add ‗and riparian functions‖ and
connectivity
Clarify the concept of restoring in the glossary.
(This comment refers to the Spanish version.). In the Explanatory Note the term
―estanque‖ is used for ―pond‖; this is not the accurate translation.
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Remove the ―of‖ from ―…restore of natural water courses…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.8
Unclear and not well formulated. This criterion should achieve two things – that
managers of natural/seminatural forests maintain / mimic natural scales and
patterns to a reasonable extent, and that plantations are designed so as to
promote wildlife and other biodiversity. Suggested new wording:
The Organization shall manage the Unit so as to maintain or mimic scales of
stands, mosaics of succession stages, natural structures and elements of
landscape connectivity that support native biodiversity.
What if the landscape forms a huge eucalypt plantation of 300.000 hectares?
Then the organization is not required to do anything to restore or create such
dynamically varying stands of different sizes, species etc.??
Where are the requirements to IMPROVE management to CREATE such
mosaics of stands? Of curse, in certain areas in the world relatively monotonous
forest exist naturally (Pine forests in Central America and spruce forests in
boreal areas) and that should be accommodated in the text.
This language is a step backwards in terms of ecological focus of the standard.
Would suggest changing it to, ―The Organization sustains a diversity of stand
sizes, species, structures, regeneration cycles and land uses across the
landscape, consistent with scale, layout, and type of the operation. The scale
and layout of harvest units should be consistent with patterns of forest stands
found within the natural landscape.‖
Including ―land uses‖ in the list is potentially problematic (e.g., maintaining
recent extensive clearcutting) – what if the land uses are environmentally
damaging? The point of 10.2 was to ensure the within MU mosaic of stands was
compatible with a natural mosaic of stands (i.e., the natural seral stage
distribution). If the concern is indigenous land uses, then state that they are part
of the natural landscape. This should be reworded to something like:

This criterion must be revised! The current wording could even prevent
restoration.
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―Where the landscape pattern of stands of different sizes, species, structures,
and regeneration cycles contributes to ecosystem function, The Organization
shall maintain and/or restore that variety and those spatial scales through its
management activities, such that landscape level function is maintained.‖
Explanatory Note 1 is poorly written and unclear.

Forest Stewardship Council

Suggestion: The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance a varying mosaic
of different species, structures and regeneration cycles in the management unit.
Note: It is important to keep the spirit of the recommendations of the plantation
review that the more impact (or unnatural condition) the more efforts.
The new language fails to maintain the absolutely essential requirement of
existing 10.2 that, to be certified, any ―…plantations should promote the
protection, restoration, and conservation of natural forests, and not increase
pressures on natural forests.‖
The proposed new language also fails to require restoration in cases where the
absence of naturally occurring ―mosaic[s] of stands of different sizes, species,
structures, [and] regeneration cycles‖ is due to past or current management. As
such, the proposed language fails to maintain the requirements of existing 10.2,
and is also a grossly inadequate standard for natural forest management.
Inasmuch as the proposed new language requires maintaining existing
―mosaics‖ of ―land uses‖ where natural forests have been converted to
plantations, agriculture, or other non-forest land uses, it runs deeply counter to
the core goal of identifying and encouraging natural forest management and
forest ecosystem conservation, and is thus patently unacceptable.
These changes warrant voting down the proposed revised P&C.
Where the natural landscape forms a dynamically varying mosaic of
standsvegetative communities of different sizes, species, structures, and
regeneration cycles and land uses, The Organization shall sustain that variety
and spatial scales through its management activities.
There is quite a bit of confusion created by the current wording that clouds the
intent of this criterion, and thus it needs further clarification and likely
modification (beyond what is proposed here). Otherwise, it could be
counterproductive to ecological protection and restoration measures. In fact, it
could prevent restoration.

Which landscape? The one within the Management Unit or the larger one of
which the MU is part? This needs to be clarified in the criterion. If the answer is
the larger landscape, this would raise an important question regarding how the
Organization can maintain an entire mosaic within the MU if the MU consists of
only one or a sub-set of the larger landscape‘s more varied and constantly
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natural - without the addition of this word, this criterion could require the
Organization to maintain unnatural and degraded conditions.

Forest Stewardship Council

changing aspects? This current wording will only create confusion unless it is
modified.
The word ―stand‖ is a specific forestry term that applies narrowly to trees. The
FSC needs to use a more all-encompassing term like ―vegetative communities‖.
If this phrase (―land uses‖) is retained, and if an existing larger landscape
contained degraded land, The Organization could be prevented from
implementing measures designed to restore or improve previously degraded
ecosystems within the Management Unit – because that would alter rather than
―sustain‖ the mosaic. For example, if part of the Management Unit was fallow
farmland or plantation and the Organization wanted to restore it to its previous
natural condition, this wording could prevent that.
This reference to ―spatial scales‖ is grammatically awkward and also
unnecessary – since the first clause already applies the word ―different‖ to the
entire list of aspects including the word ―sizes‖, which already appears.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Theis Organization is not required to maintain landscapes remain unchanged
or fossilized in their current states.
This note seems to contradict the criterion, which further reveals that the
criterion needs modification in order to clarify its meaning and intent.
2. Compliance also requires that managers take full account of local opinions
and needs in planning and executing its management activities according to
Criterion 7.6.
Why? It is not at all clear why this is a unique or special situation that requires
an extra effort to consult. This needs further explanation and an expansion of
the note.
Recommended rewording as: Where the natural landscape forms a dynamically
varying mosaic of vegetative communities of different sizes, species, structure
and regeneration cycles, The Organization shall sustain that variety through its
management activities.

The new language fails to maintain the absolutely essential requirement of
existing 10.2 that, to be certified, any “…plantations should promote the
protection, restoration, and conservation of natural forests, and not increase
pressures on natural forests.” This change alone could be a make or break for
us in terms of our support for the FSC. It is often falsely argued that plantations
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The changes we propose are designed to ensure that unnatural or degraded
land uses are not sustained, and that the criterion cover a broader set of land
uses than timber management.

Forest Stewardship Council

decrease pressure on natural forests, in the Southern US this is absolutely
untrue.
In fact, the increase in conversion of natural forests to plantations has not only
lead to the obvious loss at the hands of conversion, but has also increased
pressure on existing natural forests. Specifically, since we are the largest paper
producing region in the world and a vast majority of the paper products in our
region require both hardwood and softwood inputs, by increasing plantation
acreage has led to a greater influx of industrial operators and therefore a greater
need to log natural hardwood forests in order to make up the necessary mix of
fiber for paper production. FSC is one of the few things that stand in the way of
a continuance and increase in these practices in our region.
Not suitable in Nordic family forestry.
Proposal: Delete this criterion or clarify in explanatory notes in more detail that
this is valid especially for plantations
Delete the word ―remain‖ from the first explanatory note.
Compliance also requires that managers take full account of local opinions and
needs.‖ What is full account? To gather information, involve stake-holders in a
consultation process is acceptable and would be relevant.
Once again the Explanatory notes make us concerned: ―Compliance also
requires that managers take full account of local opinions and needs.‖ What is
―full account‖? We find it relevant to gather information, involve stake-holders in
a consultation process.
Note 1 change ‗maintain‘ to ‗demonstrate‘
The criterion is worded in such a way that does not take into account
homogenous landscapes. First you need to take the qualifier ―where‖ out of the
sentence. Secondly, it would be better to require that the organization maintain
or restore ―structure and composition‖ Thirdly, the criterion is not auditable in
that the way the criterion is written it appears that the organization is responsible
for sustaining the landscape structure, which is not possible. In most cases the
Org‘s MU is just a part of the landscape and they cannot affect control of other
property to meet the requirement to sustain variability and spatial scales of the
landscape.

Reword Criterion to be clear that the existing variety and scale of stand types is
not required to be maintained (as per Explanatory Note #1). Clearly, scale in a
defined area is variable over time in a dynamic landscape. Variety should be
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In note #1 change ―maintain‖ to ―ensure‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

consistent within some range of historic variation or other ecological principle.
This criterion is applicable solely to planted forests, making necessary
explanatory notes regarding natural forests in the Amazon region.
This criterion is applicable solely to planted forests, making necessary
explanatory notes regarding natural forests in the Amazon region.
We do not agree with explanatory note #2 because it requires consultation to
stakeholders on the technical definition of landscape composition.
It‘s suggested to maintain the original text (6.5).
No, take for example the savanna – forest mosaic. It would be contradictory to
ask a forestry company to yearly burn the savanna, while it‘s participating in
REDD activities.
We think that the fact that the mosaic of the landscape varies both spatially and
over time could somehow be incorporated in the criterion. The explanatory notes
make this clear, but we suggest consideration be given to the following:
Where the landscape forms a dynamically changing mosaic of stands of
different sizes, species, structures, regeneration cycles and land uses, The
Organization shall sustain those changing mosaics and spatial scales through
its management activities.
We recognize that the inclusion of the words ―regeneration cycles‖ does imply
different time scales, so while we have suggested a change which we feel
describes the changing time as well as space, we would not be unhappy with
the existing words.
This criterion is applicable solely to planted forests, making necessary
explanatory notes regarding natural forests in the Amazon region.
We do not agree with explanatory note #2 because it requires consultation to
stakeholders on the technical definition of landscape composition.

This criterion is applicable solely to planted forests, making necessary
explanatory notes regarding natural forests in the Amazon region.
We do not agree with explanatory note #2 because it requires consultation to
stakeholders on the technical definition of landscape composition.
:
Concern regarding inclusion of ―land uses‖ as some existing land uses within the
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Poorly worded & highly vague 1st sentence does not say anything. Delete
cannot evaluate on the ground.

Forest Stewardship Council

MU may be damaging environmental values. Original 10.2 uses the terms
―natural forests‖ and ―natural landscape‖ as the reference point for managing a
mosaic on the landscape. Suggest alternative wording: ―Where the landscape
pattern of stands of different sizes, species, structures, and regeneration cycles
contributes to ecosystem function, The Organization shall maintain and/or
restore that variety and those spatial scales through its management activites,
such that landscape level function is maintained.‖
C 6.8 is very problematic – again because it could imply that the reference point
is the status quo, which may be a highly altered or poorly managed area that
does not maintain environmental values. It may be necessary to have two
Criteria here:
In natural forests, the Organization maintain and where necessary restores
landscape patterns (e.g., seral stages, patch sizes and interior habitat) and
stand structures to conditions compatible with the range of natural variability
For plantations, combine and update old 10.2 and 10.5
TRANSLATION: Replace the ―sostendrá‖ with ―mantendrá‖.
REVISION: Where the landscape forms a dynamically varying mosaic of stands
of different sizes, species, structures, regeneration cycles and land uses, The
Organization shall sustain that variety and spatial scales through its
management activities, according to the le, intensity and risk of the
activities.
6.8 (10.2 revised) Add at the end: In the case of new, monospecific plantations,
the design of these new plantations should consider mosaics with the
characteristics mentioned previously.

a) Explanatory note 1 is not clear; it could have several interpretations.
Review the message it is trying to give and its implications.
b) In the Spanish version, change the term ―sostendrá‖ to ―mantendrá‖; in the
English version, verify whether ―sustain‖ is the most appropriate word.
c) It may perhaps be necessary to include scale, intensity and risk.
Add: according to scale and management intensity.
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Rationale: Normally, the planning of monospecific plantations on a large scale
does not consider the environmental and social effects on the landscape and it
is possible in many cases, such as in Brazil, Chile, and South Africa, to see
actual ―green deserts‖.
FSC certification should change that criterion of plantations covering hundreds
or thousands of hectares in continuous stretches and promote new plantations
based on mosaics.

Forest Stewardship Council

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word ―sostendrá‖
to ―Mantendrá‖.
Change in the wording: (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.)
Replace ―macizos‖ with ―manchas de bosques‖.
That is what FSC (...) defines as goal of forest management at all.
is concerning to us – in terms of what is expected. It seems that it inherently
assumes that dynamically varying stands are good rather than deferring to
natural disturbance regimes of the landscape. Something to consider.
Establish the relationship in the glossary of the meaning of landscape unit and,
as part of this, the term patch, i.e. substitute the term ―stand‖ with ―patch‖.
Where the landscape forms a dynamically varying mosaic of patches of different
sizes, species, structures, regeneration cycles and land uses, The Organization
shall sustain that variety and spatial scales through its management activities.
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E:Please check the wording.
T: Only when the landscape forms this? I believe, that it is also important when
the landscape does not have to introduce it, especially landscape level
operations.

Forest Stewardship Council

C6.9 and C6.10

The forest conversion in Australia must be straight foreward.
Conversion from natural forests to plantations after 1994 is not acceptable and
hence cannot be certified.
The maintenance and protection of High Conservation Values should remain in
its original version (Principle 9).
I would support Alternative A, if (comment/proposed change):
Suggestion:
6.9 The organization shall not convert forests or other natural or semi-natural
ecosystems to other land use except when:
a) the total amount of conversion affects a limited proportion of the Management
Unit (to be defined in national standards), and
b) the conversion is matched by clear, substantial, additional and secure longterm conservation benefits in the Management Unit compared to the preconversion situation.
6.10 same as 6.9 from 1994 + other cases if the Organization was not directly or
indirectly responsible.
Why is alternative B still around at this stage – it doesn‘t address any of the
longstanding controversies related to this issue – since when did anyone have
any problem with restoring everything in stands to the better?
Criteria 6.9 and 6.10: currently both options are unacceptable although option A
of 6.9 is the closest with an addition to ensure no HCV conversion.

FSC must retain the key requirement of no conversion of natural forests and
retain the post 1994 cut off beyond the existing exceptions for very limited
portions (i.e. 0.5% per year and 5% maximum), not HCVF and long-term
conservation benefits.
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Neither of 6.10 options are acceptable – option A largely due to the addition of
yet to be determined policies and standards c) and option B as it will not prevent
controversial conversion areas qualifying for certification. For example, in
Indonesia and elsewhere it is common and would be easily arranged to have an
informal relationship with an entity that does the conversion and then the
company seeking certification takes over the area and would qualify under the
six points with plantation establishment. It would also provide an incentive to
make sure the conversion event was catastrophic to all the values to make
‗demonstrable increases‘ against the six categories were easily achieved.

Forest Stewardship Council

Our only proposal for an minor exception would be in relation to particular socioeconomic circumstances of indigenous peoples where their rights are being
impinged and there is considerable disadvantage through the combination of
historical circumstances (e.g. colonisation process) and the 1994 cut-off, with
limitations such as the six categories.

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
(...) have some interest in the alternative B. However, we have enough
incertitude in this proposal to prefer to keep the alternative A at this moment.
The principal aspect that we are clearly against is the removal of the concept of
natural forest in the alternative B. The natural forest is a crucial point that should
be introduced in the alternative B and we don‘t see anything in this alternative
that justifies his removal.
Actually, (...) is very active in this sector with a campaign against the conversion
of natural forests in artificial plantations. We are working with the naturalness
concept and we see really interesting elements in the alternative B, but we are
not sure the way we should interpret it.
First, we just don‘t understand what will be permitted or not. What will the place
of exotic species with this approach? And is FSC officially against the so called
―Triad‖ approach like we read it? The text of alternative B isn‘t explicit on these
points while, in the opposite, those two points are clearly written in the
alternative A.
Second, we feel a little confusion within the use of ―conversion‖ in the alternative B because it seems that the definition could be associated with some
kind of restoration. Must we interpret that this gives a guideline for ecological
restoration and that no conversion should be made? More questionable, (...)
always tough that the forests restoration was certifiable according to the FSC
spirit and that has not to be considered as plantation in any ways.

I would support Alternative B, if (comment/proposed change):
This language still needs work to ensure that the current safeguards around
conversion are retained.
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In conclusion, (...) is for the utilisation of the alternative A clearly because of the
removal of the concept of natural forest in the alternative B. This removal seems
highly responsible of the interpretation problems we got with the alternative B
and in those conditions, we cannot give it our approval yet.

Forest Stewardship Council

I propose the following alternative approach
Combine concepts from alternatives A and B.
In 6.9 include the exclusion of HCV criteria, the maximum area requirement
framework from Alternative A (incease the area to 2% annually and 10% total),
and the requirement to demonstrate the various benefits from Alternative B.
In 6.10 also combine alternatives A and B with these being the listed points: a)
The Organization was not responsible, or b) the conversion was less than 2%
annually and 10% in total, and the conversion meets the benefit requirements as
outlined in Alternative B
I propose the following alternative approach:
6.9 - (...) doesn‘t fully support either of the proposed alternatives, though we see
useful elements in both. The alternative that comes closest is Alternative A.
(...) suggests an alternative approach The P&C should only permit the conversion of natural forests and other natural
habitats in very limited circumstances.
The limited circumstances in which conversion may be accepted should - be defined by national/regional balanced multi-stakeholder processes that
take into account the context of the country/region,
- not permit conversion of any areas necessary to maintain High
Conservation Values , and
- be supplemented by positive management practices that enable clear,
substantial, secure and long term ecological benefits in or adjacent to the
management unit, relative to any loss of the same caused by the
conversion.

6.10 (...) does not fully support either of the proposed alternatives. The
alternative that comes closest is Alternative B.
(...) suggests that any alternative approach –
Where natural forest was converted after 1994 in breach of principle 6.9, the
organisation currently managing the unit should only have an opportunity to
obtain FSC certification, if the organisation –
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To add in the Explanatory notes
- Ecological benefits should include structural complexity of vegetation,
species biodiversity, habitat diversity, ecosystem functionality, and social
significance.
- Local stakeholders should be consulted in determining which ecological
benefits management should aim to secure
- If the benefits are not within the management unit the benefits should be
secured through binding legal contracts or similar mechanisms.

Forest Stewardship Council

(a) was not directly or indirectly responsible for the conversion, or
(b) has demonstrated a commitment to responsible forestry throughout a
rolling ―penalty period‖ (e.g. a default period of 10 years immediately
prior to application for certification, or such longer period as is determined
by the national/regional initiative)
Suggested criteria for demonstrating a commitment under (1) (b) are that
throughout the penalty period, the organisation has - complied with principle 6.9, and
- implemented management practices that enable clear, substantial,
secure and long term ecological benefits in or adjacent to the
management unit, including restoration of some elements that were lost
due to the original conversion.
To add in the Explanatory notes
- Ecological benefits should include structural complexity of vegetation,
species biodiversity, habitat diversity, ecosystem functionality, and/or
social significance.
- Local stakeholders should be consulted in determining which ecological
benefits management should aim to secure
The final wording of 6.9 and 6.10 must reflect the FSC Global Strategy and the
endorsed 2008 GA motion 28 to make FSC more appropriate and successful in
the tropics and motion 10 to make it applicable to every kind of forest types and
scales.
Key failings that must be addressed are:
3. Forest Conversion: while the different options put forward are an
improvement on the discussion in draft 2.0, none of the options are acceptable.
It is of considerable concern that significant loopholes are being proposed to the
1994 cut off. This poses a very serious risk to FSC‘s integrity and credibility and
is once again an undermining of one of FSC ‗signature‘ standards and carries
considerable dangers if considered in the context of key conversion fronts such
as Indonesia, Malaysia and Australia where if the proposed options were
implemented FSC would be drawn into certifying highly controversial forest
conversion. We want FSC to stand by it‘s commitment to no forest conversion
and the 1994 cut off date.

The following problems not withstanding, this should be the preferred alternative
for 6.10, relative to Alternative B.
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Criterion 6.9 Alternative A (revised 6.10):

Forest Stewardship Council

Because HCV is normally thought of as high conservation value forest in the
FSC context, the proposed language may be vulnerable to misinterpretation as
only prohibiting natural forest from conversion where it involves those limited
areas that happen to be designated as HCVF by forest managers. That would
be absolutely unacceptable.
The FSC‘s prohibition on converting natural forests to plantations and non-forest
land uses needs to clearly apply to all natural forests. We also support
extending that protection to non-forest ecosystems, which we presume is the
intent behind the proposed language.
The proposed language is unacceptable inasmuch as it fails to maintain the
existing requirement that any conversion allowed under the ―very limited portion‖
provision not occur in HCVF. This change would warrant voting down the P&C
revision.
The parameters for conversion of ―very limited portions‖ should also include an
express prohibition of any conversion of forest areas that provide habitat for
rare, threatened, endangered, or other imperiled species.
The proposed language capping the total amount of conversion at 5% is crucial;
however, it should be clarified that this amount includes any conversion that has
already occurred on the forest management unit. In some parts of the world,
such as the U.S., forest ownerships often change hands repeatedly in short
amounts of time. Allowing each forest owner to each convert 5% of the forest
management unit would have disastrous results, i.e., total amounts of
conversion in dramatic excess of 5%.

Indeed, the proposed language would allow the vast majority of natural forest
areas to be converted to plantation, pursuant to a showing of conservation
benefits. The assumption that conversion from natural forest to plantation can
result in conservation benefits is fundamentally flawed, since by definition, the
conversion of natural forests to plantations results in a serious loss of natural
forest ecosystem diversity, structure, and function, per both the definition of
―plantation‖ and the realities of plantation conversion around the world.
Protection from conversion should not be restricted to those limited areas that
forest landowners happen to choose to designate as HCVF. All natural forests
need to be clearly protected from conversion, with no significant exceptions, for
the FSC to be effective at protecting and maintaining forest ecosystem, for the
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Criterion 6.9 Alternative B (revised 6.10):
This proposed language is patently unacceptable, and would warrant voting
down the proposed P&C revision. The language fails to maintain the absolutely
crucial existing prohibition on conversion of all natural forest to nonforest land
uses, except in the very limited circumstances outlined in the existing 6.10.

Forest Stewardship Council

FSC to remain credible in the marketplace, and for the FSC to retain its
differentiation from other certification systems.
Criterion 6.10 Alternative A (revised 10.9):
This proposed revision of 10.9 is unacceptable. The proposed language
maintains the existing loophole allowing the certification of large amounts of
converted natural forest, provided the conversion was conducted by a prior
landowner. Because forest ownerships in some parts of the world change
hands repeatedly and frequently, this provision effectively creates a gaping
loophole in the FSC‘s prohibition on certifying the conversion on natural forests
to plantations and other land uses after 1994.
We have not had time to review proposed element 6.10.c in detail, but find it
worrisome.

Criterion 6.10 Alternative B (revised 10.9):
While it is preferable to Alternative A, this proposed language remains
unacceptable, as it still does not sufficiently close the existing loophole
described under Alternative A. To be certified by the FSC, plantations
established through the conversion of natural forest after 1994 should be
required to be in the process of being restored to managed natural forest
conditions, with the management plan demonstrating clear intent to achieve this
outcome as quickly as possible, and with initial implementation of the plan
already well underway. A lesser approach will not maintain the FSC‘s credibility
and adequately rectify the conversion of natural forests to plantations that has
occurred on non-certified areas.

Criterion 6.9 Alternative A

Or adjacent to - This kind of off-site trade-off is far too risky, would be potentially
difficult to audit, and raises the question of whether the Organization must own
or control the off-site areas in question. It also would open the FSC to
consumer doubt about whether the FSC label ensures that a forest product
comes from a particular forest management unit that is still intact and healthy
and protects its own high conservation values.
Rationale
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REJECT THIS ALTERNATIVE. This alternative permits some conversion of
HCV areas, which, by their nature, should not be converted at all. Also, juggling
trade-offs between existing HCVs and speculative conservation benefits (as in
bullet ‗b‘) is a risky and inappropriate business.

Forest Stewardship Council

1. This proposed criterion does nothing to add to or extend the HCV protections
that are already required under Principle 9
Other - Other than what? Which other ecosystems?
3. - These are misleading, overly optimistic statements. These speculative
external ―benefits‖ would only come at the cost of other benefits (i.e., HCVs)
within the Management Unit. It‘s a basic trade-off. Avoiding negative impacts
outside the Management Unit is a completely different concept than permitting
impacts within the MU to be somehow compensated by actions (and speculative
benefits) outside the MU.
Criterion 6.9 Alternative B
THIS IS THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE, with several relatively minor
editorial revisions designed to ensure clarity and avoid confusion. NOTE: The
―as measured by demonstrable increases…” language is a significant
improvement to the clarity and auditability of this criterion.
The Organization shall not convert to plantations or any other land use any
areas containing HCVs, or areas which are needed to maintain or enhance
HCVs. Other areas (or vegetation) may be converted to plantations only if The
Organization demonstrates that such conversion enableswill produce clear,
substantial, additional and secure long-term conservation benefits in the
converted areaManagement Unit, as measured by. These benefits must include
demonstrable increases, within the converted area, in each of the following
foursix categories: structural complexity of vegetation, species biodiversity,
habitat diversity and, ecosystem functionality, economic productivity and social
significance, in comparisonrelation to the area‘s pre-conversion statecondition.
or any other land use - This needs to cover all types of conversion, not just to
plantations.
to plantations - Such conversion could be to other vegetative types as well as to
plantations, so the language should not be restricted to plantations only.

economic productivity and social significance - Principle #6 and all criteria
underneath it deal with environmental goals, not social or economic goals, which
can sometimes conflict with the attainment of environmental goals. So the
references to economic and social targets is inappropriate.
This word ―relation" is too vague.
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The word ―enables‖ is weak, while ―will produce‖ is stronger and more concretely
performance-oriented.
within the converted area - This needs to be clearly stipulated.

Forest Stewardship Council

area‘s pre-conversion statecondition - The proposed language is potentially
confusing and needs this revision.
Explanatory Notes
Delete 6 and 7 - As stated previously, these economic and social goals do not
belong under this principle and could be contradictory to the achievement of
environmental goals.
8. The key word is ‗demonstrable‘. An intention in the management planning
documents to undertake increases or enhancements is necessary but not
sufficient. The Organization must show that the conversion area is producing
enhancements in all foursix categories. Enhancements in other parts of the
Management Unit, or adjacent to the Management Unit, may be complementary
but are not a substitute for enhancement within the converted area; this is a
necessary precaution against ―window dressing‖. FSC international generic
indicators, or regional, sub-regional or national Forest Stewardships Standards
(will) set how much enhancement must be demonstrable, in scale and/or in
intensity, before the plantation is eligible for certification.
Increase - Since the word ―enhancements‖ does not appear in the criterion, it is
necessary to create a linkage by adding this word here.
Rationale
1. - This is confusing and its meaning is not clear. It also does not seem
pertinent to this criterion (which purportedly revises the existing Criterion 6.10 which does not even use the phrase ―natural forest‖). Needs to be revised to
clarify, or be deleted.
3. - A limit of some kind is desirable, and the more detailed version of such
limitation should be added to the language of the criterion as suggested above
4. - Actually, Principle 9 and its criteria are more than sufficient to prevent any
conversions in HCV areas, so the proposed language of this criterion does not
enhance anything.

REJECT THIS ALTERNATIVE.
Plantations that have been established on areas converted from natural forest
after November 1994 shall qualify for certification where
a) Clear and sufficient evidence is provided that The Organization was not
directly or indirectly responsible for the conversion,
or
b)The conversion affected no more than 0.5% of the MU in any one year or
5% in total, and did not include areas deemed necessary to maintain or
enhance a HCV, and has enabled clear, substantial, additional, secure
long term conservation benefits in or adjacent to the MU
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Criterion 6.10 Alternative A

Forest Stewardship Council

b) or
c)The Organization complies with approved FSC policies and standards
regulating the certification of sites that do not fulfill the exemptions
6.10a or 6.10
Bullet items ‗a‘ and ‗b‘ would already provide enough flexibility. This additional
―place-holder‖ would create an unnecessary and unacceptable open door to a
large number of additional conversions and would leave this issue unresolved
yet tacitly endorsed by FSC members.
adjacent to - As stated in a previous comment, this is unacceptable.
Criterion 6.10 Alternative B
THIS IS THE PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE, with some editorial modifications.
Many of the suggested edits are explained by previous comments, above.
NOTE: Notwithstanding the prohibition in sub-criterion a), one of the FSC's
greatest challenges remains how to prevent repeated changes in ownership that
result in progressively larger areas of forest being converted prior to application
for certification under a new ownership. This is a strong concern held by many
in the Environmental Chamber. Several options exist for additional stricter
requirements (prohibitions) under this criterion, but some of them would be
difficult to audit or prove, and others would probably be too onerous for a new
owner of a previously converted forest. However, it would be possible to
significantly enhance the effectiveness of this criterion by one very simple edit:
change the "or" to "and", thereby making both a) and b) required conditions for
certification, and thus ensuring conservation benefits in every case.

prior to application for certification - The existing wording is quite confusing and
makes it very difficult to understand why there are two criteria dealing with this
subject (6.9 and 6.10). We should simply say what we really mean directly, as
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Plantations that have been established, prior to application for certification, on
areas converted from natural forest after November 1994, shall qualifymay be
eligible for certification where:
a) Clear and sufficient evidence is provided that The Organization was not
directly or indirectly responsible for the conversion, and or
a)b) The planning and practice of management of thesesuch plantations is
demonstrably providing clear, substantial, additional and secure longterm benefits in the converted area, as measured by . These benefits
must include demonstrable increases in each of the following sixfour
categories: structural complexity of vegetation, species biodiversity,
habitat diversity, and ecosystem functionality, economic productivity
and social significance, in relation comparison to the state of the area‘s
condition afterafter conversion‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

proposed here, and as reflected and emphasized in Explanatory Note #1 below.
shall qualify - It is, of course, absurd to suggest in a criterion that, prior to
assessment by a CAB, any area ―shall qualify‖ for certification.
Based on the challenge of preventing progressive conversion of more natural
forests to plantations through repeated changes in land ownership (as stated
above in a previous comment), it is extremely important that BOTH of these subcriteria, a) and b), should be requirements instead of options.
planning and practice of - These words are unnecessary and only make the
sentence longer.
demonstrably This word is redundant and unnecessary here since it appears
later in the sentence.
in the converted area - This specification is essential here, and must be
retained.
comparison to the state of the area‘s condition afterafter conversion - The
proposed language is potentially confusing and needs this revision.
Explanatory Notes
1. Covers the certification of conversion carried out after November 1994, but
before application for certification.
Although this note is quite clear, the alternative‘s language does not currently
reflect this clarity, which it should (as proposed above).
2. Applies only to ―plantations‖ established by conversion from natural forest
after 1994, because the 1994 rule refers to plantations, not to ―other land uses‖.
Areas that were converted to non-forest uses do not require a new criterion:
they can already be excluded from the Management Unit by application of FSCPOL-20-003 (2004) The Excision of areas from the scope of certification, or be
covered by other requirements of the Principles and Criteria, including elements
of the management planning documents (Criterion 7.2).
It needs to be made very clear that such areas are not merely to be ‗excused‘,
and if they are to be part of a certification assessment, they must be assessed
against the full P&C.

Delete 8 and 9 - As stated previously, these economic and social goals do not
belong under this principle and could be contradictory to the achievement of
environmental goals.
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A note should be added to explain what ―clear and sufficient evidence‖ means.]

Forest Stewardship Council

10. - This is an extremely important note.
Rationale
4. - This is true only if b) is made a requirement.
Criteria that were relocated to other Principles
Rationale
2. - If this is accurate, as it should be, then this is another reason why the
economic and social conditions proposed in some of the alternatives for Criteria
6.9 and 6.10 should not be adopted.
We appreciate the efforts in this draft to provide alternatives on the difficult issue
of conversion. However, we find both alternatives A or B as written to be
unacceptable.
Criterion 6. 9 Alternative A permits some conversion of HCV forests which is
unacceptable. 6.10 alternative A includes an unresolved item which could lead
to more undesirable activities and impacts.
Criterion 6.9 Alternative B provides more protection for HCV forests than
alternative A. But we recommend the rewording of Criterion 6.9 alternative B as
follows.
The Organization shall not convert to plantations or any other land use areas
containing HCVs , or areas which are needed to maintain or enhance HCVs.
Other areas (or vegetation) may be converted only if The Organization
demonstrates that such conversion will produce clear, substantial, additional
and secure long-term conservation benefits in the Management Unit as
measured by demonstrable increases, within the converted area, in each of the
following four categories: structural complexity of vegetation, species
biodiversity, habitat diversity and ecosystem functionality in comparison to the
area‘s pre-conversion condition.

Criterion 6.10 Alternative B.
We recommend the wording of this criterion be changed to the following.
Plantations that have been established prior to application for certification on
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We recommend these changes so that conversions other than to plantations are
covered. Changing the word ―enables‖ to ―will produce‖ is stronger, will help
ensure results and make audits more reliable. Also since Principle 6 covers
environmental benefits we recommend removing the reference to economic
productivity and social significance.

Forest Stewardship Council

areas converted from natural forest after November 1994, may be eligible for
certification where:
a. Clear and sufficient evidence is provided that The Organization was not
directly or indirectly responsible for the conversion, and
b. The management of such plantations is providing clear, substantial,
additional and secure long-term benefits in the converted area, as measured by
demonstrable increases in each of the following four categories: structural
complexity of vegetation, species biodiversity, habitat diversity, and ecosystem
functionality in comparison to the area‘s condition after conversion.
It is important to change the phrase ―shall qualify‖ to ―may be eligible‖ because
obviously no qualification decision is based on this Criterion alone and no pre
judgments should be encouraged. Also it is critical that a and b are linked
by ―and‖ not ―or‖ since both these elements should be present prior to
consideration.
In summary, we favor 6. 9 and 6.10 alternatives B as amended by our
suggestions over alternatives A
5) Conversion is a major issue, and the fact that there is still more than one
option quite frankly concerns us a great deal. We agree with (...)s
recommendations and could not support anything less than that.
6) Cut of date as above.
C 6.9 A: Not acceptable - ref. (...).
C 6.10 A: same as above.
C 6.9 B: Better than Alternative A - might be acceptable with changes along the
lines suggested by (...). If there is not included a maximum area for conversion
in the criteria (...) would not support it.

C 6.10 B: Same as 6.9 B - with some major adjustments along the lines
suggested by (...) we could support it. As it is now it needs further work to be
acceptable.
Original C 6.9: Several important aspects of the current criteria mentioned have
not been transferred to P10 - what is the justification for that??
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Explanatory note 3: There must be a reference to naturally occurring species or
native species (same in note 5). Plantations of exotic species in Denmark has
been promoted by some stakeholders as increasing biodiversity - which is
nonsense as exotic plantations is one of the main reasons why half of all
endangered species in Denmark are forest dwelling species .....

Forest Stewardship Council

(...) is uncomfortable with absolute ineligibility for any post-1994 operations, as
iconic as this standard has been to environmental interests. We believe that
Alternative B is a good-faith attempt to articulate a high bar test (using six
criteria) and to put greater emphasis on staying out of HCVFs .
We are frankly worried about opportunities for gaming under either proposed
Alternative, but this must be weighed against the likelihood for gaming under the
current system. (e.g. the use of partial certifications, difficulties with excision
policy, etc.) and the role of other checks and balances in the FSC system. The
reality is that the further out in time we get from 1994-- as more companies
change hands and as new kinds of market signals are felt-- the more arbitrary
the 1994 cut-off date is going to become, especially for operations doing forest
restoration or afforestation work. So we believe that Alt B is going in the right
direction, but acknowledge the significant risks from both a technical (increasing
auditing complexity) and a communications standpoint.

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
Conversion, in FSC term, means to convert natural forests into plantations. If
this is true, no plantation can enable clear, substantial, additional, long-term
conservation benefits in or adjacent to the MU, as required in both Option A and
B. So I don‘t think any conversion after 1994 can be certified as FSC against
either of the Options if they are adopted. Though this result will satisfy the
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Alternative B is unacceptable. As for Alternative A, it should be clarified to state
that the 5% cap include any land that has already been converted on the FMU.
6.10
Both Alternative A and B are unacceptable. Alternative A is terrible because of
the loophole that allows new landowners to certify plantations converted after
1994 if they are not the responsible party. In our region, over the last 5 years a
vast majority of the large industrial landowners responsible for much of the
conversion have sold their land holdings. Whereas this could be viewed as an
opportunity, it is critical to note that in most if not all cases (except for some of
the conservation sales to land trusts), the new landowners (typically TIMOs)
have entered into long-term sourcing agreement with the previous industrial
owners. Essentially, this means it is in there best interest to not only have a
heavier hand on the landscape in order to recoup their expenditures, but it also
means that they are maintaining, not restoring, existing plantations. The most
egregious examples are found in the Coastal Plain region, where most of the
plantations were established in wetlands that were ditched and drained in order
to convert them. Many new landowners are not only maintaining these ditches,
but are also expanding them. This is counter productive to the stated goals of
the FSC and must be abandoned for legitimacy sake.
Restoration of plantations is the only acceptable alternative and the language
supporting this must be strengthened in Alternative B to be acceptable.

Forest Stewardship Council

environmentalists at the beginning, it will not ensure a long-term maintenance of
HCVs—companies may give up FSC completed and do what they want.
In reality, there are natural forests that are not representative in terms of
biodiversity nor do they have productive capacity. If they are converted into
plantations, more forest products can be provided to meet people‘s demand,
and the natural forests of high bio-representativeness (or HCVs) can be better
maintained.
So in my opition, it‘s good enough if a ceiling percentage of conversion is set,
could be as suggested in the Options, and that HCVs shall not be converted is
clarified.

I do not support any changes to the present rules on conversion, neither
now nor later.
Criterion 6.9. The Organization shall not clear natural forest, or sites considered
necessary to maintain or enhance HCVs, and/or any other area having natural
forests for conversion to plantations or any other land use, except when the
conversion:
- affects ‗a very limited portion‘, no more than 0.5%, of the area of the
Management Unit in any one year, and no more than 5% in total and
- will enable clear, substantial, additional, secure long term conservation
benefits in or adjacent to the Management Unit.

- (…) see above.
- conversion, the ecological degradation of any place, has to stop.
-(…)
/
I would support Alternative B, if This is globally an important issue. In
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Criterion 6.10. Plantations that have been established on areas converted from
natural forest after November 1994 shall qualify for certification where
Clear and sufficient evidence is provided that The Organization was not directly
or indirectly responsible for the conversion;
and
The conversion affected no more than 0.5% of the MU in any one year or 5% in
total, and
did not include areas deemed necessary to maintain or enhance a HCV, and
has enabled clear, substantial, additional, secure long term conservation
benefits in or adjacent to the MU.
and
The Organization complies with approved FSC policies and standards regulating
the certification of sites that do not fulfill the exemptions 6.10a or 6.10b.

Forest Stewardship Council

alternative "A" the strict and artificial limit of 0.5% makes this complicated. What
is the rationale in 0.5%? There are areas, where conversion should not be
allowed at all. On the other hand, there are areas, where conversion of 20%
would be ecologically, socially and economically more viable that artificial limits
preventing conversion. Therefore, alternative "B" is the better option, since it is
more flexible but still clearly sets the point in the conversion issue.
I do not support any change to the current conversion rules, neither now
nor in the future. None of the above statements reflects my points of view,
but I have the following comment:
I have a personal view that there should be no change to the no conversion rule
and that they should be no change to the 1994 benchmark. This is because the
plantation companies I am involved with of all abided by the rules and
established on ex farm land. There are some cases however here in Australia
where land converted to plantations is now part of a wider a estate seeking FSC
certification. The converted land and is outside of the scope of the certification
and typically is retained as controlled wood. As long as controlled wood
remains an option this would seem sufficient and therefore there would be no
need to change the rules.
I would support Alternative A, if The conversion requirements are overall too
weak in all options.
I support Alternative B without changes
I would support Alternative B, if B is preferable and will allow certification of
plantations and active regeneration of natural forests under degraded
circumstances. It would be possible to strngethen this language by specifying
that any such conversion could not occur on anything but modified vegetation or
degraded or abandoned agriculture land to reduce some NGO fears.
I support Alternative A without changes
I support Alternative A without changes

The proposal for revision of the criteria for conversion is welcomed, as the 1994
cut-off date is increasingly becoming irrelevant, if the FSC is to play a role in
plantation management in the future.
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None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
We do not agree that plantations for short rotation crops, agro-forestry etc. can
be certified. This is a big disadvantage for owners of natural forests. In natural
forests it is not allowed to use any chemicals and fertilizers whereas in the agroforestry it is allowed. A new approach has to be presented.

Forest Stewardship Council

I support Alternative B without changes
I propose the following alternative approach:
(...) does not support the wide scale conversion of natural forests to plantations,
however, we believe that there are certain special situations that merit their
consideration for FSC forest management certification.
These situations have arisen since 1994 in certain countries who have made a
conscious decision for economic development to expand the forest products
industry based on plantation forests and in many cases by using an alien
species. As a result significant amounts of natural forests have been converted
in these countries. The companies who have been given licenses by the
governments to convert natural forests into plantations wish to participate in the
global economy. However, one requirement that is increasing in the global
marketplace – especially at the retail level – is the requirement for FSC-certified
wood, paper and pulp products. By existing requirements and the proposed
changes to Criteria 6.9 and 6.10, these plantations will never qualify for FSC
Forest Management certification. The inability and inequality of developing
countries to compete in the global economy on a sustainability basis needs to
be addressed.

Similarly, Criterion 6.9 Alternative B requires that conversion enables clear,
substantial, additional and secure long-term benefits in the converted area that
must include demonstrable increases in each of six categories… Again,
developing plantation-based forestry companies that are mono species or even
monoclonal based, could never meet this requirement for the conversion of
natural forests and is arguably a significant challenge even if the preconverted
area was a lower vegetated type such as fallow agricultural land, grassland,
rangeland or shrub land. There also appears to be an inconsistency in how
plantations are to be developed in Alternative B and Criterion 10.2 where the
Explanatory Notes define how plantations of alien species should be developed
using a mosaic approach in the Management Unit which also affects the
development of plantation-based forest products industry in developing
countries.
(...) proposes the following alternative approach. Organizations that propose to
convert natural forests into plantations must first identify and map all High
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Thus, as currently proposed, (...) cannot support Alternative A or Alternative B
without significant revisions. Criterion 6.9 Alternative A proposal that no more
than 5% of the total area of the Management Unit is cleared of natural forest
does not reflect the reality of the scale of forest products companies based on
plantation forestry for their wood fiber. In these cases, plantations may represent
60 – 70% of the Management Unit with the balance as natural forest reserves.

Forest Stewardship Council

Conservation Value areas as defined in Criterion 9.1. The conversion of HCV
areas should be avoided and kept to a minimum as best as they can be and a
plantation mosaic model as described in Explanatory Notes to Criterion 10.2
((...) has a minor concern related to biodiversity requirements that I will address
in the comment section for Criterion 10.2 below) shall be used to lay out the
plantations within the entire Management Unit. In the event that HCVs are
converted there must be compensatory mitigation outside of the Management
Unit. A precedent for this approach can be found in the Wetlands
Compensatory Mitigation Rule under the Clean Water Act in the United States.
This rule promotes no net loss of wetlands by improving wetlands restoration
and protection policies. Any organization applying for a permit that results in
unavoidable impacts to a wetland is required to compensate for this by
contributing to or developing wetland replacement projects that could include
restoration of degraded wetlands. (...) believes that a similar compensatory
mitigation requirement for HCVs can be developed as an FSC Criterion. Thus,
an organization that uses the best science and information to convert natural
forests into plantations in their Management Unit and mitigates the impacts of
the conversion HCVs as well as meets all of the other FSC P&C could qualify for
FSC Forest Management certification.
1) I would support Alternative A, if Explanatory note #2 is modified to
allow conversion of HCVs at the levels outlined in part a of the criterion
statement. Note that as written, the criterion statement does not prohibit
the conversion of natural forests or of HCVs, providing such conversion
does not exceed levels stated in part a of the criterion. However, the
explanatory note #2 does prohibit conversions in HCVs, and therefore is
not in agreement with the criterion statement.
2) Part b of the criterion should include long term social benefits along with
long term conservation benefits as a factor that may justify conversion of
natural forest to non-forest use. Some HCVs may be designated based
on social value alone (or in part) and not necessarily on conservation
benefits.

There needs to be flexibility in regard to HCVs on large ownerships, particularly
on public owned lands that serve the interests of numerous types of stakeholder
groups and of the public in general. There may well be an implicit or explicit
tradeoff between the size of an ecologically-based HCV versus the
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As an example: it may be deemed desirable to allow drilling of oil or gas wells
within a HCV (which would involve the clearing of small drilling pads). This use
may be of great social benefit and may outweigh, or at least may not be
incompatible with, the purpose or value of HCV designation. The use may not
negate the value of the HCV overall. Also, it may be possible (or necessary) to
declassify an area as an HCV in order to allow certain land uses, possibly
moving that designation to a different location on the forest.

Forest Stewardship Council

accommodation of other social and economic values.
Also note that in our system, representative sample areas (termed biodiversity
stewardship areas and which will occupy a fairly large percentage of the forest
unit) are classed as HCVs.
I would support Alternative B, if That there should be a process similar to
pesticide derogation where a conversion proposal can be applied to the FSC
Board for approval. For example where a previously impoverished indigenous
peoples can develop (ex-pasture) regenerating scrub/semi natural forest into a
plantation
I would support Alternative B, if That there should be a process similar to
pesticide derogation where a conversion proposal can be applied to the FSC
Board for approval.
For example where a previously impoverished indigenous peoples can develop
(ex-pasture) regenerating scrub/semi natural forest into a plantation.
Related to this is the need to recognise that obtaining ― demonstrable increases
in each of 6 categories‖ may often not be achievable. It is foreseeable that in
severely degraded sites, conversion to a plantation may hold or even slightly
decrease relativity in some of the six but substantially increase /improve some of
the others. Also the scale of consideration needs to be included ie at the
landscape level a conversion of degraded ex forest lands or partially
regenerating pastoral lands may increase structural, species habitat diversity
and functional ecosystems. At a stand level it may not always. Further advice
notes needed.
We prefer alternative A over B, but do believe conservation benefits need to be
better defined.
\
I support Alternative A without changes

I would support Alternative B, if It allowed for certification of situations where
the environmental benefits could be achieved by protecting good quality forest
and non-forest habitats from degradation and destruction by other agents. In
Africa a high proportion of forest destruction is caused by agricultural
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None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment: It appears to be impossible to fulfill all 6 factors in Alt B. It
would be more honest by FSC to say directly that FSC under no circumstances
allow conversion, no matter if the conversion has a significant positive effect on
five of six factors

Forest Stewardship Council

encroachment and forest managers who are able to prevent this are fulfilling an
important service to the forest. I believe that this is also in line with the REDD
approach. In some cases measurable improvement will not be demonstrable in
a situation where the forest is already fully functional.
I support Alternative A without changes
I support the alternative approach proposed by (...):
6.9 The P&C should only permit the conversion of natural forests and other
natural habitats in very limited circumstances.
The limited circumstances in which conversion may be accepted should
- be defined by national/regional balanced multi-stakeholder processes
that take into account the context of the country/region,
- not permit conversion of any areas necessary to maintain High
Conservation Values , and
- be supplemented by positive management practices that enable clear,
substantial, secure and long term ecological benefits in or adjacent to
the management unit, relative to any loss of the same caused by the
conversion.
6.10 Where natural forest was converted after 1994 in breach of principle 6.9,
the organisation currently managing the unit should only have an opportunity to
obtain FSC certification, if the organisation
(a) was not directly or indirectly responsible for the conversion, or
(b) has demonstrated a commitment to responsible forestry throughout a
rolling ―penalty period‖ (e.g. a default period of 10 years immediately
prior to application for certification, or such longer period as is determined by the national/regional initiative)

The final wording of 6.9 and 6.10 must reflect the FSC Global Strategy and the
endorsed 2008 GA motion 28 to make FSC more appropriate and successful in
the tropics and motion 10 to make it applicable to every kind of forest types and
scales.
I support Alternative A without changes
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Suggested criteria for demonstrating a commitment under (1) (b) are that
throughout the penalty period, the organisation has - complied with principle 6.9, and
- implemented management practices that enable clear, substantial,
secure and long term ecological benefits in or adjacent to the
management unit, including restoration of some elements that were lost
due to the original conversion.

Forest Stewardship Council

I would support Alternative A, if
This is globally an important issue. In alternative "A" the strict and artificial limit
of 0.5% makes this complicated. What is the rationale in 0.5%? There are areas,
where conversion should not be allowed at all. On the other hand, there are
areas, where conversion of 20% would be ecologically, socially and
economically more viable that artificial limits preventing conversion. Therefore,
alternative "B" is the better option, since it is more flexible but still clearly sets
the point in the conversion issue.
I would support Alternative B, if But in the last statement of both Criteria 6.9
and 6.10, while ―structural complexity of vegetation, species biodiversity, habitat
diversity, ecosystem functionality‖ can occur simultaneously, these occur very
rarely with ―economic productivity‖. Requesting that the benefits must include
demonstrable increases in each of the six categories, is not realistic and will
lead to many long lasting non-compliances by companies.
Proposition: ―These benefits must include demonstrable increases in each of
the following six categories: structural complexity of vegetation, species
biodiversity, habitat diversity, ecosystem functionality, economic productivity and
socio-economical significance, in relation to the pre-conversion state.‖
I would support Alternative B, if I support the outcome based emphasis on
defined characteristics. Following are subjects requiring revisions/additions:
Some safeguard to prevent wholesale conversion of entire landscapes, or
significant proportions of landscapes/watersheds to plantations, especially to
plantations of species that are not endemic to the site. For example, consider
how a significant increase in demand for woody biomass would affect FSC
certified forests.

Acknowledge that the measure of diversity for some or all of the ecological
categories listed could produce different results at different scales. For
example, at a limited scale relative to the larger landscape the establishment of
a eucalyptus plantation amid a predominantly coniferous region could create
increased diversity, but that same practice repeated on a broad scale over many
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Explain the context by which increases in diversity (e.g. the first 4 categories
listed) would be measured. In other words, increases over what condition? The
existing condition? What is the existing condition is a degraded semi-natural
forest in the process of restoration, yet that same stand – once restored – would
be more highly diverse than a plantation. In this case, a temporary condition
that has poor diversity would be forever (potentially) replaced by a plantation
that is less diverse than the forest ecosystem that would have occupied the site
had it been allowed to restore to a healthy natural condition.

Forest Stewardship Council

ownerships could result in reduced diversity and could produce adverse
cumulative ecological effects. The current language focuses the evaluation of
benefits in the 6 categories to the converted area, leaving open the possibility of
perverse scale-based repercussions.
I propose the following alternative approach:
Consider integrating the principles of mitigation banking or offsets as a tool for
buffering large scale impacts, and for preventing significant loss of natural and
semi-natural forests in forested ecosystems.
The Criteria should make clear that the Operation can be held responsible only
for conversion that takes place while under the control of the operation.
Also, under alternative B, 6.9 and 6.10 are largely redundant. C6.9 could be
eliminated by integrating the first sentence in 6.9 (HCV) with the rest of 6.10.
I support Alternative B without changes
No opinion
I support Alternative A without changes

Alternative A could be sustained if: Alternative A seems to be more appropriate,
with some considerations, even recognizing and maintaining the restriction
proposed on HCVs. The first consideration is that for forest operations where
conversions have been made after 1994, a longer time period should be
established during which they cannot qualify for forest management certification,
for example, 5 years from the last conversion. The second consideration is that
after the end of that period of ―non-qualification‖ the areas converted after 1994
must:
a) obtain a Controlled Wood certification and maintain it (FSC_STD_30_010);
b) be identifiable with maps and on land; and
c) guarantee traceability through a chain of custody. If these requirements are
met, the rest of the FMU‘s production areas (in which the organization was not
directly or indirectly responsible or that were converted prior to 1994) must be
able to qualify for forest management certification (with the consequent chain of
custody).
The whole FMU (both the part certified as Controlled Wood and that certified for
forest management) must show commitment to and compliance with the FSC‘s
P&C. An additional comment about conversions refers to the need for FSC to
analyze the feasibility of allowing conversions made in the past to be
compensated for in different ways, both within other areas in the FMU and
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I support Alternative A without changes
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outside of it.
Alternative A could be sustained if: The criteria do not clearly define what
happens to plantations that replace native forest and that do not comply with the
exemptions in 6.10 a), b) or c). It can be deduced that an enterprise could certify
the rest of its property, with the exception of the plantations that do not comply
with 6.10.
In what category would these plantations fall? Can they be sold as Controlled
Wood, if they comply with the criteria for Controlled Wood?
After these plantations are harvested, must the organization restore the original
native forest or can it reforest with the species of interest?
I do not support any changes in the present regulations on conversion, either
now or later.
I would support Alternative A, if
The decision on which conversion example to chose (A or B) will rest heavily on
the definition and interpretation of HCV. For this reason I seem to prefer A as a
potential option to utilize. With regard to B, the first part is possible, but the
second part of the requirement of 6.9B are simply going to be impossible in the
plantation scenario. In plantation the structural complexity, species biodiversity,
etc will not increase with the development of monoculture plantation. This is not
possible. Therefore I think A is the only perhaps workable option. With regards
to A though, 0.5% is a very small amount and I think not practical as a figure.
Also, A is going to need all areas assessed for HCV status, which will take
funding and time and capacity to deal with

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
These two criteria are very difficult to evaluate in the South African context.
While we intuitively support the stance that native forests should not be
converted to plantations, the question that we pose is – should a criterion have a
quantitative figure attached to it that can be applied worldwide? We think not –
this is something that should be decided at the country level and not at the
international level. We feel that the country level variations are so different that it
is impossible to set an international level that is meaningful. Further, we
question the role that the FSC should play in controlling plantations established
in other ecosystems at the international level. Further, we cannot adequately
comment on the 1994 rule when more details on habitats that are, and are not
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2. We do not believe criteria 6.9 and 6.10 address our situation clearly, unless
we really "scratch" - which we believe undermines the integrity of the FSC P&C.
We have explained in detail what our problems are, and given some
suggestions.

Forest Stewardship Council

covered by the 1994 rule, will only be detailed in the next draft of the P&C . We
thought this was the final draft?!
Against this background, please allow us to sketch the scenarios in SA that are
relevant to this comment. Please also see 10.2.
1.
Plantations in South Africa have been largely established in grasslands
with annual rainfall above 750mm – average annual rainfall for SA is
480mm. Some areas in the south of the country have been established in
fynbos areas, but this was done 150 years ago and is no longer the case.
2.
Plantations consist of Pinus spp, Eucalyptus spp, and Acacia spp, all
introduced from outside the continent (alien species).
3.
All existing plantations require a water use license to operate lawfully.
4.
Approximately 30% of each FMU is not planted to trees, but consists of
natural vegetation managed under a conservation plan.
5.
For new plantations, an EIA must be conducted, a water use license must
be obtained and authorization is also required from the relevant authority.
6.
All potentially new areas for plantations are screened using a biodiversity
screening tool that excludes areas of biodiversity richness or threatened
ecosystems.
7.
The use of HCVs in SA is only now being recognized as a potential tool,
although the Biodiversity Act provides a much more detailed and relevant
process.
8.
When plantations are established in grasslands (note: no other biome is
used), the species diversity is affected, both positively and negatively. For
example, the grassland species decline in numbers, but do not become
locally extinct since there is sufficient natural habitat available for them to
survive. However, other animal species adapted to a woody environment
either increase in numbers or are attracted to the new woody
environment and thus increase species diversity.
9.
Many of the conservation areas are declared Natural heritage Sites, Sites
of Conservation Significance, declared nature reserves or Stewardship
sites.

Moving to 6.9B, the inclusion of the old ―conversion upwards‖ scenario requires
some interrogation. IF it was agreed that benefits in each of the six categories
included the presence of non-native species, then it could be stretched as in
some cases we could achieve the benefits. But we do not believe that the FSC
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If we look closely at criterion 6.9A, it might be feasible but only if the area of land
to be converted is not limited at the international level, but is agreed upon at the
local level with all stakeholders in the local standards setting process. As
indicated earlier, we believe a criterion at the international level should not set
quantitative figures. Staying with criterion 6.9A, our acceptance would depend
on the application of HCVs, and a better understanding of the concept as
applied by the FSC

Forest Stewardship Council

has the intention of including alien species in these benefits. If this is the case,
then the criterion needs to be clarified that the benefits do not include alien
species, despite the fact that a number of the benefits can be met with the use
of alien species.
It is clear though that the enhancement must be within the plantation itself. This
is certainly not a possibility in our case and, we suggest, is unlikely to be
achievable in any plantation. Plantations have as their primary purpose the
need to provide wood fibre that is economically attractive and socially beneficial
through the creation of employment opportunities that would not be there in the
absence of the plantations. Further, if certification includes the whole FMU, then
we do not see why areas adjacent to the FMU should be excluded from this
criterion. We would like clarity on why this is the case, and whether this is the
only criterion which applies an exclusion requirement. We cannot think of any
and question the FSC policy in this regard.
With criterion 6.10A, it appears the focus is on conversion of natural forests
only, and not other ecosystems. We could live with 6.10A, provided that the
explanatory note 4 on page 82 that allows 6.10Ac to be used as a ―placeholder‖
becomes effective and does not place current FSC certified forests in SA at any
risk.
Criterion 6.10B has many, if not all, of the requirements of 6.9B. Again, it is
emphasized that the enhancements must be within the plantation itself and not
in the adjacent areas. Our concerns in this regard have been dealt with in
criterion 6.9B above.

We also question why it is a requirement that there must be a demonstrable
increase in each of the six categories. We are of the view that ―more‖ does
not mean ―better‖. Consider the statement that there must be a ―decrease in
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So what do we suggest. As background, while serving on the PWG, we tried to
ensure that plantations were not regarded as the ―poor cousin‖ of FSC certified
forests, but were recognized for the value they do play, despite their
environmental and social impacts. This criterion regrettably perpetuates the
―poor cousin‖ syndrome. In our National Forest Act, we have a number of
principles which guide decisions affecting forests. One of them is that in the
application of these principles, it must be recognized that the conservation of
biodiversity within plantations should be promoted in a way that is consistent
with the primary economic purposes for which the plantation was established.
We therefore cannot subscribe to the view that plantations must demonstrate
increases in the six categories. What we suggest is that these be considered in
a way that is consistent with the primary purpose for which the plantations were
established, and that the extent to which they can, or cannot, meet these six
categories, be established at the local standard setting level.

Forest Stewardship Council

ephemeral vegetation and an increase in more stable associations‖ Why? Does
not ephemeral vegetation play a role in vegetation dynamics? Why would one
want to actively reduce it? We cannot agree that this is a desirable outcome.
Our proposal is that The Organization must address the six categories and
demonstrate the benefits where appropriate, and where there are negative
impacts, how these have been recognized and where possible mitigated.
I support Alternative A without changes
Alternative B is much better. Auditing increases in the 6 categories will be
difficult to verify. Please keep it simple to reflect any conversion shall not
significantly impact the conservational values of the forest across the landscape
that include RTE species, watershed and water quality and social requirements
on the forest values
None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the following
comment:
In the options, it is not clear what is referred to where it says ―……..and no more
than 5% in total‖. Is it the total of the FMU or of all the FMUs owned by the
Organization, or is it a yearly total or throughout the life of the Organization?
This should be clear in order to be able to select an alternative. However,
although I cannot choose any of the alternatives as of now, since it is not clear
to me, specifically as described above, I think that alternative A fits better with
the initial FSC spirit when the 1994 rule was defined and this rule is one of the
things that give the FSC value and make it different.
2) Error in options A and B in 6.9 and 6.10
I would support Alternative A, if (comment/proposed change):
I support option 6.9ª 6.10ª because within the complexities of the subject, these
are of lesser degree than option B. I don‘t know if it is A if ―without changes‖…..
The heading should be written correctly.
No opinion
I support Alternative A without changes

b) combines „ species biodiversity and habitat biodiversity‟ as ‘species and
habitat biodiversity’ , add „the capability of carbon sequestration’
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I support Alternative A without changes

Forest Stewardship Council

I would support Alternative A, if (comment/proposed change):
ADD TO 6.9. Alternative A
b) will enable clear, substantial, additional, secure long term conservation
benefits in or adjacent to the Management Unit AND GOT THE FREE, PRIOR
AND INFORMED CONSENT BY THE LOCAL POPULATIONS AND
INDIGENOUS PEOPLES.
And Criterion 6.10 Alternative A
DELETE c) The Organization complies with approved FSC policies and
standards regulating the certification of sites that do not fulfill the exemptions
6.10a or 6.10b.
:
I propose the following alternative approach:
Combine concepts from Alternatives A and B. In 6.9 include the HCV exclusion
criteria, the maximum are requirement framework from Alternative A (increasing
the area to 2% annually and 10% total), and the requirement to demonstrate the
various benefits from Alternative B. In 6.10 combine alternatives A and B with
the following listed points: a) The Organization was not responsible, or b )the
conversion was less than 2% annually and 10% in total, and the conversion
meets the benefit requirements outlined in Alternative B.

I propose the following alternative approach:
One Criterion could be used instead of two. In effect, anyone seeking to certify a
plantation converted from natural forest after 1994 should have to meet same
requirements:

Regardless of which option is chosen, new language for 6.10 must not use the
phrasing ―shall qualify for certification‖ – from a legal drafting perspective this
means that if the listed requirements are met, then the plantation must be
certified regardless of FSC‘s other requirements. It would be more appropriate
to say ―may only qualify for certification where‖ or ―shall only be eligible for
certification where‖
I shall prefer alternative-B as it provides for required level of conservation apart
from increasing productivity. Yardstick for conversion should remain whether
conversion leads to better bio-diversity [BD] & add to production. There are
large tract of degraded forests around the globe, with very little BD & low
productivity. There is no harm in converting these forests to higher level of BD &
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-no conversion of HCVFs
-thresholds from Alternative A 0.5% one year 5% in total
-will enable clear, substantial, additional secure long term conservation benefits,
with additional detail as per Alt B

Forest Stewardship Council

additional production. Keeping them in present condition serves neither any
social nor environmental purpose.
It is recognized that not all plantations are the same. High latitude plantations of
native species in areas where the over-storey in natural forests is made up of
the same few species………. differ markedly from tropical situations where
mono-specific plantations of alien (exotic) species exist where the over-storey of
the natural forest is made up of multiple tree and epiphytic species. In fact,
every climatic/edaphic life zone presents a different context.
It may be impractical at this juncture to reconsider the wisdom of the FSC‘s
departure from its initial focus on the responsible management of natural forests
by certifying plantations.
However, given the continuing global loss of natural forests and their
biodiversity, economic, carbon sequestering and cultural values, FSC should
consider refocusing its resources on natural forests. Particular focus should be
on the tropics and subtropics where there is a glaring disparity in a) total area
certified relative to other biomes, and b) in area of natural forest certified relative
to plantations.
―Why does FSC certify forest management in natural forests?
Natural forests throughout the world are threatened by global demand for forest
products which will not only continue, but also accelerate. Much of the world‘s
remaining natural forests still suffer from illegal exploitation, poor management
and conversion to other land uses, commonly resulting in severe degradation or
complete destruction. It was these very concerns that led to the establishment of
FSC in 1993.‖ (from FSC website)

Criterion 6.9 – Alternative B (revised 6.10) clearly describes six characteristics
of a natural/semi-natural forest that the multi-year restoration process shall be
required to achieve.
The meeting concluded that it seemed that Criterion 6.9 of Alternative B would
not apply to natural and semi natural forests because the required increases
would not be achievable in such ecosystems. Clarification should be provided if
the Criterion would refer to highly degraded ecosystems.
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a) Clear evidence that the Organization was not responsible for conversion.
This element of the Criterion should be eliminated or modified to require the
area in question be restored to a natural state by planting native species and
promoting natural regeneration of both trees and understorey. That an
Organization was not responsible for conversion is irrelevant – conversion took
place, natural forest was lost and should be replaced as condition for
certification.

Forest Stewardship Council

Two optional approaches were proposed regarding Criterion 6.10 of Alternative
B.
Option 1 would be to remove bullet point a) from the criterion.
Option 2 is to make sure that both bullet points are complied with (combine with
an ‗and‘) and to add a qualifier concerning the ecological status of the site, e.g.
is it a degraded site.
Conversion of natural forests to plantations and the overall role of plantations in
FSC.
There has been a continuing effort by some within FSC to blur the differences
between natural forests and plantations, thereby easing the strict limits on
conversion. A proposed wording of Criterion 6.10 would allow certification of
areas converted from natural forest to plantation if ―clear and sufficient evidence
is provided that The Organization was not directly or indirectly responsible for
the conversion‖. This element of the Criterion should be eliminated or modified
to require the area in question be restored to a natural state by planting native
species and promoting natural regeneration of both trees and understory. That
an Organization was not responsible for conversion is irrelevant – conversion
took place, natural forest was lost and should be replaced as condition for
certification.
It is recognized that not all plantations are the same. High latitude plantations of
native species in areas where the overstorey in natural forests is made up of the
same few species………. differ markedly from tropical situations where monospecific plantations of alien (exotic) species exist where the overstorey of the
natural forest is made up of multiple tree and epiphytic species. In fact, every
climatic/edaphic life zone presents a different context….witness the negative
impacts of eucalypt plantations in the Fynbos ecosystem of South Africa.

No changes, neither now nor later
Only in the case of 6.10 A, remove c), since it does not clarify anything.

Experience in the case of Chile has shown that more than 15% of forest
plantations of pine trees and eucalyptus in Chile was made in native forest
areas and another 20% has been converted in degraded native forest. All of this
has been financed by the Chilean people through decree 701 (promulgated
during the Pinochet dictatorship). The plantations were given incentives and this
facilitated the conversion. Many countries now believe that this is a successful
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One of the main reasons why the (...) joined the FSC from the beginning
(member number xx) was precisely because it was opposed to conversion of
native forests to plantations.

Forest Stewardship Council

model and try to imitate it. However, the social and environmental impacts of
badly made plantations have been very large and for that reason the (...)‘S
position is not to open any doors that could lead enterprises to replace native
forests with plantations.

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
I do not agree with conversion. None of the proposals is totally acceptable. The
explanatory notes reveal how dangerous it is to maintain the approach of
―enhancement‖ in other P&Cs. A change in the date and in the possibilities for
accepting conversion at this time, when there is evidence of lack of support for
certification processes and also that anything is being accepted as certification,
would cause a lot of damage to the FSC. Perhaps we could opt for Alternative
A, but only 6.9.

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
following comment:
An assessment should be made of the possibility that an enterprise that
converted after 1994 and changed its policy and sustained it for a reasonable
period of time, under certain conditions, such as, for example, the number of
hectares converted, social policies implemented, absence of social conflicts,
approval of the local community, and later had a special assessment, can be
certified.
An absolute prohibition leaves out many enterprises and small owners who,
because of not knowing, ignorance or lack of environmental awareness, have
cut their forests, oftentimes under pressure from local economies lacking in
sensitivity to environmental issues and a total lack of government
conservationist policies, all of which are very characteristic of developing
countries.

None of the above statements reflects my points of view, but I have the
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To make it impossible for these enterprises or small owners to obtain
certification would lead to a total loss of value of their natural resources for
them, producing an effect that is completely contrary to what the FSC promotes.
If it cannot do it, the FSC will lose the possibility of including in a process of
continuous improvement and permanent assessment a large area in developing
countries in which the process of assimilating the concept of sustainable
development is occurring gradually and much later than in the developed
countries.

Forest Stewardship Council

following comment:
COMMENTS:
Although in criteria 6.9 and 6.10 comments on improvements are given, the
group that participated in the workshop agreed on the following:
1. Both proposals permit substitution, so we do not agree with either of them.
2. Based on the background information presented, we did not arrive at any
satisfactory proposal for national and world reality.
It is imperative, given the complexity of the issue, for the FSC to promote
another opportunity for discussion, for which it should provide better background
information that presents clearly in quantitative terms (impact on forests) the
impact of each of the proposals.
A lot of the members are aware of the importance of the issue in general,
whereas a lot of very committed members are in favour of a sustainable forestry.
Some of these members state that plantation as a concept is not sustainable
because it stresses the environment to an extent that shouldn‘t be claimed
sustainable. From their perspective short-term rotation even on good soils in
tropical climates leeds to a long-term degradation of stand-conditions which are
not convertible backwords. Therefor our community is strongly in favour of
selective logging-methods and using natural elements of forests. In areas with
degraded stand-conditions our members do strongly support any concept that
helps improving stand conditions (―upgrading‖). As a result this concept strongly
objects the concept of conversion of natural forests, because in these
frameworks concepts of selective logging and exploring the potential of these
natural forests within appropriate management concepts for these forest types
seem to be the appropriate and sustainable concepts for producing forest
products.
A lot of members of (...) do therefore in general NOT support the concept of
certifying plantations or at least fast wood forestry with short rotation perionds
on huge areas based on one species or even one clone within one species.
A lot of members have general and strong remarks and concerns on the
certificatio of plantations even more they have concers to open this regulation
for options that allows conversion from natural forest.

From my perspective as (...) this way of thinking is more reflected in Alternative
A which seems to me more restrictive in NOT allowing conversion. Even in this
alternative wordings like―considered necessary‖ open the door for further
questions. In the wording it seems to be not clear how ―considered necessary‖
could be interpreted by NIs or CBs. Similar wordings ocure in option B (―which
are needed to maintain‖) and lead to a perception that the intention of the review
is not to be more strict, instead of beeing ―open‖ to further interpretations of
CBs.
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Therefore members of (...) are very supportive of any regulation and wording
that supports this general position described above.

Forest Stewardship Council

Alternative A would therefore be more supportive than Alternative B. Criterion
6.9 Alternative A (revised 6.10) The Organization shall not clear natural forest,
or sites considered necessary to maintain or enhance HCVs, for conversion to
plantations or any other land use, except when the conversion
a) affects ‗a very limited portion‘, no more than 0.5%, of the area of the
Management Unit in any one year, and no more than 5% in total and
b) will enable clear, substantial, additional, secure long term conservation
benefits in or adjacent to the Management Unit.
Alternative A would be fully supportive if the wording ―considered necessary‖ is
deleted or changed in a more binding or clear defined way.
As said we do not support any approach that allows conversion of natural
forests to something else where our forests claim its ―not sustainable‖ from their
views. In Alternative B we do like the very strong approach of demanding a clear
demonstration of benefits in six categories. Maybe it could be considered to use
these categories to even improve alternative A in this way of thinking.
I would support Alternative B, if Change ―other…state.‖ Into ―national forest
can not be converted into plantation forest, only if such national forest have very
low environmental function and locate in less environmental critical area‖; and
delete 6.10 or describe 6.9 separately according to the different states before
and after November 1994
I would support Alternative A, if 6.9 – Current text: ‗The Organization shall not
clear natural forest, or sites considered necessary to maintain or enhance
HCVs, […]‘; Proposed text: ‗The Organization shall not clear natural forest,
areas containing HCVs, or sites considered necessary to maintain or enhance
HCVs, […]‘

Although ‗direct and indirect responsibility‘ are clearly defined, there is no
mention to the kind of responsibility and/or eligibility to certification in the
possible situation of someone buying an area that it was recently converted,
having knowledge of that.
I support Alternative B without changes
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6.10 – Consider using ‗and‘ instead of ‗or‘ between the 3 listed items.
Regarding item a) - At national level there are several cases where is difficult to
identify the owners. On the other hand there is an identified risk to conversions
be address by a company and then the property be sell to other company, that
have the interest to certify the area.

Forest Stewardship Council

I support Alternative A with no modifications.
No proposal reflects my position but I have several comments.
Clarification is requested on the rationale used to create alternative B.
(…)
In all cases addressing conversion, please consider application not only to
―natural forest‖ but to all native ecosystems (including grasslands, steppe,
prairie, swamps, bogs, etc.). This is important to both alternative A and B –
should plantations established since 1994 on prairie not be under the same
restrictions as those converted from natural forest?
I agree with Criterion 6.10 – Alternative B
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Criterion: ―directly or indirectly responsible‖ which means that The Organization
in its currently registered or incorporated legal state (Criterion 1.5) was directly
responsible for the conversion of the natural forest to plantations after
November 1994; or was indirectly responsible through its supervision of
contractors; or had transferred the conversion areas to another entity or entities,
by sale or by management contract or similar arrangement, but had retained
control over the policies and practices for the management of the conversion
areas - need to be clarified with respect to political and government system
applied in the country.Cut off date November 1994 might not be reconsidered in
more academic sense.

Forest Stewardship Council

P7

The last two sentences are not scale dependant and could thus cause problems
for SLIMFs especially in the south. Many forest managers in rural areas don't
even fully understand the concept of a management plan, monitoring and
adaptive management...
Principle 7 – Management planning includes climate regulation services.
Consistent with the inclusion of climate criteria in the P&C, these need to be
captured in management planning including revised 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, and
7.6.
Would suggest changing the phrase in the second sentence to, ―information to
facilitate adaptive management.
T: the last sentence in he P is somewhat unclear. What shall the ―information‖
achieve? Also contractors should be informed.
Sufficient to inform - This may create a somewhat vague obligation that should
instead be clear and unambiguous. Inform about what? Can a clearer
formulation be found?
Explanatory Notes
1. Thise principle and its criteria under principle 7 assume that the management
plan exists prior to the start of new management activities.
Good.

of - This word could be misinterpreted.
―Towards‖ is an odd word with unclear meaning in this context
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3. The design of the management planning depends on the scale, intensity,
risks of management activities, policies (visions and values) and objectives of
The Organization. This ensures that every type of Management Unit has
planning and a management system but provides flexibility to adapt these to the
type and situation of a Management Unit and the goals of The Organization.
4. The documentation ofcomprising the management planning is needed to
guide staff in itsthe implementation of the management plan, and to justify
management decisions towards interested stakeholders), and as input for
internal and external (certification) audits.

Forest Stewardship Council

We are concerned that the addition of the concept of risk in relation to the scale
and intensity of management activities may require substantial changes in the
ways monitoring and planning is to be conducted.
The new standard is ambiguous as to when risk must be quantified. There is
concern that there is not clarity or a consistent application of qualifiers for what
is required relating to risk. Some organizations or auditors may interpret the
requirement to formally evaluate risk for every potential treatment prescription
which would consume too many dedicated personnel resources as to be
impractical for implementation, not to mention a fiscal impossibility.
It might be a bit too narrow of a focus to require the management plan to be kept
up to date ONLY based on monitoring information. There may be other
information available or situations that occur that would require the Organization
to update the managmetn plan. I see that revised C7.4 includes ―results of
monitoring, stakeholder engagement or new scientific and technical
information…‖ which is GOOD. But I think by only stating ―monitoring‖ in the
revised Principle – it is restrictive.
Suggested change ―…implemented and kept up to date in order to promote
adaptive management. …‖ Revised C7.4 adequately addresses the clarity on
what information should be considered to keep management plan up to date.
We are very concerned about the level of detail in Principle 7 compared to FSCSTD-01-001 V4-0. We take up a skeptical attitude towards this as we think it will
not contribute to making forestry more responsible, only increase paper work.
Principle 7 is heading to a much more detailed level compared to FSC-STD-01001 V4-0,
Overly prescriptive where management plans are concerned

Poor wording especially last sent. Long term & operational planning shall
incorporate sustainability of resources and stakeholder interests and formal
procedures as appropriate to scale of operations. FSC needs to highlight
sustainable management
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We support the P and the associated C. We also accept that the various criteria
address different aspects of a management plan, which will allow a clearer
understanding of what is required, as well as having it in a form that enhances
the ease of not only third party auditing, but self auditing or checking . We also
support the explanatory note under 7.2 that the detail of the plan is dependent
on the scale and intensity of the operation.

Forest Stewardship Council

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The word ―CONSISTENTE‖
would be better than ―congruente‖.
REVISION:
Management planning The Organization shall have and implement a
management plan consistent with its policies and objectives and proportionate
to scale, intensity and risks of its management activities. The management plan
shall be implemented and kept up to date based on monitoring information in
order to promote adaptive management. The plan will have two components
(1) Forest management plan and (2) Social management plan. The
associated planning and procedural documentation shall be sufficient to inform
staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions.
The title for Principle 7 should establish that the Management Plan has two
components: The Forest Management Plan and the Social Management Plan.
This can be introduced before the last paragraph as follows:
Principle #7 (revised): Management planning
The organization shall have and implement a Management Plan consistent with
its policies and objectives proportionate to scale, intensity and risk of its
management activities. It shall be kept up to date based on monitoring
information in order to promote adaptive management. This Plan shall have two
components (1) a Forest Management Plan and (2) a Social Management Plan.
The associated planning and procedural documentation shall be sufficient to
inform staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions.
State explicitly that the management plan must necessarily include the
component: Social Management Plan.

REFORMULATION OF THE PRINCIPLE STATEMENT
Principle #7 (revised): Management planning (REFORMULATED)
The organization shall have and shall implement a Management Plan consistent
with its policies and objectives proportionate to scale, intensity and risk of its
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Reformulate it, emphasizing the need for it to have two components:
Management Plan and Social Management Plan.
Change the wording to:
―The organization shall have and implement a Management Plan consistent with
its policies and objectives proportionate to scale, intensity and risk of its
management activities. It shall be kept up to date based on monitoring
information in order to promote adaptive management. This Plan shall have two
components (1) a Forest Management Plan and (2) a Social Management Plan.
The associated planning and procedural documentation shall be sufficient to
inform staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

management activities. It shall be kept up to date based on monitoring
information in order to promote adaptive management. This Plan shall have two
components (1) a Natural Resources Management Plan and (2) a Social
Management Plan.
The associated planning and procedural documentation shall be sufficient to
inform staff and stakeholders and to justify management decisions.
Rationale: The reformulation of the principle includes explicitly the fact that the
plan has two components: one for natural resource management and the other
for social management.
** Add to the original principle, ―… this plan shall include two important
components, (1) A Forest Management Plan, and (2) A Social Management
Plan.
** Recommendation to the final review group. Include the Social Management
Plan explicitly.
** Inclusion of two new criteria.
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Social management planning appears to be increased considerably - particularly
with overviews of stakeholder groups, local govt. and institutions, and major
issues and conflicts in the area. We encourage FSC to fully understand the
potential ramifications of such changes prior to proposed implementation.
FSC Chile
No hay comentarios

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.1

C 7.1: We quite frankly prefer the old criteria 7.1. It is clear and simple.
The new criteria 7.1 and 7.2 together adds complexity and obstacles rather than
simplicity and practical solutions. This will certainly not help increase the number
of certified SLIMF's, communities, etc.
Just a simple thing as making summaries and publicize them may be a
considerable barrier for SLIMFs in the south. It would be costly as they can't do
it themselves and it would be to absolutely no effect as long as the management
plan is publicly available upon request or internet.
Would change ―publicized‖ to ―made available to the public upon request.‖
E: It needs to be spelled out that the policies and objectives must be consistent
with the FSC P&Cs - rather than the more general ―environmentally sound…‖
etc.
E: 7.1 and 7.5 the last sentence can be changed to‖ Summaries of these
policies and objectives shall be incorporated into the management plan‖. See
also 7.5
The Organization shall set policies and objectives for management which are
environmentally sound, socially beneficial and economically viable, which are
consistent with all FSC requirements, and which are proportionate to the scale,
intensity and risk of its management activities. Summaries of these policies and
objectives shall be incorporated into the management plan, and publicized
environmentally sound, socially beneficial and economically viable - It is far
more important to explicitly state that management policies and objectives shall
be ―consistent with all FSC requirements‖ (as proposed here), than it is to rely
on this kind of vague generality alone.

Explanatory Notes
1. - This implies all of the P&C, while the next explanatory note omits mention of
Principles 1, 7 and 8. Thus, the implication of these two notes is inconsistent
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If the criteria under Principle 7 are not going to contain a required list of specific
management plan components, it is particularly important to explicitly
emphasize that the plan must be fully consistent with all FSC requirements. Not
only that, but it is important to insert this emphasis more than once (see
proposed edit in Criterion 7.2 below). In return for the flexibility that this revised
criterion will give to forest managers, the FSC needs to be abundantly clear and
slightly redundant in emphasizing its expectations.

Forest Stewardship Council

and could be misinterpreted.
2. as a minimum - The repetition of this term in this note ends up being
confusing rather than helpful. Based on the previous comment, Notes #1 and
#2 need to be revised to avoid confusion.
3. plans - How many management plans is the Organization expected to have?
4. In this context publicizing means that the policies and objectives are
adequately communicated to everyone in The Organization including
contractors and suppliers, e.g. through posting them in prominent locations
throughout the work place, and to members of the general public and/or
surrounding community.
Without this addition, this note would create an erroneous definition.
Publicizing - This is an inappropriate and undesirable misdefinition of a word
which is normally taken to mean ―make publicly available‖.
Requires that policies and objectives that are ... economically viable... This is
not a sound requirement as some objectives may not be strictly economically
viable but are highly desirable in other respects. Equally who determines
economic viability, as one owner may accept losses that would be unacceptable
to another. Suggest something like, " set policies and objectives with
consideration to ... economic viability..."
Some objectives may not be strictly economically viable but are highly desirable
in other respects. One owner may accept losses that would be unacceptable to
another.
Proposal for wording: "… set policies and objectives for management with
consideration to environmental robustness, social benefits and economic
viability..."

Requires that policies and objectives that are ...economically viable... This is not
a sound requirement as some objectives may not be strictly economically viable
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The management objectives should explicitly contain objectives for the future of
the forest itself. In too many cases including many certified forests the
management plan only has objectives for the business. It is important that there
is an objective for the future forest which includes details of the species mixture
and age structure of the forest required/desired in the future. Without this
objective any type of forest management can be applied. It is covered by the
saying ―if you don‘t know where you are going any road will do.‖ Most tropical
forest is managed without these objectives and as a result there is a sequential
loss of economically valuable species from the forest. Not having an objective is
an excuse for not implementing a costly silvicultural system. The objective for
the forest should be a specific requirement of criterion 7,1

Forest Stewardship Council

but are highly desirable in other respects. Equally who determines economic
viability, as one owner may accept losses that would be unacceptable to
another. Suggest something like, ―set policies and objectives with consideration
to ... economic viability...‖
Requires that policies and objectives that are ... economically viable... This is
not a sound requirement as some objectives may not be strictly economically
viable but are highly desirable in other respects. Equally who determines
economic viability, as one owner may accept losses that would be unacceptable
to another. Suggest something like, " set policies and objectives with
consideration to ... economic viability..."
Suggestion: ―The Organization shall set policies and objectives for forest
management (…)‖
Second sentence ―Summaries…. publicized‖ – is this not redundant to the intent
of proposed C7.5 (revised C7.4)? Proposed C7.5 is about management plan
summary available – does it not make sense that this summary would include
the summary of policy & objectives? I would suggest that this second sentence
for proposed C7.1 really is an indicator of proposed C7.5.
I agree
As written this criterion is overly complex and includes 3 distinct requirements.
1. Establish policies and objects
2. Incorporate summaries of these polices and objectives in to MP
3. And to publicize (although it is not clear what is to be publicized the MP
or a summary of the MP or a summary of the policies and objectives.
We recommend the following revision:
―The Organizations management planning documents shall include summaries
of established policies and objectives for environmentally sound, socially
beneficial and economically viable management proportionate to scale, intensity
and risk of management activities. Summary(s) of the policies and objectives
shall be publicized (or socialized) among The Organizations workers,
contractors and suppliers.‖
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Unclear what is meant by publicized. Will be difficult to have consistent
implementation with current wording.

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.2

Criteria 7.2 must include absolute minimum requirements for what is contained
in the management plan and give additional information on what the
expectations are for large-scale operations. It is not sufficient to put all the
elements of forest management planning into an explanatory note that is nonnormative.
Suggested condensed wording:
The Organization shall have and implement a management plan for the Unit
fully consistent with the policies and objectives established to meet FSC‘s
requirements. The plan shall address forest management planning and social
management planning proportionate to …
C 7.2: Although the criterion itself is not too bad - the associated explanatory
notes are very extensive and would likely cause considerable confusion and
doubt in the mind of many forest managers.
What we like about the current 7.1 is that it outlines clear minimum requirements
for the management plan (that should be scale dependant). Then additional
recommendations and guidance could be added (like the proposed guidance to
this criteria) to guide its proper implementation
Explanatory note 1: Very important guidance! With some sort of indication of
thresholds along the line of the SLIMF thresholds of size and intensity (and
hopefully impact one day as well) this guidance would help many SLIMF
operations to comply with FSC requirements.
Explanatory note 3: Many if not most of these elements are not relevant (at least
not the way they are formulated now) and practical for SLIMF's and
communities. Thus it would be great to indicate which elements are for all and
which are only for large org.'s.

Not sure what ―social management planning‖ is, or if it is appropriate in certain
forest management contexts. Would change it to, ―forest management planning,
including the social elements of management,‖
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Rationale 3: That is correct - but it was only intended for large industrialized
operations, especially huge plantations. Thus to include it generally in the P&C
do not to our knowledge reflect the intent of the political phase of the plantations
review!

Forest Stewardship Council

Climate change will be the largest issue facing forest managers in the coming
decades – they must begin planning for this now.
Add this statement: ―The management plan shall describe how the policies and
procedures will contribute to ecosystem and community resiliency in the face of
climate change.‖
E: Add words: ―…describe the natural resources and environmental values that
exist…‖ to strengthen the criterion as the elements in the ExN are not normative.
T: as the ExN are not normative it is better to use the word ―should‖ instead of
―must‖ in ExN #3.
This criterion has long been the location of a specific list of required
management plan components. If the new version of the P&C is to eliminate
such a list and in its place introduce significant flexibility, the language of this
criterion needs to – at a minimum – clearly set the boundaries for such flexibility,
and make absolutely clear what the FSC‘s bottom lines are. At present, this
formulation falls short of that goal, and thus it should be amended (as proposed
here).
The Organization shall have and implement a management plan for the
Management Unit which is fully consistent with the policies and objectives as
established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall describe the
natural resources and environmental values that exist in the Management Unit
and explain how the plan will meet allthe FSC requirements. The management
plan shall cover incorporate forest management planning and social
management planning proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of the
planned management activities.
environmental values - This is one of the essential foundations for the entire
management plan. It also helps to clarify that the environmental values
assessment required by Criterion 6.1 must be carried out prior to creation of the
management plan.
All FSC requirements - In the absence of a list of specified components, both
clarity and strong emphasis are required
the - This word is too vague and weak to provide the necessary emphasis.

forest management planning - Given the ongoing debate and confusion
regarding how the P&C should apply to plantations, the use of the term "forest
management planning" (which is extremely vague) in this criterion will only
perpetuate such confusion. A "plantation" is not considered to be a "forest" by
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cover - This word is vague and weak and is similar to words like ―address‖ that
are frequently used in the standards of the FSC‘s competitors to avoid clear
performance requirements.

Forest Stewardship Council

many FSC members, and this is the source of considerable controversy. It is
strongly recommended that the P&C Working Group review and revise the
wording of this sentence in order to ensure that it covers plantations, and in
order to avoid vague terminology that will lead to misinterpretation. [The
changes proposed here do not address this issue.]
forest management planning and social management planning - These words
do not actually require the Organization to include in its management plan any
of the elements listed in the explanatory notes below. Therefore, it may be
desirable to include the terms ―forest management planning‖ and ―social
management planning‖, along with the full lists from Explanatory Note #3 below,
in the Glossary.
Explanatory Note:
1. The level of detail provided in management plans depends on the scale,
intensity and risk of the management activities. Some management plans may
be short, simple documents, perhaps only a fewtwo pages, for very small,
simple, minimum-impact, uncontroversial situations. Other management plans
may consist of a collection of documents, plans, maps, records, reports and/or
field guides and may be long, detailed and complex. The key point is that the
package of forest management planning documents should beis sufficiently
comprehensive and detailed, but no more than necessary.
There is no justification for a specific number here, and such a number may lead
some forest managers to adhere to that figure.
2a. The level of detail provided in the management plan must be sufficient to
Provide managers and decision-makers with information about the key elements
of the Management Unit and the management system to enable them to
implement the plansystem effectively, to ensure continuity of management in the
event of staff changes, and to inform the FSC and other stakeholders about the
objectives of the plan and whether they meet the FSC‘s requirements;
The addition of these words will clarify the vagueness inherent in the phrase ―to
inform‖.

3. must include - THIS LANGUAGE INCORRECTLY IMPLIES THAT IT IS
NORMATIVE AND MANDATORY, MEANING THAT IT EXISTS ON A SIMILAR
LEVEL TO A CRITERION. HOWEVER, BECAUSE THIS LANGUAGE IS ONLY
IN A NOTE AND NOT WITHIN A CRITERION, IT CAN ONLY BE
INTERPRETED AS NON-BINDING. Unless this dichotomy is resolved, it will
cause considerable confusion.
Elements of forest management planning - This term is vague and fails to cover
plantations. It should be replaced by terminology that covers all types of
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2c. This is a very important note that is very well stated.
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vegetation
d. The rationale and justification for the selection of the Management Unit‘s
natural resources and environmental services to be utilized.
Without these modifiers, it is unclear whose resources and services this means
(e.g., is it the Organization‘s, the local community‘s, a contractor‘s?).
h. accessed – by whom
p. Technical descriptions of any high-impact activities, such as mechanical
harvesting, processing, or plantations, and infrastructure such as roads and
skid-trails;
t. Citations Bibliographyof relevant publications, including applicable laws,
regulations and conventions, and their locations in the Organization‘s files.
A mere bibliographical listing will provide poor guidance to forest managers,
workers and contractors.
Unless the Organization has ready access to such key publications, the
Organization is prone to ignoring, forgetting, or mis-understanding them.
Elements of Social Management Planning
e. An analysis of the potential positive and negative social impacts of the
management activities.
i. BibliographyCitations of relevant publications, including applicable laws,
regulations and conventions, and their locations in the Organization‘s files.
5. existing FSC guidance - This is extremely vague. What does it refer to?
Rationale
1. This criterion is designed to ensure an appropriate management planning that
explicitly and visibly correlates the planned management activities with the
availableforest‘s natural resources and with the social, environmental and
economic situation prevailing in and around the Management Unit.
available - This is an odd term in this context.

flexibility - Nevertheless, the mandatory nature of the language in Explanatory
Note #3 creates some confusion about this.
3. The language of this criterion does not explicitly require such a System or
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2. Moving the management planning elemcomponents, including those of
original criterion 7.1, into the explanatory notes recognizes the need to provide
flexibility depending on scale intensity and risk. This is in line with ISO and other
standards which expect tailor-made planning rather than predefined
management plans.

Forest Stewardship Council

Plan.
Replace with: …‖7.2 (7.1 revised) The Natural Resources Management Plan
shall describe the natural resources that exist in the Management Unit, and shall
be consistent with the policies and objectives as established according to
Criterion 7.1, and shall explain how it will meet the FSC requirements. This plan
shall include the planning of forest management‖.
Since there is such a large variety of circumstances influencing what is essential
to include in plans in different locations / regions, the absence of the defined
exact contents of the management plan is an improvement to the existing
principles and criteria.
It is a positive change from last draft that the Management Plan must include all
the elements state in the explanatory note. However, if this is the case, then why
not just have all these requirements in the criterion language? The requirements
need to be more binding that currently stated.
The social management planning component of P7 is an improvement from the
current standard and previous draft, particularly with involvement of stakeholder
groups, local government and institutions, and the inclusion of major issues and
conflicts in the area. The social requirements here appear to go beyond what is
required in Principle 4; we are unsure of the implications of this. These don‘t tie
directly to P4.
Der Begriff Sozialplan ist zumindest in Deutschland aber auch in anderen
Ländern rechtlich besetzt. Gemeint sind hier im Regelfall
Ausgleichsabfindungen bei Arbeitsplatzverlust. Das ist hier ja wohl nicht
gemeint. Gemein ist hier u.U. wohl eher eine Personal- und
Personalentwicklungsplanung (?. Viel wichtiger scheint mir der Gedanke, dass
der Forstbetrieb nachweisen muss, dass eigenes oder vielleicht auch fremden
(Forstdienstleister!)q u a l i f i z i e r t e s Personal zum Einsatz kommen muß!
The organization may not always have the ability to plan social management; it
should take it into account in its management activities.

For small forest owner it is too expensive to make a social management plan. It
doesn‘t add any further value either. Therefore the last phrase of P7.2 has to be
canceled.
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It would be better to mention explicitly what aspects shall be part of
management planning. Could be also done via ADV?! The former 7.1 was better
here. The suggested Criterion opens doors to to much flexibility which is not
needed here.

Forest Stewardship Council

The Organization shall have and implement a management plan for the
Management Unit which is fully consistent with the policies and objectives as
established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall describe the
natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and explain how the plan
will meet the FSC requirements. The management plan shall cover forest
management planning and social management planning proportionate to the
scale, intensity and risk of the planned management activities.
For a public land managing agency whose scale of management is state-wide in
scope, the number of new planning elements (especially the Social Managing
Planning elements) that are now required to be included in a management plan
are so voluminous as to be almost impractical to compile or monitor by a single
managing entity.
The proposed standard ignores and does not provide allowance for the many
National and State laws and regulations that already address many of these
elements (such as occupational health and safety, gender equality, and local
economic and social development). A distinction needs to be made in the
standard to acknowledge that robust laws and regulations in developed
countries can satisfy the requirements of the standard (See indicator 4.5.4).
Technical descriptions of high-impact activities (7.2.3.p) should not include
mechanical harvesting, which is the most common form of harvesting in the
Lake States. These details are best addressed through Best Management
Practices and timber sale contract specifications – not in planning documents.
We strongly support Explanatory note 1, in particular that the management plan
can consist of a collection of documents, plans, maps, etc.
Currently says that the ―management plan shall…explain how the plan will meet
the FSC requirements‖ – that is the job of the auditor to determine if the plan
and its implementation meets the standard. It should not fall to the certificate
holder to explain the plan and how it meets the FSC standard. This would add
substantially to an already tedious process.

Delete ―…and explain how the plan will meet the FSC requirements‖. Not
necessary to have it included in the plan. It is possible to follow-up anyway.
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Furthermore, the Social Management Planning aspects are a significant change
and the cost vs. benefit issues must be considered in various parts of the world.
We note that there are 30 elements prescribed to be included in the
management plan. This does not seem consistent to us with being less
prescriptive and more outcome based.

Forest Stewardship Council

Social management plan and forest management plan should be kept separate.
Too detailed criterion.
What is the status of the Explanatory note? In the preface to FSC-STD-01-001
V5-0 D3-0 it is stated that the status of the explantory notes is not mandatory.
The list of Elements of Forest Management Planning is full of details as well as
the list of Elements of Social Management Planning. Should be adapted on a
national level not in the P&C.
In the preface to FSC-STD-01-001 V5-0 D3-0 it is stated that the status of the
explantory notes is : not mandatory (2.35). How should, in that context, the list of
elemenst that must be included in a management plan be treated? The list is
very detailed
Very prescriptive, in particular referencing a Social Management Plan (note_.
The explanatory note could lead to many indicators, detailing management plan
content when that detail should be left to national initiatives.
What is described as Social Management Planning is a component of Forest
Management Planning in many jurisdictions; therefore a separate document
need not be prescribed.
Die soziale Landschaft in Deutschland muss nicht durch einen weiteren
Mosaikstein (Sozialplan) erfasst werden und schon ganicht als Teil eines
Bewirtschaftungs- oder Forsteinrichtungsplans. Der Kommentar der FSC AGD
beschreibt nichts anderes als einen Mix aus UVV, tariflichen Vereinbarungen
etc., etc.
Aus den Unterlagen wird nicht klar, welche Inhalte der „Sozialplan― haben soll,
so dass keine abschließende Kommentierung möglich ist. Die Gefahr, dass eine
solche Regelung zu einer wahren Flut von Bürokratie führen könnte, ist nicht
von der Hand zu weisen.
The exact content of the management plan is not any more defined in these
FSC Int P&C. Very good! As there is so large variety of circumstances
influencing what is essential to include in plans in different locations / regions.

Agree with the revised C7.2. It will be interesting to see how the regional
standards roll out for this Criterion. Hopefully they are given the proper
guidance to not be overly prescriptive with their interpretation of the rationale
found for this Criterion.
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this criterion is to large range: it needs to be specify that the plan shall meet the
FSC requirements in relation with forest management

Forest Stewardship Council

The mandatory contests of the managing plan is too dense and complex. It will
be very difficult if will be certified only organizations that fully meet all
requirements. If these requirements remain is interesting to make a phased or
modular approach to implementing the management plan.
Delete the word genetic in bullet point ‗m‘ because the concept is too difficult to
estimate, verify and audit
what does‖ explain how the plan will meet FSC requirements‖. This is a very
broad statement, and how does one practically comply to it? What part of FSC?
Needs to be made a bit more detailed or specific.
Poorly worded. This criterion is critical to define the basic elements of
management planning required for a well-managed forest. Not stating it should
explain how it meets FSC requirements. Please revert to old 7.1 much better
than the new one. Also why just social planning and not environmental
planning? Social planning should be under P3&4 if applicable not P7
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The word "CONSISTENTE"
would be better than ―congruente‖.
Excellent and inevitable to include a social management plan equivalent to the
forest management plan.
:
Needs to address climate change
Add statement: ―The management plan shall describe how the policies and
procedures will contribute to ecosystem and community resilience with regard to
climate change.
Should be ‗natural resources and ENVIRONMENTAL VALUES‖ to ensure
assessments from 6.1 are included.
Explanatory note two – add ―enable effective stakeholder engagement‖
It was agreed that training should be added to the list of management planning
elements.

REVISION:
7.2.a. The organization shall have and shall implement a management plan for
the Management Unit that is fully consistent with the policies and objectives as
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It was also agreed to remove gender equality from the list of social management
planning elements. It was not clear why gender equality should be given higher
priority than other issues, e.g. race. Also it is already covered by worker rights.

Forest Stewardship Council

established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall describe the
natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and explain how the plan
will meet the FSC requirements. The management plan shall cover forest
management planning and the Social Management Plan proportionate to scale,
intensity and risk of the management activities.
7.2.b. The Forest Resource Management Plan shall describe the natural
resources that exist in the Management Unit and shall be consistent with the
policies and objectives as established in Criterion 7.1 and explain how it will
meet FSC requirements. This plan shall include forest management planning.
For the explanatory notes:
Add maps that identify the local communities and add as elements in the item:
a) socio-economic and cultural vision, a (a new one).
b) The enterprise should define its policy for communicating with the community.
TRANSLATION: Replace ―planeadas‖ with ―planificadas‖. Replace ―manejo
social‖ with plan de ―gestión social‖.
COMMENTS:
We propose to divide criterion 7.2 into two (a & b): one for forest management
and the other for social management.
REVIEW (NEW CRITERION 7.3):
The Social Management Plan shall be constructed based on the organization‘s
policy and social objective according to Criterion 7.1 and shall meet FSC
requirements. Its contents are included in Appendix …. to this document.
Reference is made in this criterion to the Forest Management Plan component
with the same contents.

To be consistent with the statement, and given that it is an issue that is
completely different from the Forest Management Plan, this criterion 7.3 only
refers to the Social Management Plan:
7.3
(new) The Social Management Plan shall be constructed based on the
organization‘s policy and social objective according to Criterion 7.1 and shall
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7.2 (7.1 revised) The Forest Management Plan shall describe the natural
resources that exist in the Management Unit, shall be consistent with the
policies and objectives as established according to Criterion 7.1, and shall
explain how it will meet the FSC requirements. Its basic contents are included
in the appendix…
APPENDIX….Elements of Forest Management Planning (taken, without
revision, from the explanatory notes for 7.2).

Forest Stewardship Council

meet FSC requirements. Its contents are included in Appendix …. to this
document.
APPENDIX (Taken from the elements of Social Management Planning – revised
and complemented based on experience in the field.)
Elements of Social Management Planning
Social policy and objectives of the organization
a. An overall vision of the local socio-economic situation;
b. Identification and a brief description of the principal stakeholders, including a
map with their location;
c. An overall vision of the local government, institutions and development
programmes;
d. An analysis of the principal social and environmental issues and conflicts in
the area;
e. A description and analysis of both the positive and negative social impacts of
management activities;
f. The safeguards and measures for identifying, assessing, preventing avoiding
mitigating and repairing both potential and actual negative social impacts;
g. Programmes and activities regarding workers‘ rights, occupational health and
safety, gender equality, relations with indigenous peoples and the communities,
and actions directed towards local development and stakeholder engagement;
h. Programmes and actions on land acquisition;
i. Resolution of complaints in accordance with its policies and objectives for
socially-beneficial management;
j. Social monitoring systems planned or in operation;
k. Bibliography of relevant publications, including applicable laws, regulations
and agreements.

The proposal is to divide it into two, one for forest management and the other for
social management.
(These comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change the word ―manejo
social‖ to ―plan de gestión social…‖
(These comment refers only to the Spanish version.)Change ―planeadas‖ to
―planificadas‖.
For the explanatory notes, add maps that identify the local communities and add
as elements in point a) socio-economic and cultural vision, and a new one b)
The enterprise should define its policy for communicating with the community.
The new wording would be:
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a) Include in the elements of the Social Management Plan in a. the cultural
situation or values; and then in g) a communications policy or plan. b) In Forest
Management Plan in m) or n) carbon stocks.
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―The organization shall have and shall implement a management plan for the
Management Unit that is fully consistent with the policies and objectives as
established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall describe the
natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and explain how the plan
will meet the FSC requirements. The management plan shall cover forest
management planning and the Social Management Plan proportionate to
scale, intensity and risk of the management activities.‖
The new criterion 7.3 should say:
“7.3 The Social Management Plan shall be constructed based on the
organization‘s social policy and objectives according to Criterion 7.1 and meet
FSC requirements. Its contents are included in Appendix… to this document.‖
7.2 (7.1 revised) (REFORMULATED) The Natural Resource Management Plan
shall describe the natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and shall
be consistent with the policies and objectives as established in Criterion 7.1 and
explain how it will meet FSC requirements. This plan shall include forest
management planning.
Rationale: This criterion refers to component 1 of the Management Plan, that is,
Natural Resource Management, especially forests and plantations.
7.3 (new) (REFORMULATED) The Social Management Plan shall be
constructed based on the organization‘s social policy and objective according to
Criterion 7.1 and meet FSC requirements. Its contents are included in Appendix
1 to this document.
Rationale: The Social Management Plan will be an important instrument in
managing the enterprise, since it includes all the social issues in it, which fully
justifies the formulation of a separate criterion with its own indicators.
The contents of the Social Management Plan proposed are based on the
explanatory notes and its reformulation involves the following:

Social Policy and objectives of the organization
a. An overall vision of the local socio-economic situation;
b. Identification and a brief description of the principal stakeholders, including a
map with their location;
c. An overall vision of the local government, institutions and development
programmes;
d. An analysis of the principal social and environmental issues and conflicts in
the area;
e. A description and analysis of both the positive and negative social impacts of
management activities;
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Elements de Social Management Planning
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f. The safeguards and measures for identifying, assessing, preventing avoiding
mitigating and repairing both potential and actual negative social impacts;
g. Programmes and activities regarding workers‘ rights, occupational health and
safety, gender equality, relations with indigenous peoples and the communities,
and actions directed towards local development and stakeholder engagement;
h. Programmes and actions on land acquisition;
i. Resolution of complaints in accordance with its policies and objectives for
socially-beneficial management;
j. Social monitoring systems planned or in operation;
k. Communication, dissemination and distribution of information relevant for the
local neighboring communities and local public institutions.
l. Bibliography of relevant publications, including applicable laws, regulations
and agreements.
PREVIOUS CRITERION 7.3 TO BE 7.4.
Comments

(These comments refer only to the Spanish version.) The word ―manejo
social‖ is changed to ―plan de gestión social‖.

Change the word ―planeadas‖ to ―planificadas‖.

For the explanatory notes, add maps that identify the local communities
and add as elements of point a) socio-economic and cultural vision. b) The
enterprise should define its policy for communicating with the community.

TO BE DIVIDED IN TWO, ONE FOR MANAGEMENT AND THE OTHER
SOCIAL.

G - Within the scope of FSC, the concept of Forest Management Plan should
always include socio-economic issues, as well as environmental and technical
issues. Therefore, there should not be a specific emphasis on a Social
Management Planning as if it was an individual plan or a special feature
highlighted from the rest. Furthermore, with this new criterion a set of new
concepts are being introduced – such as ―social management planning‖, ―social
monitoring system‖, ―social management system‖ – which address all the social
concerns that should be automatically and inherently incorporated in the forest
management planning and not be put in different and specific ―drawers‖. This
should be simplified by adding all these concerns in the ―Explanatory note‖ and
in the ―Elements of Forest management planning‖.
G – Explanatory Note #3 - It should be clear that the elements listed for the
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It would be better to mention explicitly what aspects shall be part of
management planning. Could be also done via ADV?! The former 7.1 was better
here. The suggested Criterion opens doors to to much flexibility which is not
needed here.

Forest Stewardship Council

―Social Management Planning‖ should be interpreted as guidelines and not
mandatory since some of them may not make sense in some national contexts;
for instance, in (...) there are no evidences of ―major social (…) issues and
conflicts in the area‖ connected with the forest sector.
E - Explanatory Note #4 – Proposed form for the text: ―While its time focus is in
the medium and long term, the management planning may often be
supplemented with more detailed information, on an annual and/or operational
basis, about the planned management activities that are needed to attain the
prescribed objectives.‖ This will avoid the interpretation that a lot of individual
plans/documents should exist and focuses on the existence of supplementary
information.
Social management planning is a policy of the company or the certified group
which should be written somewhere but should not be part of the technical plan.
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The proposal is as follows::
The Organization shall have and implement a management plan for the
Management Unit which is fully consistent with the policies and objectives as
established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall describe the
natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and explain how the plan
will meet the FSC requirements.

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.3
‗Measures of success‘ sounds a bit strange. Is ‗indicators‘ a better word???
C 7.3: Another SLIMF issue. Doesn't make sense for the SLIMF operations we
work with in Central America!

Explanatory notes
5. Ideally tThe measures of success are reviewed collectively with
representatives of stakeholders, at an appropriate time, perhaps annually, as
stakeholders evolve their understanding of the character of The Organization,
the impacts of the management activities and the effects of changing
circumstances. If the measures of success are amended, the reasoning should
be carefully recorded in the amended management plan.
Ideally - This word has no place in this document, as it has essentially no
practical meaning in terms of concrete implementation and verification.
, as stakeholders evolve their understanding of the character of The
Organization - This is a very strange concept and also cannot be objectively
evaluated.

We propose the addition of a new criterion ―7.3‖. The Social Management Plan
shall be constructed based on the organization‘s policy and social objective
according to Criterion 7.1 and shall meet FSC requirements. Its contents are
included in Appendix …. to this document.
This criterion becomes Criterion 7.4
APPENDIX
Elements of Social Management Planning
Social policy and objectives of the organization
a. An overall vision of the local socio-economic situation;
b. Identification and a brief description of the principal stakeholders, including a
map with their location;
c. An overall vision of the local government, institutions and development
programmes;
d. An analysis of the principal social and environmental issues and conflicts in
the area;
e. A description and analysis of both the positive and negative social impacts of
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the impacts of the management activities and the effects of changing
circumstances. - There is really no practical reason for restrictive conditions of
this sort.

Forest Stewardship Council

management activities;
f. The safeguards and measures for identifying, assessing, preventing avoiding
mitigating and repairing both potential and actual negative social impacts;
g. Programmes and activities regarding workers‘ rights, occupational health and
safety, gender equality, relations with indigenous peoples and the communities,
and actions directed towards local development and stakeholder engagement
h. Programmes and actions on land acquisition;
i. Resolution of complaints in accordance with its policies and objectives for
socially-beneficial management;
j. Social monitoring systems planned or in operation;
k. Communication, dissemination and distribution of information relevant for the
local neighboring communities and local public institutions
l. Bibliography of relevant publications, including applicable laws, regulations
and agreements.
This should be deleted, since this is too bureaucratic and not applicable in
practice.
―Measures of success‖ is a new requirement and it is unclear if the burden
added to certificate holders will be equal to the benefit gained.
Explanatory note 5 suggests that measures of success are reviewed collectively
with representatives of stakeholders, perhaps annually……‖ such a proposal
seems predicated on background assumptions of single location large FMU‘s of
natural forests with regular or annual harvests or activities. Such a situation is
extremely difficult to apply under a group scheme scenario with multitudinous
owners, geographic spread, scale and above all, for plantations, long interrotational periods where little activity happens.
While the general tenor of the criterion and notes is accepted, interaction with
most stakeholders will only occur and is only practicable on a pre-operational /
during operations basis – principally with those directly affected. Wider
engagement should be achieved simply by the fact that management plans,
subsequent amendments and key monitoring results (in aggregate) are
publically disclosed in our case via website. Staff and direct line managers are
available to deal one to one with any more specific Forest, stakeholder
interactions.

More precise monitoring of objectives required; we support this addition.
this criterion should be included in the P8
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Difficult to measure, changes in ownership affects goals. Delete since it only
adds complexity. Not adapted to SLIMF.

Forest Stewardship Council

As The organization would not be measuring failures given the second phrase of
the sentence. We recommend the following revision ―The management plan
shall include objectively verifiable measures for monitoring progress towards
achieving the prescribed management objectives.‖ This wording then sets up
follow on criterion 7.4
The addition of new 7.3 adds value to the standard. I see that P7 is now more
in line with the ―plan-do-check-act‖ concept of ISO. I think that is good as it
adds rigor & consistency to management planning.
Also, I like that original C7.3 has been moved to new Principle 10
(implementation).
verifiable measure of success by which progress towards each of the prescribed
management objectives can be assessed‖ There could be 100‘s. Rather say
the progress towards primary management objectives can be assessed
Important that it be understood that it is the ―primary‖ objectives‖ that are being
verified, which will be supported by meeting the annual targets/goals
OK
Remove the word ―objectively‖. It implies a level of certainty that rarely exists
and overlooks the necessary role of subjective and participatory assessment.
Who is the final authority on what is ―objective‖ enough to meet this requirement,
or is it likely that such a final determination will involve a certain level of mutual
subjectivity
It was agreed to recommend to the P&C Review WG to discuss whether the
word ‗objectively‘ would be required.
REVISION: The management plan shall include objectively verifiable
indicators, by which progress towards each of the prescribed management
objectives can be assessed.

Improve the wording to: ―The management plan shall include objectively
verifiable indicators by which to assess progress towards each of the prescribed
management objectives.‖
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a)
From the explanatory notes, we understand what is referred to by
―objectively verifiable measures of success‖. However, it would be better to say
directly, ―objectively verifiable indicators‖.
b)
Given that the explanatory notes are not mandatory, perhaps it may be
necessary to include in the C what is said in note 5, that is, stakeholder
engagement.

Forest Stewardship Council

Change in the wording. The management plan shall include measurements of
objectively verifiable indicators by which to assess progress towards each of the
prescribed management objectives.
It was considered redundant to the Principle 8 - Monitoring
―measures of success‖ is a new requirement – we encourage FSC to be aware
of the likely ramifications of this inclusion.
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Already included in criterion 8.1. We propose its removal

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.4

C 7.4: Vague requirement - every 100 years could be considered periodically.
Every 5-10 years seems reasonable.
The Organization shall update and revise periodically the management planning
and its procedural documentation to incorporate the results of monitoring,
stakeholder engagement or new scientific and technical information, as well as
to respond to changing environmental, social and economic circumstances.
Explanatory Note:
2. The updating should include feedback in order close the loop for adaptive
management.
This is much too vague and should be revised and expanded to clarify its
meaning.
3.Examples of changing circumstances are:
 Unforeseen events that cause short-term increases in production which
significantly exceed levels of responsible forest stewardship, e.g.
windblow, fire damage and trees killed by epidemic insect pests.
 Unforeseen surges in production or shifts in preferences for harvested
productstimber species as a result of changing market opportunities.
Too narrow a term.
4. Stakeholder engagement may include both interested and affected
stakeholders (see Glossary).
Similar rationale to that expressed in an earlier comment
Becomes 7.5
Change ―periodically‖ to ―annually‖.
Note 3 Windblow vs windthrow
Zustimmung

Revised C7.4 provides clarity & scope, particularly accounting for ―changing
circumstances‖. Also, the feedback loop is important.
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What is ‖procedural documentation‖. Remove ―and procedural‖ from this
criterion as it has not been introduced previously and is so broad in
interpretation as to be non-auditable

Forest Stewardship Council

I like the amalgamation of original C7.4 & original C8.4 – reduce the
redundancy.
OK
Delete ―stakeholder engagement‖ because it is in C7.6
a) In an explanatory note, the need should be considered to document
changes made in the management plan, as it may be important to
demonstrate ―additional‖ elements required in projects related to carbon
sequestration or stocks.
b) Examples should be given in an explanatory note on social circumstances
and changes.
Propose to set the detailed requirements of ―procedural documents‖ as one
criterion so that it is more convenient for NIs or CBs to make main elements be
included when Nis or CBs set national or regional standards.
T - Explanatory Note #1 – The comment ―Changing environmental
circumstances includes climate change‖ is too vague; climate change is a wide
concept and it would be difficult for entities to determine that climate change is
evident in a short and limited timeframe, with practical consequences in terms of
forest management; also, we don‘t believe that all the countries, themselves, will
have the capacity to introduce practical and sensitive guidance/ restrictions
resulting from climate change. In summary, to maintain this reference, it should
be clear and flexible enough.
It is proposed that it is included as a bullet at Explanatory Note #3.
E - Explanatory Note #2 – There must be a word missing in the sentence ―The
updating should include feedback in order close the loop for adaptive
management.‖
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The translation does not correspond to the wording in English.
Improve the translation because the English version mentions only the
incorporation of new information.

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.5

The second sentence about copies of the full plan represents quite a major
change and a potential burden both for small and large operators. I‘m not aware
that this has been something very much asked for – in fact my impression is that
even the current summaries are to long and seldom read by stakeholders. I
suggest remove the full seconds sentence.
Add: THE SUMMARY SHALL BE WRITTEN IN A WAY THAT INVOLVED
LOCAL POPULATIONS AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES CAN UNDERSTAND
AND GIVE THEIR PRIOR AND INFORMED CONSENT.
C 7.5: This is absolutely unnecessary in the case of SLIMF's if the management
plan is available to the public! Would simply annoy and impose a cost on
SLIMF's to no good what so ever!
Explanatory notes
5. For some types of Management Units with very short and simple
management plans, e.g. SLIMF‘s, it might be easier, more effective and efficient
to simply make publicly available the entire management plan. If the entire
management plan is made publicly available a separate summary is not required
anymore
at cost of reproduction and handling‖ should be removed, because local
communities may not be able to pay the cost but they have the right to get a
copy of the plan.
The entire Management Plan shall be made available with the exception of
business information. A copy should be available upon request in the company‘s
facilities for review.The summary shall be distributed to and socially shared with
the neighboring communities, stakeholders and local communities. The
summary shall include all the issues addressed in the entire document.

It is too expensive on behalf of each single small forest owner. Therefore it has
to be removed without replacement.
it is quite a commitement for a small owner to produce management plan
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Only summary excluding confidential information should be publicly available.
NOT the whole plan. Please do note that in modern forest management
planning, there are no fixed plans as such, but there is planning system based
on IT, GIS etc.

Forest Stewardship Council

summaries and reproduce plans at cost. The requirement to make information
available extends to monitoring in 8.5.
Proposed change: add a qualifying clause for smaller woods and FMUs
For larger organizations, the management plan in its entirety is not simply a
collection of paper documents. Some parts of the plan are paper documents, but
other aspects might be in databases, maps, etc. that are not readily handed over
to a requester. In fact, while all parts of a management plan could in theory be
put on paper, it would be so large as to be of no practical use for anyone. The
new draft requirement to have more than just a summary of the management
plan to a requester at cost is not feasible.
We currently have the public summary available, but do not have a ―3 ring
binder‖ of our entire management plan on the shelf that could be handed to
someone to meet the2nd half of the criterion, ―Excluding confidential information
the management plan shall be made available on request and at cost…‖ This is
not practical.
It is a nearly impossible mission to distribute the whole management plan if
claimed by a stakeholder, considering the size of (...) in Sweden (2.6 million
hectares).
Is it the summary that shall be made available on request? Difficult to
understand the criterion; if it is about a summary only or also the complete plan
excl. confidential information. SLIMF in Sweden would not accept to make their
whole plan publicly available.
For a forest enterprise with the size of (...) (4.3 million hectares)it becomes a
nearly impossible mission to distribute the whole management plan if claimed by
a stakeholder.
Die wesentlichen Aspekte des Forsteinrichtungswerks können von einem
Privatbetrieb nicht kostenlos für Jedermann oder öffentlich zugänglich gemacht
werden. Das Forsteinrichtungswerk ist und bleibt im Privatwald vertraulich,
lediglich einzelne Aspekte, wie z.B. Baumartenverteilung, Verjünungsstruktur
etc. können ausgenommen werden - jedoch nicht zum Nulltarif.

I would suggest that the second sentence from revised C7.1 is actually an
indicator of revised C7.5. This proposed criterion is about making portions of the
mgt plan available publicly.
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Replace ―free of charge‖ with ―at a reasonable fee‖. It is not fair to require the
Organization to absorb costs of reproducing plan summaries, particularly for
small organizations, and particularly if producing such summaries is costly.

Forest Stewardship Council

Interesting to dictate ―costs‖ within the Criterion – I would have thought this be
better listed as an indicator, but I guess during the development of Regional
Standards, this may get lost unless Regional Standards development is required
to follow the guidance of the Rationale & Explanatory Notes.
With regard to the availability of the complete management plan, even without
confidential information, we think that the request should include a justification of
the interest and the reason for the request.
OK
It is hugely impractical to expect organizations to have their management plans
available. These invariably comprise a whole suit of documents that contain a
lot of confidential information. Would certificate holders be expected to have a
specially cleaned up version available. The cost of doing this will on its own
make this unworkable.
7.5 (revised 7.4) The Organization shall make publicly available a summary of
the management plan free of charge. Excluding confidential information the
management plan shall be made available on request and at cost of
reproduction and handling. THE SUMMARY SHALL BE WRITTEN IN A WAY
THAT INVOLVED LOCAL POPULATIONS AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES CAN
UNDERSTAND AND GIVE THEIR PRIOR AND INFORMED CONSENT.
Costs of obtaining management plan must not be an obstacle to meaningful
stakeholder engagement. Should be available for free electronically or for
viewing at central locations, and fees should be waived for those who can
demonstrate economic hardship.
ADD The management planning documents should be consolidated into one
easily referenced place. In exceptional circumstances, where the ‗management
plan‘ being presented for FSC certification is a conglomeration of different
documents, a consolidated table of contents and list of documents must be
provided with the summary to enable effective stakeholder engagement.

This becomes 7.6 and should include:
1) The Management Plan should be available to interested parties in the
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The public summaries should include at least the exact location of the area that
is to be certified. For that reason, in the explanatory notes there should be a
point that deals with what cannot be included as confidential and should be
mandatory for public knowledge, such as the location of the plots to be certified
in a form that is easy and accessible for stakeholders.

Forest Stewardship Council

offices of the enterprise, where it can be reviewed free of charge by
stakeholders.
2) A summary of the Management Plan, which should have all the elements of
the complete plan, should be distributed to the communities and
stakeholders related to the enterprise.
Propose to delete ―at cost of ‖ which is unnecessary to emphasize
G – Text of the Criterion and Rationale – We believe the rationale is not correct
because with this new wording of the Criterion entities are obliged to show not
only the public summary but also the non-confidential parts of the whole plan.
We propose that the wording of the Criterion is changed to ―The Organization
shall make publicly available a summary of the management plan free of charge‖
because this is enough and that the second part – ―Excluding confidential
information the management plan shall be made available on request and at
cost of reproduction and handling‖ – goes to the explanatory notes, applying
only to certification bodies (and being free of charges).
Explanatory Note 4. Remove the proposal of providing the entire management
plan because it causes confusion when it states that the organization has the
right to exclude confidential issues or business information which should not be
published.
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Wording in second phrase somewhat awkward.

Forest Stewardship Council

C7.6

Explanatory Note 3 gives too much of decisive right to the Organization. At
least, if the Organization refuses some requests, the local population must have
access to a clear complaint mechanism.
Think it's ok - however in some very remote areas a visit to the neighboring
community can be both very costly and time consuming. We know of examples
from Bolivian Amazon where it would cost several hundred USD and several
days of river transport to visit the neighbours. I don't know how that would fit in?
This seems undoable and impractical in many cases. Particularly on the
monitoring side of things. Would suggest ―The operation shall attempt to
engage‖ and deleting the monitoring piece as well as the documentation piece.
The Organization shall proactively engage affected and interested stakeholders
in itsthe management planning and monitoring processes and document the
engagement.
affected and interested - It is particularly important to include both of these
words here.

11.10. It is not always possible to clearly differentiate between affected and
interested stakeholders. The same stakeholder may be an interested
stakeholder in one situation and an affected stakeholder in another.There are a
number criteria in the P&C that lay down specific requirements for addressing
interests of affected stakeholders, for example Criterion 3.1, 4.1 and 4.4. There
are no such specific requirements for interested parties.
This note is neither helpful nor necessary, since there are other criteria that
require the engagement of stakeholders in general – which, according to the
Glossary, includes both affected and interested stakeholders. The implication of
this note is that this criterion is unique, which it is not. Also, the second
sentence is inaccurate – Criterion 7.6 does have such a requirement.
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Explanatory Notes
1. concerns - This is one of the primary reasons for stakeholder interaction.
3. ‗Considered‘ in the context of engagement means that The Organization,
based on a review of the input and requests put forward by stakeholders,
determines the degree to which their concerns, desires, expectations, needs,
rights and opportunities must be addressed in the management plan. The
Organization is not required to respond positively to all requests being made by
all stakeholders.

Forest Stewardship Council

Comment: becomes 7.7
Although stakeholder engagement as such is positive and widely used,
European forestry is mainly private business and private forest owners (incl.
companies) should be responsible to plan their own business. This would hand
over too much power to stakeholders, which are not responsible for managing
forest properties. Therefore, the criterion should be removed.
The requirement that stakeholders should participate in the planning and
monitoring process is too heavy and difficult, if not impossible to do in practise.
The use of affected and interested parties is strongly supported however there
has to be clear guidance as to what these terms mean and the rights of the
individuals or groups that fall into these categories.
Bei der Stakeholderbeteiligung würde ich ein "regelmäßig" einfügen, eine
einmalige Beteiligung dürfte ja kaum reichen und gleichzeitig eine
Dokumentationspflicht über die Bemühungen der Beteiligung festschreiben. Ich
kenne die verhältnisse in Osteuropa gut und weiss, wie z.B. dort "beteiligt"
wird...
The wording‖ engage… stakeholders in the management and monitoring
process‖ is for lengthy and open for different interpretations. There is clear risk
for future interpretation conflicts.
:
It is not clear what ―document engagement means, but there are masses of
notes on this one which could be construed as meaning far more has to be done
than the present arrangements that suit UK stakeholders. Proposed change:
Omit criterion 7.6 OR qualify it to exclude the situation in developed countries
where satisfactory arrangements are already in place.
We are opposed to allowing interested parties partake in management planning.
This would create a huge impost on the Organization by persons who are not
qualified as such. There should be opportunity for such people to comment, but
no expectation to become involved in planning.

The definitions / explanations around engagement of interested parties in the
planning and monitoring process needs to be clarified in respect of the extent of
the obligations. We believe engagement as described below is practical for most
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Also affected parties should only participate in the planning component that
affects them.

Forest Stewardship Council

Group scheme plantation situations.
There should not be an expectation that engagement will involve direct
participation in management plans ( though at time this may be a good solution)
nor monitoring methodologies as systems may then become beholden to
interest groups who have agendas much wider than their particular interest in an
FMU.
In our processes both categories are circulated copies or web based access to
new proposed management plans and comment invited. Such interactions as
occur are recorded and any consequential changes to the plan noted. Meetings
with key (usually) affected parties are held where deemed appropriate. While
we are comfortable that process is working for management plans. We cannot
see a closer engagement as being feasible, especially for the multitude of Group
Scheme plans many of which are small.
As mentioned for 7.3 we do not see involvement in the monitoring process as
described being practical nor effective in many situations Again the costs will
completely subsume any benefit for small owners. We reiterate ―Wider
engagement should be achieved simply by the fact that management plans,
subsequent amendments and key monitoring results (in aggregate) are
publically disclosed - in our case via website‖. Specific questions that then arise
can be dealt with on a one to one basis.
We believe the greatest emphasis should be clearly stated as upon those
directly affected rather than those interested.
The full list of affected and interested stakeholders together is just about
everybody. Let the organization decide who their stakeholders are and be
prepared to justify
First of all – stakeholder cannot be defined by ―interested‖. The must be directly
affected – otherwise it will be impossible to foresee the amount of work, and
costs. Secondly, it is unrealistic to demand that the whole planning process
must involve stake-holders. (...) and all other major companies plan harvests etc
for at least one rotation (100 years). It is only when impact is foreseen on a
shorter time scale (a few years) and when stakeholders are directly affected that
this may be relevant.

The term ―interested stakeholders‖ is unfortunate and should be changed into
―directly affected‖
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This means a huge change that we cannot accept! How would it be practically
solved? Not applicable to SLIMF or even large companies.

Forest Stewardship Council

The fact that the stakeholder involvement criteria has been moved from P4 to
P7 and involves the continuous planning process rather then the planned
activities is a huge change and this will not be possible for a enterprise of the
size of (...).
The term interested stakeholders is unfortunate and should be changed into
―directly affected‖.
This criterion goes very far. Opinions concerning forest management may vary
greatly between stakeholders, leading to even contradictory demands for the
same area.
Private ownership has to comply with legislation, it cannot be the intention to
incorporate every stakeholder into the process of management planning.
Compliance with FSC rules is documented through the auditing process. A
possible compromise would be, to limit the scope of the proactive participation
to HCV forests.
Die Stakeholderbeteiligung bei der Re-Zertifizierung oder Zertifizierung ist
sinnvoll. Ein Einbinden von "Interessierten" Stakeholder in turnusgemäße
Planungen und Monitoring kann im Privatwald nicht geleistet werden. Das
übersteigt auch den Begriff der Beteiligung. In einer Bewirtschaftungsplanung
gehören die Ideen des Eigentümers und abgestimmt mit den Prinzipen/Kriterien
des FSC und damit ist es gut. Was ist denn der Unterschied zwischen
Interessierten und Nicht-Interessierten Stakeholdern? Wichtig ist doch, dass
Stakeholder die Möglichkeit der Information erhalten.
Zu klären ist bei diesem Vorhaben, wie die Formulierung „aktive Einbindung― zu
verstehen ist und wer sich unter dem Begriff „interessierte Stakeholder―
versammeln wird. Der zu erwartende zusätzliche innerbetriebliche Aufwand wird
unüberschaubar und verursacht unter Umständen ein bürokratisches Monstrum
mit langwierigen Diskussionsprozessen.
The categorical requirement on stakeholder participation in planning processes
is practically bureaucratic and even hard to implement, participation and results
often slight.

It will be interesting on how the development of Regional Standards interpret
this Criterion – I fear it could be very prescriptive in the indicators for some.
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The wording of this Criterion AND the rationale is very reasonable. However, I
do find that some of the Principles & Criterion seem to have ―indicator‖ or
―verifier‖ level detail – for example C7.6 – requires the organization to
―document the engagement‖ – this is prescriptive for a ―Criterion‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

In the rationale, it is good that the definition of ―affected‖ & ―interested‖ have
been defined & provided. Also, it is good that ―examples‖ of both are provided.
The value with this will hopefully provide good direction to the development of
Regional Standards. Particularly like the differentiation between ―affected‖ and
―interested‖.
the monitoring aspect of this criterion should be in P8
/
The inclusion of a consultation process involving stakeholders as a condition for
the preparation of a management plan adds significant complexity to the
qualification of undertakings and certifiers. We suggest, therefore, the exclusion
of this criterion as part of Principle 7, and its incorporation into Principle 4, with
the following proposed wording:
"The OMF shall proactively develop mechanisms of communication and
consultation capable of ensuring participation of stakeholders and groups
affected by [forestry] management, proportionally to the scope, risk and intensity
of such management. This consultation process and the decisions taken with
relation to comments made must be registered and answered by the
organization. The EMF must monitor answers to these mechanisms and
consider the results when planning management."
It‘s suggested to replace this criterion for some other that mention that the
Management Planning should consider the stakeholders demands.
Change the word ―shall‖ for ―can‖. It is a free choice to engage stakeholders in
planning and monitoring. But it‘s important to keep the stakeholders informed.
Why must stakeholders always be engaged in planning? Plantation forestry on
private land should not need stakeholder to be involved in planning. Rather
stakeholder should be ―informed‖? Engaged seems a bit rigourous.

The inclusion of a consultation process involving stakeholders as a condition for
the preparation of a management plan adds significant complexity for
compliance of CBAs and FMOs. We suggest, therefore, the exclusion of this
criterion as part of Principle 7, and its incorporation into Principle 4, with the
following proposed wording:
"The FMO shall proactively develop mechanisms of communication and
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We do not support the engagement of interested and affected parties as a
separate criterion. We accept that on occasions it may be necessary to engage
with stakeholders that may be affected by management activities, and this could
be part of the management plan and identified in the explanatory notes. If it is a
separate criterion, it needs to be audited when its application is not always
appropriate.

Forest Stewardship Council

consultation capable of ensuring participation of stakeholders and groups
affected by the forest management, proportionally to the scope, risk and
intensity of such management. T.his consultation process and the decisions
taken with relation to comments made must be registered and answered by the
Organization. The FMO must monitor answers to these mechanisms and
consider the results when planning the forest management."
I disagree; covered under C 3.1 ; 3.2 ; 4.3 etc
The inclusion of a consultation process involving stakeholders as a condition for
the preparation of a management plan adds significant complexity for
compliance of CBAs and FMOs. We suggest, therefore, the exclusion of this
criterion as part of Principle 7, and its incorporation into Principle 4, with the
following proposed wording:
"The FMO shall proactively develop mechanisms of communication and
consultation capable of ensuring participation of stakeholders and groups
affected by the forest management, proportionally to the scope, risk and
intensity of such management. T.his consultation process and the decisions
taken with relation to comments made must be registered and answered by the
Organization. The FMO must monitor answers to these mechanisms and
consider the results when planning the forest management."
7.6 (new) The Organization shall proactively engage affected and interested
stakeholder in the ASSESSMENT, planning and monitoring processes, ASK
FOR THE FREE, PRIOR AND INFORMED CONSENT AS REQUESTED IN
PRINCIPLE 3 AND 4 and document the engagement

This requirement needs to go beyond documenting engagement. Recommend
editing to read, ―and input from stakeholders has been demonstrably integrated
into the Organizations plans and activities.‖
Somewhere, better in several criteria it should be stated that stakeholders, local
communities and indigenous people have to be informed about the rights that
FSC gives to them in addition to the national legislation!!!!!! When the
management unit is big, with 70-90 communities living in the area, they might
even not know that the company is FSC certified, may not know about their
rights in the framework of FSC.
The meeting agreed that the requirements need to be strengthened with regard
to the identification of affected and interested stakeholders. Also, the need to
inform affected and interested stakeholders about their rights as per the P&C
must be strengthened. Within the group of affected stakeholders priority (e.g. on
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Explanatory Note 3 gives too much of decisive right to the Organization. At
least, if the Organization refuses some requests, the local population must have
access to a clear complaint mechanism.

Forest Stewardship Council

mitigation measures) should be given to those stakeholders who are most
affected, e.g. those whose livelihood is most affected, which are often the
poorest.
It was agreed that the differentiation between affected and interested
stakeholder must be strengthened, e.g. by providing two separate criteria for
each group.
Delimitate the organization‘s authonomy in the case that the organization is a
membership association of one or several comunities.
What is considered ideal of satisfactory to ―include‖ in the stakeholders in the
cases that the ―organization‖ is composed by communities or small producers?
a) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) There continues to be a
mistake in the Spanish translation: It says in English, ―shall proactively
engage‖, and in Spanish, ―buscará proactivamente‖; to be consistent and
make it clear that it is mandatory (shall), it could say: ―incluirá de manera
proactiva en …‖;
b) Review what implications it may have and what interpretation can be given
to the last phrase in note 3; this may cause conflicts.
c) (This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) In addition, I believe that
in Spanish it is not correct to say ―grupos de interesados‖, but rather ―grupos
de interés‖, although we know that there is no specific translation of
―stakeholders‖; for the differentiation made between ―affected stakeholders‖
and ―interested stakeholder‖, perhaps the Spanish could say ―actores
afectados‖.
Delete. It is unnecessary to set it as one criterion, but should be general rules of
the Organization throughout.
Proactively is very strong. It should be enough to ―inform or invite‖

We propose the removal of this criterion since it is already included in criterion
7.4.
New Criterion 7.7
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We have consistently argued that the words ‗proactive‘ or ‗proactively‘ should be
removed from all criteria. We quite understand Note 2 to this criterion means
that the Organization is expected to ‗reach out to affected and interested
parties‘. But this is more than covered by the term ‗engage‘ on its own (see the
definition of ‗Engagement‘), without the need for it to be strengthened by the
word ‗proactively‘. The latter is open to considerable misinterpretation, and we
again urge its removal from this criterion

Forest Stewardship Council

Recommend adding a new Criterion 7.7: ―The Organization shall identify,
prevent and resolve disputes with interested and affected stakeholders
regarding its management plans and operations, such that there are no
outstanding disputes of substantial magnitude or involving a substantial number
of interests‖
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The new C 1.24 does not address this situation, nor do 2.6 and 4.7 and it could
fundamentally undermine FSC‘ s credibility if certification were to occur in these
circumstances.

Forest Stewardship Council

P8

Personally I like that the formulations place clear responsibility and onus on the
‗Organization‘ for most requirements in the standard. However, in some cases
this is incompatible with that requested activities can also be carried out by
someone else.
P8 is such a case – compare Expl 4 – and all such cases needs to be rectified,
e.g. by using passive tense in the Criterion (remember that the Criteria need to
be able to stand alone unaccompanied by the (non-normative) Explanatory
notes!
Suggestion:
Monitoring shall be conducted proportionante….
Principle 8 – monitoring and assessment includes climate regulation
services. Consistent with management planning, monitoring and assessment
should include climate relevant criteria in revised 8.1, 8.2, 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5.
G: Social and environmental impacts need to be monitored and it should be
spelled out in the Principle text. This was an important aspect of old P8.
The Organization shall conduct monitoring proportionate to the scale, intensity
and risk of the management activities in order to evaluate the results of these
activities against the management objectives, to evaluate social and
environmental impacts and the condition of the Management Unit, and to
implement adaptive management.

Explanatory Note:
1. Criterion 8.1 deals with monitoring the condition of the Management Unit, as
well as the achievement of the objectives of management through verifiable
measures of success as established according Criterion 7.1 and 7.3.
Proposed Criterion 8.2 deals with monitoring of the management activities.
2. One of the aims of monitoring is to enable The Organization to estimate
what proportion of observable data valueschanges can be attributed to –
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For fifteen years the existing Principle 8 and Criterion 8.2 have explicitly
embodied the idea that the condition of the forest [now, the Management Unit] is
actually more important than the Organization‘s management objectives – which
may be imperfect and are, by their nature, self-serving. It would be highly
inappropriate for the FSC to make the condition of the forest subservient to such
management objectives, implicitly or otherwise. This phrase should be added to
the principle to restore the original concept and intent.

Forest Stewardship Council

a.

the management activities, and hence to the cost-efficiency and
technical effectiveness of management plans and their implementation
for attaining The Organization‘s objectives;
b. directional natural processes (such as seasonal changes within each
year, or climate changes); and
c.
residual and perhaps random events, market changes, economic
cycles etc.
3. Plans refer to technical forestry, environmental, social management and any
other short, medium and long term forest management plans.
data values - This is confusing terminology likely to be misunderstood.
directional - Unclear meaning.
Plans - What plans? This word does not appear in the principle, so this note
seems out of place.

P 8: social and environmental impacts should be included in the text - Ref. to
(...).
Should be the last principle in the standard
―Measures of success‖ is a new requirement and it is unclear if the burden
added to certificate holders will be equal to the benefit gained.
this principle would be much stronger if it was properly divided into P1 within the
management system and P7 (7.3, 7.4within the actual forest plan. Isolating
monitoring and evaluation within its own standard defeats the purpose and
makes it very difficult to audit.
Much too detailed, should be shortened considerably. In Sweden, and many
other countries there is a whole set of assessments and monitoring that is
carried out by authorities. Most companies do this also already (ISO14000).

However there is a deeper technical problem here in that the types of analyses
required in order to determine this are highly complex and fall well outside the
scope of what can be expected of forest managers. It would be necessary to
employ a team of statistical consultants to even start to analyse this. In any case
some factors can only be teased out as a result of experiments in which different
land management choices are applied in multiple replicated trials. This is
beyond the scope of what can be expected of forest managers. The design of
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The second clause of the explanatory notes does not make sense, I suspect
that what is meant here is what proportion of the ‗variation‘ of the data values
can be attributed to each of these factors.

Forest Stewardship Council

monitoring programmes falls in the realm of statistical control theory and
normally depends on the pre-selection of critical values for each measured
criterion, the monitoring intensity is then designed to detect when the system
has crossed such a critical measure with a particular type 1 and type 2 error rate
It is clear that the drafters of the principle do not have expertise in monitoring
and it is necessary for FSC to provide much more guidance on what should be
monitored and if necessary how and with what precision and bias. I suggest that
the principle is now turned over to a technical team having the necessary
expertise and experience.
I should also add that most of the auditors I have met have no clue on how to
address the monitoring principle. This has resulted in the implementation of
meaningless and expensive monitoring using technical methods which are
designed to give the impression that something useful is being done because
the machinery can give ac reading to several decimal places
See edits to 8.1-8.3.
The Organization shall conduct monitoring proportionate to the scale, intensity
and risk of the management activities in order to evaluate the results of these
activities against the management objectives and to implement adaptive
management.‖
 The principle should refer also to the social and environmental impacts of
the forest activities – as expressed in the C 8.2.
Proposition: ―…in order to evaluate the results of these activities against the
management objectives, their impacts on the resources and to implement
adaptive management.‖
Agree with the revision, as well as the rationale for P8.
Accepted, but see 8.5
I agree

It was discussed whether monitoring should be conducted by external third
parties, stakeholders or NI‘s to address the situation that the Organization has
vested interests in the outcomes of monitoring. However, there was no
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Modify EN 2, by changing
―calcule‖ to ESTIME; it is much more appropriate.
It was agreed that affected and interested stakeholders should be engaged in
the monitoring as well, especially regarding those items they brought up during
their engagement in the development of the management plan.

Forest Stewardship Council

agreement among the participants that this is necessary, this would be more an
auditing than monitoring approach.
What can be accepted as a monitoring tool in the case of communities? FSC
talks about considering the scale, intensity (which already exists), but the risks?
How to classify the risk in each community? This is a certification body criteria?
No need of register? Not all Amazon activity means high risk.
Criteria for the risk classification: Consider that in some activities such as road
opening, there are some indirect benefits as bringing access to the isolated
families.
EXPLANATORY NOTE (New):
The organization may use studies of the fauna and flora in areas with similar
characteristics that are close to the management unit.
a) I insist on my comments to the previous version. The focus and intention of
P8 and its original criteria have been lost. There is too much emphasis on the
objectives of The Organization, and who can say with certainty that these
objectives are appropriate for the characteristics and conditions of the
Management Unit and the landscape and social and cultural conditions? This,
in spite of the fact that it is correct in the inclusion of adaptive management.
The term ―impact‖ must be included, and not just ―results‖ in the formulation of
the P, so that it will be clearer that it is a question of assessing the impacts of
management activities in the conditions of the forest, ecosystem functions, local
players, etc., and not the plan itself. The term impact only appears in 8.2, which
in this version has been simplified. b) Explanatory note 2 mentions climate
change as ―directional natural processes‖; climate change also has
anthropogenic causes.
Include an explanatory note. The organization may use studies of the fauna and
flora in areas with similar characteristics that are close to the management unit.
Include as an Explanatory Note that the Organization may use data from studies
conducted in areas with similar characteristics, close to the management unit.
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Add requirements for monitoring period.

Forest Stewardship Council

C8.1

C 8.1: Is this relevant for SLIMF's? I would say that they should focus on
monitoring the impact of their forest management rather than waste their time on
academic exercises
: suggest to replace the word ―success‖ with ―indicators‖.
E: Also indirect effect should be monitored, e.g. the result of potential influx of
people/labour and it‘s impacts on natural resources and community relations.

A measure of success is a defined positive value or attribute, especially where it
is designed to evaluate whether a specific goal has been achieved. Only one of
these in this list might fit that definition, but the others are neither measures of
success nor verifiable. They are simply status indicators, which, by definition,
are neither positive nor negative. So this needs considerable revision.
/
To find objectively verifiable measures in all aspects is not reasonable. In the
explanatory notes there are several examples of ―verifiable measures of
success‖ that the forestry have no possibilities at all to monitor. Objective
estimations have to be allowed as tools for follow-up. In some aspects there are
no common objective methods.
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Explanatory Notes
A problem with these notes is that they confuse status indicators with measures
of success, which are very different.
2.1. 2. Some examples of verifiable measures of success are:
 YSite productivity, yield of alleach products harvested compared to target
level;
 Growth Acceptable rates of growth and, regeneration and condition of the
vegetation;
 Composition and observed changes in the flora and fauna;
 Maintenance of Wwater quality and quantity;
 Prevention of Ssoil erosion, and compaction
 Maintenance of soil and fertility;
 Successful protection of Wwildlife populations, biodiversity and status of
HCV‘s;
 Stakeholder satisfaction with engagement;
 Benefits of management operations to local communities;
 A low Nnumber of occupational accidents;
 PositiveOverall economic viability of the Management Unit.

Forest Stewardship Council

Difficult to measure and verify. Not applicable to SLIMF.
The Organization shall monitor achievement of its management objectives
through objectively verifiable measures of success. Monitoring shall enable the
organization to detect, prevent or correct negative deviations from its
management objectives. Monitoring shall be proportionate to the scale and
intensity of the management activities and risk of negative impacts.
The rationale is that the first phrase of 8.3 is in fact core to the purpose of
monitoring and therefore inherent to 8.1 and 8.2. 8.3 should stand alone as an
adaptive management criterion.
To find objectively verifiable measures in all aspects is not reasonable. In the
explanatory notes there are several examples of ―verifiable measures of
success‖ that are not at all possible to monitor in forestry. Objective estimations
have to be allowed as tools for follow-up. In some aspects there are no common
objective methods.
Agree with the revision for C8.1. Especially like the link between C8.1 & C8.2.
I agree
Combine C8.1 with C8.2
Should strive to keep this simple and concise. Recommend that ―through
objectively verifiable measures of success‖ be deleted as it adds no clarity or
purpose to the criterion.
It was agreed to recommend to the P&C Review WG to discuss whether the
word ‗objectively‘ would be required.
a) See comment 7.3.

b) Include carbon stocks in explanatory note 2.

- Explanatory Note #2 – Not all the examples of ―verifiable measures of success‖
are trustworthy parameters: for example, ―water quality and quantity‖ or ―wildlife
populations, biodiversity, …‖ are highly influenced by external factors to the
forest management going on as by upstream activities, that many times have
big negative impacts; on the other side, some of these parameters aren‘t that
easy to quantify (e.g. ―soil compaction‖). It must be very clear that these
examples are not mandatory.
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Incorporate 8.1 with 8.2, and retain 8.1 in FSC-STD-01-001 V4-0

Forest Stewardship Council
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Remove the word ―success‖.
Proposal: The Organization shall monitor achievement of its management
objectives through objectively verifiable measures.

Forest Stewardship Council

C8.2

C 8.2 Explanatory note 2: Social and environmental impact must be included in
the list of activities and impacts to be measured.
The Organization shall monitor the implementation and impacts of itsthe
management activities and their social and environmental impacts
These primary purposes of monitoring, which are in the original Criterion 8.2,
must be articulated clearly and explicitly in this criterion.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Criterion 8.1 and 8.2 are interrelated. In some cases the management
objectives will determine the planned management activities. The actual
implementation of these activities plans on the ground and their impacts of
management activities will influence whether the predetermined management
objectives can be achieved or if corrections are required to either objectives or
activities.
plans - This word does not appear in the criterion or elsewhere in this note.
2. Some examples of activities and impacts to be measured and monitored, and
compared to the verifiable measures of success as established according to
criterion 7.3 are:
 Harvesting;
 Road construction and maintenance;
 Contractor activities;
 Impacts on flora and fauna
 Impacts on water bodies and water quality
 Impacts on soil stability, compaction, and erosion rates
 Impacts on local communities
Impacts of management activities on the verifiable measures of success as
established according to criterion 7.3.

The examples given in clause 2 are not objectives but activities. I suggest that
some real impacts are included. For example ‗The stream health score of
streams leaving the forest should not be lower than the score at the point where
the stream enters the management unit. In all cases stream health score should
be greater than 3.5 at the point where the stream leaves the management unit
where the SASS system is used.
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As with the list under Criterion 8.1 above, this list is inadequate.

Forest Stewardship Council

The Organization shall monitor the implementation and impacts of its
management activities. Monitoring shall enable the organization to detect,
prevent or correct negative deviations in the implementation of its management
activities. Monitoring shall be proportionate to the scale and intensity of the
management activities and risk of negative impacts.
The rationale is that the first phrase of 8.3 is in fact core to the purpose of
monitoring and therefore inherent to 8.1 and 8.2. 8.3 should stand alone as an
adaptive management criterion.
Agree with the revision for C8.2. Especially like the link between C8.1 & C8.2
I agree
Combine C8.1 with C8.2
EXPLANATORY NOTE (New):
The organization shall inform the community of the monitoring process to be
conducted and its right to participate in it. The organization shall present the
monitoring results.
Include an explanatory note that clarifies that, ―The organization shall inform the
community of the monitoring processes to be conducted and its right to
participate in them. The organization shall present the monitoring results.‖
Comments
Include as an Explanatory Note. In cases where there are communities within
the Management Unit or in nearby areas, the organization shall inform them of
the monitoring processes to be conducted and their right to participate in them.

The text ―Monitoring shall be proportionate to the scale and intensity of the
management activities and risks of negative impacts.‖ currently in criterion 8.3
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a) The wording has been simplified by removing the reference to economic,
social and environmental impacts; nevertheless, the explanatory notes no longer
refer to them. The examples in note 2 refer only to one type of impact; it is too
succinct. The original 8.2 gave better examples. Carbon stocks should be
included in the changes to be verified.
b) Include an explanatory note: ―If there are communities within or close to the
Management Unit, The Organization shall inform them about the monitoring
processes to be conducted and their right to participate in them. The
organization shall present the monitoring results promptly‖ (although this last
point is included in 8.5).

Forest Stewardship Council
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would be better suited here. Suggest moving it to 8.2.
In principle I agree with the removal of the more detailed elements from current
criterion 8.2, but the question I have is if the proposed criterion has gone too far
in leaving things open for interpretation. Maybe ―including social, environmental,
economic and operational‖ would help in making the framework clear.

Forest Stewardship Council

C8.3

8.3 (revised 8.1) Monitoring shall enable The Organization to detect, prevent
or correct negative social and environmental impacts and deviations from its
management objectives through adaptive management. Monitoring shall be
proportionate to the scale and intensity of the management activities and risks of
negative impacts.
Again, the purpose of monitoring and adaptive management must be stated
explicitly – and it must not be subservient to the achievement of management
objectives. The addition of these words is extremely important in this criterion.
Explanatory Notes:
2. Criterion 8.3 provides flexibility with regards to the intensity, frequency,
scheme, schedules and procedures for monitoring chosen by the manager as
long as they enable The Organization to prevent or correct negative impacts and
deviations from its management objectives.
7. The need for monitoring depends on the degree of risk that specific
management activities could produce unacceptable social or environmental
impacts. Monitoring is directed at those status indicators and measures of
success, which are efficient in measuring the impact of the management
activities when there is a high level of risk and/or knowledge about such risk is
weak.
―Degree of risk‖ can be misunderstood unless qualified.
―Measures of success‖ pertain to the achievement of management goals, while
status indicators are designed to detect conditions and changes more generally.
It is important to differentiate the two.
8. In small operations, normally the risk is as such that the level of monitoring
required will be minimal. This will be determined through, because the initial risk
assessment, which should come at the beginning of the planning for monitoring.
because - This word and sentence structure does not fit with the opening
clause.

The last sentence is very alike the one in the preamble above.
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The first sentence is not necessary.

Forest Stewardship Council

We are concerned that the addition of the concept of risk in relation to the scale
and intensity of management activities may require substantial changes in the
ways monitoring and planning is to be conducted.
The new standard is ambiguous as to when risk must be quantified. There is
concern that there is not clarity or a consistent application of qualifiers for what
is required relating to risk. Some organizations or auditors may interpret the
requirement to formally evaluate risk for every potential treatment prescription
which would consume too many dedicated personnel resources as to be
impractical for implementation, not to mention a fiscal impossibility.
Explanatory note 7 for the new criterion 8.3 (―Monitoring is directed at those
measures of success, which are efficient in measuring the impact of the
management activities when there is a high level of risk and/or knowledge is
weak.‖) is difficult to understand and needs to be more clearly stated. Is the
assessment of risk supposed to be the key factor that drives monitoring? While
this could be good from the standpoint of focusing and allocating limited
monitoring resources, it also has an onerous aspect.
Explanatory Note 1 for Criterion 8.3 professes "flexibility with regards to the
intensity, frequency, SCHEME (emphasis added), schedules and procedures for
monitoring ...", which does not explicitly mandate the use of a formal
Environmental Risk Assessment scheme. However, Explanatory Note 4 for
Criterion 8.3 says that " monitoring procedures need to be fit for purpose,
consistency and replicable over time, suitable for quantifying changes over time,
and for identifying risks and unacceptable impacts.", which implies that some
form of monitoring is needed to measure risks and unacceptable impacts from
management activities.
Agree with explanatory note 7 - risk should be the determining element.
Monitoring can only be used to detect deviations from the target values. It
cannot prevent or correct them, that can only be done by management. The
criterion needs to be reworded.
Results of monitoring shall be used by the Organization through an Adaptive
Management process.

Wenn „Monitoring― als Zusammenfassung der bisher geforderten
Datenerhebungen angesehen wird bzw. die Forstplanung im (...) die
Anforderungen dieses „Monitorings― erfüllt, dann kann dieser Regelung
zugestimmt werden.
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The rationale is that the first phrase of 8.3 is in fact core to the purpose of
monitoring and therefore inherent to 8.1 and 8.2. 8.3 should stand alone as an
adaptive management criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

The last sentence is very alike the one in the preamble above.
It is not clear that the monitoring shall assess also the impacts of the forest
operations because it is not clear that the management objectives shall
minimize the impacts of the forest operations.
In the Explanatory Notes it is written:
―3. If the monitoring shows that the original objectives are not fully appropriate or
achievable the adaptive management approach requires that they are
changed….‖
 ―fully appropriate‖ to what? In comparison to what? This does not clearly
establish that the analysis of the monitoring results shall also evaluate the
negative impacts of the forest operations.
The Criterion says ―…to detect, prevent or correct negative deviations from its
management objectives…‖
 therefore if the management objectives do not consider ―minimizing the
negatives impacts of the operations, these would not be considered as
―negative deviations from its management objectives‖
 Proposition: ―Monitoring shall enable The Organization to detect, prevent
and correct negative deviations and impacts of its management
objectives through adaptive management. Monitoring shall be
proportionate to the scale and intensity of the management activities and
risks of negative impacts.‖
Monitoring shall enable‖ is and editorial comment not a criterion that can be
audited.
We suggest this be revised to: ―Through monitoring and adaptive management
The Organization shall detect, prevent or correct negative deviations from its
management objectives. Monitoring shall be proportionate to the scale and
intensity of the management activities and risks of negative impacts.‖
Agree with the revision for C8.3.

This criterion is poorly worded in English and in Spanish. It should not be
expressed as a wish or intention. It also can be combined with C8.1, C8.2, all in
one.
TRANSLATION: Replace the Word ―adaptable‖ with ―adaptativo‖.
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I agree

Forest Stewardship Council

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―adaptativo‖ instead
of ―adaptable‖.
it should be stated which aspects have to be monitored as minimum (as the
former 8.2.). To much flexibility which is not necessary even regarding scale and
intensity of FMU´s.
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The proposal is to include this criterion in the wording of criterion 8.2. It doesn‘t
seem like a criterion but rather as an explanatory note for criterion 8.2; a benefit
to be obtained if an adequate monitoring is undertaken. It lacks the strength of
a criterion but it seems to be a very good recommendation. .

Forest Stewardship Council

C8.4
I don‘t understand why this criterion, which has not to do with management and
only apply to those units that want to market certified product (even if this is
hopefully the vast majority!) is still included in the P&Cs. Now when (in contrast
to the early days) we have a number of CoC and labeling standards this
requirement is obviously better placed there.
T: This criterion is not related to Forest Management
Rationale:
1. The revision clarifies that chain of custody certification is voluntary and
allows flexibility depending on scale, intensity and risk.
It does not do this.
2. This is a consolidation with FSC-STD-20-007 V3-0 which lays
downstipulates that Chain of Custody certification is only required when
products from the Management Unit intended to be marketed as FSC
certified.
There are specific FSC requirements for tracking and verifying the source of
products. These requirements need to be referenced in this criterion (e.g. FSC
certified registration code, FSC product description). As most FM certificates
include a CoC component and FSC ha not created a CoC standard for FM
operations the P&C must include relevant CoC requirements for FM
Organizations to ensure consistent implementation.
Revision to C8.4 (revised C8.3) provides clarity.
It is preferable to develop and state an integral concept of chain of custody (for
COC certificates and for FM/COC certificates) instead of introducing new
terminology. The suggestion is:
The Organization shall have an integral chain of custody procedure,
proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of its management activities, in
order to demonstrate and verify responsible management and the legal source
of all products from the Management Unit that are marketed as FSC certified.

In 8.4 (revised 8.3) something should be added on the issue of quantity or
volume of products supplied by the MU and not just tracing the origin, since we
should prevent and control possible significant deviations in the quantity of
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I agree

Forest Stewardship Council
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forest products that come from the MU.
That is to say, the quantity of forest products produced by an MU in relation to
what it is capable of producing should be known, so that there will not be any
significant deviations in the quantity of forest products coming from the MU,
especially if larger volumes are marketed than are possible or actually
produced.
A simple way to achieve this is for the Organization to estimate and declare a
yearly amount of forest products to be produced and justify the difference when
it markets more than was planned.

Forest Stewardship Council

C8.5

C 8.5: SLIMF-issue. If the full result of monitoring is available upon request - we
see no reason why SLIMF's should waste time and money on the elaboration of
a public summary!

Explanatory Notes
1. For some types of Management Units with very short and simple
management plans, e.g. SLIMFs, it might be easier, more effective and efficient
to simply make publicly available the entire monitoring reportinformation. If the
entire monitoring informationreport is made publicly available a separate
summary is not required anymore.
2.Some potential examples of confidential information include information
related to intellectual property rights and, traditional ecological knowledge.
/
Monitoring is conducted continuously and it can hardly be a demand to produce
special reports for the public. This would be very time consuming and costly.
The general idea behind certification is that inspections shall be conducted by
the certification bodies. This means it would be more reasonable to demand
from the certified companies that they shall be ready to inform people when they
are asking for information that is not confidential.
Develop indicators that specify the minimum contents of this follow-up summary.
See don‘s notes re confidentiality
Costs for reproduction and handling should be refundable (see 7.5)
Zustimmung

Although the Explanatory Notes tries to explain it, the words ―free of charge‖ are
not clear about the intention.
Is the intention on minimizing the cost of summarising and publication of the
monitoring results? Or that the availability and the consultation of the summary
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Monitoring is conducted continuously and it can hardly be a demand to produce
special reports for the public. This would be very time consuming and costly.
The general idea behind certification is that inspections shall be conducted by
the certification bodies. This means it would be more reasonable to demand
from the certified companies that they shall be ready to inform people when they
are asking for information that is not confidential.

Forest Stewardship Council

of monitoring results is free of charge?
Proposition: ―While minimizing the cost for summarizing, The Organization shall
make publicly available a summary of the results of monitoring free of charge,
excluding confidential information.‖
Revised C8.5 is a bit prescriptive (could be info that is provided as indicator), but
it does clarify.
We suggest that the explanatory notes emphasize that summaries for only
certain monitoring results can also be requested. There does not appear to be a
definition of ―publically available‖. We would understand this to be on request,
or, in the case of large organizations, this could be on the website. Can the
issue of publically available be addressed in the explanatory notes?
I agree

P9

The maintenance and protection of High Conservation Values should remain in
its original version (Principle 9).
While there are considerable improvements in draft 3.0, especially the return of
the precautionary approach, there is still an overall weakening in relation to the
current P9.
This language is almost too pared down. I would combine the proposed and old
language,
―The organization shall maintain and/or enhance conservation values on the
Forest Management Unit, and, as much as possible, contribute to maintenance
or enhancement of HCV values on the landscape where the FMU is situated.
Decisions regarding such values shall always be considered in the context of a
precautionary approach.‖
Agree with the proposed wording.

Key changes from draft 2.0 to 3.0 that are supported are:
The reinstatement of both the precautionary approach and the ‗maintenance‘
rather than the management of the values with regard to P9.
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G: good that precautionary approach is back!

Forest Stewardship Council

Key failings that must be addressed are:
(…)
2.
Maintenance and Protection of High Conservation Values: while there are
considerable improvements in draft 3.0, there is still an overall weakening in
relation to the current P9. Elements to address include: a lack of a clear
requirement that management shall maintain or enhance the identified values –
putting ‗strategies‘ as the way of doing this without requiring that they be
effective weakens and softens the requirement. In the definition there is the
opportunity to clarify that high carbon ecosystems and Intact Forest Landscapes
are HCV.
It is encouraging to see the precautionary approach back as the important
foundation for this principle.
However, the reduced specificity of the proposed revised Principle is not
acceptable. The existing Principle‘s implicit and extremely crucial presumption
that all management activities must protect all HCV attributes of all HCV areas
appears to be reduced, and it is conceivable that the new language could be
interpreted as only requiring some attributes of some HCV areas to be
maintained.
These problems warrant voting down the proposed revised P&C.
The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance all high conservation values
within the Management Unit through applying the precautionary approach.

Explanatory Notes:
1. The precautionary approach is a means for implementing the precautionary
principle. In the context of the P&C the precautionary approach requires that:
‗When the available information indicates that management activities pose a
threat of severe or irreversible damage to the environment or a threat to human
welfare, The Organization will take explicit and effective measures to prevent
the damage and avoid the risks to welfare, even when the scientific information
is incomplete or inconclusive, and when the vulnerability and sensitivity of
environmental values are uncertain. (FSC based on Principle 15 of Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development and Wingspread Statement on
the Precautionary Principle of the Wingspread Conference, 23-25 January
1998).
Because this term does not appear in the Glossary, it is potentially confusing,
here. It is also unnecessary.
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all - It is important to make this clear.
within the Management Unit - This is critical in order to avoid misinterpretation.

Forest Stewardship Council

4. Where HCVs exist, activities related to their protection and maintenance need
to be addressedspelled out in the management planning as required according
to Criterion 7.2 (see Criterion 7.2, Explanatory Notes).
It cannot be, and is not, ―required‖ if it only exists in an Explanatory Note. So
this statement is incorrect.
5.Where they have been identified in the Management Unit,exist monitoring for
changing status of HCVs would be required according to Criterion 8.1.
Similar to the previous comment, this is not actually ―required‖ by Criterion 8.1.
So this statement is incorrect.
9) We are generally concerned about P9 as we have the impression that several
existing criteria have been watered down.
P 9: Ok with the change suggested by (...). There is no longer a specific
reference to the specific attributes defining HCV – what is the justification for
that change?
(…) see above
One, is that by making criteria that were explicit to plantations more invisible –
by incorporating them in the spectrum of other types of forest management -there is a strong perception that the scrutiny of their performance will not be as
rigorous or as carefully monitored as under separate criteria or, worse, that the
content of the revisions could even allow backsliding. We encourage the P&C
Working Group to give added emphasis to issues that are especially significant
for plantation management in P6 and P9, especially the protection of HCVs,
locally sensitive wildlife habitats, water quality, and the use of chemicals. For
example, the intent of the original 10.2 is very important as a specific criterion
applied to plantations. This and similar criteria should not be lost.
(…) see above

This principle has improved but FSC must clarify this language to ensure ALL
HCVF values are maintained, not just some, which is open to wide
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Positive improvements
P9 inclusion of the precautionary approach and the „maintenance‟ rather than
the management of the HCV values is very important. Inclusion of
recommendations from the Plantations Policy WG and the additional guidance
provided, especially under revised 9.1, are important evolutions of the HCV
concept. While we have lingering concerns about the interpretation of
―strategies‖ under 9.2, on the whole this principle reflects the importance and
lessons learned in implementing P9 since it was originally developed in 1994.

Forest Stewardship Council

interpretation. Additionally, further categories should be included for the benefit
of regions like the Southern US, specifically such indicators as intact forests and
carbon attributes of forests.
/
The principle and its criteria are written in a good exactness directing to
safeguard the most important values on an eco-region level - and not going into
too great details.
However, the HCV-categories still contain strange definitions.
(…) See below
Consider using the term ―High Conservation Value Areas (HCVA)‖ so that the
principle clearly encourages designation of specific areas on the ground (both
forested and non-forested areas), and so that the principle is not interpreted as
being only conceptual without on the ground delineation
The principle and its criteria are written in a good exactness directing to
safeguard the most important values on an eco-region level - and not going into
too great details.
However, the HCV-categories still contain strange definitions. For example,
HCV 2 states that "large ecosystems that form major elements of the landscape
or are significant at global, regional or national level, containing viable
populations of most of the naturally occurring species in natural patterns of
distribution and abundance" . In Finland, Sweden, Norway and many other
countries this would describe any forest! Not in natural condition, but natural-like
is enough to classify as HCV.
The text that describing the Principle is contradictory with the title. While the title
is about maintain the text is about maintain or enhance. To avoid this
contradiction we suggest:
Principle 9#: High conservation values
The Organization shall maintain and/or enhance high conservation values
through applying the precautionary approach.

The biggest concern on HCV is the amount of work required to judge and
determine HCF for all vegetation types. This process as it stands requires
public participation/research etc and is costly and time consuming (especially for
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Maintenance of high conservation values in natural forests and forest
plantations. The Organization shall maintain a precautionary approach in order
to maintain and/or enhance the attributes of high conservations values, in
accordance with the nature of the site and the operation, the historic use of the
soil, formal territorial development, the formal classification of biomass or
ecosystems and the operation‘s economic, social and environmental viability.

Forest Stewardship Council

HCV4, 5 and 6). If all vegetation types are included this will also impact on
conversion
Principle is much more clear & specific to what the intent of the Principle is.
Agree with the use of ―precautionary approach‖ in the Principle. Agree with the
Principle Title change – ―values‖
Requirements relating to the process used to identify HCVs (e.g. stakeholder
consultation) must take account of the scale and intensity of the Operation.
Accepted. No changes to the C suggested
In Brazil, most of the certified communities are managing within protected areas
(public ownership) that were created exclusively for ensuring the survival of
these populations in terms of cultural, economic, and other aspects. Generally,
this information is clear in the documents that create the reserves, which also
includes a public consultation process. In such cases, whose communities have
direct and close relationship with forest resources (fundamental to their
livelihoods and family incomes) could the documents of creation of the
conservation unit be considered as an evidence of assessment and public
consultation on the attributes of AAVCs?
I agree
In the EN for P9 what is missing is a clear indication that the HCV are
EXCEPTIONAL, UNIQUE ATTRIBUTES. This will give the correct identification
field for the HCV, which has been debated so much in the HCVF process.
In Brazil, most of the certified communities are managing within protected areas
(public ownership) that were created exclusively for ensuring the survival of
these populations in terms of cultural, economic, and other aspects. Generally,
this information is clear in the documents that create the reserves, which also
includes a public consultation process. In such cases, whose communities have
direct and close relationship with forest resources (fundamental to their
livelihoods and family incomes), could the documents of creation of the
conservation unit be considered as an evidence of assessment and public
consultation on the attributes of AAVCs?

We propose an improvement of the guidelines used to identify and assess HCV.
Also, we wonder what FSC will do in favor of having the auditors speak a single
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Replace with ―maintain and restore‖ for reasons previously given
Agreement was also reached that HCV‘s need to be mapped.

Forest Stewardship Council

language so as to avoid inaccurate or ambiguous interpretations that get the
organization in trouble.
Proposed wording:
Maintenance of high conservation values in natural forests and tree plantations
The Organization shall apply a precautionary approach to maintain and/or
enhance the attributes of high conservation values - gradually and to the extent
possible - according to the nature of the site and the nature of the operation, the
historical land use, the formal land use planning, the formal biomass or
ecosystem classification, and the economic, social and environmental viability of
the operation.
- in some cases the focus should be more on the aspect what has to be
achieved not the way how to achieve (e.g. P9)
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support the change from attributes to values, provided it is more of a
terminology alignment than a change in concept. But this is an assumption and
it is not clear at this moment if this change has further implications.

Forest Stewardship Council

C9.1

Suggestion to clarify the meaning of HCV:
The Organization shall, through stakeholder consultations and other means,
assess and record the presence and status of the following high conservation
value areas in the management unit matching….
HCVA 1…..Areas containing.
HCVA 2….
HCVA 3….
HCVA 4… Areas providing…
HCVA 5
HCVA 6
(note that the above 6 acronyms should read HCVA rather than HCV. All
definition sentences should start with ‗Areas…- see e.g. the hcvnetwork
charter).
In the definition of HCV it should be added that carbon rich ecosystems and
Intact Forest Landscapes are HCV.
Principle 9 – High Conservation Values includes carbon stocks. As per the
recommendation of the FSC Forest Carbon Working Group, revised 9.1 should
be amended to include the addition of, ―ecosystems with outstanding carbon
stocks‖ to the other six high conservation values.
Amend to include the addition of, ―ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks‖
to the other six high conservation values.

See for example the impact of emissions from drained peat lands in Indonesia
converted to plantations, which loft Indonesia into the third place position for
total GHG emissions after China and the U.S. Clearly these areas correspond to
―ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks,‖ and the maintenance of these rich
carbon pools is of tremendous relevance for consideration of what constitutes
responsible forest management. www.wldelft.nl/cons/area/rbm/PEAT-CO2.pdf
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Definitions – High Conservation Values: The FSC Forest Carbon Working
Group and other stakeholders have called for recognition of carbon stocks as a
component of High Conservation Values. The Forest Carbon Working Group
proposes a new HCV, ―ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks.” This
proposal is not reflected in draft revision 3 and needs to be incorporated. One
example of such ecosystems includes the carbon rich peat forests found in
Indonesia.

Forest Stewardship Council

Would strongly suggest adding new HCV category (as #5) ―Ecosystems with
outstanding carbon stocks,‖ as Carbon Working Group has proposed, or, at a
minimum, add this language to HCV#4.
Agree with the proposed wording.
T: Important! The distinction between the HCV areas and the attributes that
define them is lost in the new version. P9.1 should refer to high conservation
value areas (HCVAs) and not to HCVs.
T: ExN #5 seems unnecessary as this is not likely to happen. However if
contained it should be strengthened so that it cannot be used as an excuse for
the Organsiation not to do anything and CBs must be require to control
implementation of the authorities.
There should be a reference to the HCV Resource Network for further
information, HCV assessments tools etc.

9.1 (revised 9.1) The Organization through stakeholder engagement and
other means and expert sources, and proportionate to the scale, intensity and
risk of impacts of management activities, shall assess and record the presence
and status of the following high conservation values in the Management Unit,
matching the likelihood of their occurrence and proportionate to the scale,
intensity and risk of impacts of management activities:
HCV 1 - Concentrations of biodiversity values, that are significant at global,
regional or national levels (e.g., endemism, endangered species,
refugia).
HCV 2 - Large ecosystems, that form major elements of the landscape that are
significant at global, regional or national level, containing viable
populations of most of the naturally occurring species in natural patterns
of distribution and abundance.
HCV 3 - Rare, threatened, or endangered ecosystems.
HCV 4 - Basic environmental services in critical situations (e.g. protection of
critical water catchments, control of erosion).
HCV 5 - Areas fundamental for satisfying basic necessities of local communities
(e.g. for subsistence, health) identified in cooperation with these
communities.
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Overall, the proposed revised language appears to be good. However, the
language should be revised to read: “…through stakeholder engagement,
consultation with experts and relevant databases, and other means and
sources…” In many cases, stakeholders alone will not be a sufficient source of
information, and use of other key sources must be more explicitly required.

Forest Stewardship Council

HCV 6 -

Areas critical for the traditional cultural identity of local communities
(areas of cultural, ecological, economic or religious importance)
identified in cooperation with these local communities).

expert - It is important to emphasize the expert nature of such sources
and proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of impacts of management
activities This language is about the assessment, not the values themselves, so
it needs to be relocated in the sentence.
matching the likelihood of their occurrence - Matched with what? This phrase is
not grammatically connected to any wording that explains what the ―likelihood of
their occurrence‖ is to be matched with. Thus it creates confusion.
Furthermore, this criterion requires an assessment of actual presence and
status, not of their ―likelihood‖. So this language weakens the criterion. For
these reasons this language should be deleted.

Explanatory Note:
1. This criterion requires the assessment of the entire space of the Management
Unit for the presence and status of all six kinds of high conservation values.
2. Other means and expert sources include for example:
 The FSC Global Risk Register (which should be used as a first step):
 http://globalforestrisk.nepcon.net
 HCV maps, records, inventories as provided for example by local or
national authorities
 experts
 literature
 range maps,
 field evaluations etc.
4. Stakeholder engagement should include both interested and affected
stakeholders (see Glossary). For examples of stakeholders refer to the
explanatory note of Criterion 7.6.
5. Where a national or a local authority implements strategies for maintaining
and/or enhancing HCV in the Management Unit based on national or local laws
that equal or exceed the criteria under Principle 9 then The Organization is not
required to duplicate the efforts of the authority.
This note may lead to serious misunderstanding and mis-interpretation, and
could be taken to mean that the Organization is not responsible for complying
with this criterion. If that is the interpretation, it would be the only criterion in the
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identified in cooperation with these local communities - This is already stated in
the first line of the criterion, so it is redundant here. It also makes no sense to
include this in association with HCV 6 but not HCV 5. Deletion is preferable, but
if it is retained here it should be added to HCV 5 as well. The definition in the
Glossary must be consistent with the final language used here.

Forest Stewardship Council

P&C to have such a meaning. In order for this to work, it would require either a
legal joint or co-management arrangement between the Organization and the
―authority‖, within the Management Unit, OR an active management and
enforcement capability by the ―authority‖ within the Management Unit. Both
seem like highly unorthodox and unlikely arrangements. Furthermore, this note
must not be interpreted to mean that the mere existence of laws that require the
protection of HCVs automatically means that the Organization actually abides by
such laws. This note should be deleted or significantly revised.
The explanation of the 6 values should be moved to Glossary or explanation, to
keep the balance among criteria.
/
However, the HCV-categories still contain strange definitions. HCV-categories
contain strange definitions. For example, HCV 2 states that "large ecosystems
that form major elements of the landscape or are significant at global, regional
or national level, containing viable populations of most of the naturally occurring
species in natural patterns of distribution and abundance" . In Finland, Sweden,
Norway and many other countries this would describe any forest! Not in natural
condition, but natural-like is enough to classify as HCV.
I question the wisdom of putting up the Proforest adapted definitions for high
conservation values in the criterion themselves. They should be shown
elsewhere in the document or in some guidance document. Having them in this
criterion implies that these definitions are compulsory. Here in Australia as part
of a national initiative programme we are developed and our own version of
these to reflect national conditions and key words like ‗concentrations‘ have
been omitted for our own reasons
There are some positive changes in this draft compared to the previous one, but
it is important that relevant databases and experts are also included in the
consultation process.
The organization will not always be qualified to identify high conservation
values; these should be identified by experts. The organization should know
about the presence of these values in the MU and act accordingly.

The 6 HCV definitions leave out recreation references. #6 is related, but some
traditional recreation areas may be more of a regional character rather than
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Under Explanatory Note 1: All certified Organizations will now have to assess
ALL the HCV categories. Previously they could identify what they thought fit the
HCV's but were not required to assess all the categories. Having to assess and
identify every category in the HCV may be inappropriate or irrelevant for some
Organizations and increases the onus on them to prove compliance.

Forest Stewardship Council

―traditional cultural identity of local communities.‖
I believe that HCV 5 or 6 should include resources that are nationally or
internationally important and not just those important to local communities. I
have in mind such things as permanent sample plots established in Russian
Forests almost 200 years ago and continuously evaluated since then, or the
sites of the paired catchment experiments established in the 1920s in a number
of countries, these should be protected from undue disturbance since they offer
us the possibility of long term monitoring of global environmental change. I am
sure there are other forest sites of similar importance not covered in the current
definition.
I think that it is important to keep in P&C the difference between the HCV Area
(formerly Forest) and the attributes that signify the different types of HCVA. The
list in 9.1 lists the attributes present in the different HCVAs, not the HCVs. What
needs to be protected are the attributes of the HCVA, not the HCVA itself
(management is still allowed if it maintains or enhances the attributes). I
therefore suggest that you include the words ―attributes‖ and ―area‖ in the text of
the criterion (see example in 9.2).
/
It is suggested that the consultation be made after assessment and identification
of the AVCs by the organization, except for social attributes (5 and 6.) During
the consultation new attributes may be identified.
The Organization shall assess the high value conservation attributes present in
the FMU under the applicable FSC standards, policies, guidelines and national
directives, and shall take the necessary planning and monitoring measures to
maintain them, enhance them, and develop them in the long term. The
Organization shall seek the effective engagement of interested stakeholders and
other media and informed sources and shall assess and record the presence
and status of the high value conservation attributes in the Management Unit,
matching the likelihood of their occurrence proportionate to the scale, intensity
and risk of the impacts of the management activities.
Recommendation: the consultation should be made after assessment and
identification of the AVCs by the organization, except for social attributes
(AAVCs 5 and 6). During this consultation new attributes may be identified.

the term ―critical‖ used in the definition of HCV 4 and 6 must be defined or
guidance on the evaluation of critical shall be given by FSC. Otherwise there will
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Recommendation: the consultation should be made after assessment and
identification of the AVCs by the organization, except for social attributes
(AAVCs 5 and 6). During this consultation new attributes may be identified

Forest Stewardship Council

be too many different interpretations.
―through other means and sources‖ is not auditable. This needs to be revised to
reference acceptable means and sources for identifying HCVs. As written this
criterion is unclear and is not an improvement from the original 9.1. For
example what does ―matching the likeliness of their occurrence‖ refer to in the
context of identifying HCVs. Suggest a re-write of this criterion to clearly detail
the requirements for conducting an HCV assessment.
Agree with the revision to C9.1 – more clear, less ambiguity.
I agree
Remove ―other means and sources‖ because this is doubtful, uncertain, and
arguable.
Identification of HCVs should also be based on credible scientific studies/expert
reports
ADD HCVF category: Ecosystems with high likelihood of persistent carbon
storage over time.
a) To be consistent with the other Ps (1, 3, 4), HCV 5 and 6 should include
indigenous peoples and traditional peoples; that is, it should say: indigenous
peoples, traditional peoples and local communities.
b) I do not see why the previous suggestion has not been included in the HCV:
―Ecosystems with outstanding carbon stocks‖.
c) It seems odd that what is said in note 5 could happen; if so, it would be ideal,
but I doubt that the local authorities would intervene in a management unit
operated by another entity or group.

The Organization through stakeholder engagement and other means and
sources shall assess and record the presence and status of high conservation
values in the Management Unit, matching the likelihood of their occurrence and
proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of impacts of management
activities. The following types of areas possess high conservation values:
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We propose an improved wording as follows:
The Organization shall assess and record the presence and status of the
following high conservation values in the Management Unit by involving
stakeholders and other means and sources, matching the likelihood of their
occurrence and proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of (…)

Forest Stewardship Council
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HCVA 1 >– Areas containing concentrations of biodiversity values, that are
significant at global, regional or national levels (e.g., endemism, endangered
species, refugia).
HCVA 2 > Large ecosystems, that form major elements of the landscape that
are significant at global, regional or national level, containing viable populations
of most of the naturally occurring species in natural patterns of distribution and
abundance.
HCVA 3 > Rare, threatened, or endangered ecosystems.
HCVA 4 >– Areas that provide basic environmental services in critical situations
(e.g. protection of critical water catchments, control of erosion).
HCVA 5 > Areas fundamental for satisfying basic necessities of local
communities (e.g. for subsistence, health).
HCVA 6 > Areas critical for the traditional cultural identity of local communities
(areas of cultural, ecological, economic or religious importance identified in
cooperation with these local communities).

Forest Stewardship Council

C9.2

Elements to address include: 9.2 & 9.3: a lack of a clear requirement that
management shall maintain or enhance the identified values – putting
‗strategies‘ as the way of doing this without requiring that they be effective
weakens and softens the requirement.
C 9.2: SLIMF issue – it would be hard to implement for SLIMF's. In addition
we're not interested in strategies - we are interested in actions, implementation
and results in the forest. So the formulation of this criterion should be revised to
reflect that. As the criterion is now, it is not at all performance oriented and we
find that unacceptable.
Would suggest changing language to, ―The Organization through engagement
with staff and external stakeholders…‖
Generally agree with the proposed wording, but recommend adding the
following phrase: ―The Organization through engagement with stakeholders
[and recognized experts relevant to the HCVs, using the best available
information,] shall develop strategies for the maintenance ……‖ This process
cannot just be driven by local stakeholders, many times these are values of
regional, national or global significance.
Explanatory Note #4 should require that the management plan also includes the
strategies to maintain or enhance HCVs, not just measures for their
identification (also covered in 9.3).
T: The language constitutes a weakening. Recommendation: ―The Organization
through engagement with stakeholders shall develop strategies that will
maintain and/or enhance the identified high conservation values areas‖

Some of the guidance in the Explanatory Note should also be incorporated into
the Criterion, i.e., the express requirement that HCVs be protected and
enhanced on the management unit regardless of what is occurring off the unit.
Most importantly, the Criterion needs to be revised to more clearly require that
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The language should be revised to read: “…through stakeholder engagement
and consultation with experts shall develop…” In many cases, stakeholders
alone will not be a sufficient source of information, and use of other key sources
must be more explicitly required.

Forest Stewardship Council

the strategies be sufficient to maintain and enhance all HCV attributes wherever
they occur on the management unit. The proposed Criterion fails to maintain
this expectation, which currently is found at Criterion 9.3: “…specific measures
that ensure the maintenance and enhancement of the applicable conservation
attributes….”
As written, the proposed Criteria would allow the development of strategies
likely to be inadequate at the outset, and would not require more effective
strategies to be adopted until the results of monitoring are developed. This
would be too late for rare ecosystems and other sensitive and imperiled HCV
attributes.
Failure to correct this problem would warrant voting down the proposed revised
P&C.
The Organization through engagement with stakeholders and experts shall
develop strategies forthat will the maintenanceain and/or enhancement of the
identified high conservation values.
Stakeholders may not be experts, and experts are essential to consult.
These strategies must not be merely ―for‖ this purpose, but they must be
designed in a way that will effectively achieve this goal. At present, NONE of
the criteria under this principle actually require the maintenance and/or
enhancement of HCVs. Therefore, amendments are required (as proposed
here) to ensure that they do.
Explanatory Note:
1. Stakeholder engagement should include both interested and affected
stakeholders (see Glossary). For likely groups of stakeholders to be engaged,
see annex 2 in FSC-STD-20-012 V1-1 (Standard for evaluation of FSC
Controlled Wood in forest management enterprises, September 2007). See also
Criterion 7.6 which addresses management planning engagement.
3. The criterion requires a strategy that maintenanceains and/or enhancement
ofs all identified HCV‘s in the Management Unit irrespective of whether they are
already protected somewhere else by someone else, e.g. outside the
Management Unit or in other Management Units of The Organization.
It does not. It only requires the development of strategies.

It is very important that this be understood as a requirement of the P&C.
However, as stated in previous comments, Criterion 7.2 does not state this, so
this note is inaccurate.
Stakeholder engagement is generally widely used and positive, but all active
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4. According to Criterion 7.2, the measures for the identification of HCV must be
included in the management plan.

Forest Stewardship Council

stakeholders are not responsible. In a democratic society there are as many
opinions as there are citizens. Therefore, no stakeholder engagement needed in
final phase of developing strategies. Organization can take stakeholder
comments into consideration, but the decision making must stay on responsible
organization.
This criterion needs to take into account that for some stakeholders it is simply
not are no biology to agree with forest companies and on anything. Some
groups with a staunch no forestry agenda will never agree. In the past the non
participation card has been played against FSC certified companies to threaten
their certification and to coerce an outcome. This is a clear perversion of the
intent of the FSC standards. There needs to be clear safeguards against groups
wanting to use the FSC principles and criteria to win their arguments or get their
way at all costs
There are some positive changes in this draft compared to the previous one, but
it is important that relevant databases and experts are also included in the
consultation process.
The engagement with stakeholders should be emphasized to be primarily
focused on those directly affected and or those with direct regulatory or
expertise interest in the appropriate response to protect and /or enhance. This
process should be an integral part of the Management Plan consultation unless
such areas are discovered independently to that process as part of a survey or
similar event.
We currently need to engage outside stakeholders to identify HCVs, and with
this proposed change, we will also have to engage stakeholders to get how to
maintain them…This is way too prescriptive
As in 9.1 it is important to point to the attributes of HCVAs, not the areas
themselves. I suggest the following rewording: The Organization through
engagement with stakeholders shall develop strategies for the maintenance
and/or enhancement of the attributes of the identified high conservation value
areas.

Oftmals besitzen die Stakeholder doch gar kein Interesse, den Waldeigentümer
zu beteiligen. Häufig werden schützenswerte Wälder nicht über den
Vertragsnaturschutz sondern über Verordnungen per Gesetz geschützt - dies
entspricht nicht dem Sinn von FSC, ist aber gängige Praxis. Die Strategien der
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The important thing is that strategies are in place. Suggestion: The Organization
implements …. The engagement of stakeholders through the Organization is
needless if measures are already implemented (e.g. by the government).

Forest Stewardship Council

Forstbetriebe müssen nicht den Stakeholders genehm sein, sondern die
Strategie muss durch wissenschaftlichen und empirischen Sachverstand
abgesichert werden.
Wir sehen hier keinen weiteren Handlungsbedarf. Die geplante Neuerung wird
ebenso negativ eingeschätzt wie unter Ziffer 5. geschehen!
Zu klären ist bei diesem Vorhaben, wie die Formulierung „aktive Einbindung― zu
verstehen ist und wer sich unter dem Begriff „interessierte Stakeholder―
versammeln wird. Der zu erwartende zusätzliche innerbetriebliche Aufwand wird
unüberschaubar und verursacht unter Umständen ein bürokratisches Monstrum
mit langwierigen Diskussionsprozessen.
Having ―and/or‖ in the criterion can lead to difference of interpretation between
Organizations, auditors and CBs – some will chose ―and‖ others will chose ―or‖.
Proposition: ―…shall develop strategies for the maintenance and, according to
their status, enhancement of identified high conservation values.‖
Agree with the proposed revision to C9.2.
/
It is suggested that the consultation be made after assessment and identification
of the AVCs by the organization, except for social attributes (5 and 6.) During
the consultation new attributes may be identified.
See comments on Criterion 9.1 above.
I agree
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―a través del‖ to
―CON‖; here the meaning of the word ―involucramiento‖ is correct.

Should also be based on credible scientific studies/reports
COMMENTS:
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See comments on Criterion 9.1 above
:
Recommend adding: ―The Organization through engagement with stakeholders
and recognized experts relevant to the HCVs, using the best available
information, shall develop strategies for the maintenance…..‖
Explanatory Note 4 should require that the management plan also includes the
strategies to maintain or enhance HCVs, in addition to measures for their
identification.

Forest Stewardship Council

Review both criteria since there seems to be some repetition.
Clarify the rationality of both.
Change the term ―develop‖ to ―define‖ or ―design‖ (―desarrollará‖ to ―definirá‖ in
the Spanish version);
9.3 already talks about implementing strategies.
The important thing is that strategies are in place. Suggestion: The Organization
implements …. The engagement of stakeholders through the Organization is
needless if measures are already implemented (e.g. by the government).
We propose the following wording:
The Organization shall develop strategies for the maintenance and/or
enhancement of identified high conservation values, taking into account
contributions and experience of stakeholders.
Rationale
In this case, the organization has the responsibility of developing strategies
since it is the organization that is going to invest and cover the costs of said
activity. Involving all stakeholders may result in the formulation of strategies that
not necessarily represent the interests of those directly involved. We do not
ignore the fact that the activity must be coordinated with the stakeholders.
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The Organization through engagement with stakeholders shall develop
strategies for the maintenance and/or enhancement of identified high
conservation values, including the identification of appropriate management
prescriptions, and of areas which need to be managed appropriately to maintain
or enhance those values.

Forest Stewardship Council

C9.3

There may be room for condensing the formulation without losing the meaning.
Elements to address include: 9.2 & 9.3: a lack of a clear requirement that
management shall maintain or enhance the identified values – putting
‗strategies‘ as the way of doing this without requiring that they be effective
weakens and softens the requirement.
Generally agree with the proposed wording, but suggest the following addition to
the second sentence to ensure manager‘s must consider the potential impacts
of climate change in the HCVs. . ―These strategies shall implement the
precautionary approach, [build resili in the face of climate change] and be
proportionate to scale, intensity and risk of management activities.‖
T: The language constitutes a weakening. Recommendation: ―The Organization
shall implement the strategies that will maintain and/or enhance identified high
conservation values areas…..‖
It is encouraging to see the precautionary approach referenced. However, it is
crucial that all HCV attributes be protected and enhanced wherever they occur
on the management unit. Protection and enhancement should not be limited to
cases where forest managers determine their activities put HCVs at risk,
especially since forest managers have an inherent self-interest in
underestimating such circumstances.
The Organization shall implement the strategies that will for the maintenanceain
and/or enhancement of the identified high conservation values. These strategies
shall implement the precautionary approach and be proportionate to the scale,
intensity and risk of management activities.
These edits will make this criterion consistent with Criterion 9.2.
Explanatory Notes: According to Criterion 7.2 where HCVs exist the strategies
must be included in the management plan and published according to Criterion
7.5.

Also vague and not field performance oriented. We suggest to revise according
to (...)s proposal.
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Again, Criterion 7.2 does not require this, so this note is inaccurate.

Forest Stewardship Council

In addition, The SLIMF issue from above continues to cause problems here many small and community operations in the south would find it hard to develop
any strategy as they likely don't even understand the concept, and quite frankly
it would also be a waste of their time and money. They should focus their efforts
on actions to maintain and enhance the HCV's in their planning, conservation
and harvest operations.
The precautionary approach and when it applies needs to be clearly set out. I
note the definition used and support it.
Same as for 9.1 and 9.2
- For consistency, logic and chronologic reasons, the concept of precautionary
approach should be included in the Criterion 9.2 and not 9.3
 Proposition: 9.2 ―The Organization through engagement with
stakeholders shall develop strategies for the maintenance and/or
enhancement of identified high conservation values. These strategies
shall implement the precautionary approach and be proportionate to the
scale, intensity and risk of management activities.‖
- If the mention to the requirement of including the strategies in the management
plan is not included in the 9.3, this Criterion does no longer have a reason to
exist, being redundant to Criterion 7.2
 Proposition 1: 9.3 ―The Organization shall implement the strategies for
the maintenance and/or enhancement of the identified high conservation
values and include them in the management plan.‖
Proposition 2: 7.2 ―The Organization shall have and implement a management
plan for the Management Unit which is fully consistent with the policies and
objectives as established according to Criterion 7.1. The management plan shall
describe the natural resources that exist in the Management Unit and explain
how the plan will meet the all FSC requirements. The management plan shall
cover forest management planning and social management planning
proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of the planned management
activities.‖ And delete Criterion 9.3
The second sentence of this criterion is poorly worded. Strategies do not
implement the precautionary approach. The organization can implement
activities (to achieve the strategy) that are based on a precautionary approach.
This sentence needs to be revised.
Agree with the proposed revision to C9.3.

Poorly Worded : precautionary approach should be referenced in 9.2 not 9.3.
The Organization shall implement the strategies for the maintenance and/or
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Please define the scale.

Forest Stewardship Council

enhancement of the identified high conservation values proportionate to the
scale, intensity and risk of management activities.
:
Require that managers must consider the potential impacts of climate change
on the HCVs by inserting: ―These strategies shall implement the precautionary
approach, build resili with respect to climate change and be
proportionate…..‖
COMMENTS:
Review both criteria since there seems to be some repetition.
Clarify the rationality of both.
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Very good that the precautionary principle is included in the formulation.

Forest Stewardship Council

C9.4
Agree with the wording, except that ―vulnerability of the HCVs‖ should be added
to the list of factors that determine the intensity of monitoring in the second
sentence. Monitoring should also be proportionate to the uniqueness and
conservation status (vulnerability) of the HCVs. This is discussed in the
explanatory notes, but should be in the Criterion itself.
See comments 9.1 re attributes.
T: Important! The distinction between the HCV areas and the attributes that
define them is lost in the new version. P9.1 should refer to high conservation
value areas (HCVAs) and not to HCVs.
T: ExN #5 seems unnecessary as this is not likely to happen. However if
contained it should be strengthened so that it cannot be used as an excuse for
the Organsiation not to do anything and CBs must be require to control
implementation of the authorities.
There should be a reference to the HCV Resource Network for further
information, HCV assessments tools etc.
The Criterion should be revised to include the following wording: ―The
Organisation shall conduct regular monitoring to assess the effectiveness of the
HCV conservation strategies and changes in the status of high conservation
values.‖
Periodic does not imply any type of regularity, which seems important in order to
properly assess effectiveness and status. While it is true that changes are not
always attributable to human activities, it is still important to assess the
effectiveness of management strategies. The proposed wording does not seem
to reflect the importance of effectiveness monitoring.

The monitoring shall be proportionate to the scale, intensity and risk of
management activities. Based on the results of monitoring, the Organization
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Without some amendments (as proposed here), the central purpose of such
monitoring will be completely absent from this criterion.
The Organization shall conduct periodic monitoring to assess changes in the
status of high conservation values and to determine whether the strategies to
maintain and/or enhance such values are effective.
This is the primary goal of such monitoring, and it needs to be stated explicitly.

Forest Stewardship Council

shall make any changes necessary to ensure that the strategies are effective.
This is the essential missing action element that needs to be added.
C 9.4: The text does not indicate other action than monitoring - to what end?
Monitoring itself is quite useless if there is no indication of the objective and the
steps to be taken based on the results of the monitoring! Unacceptable as it is
and needs to be revised. (...)s suggestions would improve the criterion
considerably.
Can only be managed on behalf of a region (country) and not on behalf of each
single small forest owner. The Criterion has to be adapted.
Good change…periodic monitoring makes much more sense than annual
auditing.
I think in the notes it is necessary to recognize that for some rare and
endangered species monitoring of population change is simply not possible
since it is not feasible to obtain large enough samples to achieve a precise
estimate. If things are rare then there is little or no data. Some kind of surrogate
variable must be monitored instead.
Proposed wording is ―The organization shall demonstrate that periodic
monitoring is undertaken to assess…‖
Same as for 9.1, 9.2 and 9.3
Agree with the proposed revision to C9.4.
Please define the scale.
OK
Agree with changes to original wording.
These attributes are important, but how to do it? In the case of communities, is it
possible to accept the communities‘ observations/perceptions?
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Periodic monitoring shall be conducted … It is not the way, it is the effect which
is important. Mostly the Organization will be responsible but it can also be done
by the government.

Forest Stewardship Council

P10

The principle is not well formulated (the Organization for the MU?) and the
intention is unclear. Not sure this wording – and we‘re talking fundamentals at
the level of a principle – add much value to the P&Cs.
P 10: Generally ok, but it implies that all org.'s have got a series of policies
developed - which is not the case for most SLIMF's - see also comments to 7.1
and 7.2.
10) Criteria 10.2-10-6: generally needs more work as they at present are poor
and weak substitutes for the requirements in the present P&C.
Principle 10 – Implementation of management activities includes carbon stocks
and climate change adaptation.
Climate relevant provisions should be integrated into relevant criteria, including
the addition of ―maintain and/or restore carbon stocks including soil carbon‖
under revised 10.4 and the addition of ―including climate change‖ among
anthropogenic causes under revised 10.7.
Where are the restoration/maintenance requirements for natural forests? These
need to be reinstated here or in P6
Agree with the proposed wording.
T: Very unclear language. Needs revision!.

The new approach to Principle 10 is confusing and problematic.
More importantly, many of the new proposed Criteria under Principle 10 appear
to be designed for plantations and are not sufficient for the management and
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Key failings that must be addressed are:
10. Quality of Forest Management and Conservation Generally: The draft
changes to Principles 6 and 10 would significantly weaken a number of other
crucial performance standards for the protection and restoration of natural forest
ecosystem values, as outlined in more detailed submissions by some of this
letter's signatories. Examples include but are not limited to specific requirements
for soil and water protection, protection of rare species (in addition to their
habitats), and restoration of portions of existing plantations to natural forest
conditions.

Forest Stewardship Council

conservation of natural forests.
Reducing the FSC‘s forest management and conservation expectations for
natural forests down to the minimal level expected for plantations would be
patently unacceptable, and would be cause for voting down the proposed P&C
revision.
The proposed new Principle seems to assume that all management activity
would not otherwise have to comply with Principle 6 and its Criteria, for
example—which would be very disturbing.
All management activities conducted by or for the Oorganization withinfor the
mManagement Uunit shall be selected and implemented consistent with The
Organization‘s economic, environmental and social policies and objectives, and
compliance with the FSC Principles and Criteria, and with all other applicable
FSC forest management standards.
The word ―for‖ seems odd in this context
compliance - This word is unnecessary, since the word ―consistent‖ already
expresses the same thing.
Explanatory Notes:
1. This Principle covers many of the operational aspects of the policies,
objectives and procedures developed and described through the planning
processes covered by Principle 7. The Principle 10 lays down the requirements
to be fulfilled by management activities in order to enableallow the organization
to comply with the ecological requirements of Principles 6 and 9 and the
economic elements of Principle 5, among others
Clearly it does not cover all aspects encompassed by Principle 7.
The operational requirements of Principle 10 actually affect matters related to all
of the other nine principles

Explanatory Note:
1. This requires the utilization of reduced impact harvesting techniques, as
well as the efficient use of all harvested materials.
2. This also requires cautious use and application of pesticides and other
chemicals to avoid misapplication and over-application.
As explained previously in a comment under Principle 5, the content of the
original Criterion 5.3 has been lost in this new draft. This language is based on
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New Criterion 10.x (revised 5.3) The Organization shall prevent and mitigate
waste and damage to natural resources caused by management, harvesting
and processing activities.

Forest Stewardship Council

the version proposed in the previous draft. Also, given its subject matter, the
logical flow of the criteria under this principle would suggest that this criterion
should be first.
Add New Criterion: 10.X to address Transparency and Corruption
While it is commendable to include some transparency requirements in C1.26,
this needs to be included also in P10 to cover the situations when 1.26
requirements are not ‗required by law‘. All organisations shall publish a
commitment to fight corruption. All trans-national and large national enterprises
shall further publish their company structure, board of directors, main
shareholders, turnover and profits. They shall also publish their taxes paid to the
different authorities and informal payments to other bodies.
This appears to create a useful separation of P7 management planning
components from those that are related to implementation performance. This
should help the auditing process. But we have some concerns about the
precise language of 10.2 and about the 10.9 pesticide provisions as noted in the
NGO letter.
It‘s necessary to state that all the management plan should be implemented and
followed in practice.
/
Management activities are a new principle compared to the old standard. It
seems like a good idea to put environmental impact and plantations into a new
principle of management activities which is valid both for natural and plantation
forest.
The criteria under Principle 10 are in general simplified compared to the old
version and are easier to read and understand.
The addition of a principle that focuses on management activities (the
operational aspects of P7) is a positive revision, although the criterion-level
language is difficult to understand and vague.
P10 should be eliminated and its elements moved to P2, P6 and P7. P8 should
also be eliminated and its content incorporated in P1 and P7

We think the elimination of the plantation principle is a significant improvement
and the field level items now in P10 make sense. However, there are references
to plantations and artificial regeneration in P10 that can be removed.
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This section is confusing and duplicative with largely P6 and P7 and reduces
clarity of others. Suggest P10 be deleated and redistributed as follows:
Suggest moving 10.1-10.7 into P7 and 10.8-10.13 to P6; 10.14 should be
moved to P2

Forest Stewardship Council

Management activities are a new principle compared to the old standard. It
seems like a good idea to put environmental impact and plantations into a new
principle of management activities which is valid both for natural and plantation
forest. The criteria under Principle 10 are in general simplified compared to the
old version and are easier to read and understand.
The majority of the criteria should be included in other principles rather than in a
catch-all Principle:
- 10.1 should be in the P7
- 10.2 should be in P6
- 10.3 should be in P6 or P7
- 10.4 and 10.5 are redundant and should be in 6.3, 6.7, 9.1 (HCVF4) and
5.5
- 10.6 should be in P7 (7.2)
- 10.12 should be in P6
The P10 principle should concern the general organisation of the Organization,
and the definition and implementation of a quality system (procedures, training,
responsibilities…). In the same way as C10.14, this principle should include
general criteria dealing with management choice or policies (like 10.7, 10.8,
10.9, 10.10, 10.11, 10.13).
The following edit needs to be made to end of the sentence: ―environmental and
social policies and objectives and in conformance with the FSC….‖ As the
FSC standards are voluntary, the Organization conforms to them they do not
comply. Compliance infers a regulatory or legal requirement. This needs to be
corrected throughout the P&C and explanatory notes. Also Organization is not
capitalized – this is not consistent with the rest of the document.
I‘m in favor of both integrating the previous P10 plantation Criteria throughout
the rest of the standard, and also of establishing a new Principle focusing on
forest operations. Both of these measures are improvements to the standard

Proposed P10 – Implementation of Management Activities – good addition –
provides clarity & ease of auditing.
/
The principle continues to focus on forest plantations. It is a continuation of the
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Removal or integration of Plantations into P1 – P9 is excellent. Good use of
wording ―…conducted by or for the organization.‖ Also good to link the
implementation back to the organization‘s policies & objectives. It will be
important that during the development of Regional Standards that those crafting
the indicators DO NOT make P10‘s Indicators prescriptive.

Forest Stewardship Council

old principle 10, not considering applicable motions.
Accepted
The principle continues to focus on forest plantations. It sounds like a
continuation of old principle 10, representing a lack of consideration of the
applicable motions.
It is not clear if the MU includes nurseries, since in the definition of an MU they
are not considered and there are cases where the nurseries are outside of the
MU. Please clarify this. In addition, I indicated that in point 3.7 of the Preamble,
nurseries are mentioned, referring to facilities located within the MU under
certification; however, many times the nurseries are located in sites that are
separate from the MU.
P10 is very poor and does not adequately reflect forest management activities
or operations but still rehashes items under the old plantation principle.
Plantation elements not well incorporated into P1-9 if changing P10 from
plantations
Principles 10 mention ―social policies and objectives‖ – but not one criteria is
dedicated to this point. Please add a 10.x that is related to social policies and
objectives.
If Principle 10 no longer addresses plantations, it appears to be redundant.
However, as noted elsewhere, the composition and management of plantations
over a large area of the world differ radically from the natural forests they
replace and should therefore be governed by Principle 10 or no longer be
certified. The major increase in short rotation biomass plantations anticipated
and already underway in some areas represent a major threat to natural forests.
The approach to Principle 10 outlined here represents a potentially dangerous
move.

Comments: We propose the addition of a new criterion ―10.3‖
The National Initiatives shall define the maximum harvest area on plantations
with the clear cutting method, in order to avoid impairment of environmental and
social functions and the associated negative impacts‖.
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a) Very good that it says that management activities must comply with the FSC
P&C and all FSC forest management standards. However, the wording is not
the best.
b) Add a criterion, which might be 10.3: ―The Organization shall define the
maximum harvest area on plantations in which the clear cutting method is used,
in order to avoid impairment of environmental and social functions and the
associated negative impacts‖.

Forest Stewardship Council

The numbering for the rest of the criteria changes.
A separate discussion will be carried out because no consensus was reached in
relation to the review of Principle 10. We consider that for companies operating
tree plantations, it is very difficult to prepare an ecological defense explaining
why alien or native species are used or not used.
The interpretation made by certification bodies of the Principles and Criteria and
the indicators differs for each region, even if it is the same certifier.
(…)
- in P1 aspects out of Advice Notes and Policy Documents were integrated. In
P10 it is the opposite.
(…) see below
The principle continues to focus on forest plantations. It sounds like a
continuation of old principle 10, representing a lack of consideration of the
applicable motions
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Change to ―The Organization‖ in the first line and add change to ―…and IN
compliance…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.1

The criterion must give preference to species native to location of the
management unit. In Denmark the forests/plantations are dominated by exotic
species and the foresters argue that some of them are ecologically well adapted
although they hardly host any native biodiversity - some of them are in fact so
ecologically well adapted that they are invasive in several ecosystems in
Denmark!
Agree with the proposed wording, but there should be some reference to climate
change adaptation needs.
This wording is better than previous version but there is the risk for
misunderstanding. The important elements of ExN #1 could be introduced into
the criterion. ―with a view to avoid losses of genetic and species diversity‖.
Explanatory notes 1 and 2 should be elevated to an enforceable part of the
Criterion. Ensuring that regeneration practices to not impact natural forest
genetic and species diversity should be a mandatory part of the P&C, not merely
a note for consideration. The same goes for avoiding conversion to plantation
conditions.
ecologically well adapted - An explanatory note is required to define this term.
/
Only ecologically adapted species are demanded. It is of maybe greater
importance to have species well adapted survival, quality and growth, which
ought to be mentioned.
/
We are unclear on what ecologically well adapted means that is different to
10.2?
Please delete 10.1 in favour of 10.2
Remove reference to natural and artificial regeneration and just use
regeneration

Only ecologically adapted species are demanded. It is of maybe greater
importance to have species well adapted survival, quality and growth, which
ought to be mentioned.
One does not ―use‖ species in natural regeneration, one implements
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Regeneration practices shall… (delete natural and artificial)
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management activities and silvicultural systems to favor specific, desirable
species to regenerate. Suggest that ―use‖ is changed to ―target‖ or ―select‖.
Agreed
Accepted, but only on the understanding that species that are ecologically
adapted to the site and meet the management objectives also includes alien
species. This is very important to the way forestry has evolved in SA over the
last 150 years.
OK nice and general
This would not apply to most plantation situations where the species invariably
are alien and with no cause to be ecologically well adapted to a site. This will
have to be clarified or changed.
This criterion has been substantially reformulated. The explanatory notes are
very necessary, but as has been said they are not mandatory. It would be
necessary to ensure that what is stated in them is in the indicators of the generic
and national standards. In any case, I suggest thinking about the advisability of
improving the way the criterion is stated.
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No consensus was reached.
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C10.2

Explanatory note 8:
It is true that the items listed in the first paragraph can be mitigation measures to
compensate for high intensity management including the use of alien species,
but it is not correct to speak of them as ‗justifications‘. Justifications to my mind
are basically all about significantly higher productivity / survival etc – i.e.
characteristics that mean higher income – the associated likely higher negative
impacts of such increased intensity to be matched by more mitigation (inter alia
measures such as these suggested in note 8).
Second paragraph beginning with ‗Biodiversity can be achieved…‘ has no
relation to the text of the criterion (where biodiversity is not mentioned). It is also
a lapse back into prescriptive and normative language and frankly just
confusing. Furthermore, the whole issue of what can be done to promote
biodiversity in plantations and forests is far to voluminous to be meaningfully
addressed in Explanatory notes - it takes rather the format of one or several
handbooks. Suggestion: Remove all of note 8.
Support strongly the 10.2 sub-clause on alien species and invasiveness.
Agree with the proposed wording, but there should be some reference to climate
change adaptation needs.
T: The language is improved but this writing still opens for potential
degeneration through the use of alien species in natural/semi natural forest.
Therefore the use of alien species should require compensation through
increased restoration within the management unit. This is in line with the
recommendations from the Plantation Review WG.
+ ExN #8 the wording is confusing – it seems to be related to trade-offs or
mitigation measure and justifications for certification not for using alien species.
Isn‘t this. One additional mitigation ―mechanism‖ to be added to the current list: ―vi: the management unit provides an array of income opportunities for the local
community, e.g. supply for biomass for fuel, grazing land, use of NTFPs, the
opportunity to buy material for local processing.

The requirement to use native species and local genotypes is absolutely crucial
to forest ecosystem protection and the FSC‘s credibility. Therefore the
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+ T: ExN - The last passage on how biodiversity can be achieved seems to
have been misplaced.
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exception for choosing other species must be far more narrowly written. The
language ―a clear and convincing justification‖ would allow almost any
landowner objectives and rationale to serve as justification for converting natural
forests to non-native species plantings, and is patently unacceptable.
Explanatory Note 8 would allow exotic (or ―alien‖) species to replace native
species on a majority of forest management units as long as small portions of
the units are designated as ―reserves,‖ ―corridors,‖ etc. This is patently
acceptable and not just because it contradicts the prohibition on conversion
under Principle 6. Under no circumstances should the P&C be weakened to
allow native species to be broadly replaced by exotic species.
The remainder of Explanatory Note 8 is also written for the context of plantations
and is patently unacceptable in the context of natural forests.
10.2 also fails to maintain the existing requirement of Criterion 6.9 that the
results of use of any exotic species be controlled and monitored to preclude
adverse impacts.
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision

10.2 (revised 6.9, 10.4 and 10.8)
Native species and local genotypes
shall be used, unless there is a clear and convincing justification for using
others. Alien species may be used only after local trials and/or experience have
shown that they are not invasive or that invasive tendencies are minor and
easily controlled or mitigated, and provided such use is actively monitored and
any negative impacts are controlled or mitigated in a timely manner.
This criterion and its explanatory notes create considerable confusion and fail to
effectively link the use of alien species to either justifications or activities directly
related to such use. The notes also confuse plantation management with
management for other products and services. Considerable modification is thus
required to ensure consistency and avoid confusion.
Used for what? There needs to be an addition to this sentence specifying the
purpose. For example, it could read: ―… shall be used for planting and
regeneration, unless…‖

and provided such use is actively monitored and any negative impacts are
controlled or mitigated in a timely manner.These important aspects of the
original Criterion 6.9 are absent here and should be restored. It would also be
quite odd to require that invasive tendencies can be easily controlled or
mitigated without at the same time requiring that such tendencies actually be
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The Explanatory Notes fail to define ―clear and convincing‖. They must do so.
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controlled or mitigated if necessary.
Explanatory Notes
None of these notes explain how local trials and experience are to be
documented by the Organization and assessed by CABs. This needs to be
addressed.
1. Recognizing that this might not always be the case and that each situation
must be considered on its merits, FSC prefers the use of local species and
genotypes because the ecological communities they form are (1) usually more
favorable for local species of plants and animals than communities dominated
by alien species, and (2) expected to be more resilient to the effects of climate
change.
4. Justifications for the use of alien species and non-local genotypes, compatible
with FSC rules may arise with a wide variety of situations and objectives, and
should be stated in the management planning documents.
This is very important.
7. According to Criterion 1.11 The Organization must comply with national
and/or local laws for monitoring and control of alien species. Note that this legal
compliance may involve management activities which are contrary to Criterion
10.2.
How? It is not helpful to raise this question without explaining the circumstances
under which this might occur – and without explaining that this would create a
potential conflict with certification that would need to be resolved.
8. The use of alien species may be justified by a combination, but not
necessarily all, of the following mechanisms:

i.

That the supply of wood or environmental services from the
Management Unit has demonstrably reduced the degradation of
natural forest in the region or country of the Management Unit.
This can be demonstrated where there is significant natural forest
(What if the protected forest is a completely different forest type
from that found in the Management Unit?) formally protected and
managed by a legally recognised conservation agency (This is not
relevant unless it has occurred as a direct result of the situation
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This entire note is an unacceptable mess. Rather than describing a tight set
of ―clear and convincing‖ justifications, it presents a broadly-drawn list of
excuses the Organization could use to explain that it is using alien species
because one or more ‗trade-offs‘ have been made outside the Management
Unit. In fact, none of the things on this list appear to have anything to do with
alien species. All five of these items should be deleted.

Forest Stewardship Council

described in the first sentence, which is not specified in this
sentence.) for conservation purposes, and where wood supply
(This criterion is not exclusively about wood supply. It must apply
to all forest management units, including those not managed for
wood products. This clause would mean that the introduction of
an alien species of orchids in order to supply the flower trade
would be clearly and convincingly justified if wood supplies in the
region or country come primarily from plantations. That doesn‘t
make any sense.) is primarily from plantations, and/or:
ii. There is a system of natural reserve areas within the Management
Unit, and/or
There are already supposed to be representative sample areas conserved in the
Management Unit. So this is not a ―clear and convincing‖ reason for using alien
species.
iii. There are corridors primarily comprising natural forest vegetation
linking reserves established for biodiversity protection and
enhancement within the Management Unit to legally protected
natural forest areas adjacent to the Management Unit, and/or
iv. The Organisation contributes (This is another vague, systemsoriented term commonly used by FSC‘s competitors, including
SFI. It has no auditable performance attributes.) to biodiversity
protection/management outside, but within the general landscape
of the Management Unit.
v.

The management unit provides an array of environmental services
that contribute to biological diversity within the landscape. This can
include providing a habitat for rare, threatened or endangered
species; providing alternate recreation opportunities: providing
clean water that enables water-bodies such as streams to contain
natural biodiversity; and regulating water yield to reduce the
impact of storm events etc

Biodiversity can be achieved by either meeting i or ii below:
Neither this sentence nor any of its following text seems to belong under, or
grammatically follow from, the clause that opens Explanatory Note #8. Also, it is
not clear what "achieving" biodiversity means.
i.

There is a mix of production species with either:
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Most of these are already required by other criteria under Principle
6. Also, as stated previously, the term ―contribute to‖ is vague, inauditable, and not performance-oriented.
.

Forest Stewardship Council

a.
No greater than xx% of any one species, or
b.
A minimum of 2 species managed in a mixed canopy
selection system.
ii. Natural biodiversity is promoted and managed within the
Management Unit through a combination, but not necessary all, of
the following mechanisms:
a.
A mosaic of age classes exists that can be demonstrated to
provide habitat and succession of natural biodiversity within
the plantation, and/or
What plantation? This criterion is not exclusively about plantations. Sub-notes
(c) and (d) also contain this inappropriate reference.

C 10.2: Last part is very vague and would in fact render the criterion useless.
The last part from ... or that ... should be deleted!
Negative impacts from the use of alien species should also be addressed here (...) has suggested some wording we support. We would not support this
criterion as it is.

It appears that there is more flexibility for the use of exotic species, which we
disagree with.
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Explanatory note 8, i: We find this justification inherently problematic as we have
never seen any credible evidence indicating that plantations reduce degradation
and or conversion of natural forests. On the contrary development of a
plantation based industry can increase the pressure on natural forests by
creating even stronger incentives to degrade and convert natural forest – and a
number of protected areas does not solve this problem.
Explanatory note 8, iv: We don't support this justification as it potentially gives
plantations the opportunity to continue business as usual within the
management unit by making a conservation "effort" somewhere outside the
management unit - this does not solve the huge problems caused by massive
plantations with negative impact at regional and even sometimes national level.
Explanatory note 8, biodiversity i, a and b: Reference to native species must be
included both in a and b. We do not consider a mix of two alien species to be
significantly better than a monoculture of an alien species! Gives no sense in a
biodiversity context!
/
It is of great importance to allow forestry to use plants from other degrees of
latitudes in order to enhance survival or quality characteristics. The term local
genotypes should not be seen too narrow.

Forest Stewardship Council

As a country whose forestry industry relies largely on ―alien‖ species we have
concerns that this could be applied too literally and prevent the planting of
naturalised non-indigenous species and some of our main forestry species
that can self-seed.
Change: Add into the guidance that it is recognised that all forest species can
self-seed and this criterion is not intended to penalise well established forestry
practice.
(...) is concerned that organizations that use short rotation (5-7 years) alien
species or monoclonal alien species will not be able to demonstrate that natural
biodiversity is promoted and managed within the Management Unit, thus the
indicators used in the criterion for assessing compliance with this Criterion need
to reflect this reality. It is highly likely that monoclonal tree plantations of very
short rotation will have adequate understory vegetation or other characteristics
required to likely extend the range and survival of rare, threatened or
endangered species. Rather, natural biodiversity within the Management Unit
can be managed by proper design and layout of the plantations with adequate
natural forest reserve areas, riparian protection and wildlife corridors.
Explanatory notes in 8ii items a through d appear to reference plantations,
however the topic of 8ii relates to promoting and managing natural biodiversity
without reference specifically to plantations. Wording of 8ii may need revision to
make clear that plantation management is being addressed.
Explanatory note 8ia includes the statement ―No greater than xx% of any one
species‖. Who will be making the decision on what "xx" will be and when will
they do it? Will there be an opportunity to review that number before finalizing
the standards?
In explanatory note 8ii, change "necessary" to "necessarily"
Remove references to plantations.

There are cases of plantation species which are highly invasive being already
present in an area and having already invaded the entire area. In these cases
the invasive species should be permitted but the organization should assume
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Swedish forestry, and all major nurseries, rely on forest breeding programmes.
Both native (non-local and sometimes local provenances) and exotic species
are adapted to valuable yield for conditions on different sites, and this must be
the basis for a FSC-certified forestry in Sweden. The statement that local and
native species are better adapted to climate change should be better explained
and justified by scientific studies. In fact, it may be the oppsite (e.g. Scots Pine
in Sweden).

Forest Stewardship Council

responsibility for escapes within a certain distance of its boundaries and should
prevent the invasion of natural habitats within its boundaries.
IN 8.iii the reference should be to corridors of ‗appropriate natural vegetation‘
since in many cases the corridors should be of grassland or shrubland since this
is the original vegetation cover.
It is of great importance to allow forestry to use plants from other degrees of
latitudes in order to enhance survival or quality characteristics. The term local
genotypes should not be seen too narrow.
The interpretation of ―minor invasive tendencies‖ must be defined and/or a
threshold definition method shall be given.
Okay with change to ―alien‖ from ―exotic‖.
Concern with the statement in Explanatory Notes that ―…and (2) expected to be
more resilient to the effects of climate change.‖ My understanding from a recent
conference summarized that we may need to consider growing seedlings from
non-local genotypes NOW to accommodate for the productive growth at the
time of rotation. This does not support the information provided within the
Explanatory Note. Having said that, the Principle reads fine.
/
The criteria that justify the use of exotic species in explanatory note #8 should
be included in the text of the criterion. The absence of these justifications in the
criterion text makes unviable the certification of large areas of forest plantations
with exotic species.

We suggest that the criterion be changed, and we shall attempt such a change
after we have made a few supporting comments.
1. Commercial forestry in South Africa is based on the almost exclusive use of
alien species. There are some small operations for the furniture business
that will use native species, but in many, if not all cases, their use is not
sustainable and in all probability, unlawful
2. Commercial forestry was established 150 years ago using introduced
species such as Pinus spp., Eucalyptus spp. and Acacia spp. The reason
for this was the unsustainable harvesting of timber from the native forests
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―invasive tendencies are minor and easily controlled or mitigated‖. The reality is
that control is NEVER easy, and certain species in monocultures are invasive.
This will be very difficult to comply to if the easily word is retained for SA for eg
gum and wattle plantations. Rather delete the word and simply state minor
and/or controlled

Forest Stewardship Council

that commenced almost as soon as the White settlers first arrived in the
Cape colony in 1652.
3. There is currently only around 300000ha of native forests left in SA, mostly
confined to the wetter eastern seaboard. All native forests are protected by
law (National Forest Act of 1998), and may not be cut, damaged, destroyed
or in any way harmed without a permit. They are also all managed by
conservation agencies.
4. All the commercial forestry species are declared as Category 2 weeds
under regulations published under the Conservation of Agricultural
Resources Act, but only if they occur outside what is termed a demarcated
area which is equivalent to the area authorized for the planting of
commercial timber trees under the National Water Act (commercial
plantations are a stream-flow-reduction-activity in terms of this Act)
5. All commercial forest trees are also listed as invasive species in terms of
draft regulations published for public comment under the Biodiversity Act
6. All three pieces of legislation require that commercial tree species occurring
outside a demarcated are be controlled. This requires active management
to control the spread of invasive species.
7. In addition, use of invasive commercial trees in SA is justified by many of
the mechanisms identified in the explanatory note 8. For example,
plantation species normally occupy only 70% of the estate, with the balance
made up of native ecosystems managed for biodiversity conservation. The
corridors are generally grasslands, although in some management units,
there are linkages to native forests.
8. No native forests have been felled to make way for plantation forests.
Plantations occur in grasslands, and since 1993, are subjected to a full EIA
process, carried out by an independent environmental impact assessment
practitioner, with authority required from the provincial authority, water
affairs and agriculture before planting may take place.
Against this background, we suggest that either the criterion is changed, or that
recognition is given in the explanatory notes that invasive alien species may be
permitted if there is legislation in place that require their control.

The conditions that justify the use of exotic species in Explanatory note #8
should be included in the text of the criterion. The absence of these justifications
in the criterion text potentially makes impossible the certification of large scale
forest plantations with exotic species in the tropics, as they use commercial
species considered invasive (e.g., pine trees and Eucalyptus spp.).
OK
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If the criterion is changed we suggest as follows.
Native species…….and (easily) controlled or mitigated, or the invasiveness is
controlled in terms of local legislation and included in the management plan.

Forest Stewardship Council

(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Delete ―unicamente‖, both
because it is a poor translation because the English does not say it, and
because the compulsory nature of the word should be removed.
The conditions that justify the use of exotic species in Explanatory note #8
should be included in the text of the criterion. The absence of these justifications
in the criterion text potentially makes impossible the certification of large scale
forest plantations with exotic species in the tropics, as they use commercial
species considered invasive (e.g., pine trees and Eucalyptus spp.).
Absolutely impossible for plantation growers. These are invariably invasive
aliens that are used and the emphasis should be on preventing and combating
invasives rather than prohibiting species which have the potential to invade.
This criterion on its own will prevent the certification of most plantation
operations throughout the world. I cannot see how this would be supported by
the economic chamber.
:
Add reference to adaptation to climate change
This does not reflect clearly how to protect diversity on plantations. For
example, the explanatory notes in 10.2 do not set thresholds for massive use of
a single clone on plantations. On pages 115 and 116, where actions are given
for safeguarding biodiversity, one option is offered, ii, which contravenes the
principles stated in the change values (page 10), in that ―focus should be
placed on outcomes rather than prescribing activities‖. The ―mechanisms‖
proposed as alternative ii on page 116 can be included in the paper shown to
some auditors when the facts (forest practices) may be unsustainable. For that
reason, we propose that items i) and ii) should be complementary, eliminating
the contents of explanatory note ii and replacing it with: ―forest plantations with a
single clone shall never be more than xxx hectares‖. On plantations in the same
management unit, just forest clones alone shall not be used to increase forest
intra-species diversification.
In spite of the length of the explanatory notes, no relation is shown to scale or
risk.

Native species and local genotypes shall be used, unless there is a clear and
convincing justification for using others. Alien species may be used only after
local trials and/or experience have shown that they are not invasive or that
invasive tendencies are minor and easily controlled or mitigated. How does this
relate to bamboo- which can be seen as an invasive species? Also with water
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No consensus was reached.

Forest Stewardship Council

issues and climate change it may be seen that more water resistant species will
be used that would be classed as both ‗alien‘ and ‗invasive‘. How would this
situation be addressed?
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Suggest removing the term ―minor‖. There are currently FSC certified
operations, established decades ago, that plant species that have an aggressive
regeneration strategy, but which is being successfully controlled to prevent
impacts.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.3

Somewhere in P10 there needs to be restrictions against excessive
degradation/simplification of natural forests, without consequences for
management of plantations. 10.3 seems like a good slot for this. Suggestion:
After harvest of trees, canopy cover and tree species composition shall be
restored to pre-harvesting conditions or to a more natural state over time.
Canopy is better in this context – remember the P&Cs shall apply to both forests
and plantations but avoid mixing these concepts!
Should the WG chose to stick to the proposed wording but only change ‗forest‘
to ‗canopy‘ I suggest dropping the sentence either after:
a) ‗regeneration‘ (or at least reformulate ‗within a limited period of time‘ which
sounds somewhat amateurish), or after
b) ‗time‘ – as there may be many other relevant rationales for restoring forest
cover than to restore environmental values – potentials for future timber
harvesting not least!)
in order to restore environmental values‖ should be removed from the criterion.
Awkward and not accurate. It could be replaced with something like, ―in order to
regenerate the stand.‖
Agree with the proposed wording.
T: There should be a reference to harvesting of trees so that the Criterion is
applicable for NTFPs.

The criterion needs to also be applicable to the harvest of a wide range of
NTFPs, and mainly where ―significant‖ impacts to vegetation have occurred [for
example, the harvesting of honey or mushrooms would not likely require
restoration or regeneration.
It is preferable to replace the term ―forest cover‖ with a more broadly applicable
term (as proposed here), given that some management units may not harvest
trees but NTFPs
Given its subject matter, the logical flow of the criteria under this principle would
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After harvest, and where significant impacts to vegetation have occurred, The
Organization shall restore forest coverthe vegetation by natural or artificial
regeneration within a limited period of time in order to restore environmental
values.

Forest Stewardship Council

suggest that this criterion should be moved to second place in the order (i.e.,
10.2).
The explanatory notes fail to define what the word ―limited‖ means and how it
will be determined. They should.
Explanatory Note:
1. Environmental values include: ecosystem functions, biological diversity,
water resources, soils, and landscape values (see Glossary and
explanatory notes to Criterion 6.1).
2. For the purposes of this criterion, the vegetation in question is the
vegetative community that existed prior to harvest, e.g., in the case of
timber harvesting, the forest cover and forest type.
C 10.3: Ok with the changes suggested by (...).
Explanatory note 2: Very important guidance!
Develop a New Criterion 10.3. National Initiatives shall define the maximum
harvesting area on plantations that apply the clear cutting method, in order to
avoid impairment of environmental and social functions and the associated
negative impacts.
Becomes 10.4
/
A reasonable criterion, but ―limited period of time‖ is difficult to interpret and
would vary considerably between countries.
Does the RE establishment of a second rotation are of plantations qualify.?
The implications of the requirement to restore forest cover within a certain
limited period of time could be problematic in some situations. More information
on this is needed to better understand these implications.
An explanatory note may be needed to recognize that there may be instances
whereby forest cover will be allowed to convert to forest openings, provided this
is recognized and /or recommended. in forest management plans

This criteria assumes that the forest owner abandon forestry after harvest, and
in stead reconvert the site to a natural habitat?
It is not only for environmental reasons forest need to be restored after harvest.
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Remove reference to natural and artificial regeneration and just use
regeneration.

Forest Stewardship Council

Economical and social values should also be added since they are equally
important but not considered in the draft.
―…within a pre-determined period of time…‖
It is of course not only environmental values that need to be restored after
harvest. Restoration of a producing forest stand is equally important but not
considered.
A reasonable criterion, but ―limited period of time‖ is difficult to interpret and
would vary between countries.
It is not clear that this criterion applies to the plantation forest type or to all forest
types. It is important to precise this information in order to define the indicators.
And in addition this Criterion is not appropriate if the low impact exploitation
methods are used.
Suggestion: ―After harvest, The Organization shall use method to restore forest
cover by natural or artificial regeneration within a limited period of time in order
to restore environmental values.‖
The organization cannot restore forest cover by natural means (nature does the
restoring). Suggest the following edit: ―shall ensure forest cover is restored by
natural or artificial regeneration‖ The phrase ―limited period of time‖ is not
auditable.
In the case of plantations, I think it will be difficult to accomplish the restoration
of all the values mentioned (ecosystem functions and biological diversity) at the
harvest site in particular, although this could be complemented with measures
and actions implemented in the setting (disetaño management of the plantation,
biological corridors with native vegetation, etc.). In addition, the criterion is
vague with regard to the time period.

REVIEW (NEW CRITERION):
The organization shall define the maximum harvesting area on plantations that
apply the clear cutting method, in order to avoid impairment of environmental
and social functions and the associated negative impacts.
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I stongly disagree. This actually makes no sense ! This may be applicable
only to clear cutting systems not to selective felling systems. If they need to
restore environmental values after harvesting then the forest should not be
certifiable ! Even clear cutting systems must allow environmental values to be
maintained on a landscape level.

Forest Stewardship Council

Change the numbering of all the others.
Add in the explanatory note:
Regardless of what this period of time is, the organization shall guarantee
establishment of the plantation.
Criterion 10.3 becomes 10.4
10.3 (new)
The maximum harvesting area in plantations or native forests with the clear
cutting method shall be limited in order to avoid impairment of environmental
and social functions and the associated negative impacts. In developing the
national or regional indicators (national or regional standards), this area can be
limited based on each country‘s environmental and social criteria.
The numbering of the rest of the criteria changes.
RATIONALE
Criterion 5.6 explains the importance of limiting the clear cutting area in
plantations or native forests, and this limitation must be authorized in one of the
criteria and discussed and approved in the national or regional standards. This
Principle 10 is presented as an alternative to Criterion 5.6.
Criterion 10.4 becomes 10.5
This Criterion should include the concept of a mosaic plantation in order to
gradually transform large areas on monospecific, large-scale plantations, in
accordance with the recommendations of the Group on Certification Policy for
Forest Plantations.

a) Is this criterion only for plantations? The phrase ―restore forest cover‖ is a
surprise, because it is assumed that proper management of a native forest
cannot break forest cover, is it not? The intention is correct, but the wording is
not.
b) Include an explanatory note: ―3. Regardless of what this period of time is, the
organization shall guarantee establishment of the plantation.‖
c) Why not mention climate regulation and carbon stocks as environmental
values?
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It would read as follows:
Criterion 10.4 (new) After harvest, the organization shall restore forest cover by
natural regeneration or the plantation within a limited period of time in order to
restore environmental and social values. The design of the stands – in the case
of plantations –- shall take into consideration the aspects of landscape based on
mosaics separated by corridors or stands of native forests, avoiding large
coetaneous and monospecific areas.

Forest Stewardship Council

Create a new criterion referring to:
―The organization shall define the maximum harvesting area on plantations that
apply the clear cutting method, in order to avoid impairment of environmental
and social functions and the associated negative impacts.‖
CHANGE THE NUMBERING OF ALL THE OTHERS.
Add to the explanatory note: Regardless of what this period of time is, the
organization shall guarantee establishment of the plantation.‖
Change the wording
Include ―The organization shall define the maximum area on plantations on
which clear cutting is applied.‖
Comment
Add to the explanatory note: clarify that the ecosystem functions include carbon
stocks.
The statement ―a limited period of time‖ is not clear. Propose to set a specific
deadline according to management plan.
In order to give the same value to all sustainability pillars, social and economic
values should be added to the criterion text.
this new requirement to restore forest cover within a limited period of time
should be well-understood. Again, this is very forest-centric and maybe there
should be a caveat for when environmental values may be enhanced by a
slower restoration of forest cover.
No consensus was reached
Only concern with this proposed Criterion is the interpretation of ―…restore
environmental values.‖ – does this include ―rehabilitation‖ or ―restoration‖. Or is
only limited to the impact due to the harvesting (excluding any site damage that
maybe caused by the organization). Specifically, does this Criterion include
restoration from ―past‖ or ―historic‖ activities?
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Suggest changing to ―…shall ensure the restoration…‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.4

Suggest that wording related to water is moved to 10.5
C 10.4: Vague and fail to address all important aspects of the two original
criterion. Needs further work!
Explanatory notes: Several explanatory notes contains aspects and language
that should be included in criteria. E.g. 2, 8 and 9.
add ―maintain and/or restore carbon stocks including soil carbon‖
Would suggest changing language to, “The Organization shall implement soil
conservation measures to maintain soil function and to prevent, mitigate and
remedy negative impacts on the quality and quantity of water resources inside
and outside the management unit.‖
Agree with the proposed wording – very useful change.
T: The scope of this criterion is very wide which make it somewhat unclear.
Maybe better to divide it into 2 different criteria. One which relates to impacts
from harvesting and another one which deals with impacts from infrastructure
development. Alternatively move the water aspects into 10.5.
+ In the ExN should have a clause that new silivicultural methods should not be
used before test have proven that there will not be negative impacts: e.g. stump
removals and scarification methods).
While good as far as it goes, the proposed revised language does not include
crucial existing requirements, such as explicit requirements to control erosion
and maintain and enhance soil productivity.
The language also fails to include other basic elements, such as minimization of
road densities and networks. These needs are addressed partly by Explanatory
Note 8, which should be incorporated as an explicit part of the Criterion itself.

The proposed language also fails to maintain the FSC‘s performance based
approach to standards. It merely requires that measures be implemented, and
fails to require that these measures be sufficient and successful in achieving the
goals of maintaining ecosystem function, water resource protection, etc.
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The language also fails to address impacts from chemicals. Explanatory Note
10 begins to address this concern, but is not an enforceable part of the Criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

10.4 (revised 6.5 and 10.6)
The Organization shall implement soil
conservation measures thatto maintain ecosystem functions and prevent,
mitigate and remedy negative impacts on the quality and quantity of water
resources inside and outside the management unit.
The word ―to‖ is simply a statement of intent. If a manager merely implements
such measures, yet the water resources are still negatively impacted (in other
words the measures fail), then the manager could still comply with this criterion
and be certified because the criterion only requires implementation with good
intent. This weakness plagues many of these criteria under Principle 10; they
do not require concrete results, only the implementation of measures (which is
very similar to the weak language frequently used by FSC‘s competitors like
SFI). Replacing ―to‖ with ―that‖ would create a clearer obligation to produce the
concrete desired result.
Explanatory Notes
7. The best choice for ensuring soil conservation may be reduced impact
harvestlogging strategies especially for steep slopes or soils which are liable to
erosion or compaction.
8. Compliance with this criterion requires that construction and maintenance of
roads, railways, routes and trails (e.g. for skidding and forwarding), while
providing for safe operation, will not result in unnecessary clearance of
vegetation or disturbance of soil.
This is a very important note. However, it may be more appropriately attached
to a new criterion regarding infrastructure – as proposed below.
9. The criterion also applies to long-haul access roads, trails and rails outside
the management unit but only if under the managerial control of The
Organization.

12. – measures of success - A negative change (e.g., erosion) would not be a
―measure of success‖. Changes in conditions in general would be a status
indicator, but not a measure of success. These mismatched terms further
perpetuate the confusion created by the notes under Criteria 7.3 and 8.1. The
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Is this really an extension of the certification process to roads and rail systems
far beyond the Management Unit? If so, this is the first time such an extension
has been proposed. This note would also be more appropriate under the new
criterion proposed below

Forest Stewardship Council

proper terminology needs to be used, and used consistently, throughout the
P&C and Explanatory Notes.
New Criterion 10.x The Organization shall plan and site its infrastructure in a
manner that prevents or mitigates negative impacts to environmental values.
This concept is currently missing from the P&C (and cannot be assumed under
any other criterion), and is so central to most forest management operations that
it needs to be explicitly covered by a free-standing criterion.
Explanatory Notes:
1. Infrastructure includes all roads, trails, railroads, bridges, culverts,
yarding, staging, storage and milling facilities.
2. Compliance with this criterion requires that construction and maintenance
of roads, railways, routes and trails (e.g. for skidding and forwarding),
while providing for safe operation, will not result in unnecessary
clearance of vegetation or disturbance of soil.
This note originally appeared under Criterion 10.4 above, but is more
appropriate here.
1.3.Preventing and reducing impacts requires that such infrastructure be kept
to the minimum necessary to meet management objectives.
Principle 10 – Implementation of management activities includes carbon
stocks and climate change adaptation. Climate relevant provisions should be
integrated into relevant criteria, including the addition of ―maintain and/or restore
carbon stocks including soil carbon‖ under revised 10.4 and the addition of
―including climate change‖ among anthropogenic causes under revised 10.7.

It is unclear whether this criterion is going to protect soils enough, minimize the
negative effects of roads, and encourage reduced impact logging. It appears,
however, that the criterion is deficient in ensuring these safeguards.
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Duplicated with 10.5 in terms of water resource. Suggest to take water resource
out from this criterion.
/
In the explanatory notes (no 11) is written that if the soils can be damaged
harvesting only may take place in dry weather or when he soil is frozen. Of
course that shall be an ambition, but there must be some kind of respect to the
fact weather is changing continuously. In sensitive areas forestry avoids
damages by using new, light machines to overcome the challenges. It is neither
reasonable to demand (no 12) soil compaction and fertility shall be monitored
though there are no methods for that. That type of monitoring is maybe a task
for researchers.

Forest Stewardship Council

The organization may not have the ability to carry out activities outside its
management unit on other private properties, and it may even be that damages
that occur, either outside or inside the MU, are not the responsibility of the
organization.
Delete Note 11 ‖…harvesting only takes place in dry weather or when soil is
frozen..‖ as it assumes damage to soils without consideration of harvesting
method or precautions taken to avoid rutting. The criterion sets the objective,
this note constrains it unnecessarily.
In the explanatory notes (no 11) is written that if the soils can be damaged
harvesting only may take place in dry weather or when the soil is frozen. Of
course that shall be an ambition, but there must be some kind of respect to the
fact weather is changing continuously. In very sensitive areas forestry is trying to
avoid damages by using mini bridges and new machine techniques are
developed to overcome the problem in a better way. It is neither reasonable to
demand (no 12) soil compaction and fertility shall be monitored though there are
no methods for that. That type of monitoring is maybe a task for researchers.
This criterion is redundant with 6.3 and 6.7 and 9.1 HCVF 4.
In addition it is not clear if this Criterion‘s aim is the water resources
conservation or the soil conservation or both. It shall be clarified.
Suggestion: ―The Organization shall implement soil conservation measures for
soil conservation to maintain ecosystem functions and prevent, mitigate and
remedy negative impacts on the quality and quantity of water resources inside
and outside the management unit.‖
All explanatory notes focus on water quality and quantity. What ecosystem
functions other than hydrologic are this criterion targeting?
If forest management practices result in a diminishment of soil productivity,
could this Criterion be satisfied through perpetual fertilization practices? If so,
this practice could be controversial and call into question if such practices are
sustainable.

I am not entirely sure of the difference between proposed C10.4 & proposed
C10.5. Although the Explanatory Notes for both have a fair amount of
information, I am not sure how the difference will be captured at the Indicator
level without being redundant. I think Note 1 for proposed C10.5 states the
same intent when it explains ―C10.4 deals…‖ and ―C10.5 deals…‖.
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This criterion is redundant with 10.4, and could be merged with 10.4 because
the requirements are close to indicator level.

Forest Stewardship Council

Seems redundant with proposed C6.7.
Further to the comment above, concerns that negative impacts ―outside the
management unit‖ would need to be those caused by the organization ―inside
the management unit‖. Sometimes downstream impacts may be caused by
―other users of the management unit‖ and ―outside the control of the
organization.‖ It is recommended that the Explanatory Notes expand on the
interpretation of this concern.
This is redundant with 10.4. While there are subtle differences in the focus they
both focus on protecting water quality during management activities. From
experience the most common type of non-conformance related to water quality
is inadequate implementation of soil conservation (road building, water bars, revegetation, etc). As these two criteria are written a non-conformance with both
criteria would exist if soil conservation measures are not implemented. And with
the new requirement that a corrective action request cannot reference more
than one criterion two separate CARs would need to be issued for a single nonconformance 10.4 and 10.5 need to be combined into a single criterion..
Poor wording. Delete : maintain ecosystem functions and ; also delete the
word remedy
This Criterion does not make it clear that the Organization‘s responsibilities may
be outside of the MU, provided that the Organization has the responsibility
outside; include in EN
2). EN 4 is in error by default because the ability of ecosystems to recover by
themselves is unknown. This concept should be included in EN4 or a new one
should be developed.
3) EN3 is insufficient. It says that it will do Reduced Impact Logging. This
planning does not make it OBLIGATORY to do it. In dry and wet seasons, it is
considered, certainly, but it is not always obligatory. Remove the present
wording and put it in MIR.

a) It is positive to see that the explanatory notes include issues that previously
were in criteria, such as the original 6.5 and 10.6, and in this way the criterion
can have a better focus.
b) On the other hand, ―long term‖ has been removed, although now ecosystem
functions are mentioned (what was used previously was ecological productivity);
it should be maintained.
c) Include in the explanatory notes the importance of caring for the soil in
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REVISION TO THE EXPLANATORY NOTE: Clarify that the ecosystem
functions include carbons stocks.

Forest Stewardship Council

relation to carbon stocks.
Explanatory note: Clarify that the ecosystem functions include carbons stocks.
Explanatory Note #11 – Proposed re-writing: ―For soils which can be damaged
by harvesting in wet weather this criterion would require that harvesting only
takes place in dry weather, or when the soil isn‘t saturated with water or is
frozen.
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We propose to combine this criterion with criterion 10.5.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.5
…to protect water resources from negative impacts of management activities
that may affect aquatic life….
Would add the word “water” in front of quantity: The Organization shall
implement measures to protect existing water resources from management
activities that could negatively affect aquatic life, water quality, water quantity
and human health.
Agree with the proposed wording. Could add a second sentence, such as:
―Where water resources have been damaged, The Organization undertakes
restoration activities, as necessary.‖
T: Change to performance based criteria: Suggestion: ―The Organisation shall
ensure that management activities do not negatively affect the water resources
and its aquatic life, water quality, quantity as well as human health.
The proposed language is too vague. Among other things, it fails to expressly
require that all existing water bodies be fully protected and, where impacted by
past management, be enhanced and restored.
It also fails to include the requirements of existing Criterion 6.5 regarding
erosion control, and applicability to all mechanical disturbances.
The Criterion also completely fails to incorporate Criterion 10.6‘s requirements
for soil structure, fertility, and biological activity, and avoidance of soil
degradation.
The Criterion also fails to comprise a performance standard, and does not
require any particular level of protection or ecological outcome; rather, it just
requires the implementation of measures that may or may not be sufficient and
effective.
Explanatory Notes 2 and 3 includes crucial requirements and should be an
explicit and enforceable part of the Criterion, not just a ―note.‖

The Organization shall implement measures thattoprotect existing water
resources from management activities that could negatively affect aquatic life,
water quality, quantity and human health.
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These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

Forest Stewardship Council

Similar rationale as stated in previous comment under Criterion 10.4.
Explanatory Notes
2. spawning windows - Needs definition.
3. Measures also include precautions against damage to, and diversion of,
natural flow patterns of water courses and drainage during and following
management activities, including blocked streams through poor bridging and
culverting.
C 10.5: Ok with the change suggested by (...).
The additional protection measures for water is a good improvement from the
last draft.
Note 3 change ‗bridging and culverting‘ to ―…poor bridge or culvert installation‖
Management is impossible if no negatively affecting measures in relation to e.g.
water is allowed. Another type of goal settings is necessary if society and FSC
wants a use of natural resources for human welfare.
I am not entirely sure of the difference between proposed C10.4 & proposed
C10.5. Although the Explanatory Notes for both have a fair amount of
information, I am not sure how the difference will be captured at the Indicator
level without being redundant. I think Note 1 for proposed C10.5 states the
same intent when it explains ―C10.4 deals…‖ and ―C10.5 deals…‖.
Seems redundant with proposed C6.7.

The original version of these criteria was clearer and more precise. Although it
can be considered as more inclusive, it is vague. The effectiveness of this
criterion is subordinate, in our opinion, to the indicators to be defined in due
course. This comment applies to criteria 10.5 y 10.6.
(...)
I disagree. Repeating 10.4 please combine criteria
:
Add: ‖Where water resources have been damaged, The Organization
undertakes restoration activities, as necessary.
The intention is very good, but the formulation is a little odd. It is not clear. It
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Further to comment above, ―…management activities that could negatively
affect…and human health.‖ – by affecting human health it is meant specifically
from a water resource standpoint (i.e. NOT from worker health & safety)?

Forest Stewardship Council
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should speak positively, something like this: ―The organization shall implement
measures to protect water resources and thus ensure conservation of aquatic
life and water quantity and quality for human health.‖

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.6
…silvicultural practices are well adapted to…
Agree with the proposed wording.
This Criterion is so vague and loose in its requirements as to be pointless.
While it‘s intent is sound, is does not require any specific outcomes, nor does it
provide any performance standards against which to measure forest
management.
Explanatory Note 8‘s language regarding use of reducing impact logging
techniques has tremendous potential value, and should be part of the Criterion,
not just a Note which may or may not have any impact.
The Criterion utterly fails to maintain the existing Criterion 6.5‘s requirement to
avoid damage to unharvested forest resources. This is quite unacceptable.
Similarly, the Criterion fails to maintain existing Criterion 5.3‘s requirements to
minimize waste and damage. These problems are sufficient reason to vote
down the proposed P&C revision.
The Organization shall demonstrate that resource managementsilvicultural
practices are ecologically appropriate for the vegetation, species, sites and
management objectives.
Given that the term ―silvicultural‖ has historically been narrowly focused on
timber management, it is important to be very clear about its meaning. The new
definition proposed in the Glossary seems to more broadly encompass all
activities related to the management of the forest within the Management Unit.
However, this explanatory note seems to create a more narrow and contrary
meaning. If the intent of this note is accurate, then the word ―silviculture‖ in the
criterion would be inappropriately narrow for the P&C and should be replaced by
the term ―resource management‖.

Explanatory Notes:
4. In polyspecific natural and semi-natural forest, including seral stages,
management objectives are likely to favor the utilization of a sub-set of all the
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ecologically appropriate - This is a very vague term that could be easily
misunderstood. None of the explanatory notes adequately defines it. It should
be added to the Glossary. Otherwise this criterion will be extremely difficult, if
not impossible, to audit with any consistency.

Forest Stewardship Council

vegetation species which are present. According to Criterion 7.2 the
management plan has to justify and rationalize that selection and provide
associated prescriptions for stand management.
This is not accurate. Nothing in the language of Criterion 7.2 specifies this.
including seral stages - Since, by definition, any such forest would include one
or more seral stages, this modifier is either inappropriately worded or placed,
and needs modification.
6. This criterion also requires that the method of harvest chosen should be
appropriate for the ecological conditions of each area harvestedstand in order to
facilitate effective restoration or reforestation.
stand - This term is too narrowly timber-specific.
restoration - If the species being harvested is an NTFP, then the word
―reforestation‖ alone would not apply.
7. According to Criteriaon 8.1 to 8.3 the organization is required to monitor the
species and areas being harvested stand development in order to check
achievement of its management objectives and implement adaptive
management when required.
This statement is untrue. Nothing in these three criteria mentions or requires
the monitoring of ―stand development‖.
stand development This term is too narrowly timber-specific.

C 10.6: This criterion should be made scale/intensity/impact sensitive to avoid
problems for SLIMF's.
Otherwise ok with the change suggested by (...).
/
Only ecological demands are specified in this paragraph, which not is in line with
the overall ambitions to cover all aspects, also economic. This type of aspect
should be included for species, sites and management objectives. Ecological fit
for the vegetation etc. is difficult to demonstrate.
/
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8. With respect to the harvesting of trees, the ecologically most appropriate
approach for conserving vegetation in natural or semi-natural ecosystems is the
use of reduced impact logging techniques. This does not imply single-tree or
group selection silviculture if the autecology of the subject species requires large
canopy openings or fire for successful regeneration and growth, within the limits
of Criterion 6.8.
autecology - This term needs definition, or replacement, in this note, since it
does not appear in the Glossary.

Forest Stewardship Council

We are unclear on the implications of this Criteria on plantation management
To take full account of this criterion we need to abandon the current strategy:
Adaptive forest management and in stead conduct research of all forest
operations, before we can carry out an operation that will be approved by FSC
or ―interested stakeholders‖. In other words: The effect of FSC is a move from
Adaptive management to Management by consideration.
Note 6 change ‗..each stand‘ to ‗each site‘; the site is the unit of unique
ecological condition, not each stand
Only ecological demands are specified in this paragraph, which not is in line with
the overall ambitions to cover at least also economical aspects. This type of
aspect should be included for species, sites and management objectives.
Ecological fit for the vegetation etc. is difficult to demonstrate.
It‘s unclear what is meant by ―ecologically appropriate‖. CBs would have a very
difficult task in auditing this Criterion.
Agreed
The original version of these criteria was clearer and more precise. Although it
can be considered as more inclusive, it is vague. The effectiveness of this
criterion is subordinate, in our opinion, to the indicators to be defined in due
course. This comment applies to criteria 10.5 y 10.6.
Why ―ecologically‖ appropriate? Intense plantation forestry silvicultural activities
are primarily for quick tree growth and quality not ―ecological‖ growth. This
criteria should be reworded for plantation forestry or simply drop the word
―ecologically‖.
Use of the word‖ ecologically‖ is perhaps inappropriate when using alien
species. We suggest that the word be dropped, or we could also live with the
word ―biologically‖ since it does not imply that the silvicultural practices are
necessarily aligned with the native biota.
Ok . general

The contents of criterion 10.6 are already mentioned in the management plans.
We propose its removal.
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I (This comment refers only to the Spanish version) Change the word ―macizos‖
to ―RODALES‖.

Forest Stewardship Council
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The Organization shall demonstrate that silvicultural practices areecologically
appropriate for the vegetation, species, sites and management objectives. This
appears a difficult task- what if someone has been harvesting bamboo for
generations, but has no proof of that the system operates in a sustainable way,
but is a smallholder in India?

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.7
‗Human activities‘ is to general. Needs to more explicitly address unintentional
indirect effects of management/roadbuilding etc like poaching for bush meat etc
The current formulation may cause problems for SLIMF's as it refers to
strategies rather than field performance (a general problem in several criteria).
Many SLIMF's would not be able to develop a strategy and it would be better if
they focus their attention on reducing the risk of natural and human hazards.
add ―including climate change‖ among anthropogenic causes
Not sure what ―human activities‖ means in this instance. An example or two
should be provided.
Agree with the proposed wording.
T: Very vague. Need to clarify what kind risks that should be assessed (social
and environmental) and what/who should be protected from impact.
T: There is a range of other potential (and likely unintentional) negative impacts
resulting from management activities such as influx of people, poaching and
intensive recreational activities. The ExN needs to recognize this.
This Criterion is so vague and loose in its requirements as to be pointless.
While it‘s intent is sound, is does not require any specific outcomes, nor does it
provide any performance standards against which to measure forest
management.
The requirements of Explanatory Notes 2 and 3 should be made part of the
Criterion. Regulating practices such as chemical spraying and fertilization to
avoid and minimize impacts on ecosystems, water, and people should not be
left to an Explanatory Note that may or may not have any impact, but should be
a mandatory and explicit part of the Criteria.

The Organization shall assess risks and develop and implement strategies
thatto reduce potential negative impacts from natural hazards and from human
activities.
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The requirements of Explanatory Note 4 should also be an explicit part of the
Criteria. Integrated Pest Management is an explicit part of the existing P&C and
should not be relegated to an optional Explanatory Note. This problem is
sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

Forest Stewardship Council

The wording of this criterion is very confusing in its intent, since most criteria in
the P&C already seek to reduce various impacts from management activities –
all of which are ―human activities‖. It needs to be revised to make more sense,
perhaps by focusing it entirely on natural hazards.
thatto - Similar rationale to that stated in a previous comment. [NOTE: This
single edit does not constitute the revision suggested in the previous comment.]
Explanatory Notes:
1. This Criterion deals with negative impacts from natural hazards and human
activities that are not related to management activities.
This is not true. Nothing in the wording of the criterion makes this distinction.
3. Examples of hazards from human activities that are not caused by
management activities are pesticides (e.g. as a result of spray drift), heavy
metals (e.g. from mining) air pollution (e.g. acidification or nitrogen deposition)
This entire note is very confusing, and some of it makes no sense. The
application of pesticides is definitely a management activity. Also, mining may
take place on the Management Unit. The note also fails to explain where the
sources of these pollutants are. Significant revision, or deletion, is
recommended.
4. Some examples of strategies to reduce potential negative impacts are:
a) Fire damage:
What is FSC‘s policy on fires that may be required for the natural propagation
and regeneration of certain species, and on controlled burning? This sub-note
appears to define fire as an entirely negative event.
c) the amount of such material required to remain What does this mean?
Required to remain by whom? The sentence structure is confusing.
5. Negative impacts also refer to impacts on local communities. Therefore,
where relevant, detection systems must be linked toassociated with warning
systems to alert local communities, e.g. fire detection systems.

The Organization shall undertake a reasonable level of pre-assessment to
assess risks and develop and implement strategies to reduce…‖
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6. According to Criterion 1.11 The Organization is required to co-operate with
the appropriate authorities to control alien species if required by law.
/
These obligations would involve a time consuming job for forest managers to do
this for all forest management units.

Forest Stewardship Council

These obligations would involve a time consuming job for forest managers to do
this for all forest management units.
Criterion of difficult application in situations of unforeseeable natural risks.
Agreed
it is difficult to prevent natural hazard and to define a threshold of interpretation.
As stated the focus of Principle 10 is management activities ―Implementation of
Management Activities‖. Why is a criterion included that is not related to
management activities? It would seem more appropriate if this criterion were
included in principle 6 if it relates to risks not associated with management
activities. Also in note 3 it states that negative impacts from pesticide use is not
related to management activities, this is incorrect pesticide use is a
management activity.
Along the same line – the aspects of 6.2 and 6.3 that deal with negative impacts
of management activities should be addressed by criteria in Principle 10 to be
consistent with the described organization of the revised P&C
/
Criterion of difficult application in situations of unforeseeable natural risks
This is exaggerated, there‘s a limit to the responsibilities that can be asked from
an Organization. An organization can to a certain extend try to influence human
behavior within the Management Unit. But not all human influences, like e.g.
acid rain. It cannot be held responsible for reducing impacts of natural hazards
as well. The company will have to spend a lot of investment and effort to
economically survive from natural hazards. I think the list of the type of impacts,
both from natural hazards and human activities, should be reviewed and be very
limited.
Criterion of difficult application in situations of unforeseeable natural risks.
Highly vague ! Sounds like a combination of planning and HCV What is a
strategy ? Could be almost anything this is not Implementation of Management
Activities . Delete

Include in the explanatory notes: For the communities and small producers that
are far located in relation to the big centres, they should not only consider
environmentally adequate solutions, but also the local situation and possibilities.
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Explanatory Note (EN 6)
Remove EN6; this is not necessarily legal.

Forest Stewardship Council

In the case of communities that live in isolated areas and where there are no
resources to remove the residues from the area, bury the ones that are not
dangerous can be a suitable solution. It doesn‘t imply that the community should
not look for other solutions.
REVISION: The Organization shall assess risks and develop and implement
strategies to reduce potential negative impacts from natural hazards and from
human activities not associated with forestry activities.
a) Include at the end: ―… human activities not associated with management
activities‖.
b) Include in the criterion or the explanatory notes that human activities can also
cause climate change. In addition, the implications of climate change should be
mentioned.
Change the wording to: The organization shall assess risks and develop and
implement strategies to reduce potential negative impacts from natural hazards
and from human activities not associated with forest activity.
We propose the following wording::
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The Organization shall identify risks and develop and implement strategies to
reduce potential negative impacts from natural hazards and from human
activities

Forest Stewardship Council

C 10.8

8) Chemicals (10.8 and 10.9) seems to have been watered considerably down
to meet plantation interests - they are not required to phase out chemicals and
find alternatives. Thus the suggested criteria are unacceptable and need more
work.
C 10.8: Fertilizers should generally not be used in FSC certified
forests/plantations! That must be maintained as a principle in the P&C for us to
vote in favour of them. Suggestion: "The use of fertilizers is kept at an absolute
minimum and application of fertilizers shall be documented and justified. If
fertilizers are used the org. shall prevent, mitigate and remediate damage to
social and environmental values".
Agree with the proposed wording. Explanatory Notes should emphasize the
priority for prevention.
This Criterion is far too vague and does not maintain the existing P&C‘s
expectation that chemical use will be minimized and phased out, including
through the use of silvicultural options that reduce the need for chemical
applications.
The Criterion does not maintain the existing 6.6‘s requirement that
“management systems shall promote the development and adoption of
environmentally non-chemical methods of pest management and strive to avoid
the use of chemical pesticides.” This is patently unacceptable.
The Criterion does not even maintain the existing requirement of 6.6 that “proper
equipment and training shall be provided to minimize health and environmental
risks.”
This problem is sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
Explanatory Notes: Possible negative impacts of fertilizers include
eutrophication, water pollution.

It appears that fertilizers are now being allowed on non-plantation (natural)
forests. This would be problematic, as well as the more relaxed requirements
around chemical use and worker safety.
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Members need to know why the original Criterion 10.7‘s admonishment to
―make every effort to move away from chemical… fertilizers‖ has been dropped
from criterion language.

Forest Stewardship Council

This is a valuable disadvantage for owners of natural forests since in
Switzerland forest owners are not allowed to use any fertilizers whereas in the
agro-forestry it is allowed. A new approach has to be presented.
Word is missing in the explanatory note, at the end of the sentence.
Good change in highlighting the difference between fertilizers and pesticides.
―The need of fertilizers must be argued‖ shall be added.
Die Änderung erscheint pragmatisch und zielführend.
Agreed
See comments associated with C10.4.
I agree
One further issue which may be in part a question, concerning 10.8 and 10.9,
and the use of chemicals (either pesticides of fertilizers). While we support the
elimination of chemicals from forestry, it would be of value to add that adequate
training and equipment is provided to workers who come into contact with these
substances, in order to eliminate any health risks that may occur.
We are unclear if this is currently spelled out adequately in the sections on
occupational safety and health, as in 1.18, and therefore seek some guidance
on this issue.
The Organizations cannot be permitted to use inorganic fertilizers
systematically. Just as with pesticides, the tendency must be to decrease or
eliminate their use, replacing them with organic fertilization or with rotations and
harvest volumes that are supported by the natural resources found in the
ecosystem. We CANNOT stop at just mitigating the damage (effect) but rather
must prevent the cause. The use of inorganic fertilizers based on petroleum
derivatives is an unsustainable practice that contributes to air pollution and
generates gases that contribute to climate change.

The way in which the criterion is written seems to indicate that there are only
negative impacts in the use of fertilizers.
We propose the following wording: The organization shall implement an
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―The need of fertilizers must be argued‖ shall be added.

Forest Stewardship Council
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effective fertilization program in accordance to the management objectives and
which responds to good forest management practices. These good
management practices include minimizing adverse impacts on environmental
values and human health.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.9

Criterion 10.9 on chemical use is weakening the existing requirements. We
would still like the emphasis to be on striving to avoid and phasing out the use of
chemical pesticides rather than simply minimising or reducing. IPM and
silviculture are fine as tools but not as prescriptive criterion level requirements.
8) Chemicals (10.8 and 10.9) seems to have been watered considerably down
to meet plantation interests - they are not required to phase out chemicals and
find alternatives. Thus the suggested criteria are unacceptable and need more
work.
C 10.9: The criterion should clearly state that the org. must reduce or eliminate
the use of chemical pesticides - not implement some sort of a system that may
or may not result in reductions or elimination of pesticides. If they use such
substances they must also prevent, mitigate and remediate damage to
environmental values. As the criterion is formulated now we can not support it.
Would change it to the following, ―The Organization shall reduce or eliminate the
use of chemical pesticides through the use of integrated pest management
systems and appropriate silvicultural systems. The Organization shall not use
any chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC policy.‖
Also, I‘m not sure if the training and safety components are adequately covered
in P1 and P10.
Agree with the proposed wording.

Key failings that must be addressed are:
8. Pesticide Use: proposed criterion 10.9 is weaker than existing requirements
and changes the existing FSC criterion emphasis on avoiding the use of
chemical pesticides - it focuses on implementing IPM and silvicultural systems
instead. It also lacks the specific requirements on use of chemicals.
This language is good as far as it goes, but the Criterion does not maintain the
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New wording: ―The Organization shall reduce or eliminate the use of chemical
pesticides through the use of integrated pest management systems and
appropriate silvicultural systems. The Organization shall not use any chemical
pesticides prohibited by FSC policy. When pesticides are used the Organisation
shall prevent, mitigate and remediate damage to environmental values‖

Forest Stewardship Council

existing 6.6‘s requirement that “management systems shall promote the
development and adoption of environmentally non-chemical methods of pest
management and strive to avoid the use of chemical pesticides.” This is
patently unacceptable.
Explanatory Note 6 references—but does not provide—crucial requirements for
the protection of ecological attributes and people from chemical applications.
The Criterion itself needs to expressly require that chemical applications are
controlled and managed to avoid impacts to water bodies, people, and rare,
threatened, endangered, and other imperiled plants and wildlife. Even some of
the weakest competing certification systems, such as the Sustainable Forestry
Initiative (SFI), require such basic protections during chemical applications.
The Criterion does not even maintain the existing requirement that “proper
equipment and training shall be provided to minimize health and environmental
risks.”
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

10.9 (revised 6.6 and 10.7)
The Organization shall use integrated pest
management and silvicultural systems, towhich reduce or eliminate the use of
chemical pesticides and to avoid prevent damage to environmental values and
human health. The Organization shall not use any chemical pesticides
prohibited by FSC policy.
When pesticides are used, The Organization shall prevent, mitigate and
remediate damage to environmental values.
silvicultural systems - Since this word is typically interpreted to pertain primarily
to timber management, it would be preferable to find a more generic
replacement.
The word ―which‖ only serves to describe the systems, when what is needed
instead is a clear requirement (as in the original P&C) to reduce or eliminate the
use of chemical pesticides.

There is no justifiable reason for not requiring the same precautions for both
fertilizers and pesticides – particularly since pesticides are higher-risk chemicals
than fertilizers. Furthermore, the IPM requirement in the first sentence has a
different goal and intent – to reduce or eliminate pesticide use. This additional
sentence is needed because the rest of the language in the criterion fails to
address damage when pesticides are used. [Most health-related hazards and
impacts are addressed separately under Criterion 2.3 and (amended) Criterion
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―Avoid‖ is too weak a word. ―Prevent‖ is preferable.

Forest Stewardship Council

4.4, and thus do not need to be further addressed in this additional sentence.]
Explanatory notes:
6. This Criterion requires that an effective program is in place, and operating
successfully, for using pesticides and fertilizers in a way that proactively avoids
damage to the environment and risks to workers or neighbors.
With the additional sentence as recommended above, this statement may be
accurate. Otherwise, it is not.

Rationale
Members need to know why the original Criterion 10.7‘s admonishment to
―make every effort to move away from chemical pesticides‖ has been dropped
from criterion language.
/
Use of integrated pest management and silvicultural systems to eliminate use of
pesticides harmful etc ... concerned that this statement seeks to avoid the use of
all pesticides suggest that it should state "The organisation shall investigate and
trial integrated pest.............."
This is a valuable disadvantage for owners of natural forests since in
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8. For nurseries located outside the Management Unit:
 When The Organization shows that it operates an effective and secure
integrated pest management system, chemicals that are on the FSC list
of prohibited chemicals, but are not listed as highly hazardous by WHO
and are not prohibited by national laws, may be used in tree nurseries
that are outside the limits of the management unit, provided that strict
security measures are documented, implemented and verified by the
certification body in each case. A justification for this more lenient policy
is the tighter control ofthat chemical use in the horticultural environment
of a nursery is more tightly controlled compared with the more hazardous
conditions in the open environment of the management unit,; for
example, when applying chemicals by aerial spraying.
This sentence needs revision for clarity.
 Bulled point 3
managed spatial area - The meaning of this term, and how it differs from
Management Unit, is not clear. This language is extremely confusing and
needs revision for clarity. If the intent is that the exception in the previous
bullet applies to this situation, then this bullet becomes still more
confusing.
 Bullet point 4
To avoid confusion, it might help to label the exception itself as ―The
Exception‖ where it is first described above, and use the upper-case term
wherever it appears in all subsequent bullets of this Explanatory Note.

Forest Stewardship Council

Switzerland there is a difference between forestry and agro-forestry. There are
different legal rules for using chemical pesticides. A new approach has to be
presented.
There have been widespread concerns over the FSC approach to pesticides,
the difficulties with derogation and chemicals that are proscribed by FSC but
perfectly legal according to international standards. I suggest more reliance on
an integrated pest management systems and recognition of well established and
respected country controls.
This is a vexed issue, and whilst we welcome the recognition that Integrated
Pest Management offers a sound basis for minimising pesticide use we still
have problems with FSC‘s approach to this. These problems would be eased if:
1 FSC policy was more aligned with scientific consensus and peer reviewed
science.
2 FSC took more account of county regulations and international agreements,
particularly in low risk developed countries.
3 FSC had demonstrated competence with dealing with ―derogation‖ issues in a
timely and objective manner.
Proposed change: More reliance it placed on Integrated Pest Management
Systems and county level regulation in low risk areas
It would be desirable if FSC would state that they will conduct timely reviews of
derogation requests. Long delays have been experienced in reviewing and
deciding on past derogation requests.
/
There remains a need for a system to deal with Highly Hazardous pesticides.
However, the current derogation system has several flaws that require attention.
An an alternative to current style of Derogation system is needed. We fear and
have experienced that derogation simply adds cost and burden to FSC
International and certificate holders, reducing the Organisations capability in
other areas. A system as advocated by the Pesticides Working Group of the
Plantations Review is preferred where open transparent reporting against
pesticide intensity reduction targets would be preferable.
We strongly support Explanatory note 8 for nurseries as this makes sense with
the very different nature of nursery management to that of forest management.

A workable approach to a very challenging issue.
Use of integrated pest management and silvicultural systems to eliminate use of
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We believe the use of the wording ―reduce or eliminate‖ is much more
appropriate and can be practically applied.

Forest Stewardship Council

pesticides harmful etc ... concerned that this statement seeks to avoid the use of
all pesticides suggest that it should state "The organisation shall investigate and
trial integrated pest.............."
The Organization shall document, minimize, monitor and strictly control the use
… shall be added like in 10.10
Die bisherige Regelung war deutlich präziser. Die Neuformulierung ist
missverständlich. Pestizide haben immer negative Auswirkungen auf die
Umwelt! Eine restriktive Regelung zum Einsatz von Pestiziden wäre
wünschenswert.
Use of integrated pest management and silvicultural systems to eliminate use of
pesticides harmful etc ... concerned that this statement seeks to avoid the use of
all pesticides suggest that it should state "The organisation shall investigate and
trial integrated pest......"
Explanatory Note 8 on chemical pesticide usage in nurseries, depending on
their location inside / outside forest management unit. This distribution is totally
theoretical. Practically, requirements on pesticide usage should be different on
forest use compared to usage in nurseries. Requirements for use in nurseries
must be same heedless of nursery location.
Agreed
FSC prohibited chemicals can be used if pesticide derogation is approved by
FSC – this needs to be addressed in the criterion. Why does note 6 references
fertilizers? Use of fertilizers is covered by 10.8.
Does note 8 apply to nurseries not owned or not under the control of the
Organization? If this does not apply to non-owned nurseries then this places an
inequitable burden on FMEs that own and/or operate their own off-site tree
nurseries. As written this requires CABs to audit facilities outside of the scope
of the certificate (which is limited to the FMU(s)).

The Organization shall use integrated pest management and silvicultural
systems, which reduce or eliminate the use of chemical pesticides to avoid
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The Organization may use chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC Chemical
Policy once it have a valid temporary derogation. To clarify this title we suggest:
[…] The Organization shall not use any chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC
policy unless it have a valid temporary derogation.
The criteria validity of inside and outside of the Management Unit should be
clear in the text of criteria

Forest Stewardship Council

damage to environmental values and human health. The Organization shall not
use any Chemicals pesticides prohibited by FSC policy unless it obtains a
waiver from the FSC.
I agree
Using the words ―shall prevent‖ and ―mitigate‖ in the same sentence is
contradictory. If you prevent something, then mitigation is simply superfluous. I
feel that ―shall prevent‖ is too strong and the criterion must leave some scope for
mitigation of impacts
The Organization shall document, minimize, monitor and strictly
control the use … shall be added like in 10.10
Aspects of integrated pest managements should be more detailed in the
Criterias
Explanatory Note #6 – The reference to the fertilizers should be withdrawn from
this criterion on pesticides because they‘re already addressed in another
criterion.
Whilst owners of FSC-certified forests and woodland in the (...) are pleased to
see the formal acknowledgement of integrated pest management, FSC pesticide
policies as a whole are not popular in (…). There are two reasons for this: one
of principle and the other of practicality. In principle, forest owners believe that
(...)/EU legislators, not FSC staff, should lay down which pesticides are
acceptable or not in (…) and, in terms of practicality, the system of FSC
derogations had the reputation for delay, confusion and unnecessary expense.
We would continue to support reference to FSC policies if the wording of the last
sentence was changed to: ‗The organization shall only use chemical pesticides
in accordance with FSC policies‘. In turn, we would like to see those policies
allowing for more flexibility for local adaptations of pesticide reduction
techniques
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The Organization shall use integrated pest management and silvicultural
systems, which reduce or eliminate the use of chemical pesticides to avoid
damage to environmental values and human health. The Organization shall not
use any chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC policy, except in the case of an
agreed upon derogation.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.10

Agree with the proposed wording.
While human health is a very important issue related to pesticide use is much
less of a problem in relation to biological control agents. Thus various scientific
protocols focus rather on effects on the native fauna, flora etc. Referencing
human health in this context where it‘s not really needed rather risk to erode its
importance where it rightly appear under 10.9.
Suggestion:Drop the rest of the sentence after ‗protocols‘.
E: ―MU health issues‖ is very vague. National laws are covered by P1.
Suggestion: ―The Organization shall document, minimize, monitor and strictly
control the use of biological control agents in accordance with internationally
accepted scientific protocols to prevent damage to environmental values.
The Organization shall document, minimize, monitor and strictly control the use
of biological control agents in accordance with national laws and internationally
accepted scientific protocols, in order to prevent damage to environmental
valueseffectively address management unit health issues.
prevent damage to environmental values - The criterion currently lacks a more
concrete performance requirement similar, for example, to that in Criterion 10.8
valueseffectively address This is a weak term commonly used in the standards
of FSC‘s competitors like the SFI.
management unit health issues The meaning of this term is not clear. Does it
refer to human health, such as worker‘s health? If it pertains to environmental
values and ecological health, it should say so. Use of the term ―environmental
values‖ is preferable because it is defined in the Glossary.

The criterion needs to recognize that the release of biocontrol agents is often
done by government agents and falls outside the scope of the organisation‘s
control.
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We suggest that the word "minimize" be suppressed, since the use of biological
control frequently constitutes a viable alternative to the use of chemicals.
/
This Criteria seems at odds with Explanatory note 2 of C10.9 that suggest
biological controls should be the preferred option for pest problems?
Please remove minimize.

Forest Stewardship Council

We suggest the suppression of the word "minimize", since the use of biological
control frequently constitutes a viable alternative to the use of chemicals,
frequently much more hazardous.
Agreed
/
We suggest that the word "minimize" be suppressed, since the use of biological
control frequently constitutes a viable alternative to the use of chemicals.
Why ―minimize‖ biological control? In South Africa this is the only long term
option to minimize chemical use and should be encouraged. It is important to
note that it is strictly controlled by SA government and complies to international
protocols. Suggest the work minimized is removed.
I agree
We suggest the suppression of the word "minimize", since the use of biological
control frequently constitutes a viable alternative to the use of chemicals,
frequently much more hazardous.
Given that pests and diseases are one of the major issues facing plantation
managers, and given the fact, as stated in the explanatory notes that biological
control may be required by law in severe outbreaks, we suggest the the word
minimize be deleted. Managers are required to strictly control the use of
biological control agents, and this should be sufficient for this criterion. It is more
practicable to monitor strict compliance than minimize.

Proposed criterion on integrated control management:
The Organization shall implement an integrated pest, disease and weed
management program which includes chemical, biological and mechanical
management practices, cultural practices and regulatory measures. This
program shall take into consideration effective control measures and monitoring
of the above mentioned practices so as to avoid negative impacts on
environmental values and human health. The Organization shall not use any
chemical pesticides prohibited by FSC, except in the case of a granted
derogation..
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Incorporate in C10.9 the issue of biological control addressed in this criterion
since the integrated pest management already includes in its approach the use
of biological control agents. If both criteria are combined the wording of the
criteria would be as follows:

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.11

C 10.11: Very well formulated!
Agree with the proposed wording.
Whilst it is meaningful to address biological control agents and genetically
modified organisms separately, the new (and current) text in 10.11 would offer
less protection to forest and forest biodiversity than the previous version (then
6.8 ) and would not reflect or ensure good practices or responsible stewardship.
In 10.11, the notion is given that it would be acceptable, for example, for the
Organisation to release or grow genetically engineered (GE) trees outside the
management unit and still be able to obtain certification. This stands in
contradiction with any stated goal or aim to protect forest biodiversity and forest
ecosystems. The risks and potential adverse effects posed by GE trees are
severe and go far beyond any planting and management boundaries, potentially
affecting both managed and unmanaged forests/plantations hundreds of miles
away over time, ultimately threatening global forest ecosystems, (see for
example attached science review by Steinbrecher & Lorch, 2008). Reproductive
propagules, including seed and pollen, cannot be contained, but would
inevitably contribute to gene flow, contamination and escape with unpredictable
long term impacts.
Due to the long life of trees in general, their exposure to many biotic and abiotic
stresses during their lifetimes, minimal domestication and their crucial role in
ecosystems, climate and water systems, it is not possible to conduct a
meaningful risk assessment of GE (GM) trees at present. This concern is also
reflected in the resolution of the COP of the Convention on Biological Diversity
from 2008.
We suggest the old text remains as it was or the new one be altered to:
The Organization shall not use genetically modified organisms, neither in
the management unit nor in any other release site, or experimental
planting.
Use of genetically modified organisms shall be documented and
controlled in accordance with national laws.

We have raised queries on both the use of GMO‘s and of FSC prohibited
chemicals on an experimental basis but have not had any satisfactory
determination. The GMO policy is in direct conflict with UK Govt Policy which
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Justification: It recognizes a Nation's individual authority to impose controls
over GMOs and allows the use of GMOs with appropriate oversight.

Forest Stewardship Council

allows use under licence.Proposed change: Add unless this is for the
purposes of experimentation and has been approved by a widely
reconised and respected lincencing system
The use of GMO´s should also be prohibited in non-certified area. These parts
should have the minimum requirement of Controlled-Wood. GMO´s would then
be prohibited.
The issue of planting GMO food crops (corn and soybeans) in naturally
occurring openings should be addressed in explanatory notes. There are
instances where these types of food crops are planted in order to benefit wildlife
and to reduce crop depredation on neighboring private lands
The policy on ―partial estate certification‖ should be referenced in this regard.
Clause "e" on page 2 and again on page 3 of the draft policy document on
"partial estate certification" narrows the unacceptability of GMOs on uncertified
lands controlled by the holder of a FSC FM certificate to GMO tree species
rather than all GMOs.
The new draft policy seems to reflect the fact that FSC may distinguish GMO
food crops from GMO trees and that continued use of GMO corn and soybeans
may be allowed on non-certified land or on lands excised from the scope of
FSC-certification.
I think it is necessary to discuss wether we mean al GMOs, i.e. genetically
modified virus for the control of fungal pests, or only production organisms. Also
the issue of responsibility since I can envisage as with biocontrol that
government agents could release GMOs for pest control.

New Text Proposal for the Criterion 10.11:
―Use of genetically modified organisms shall be regulated, documented,
monitored and strictly controlled and approved in accordance with national laws
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Agreed
/
Whenever genetically modified organisms are used in research programs, they
must be documented and controlled in accordance with national legislation. The
use of genetically modified organisms is forbidden, except in research.
Justification: The FSC would not be able to prohibit research into the
development of new technologies as long as it is carried out in accordance with
all necessary biosafety protocols and in compliance with all applicable
legislation. Since the first publication of the FSC P&Cs in 1996, science has
evolved, and it is necessary to assess the positive aspects of the technology in
providing forest products and services.

Forest Stewardship Council

and internationally accepted scientific protocols.‖
FSC Criterion 6.8 currently prohibits any use of genetically modified organisms.
Since this limitation was first implemented in 1995 there has been a significant
increase in the knowledge, development and safe application of genetically
modified organisms. The first genetically modified crop was commercially
planted in 1996. Since that date, nearly 610 million hectares of genetically
modified corps have been planted by 1.4 million farmers around the world. In
2009 alone, approximately 135 million hectares of genetically modified crops
were grown in 25 countries.
(Source:
James, 2009) Research and
development of genetically modified tree species are being conducted in many
countries including Brazil. Globally, it is estimated that more than 700 field trials
of genetically modified trees have been conducted and there have been no
reports of any negative impacts. This indicates that under appropriate national
laws and oversight the development of genetically modified trees for use in
forestry practices can be managed in a safe and responsible manner.
The genetic modification of trees has the potential to bring many environmental,
social and economic benefits and to become an important tool to modern forest
operations and sustainable management. Increased productivity from planted
forests resulting in higher yields per hectare could reduce pressures to harvest
from natural areas. As more attention is being focused on forests as a source for
renewable energy, higher yielding planted forests will be increasingly called
upon to help meet the world‘s growing demand for wood and fiber without
further impacting native forests. Genetic modifications that allow targeted control
of specific pests could reduce or eliminate the use of broad spectrum pesticides,
increasing overall forest health. The technology could provide greater flexibility
in forest management decisions while still meeting rigorous standards for
sustainability and stewardship of the forests. Finally, where forest species are
threatened by introduced exotic pests, genetic modification could provide
important solutions were no other practical measures exist. With the increasing
challenges and stresses to forests that are anticipated from climate change, it is
especially critical that all possible options are considered to help maintain
healthy forests.
FSC should remain receptive and flexible to allow for the use of new
technologies that are supported by science and that can benefit the forests and
society world-wide. Where national laws or other recognized international
authorities exist for the regulation and oversight of these technologies, FSC
should allow their use in managed forest operations.

Justification: It‘s recognizes a Nation's individual authority to impose controls
over GMOs and allows the use of GMOs with appropriate oversight.
FSC currently prohibits any use of genetically modified organisms. Since this
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Use of genetically modified organisms shall be documented and controlled in
accordance with national laws.

Forest Stewardship Council

limitation was first implemented in 1995 there has been a significant increase in
the knowledge, development and safe application of genetically modified
organisms. The first genetically modified crop was commercially planted in
1996. Since that date, nearly 610 million hectares of genetically modified crops
have been planted by 1.4 million farmers around the world. In 2009 alone,
approximately 135 million hectares of genetically modified crops were grown in
25 countries. (Source: James, 2009) Research and development of genetically
modified tree species are being conducted in many countries including Brazil.
Globally, it is estimated that more than 700 field trials of genetically modified
trees have been conducted and there have been no reports of any negative
impacts. This indicates that under appropriate national laws and oversight the
development of genetically modified trees for use in forestry practices can be
managed in a safe and responsible manner.
The genetic modification of trees has the potential to bring many environmental,
social and economic benefits and to become an important tool to modern forest
operations and sustainable management. Increased productivity from planted
forests resulting in higher yields per hectare could reduce pressures to harvest
from natural areas. As more attention is being focused on forests as a source for
renewable energy, higher yielding planted forests will be increasingly called
upon to help meet the world‘s growing demand for wood and fiber without
further impacting native forests. Genetic modifications that allow targeted control
of specific pests could reduce or eliminate the use of broad spectrum pesticides,
increasing overall forest health. The technology could provide greater flexibility
in forest management decisions while still meeting rigorous standards for
sustainability and stewardship of the forests. Finally, where forest species are
threatened by introduced exotic pests, genetic modification could provide
important solutions were no other practical measures exist. With the increasing
challenges and stresses to forests that are anticipated from climate change, it is
especially critical that all possible options are considered to help maintain
healthy forests.
FSC should remain receptive and flexible to allow for the use of new
technologies that are supported by science and that can benefit the forests and
society world-wide. Where national laws or other recognized international
authorities exist for the regulation and oversight of these technologies, FSC
should allow their use in managed forest operations.

The FSC-POL-30-602 (FSC GMO Policy,2000) is now 10 years old. In the first
revision of the P&C since their acceptance, I would have thought that more
attention could have been paid to this very controversial subject, than simply
referring to a 2000 Policy Statement. My understanding of the proposed C10.11
is that no GMO is permitted in the management unit. If one refers to the FSC
GMO Policy 2000, then is does appear that research into GMOs can be
undertaken, provided they do not occur within the FMU. We understand the
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I agree

Forest Stewardship Council

potential risks as contained within the policy document, which has to be applied
across all certified forest types across the world.
In South Africa, we would like to be able to plant commercial trees whose
invasiveness is reduced or even totally prevented by genetically modifying the
species to ensure that is does not flower or set seed. Increased productivity is
not the aim. Since the commercial species that we use are introduced from
other continents, and the fact that we have no indigenous Pinus spp or
Eucalyptus spp in the country, would tend to suggest that the risks outlined in
the FSC Policy document would not exist.
While this is off the subject of the Criterion, we suggest that some aspects of
the FSC GMO Policy be included in the explanatory note, with reference to the
Policy for those who would like more detail. By the way, the policy appears to
have been approved by the BoD, but the introduction still stated that it does not
have official status as an FSC position – this seems contradictory.
GMO in trees is not the same as GMO in animals and/or in plants and edible
fruits. Important information is lacking in order to know about the relevance or
exceptionality. The Explanatory Notes should be better developed and not just
the reference to the standard, as is done in many places in the text. It would be
prudent not to close out a subject of the ―AND IT WAS SAID‖ type - Alea jacta
est (The die has been cast), as exclaimed by CESAR.
It should be taken into account – at least in the explanatory notes – that in the
case of communities and small producers located far from large centers, not
only the environmentally adequate solutions, but also local possibilities and
realities should be considered. There are cases of isolated communities without
the necessary transport infrastructure for garbage removal. Burial of non-toxic
waste may be an appropriate temporary solution, not eliminating the need for
the community to search for further solutions

I will reserve further remarks on GMOs until I have read FSC-POL-30-602, but I
have strong misgivings about FSC putting its faith on such a critical issue in
policies that are now 10 years old. Is there a plan to review these policies, given
the huge advances in biotechnology in the last decade, to say nothing of our
greater knowledge of the danger (or lack of it) posed by a technology that has
been in the field in many countries for a similar length of time? There is no doubt
that the pressure will be on to recognize the use of genetic modification in
silviculture in the next few years and FSC must have a defendable position one
way or the other.
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The use of GMO´s should also be prohibited in non-certified area. These parts
should have the minimum requirement of Controlled-Wood. GMO´s would then
be prohibited.

Forest Stewardship Council
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The Organization shall not use genetically modified organisms in the
management unit.
What about in areas lacking rainfall (eg India where mangoes and cashews are
dying)? If GMO mangoes and cashews were used in the management unit, but
bamboo was harvested as FSC what would be the implications? If GMOs were
used as to have a livelihood income because non-GMOs could no longer grow,
would that mean that the area could not be certified? With climate change
issues GMOs may have to be revisited.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.12

C 10.12: Rather vague as the word "appropriate" is used - we suggest to use
"safe" or another word clearly indicating that negative impact on environmental
values is not acceptable.
Agree with the proposed wording.

Explanatory Notes:
3. This is not clear from the language of Criterion 1.11.
Agreed
this criterion is not enough precise regarding the importance of the subject (the
former 6.7 was better)
It should be taken into account – at least in the explanatory notes – that in the
case of communities and small producers located far from large centers, not
only an environmentally adequate solution, but also local possibilities and reality
should be considered. There are instances of isolated communities without the
transport infrastructure necessary for garbage removal. Burial of non-toxic waste
may be an appropriate solution, which does not eliminates the need for the
community to search for further solutions.
It should be taken into account – at least in the explanatory notes – that in the
case of communities and small producers located far from large centers, not
only an environmentally adequate solution, but also local possibilities and reality
should be considered. There are instances of isolated communities without the
transport infrastructure necessary for garbage removal. Burial of non-toxic waste
may be an appropriate solution, which does not eliminates the need for the
community to search for further solutions.

It should be taken into account – at least in the explanatory notes – that in the
case of communities and small producers located far from large centers, not
only the environmentally adequate solutions, but also local possibilities and
realities should be considered. There are cases of isolated communities without
the necessary transport infrastructure for garbage removal. Burial of non-toxic
waste may be an appropriate temporary solution, not eliminating the need for
the community to search for further solutions.
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I agree

Forest Stewardship Council
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The subject of landfills is not properly addressed. They seem to be confusing
accumulated wastes = LANDFILL in the present texts. The option of Landfills
should be included, as it is in the legislation of many countries.

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.13

Carbon WG has not finished it's work - thus it seems precipitate to include
specific criteria in the P&C before the WG has come with recommendations and
those have been discussed among members. Some members of the
environmental and social chamber are very sensitive about carbon issues, and it
is thus very important to have a thorough internal discussion before carbon
aspects are incorporated in the P&C..
Agree with the proposed wording.
lT: The Criterion is not good! Still very unclear. Needs revision! Despite ExN #1
it will be seen to mix up carbon emission from machinery with carbon emissions
from soils/burning. Please see comments to last draft.
Suggestion to include the issue of carbon emission from soils into criteria
relating to environmental values.
(...) believes that the social, environmental and economic risks of runaway
climate change require the FSC principles and criteria to require protection of
carbon storage functions of forests and to limit forest-based emissions of green
house gases. It is important however that any such requirements are sensitive
to the scale of the operations and do not lead to unnecessary burdens and costs
for smallholders. Nor should climate mitigation requirements have a higher
importance than requirements to maintain and enhance biodiversity or other
environmental values. (...) urges the FSC P&C WG to collaborate with the FSC
Forest and Carbon WG to propose appropriate requirements related to carbon
storage and reduced GHG emissions in the new P&Cs.
While not sufficient, this new Criterion is very important in valuable in as much
as it begins to require forest managers to avoid increasing greenhouse gas
emissions.

Explanatory Notes
3. This criterion does also not prevent the removal of plantations for the purpose
of restoring semi-natural forests where this is the management objective of The
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The Criterion should be revised to also more explicitly require that forest
management not reduce net on-site carbon sequestration and storage over time
and space (recognizing that in the short term, each harvest per se will increase
emissions and reduce storage). Thus Explanatory Note 1 should be stricken.

Forest Stewardship Council

Organization.
It is unclear how this note relates to the language of the criterion
4. According to 1.11 The Organization is required to comply with national and/or
local laws which license and/or limit exhaust emissions from static or mobile
machinery, as well as from biomass burners such as those for co-generation of
electric power from mill waste or simple disposal of mill waste.
This statement cannot be derived from the text of Criterion 1.11.
6. excessive smoke from prescribed burns during too wet conditions
Is it true that burning wood that is too wet liberates more carbon from that wood
than burning the same wood when it is dry?
8. Other examples of measures against avoidable greenhouse emissions
include:
 Reduced impact logging techniques can reduce the release of CO² from
disturbed soils during harvest of tropical rain forest.
Other forest type soils can suffer the same result, so this narrow application to
tropical rain forests is not accurate.
 Rapid restoration of ground cover after harvests, including thinning / respacing, and reforestation of bare ground diminishes emission of soil
CO².
 Planning and selection of haul routes.
including thinning / re-spacing - What does this refer to? Thinning/re-spacing of
ground cover, or thinning/re-spacing of bare ground? Neither makes sense.
The sentence needs revision for clarity.

In note no 8 is mentioned that reduced impact logging techniques could be
appropriate in the tropics. It should be stressed that there are no possibilities in
countries with a developed forestry to decrease the amount of mechanised
logging. I hope this is clear enough in the draft.
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Rationale:
2. The criterion does not address management which is geared towards carbon
sequestration and related carbon certification. These are not within the scope of
the Working Group. Which role FSC and FSC certification can and will play in
this respect is subject to a separate process on a longer timeline which is lead
by the FSC Forest Carbon Working Group:
http://www.fsc.org/climatechange.html
/
It is important to underline as is done in the explanatory notes that this criterion
does not deal with carbon sequestration.

Forest Stewardship Council

The new requirement around the release of atmospheric pollutants are good,
but could be tightened.
/
This Criteria should remain undeveloped until the Carbon Working Group has
completed their review and recommendations.
In particular we are concerned with Explanatory note 4, dealing with emissions
from mills. This is beyond the scope of the P&C as is not a forest management
issue (is CoC) and should be removed.
We are also concerned on the comments regarding burning – which in terms of
the atmosphere (Kyoto Protocol) is not different to ―volatizing‖ through decay.
This seems to be too qualitative to audit and is not directly related to forest
management.
It is important to underline as is done in the explanatory notes that this criterion
does not deal with carbon sequestration. In note no 8 is mentioned that reduced
impact logging techniques could be appropriate in the tropics. It should be
stressed that there are no possibilities in countries with a developed forestry to
decrease the amount of mechanized logging. I hope this is clear enough in the
draft.
Concerns that there will be a variety of interpretation by the CABs on this
Criterion if there is not good guidance to the Regional Standards revisions. How
is ―unnecessary‖ or ―avoidable‖ defined?
This criterion is not auditable. What constitutes avoidable amounts of
atmospheric pollutants? How are forest auditors expected to quantify this and
determine conformance with the vague and subjective requirements. Most of
the activities referenced in the explanatory notes are covered by other criteria.
This criterion needs to be removed.
I disagree. Poor wording again too broad concept. An FSC auditor should not
be in the position to define excessive avoidable green house gases. Delete
What is the meaning of explanatory note 2?

Rationale 2: Besides the carbon certification that could be excluded in the
standard as addressed ‗not within the scope of working group‘, and in addition to
addressing ‗avoiding atmospheric pollution‘, shall be clearly specified in the
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In addition to ‗ take measures against the release of avoidable amounts of
atmospheric pollutants, including greenhouse gases‘ , add ‗maintaining and/or
strengthening the capability of carbon sequestration shall be considered during
forest management‘.

Forest Stewardship Council

current standard revision that ‗the forest carbon sequestration‘ which is one of
the critical parameter to judge whether FSC certification is ‗environmentally
appropriate‘, and keeps consistent to the mission specified FSC.
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It is considered that this issue is already addressed in criterion 10.7. Namely the
reference to greenhouse gases as an example.
Explanatory Note #8: Correct CO2 for CO2

Forest Stewardship Council

C10.14

Agree with the proposed wording.
The Organization shall demonstrate that workers have job-specific training and
supervision to safely and effectively implement the management plan and all
management activities in accordance with FSC requirements.
It is worth emphasizing that safety and effectiveness are the essence of such
training and supervision.
In certified operations, the Organization must have FSC requirements as the
basis for such training and supervision.
Explanatory Notes:
2. In some cases, e.g. self employed workers, these might be responsible
themselves to obtain the necessary training. However, The Organization must
be able to demonstrate that all workers have received the training necessary,
and are adequately supervised, to implement the management plan and all
management activities.
Should be moved under P2
This section be moved to appropriate place in P2 – Worker health and safety
Small but significant cranking up of requirement from previous version of
adequate training. In developed countries, adequate training is part of heath and
safety / employment requirements .Proposed change: Add this is not
required where countries have well developed employment regulations
where adequate training is a legal requirement
Agreed
/
Should be transferred to Principle 2
I agree
Recommendation: this Criterion should be removed to Principle 2.

We suggest moving this to Principle 2, ―workers‘ rights and employment
conditions‖ since specific training for the worker is a condition for employment.
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Recommendation: this Criterion should be removed to Principle 2

Forest Stewardship Council

TRANSLATION: Replace the term ―capacitaciones‖ with ―capacidades‖.
The request should be that workers have the skills, and not necessarily
―training‖.
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Change the term training to WORKERS‟ skills.

Forest Stewardship Council

Incorporation of P10 on Plantations into P1 to P9

I agree with the recommendation of the PWG
There is better incorporation of the recommendation of the Plantations Working
Group (PWG) such as to ‗use more inclusive or neutral terminology by changing
‗Forest Management‘ to ‗management units‘ and better elaboration and
incorporation of some of the old P10 criteria into draft 3.0.
However, there are several instances where the P10 criteria have not been fully
or equivalently incorporated into the revised criteria such as 10.2, 10.3, 10.4 &
10.7 weakening restoration and pesticide requirements, and weakening the
preference for indigenous species.
A key missing top line recommendation of the Plantations WG that has not
been addressed is that of ‗raising the bar on plantation management‘. Further,
there is also still insufficient justification of dropping the ‗ecosystem integrity‘
approach recommended by the PWG in favour of ‗environmental values‘ and
‗ecosystem functions‘.
Agree with this change. However, since all the other principles now apply to
plantations and other intensely managed forests without distinction, it is
important the emphasize the potential role of restoration where key habitats
have been degraded or lost due to past management.

Proposed revised 6.5 also deals with conserving ―representative samples‖ of
ecosystems—which implies that the conserved areas will be quite small and
limited in scope. To be credible and effective, the amount of restoration
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10.5 (existing):
It is completely unacceptable to eliminate the requirement that within existing
plantations, “a proportion of the overall forest management area…be
managed… to restore the site to a natural forest cover.” Where plantations
have been established at the expense of natural forests, they harm rather than
help forest conservation, and certifying such plantations without requiring
substantial restoration to natural conditions will jeopardize both the FSC‘s
credibility and the long term viability of forest ecosystems and species. This
requirement is not adequately or clearly covered under proposed 6.5 and 6.7, as
stated on page 116 of the draft standard document. In fact, proposed revised
6.5 does not even reference existing 10.5, and proposed revised 6.7 is about
water resource conservation, not forest type conversion/restoration.

Forest Stewardship Council

required per existing 10.5 needs to be substantial, i.e., on the order of at least
one-third to one-half of each plantation, in cases where the plantations were
established through the conversion of natural forest, and are part of a pattern of
landscape level conversion.
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
The membership needs to know why the requirement in this criterion has been
completely eliminated from the revised P&C.
Rationale
This is completely false. They are not. Nothing in the texts of the new Criteria
6.5 and 6.7 addresses the restoration of plantations to natural forest cover.

Definition
The most critical area in need of improvement is the definition of plantations.
The way that it is currently written is not very strong and allows for wide-ranging
interpretation both in light of 6.10 and P-10 itself. Using the Southern US as an
example, almost every acre of forestland in the region has been highly
degraded, high-graded and clearcut which based on the existing definition
would allow forest managers and landowners to skirt the most crucial intents of
the principle. One could easily read the existing definition and interpret it in our
region as saying that no place is off limit to conversion. We would hope that this
would not be the case, but enough push back from landowners could easily
result in such an outcome.
The looseness of the definition could easily allow for many natural forests being
qualified as plantations, thus allowing them to escape certain portions of
principles 1-9. This is not acceptable. Specificity is highly encouraged.
Also, once again, how are we defining exotic? We made the case at the most
recent subgroup meeting that in the case of a species such as the loblolly pine,
whereas it may be native to the South, it is not necessarily native to the region is
being grown. The best example of this is the Cumberland Plateau. Additionally,
in many areas where loblolly is native it was never the dominant species and
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We are not in favor of the new approach to plantations and feel that this is the
make or break for us, especially in light of the fact that our region has more
acres of pine plantations than anywhere else in the world. This section has
been drastically watered down and does not push restoration as the core
component of plantation management. It also seems that the new language
opens the door for FSC certified land to not have to comply with Principle 6 if
they are managing plantations and this is unacceptable. Rather than go through
line by line, we are cutting and pasting our comments below on the latest draft of
(...) P-10 in order to elucidate our overall dissatisfaction with this new trend and
provide specific examples of successes and failures in FSC‘s approach to
plantations.

Forest Stewardship Council

has often become that; the best example of this being in the mid-Atlantic coastal
forests and the coastal plains region of the South.
The new definition is also an example where we believe that existing sub-region
definitions and standards should remain intact. If a region made the decision to
apply more stringent qualifications for defining plantations, then they should not
be watered down for the overall ease of interpretation. Here I would specifically
point to the Pacific Coast standard as an example.
It seems that the best way to fix this problem would be to codify the guidance
rather than assume that it will be followed. There are excellent standards to be
found in what has currently been written and should be the rule, not the
exception.
Specific Indicators
Indicator 10.2.b
(...) does not support FSC certifying any plantations established post-1994.
There should be no allowance for new plantations period. This is especially
important on highly degraded lands that should be prioritized for restoration. As
mentioned, the South as it stands could easily be interpreted as a region where
conversion is allowable under the following indicator anywhere in the region.
We are not opposed to new plantations on abandoned Ag land, but beyond that
the FSC should not be certifying any new plantations.

Indicators 10.2.c and 10.2.d
Coming from a region where large-scale clearcutting is the rule rather than the
exception, one of the greatest strengths of FSC certification is that it disallows
this practice which is both ecologically destructive and socially harmful.
Therefore, we do not support FSC expanding maximum clear-cut size beyond
40 acres. Plantation or not, it does not matter. This applies to both 10.2.c and
10.2.d.
Indicator 10.3.a
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Under the ―Intent‖ section of this indicator, we believe that the following should
be stricken.
―Forest sites that lack the vast majority of the native forest ecosystem
components‖ are those sites that have existed in this condition for an extended
period (i.e. since before 1994); and are not otherwise likely to be returned to a
natural forest condition.‖
The rationale behind this request is the same as above. It would be simple for a
land owner or forest manager in the Southern US to qualify their land as a forest
site that lacks the vast majority of ecosystem components based on the wide
ranging clearcutting, high grading and heavy degradation that has occurred in
this region. With the definition as written it will be difficult to argue against that
in most cases, which again opens the door to further conversion in region.

Forest Stewardship Council

Still unclear as to how this will be measured and what the purpose is in its
inclusion.

Criteria 10.5
This may be the most crucial portion of P-10 as it is what makes it stand far
above the other competing certification systems. Simply put, restoration is why
many ENGOs can get behind the basic concept of certifying plantations in the
first place.
As it currently stands, a vast majority of the sub-regions standards are weak and
only allow for miniscule, incremental improvement. Rather than simplifying to
the lowest common denominator, could we instead shift to the highest common
denominator? In other words, let‘s maximize the restoration by applying the
sub-regional standards that are the strongest here rather than the weakest.
As it is currently written, the problems with it are further exacerbated by the
currently weak and open-ended definition of plantations and how those
loopholes help exempt the increasing land base that could be certified as
plantations from Principles 1-9.
Indicator 10.6.a
One of the main reasons that FSC is critical in a region such as the Southern
US, is that 90% of our forests are privately owned and therefore lack protection.
Many states lack BMPs and most that do have them are inadequate at best and
damaging at worst. The FSC sets a higher bar for forest management and
should never assume that local laws, in this case BMPs will be sufficient.
Therefore we suggest the language in this indicator be strengthened.
Criteria 10.9
(...) does not support certification of plantations established after 1994, even if
the new owner was not responsible. The best way to refute this is that most of
the industrial land owners in our region sold all of their land holdings to TIMOs
over the last decade. Whereas in some cases this has improved management,
in others it has not.
More importantly, often the industrial owners entered into long-term exclusive
sourcing contracts meaning that even though they no longer own the land, they
do own ever last stick that is harvested there. Also, I think the most recent
guidance I saw from FSC International is that there is zero wiggle room for
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Criteria 10.4
Still unclear why exotic species are given a pass and what the definition for
them is? This is especially pertinent in light of the coming introduction of
genetically engineered cold-tolerant Eucalyptus in our region which should
never be certified by FSC. Additionally, this also warrants the question of how
loblolly is allowed based on the billions of dollars of damage that was done by
the Southern Pine Beetle a few years ago.
See additionally commentary on the place of non-native and exotics above
especially as it relates to loblolly pine. The native versus non-native language in
10.4.a is also quite weak.

Forest Stewardship Council

interpretation here.
This is a good idea. The old principle 10 concerning plantations only was
artificial.
It seems positive to integrate plantations into the rest of the Standard (rather
than have a principle dedicated to plantations); however, doing this appears to
have:
1) eliminated some of the requirements around plantation management (such as
maintenance/restoration requirements);
2) lowered the bar on other Criteria requirements to ensure that plantation
management could fit that threshold.
Supportive of this revision. It is interesting to note that the term plantation(s) is
referenced in only a few places in the new version of the P&C, mainly in
criterions 6.9 and 6.10. This is a significant change considering it was once a
FSC principle.
/
We support this.
We think the elimination of the plantation principle is a significant improvement
and the field level items now in P10 make sense
OK
Agreed
We agree with this action
I support the integration of P10 into P1 to 9. There is also the strong support for
this from the members of FSA, despite the fact that in SA, the differences
between native forests and plantation forest are distinct. The new P10
adequately covers the management activities that are applicable to all forests.
See comments on general Principle 10, above.
This is adequate.

See comments on general Principle 10, above.
:
Agree. Emphasize the potential role of restoration where key habitats have been
degraded or lost due to past management
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Justified

Forest Stewardship Council

In Draft 3 this approach has lead to some ambiguity and weakening in P6 which
needs to be rectified as noted above.
We agree, as decided by the Plantation Policy Review Group.
I think P10 should be integrated into the P&C. In a recent audit in India there
was confusion over whether the company should just follow P10 or all of the
criteria. They were keen to be classed as a plantation so that they wouldn‘t have
as much work to do.
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Fully supported and congratulations to the WG in doing this.

Forest Stewardship Council

Do you agree with removing the Glossary from the P&C
No: 31
Yes: 19
Additional Comments:

I think definitions of the terms that appear in the P&Cs need to appear in both
documents, as for practitioners – especially smallholders – a one-stop-shopP&Cs document with all necessay information is much preferable (this is also
why I want that all relevant requirements of conventions etc are spelled out in
the explanatory notes).
We understand the need to remove it from the standards to allow for flexibility
and updating. However there should be a policy that the standards are NEVER
distributed without the current glossary attached (e.g. when the standards are
downloaded – the download always includes the current glossary.
It can be written in smaller fonts and in columns to reduce space.
On pages 19, Para 2.71, and page 118, the draft standard document indicates
that the definitions are proposed to be relocated to a separate document. It may
make sense to also include the P&C definitions in a broader set of FSC
definitions.

A great deal of misunderstanding and forest mismanagement has occurred
specifically because people all over the world have had varying understandings
of the meaning of numerous terms that are central to the practice of forest
management. The FSC P&C contains a large number of terms with very
specialized definitions that are essential to the proper implementation of this
standard. As such, these terms, as well as the P&C as a powerful normative
policy document, must not be vulnerable to misinterpretation. Ideally, all
readers should have the ability to immediately and easily reference a proper
definition the very first time they encounter a term in the P&C they do not fully
understand. If the Glossary is not incorporated into the P&C (and thus not
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However, the definitions for key terms in the P&C must remain part of the P&C
document, and be subject to member approval and vote. Definitions are often
absolutely crucial aspects of the P&C, some times as much or more so as the
wording of the P&C themselves, and should not be outside the scope of
member review and approval.
These problems are sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.

Forest Stewardship Council

easily accessible), many readers may misunderstand and misinterpret the intent
of this standard. This could lead to potential FSC supporters and allies turning
away from the FSC; forest managers declining to seek FSC certification, or
failing to achieve it due to misapplication of the standard; and FSC‘s opponents
more easily and effectively portraying the P&C as confusing, unreasonable or
unworkable.
Although this sounds like a very reasonable idea in theory, in practice it may
backfire. The meaning of many of the terms that appear in the P&C is the
subject of longstanding and widespread debate, disagreement and
misunderstanding. Knowledge of the definition of such terms is also central to a
proper understanding of the meaning of the P&C as well as to the effective
implementation of the P&C.
Finally, because the P&C is the most prominent and seminal document in the
entire FSC library – because it defines what the FSC stands for – it is broadly
distributed, posted and consulted by a wide range of non-practicing foresters
and the general public. In fact, the P&C is not solely a technical document used
by a small number of experts; it is one of the most powerful educational tools
the FSC has created. For these reasons, it is extremely important for the FSC
to ensure that all terminology in the P&C is quickly and easily understood by all
readers. If readers do not understand a critical term and need to quickly find its
proper definition, many will be unable to do so if they must consult a separate
document that exists in a separate location that may be inaccessible to them or
would involve considerable delay. The result would be a high risk of confusion
and misunderstanding. Even many forest managers around the world,
especially SLIMF managers, may not understand the proper meaning of the
P&C without a handy glossary. The only way to avoid this risk is to retain the
Glossary as a material component of the primary P&C document.
Definitions are critical to the clear interpretation of the P&C and therefore must
be a normative part of the P&C and must be voted alongside them.
It‘s easier to check during auditing if the Glossary is kept in the Standard.

Glossary must definitely be in tight connection with P&A. There are thousands of
FSC-documents and new are being produced every month. We cannot afford to
lose glossary in that mass, since it is necessary for understanding the P&A
All definitions and terms should be a part of the Standard and not be placed in a
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Although it‘s an excellent idea to include them all in one standard, it is important
to highlight that some criteria are not verifiable on plantations. This may cause
problems for the certification entity when attempting to verify this criterion.

Forest Stewardship Council

companion document.
There is value to having the terms defined and included as part of the P&C, but
there is probably greater advantage to having added flexibility to revise
definitions as needed. This is not a significant issue either way.
Several words and abbreviations are not included the glossary of terms: CAB
(page 86 and 108), ASI (page 108), podzolization (page 107), and inter-alia
chemicals (page 112).
/
Definitions are often critical to interpreting the Criteria. If they are moved out of
the P&C to a document that does not come with the significant rigour and
chamber balanced agreement for alterations the intent and interpretation of the
P&C could be corrupted through an unbalanced and non-transparent process.
Wrong question – create a short version/pocket guide of the P&C where
everything other than the P&C is removed. Create a users version which
includes Notes and Glossary. A user should not have to search multiple
documents.

The definitions of terms in a document should not be separated from it. In this
way the FSC-STD-01-002 FSC Glossary of Terms can include a complete way
of definitions for other terms that are not quoted in the P&C.
The P&C, together with the explanatory notes and the Glossary of Terms,
should be a consolidated document. This is because without them, there is
ample opportunity for mis-interpretation of the P&C. If the FSC wants to have a
set of P&Cs as a stand-alone document, unencumbered with explanatory notes
or the Glossary of Terms, then the stand-alone P&Cs document should
expressly state that the P&Cs MUST be read with a the consolidated document
which includes the explanatory notes and the Glossary of Terms for a full
understanding of the P&Cs. It is not possible to fully understand the P&Cs
without the explanatory notes or the Glossary of Terms.

FSS-STD-01-002 contains all types of definitions that are pertinent to the FSC,
and not just those related to forest management. The P&C should include
those that have to do with the P&C for good forest management, just as other
standards should include the definitions related to the subjects or topics covered
in those standards.
5) The glossary MUST be an integral part of the P&C; if it is not, it will be a
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Rationale: lack of transparency in the adoption of important definitions.
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source of inconsequential changes (with the consulting process) half way down
the road. See 2.71. And each definition in Spanish should have the title of the
definition in English and vice versa.
Will permit more consistent, independent development and review in the future
Glossary MUST remain part of P & C standards document – glossary
terms are incorporated by refer as if they appeared in full in the text of the
P& C‟s and should be retained together for ease of ongoing refer. The
P&C‟s can‟t be interpreted without the glossary.
l) With regard to the Glossary, it can be in both places; one does not exclude the
other. Glossary? If the idea is that the Glossary can only be modified when the
P&C are modified, then it is understandable that they can be removed and that
the definitions can go to the Glossary of Terms, as this would allow more
flexibility for updating the definitions. If that is not the reason for thinking of
―removal‖, I think that it is more practical to have a Glossary that can be revised
immediately, without having to refer to another document. Therefore: I do not
agree with removing the Glossary from the Principles and Criteria.
The glossary of those terms used in the P&C should remain with them
Given that the definition of terms is equally as important as the use of the terms,
we see the most obvious solution is to include the glossary as part of the
standard. Any alternative should be very clearly rationalized.
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Fully supported. This makes a lot of sense, given that other documents also
have other terms that also need definitions. This will allow that FSC has one
single document which contains all relevant definitions, improving ease of use
and transparency.

Forest Stewardship Council

Glossary – General Comments

riparian zones and wildlife corridors - These two terms need to be defined and
added to the Glossary.
spawning windows - Needs definition
Biological survival (new): The ability to maintain long-term viable populations,
successful reproduction and development to maturity.
This critical term appears in Criterion 5.6, and its meaning is not clear. The
definition in the explanatory note under that criterion should be included in the
Glossary.
Conversion [definition needed]: The process of changing the structure,
complexity, composition, and/or biological diversity of an ecosystem, such that a
new and significantly different ecosystem replaces the previous one. This may
occur fairly rapidly (e.g., by widespread removal or replacement of a dominant
tree species, replacement of a natural forest with a plantation, or removal of all
vegetation), or more gradually over time (e.g., by the selective removal of one
species in order to permit a different species to succeed it).
It is essential to provide an ecologically robust definition, in the Glossary (rather
than in an Explanatory Note) of this extremely important and controversial term.
Such definition must be value-neutral (neither negative nor positive), so that the
P&C – not the definition - will define the conditions under which conversions
may be acceptable or unacceptable.
Ecologically appropriate (new): This term appears in Criterion 10.6, is
extremely vague, is critical to that criterion‘s proper implementation, yet has no
clear definition. The explanatory notes under that criterion do not provide a
clear definition, and the Glossary is the most appropriate place for one.
Delete Economic Viability

Publicized (new): Brought to public notice, announced publicly, or advertised.
This word appears in two criteria, is not the same as ―publicly available‖, and
needs clear definition.
Riparian zones (new):
It is recommended that a definition be provided for this term.
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Obligatory codes of practice (new): It might help to add a definition of this
term, since it appears in criterion language.

Forest Stewardship Council

Wildlife corridor (new): A definition of this term is recommended.
Viable populations
Definitions of key terminologies should follow internationally accepted definitions
to avoid misunderstanding in practice
(…) see below
Missing definition: Principle Characteristics and Key Elements – not defined, but
important in both existing and draft P&C. Also suggest replacing that concept
with ecosystem function that is well articulated in this new draft
We feel it would be best to create a ―short‖ version of the P&C that includes only
the P&C and to also create a complete user version that includes all applicable
information (e.g. preamble, P&C, explanatory notes and glossary).
For the word or phrase that is defined, the version in English should be included
and vice versa in Spanish. It is impossible to compare the idiomatic use of the
two definitions simultaneously.
3. We cannot offer much in the way of comments for the Glossary of Terms.
Mostly, they are based on international definitions, over which we have no
problems.
We do strongly suggest, though, that country specific legal definitions would
take precedence over the FSC definitions. Would you agree on this?
In concluding our comments, may we compliment the team on a document that
is really very, very good. It was much easier reading than the previous versions
- but I suppose that is the normal progression of such things.

Carbon Accounting (new): Field inventories are used to calculate how much
carbon is in the forest and their carbon density if possible.
:
Need to add definitions of ―conserve‖, ―protect‖, ―enhance‖, ―restore‖
The term ‗wages‘ needs definition.
Definitions used in FSC P&C should be recognizable internationally, such as
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Rationale: lack of transparency in the adoption of important definitions.
Baseline (new): Carbon changes accounted during the period of time without
intervention of FSC certification scheme, and the reduced emission and the
maintained and/or increased carbon sequestration during the certified period.

Forest Stewardship Council

―National Forests‖ and ―Plantation Forests‖ defined by FAO, ―Endangered
species‖ and ―Invasive‖ defined by IUCN. If these definitions can‘t adopted
exactly, FSC should refer them as far as possible.
FSC-STD-01-002 should be the only FSC document with definitions, including
the one‘s from P&C as well as from the other standards, like Chain of Custody,
Controlled Wood, etc.






Define ―CONTRACTOR‖ in the glossary.
Define landscape unit and its related term ―patch‖ which is used in the
criteria as ―macizo‖ (in Spanish) ―stand‖ (in English). This word in Latin
America corresponds to a mountain range and not to a portion of forests in a
mosaic.
FSC should pay special attention to the definition of scale and intensity and
management risk.
Define the term ―Restore‖.
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It is necessary to overcome cultural issues and clarify concepts. One issue that
arises in China is with the use of Indigenous peoples. In China the government
does not recognise ‗indigenous people. In the standards group in China they
have spent a long time debating this. This is also a value laden concept. Can
two terms be used such as Indigenous peoples and peoples historically
managing the land, it is awkward and probably needs more thought, but this is a
cultural issue that is difficult to resolve in China.
Only ‗minorities‘ are recognised, because all people are descended from Han
(including Tibetans). This relates directly to the principle below, since technically
in China there are no ‗indigenous people‘ to identify.

Forest Stewardship Council

Adaptive management
/
We totally support this definition as it differentiates between those actually
affected by activities and those with an interest. It is key that affected and
interested parties are differentiated within the P&C.
The definition should be related to forestry: A systematic process of continually
improving management policies and practices by learning from the outcomes of
monitoring and new scientific information
Affected Stakeholder

This definition is far too narrow, and is quite unacceptable. It defines
―stakeholders‖ narrowly as only neighbors of the forest management unit, and
ignores other persons and communities with, for example, an interest and stake
in public trust resources potentially affected by forest management, including but
not limited to water resources and water quality, fish and wildlife, biological
diversity, air quality, and climate management. Consultation conducted per the
P&C must include consultation with all relevant stakeholder types.
This problem is sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
It is too open-ended to say that affected stakeholders are persons that MAY BE
subject… Add ―reasonably be expected to‖ or some other qualifier.
Affected Stakeholder – way too broad…very difficult to engage all the ―persons,
groups of persons or entities located in the neighborhood of the Management
Unit
Applicable law (new)

Laws, or regulations and administrative procedures derived directly from law,
which are relevant to a particular Principle or Criterion. (Source: FSC 2010)
The addition of the word ―or‖ prevents the redundancy of saying ―Laws…
derived directly from law‖.

Agree with the ―revised‖ definition
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Biological control agents
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Why are there two definitions for this term?
Common Law
I don‘t understand it – please define it in a better way
Connectivity

Connectivity (new): Connectivity is aA measure of how environmentally
connected or spatially continuous a corridor, network, or matrix is for the
purpose of maintaining ecological integrity and the natural movement of species.
The fewer gaps, the higher the connectivity. Related to the structural
connectivity concept; functional or behavioral connectivity refers to how
connected an area is for an ecological process, such as an animal moving or
seeds dispersing through different types of landscape elements for the purpose
of reproduction or migration. (Source: Based on Forman, R. T. T. (1995): Land
mosaics. The ecology of landscapes and regions. - 632 p.; Cambridge.)
This is too dryly technical and is missing some key clarifying terms.
Culturally intelligible

Since this term is used in the criteria it needs to be noted that it is not auditable
as written. The word ―comprehensible‖ would be more accurate (the root being comprehend).
Culturally Comprehensible Communication: Communications to affected
stakeholders and/or Indigenous Peoples are made in such a way to ensure to
the highest degree possible that they comprehend the material being
communicated
This should somehow be linked to Free, Prior and informed consent

To my opinion very vague definition which leaves it open to almost any group to
define their own customary law by creating their own written code of conduct.
This definition should delete referenced to specific countries and be more
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Customary Law
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generically stated. For example, ―A system of rules of conduct which is felt as
obligatory to follow by members of a definable group of people‖.
If the Australia and Papua references are inserted to provide examples then this
should be stated. They are out of place and without context inserted into the
middle of the definition.
Customary Rights
Customary rights (revised): In the P&C, ‗customary rights‘ are tThose rights
derived from customary law and which are claimed by particular ethnic groups in
particular geographic areas.
These words are unnecessary and redundant.
The revised version is in connection with the new definition of customary law not
acceptable for me. The original definition of customary rights should be kept
The original definition is preferred. It is clear, concise, and more easily
understood. The qualifier ―generally‖ may be inserted between ―‖by‖ and
―uninterrupted.‖
Take the word ―ethnic‖ from the definition. People do not have to be ―ethnic‖ to
have customary rights. As written it could be interpreted that a only group
comprised of a single ethnicity could claim customary rights.
THE ORIGINAL DEFINITION IS CORRECT.
It was agreed that customary laws and rights and statutory law are on par
whether recognized or not in statutory law. If FSC took the position that statutory
law takes precedence over customary law then it could not meet the intent to
support and strengthen customary tenure rights especially in those countries
where these rights are not recognized. It was also agreed that clarification on
the relationship between statutory law and customary law is needed.
It was also agreed that the definition of customary rights as per the current P&C
(Version 4-0) better captures the spirit of the FSC P&C.

Delineated (new): The boundaries of the Management Unit have been
surveyed, orand either a detailed and legal boundary description is available or
physical demarcation has been completed which would allow the entire
boundary to be traced and verified on the ground, or physical demarcation has
been completed. (Source: FSC 2010)
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Delineated
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Economic viablility
Drop the terms ―social‖ and ―political.‖
Economic viability – positive addition
Add the following text to the existing definition ―Economic viability means that
the real returns from forest management operations, relative to the forest
manager‘s asset value and labour inputs, are competitive with other investment
alternatives. As further perspective: Economic returns from forest management
operations mean actual earnings after all expenses, taxes and debt service; not
simply gross revenues. It is important that income should therefore be derived
from actual forest management activities, crop production, and harvest and/or
manufacture and sale of the product, while meeting the standard.
The asset value of the Organization is relevant to FSC. If the management
activities required to meet the FSC standard do not contribute in aggregate to an
‗adding of value‘, there exists the risk that the land (particularly private land) be
removed from a FSC certification objective and be put to what is deemed to be a
‗higher and better use‖.
Human capital is essential to the healthy function of a successful Organization.
An economically viable forest management firm must offer a competitive and
challenging work environment to its employees. People make choices about
their employment and where they will commit time and energy. Organizations
that function at the margins of economic viability are in a weaker position to
support a positive work environment.
Ecosytem
Agree with the ―revised‖ definition
Why are there 2 definitions for ecosystem?

Ecosystem function (new): An intrinsic ecosystem characteristic related to the
set of conditions and processes whereby an ecosystem maintains its integrity
(such as primary productivity, food chain, biogeochemical cycles). Ecosystem
functions include such processes as decomposition, production, nutrient cycling,
and fluxes of nutrients and energy, regeneration, recovery and succession.
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Ecosystem Function
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(Source: Based on Millennium Ecosystem Assessment – Global Assessment
Report – Appendix D: Glossary -2005)
These are probably the most essential aspects of any ecosystem, are not
assumed by the existing definition, and thus must be added. Once they are
added, the words ―Based on‖ will also need to be added
Further, there is also still insufficient justification of dropping the ‗ecosystem
integrity‘ approach recommended by the PWG in favour of ‗environmental
values‘ and ‗ecosystem functions‘.
positive addition
Agree with the ―revised‖ definition
Endangered species
Please specify that it concerns species marked as ―CR‖, ―EN‖ and ―VU‖ in the
IUCN Redlist, to take away all possible doubts.
Engagement
Add the term ‖with‖ after ―consults‖ and drop the phrase ―and/or ensures the
participation of‖. The issue is engagement, not how participation is ensured.
Agree with the ―revised‖ definition
The synonyms for ENGAGEMENT/COMPROMISO, AGREEMENT/ACUERDO
should be added.

Environmental impact assessment (new): The process of identifying,
predicting, evaluating and mitigating the biophysical, and other relevant effects
of proposed actions development proposals prior to major decisions being taken
and commitments being made. (Source: Based on Principle of environmental
impact assessment best practices - International Association for Impact
Assessment (1999)
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/specialpublications/Principles%20of%20IA_web.pdf)
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Environmental Impact Assessment
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and mitigating - This is actually not part of an ―assessment‖. It is an action that
would be based on an assessment. Therefore, it may be best to delete this term
from the definition.
proposed actions development proposals - Many forest management actions
would not be considered to be ―development proposals‖.
Agree with the ―revised‖ definition
Environmental Services

Definitions and use of terms – ecosystem services: Draft 3 includes the
term ―environmental services‖ and an associated definition. Neither climate or
carbon are mentioned in association with FSC‘s proposed use of this term in the
draft. The definition of environmental services in the draft glossary does not
include climate related environmental services, as it refers only to ―air
resources‖, which is arguably different. The FSC should use the internationally
preferred term, ―ecosystem services,‖ as put forward by the Millenium
Ecosystem Assessment, which recognizes four broad classes of services.
(http://www.millenniumassessment.org/documents/document.48.aspx.pdf)

Environmental services (new): These services describe qMostly qualitative
(even spatial) functions provided by the natural resources. Those Three types of
environmental services usually exist:of most relevance to forest management
would normally include a) a) deposit services, which reflect the functions of the
natural household environment as an absorbent dump of the waste originated
by household productive activities and industrial activities in general; b)
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The proposed FSC definition of environmental services only recognizes three
classes of services. Among scientists and policy makers the term ―ecosystem
services‖ has now largely replaced the term environmental services. ―While
scientists and environmentalists have discussed ecosystem services for
decades, these services were popularized and their definitions formalized by the
United Nations 2004 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA), a four-year study
involving more than 1,300 scientists worldwide.[1] This grouped ecosystem
services into four broad categories: provisioning, such as the production of food
and water; regulating, such as the control of climate and disease; supporting,
such as nutrient cycles and crop pollination; and cultural, such as spiritual and
recreational benefits.‖
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ecosystem_services,
which
references
the
Millenium Ecosystem Assessment.)
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productive services, with respect tosuch as water, land, and air and biological
resources, which reflect the economic and ecological functions forserve human
health and consumption, energy, and agricultural purposes, etc.); and cb)
recreational and socio-culturalalization services, such as forest landscapes and
covering the basic functions of the environments to which meet the recreation
and a range of socio-culturalalization needs, as well as the cosmologygical
needs, of certain societies. (Source: IUCN)
(even spatial) - The meaning of this is unclear.
reflect the economic - If it is economic it would not seem to be ―qualitative‖.
Socialization is a very odd term to apply in this context.
IUCN - This source is not a helpful one in this case.
[Preferred alternative term and definition] Ecosystem Services (new):
Benefits people obtain from ecosystems. The Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment – a four-year United Nations assessment of the condition and
trends of the world‘s ecosystems - categorizes ecosystem services as:
Provisioning Services such as food, fresh water, fuel, fiber, and other goods;
Regulating Services such as climate, water, and disease regulation as well as
pollination; Supporting Services such as soil formation and nutrient cycling;
and Cultural Services such as educational, aesthetic, spiritual and cultural
heritage values as well as recreation and tourism.
Drop ―the‖ in front of ―natural resources.‖ We do not know why ―commercial‖
activities would not be addressed in addition to household and industrial
activities.
I really do not understand this new definition. Still seems ambiguous to me what
exactly ―environmental services‖?
Include carbon sequestration in these services.

This definition appears to be far too narrow, and is unacceptable as such if it is
used in the P&C to reference the types of resources that must be inventories,
protected, restored, monitored, etc. Among other things, it excludes fish and
wildlife populations, wilderness, air quality, and various other environmental and
ecological elements.
This problem is sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
Environmental values: The following set of elements of the biophysical and
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human environment
a. ecosystem functions
b. biological diversity
c. water resources
d. soils and
e. air quality, and
j.f. landscape values.
The actual worth attributed to these elements depends on human and societal
perceptions. (Source: FSC 2010)
The purpose of this statement about "actual worth" is unclear and of
questionable value to this definition. It raises questions that do not need to be
raised in a definition.
Further, there is also still insufficient justification of dropping the ‗ecosystem
integrity‘ approach recommended by the PWG in favour of ‗environmental
values‘ and ‗ecosystem functions‘.
New definition provides clarity to term
Add point e:
a. ecosystem functions
b. biological diversity
c. water resources
d. soils and
e. carbon sequestration (new)
f. landscape values.
Formal approval or valid approval

Formal approval or valid approval (new): Pprocess by which documents
legally required to be submitted by The Organization are checked against legal
requirements and certified as correct by the legally authorized and competent
agency, or documentation and signatures are obtained by The Organization
from the agencies appointed by national or local laws to provide and approve
such documents. (Source: FSC 2010)

A legal condition whereby a person or community can be said to have given
consent to an action prior to its commencement, based upon a clear
appreciation and understanding of the facts, implications and future
consequences of suchan action, and the possession of all relevant facts at the
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time when consent is given. Free, prior and informed consent includes the right
to grant, withhold or withdraw approval. (Source: Based on the Preliminary
working paper on the principle of free, prior and informed consent of indigenous
peoples (…) (E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/2004/4 8 July 2004) of the 22 nd session of the
United Nations Commission on Human Rights, Sub-Commission on the
Promotion and Protection of Human Rights, Working Group on Indigenous
Populations, 19-23 July 2004)
Unless this kind of language is added in this general location, the word ―prior‖ in
this basic phrase is left unaddressed by the definition. The later reference to
―future consequences‖ only addresses the future (including the time following
initiation of the action), and may not include the time prior to the action taking
place.

These are recent subjects and the revision should be better documented in
order to decide.
Free, prior, and informed consent (new): BASED ON ILO CONVENTION 169
AND THE DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF INDIGENOUS PEOPLES, a
person or community can be said to have given consent based upon a clear
appreciation and understanding of the facts, implications and future
consequences of an action, and the possession of all relevant facts at the time
when consent is given PRIOR TO THE BEGINNING OF THE ACTION. Free,
prior and informed consent includes the right to grant, withhold or withdraw
approval. (Source: Based on the Preliminary working paper on the principle of
free, prior and informed consent of indigenous peoples (…)
(E/CN.4/Sub.2/AC.4/2004/4 8 July 2004) of the 22nd session of the United
Nations Commission on Human Rights, Sub-Commission on the Promotion and
Protection of Human Rights, Working Group on Indigenous Populations, 19-23
July 2004)

AGender equality means that social state that provides women and men have
equal conditions and opportunities for realizing their full human rights and for
contributing to, and benefiting from, economic, social, cultural and political
development (Source: Adapted from FAO, IFAD and ILO workshop on ―Gaps,
trends and current research in gender dimensions of agricultural and rural
employment: differentiated pathways out of poverty‖, Rome, 31 March to 2 April
2009.)
These words are unnecessary and redundant.
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Genotype

Genotype (new): The genetic constitution of an organism or group of
organisms. (Source: FSC 2010)
This addition is widely used and found throughout the scientific literature.
GMO

The currently suggested definition is an improvement on the old version but
potentially allows for genetically engineered trees, where the transgenes or
would have been sourced from the same species.
An organism in which the genetic material has been altered in a ways other than
through natural reproductive processes, such as mating and natural
recombination.
The REVISED Definition is better.
Greenwashing
Delete - This term does not appear in the Preamble or anywhere in the P&C. It
only appears in the explanatory notes and rationale under Criterion 1.27.
Therefore, it is recommended that the word and its definition be deleted from the
Glossary, and that this definition be moved into those explanatory notes.
Habitat

This definition is quite inadequate for purposes of the P&C, forest
management, and forest certification. Habitats are not simply where fish and
animals live. They must be understood as including the specific characteristics
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This definition is too narrow and too general. The definition must include the
concept that habitat has to include all requirements for the species‘ full life cycle.
I would recommend something like: ―Those parts of the environment (aquatic,
terrestrial, atmospheric), often typified by a dominant plant form or physical
characteristic, on which an organism depends, directly or indirectly, in order to
carry out its life processes.‖ From: Dunster, J. and K. Dunster. 1996. Dictionary
of Natural Resource Management. Univ. of British Columbia Press. Vancouver,
BC, Canada.
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and qualitative condition of the vegetation, soils, forest structure, water quality,
etc., that are important to the ability of the fish and animals to utilize those sites
for their various functions and lifecycles, including feeding, reproduction,
migration, dispersal, protection from predators, hibernation, etc. I am sure that
more effective and credible definitions are readily available from the ecological
sciences.
This problem is sufficient reason to vote down the proposed P&C revision.
High Conservation Values
Add to ―Any of the following values‖ with EXCEPTIONAL, UNIQUE
ATTRIBUTES.
Indigenous Peoples

UN definition should be used and the list of indigenous people publicized by the
UN should be attached.
Strongly suggest to redefine Indigenous people, by using UN definition of
Indigenous people. It‘s no good inventing FSC version of definitions on
social/legal terms, as FSC have no capacity nor authority to define these terms.
(The current definition of Indigenous people in this version will not be accepted
by China which only accepts the UN definition. )
Agree with ―revised‖ definition.
No. The characteristics of ―distinct social, economic or political systems‖ and
―form non-dominant groups of society‖ do not define Indigenous Peoples. The
original definition was not adequate, either. Further work is needed on this
definition.
The participants agreed that the FSC definition needs to clarify that not all
criteria put forward for the identification of IP‘s need to be fulfilled in order to
qualify as IP. FSC should not contradict the UN position in relation on the
identification of IP‘s vs. defining IP‘s.
Use the working definition adopted by the UN Working Group on Indigenous
People and list all the indigenous peoples recognized by UN all over the world.

Agree with ―revised‖ definition.
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The ORIGINAL DEFINITION is better.
Intellectual property

Intellectual property (new): Practices as well as knowledge, innovations and
other creations of the mind. In relation to Indigenous Peoples and local
communities, this encompasses traditional knowledge, understanding, learning,
innovations, practices, skills and technical know-how involving, inter alia,
information of an ecological, agricultural, scientific and medical nature
.
(Source: FSC 2010, based on Article 8j of the Convention on Biological
Diversity and on World Intellectual Property Organization publications accessed
oin 02 MarchApril 2010: http://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/ and
http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/freepublications/en/tk/920/wipo_pub_920.p
df)
Given that the only P&C uses of this term are under Principles 3 and 4, this
short definition is far too dry and legalistic to address its practical application to
Indigenous Peoples and local communities. Also, another WIPO publication is
far more relevant to the intent of CBD Article 8(j) and to the intent of the P&C, so
it should be referenced as well.
Add that MUST BE RECOGNIZED AND WRITTEN
Intensity

A measure of the force or strength of an activity as a management intervention,
and affecting the nature and extent of the activity‘s impacts. (Source: FSC
2010)

Interested stakeholder

similar to affected stakeholder, this is too broad to be practical.
Difficult to separate from ―affected stakeholder‖
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Internationally accepted scientific protocol: Is for the purpose of the
Principles and Criteria a [b1]A predefined science-based procedure which is
either published by an international scientific network or union, or referenced
frequently in the international scientific literature (Source: FSC 2010)
independent of social sciences – would qualify as an internationally accepted
scientific protocol. That does not mean it would be either a guide to ―best
practice‖ or an appropriate benchmark for a standard or performance measure.
This is too weak to be accepted as it is.
Invasive

In the context of the P&C this term refers to species that are invasive, defined as
sSpecies that are rapidly expanding outside of their native range. Invasive
species can alter ecological relationships among native species and can affect
ecosystem function and human health (Source: Based on IUCN).
Redundant and unnecessary wording.

Landpe Values

Landpe values: Landscape values can be visualized as layers of human
perceptions overlayed on top of the physical landscape. The values people hold
or assign to places for different reasons, ranging from instrumental value (places
that provide tangible benefits of an economic, recreation or subsistence nature)
to symbolic value (places that represent or embody aesthetic, cultural or spiritual
concepts). Some landscape values, like economic, recreation, or subsistence
value are closely related to physical landscape attributes. Other landscape
values such as intrinsic or spiritual value are more symbolic in character with
value location influenced more by individual perception or social construction
than physical landscape attributes. (Source: Landscape value Institute
http://www.landscapemap2.org/animatev1.htmlBased on Government of South
Australia, Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation.
http://www.landscapevalues.org/)

It is not possible to use this definition in a practical manner
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This definition is too wordy and convoluted. Something simpler would be
preferable.
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Local Communities

Local communities (new): Human Ccommunities of any size that are in or
adjacent to the Management Unit, and also those that are close enough to have
a significant impact on the economy or the environmental values of the
Management Unit or to have their economies, rights or environments
significantly affected by the management activities or the biophysical aspects of
the Management Unit. (Source: FSC 2010)
This word is necessary to distinguish this from plant or animal communities

Difficult to understand what this definition means in a Swedish context and
especially for a small private forest owner.
The participants agreed that the definition would widen the geographical scope
too much. It was also agreed that it should include people only living seasonally
in a certain area (e.g. Sami people) that ‗significant‘ would be a subjective term
and that ‗biophysical aspects‘ would not be needed in the definition.
It was agreed to revise the definition as follows: ‗Local Communities are those
people that live (even seasonally) in or around the management unit and whose
economical rights and environments are affected by the management activities.‘

Long term (original definition): The time-scale within which of the forest
owner or managerment Organization meets its obligations to maintain, enhance
or produce various forest-related values and benefits according to the
requirements of the FSC Principles and Criteria. It is as manifested by the
objectives of the management plan, the rate of harvesting, and other
management activitiesthe commitment to maintain permanent forest cover. The
length of time involved will vary according to the context and ecological
conditions, and will be a function of how long it takes a given ecosystem to
recover its natural structure and composition following harvesting or
disturbance, or to produce mature or primary conditions. (Source: FSC 1994 –
See also FSC-GUI-20-200 FSC guidelines for certification bodies – Part 2,
Section 2.13, paragraph 2.3a (March 2005)
T
his term appears in the Preamble and in one principle and several criteria, all
addressing different issues. This definition does not adequately address all
those different contextual meanings, and thus needs revision as proposed here.
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This needs further review or an expanded explanation. Naturally, ecosystems
face disturbances and are in some state of recovering from being disturbed.
Management Plan

We support the use of a definition that would include a collection or a (potentially
large) number of documents.
We support the use of a definition that would include a collection or a (potentially
large) number of documents.
Agree with new definition – provides clarity.
Managerial control

This definition provides no clarity on the concept of managerial control in respect
to the FSC principles and criteria. Need to develop a clear definition in the
context of the P&C.
Management Unit

This definition is in its wording far too complicated and too vast (including all
facilities and areas) within and outside …and still partly vague due to the
conditions like: ―managed to a set of explicit management objectives which are
expressed in a self-contained multi-year management plan‖ or ―for the purpose
of contributing to the management objectives‖ and ―solely for the purpose of
contributing to the management objectives‖
Imagine a small farmer or a local community is confronted with this definition. I
don´t regard this as ―culturally intelligible wording‖.

Note that if revised, the definition of ―management unit‖ in the explanatory note
for criterion 10.9 will also require attention.
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Recommend that the definition recognize partial certification is a possibility for
non-members (governmental units). There is concern that the definition as
currently written can be misread to include any and all lands managed by an
organization, including those that are legitimately out of scope in conformance
with partial certification requirements.
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National laws
/
We support this definition and its application in the P&C.
Native Species

The ORIGINAL definition was very good.
Natural Forest

The revision should be documented. I am not sure that I agree with it.
Option 1: adopt the definition by FAO exactly; Option 2: change the term
―national forest‖ into ―eco-value-rich forest‘
Non-Timber Forest Products

The REVISED definition is better.
Agree with revised definition.
no longer used in the P&C
Objective

This definition needs to be put in the context of forest management.
Occupational Disease

The NEW definition is correct.

/
We think that it important to restrict injuries to those that occur as a result of
work for the Organization or other occupational activity. (As is the case with the
definition of ―Occupational Disease‖.
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The organization
It was agreed that the definition should refer to the body ultimately responsible
for ensuring compliance with the P&C. It was agreed to revise the definition as
follows: ‗The proposed definition was discussed and revised as follows: ‗The
enterprise, or the group of people, or the individual with the responsibility for
policies, decisions, and activities ultimately responsible for compliance with the
Principles and Criteria. The Organization may be a land owner (private or
public), manager, concession holder, certificate holder or applicant for
certification itself, association and members or officials of a community,
cooperative or group certification scheme, and their staff. (Source: FSC 2010)‘
Some participants were in favour of using an alternative term such as ‗forest
manager‘.
Include in the definition of ―Organization‖, located in the glossary, that it is the
entity that has final responsibility for contractors and sub-contractors and others
who are involved in the activities and their verification for management decisions
and activities. (As a way to simplify the headings which say ―The Organization
and the contractors…‖.
This word does not correspond to the meaning it receives.
Terms which have a different meaning for Spanish speaking countries should
not be used. Organization is an institution of a civil nature; it is neither an
enterprise nor a manager.
We propose the use of: forest management unit manager or forest management
administrator or forest management operator.

FSC standards are voluntary so the use of the word ―compliance‖ in respect to
the P&C is not appropriate, ―conformance‖ should be used. As written the
second sentence seems to overstate the Organizations liability by using the
terms ―Legally‖ and ―ultimately responsible for compliance‖.
The term
―contractually‖ would be more appropriate as the FSC is not a regulatory body
and the contract can be terminated by the organization without penalty.
Pesticide
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Replace the term organization with Forest Management Unit manager or forest
management administrator or forest management operator since these are
broader terms than organization. The glossary contains a definition which does
not correspond to the actual meaning of an organization for Spanish speaking
countries. A person in charge of a forest or a forest manager cannot be
considered as an organization.
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Pesticide (new): Any substance or preparation used to protect specific animals
or plants (e.g., trees, wood or other plant products) from being damaged by
other animals or plants (i.e., ‗pests‘),by controlling, destroying, or repelling such
pests, or by rendering them harmless. (This definition includes insecticides,
rodenticides, acaricides, molluscicides, larvaecides, fungicides and herbicides).
(Source: FSC-POL-30-001 (2005) FSC Pesticides Policy)
Several tweaks are needed in this definition (as proposed here) so that it is
more credible and accurate. First, a ―pest‖ is always a subjective designation, in
that no animal or plant is generically or naturally a ―pest‖. Second, the existing
language surprisingly and inappropriately avoids the obvious - that pesticides
are usually designed to kill things – which is made very clear in every dictionary
definition o of this term.
Once this language is modified, this source may no longer be appropriate,
unless ―Based on‖ is added.
Plantation

Plantation (original definition - under review): Forest areas lacking most of
the principal characteristics and key elements of native ecosystems such as
complexity, structure and diversity (as defined by FSC-approved national and
regional standards of forest stewardship), which result from the human activities
of either planting, sowing or intensive silvicultural treatments.
The addition of these terms would enable a clear and direct comparison to the
Glossary definition of ―natural forest‖.
Why can‘t FSC International define plantation? Why would the definition be
different for regional standards? A plantation is a plantation regardless of the
region. Should be easy enough to come up with a global definition.
Option 1: adopt the definition by FAO exactly; Option 2: change the term
―national forest‖ into ―non eco-value-rich forest‘

Precautionary approach (revised): An approach requiring that when the
available information indicates that management activities pose a threat of
severe or irreversible damage to the environment or a threat to human welfare,
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The Organization will take explicit and effective measures to prevent the
damage and avoid the risks to welfare, even when the scientific information is
incomplete or inconclusive, and when the vulnerability and sensitivity of
environmental values are uncertain. (Source: Based on Principle 15 of Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development and Wingspread Statement on
the Precautionary Principle of the Wingspread Conference, 23-25 January
1998).
These words significantly narrow and weaken the definition, and are not
necessary to it.
The REVISED definition is correct.
Rare species

A species that is very uncommon or scarce, and which has a very small
population Wworldwide populations of small species., thatSuch species are not
currently endangered or are not vulnerable, but that may face such risks in the
future. These species are often located in geographically restricted areas or
specific habitats, or are scantily scattered on a large scale (Source: IUCN).
Certainly this is a mistake – ―small species‖.
Ratified

For the purpose of the FSC P&C, tThe process by which an international law,
convenant or agreement (including multilateral environmental agreement) is
legally approved by a national legislature or equivalent legal mechanism, such
that the international law becomes automatically part of national law or sets in
motion the development of national law to give the same legal effect (Source:
FSC 2010)
Redundant and unnecessary.

HarvestingLogging using techniques to reduce the impact on the surrounding
environment and, in timber harvesting, on the residual stand of trees. (Source:
Based on Guidelines for the Conservation and Sustainable Use of Biodiversity in
Tropical Timber Production Forests, IUCN- 2006)
Since this term does not appear anywhere in the Preamble, Principles or
Criteria, it may be better to simply define it in an explanatory note and remove it
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from the Glossary. It would fit best under the suggested new criterion that
appears as the first one under Principle 10.
Propose to change the term ―harvesting‖ to ―logging‖
Resili

Delete
This term does not appear in the Preamble or in any Principle or Criterion. It
should probably be deleted from the Glossary and relocated to an explanatory
note if necessary.
Risk
The definition is generally acceptable; however, the discussion of ―scale,
intensity and risk‖ should clearly discuss the fact that the risk of negative
consequences is not only a function of the character of the management
activities, but also the vulnerability of values at risk.
Agree with new definition – provides clarity.
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―La dimensión‖ to
―EL TAMAÑO‖.
Silviculture

Stakeholder
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Silviculture / silvicultural system (new): The art and science of controlling the
establishment, growth, composition, health and quality of forests and woodlands
to meet the targetted diverse needs and values of landowners and society on a
sustainable basis. (Source: Nieuwenhuis, M. Terminology of Forest
Management. IUFRO World Series Vol. 9-en. IUFRO 4.04.07 SilvaPlan and
SilvaVoc
argetted - The meaning of this word here is not clear. It is also unnecessary to
the definition.
on a sustainable basis - This is a politically-loaded term that is best left out of a
definition like this. This concept has never been part of traditional definitions of
this term. It is also unnecessary to the definition.

Forest Stewardship Council

Good and helpful cross-reference
Threatened Species

The definition should include reference to the IUCN categories included (VU,
EN, CR)
This is not the original / existing definition.
Traditional Peoples

Traditional peoples are sSocial groups or peoples who do not self-identify as
indigenous and who affirm rights to their lands, forests and other resources
based on long established custom or traditional occupation and use. (Source:
Forest Peoples Programme (Marcus Colchester, 07 October 2009)
/
We are not comfortable with the introduction of this term and its implication. It
appears to create right that does not exist in local or international law (i.e. UN).
Also it introduces other undefined terms of custom and traditional occupation –
what are these?
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The word LARGO should be
included between ―..establecidas (largo) tiempo atrás..‖. If they are not.
Propose to explain the two types of applicable cases described in Quick Guide
Reduced Impact Logging
(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) Change ―macizo‖ to
―RODAL‖.
Silviculture

Stakeholder
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(This comment refers only to the Spanish version.) The correct word is
SOSTENIBLE (This is in all the formal definitions) and substitute for
―sustentable‖.
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There is no definition.
Up to date

Up to date (new): Current or of the most recent date, Aas defined and required
by law, in relation to documents and payments. (Source: FSC 2010)
Without these words the definition makes no sense.

I find this definition ambiguous.
Use rights

This is not the original / existing definition.
Workers
It is unclear to me if ―workers‖ include all those working in the management unit
– regardless if they are working for the organization or not. Currently for the
National Boreal Standard – ―forest workers‖ is defined as all workers in the
management, even those NOT working for the organization. I find this difficult
for the organization to enforce; as well it is difficult as an auditor to assess. I
think the definition of ―workers‖ should be further clarified as to whether it is
applicable to the Organization or the management unit.

We feel that a definition should be added for contractors and sub-contractors to
ensure that these workers are also fully covered by the FSC standards. This
would add further clarification to the definition of workers in the existing
glossary. One possible text could be:
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―Workers (new): All persons employed including public employees, those
persons employed by contractors and sub-contractors as well as on short-term
or seasonal contracts.‖

